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INTRODUCTION in analytic treatments of the indirect effects of light-
ning. The chapter is not intended as a complete review

This handbook will assist aircraft design and cer- of electromagnetic theory, but some subjects occur so
tification engineers in protecting aircraft against the often in treatments of indirect effects that it seemed
direct and indirect effects of lightning strikes, in com- better to review them all at once, and in some detail,
pliance with Federal Aviation Regulations pertaining rather than introducing them piecemeal in subsequent
to lightning protection. It is also intended to assist chapters.
FAA certifying engineers in assessing the adequacy of The user of this hsr.dbook is urged to study
proposed lightning protection designs. It will also be these two introductory chapters before proceeding
useful for designers of major subsystems, such as en- with other sections of the book. The treatment of
gines and electrical and avionics systems, these topics begins on an elementary level and is aided

'rhis is the second handbook of this type. The by simple illustrations which should enable those with
first such handbook, also entitled Lightning Protec- only a limited background in electricity to proceed to
tion of Aircraft by F.A. Fisher and J.A. Pluiner, was an adequate understanding of important principles.
published in 1976 by the National Aeronautics and Other topics not found in NASA RP-1008 include
Space Administration as NASA RP-1008. Since that a review of intra-cloud lightning phenomenology and
book was published there have been major advances the triggering of lightning flashes by aircraft (Chapters
in protection techniques, standards and test practices, 3 and 10), the topic of considerable research during the
particularly in those dealing with the indirect electro- years 1980-1987, a more thorough description of the
magnetic effects of lightning, procedural steps in lightning prote,-tion design and cer-

This new handbook, which was commissioned by tification (Chapter 5), and a more complete treatment
the FAA in 1986, was originally intended to be an up- of protection design methods for advanced composite
dated version of NASA RP-1008, but as the project materials and structures (Chapter 6). This latter area
evolved, it became evident that additional topics, not received only brief treatment in NASA RP 1008, there
included in the earlier book, should be incorporated being little practical experience with these materials
and that much of the original material needed to be at the time that book was published. Advanced com-
completely rewritten and expanded. posites have since become widely employed in fixed

The book is organized along the same general lines wing aircraft and rotorcraft, and efficient methods of
as the earlier work, with the first half dealing with protecting them from lightning damage have evolved.
the direct effects (burning and blasting) of lightning The new material on certification includes a discussion

and the second half dealing with the indirect effects of the steps to be followed in reaching and verifying
(electromagnetic induction of voltages and currents) protection for flight critical electrical and avionic sys-
of lightning, tems, such as full authority digital electronic controls,

Among the new material found in this book are FADEC. These steps are presently being formalized in
two chapters dealing with basic technologies and phys- a new FAA regulation and advisory circular.
ical concepts. The first of these, Chapter 1 - An Intro- Finally, new material on indirect effects tests
duction to High Voltage Phenomena, deals with the methods is presented, in Chapter 18. This is another
nature of high voltage electrical sparks and arcs and area where considerable improvements have been made
with related processes of electric charge formation, ion- since publication of NASA RP 1008, though future im-
ization, and spark propagation in air. All of these are provements are expected to continue.
factors that affect the way that lightning leaders attach Elsewhere, the handbook is organized in a similar
to an aircraft and the way that the hot return stroke fashion to NASA RP-1008, with chapters on Natural
arc affects the surface to which it attaches. The ma- Lightning (Chapter 2), Aircraft Lightning Attachment
terial introduces practices and terms used for many Phenomena (Chapter 3) and Lightning Effects on Air-
years in the electric power industry, but which are craft (Chapter 4). Users should be familiar with these
not commonly studied by those dealing with aircraft. topics before proceeding with design and verification
Those terms and practices have, however, affected the tasks.
tests and practices used to evaluate the direct effects Chapter 5, The Certification Process begins with
of lightning on aircraft. a description of FAA airworthiness regulations per-

The second, Chapter 9 - Elementary Aspects of taining to lightning, followed by a description of
hIdirect Effects, reviews some of the electromagnetic the standardized external lightning environment, the
phenomena that govern induction of voltages and cur- method of applying this environment to an aircraft,
rents by electromagnetic fields and introduces some and the remaining steps in protection design and ver-
of the terms and mathematical concepts encountered ification. Experience has shown that designs evolved
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in this way have a high probability of success. Chapter 13 discusses experimental methods of
Methods of protection of airframes and fuel sys- studying the interaction between the aircraft and the

tems against physical damage and fuel ignition are de- lighting flash. Chapter 14 discusses some of the prac-
scribed in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. Fuel va- ticsl problems of calculating the response of aircraft
por ignition remains one of the most serious lightning wiring to electromagnetic fields. Chapter 15 discusses
hazards, and should be given careful attention in any shielding of aircraft wiring and emphasizes that some
design and certification program. Since much of an of the shielding and wiring practices in common use re-
airframe contains fuel in direct contact with struc- ally provide little protection from the electromagnetic
tural elements, the topics in Chapters 6 and 7 are fields of lightning and may even accentuate problems.
closely related and should be studied together. As Chapter 16 discusses some of the policy matters re-
noted in these chapters, the electrical ignition sources lating to control of indirect effects, tasks that must
and thresholds within aircraft structures are not eas- be undertaken by those responsible for setting overall
ily identified or quantified by analyses methods, and design practices. Principally these relate to shielding
so tests must play an important part in successful de- and grounding practices to be followed and to transient
sign and verification. This is true both for so-called design level specifications to be imposed on vendors.
"conventional" metal airframes and for advanced com- These are not subjects that can be controlled by indi-
posite structures. vidual designers.

Chapters 8 through 17 focus on protection of elec- Chapter 17 discusses some aspects of circuit de-
trical and avionic systems against indirect effects. As sign, principally those relating to surge protective de-
with all aspects of electromagnetic interference and vices and methods of analyzing the damage effects of
control, the control of damage and interference from surge voltages and components on electronic devices.
lightning becomes more and more critical as aircraft Control of lightning indirect effects by analysis
evolve. Most of the navigation and control functions can only be carried so far; proof of resistance to indi-
aboard modern aircraft place a computer between the rect effects is most likely to come about by the conduct
pilot and the control surfaces, often without mechan- of tests on individual pieces of equipment and on inter-
ical backup. This makes it essential that the coin- connected systems. Chapter 18 presents an overview of
puter and control equipment be designed so as not verification test methods. It is intended to describe the
to be damaged or unduly upset by lightning. Con- approaches that can be applied for these tests and to
trol of these indirect effects requires coordination be- acquaint the certification engineer with what to expect
tween those who design the airframe and its intercon- and what not to expect. Practices relating to testing

necting wiring, those who design avionic systems and are still evolving and the chapter discusses some areas
those who oversee the certification process. Part of the where work is still needed and where present specifi-
overall control process requires the selection of tran- cations may require testing that is either technically
sient design levels and establishment of suitable test inadequate or excessively costly.
standards and practices. This is an evolving area and A few comments on personnel safety are in order.
there is still work to be done in ensuring that test re- Lightning tests involve the generation and application
quirements and practices are truly adequate and cost of very high voltages and currents - far exceeding the
effective, levels employed in most electrical test laboratories.

Chapter 8 introduces the subject of indirect ef- They also far exceed lethal levels and have proven fatal
fects and briefly discusses the subjects covered in more to inexperienced operators. Lightning tests to evalu-
detail in later chapters. Chapter 9, as mentioned, coy- ate or verify either direct or indirect effects should be
ers a number of subjects common to the subsequent performed only by personnel experienced in this tech-
chapters. Chapter 10 covers the external electromag- nology. This test methodology is beyond the scope of
netic field environment and Chapters 11 and 12 cover this handbook.
the way that these fields couple to the interior of the
aircraft. These four chapters are the most analytically
oriented of the book.
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Chapter 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO HIGH VOLTAGE PHENOMENA

1.1 Introduction

Lightning is a high voltage and high current phe- physical dimensions of the electrodes and the distance
nomenon and those who would deal in protection between them.
against it should have some basic understanding of the Under the influence of light and other radiation,
physics involved. This chapter is intended to introduce such as X-rays, cosmic rays or radioactive decay, elec-
the reader to the general physical nature of electrical trons will be emitted from the negative electrode, or
sparks and arcs, and to provide some data on spark cathode. Electrons may also be released in the gas
breakdown characteristics of various electrode config- by the radiation. At low levels of voltage, or electric
urations. Partly, the material is given to introduce field, all the electrons will drift towards the positive
the subject of lightning phenomena and partly to il- electrode, or anode, and be collected. For a consider-
lustrate some of the factors that must be considered able range of voltages, region 2 of Fig. 1.1, the current
during tests to simulate the effects of lightning. An will remain constant, but the discharge will not be self-
understanding of high voltage phenomena is also im- sustaining since the current will cease if the ionizing
portant when discussing when and where aircraft are illumination of the cathode is removed.
struck by lightning and an understanding of high cur-
rent arc phenomena is important when designing air-
craft surfaces to withstand the effects of lightning.

The literature on high voltage phenomena is vast
and no attempt will be made to give a comprehensive anode
review. Most of the works are to be found in pub-

lications aimed at the electric power industry. Some .
specific works that deal with the subject will be cited, +
but since the following material is only a review, no source
attempt will be made to cite references for each point gsionization
discussed. Some specific works that might be reviewed .
include [1.1] for a general review of the mechanism of .................
breakdown through long air gaps, [1.2 - 1.4] for a very
comprehensive review of recent investigations on the (a) cathode
subject, [1.5] for a general review of gas discharge phe-
nomena and [1.6] for a review of breakdown voltages
of long air gaps.

1.2 Initial Ionization Effects self sustaining voltaed isch arge . C o llapse s

In the study of gas discharges, it is customary to
divide the phenomena into two general types: those non-self sustaining
that are, and those that are not self sustaining. Com- disoharge /I,,/
plete breakdown of a gas, or the formation of a spark -,
between two electrodes, is a transition from a non- . I
self-sustaining discharge to one of several types of self- 1 , 2 1 3 1
sustaining discharge. Usually it occurs with explosive (b) , , v
suddenness. To illustrate some of the phenomena in- v,

volved, consider Fig. 1.1, which shows how the current Fig. 1.1 Current-voltage relations in
between two electrodes immersed in a gas depends on pre-spark regions.
the voltage between the electrodes. In the space be-
tween the electrodes, there will be an electric field E (a) Electrode configuration
of magnitude proportional to the applied voltage, the (b) V-I characteristics



If the voltage is increased into region 3 of Fig. 1. 1,
some of the electrons emitted from the cathode will noead
collide with gas molecules with sufficient force that in N = 1 - (1.3)
some of these collisions Pm. electron will be knocked
from the molecule. Where there was one electron, where the coefficient r is the generalized secondary
there will now be two electrons plus one positively ionization coefficient. r includes the a process con-
charged ion. Both electrons will then move under the sidered by Thompson, but also other processes such

influence of the field and will in turn strike more gas as the action of positive ions, photons and metastable

molecules and liberate still more electrons. The re- atoms at the cathode. Finally, at the sparking voltage

sult is an electron avalanche. The total number of V., the gap will break down and the voltage will col-

electrons produced by the acceleration of a group of lapse. A criterion for breakdown, or the achievement

electrons will be of a self-sustaining breakdown, would be that

N- = no ead (1.1) r(ead-1) > 0. (1.4)

where N- is the final number of electrons, n,, is the If this criterion is met, the initial source of ioniza-
number of initial electrons and d is the distance tra- tion could be removed and the current would continue
versed. The discharge will still not be self-sustaining to increase to a value limited only by the impedance
since if the source of ionization is removed the current of the external circuit.
will cease. Eqs. 1.3 and 1.4 include the effect of an attach-

The quantity a is called Thompson's first ioniza- ment coefficient i since there are factors that act to
tion coefficient and indicates the number of electrons capture electrons. The ionization and attachment co-
produced by a single electron traveling a distance of 1 efficients are shown on Fig. 1.2. Below 25 kV/m the
cm. It depends on the density of the gas and on the attachment coefficient is the larger, hence an avalanche
strength of the electric field. The electric field deter- cannot develop in a field less than 25 kV/m. This
mines how much the electrons are accelerated and the curve relates to standard sea level atmospheric condi-
gas density determines how far an electron may move tions. Effects of non-standard conditions are discussed
before it collides with a gas molecule and liberates an- in §1.5.5.
other electron. It follows that an electron avalanche
will proceed faster in dense than in rarified gas. The 2000 0
molecules from which electrons are liberated will be
left with a positive charge and will be accelerated in 1000
a direction opposite to the electrons, but their mass 500_
is much more than the mass of the electrons, so they
move much more slowly. 200

If the voltage is increased into region 3 the current 100"
begins to depart from the simple exponential law of T
Eq. 1.1. Thompson ascribed the increased current to E 50"
ionization resulting from the motion of the positively
charged molecules, and considered the total current s 20"

to have two components, one due to the motion of d 10"
electrons, Eq. 1.1, and one due to the motion of the
positively charged particles and governed by a similar
relationship. 2-

N+- n+ead (1.2) 1 !*

0 25 50 75 100 125
where N+ is the final number of positively charged E (kV/cm)
particles, no+ is the initial number and d is the distance Fig. 1.2 Ionization and attachment coefficient.
traversed.

The quantity 6 was designated Thompson's sec- 1.3 Streamer Effects
ond ionization coefficient. It is now known that ioniza-
tion by positive ions is insufficient to account for the The breakdown criterion of Eq. 1.4, though con-
increased current in region 3 of Fig. 1.1. Instead, the ceptually simple, is seldom used since the process is
number of electrons is taken to be much more complicated. Breakdown is instead as-
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cribed to the growth of a streamer that leads to ion- negative electrode need not be directly connected to
ization in the gas and is separate from any processes a power source however; the electric field may be cre-
taking place at the electrodes. Whether the streamer ated by induction from other charged electrodes. Con-
leads to a complete breakdown between two electrodes, sideration of where the other electrodes are located
or is confined to the localized discharges called corona is rather academic since the important matter is the
depends to a considerable extent on how the electric electric field in the immediate region of the conductor
field is distributed across the entire gap. The localized upon which corona is formed.
corona discharge will be considered first. It occurs
when only the region around the electrode is highly
stressed; that is, exposed to a sufficiently high electric electrode
field, 25-30 kV/cm. field lines

"electron
1.4 Corona . - K

Corona, Fig. 1.3, is a glow discharge that forms - '
around conductors when the surface voltage gradient
(rate of change of voltage with distance normal to the
surface of the electrode) exceeds a critical level, about
30 kV/cm in air at sea level atmospheric pressure. It Fig. 1.4 Motion of an electron in a
can also form on grounded objects exposed to a high negative field.
electric field from some remote source such as high
voltage conductors or charged thunderstorm clouds. Because of some initial ionization process, an elec-
It also forms on the masts of ships and on the ex- tron is liberated in the gap. Under the influence of
tremities of aircraft when they are charged by flying the electric field the electron is repelled away from
through clouds. Then the phenomenon is commonly the electrode. As it is repelled, it collides with the
called St. Elmo's fire, but the mechanism is the same gas molecules and a flood of other electrons is trig-
as that observed on high voltage conductors. Corona gered by the avalanche process described in §1.1. This
is a localized discharge, but can be the precursor to leaves a cloud of mixed positive and negative charge,
complete breakdown, and can be a prolific source of Fig. 1.5(a). The electric field forces the electrons away
interference in radio receivers, from the space where the avalanche is formed and so

point - + +

no light light

Fig. 1.3 Corona. ++

1.4.1 Negative Corona Processes
4

The negative corona process occurs when the clec- +
trode upon which the corona forms is subjectd to a +
sufficiently large negative electric field, a negative field 46 EDP
being defined as one in which an electron in the space
around the electrode is forced away from the electrode, positive ions negative ions
Fig. 1.4. A common situation involves the electrode sweep into sweep outward
being connected to the negative terminal of a power electrode and are lost. supply while the positive terminal is grounded. The Fig. 1.5 Motion of ions for negative corona.
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the slower and more immobile positive ions are left The critical gradient at which corona is initiated
behind, as shown in Fig. 1.5(b). The electrons im- is about 30 kV/cm at sea level conditions, though the
mediately attach to neutral ions, usually" oxygen, and gradient does depend somewhat on the physical size
form negative ions. and shape of the electrodes. In a more rarified gas the

The electric field in the gas depends on all the critical gradient wou'l be lower than 30 kV /cm, the
charge, the charge that is on the electrode and the governing factor being the density of the gas. Refer-
charge that is in the space around the electrode. In ence data relating density (pressure and temperature)
the space beyond the positive ions the electric field is to altitude is available in standard handbooks [1.7). At
the sum of that produced by the negative charge on an altitude of 10 000 ft. the critical gradient would be
the electrode and the positive charge in the space ad- about 22 kV/m.
jacent to the electrode. The result is that the electric Corona is visible because light is emitted at the
field in the space beyond the positive ions is reduced tip of the discharge as ions are bombarded and the
and the ionization process stops until the positive ions collisions raise the impacted atoms to a higher energy
have been swept into the cathode and the negative state. Later, the excited atoms may revert to their
ions have been moved away from the cathode and into normal lower energy state and as they do, the excess
the surrounding space, possibly being collected by the energy is radiated as electromagnetic waves, some of
anode if it is nearby. the radiation occurring in the visible band and appear-

After the charges have been swept away, 1.5(c), ing as light. The light ceases as soon as the bombard-
the process may repeat, but if the electric field at the ment stops and the charged ions are swept away. The
tip of the cloud of positive ions is not sufficient to charge itself is not visible. The visible light that is
cause further ionizing collisions the streamers will not emitted is predominantly blue. It is also rich in ul-
extend further into the gap. This condition exists in traviolet and can be photographed much more readily
divergent fields, those in which the stress is localized, through a quartz lens than a conventional glass lens.
such as the sharp pointed electrode of Fig. 1.6(a). The negative corona process may manifest itself

In a uniform field, such as that between the two as a train of individual pulses, called Trichel pulses
flat electrodes shown on Fig. 1.6(b), whenever the after an early investigator of the phenomenon. It may
electric field at the electrode reaches a critical gradi- also manifest itself as a pulseless glow or as negative
ent, the same critical gradient will exist all the way streamers. Trichel streamers extend about 1 cm away
across the gap. As a result the corona will not re- from the electrode and each one produces a current
main localized, but will invariably grow and lead to pulse of amplitude varying from I x 10-8 A at point
complete breakdown. electrodes to 2 x 10-2 A at large electrodes.

The discharge propagates for up to 20 ns (20 x
10-9 see) before being choked off by the space charge.

I. I .Current rise times are between 25 and 50 ns, with half-electrode value widths about twice that long. Because the pulses
• l are short, they can lead to radio noise over a very wideband of frequencies. If the field strength increases, the

electric field rate at which the Trichel pulses are formed increases.
lines The maximum frequency of the pulses has been re-

(a) ported as 2 kHz for an 8-mm sphere and 3 MHz for a
30 degree conical point.

After the Trichel pulses reach their maximum fre-
: t quency, a pulseless glow forms around the electrode.

Under these conditions the discharge current becomes
essentially de and ceases to emit radio noise. As the

I [ I I I I ] electric field is increased even further, negative stream-
\ r / ers appear and extend out from the electrode sev-

(.. eral centimeters. The current consists of pulses su-

perimposed on a quasi-steady state current with the
rise times of the pulses being on the order of 0.5 ps
(0.5 x 10-1 sec). The visual appearance of the corona

Fig. 1.6 Divergent (a) and uniform pulses and the shape of the current pulses are sketched
(b) electric fields. on Fig. 1.7.
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Fig. 1.7 Negative corona.

1.4.2 Positive Corona Processes positive electrons
positive ions drawn into

Positive corona occurs when the electric field at electrode +• +-• .channel

the surface of the electrode is positive, either because ++ + +
the electrode is energized with positive voltage or be- + + + .; -

cause it is grounded and in the electric field produced +
by an electrode energized with negative voltage. It has
many of the same characteristics as negative corona,
but the electrons and positive ions are accelerated in positive irs sweep from gap
the opposite direction. The mechanism is illustrated
on Fig. 1.8. The amplitude of the current pulses .+- + + + +
is generally much larger than occurs with negative 1+ ++ + + + +
corona, but the pulses do not occur with as high a rep- " " " -
etition rate. The initial electron is drawn towards the
positive electrode and the positive ions formed by colli-
sion are repelled away from the positive electrode. 'Ihe
field strength at the surface of the electrode diminishes Fig. 1.8 Motion of ions for positive corona.
and the discharge stops until the charged particles are
swept from the space around the electrode. The elec-
tric field beyond the cloud of positive ions is enhanced The maximum repetition rate is about 200 Hz for large
because it responds both to the positive charge on the electrodes and 2000 Hz for point electrodes. The some-
electrode and to the positive space charge. In this re- what longer rise and decay times might imply that the
spect it is unlike the negative case where the positive pulses produce less radio interference than negative
space charge acts to lower the intensity of the field pro- corona pulses, but the higher amplitude of the current
duced by the negative charge on the electrode. This pulses makes the absolute interference levels higher.
enhanced field helps a positive streamer to propagate As the voltage is increased the corona glow forms
farther than would a negative streamer, an ionizing layer (Hermstein's glow) and the discharge

The positive coronas have three distinct forms; current consists of small ripples at a frequency of up to
onset pulses, Hermstein's glow and positive streamers. 2 x 106 Hz superimposed on a quasi-dc current. As the
Onset pulses appear as streamers in a stem with some voltage is increased still further the streamers rapidly
branching, and a high repetition rate gives the corona extend even further, the velocity of propagation being
a brushlike appearance. From an 8-mm sphere cur- 20 to 2000 cm/ps.
rent amplitudes have been measured at 0.25 A. Mean Sketches of positive corona and the current wave-
rise time is 30 ns and mean decay time is about 100 no. shapes are shown on Fig. 1.9.
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Fig. 1.9 Positive corona.

1.5 Breakdown Processes In Air Gaps a gap to which voltage is suddenly applied and show
how it is different if voltage is gradually raised. It will

It is a common misconception that the breakdown also discuss conditions if the applied voltage has a de-
strength of air is about 30 kV/cm or 3 MV/m. That caying tail and explain both how front and tail times
figure is indeed about the electric field gradient at affect how fast the breakdown progresses and explain
which corona will begin to form and it is the intrinsic how this leads to a volt-time or time-lag effect.
breakdown strength of short air gaps contained be- The basic aim of the section will be to provide
tween electrodes carefully contoured to eliminate any tutorial material with an emphasis on physical un-
regions where the local electric field strength is greater derstanding of electrical arcs used in testing, of light-
than 30 kV/cm. Such electrodes are usually found ning phenomena and how lightning interacts with air-
only in laboratories. With practical gap geometries, craft. It will deal only with air at near sea level at-
and particularly with gap geometries greater than a mospheric pressure and mainly with electrodes spaced
few centimeters in extent, it is much more realistic so far apart that the field between them is far from
to assume the average breakdown strength of air un- uniform and in which the metal of the electrodes and
der lightning conditions to be about 5 kV/cm or 500 the vapor from them can play no significant part in
kV/m. With longer duration waveforms the average the breakdown process.
breakdown strength may be more on the order of 3 Also, the section will focus on the phenomena that
kV/cm. With short duration pulses the breakdown occur when the electrodes are directly connected to
strength may be much more than 5 kV/cm, but such a a voltage source that supplies the energy necessary
condition usually means only that a developing break- for the development of the arc and the electric field
down has not had sufficient time to progress to final through which it propagates. On an aircraft the dis-
breakdown. With a large gap, such as found around charge may originate at the aircra't and the energy
an aircraft in flight, any place the macroscopic electric necessary for the development of the arc must be ex-
field has a gradient greater than 500 - 600 kV/m is tracted from the pre-existing electrical field. There
a place where one can assume that a breakdown is in are some differences in the two processes and these
process or is about to be. differences are discussed in Chapter 3.

The following material will illustrate why the
breakdown strength of air has this surprisingly (to 1.5.1 Types of Sure Voltage
some) low value. The section will discuss the con-
ditions under which corona streamers can continue to When discussing the breakdown strength of air it
grow until a gap is completely bridged. It will dis- is common practice to refer to lightning surges, switch-
cuss the mechanism by which the streamers develop in ing surges and power frequency voltages. The terms
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.have their origin in the electric power field, to which and decay time, definitions of front and tail time being
most studies of breakdown strength of air gaps have given by industry standards [1.8]. The virtual front
been directed. For continuity, the terms will be re- time is taken to be 1.25 times the time between the
tained here, though they are not particularly apt in 30% and 90% points. For many purposes this virtual
relationship to aircraft. front time is a better characterization of the effects of

Surges having front times measured in a few mi- the impulse than the time to actual peak because it
croseconds and decay times measured in a few tens also defines the effective rate of rise of the impulse.
of microseconds are commonly called lightning surges It is defined by the 30% and 90% points rather than
since surges induced on power lines by lightning have the 10% and 90% used in electronic practice since the
such waveshapes. Other mechanisms can, of course, initial toe of the impulse is frequently distorted be-
also produce surges of such waveshapes. cause of the characteristics of the impulse generator.

Switching surges, as their name implies, arise on The distortion is of little importance as regards the
power lines through the operation of switches and cir- effect of the impulse, but can lead to controversy as to
cuit breakers. They are characterized by front times when the impulse reaches its 10% point. Decay time
measured in tens and hundreds of microseconds and is usually taken to be the time to decay to 50% of
decay times measured in hundreds and thousands of the peak aaplitude. It is seldom characterized by the
microseconds. Such times are also involved as a light- time to decay to 37% (e-folding time), both because
ning flash propagates towards or away from an aircraft, the 50% point is easier to determine and because the

Power frequency voltages primarily relate to 5o shape of the impulse below 50% is seldom of impor-
or 60 Hz energization of transmission lines and will tance in studies of breakdown characteristics.
be given only passing consideration in the following A waveshape commonly used in the electrical in-
material. dustry is a 1.2 x 50 us wave, for which a = 1.46 x 104

Nuclear effects, NEMP, may lead to surges mea- and 0 = 2.475 x 10s, time being measured in sec-
sured in tens of nanoseconds, but they are beyond the onds. The constants yield a wave with a 1.2 ps front
scope of the following material, as defined by industry standards, not the time to

A distinction is also made between the terms surge absolute peak voltage. Procedures for determining
and impulse. Accepted practice is to use surge to refer a, 0, and E0 in Eq. 1.5 are given in §9.10.1.
to a voltage produced at random by nature and im-0 pulse to refer to a voltage or current produced under
controlled conditions in a laboratory. For even more 1.0 -

precision the terms lightning impulse and switching 0.9
impulse are used.

1.5.2 Waveform Definitions 0.5 -

Voltages and currents tend to have different wave-
shapes, both because of the nature of physical pro- virtual front
ceases and because of the intrinsic behavior of testing 0. time
machinery.

Voltage impulses: Voltage impulses used in high volt- (a) "tail time
age testing and research most commonly have double
exponential waveshapes, as illustrated on Fig. 1.10(a).
They are described approximately by an equation of
the form suppressed tail

-=EF(e-' - e-a"'). (1.6)

Double exponential waveshapes are used because they (b)
have the general characteristics of natural surges (fast
front times and slower decay times) and can be pro-
duced by basically simple (though expensive) capaci-
tor and resistor networks. Principles of such machines Fig. 1.10 Waveshapes for testing.
ame described in §6.8. Double exponential waveforms (a) Double exponential wave
are characterized by their peak amplitude, front time (b) Suppressed oscillatory wave
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A true double exponential wave can only be pro- The breakdown voltage also depends strongly on
duced by a surge generator having one type of energy waveshape. In general, long duration voltages will
storage element, inductance or capacitance. If the gen.. cause breakdown of a gap at lower levels than will be
erator has two types of energy storage element; 1,hat is., required if the voltage is of short duration. Short du-
both inductance and capacitance, then a double expo- ration voltages may be sufficient to initiate the break-
nential is only an approximation of the actual output down process and to produce intense ionization (and
waveshape. Capacitive surge generators optimized for in the process draw large currents from the voltage
high voltages usually have inductances sufficiently low source), but may not last long enough to cause a com-
that the output can be described quite well by a double plete breakdown. Also, the current drawn by the de-
exponential. veloping breakdown may be so large that a consider-

able amount of the voltage initially applied to the gap
Current impulses: Current impulses used for evaluat- will be lost in the impedance of the test circuit exter-
ing low impedance surge protective devices often have nal to the gap. This loss of voltage may be sufficient
waveshapes that cannot be described by double expo- to prevent the gap from breaking down.
nentials, mostly because the inductance of the gener- Typical waveshapes that could be observed dur-
ators used to produce the surges is not negligible. A ing breakdown testing with lightning impulse waves
common waveshape is shown on Fig. 1.10(b) and is are shown on Fig. 1.11. In the figure the shape of
described approximately as the voltage actually developed across the gap is shown

by the heavy line while the shape that the voltage
I= Io •-etsin(wt). (1.6) would have if it were iiot interrupted by the break-

down of the gap is shown dotted. This latter is called
Frequently the nature of the device under test is such the prospective voltage. Accepted terminology defines
that only the first half cycle of the current is produced. full waves (FW) as those that do not lead to break-
A waveshape commonly used has an 8 ps front and a
20 ps tail. A wave having that particular ratio of front
to tail time is not one that can be produced by a dou-
ble exponential surge generator, though it is routinely
produced by discharging an energy storage capacitor
through an inductive circuit. (a)

No special attempt should be made to relate the
shape of surges used for testing insulation to the shape actual voltage
of the surges used for testing surge protective devices.
The relationship has very little to do with the physical prospective
characteristics of lightning or of naturally occurring '-,voltage

surges; it is mostly a historical matter reflecting the
early development of the high voltage testing art and
the incorporation of common practices into standards.

Also, one should not consider that these wave-
shapes necessarily represent the shapes of natural
lightning currents or the voltages produced by light-
ning. They are intended to have the same general char-
acteristics (fast fronts and longer tails) and have time
scales typical of those produced by natural lightning,
but they are only standardized waveshapes used for
testing.

1.5.3 Volt-Time Curves (C)

Repeated applications of voltage do not always
produce the same pattern of flashover and if the volt- Fig. 1.11 Voltage waveshapes.
age is barely sufficient to cause breakdown, some ap-

plications of voltage will cause breakdown anl others (a) Full wave
will not. Breakdown is thus a statistical matter; if the (b) Tail chopped wave
voltage is low the probability of breakdown is low and (c) Front chopped or steep
if the voltage is high the probability is greater, front wave
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down, chopped waves or tail chopped waves (CW) as
those causing breakdown after the voltage has begun
to decay and steep front (SF) or front chopped waves
as those that cause breakdown before the wave reaches insulation length

its peak prospective voltage.
If repeated applications of voltage are made, start-

ing initially at a low level and then increasing, there em
can be found a level below which no breakdowns occur, 3 5m
the withstand (WS) level. At a somewhat higher level 4m
breakdowns will occur sometimes, but not always. If 4m

voltage is raised still further, a level is found where 3m
50 percent of the impulses cause breakdown, the crit- 2m

ical flashover (CFO) level. That peak voltage level is 1m
designated TJ50, from the German Uberspannung or
overvoltage. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

With short gaps, up to about 10 - 20 cm, the time to breakdown us
breakdowns will occur at the peak of the voltage wave, Fig. 1.13 Volt-time curves for transmission
but with a sufficiently long gap the breakdowns will oc- line insulators [1.61.
cur after the voltage has reached its peak and started
to decay. If the voltage is raised still further break-
down occurs at earlier times, perhaps before the volt- 1.5.4 Streamer Development
age has reached its peak prospective voltage. Con-
necting the breakdown points results in a volt-time or When a long air gap (length greater than about
time-lag curve, Fig. 1.12. For breakdowns that occur 0.5 m) is stressed with a positive or negative impulse
after the voltage has begun to decay the point plot- voltage and the flashover observed with a camera that
ted is the maximum voltage and the time at which is able to observe the stages of the breakdown process,
breakdown occurs. Fig. 1.13 shows volt-time curves it is found that there are several fairly distinct stages
measured on various lengths of transmission line insu- in the process. These are the formation of an initial
lators. Note that the critical flashover voltage is about corona, growth of a leader, and a final jump which
550 kV/m and that much higher voltages are required culminates in the development of a highly conducting
to produce breakdown at short times. This suggests channel.
that breakdown is a process that does not take place
instantaneously. Research indicates that this is so. Initial corona. The initial burst of corona takes place

from the energized electrode as soon as the electric
field at the tip of the rod reaches about 30 kV/cm and
usually this takes place before the applied voltage has
reached its maximum value. The corona forms in a
small fraction of a microsecond and propagates away

from the electrode very rapidly, several meters per mi-
time-lag curve crosecond (mi/ps). This corona discharge, however,

does not go across the entire gap between the elec-
"• .-- prospective trodes unless the electrodes are close together, perhapsvoltage 25 cm. If the voltage were to be removed the discharge

€ 't-a would stop and there would be no breakdown.

voltage Streamer: If the voltage is of sufficient magnitude andWS -is maintained, a more intense and more localized dis-
charge called a streamer develops out of this initial

_ corona and works its way towards the grounded elec-
trode in a manner very similar to that of lightning,
as discussed in Chapter 2. Initially this leader propa-
gates at several centimeters per microsecond (cm/ps),

Fig. 1.12 Development of a volt-time or much slower than does the initial corona, and carries
time -lag curve, a current of about 100 A.
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Leader voltage: The voltage drop along the leader is
rather small, about 2 kV/cm, making the resistance hphere
on the order of 20 ohms per cm. The leader is thus 

sprer

suffciently conductive that it acts as an extension of iserto s0phere

the rod and the result is that most of the applied volt-- (

age is impressed across the unbridged portion of the `gap. As the leader progresses, the gradient across the
unbridged portion of the gap increases and the leader
progresses faster and carries more current. (a) (b)

Final jump: When the corona ahead of the leader con- rod rod

tacts the plane a more conductive channel begins to

entire gap. This is called the final jump. At this stage
the entire gap is bridged by a highly conducting chan-
nel. As the channel carries more current it becomes
hotter and more conductive, which allows it to carry (C) (d)
more current and become hotter still. Eventually the
current becomes limited by the external circuit and Fig. 1.14 Electrode configurations.
the voltage across the arc collapses. (a) Sphere to plane

(b) Sphere to sphere

Electrode configurations: The characteristics of a (c) Rod to plane

breakdown are influenced by the type of electrode, (d) Rod to rod

some common electrode configurations being shown on

Fig. 1.14. The most easily studied geometry consists high voltage tests are made to determine the points at
of an energized sphere or rod placed above a grounded which lightning might attach to an aircraft, the geom-
plane, a sphere plane or rod plane configuration. An- etry approximates that of a rod to plane configuration.
other common geometry consists of two rods, one en-
ergized and the other grounded. The breakdown pro- Methods of observation: Early studies of breakdown
cess in such a rod-rod gap is more complicated than phenomena focussed on the behavior of gaps exposed
in a rod-plane gap since the breakdown develops si- to lightning impulse voltages. One of the techniques
multaneously from each rod, one of which is energized used for the studies is shown on Fig. 1.15. The figure
positive and other negative. Sphere-sphere electrodes shows a test setup in which a positive polarity 3 MV
are used in studies of uniform fields and can be used as (megavolts or 3 x 106 volts) impulse was applied to a
standard electrodes for measurement of voltage. When rod-rod gap. A parallel rod-rod gap out of the field

r-------------- I

parallel corona
electrodes
(not visible) electrode I
to cut off
voltage L --L

3000 kV field of view

/ 7/// / // / /

Fig. 1.15 Study of rod-rod breakdown.
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of view of the camera was used to remove the voltage
before the breakdown in the gap under study had pro-
gressed to completion. By adjusting the length of the
parallel gap the phenomena in the gap under study
could be observed at different stages in the develop-
ment of the breakdown. A photograph of the early
stages of breakdown, Fig. 1.16, shows a very exten-
sive and diffuse set of tentacles extending from the
impulsed electrode. This is the first corona. The pho-
tograph was taken through a quartz lens which passes
more of the ultraviolet spectrum than does a conven-
tional glass lens. A photograph taken with a glass lens
would show very little of the diffuse corona.

Fig. 1.17 Growth of a streamer.

Fig. 1.16 Initial corona. Fig. 1.18 Completed breakdown.

When the parallel gap was made longer and the (mechanically or electronically) while the breakdown
discharge allowed to progress to a later stage, Fig. is in process. The result is that the image recorded on

1.17, one portion of this corona bridged the entire gap the film is spread out and displayed as a function of
and a brighter and more conducting channel began to time. If the lens is moved in discrete steps (framing
form around the lower (negative) electrode and pro- mode), Fig. 1.19(a), a developing breakdown can be

gressed into the space bridged by the corona. This is photographed as a series of instantaneous snapshots.
called a streamer. Similar streamers develop at the More commonly the lens is moved continuously (streak

upper (positive) electrode, but they are difficult to see mode), Fig. 1.19(b), and the image is blurred. The
through the corona. When the breakdown process was luminous head of the leader photographs as a bright
allowed to progress to completion the breakdown chan- band gradually bridging the gap while other luminous
nel was as shown on Fig. 1.18. At the center of the processes show as a band behind the leader.
gap can be seen the region where The downward and
upward leaders joined. The direction of propagation of Boys camera: An early camera, called the Boys cam-

the leaders can be seen by the faint branches extending era, after the inventor, moved the lens mechanically

to the side of the main channel. and has been widely used to study the breakdown pro-
cesses in lightning. Modem devices achieve the same

Streak camera: The technique of using a parallel gap effect electronically. An optical image is formed on an
to interrupt the developing breakdown is now seldom electron emitting surface and the electrons from that
used; modem technique makes use of streak cameras. surface are focussed with an electron lens (magnetic
The basic principle of a streak camera is shown on or electrical) onto a phosphorescent screen producing. Fig. 1.19. It basically consists of moving the lens an image which can then be photographed with a con-
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ventional camera, Generally an image intensifier sec- Switching impulses: Recent studies (from about

tion is used to amplify the image and make it possible 1965) have mostly focussed on the mechanism of
to display phenomena that are only faintly luminous, breakdown when electrodes are exposed to switching
The focused beam can be moved by deflection plates impulses since it has been found that such impulses

similar to those used in a cathode ray tube. cause flashovers at much lower voltages than do light-
ning impulses. Positive impulses produce breakdown
at lower voltage than negative impulses and have been

image in streak mode the most studied. Also, the studies have focussed on
the behaviour with voltages just sufficient to cause
breakdown and have not dealt with the breakdown

image in framing mode process when the gap is subjected to overvoltages. In
this respect the studies have differed from eariy studies

moving lens of breakdown with lightning voltages where the influ-
ence of excess voltage on the speed of breakdown has

electrode been important to design of insulation.
developing Fig. 1.20, adapted from Fig. 10 of [1.1] and from
breakdown [1.9], shows sketches of what would be revealed when

film is sviewing, with a streak camera, the breakdown of a
rod-plane gap when the rod is energized with posi-
tive polarity surges of the indicated waveshape. Pho-

groun tographs showing the phenomena in more detail ap-
plane pear in [1.1.]. For some rates of rise of voltage the

discharge proceeds fairly smoothly toward the ground
electrode. If the rate of rise is lower the discharge

Fig. 1.19 Streak and framing cameras, becomes more discontinuous. In general, the corona
propagates from the developing leader towards the
ground plane, as evidenced by the slope of the image
produced by the developing corona.

800 kV voltage collapses when 0
leader contacts groundplane and develops

into an arc
0 20 us

corona propagates from

the leader toward the
ground plane

corona
time

900 kV 750 kV

0 30 us

eader -coonat- leader

corona

0 400 us
Fig. 1.20 Influence of wave-front on the development of the leader stroke.

Adapted from [1.11 and [1.9].
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With negative polarities the discharge is even The above is still a rather superficial description
more discontinuous. Discharges frequently take place of the breakdown process and some more discussion
in the air beyond the head of the leader and propa- is in order. Consider first the initial corona. The ini-
gate both forwards toward the grounded electrode and tial corona forms as soon as the electric field at the
backwards towards the advancing leader. The sketch energized electrode reaches a critical gradient of 30-33
of Fig. 1.21, adapted from Fig. 17 of [1.1] and from kV/cm and continues to propagate as long as the elec-
[1.10], shows the phenomenon. Note that the curva- tric field is greater than about 25 kV/cm. If the gap
ture of the image due to the corona is opposite to that is short or if the field in the gap is uniform the corona
of Fig. 1.20. With this geometry a leader also grows will bridge the gap and lead to complete breakdown.
from the grounded roQ towards the leader from the rod More commonly the corona bridges only a portion
to which voltage is applied, of the gap, the extent of the corona depending on the

Studies also show that with switching impulse distribution of electric field across the gap, as illus-
waves the critical breakdown voltage depends on the trated on Fig. 1.22. With a rod or pointed electrode
front time of the voltage, there being a front time that the critical gradient will be reached at a lower volt-
minimizes the breakdown voltage. This front time is age than if a more rounded electrode were used, but
in the range 200-600 micro.seconds, but it depends on the highly stressed region around the electrode will be
the length of the gap, being longer for longer gaps. smaller with a rod electrode than with a rounded elec-

trode. The result is that with a rod electrode the initial
corona forms at a relatively low voltage, does not ex-
tend very far into the gap, and the initial velocity of

red [the leader is relatively low.
- - -- Around a larger electrode with a more rounded

leader tip the initial corona forms at a higher voltage, ex-
"tends further into the gap and the initial velocity of
the leader is greater. If the electrodes are sufficiently

M rounded, as with closely spaced spherical electrodes,
cro the initial corona, when it forms, extends all the way

e to the other electrode and breakdown takes place in a
corona fraction of a microsecond.

7 P ground >- time Streamer gradient: The rate at which the stream-
plane ers extend themselves depends on the average gradient

across the unbridged portion of the gap. As the leader
works its way across the gap and places more voltage

Fig. 1.21 Negative polarity sparkover of 3 on the unbridged portion of the gap the average gradi-
meter gap rod to rod on plane gap. ent across the unbridged portion of the gap increases
1.5/1000 microsecond wave with time and the velocity of the streamer increases.
Adapted from [1.1] and [1.10]. In general, the streamers will continue to propagate as

long as the average gradient in the unbridged portion

pointed rounded electrode
electrode

applied
voltage IIIfield

SI IIlines
VR ro'iinded II I

S'I

\ý%s P pointed \\ - corona
-electrode .. streamers

25 kV/cm time 25 kV/cm

Fig. 1.22 Factors influencing initial corona.
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is about 5 kV/cm or greater. If the gradient is greater Generally, published values of flashover voltage
than 5 kV/cm the streamers will propagate faster, but are corrected to standard conditions. In both Eu-
this requires injecting charge into the gap at a higher rope and the USA these are air pressure = 1013 mb.,
rate and hence more current is drawn from the source air temperature= 20° C and moisture content= 11
initiating the breakdown. Frequently the available cur- gm/cubic meter. In older US practice these were air
rent is limited and the streamers will propagate at a pressure = 760 mm Hg, air temperature = 25* C and
velocity such as to limit the gradient to about 5 kV/cm humidity - 15.5 mm Hg. Correction factors have been
(500 kV/m). This critical gradient is basically what developed for both air density and humidity. A discus-
determines the minimum breakdown voltage of large sion of those correction factors is beyond the scope of
air gaps, since the leader velocity determines how long this material, but they can be found in the literature
the voltage must be maintained to cause breakdown. [1.11 and 1.12].
An average leader velocity of 10 cm/ps implies that a
50 cm gap would require voltage to be maintained for 5 1.6 Engineering Data on Breakdown
jus before the flashover would be complete. If a higher
voltage is applied to the gap the leader velocity may The following material provides some data on the
increase and the breakdown will grow to completion in breakdown voltage of various gap configurations. It is
a shorter time. not intended to be a complete review of the available

data; for that one is referred to the literature, some of
1.5.5 Effects of Gas Density and Humidity which is cited in the following sections.

The flashover voltage of air gaps depends on at- 1.6.1 Sphere Gaps
mospheric conditions. Usually it is raised by an in-
crease in air density or by an increase in humidity. Sphere gaps provide a uniform field condition as
An increase in air density (pressure and temperature long as the spacing between the spheres is not too great
both affect air density) decreases the mean free path of - about half the sphere diameter. Breakdown depends
electrons and decreases the likelihood that they will be mostly on the peak voltage, is not particularly affected
accelerated to a voltage sufficient to cause secondary by polarity or waveshape and is, for standard atmo-
emission. Water molecules tend to absorb electrons spheric conditions, about 30 kV/cm for small spac-
and thus decrease their chances to participate in the ings. Fig. 1.24 shows sparkover voltage for spheresformation of electron avalances. up to 25 cm diameter when energized with negative

For uniform field conditions and gap distances polarity lightning impulses. It is also valid for switch-
of a few centimeters the variation of breakdown volt- ing impulses and for peak values of alternating power
age with pressure is governed by Pachen's Law, which frequency voltage. Sparkover with positive polarity
states that the breakdown voltage depends on the is only slightly different. Sparkover voltages of larger
product of gas pressure and gap length, as illustrated spheres at larger spacings can be found in [1.13].
on Fig. 1.23. For most conditions breakdown strength
decreases as pressure decreases, though there is a con-
dition for minimum breakdown strength, below which
breakdown strength increases. The data is not eas- 400
ily transferred to large and non- uniform gaps and for 255
them the correction must be determined experimen-
tally.

100 -P" --- i,
1o /• 200 1.

o 0 6.25 cm
1.4/ diameter

~~~~a 0 , , , , ,0. 1 0 100 200
0.1 1 10 10 1000
pressure x distance (mm-Hg x cm) spacing -mm

Fig. 1.23 Gap breakdown voltage [1.6]. Fig. 1.24 Sparkover voltage of sphere gaps.
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1.6.2 Rod Gaps 1.7 Gases Other Than Air

Sparkover voltage of rod-rod gaps exposed to Some gasses, particularly sulphur hexaflouride,
lightning impulse voltages is given in Figs. 1.25 and have better insulating properties than air, largely be-
1.26. For long gaps the sparkover voltage is about cause they tend to absorb free electrons. They will not
5.5 kV per centimeter of spacing. Positive polarity be discussed further since they are not germane to the
sparkover voltage of rod-rod and rod-plane gaps as a protection of aircraft from lightning, other than their
function of gap length and waveshape is given on Figs. possible use in lightning simulators.
1.27 and 1.28. The data, from [1.14] is again given as
average gradient. Note that the gradient falls as low 1.8 Properties of Arcs
as 3 kV/cm for certain waveshapes. Note also that the
front time for minimum breakdown voltage increases An electrical arc is a self-sustaining discharge
with increasing gap length. having a low voltage drop and capable of supporting

large currents. Its characteristics depend on the mate-
1.6.3 Sphere-Plane Gaps rials of the electrodes from which the arc forms and the

composition of the gas in which the arc bums. This
Typical sparkover voltages with positive polarity discussion will deal only with arcs in air at atmospheric

switching voltage are shown on Fig. 1.29 [1.15]. pressure.
0 _0 _VIIIgillIn the context of aircraft and lightning protec-

tion, arcs form most commonly in response to an ini-
____ _ tial breakdown brought about by excessive voltage ap-

plied to the gap between two electrodes. In other sit-
0.5 .- uations, such as electrical switches and circuit break-

00 B u2 % ers, they may also form between current carrying elec-
trodes that are initially in contact and then separated.

.~ 00 . 6 .... n
200 - - - - .

MoitcaiF 6-- - -.
-lIo t• _ --

100 2 1

4.0

20 a L A a Ll Ail I I A I 1 I Ill 2 - - -

l 2 5 10 20 50 100
spacing - inches -(M).

Fig. 1.25 Lightning impulse sparkover of rod to
rod gaps --Positive polarity.

1 2 5 10' 2 6 U,2 2 5 10 2 6 Oslo,Fig. 1.27 Volag grdet ts kover.
__ooo ________Rod-rod gaps, positive polarity [1.16]

0.S 6 .

I~~~ up. ~ oi

2-

to o 20 50 10 1 10' 2 5 002 H A0j 2

spacing - inches -

Fig. 1.26 Lightning impulse sparkover of rod to Fig. 1.28 Voltage gradient at sparkover.

rod gaps - Negative polarity. Rod-plane gaps, positive polarity (1.16]
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3W that the current will be limited only by the impedance
30 of the external circuit. If a very high current is built up

Svery rapidly even higher temperatures will be reached,
" -.. w-on the order of 20 0000 K. in the conducting channel
la -of a lightning flash.

fOI [I - Arc voltage: As the arc attains these temperatures
7.-'toac*• "_w the voltage across'the arc channel will collapse from

400• \ Ii an initial value of about 5 kV/cm to a value on the
CýT=L TIME -TO- CK order of 10 V/cm. The increase of temperature, and

U-CISI I the collapse of voltage, is not instantaneous, but it
Im -.1 3 [- .m0can take place in a fraction of a microsecond. Devel-
Iwo - opment of a completely stable arc, though may take

toe - -- -many seconds or minutes because the conditions at the
0200 400 t0o oo 1000 1200 1o0 o00o 00 electrodes also influence the development of the arc.

TIME TO CREST.,s The cathode or negative electrode is the one that
most affects the properties of an arc since it is at the

Fig. 1.29 Switching impulse sparkover of cathode that the electrons transported through the arc
sphere to plane gaps. are released. Before the arc forms, the cathode will
Positive polarity (1.6] be cold and electrons will be pulled from the cathode

when the voltage gradient at the cathode surface ap-
If the arc is initiated by a breakdown, prior to proaches 30 kV/cm. After the arc forms the cathode

breakdown the voltage between the electrodes will be will become heated in spots to its boiling temperature
high and the current through the gap will be very low. and the electrons will be pulled from the cathode by
Once the breakdown occurs there will be an ionized the electric field between the surface of the cathode
region in the gas between the electrodes and current and the adjacent column of ionized gas. For a freely
will flow through that ionized region. If a plot is made burning arc this voltage drop will be on the order of 10
of the distribution of potential between the electrodes, volts and will occur over a very short distance between
as shown on Fig. 1.30, it will be noted that part of the cathode and the arc channel, probably on the or-
the total voltage drop is concentrated at the cathode, der of 5 x 10' cm. Before steady state conditions are
part concentrated at the anode and that the rest is reached it may be several times this value.
distributed along the column of the arc. The energy The energy released at the surface of the cathode
released in the three regions will be the product of the is given by the product of gap current and cathode
current and the voltage across that region. voltage drop and since the cathode drop region is very

short, the energy released is readily transferred to the
1. material from which the cathode is formed. Localized

cathode anode temperatures at the points from which the current em-
drop drop Va anates will always be high enough to cause local boiling
regio region at the surface of the electrode, on the order of 34000

"IF K. for aluminum. Heating of an electrode is thus a
very localized matter arising out of the cathode drop;
it has little to do with the temperature of the column

Vo r arc column region _ of gas adjacent to the electrode.

"cathode anode Current density: On average, the cathode current den-
sity will be on the order of 5000 A/cm2 for iron or cop-

Fig. 1.30 Distribution of potential per electrodes, at least for arc currents on the order of
between electrodes, a few tens of amperes. It may be higher for higher

arc currents. The electrons will not be emitted uni-
Arc temperature: The energy released in the ionized formly over the whole surface of the cathode however;
region uf a freely burning arc will, under most condi- they will be emitted from localized cathode spots. The
tions, be sufficient to raise the temperature of the con- current from any particular spot tends to be constant,
ducting path to between 50000 K. to 60000 K., suffi- and if the total current in the arc becomes too large
cient to cause the arc to become such a good conductor to be supplied by one cathode spot, others will form.
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The cathode spots will rapidly move about and if the and ranges from about 0.5 to 1.5. For nitrogen at at-
arc is free to move there will be little damage to the mospheric pressure the constant A of Eq. 1.7 is about
surface of the cathode. Loca'ized melting and boil- 51 and B about 84.
ing may occur, but the cathode spots will move away The characteristic curve relating arc voltage to
before the surface as a whole is noticeably damaged. arc current thus has the general shape shown in Fig.
Lightning flashes sweeping across the surface of bare 1.32. Part of the voltage, on the order of 20 - 40 volts,
aluminum surfaces of aircraft frequently produce only is due to the cathode and anode drops and the rest is
a mottled blemish on the surface. However, if the arc the voltage across the arc column. For long arcs in air,
is constrained to stay in one point then the heating *up to 50 cm, iron electrodes and for currents of a few
continues in that area and more intense damage may amperes, the arc voltage is given by
occur. Surface coatings, even a thin film of paint, may
be enough to prevent the arc from moving freely. ,= A + (B + C)X. (1.9)
Arc "resistance": Care should be taken in discussing

the "resistance" of an arc; since it is a quantity that re- where x is the arc length in cm. and A = 62, B = 11.4
ally only applies for a particular current and for steady and C = 32.6. The quantity A would account for
state conditions. Arc voltage as a function of current is the effects at the electrodes and the vapor near the
the more useful quantity. As regards aircraft, arc volt- electrodes. The rest of the expression accounts for
age is important in three main contexts; the amount the arc in the air and suggests that the voltage along
of damage done to a surface contacted by an arc, the a freely burning arc would be on the order of 10 -
length of arc which may be swept across an insulating 15 volts/cm. For higher currents Eq. 1.9 probably
surface before the voltage becomes sufficient to punc- underestimates the arc voltage. Fig. 1.31 suggests the
ture the insulation, and in the design of laboratory voltage would be about 25 volts/cm for arcs carrying
equipment with which to simulate lightning effects. All several hundreds of amperes.
of these are discussed in more detail in later chapters.

An example of the voltage across an arc burning - -
in air is shown on Fig. 1.31. In this particular case the 300 A -- " . --

voltage fluctuated with time as the high temperature ... ...
carried the arc into the air and the are length changed,.l
Similar variations are noted if the conditions at the -

electrodes change, as during tests where the arc burns (a) A.............. .H..TIRI
away the surface of the object under test. .............. ..

Investigations of arc voltage with currents such as
found in lightning flashes, several tens of thousands of
amperes in the return stroke or several hundreds of ... ... ....
amperes in the continuing current phase, have mostly 0 . - -

been concerned with the performance of power circuit
switching devices and are of limited value in analysis 715 V -. - ..-.. . .
of effects of lightning on aircraft. Most investigations -."
of the voltage across an arc in air, the condition of . . .'-..
most importance regarding aircraft, were made many
years ago with arc currents on the order of a few am- -

peres or at most a few tens of anmperes. They (1.16] , , . .

show the total voltage across an arc of fixed length to I'

decrease with current and be given approximately by
an equation of the form

- ,. . .... .... .... ....... .•. .. . .•. ..- . .

B 0 -e8 =A + . (1.7) 0 1 sec

The constant n seems to be a linear function of the Fig. 1.31 Voltage and current of a 7 inch gap
absolute boiling temperature T of the anode, burning in air.

(a) Current
n = 2.62 X 10 4 T. (1.8) (b) Voltage

0
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O• Chapter 2

THE LIGHTNING ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Introduction

The lightning flash originates with the formation that aircraft can trigger a lightning flash. The trig-
of electrical charge in the air or, more commonly, gering mechanism and the nature of lightning flashes
clouds. The most common producer of lightning is triggered by aircraft are discussed in Chapter 3.
the cumulonimbus thundercloud. Lightning, however, Despite its importance to aircraft operation, there
can also occur during sandstorms, snowstorms, and is simply much less information on the characteris-
in the clouds over erupting volcanos. Lightning has tics of intracloud lightning than on those of cloud-to-
even been reported to occur in clear air, though this ground lightning. Intracloud lightning, unlike cloud-
phenomenon is rare and is possibly a result of light- to-ground lightning, is largely hidden from direct ob-
ning originating in conventional clouds beyond the ob- servation and so is much more difficult to study. Con-
servers' field of vision. Lightning originating in sand- ducting research on the characteristics of lightning is
storms and volcanic eruptions is not of serious concern often a labor of love requiring both both extensive ap-
to aircraft, but lightning associated with snowstorms paratus and extreme patience. Observing lightning
occurs often enough to present a problem, not because from a fixed ground station is much easier and cheaper
its nature is different from lightning associated with than observing lightning from a moving aircraft. Also,
thunderstorms, but because it is apt to occur when it most of the funding for research on lightning has come,
is unexpected. Pilots' reports on aircraft often state directly or indirectly, from those who are concerned
that they were struck "out of the blue"; that is, un- with the effects of lightning on electric power trans-
der conditions where a lightning stroke would not be mission and distribution lines, which are affected only
expected. The circumstances of such reports are not by cloud-to-ground strokes.
always known, but they do suggest that there is still Cloud-to-ground strokes, though, are important
more to learn about the mechanism of the lightning for aircraft since aircraft are struck by cloud-to-
flash. ground lightning and there is considerable evidence

The most common types of lightning are those in- that cloud-to-ground flashes are more severe than in-
volving the cloud and ground, called cloud-to-ground tracloud flashes. Most of the test specifications and
lightning, and lightning between charge centers within test practices relating to aircraft and lightning have
a cloud, called intracloud lightning. This latter is been derived, directly or indirectly, from studies of
sometimes erroneously called intercloud or cloud-to- cloud to ground lightning. Finally, the ground facil-
cloud lightning. True cloud-to-cloud lightning be- ities to support aircraft are only exposed to cloud-to-
tween isolated cloud centers is possible; however, what ground lightning. This handbook does not specifically
appears to be cloud-to-cloud lightning is often a spec- deal with ground support facilities, but they obviously
tacular manifestation of intracloud discharges. While must be protected from lightning in order to fill their
aircraft may be involved with any of the three types support role for flying aircraft.
of lightning, cloud-to-ground and intracloud lightning
flashes are the most common types. To introduce the terms that will be discussed in

This chapter is mostly concerned with lightning the following sections consider a photograph of a typi-
flashes to ground and not with intracloud flashes or cal cloud-to-ground lightnig flash taken on a camera
flashes to aircraft. There are several reasons for this with a continuously moving film, Fig. 2 1(a), a Boys
emphasis, the major one being that most research on camera as discussed in §1.5.4. The image on the film
lightning has centered on cloud-to-ground lightning would appear as shown on Fig. 2.1(b) and the current
and most of our understanding of lightning comes from measured at ground level would appear as shown in
study of cloud-to-ground lightning. There have been Fig. 2.1(c). A leader starts at the cloud and works
several studies in recent years involving aircraft flown its way in steps toward the ground. When it nears
into storms in order to better study intracloud light- ground an upward streamer forms upwards toward the
ning. These studies have shed considerable light on descending leader. These are not very luminous and
the nature of intracloud lightning, and have shown can seldom be seen by the naked eye.
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flash 2.2 Generation of the Lightning Flash

The lightning flash originates with the generation
(a) of charge, after, which the lightning flash develops by

the streamer mechanism discussed in Chapter 1.

lens
2.2.1 Generation of the Charge

direction moving film The exact mechanism by which electrical charge
(b) oaaanaaa anaa/ develops in clouds is still a matter of dispute, but there

(b)P U V V V , is little doubt that the energy that produces lightning
is provided by warm air rising upwards into a develop-

7n or ing cloud. As the air rises it becomes cooler, and at the
dew point, the excess water vapor condenses into wa-

stepped leader dart leader ter droplets, forming a cloud. When the air has risen
first return stroke subsequent high enough for the temperature to drop to -400C, the

return stroke water vapor will have frozen to ice. At lower eleva-
front continuing tions there will be many supercooled water drops that

(c) tail) current are not frozen, even though the temperature is lower
. X,) than the freezing point. In this supercooled region, ice

crystals and hailstones form.

According to one theory [2.5], the cloud becomes
rediate electrically charged by the following process. Some of

the ice crystals which have formed coalesce into hail-
stones. These hailstones fall through the cloud gather-
ing additional supercooled water droplets. As droplets

Fig. 2.1 Generalized nature of negative freeze onto a hailstone, small splinters of ice chip off.
cloud-to-ground lightning. Apparently, these splinters carry away a positive elec-

(a) Orientation of lens and film in a trical charge, leaving the hailstone with a net nega-
Boys camera tive charge. The vertical wind currents in the cloud

(b) Image of a flash carry the ice splinters into the upper part of the cloud,
(c) Major components while the hailstone, being heavier, falls until it reaches

warmer air, where some portion of it melts and the
Eventually the two join and there occurs a very remainder continues to earth. Thus, the upper part

bright first return stroke. Later a dart leader starts of the cloud takes on a charge that is predominantly
at the cloud, progresses directly to ground and is fol- positive while the lower regions take on a charge that
lowed by a subsequent return stroke. The pattern of is predominantly negative.
dart leader - return stroke may repeat several times. Other theories [2.5 - 2.11) have been proposed
The return strokes are characterized by four regions; to account for the electrification of the cloud. All of
a front lasting for a few microseconds or less, a tail them are based on experimentally observed evidence
lasting for times measured in tens of microseconds, an that the charge in the top of the cloud is positive,
intermediate current lasting for a few milliseconds and while the lower portions of the clouds contain negative
a continuing current that may flow for up to a second charge. Most of the early work on the distribution of
or more. The intermediate current and continuing cur- charge in clouds was based on indirect evidence from
rents may not always occur and sometimes there may the changes in electric field at ground level as lightning
only be only one return stroke. flashes take place. Such measurements can give am-

Each of these aspects of the flash will be discussed biguous results, part icularly if the electric field changes
in the following sections. For a more complete discus- are observed at only one location, a matter discussed
sion of the mechanism of the lightning discharge the further in [2.3). Direct measurement of charges by air-
reader is referred to the literature, of which (2.1 -- 2.4) craft or instrumented balloons are more reliable. All
are probably th• most most complete. Each of them the observations though. indicate that the top of the
contains extensive bibliographies and this chapter will cloud does have a positive charge, that the niiiddle re-
not make any attempt to provide a complete review of gions of the cloud have negative charge and that there
the literature. are also pockets of positive charge near the base of the
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cloud. Some observations [2.12] suggest that the neg-
ative charge is distributed in a layer on the order of m 40r, fitT

1000 ft. thick, rather than being more or less evenly 12000 -.. -
distributed through the lower portions of the cloud. .. . -

Fig. 2.2 shows how the charge in a typical cloud might 300 .3'c
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Fig. 2.2 Generalized diagram showing distribution I "e Wind slee ,

of air currents and electrical charge Fig. 2.3 An idealized cross section through a thunder-
in a typical cumulonimbus cloud [2.12]. storm cell in its mature stage [2.13].

The air currents and the electrical charges tend
to be contained in localized cells and the cloud as a
whole is composed of a number of cells. A typical 1

cloud might have the cell structure shown in Fig. 2.3 -0

[2.13]. The electrical charge contained within a cell 12 -150 C

might appear as shown in Fig. 2.4 [2.12]. The temper- -/ -Me
ature at the main negative charge center will be about .

-5°C and at the auxiliary pocket of positive charge be- J a
low it, about 0"C. The main positive charge center in
the upper cloud will be about 150C colder than its 6 -- o 1 !-0

negative counterpart, e
The lifetime of a typical cell is about 30 minutes. M w. / C

In its mature state the cell as a whole will have a po-
tential, with respect to the earth, of 10' to 109 volts
(V). It will have a total stored charge of several hun- 01

dred coulombs (C) with potential differences between Fig. 2.4 Estimated charge distribution in a
positive and negative charge pockets again on the 3r- mature thundercloud (2.111.
der of 10 to 10' V. The cell as a whole will have a
negative charge. thousand volts per meter. These polarity conventions

are illustrated on Fig. 2.5. Generally, when a cloud

2.2.2 Electric Fields Produced by Charge is overhead, the field at ground level will be negative,
but when a localized positive region is overhead, the

As the cloud passes over a point on the ground, an field may be positive. The potential gradient will be
electrical charge is attracted into the ground under the concentrated around sharp protruding points on the
cloud, The average electric field at the surface of the ground and can exceed the breakdown strength of the
ground will change from. its fair weather value of about air, which has a nominal value of 30 kV/cm at sea level
300 volts per meter (V/mn) positive to as high as several conditions, and less at higher altitudes.
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ceeded, current into the air increases sharply and a 44

bluish electrical discharge called corona forms around a Fig. 2.6 Stages in the development of a leader.
point. This discharge is the St. Elmo's fire discussed in
Chapter 1. The magnitude of the current from a single If the initial development of the leader takes place
discharge point may range from 1 or 2 microamperes in the charged cloud, the developing streamer branches
(4A) to as high as 400 pA. This field induced corona and begins to collect charge from its surroundings. Be-
is generally less intense than the corona observed on cause it collects charge in this way, the streamer may
energized conductors and discussed in Chapter 1. The be viewed as connected to the cloud and at the same
presence of St. Elmo's fire should be taken as signify- potential as the cloud. As the head of the leader moves
ing a dangerous condition to an exposed observer on farther into the un-ionized air, charge flows down from
the ground, such as a mountain climber on an exposed the charged regions of the cloud, along the partially
ridge. It is not necessarily an indicator that lightning conducting filament and toward the head of the leader,
is imminent, however, since it only reflects the state of thus tending to keep all parts of the leader at a very
the electric field at the ground surface, not at the base high potential. The amount of charge, q., lowered into
of the clouds where lightning usually originates, the leader will be on the order of 2 to 20 x 10-' C/mi

Corona from grounded objects does not develop of length. A leader 5 km long would then have stored
into a complete electrical arc or upwards lightning flash within it a charge of 1 to 10 C.
because the electric field is very localized and does not The leader, as postulated by Wagner [2.14], ap-
extend over a sufficient distance for streamers to prop- pears as shown on Fig. 2.7. The head of the leader
agate. An important reason for this is that the charges may have a larger diameter than the rest of the leader,
injected into the air by the corona accumulate and re- though this is difficult to prove by photographs. The
duce the electric field strength at the ground surface. head of the leader is generally visible because of the
Because of this space charge, a developing breakdown optical radiation associated with the extension of the
in the air "sees" a much more uniform electrical surface electron avalanches, but once the growth ceases, the
than would a microscopic observer at ground level, radiation stops; consequently, the corona sheath sur-

rounding the central conducting filament is not visible.
2.2.3 Development of the Leader Since the potential of the leader is very high, there

will be a high radial electric field along the leader.
At some state in the electrification of the cloud, This field will be high enough to exceed the break-
a t d somarge stowate the elechtrification o. Ithe c , down strength of the air, and secondary streamers will

a discharge towards the earth takes place. It starts brnhotadlyawyfmtecnrafimn.

as a slow moving column of ionized air called the pi- branch out radially away from the central filament.
lot streamer. After the pilot streamer has moved per- The filaments will branch out radially until the field
haps 30 to 50 m, a more intense discharge called the strength at the edge of the ionized region falls to about
stepped leader takes place. This discharge lowers addi- 30 kV/cm.
tional negative charge into the region around the pilot
streamer, recharges it. so to speak, and allows it to Diameter of the leader. It can be shown that the elec-
continue for another 30 to 50 m, after which the cy- tric field strength at the edge of a cylinder containing
cle repeats. A discharge propagating in this manner is a charge, qo, per unit length is
called a streamer discharge; its development was dis-
cussed in Chapter I and is illustrated further on Fig. Er = 1.8 x 10 0qo (2.1)
2.6. r
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C be deposited by a leader advancing at the rate of
1 x 101 m/s requires the average current in the leader,

ih, to be 20 to 200 A. A current of this magnitude could
be carried only in a highly conducting arc discharge,
the assumed central conducting filament of the leader.
Such an arc would have a diameter on the order of a

FKAMINT few millimeters and an axial voltage gradient, 91, of
about 5 X 103 V/re. A leader 4 km long would then
have a voltage drop along its length of 2 x 107 V. The
longitudinal resistance, Rh, of the conducting filament
would then be in the range of 40 to 400 11 per meter
(fl/Im).

While of less importance as regards aircraft, it
might be noted that leaders sometimes start at the
ground and work their way toward the sky. This hap-
pens most frequently from tall buildings or towers, or
from buildings or towers located atop hills. Generally,
one can tell from the direction of the lightning flash
branching whether the leader started at the cloud or
at the ground: if the branching is downward, Fig. 2.9,

Fig. 2.7 The lightning leader as postulated the leader originated at the cloud; if the branching is
by Wagner [2.141. upward, the leader originated at the ground.

COu CLOuo

From this and the above breakdown strength of air, it
can be deduced that the radius of the leader will be 1.2O to 12 m. At higher elevations the breakdown strength
of air is less; hence the leader radius may be more.

Photographs of actual lightning leaders may be
taken with a Boys camera, in which the film moves T
relative to the camera lens. Fig. 2.1 illustrated the (b)

principle and Fig. 2.8 [2.15] shows an example of such
a photograph. The leader is seen originating at the top
left hand comer of the picture and lengthening as time
increases. The bright line at the right of the picture is
produced by the return stroke as discussed in §2.2.5.

Fig. 2.9 Leader direction as determined from
direction of branching.
(a) Downward branching leader

starts at cloud
(b) Upward branching leader

starts at ground

2.2.4 Trausition from Leader to Return
ImS Stroke

Fig. 2.8 Boys camera photograph of a As the negatively charged stepped leader ap-
lightning leader [2.15] proaches the gound, positive charge accumulates in

the ground underneath it or, more accurately, nesa-
Leader velocity and current: From such photographs tive charg is repelled away from the region under the
it ha been learned that the leader advances at about. leader. At some point the electric field strength around
I to 2 x 10' m/s, or 0.03% to 0.06% of the speed of objects on the ground becomes sufficiently high that
light [2.16]. In order that a charge of 2 to 20 x 10-4 a streamer starts at the ground and works its way to-
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ward the downward approaching leader. This seems microseconds 4
to occur when the average voltage gradient between 00 c o0
the leader and ground reaches about 5.5 kV/cm (550 0
kV/m). When the streamers meet, the conducting fil-
ament in the center of each streamer provides a low 50
impedance path so that the charge stored in the head
of the leader can flow easily to ground. As the cur-
rent in the central filament increases from its initial 0 microseconds 40
amplitude of a few tens of amperes to higher values,
the filament gets hotter, its diameter expands, its lon-

gitudinal gradient decreases, and it becomes an even 50
better conductor, which in turn allows even more cur-
rent to flow in the arc. As the charge in the lower 0 microseconds 40
part of the leader is neutralized, the heavily conduct- 0
ing arc reaches higher into the charged leader channel. 1 (c)
The head of the region in which this neutralization
takes place moves upwards at a rate of roughly 108
m/s (or one third the velocity of light) until it reaches Fig. 2.11 Example of multiple stroke lightning
the cloud. This heavily conducting region, called the current waveshapes [2.25].
return stroke, produces the intense flash normally as- (a) First stroke
sociated with the lightning stroke. (b) Second stroke

Some stages in the development of the return (c) Third stroke
stroke are shown in Fig. 2.10 [2.14]. Fig. 2.11 shows an
oscillogram of an actual lightning current as measured
at ground. The figure also shows the current associ-
ated with the subsequent return strokes discussed in
§2.2.7.

The point at which the downward and upward go-
ing leaders meet can be recognized on photographs as
a point where the channel seems to split. Fig. 2.12
[2.15, 2.16] shows an example observed on an actual
lightning flash and Fig. 1.18 showed an example ob-
served during laboratory testing. Another photograph
of a junction is given in [2.17]. The point at which
the downward leader first induces a leader from the
ground effectively determines where on the ground the
flash will ultimately terminate. The distance to the
ground when the upward leader first initiates is called
the striking distance and analysis of the striking dis-
tance is important as regards protection of grounded
obiects [2.17-2.19]. (

TIM|
NA L S C F a H

0 4 I 17 it(1. ~ [\ \ !~ Fig. 2.12 Jntrea ners downward and upward

, 2.2.5 Further Development of the InitialReturn Stroke

Fig. 2.10 Stages in the development of The high currents associated with lightning (10
the return stroke [2.14]. kA to 200 kA) are produced as the return stroke drains
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S the charge left in the leader channel. The magni. I.Si,,0,
tude of the current is determined by the velocity with 1

which this return stroke propagates, together with the I,,• t
amount of charge deposited in the leader channel. Let • 0.9 io
v be the velocity of the return stroke and q be the I
amount of charge deposited per unit length, dI, along 1 6.re
the leader channel. Since

dq (2.2) 0 - o

dt 0l mIand STROKI CURRINT IN KILOA•P•PURS

dl

v dl (2.3) Fig. 2.13 Relation between stroke current and
t'T velocity of return stroke [2.21].

it follows that

I =qv. (2.4) 100kA

As a numerical example let
•t< l-5)As

v = l r m/s and q = 10 x 10-4 C/mr
S200A

Then - -
I = 10 X 10-4 XII l

= 10 x 104

= 100 000 A. 1OOkV/m

The velocity of the return stroke is not constant 10kV/ -

from one stroke to the next; it seems to vary with 5 kV/m
the magnitude of current that is ultimately developed.
The relationship between current and velocity may (b)
be deduced either from theoretical concepts or Exper-
imentally. The relationship derived by Wagner [2.211 40 9/m

is shown in Fig. 2.13. Considerations of the return
stroke velocity are primarily of importance in study-
ing the time history of the electric field produced by
the lightning flash. Measurements of electric field pro-
duced by remote lightning flashes have been used to 0.1 Q/m
estimate the peak current in those flarhes.

There is evidence that the velocity decreases as (C)
the return stroke propagates up the channel and this
would suggest that for a given flash the peak current at
altitude would be less than the peak amplitude mea-
sured at ground level. The velocity may also affect the Fig. 2.14 Phenomena associated with passage

surge impedance of the lighting stroke, and thus the of the return stroke.
way that the stroke interacts with a metallic conductor (a) Current.
like an aircraft. (b) Longitudinal voltage

(c) Longitudinal resistance

Factors affecting velocity: The velocity of propaga-
tion of the return stroke is less than that of the speed to the phenomenon is the fact that the current in the
of light for two basic reasons. The first reason in- lightning channel must increase fairly rapidly from the
volves the longitudinal resistance of the return stroke 200 A (approximately) current associated with the ini-
channel. Some of the factors associated with this lon- tial development of the leader to a current of perhaps
gitudinal resistance are shown in Fig. 2.14. Central 100 kA as the return stroke becomes fully developed.
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It is a characteristic of an arc channel discharge that a few millimeters for the leader and which expands

the current density remains fairly constant. if the cur- to a few centimeters during the passage of the return
rent through the arc is increased, the arc channel ex- stroke. The inductance of this return stroke is deter-
pands in diameter. The channel cannot expand instan- mined by the diameter of the highly conductive central
taneously however, since energy must be put into the core, and the capacitance by the diameter of the col-
channel to cause it to heat up sufficiently to force it umn of electrical charge. The lightning stroke may
to expand. Accordingly, if the current through the arc then be modeled as shown in Fig. 2.15(b), in which a
channel is increased suddenly by a large magnitude, highly conductive central conductor is fastened onto a
as in Fig. 2.14(a), the longitudinal voltage gradient of series of projecting spines, much like the backbone of
the channel must suddenly increase, a fish.

Since the rate at which energy is injected into the - - --

channel is the product of the current and the longitu- - - -

dinal voltage gradient, the increased longitudinal volt- - - - .. ...
age gradient may be taken as the mechanism forcing . Z.. ..
the arc channel to get hot enough to expand to the _ -- -

diameter required to carry the high currents.

It is not known what the maximum longitudinal (a)
voltage gradient would be in a lightning channel, but
it is known from studies of arcs in laboratories that the
gradient will fall to values on the order of 100 kV/m in / - s
a fraction of a microsecond. Presumably in a few mi- I 1a /

AI.croseconds, the channel diameter will have expanded ,r.
to its final value, and the longitudinal voltage gradient I C
will have decayed back toward values on the order of 5 -, 5- - ,-,- - ,--- '-- - '

to 10 kV/m. The longitudinal resistance, then, would (b)
fall from values on the order of 40 Q/m to values on
the order of a small fraction of an ohm per meter, in Fig. 2.15 Effect of corona cloud on velocity
times on the order of a few microseconds. of propagation.

This collapse of longitudinal resistance, however, (a) Distributed charge surrounding a
is far from instantaneous. The initial resistance of the highly conductive central core.
leader is high enough to retard the development of the (b) Highly conductive central conductor
upward going return stroke and hence reduce its ve- fastened onto a series of projecting
locity of propagation below that of the speed of light. splines.
Presumably, leaders which lead to the formation of
high amplitude lightning currents either have a suffi- A better analogy might be to view the lightning
ciently low longitudinal resistance to begin with or the flash as a piece of tinsel rope for decorating a Christ-
longitudinal resistance is reduced to low values suffi- mas tree: a central piece of string is surrounded by
ciently quickly by the high amplitude return strokes a tube of fine filaments projecting radially away from
that the longitudinal resistance presents less of an ob- the central core. In either case, the radial filaments
stacle for the upward going return stroke than it does can carry a radial current, it, but cannot carry an ax-
for the flashes which involve lower peak currents. ial current, ia. Accordingly, the lightning return stroke

There seems to have been little work that would has both a high capacitance and a high inductance per
substantiate the above estimates of longitudinal gra- unit of length. In this respect it differs from a solid

dient, an unfortunate fact since the voltage along a conductor of large diameter which, while possessing a

conducting channel is of considerable importance to high capacitance per unit length, simultaneously pos-
the question of swept strokes and dwell times, a sub- sesses a low inductance per unit length. It follows
ject discussed further in Chapter 3. that the surge impedance, governed by the ratio of in-

ductance of capacitance, is high while the velocity of
An additional factor that affects the velocity of propagation, governed by the product of inductance

the return stroke, and is the second reason that the and capacitance, is less than that of the speed of light.
velocity is less than the speed of light, is shown in
Fig. 2.15. As explained earlier, the leader deposits
in its wake a column of electrical charge with diam- Impedance of the flash: Wagner [2.21] concludes that
eters on the order of several meters. At the center the surge impedance of the lightning flash is of the
is a highly conducting core, which has a diameter of order of 3000 ohms for return strokes of large ampli-
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tude, say 100 kA. This large value is probably resistive Waveshopes of current: The waveshapes of lightning
and associated with the head of the return stroke as flash currents measured at ground level are reasonably
it collects the charge in the region through which the well known, principally from the work of Berger [2.15,
leader has passed and so is probably of most impor- 2.16]. Typical waveshapes detailing the front of the
tance during the front of the return stroke current. initial return stroke are shown in Figs. 2.16 and 2.17
After the charge has been collected and the current in [2.22 and 2.23]. Fig. 2.17 shows the currents on two
the channel has attained its final value the longitudi- different time scales, one to indicate the shape of the
nal resistance will be quite small and the impedance front of the current and one to indicate the shape of
will be determined primarily by the inductance and the tail. In all cases, the current is seen to have a
capacitance of the highly conductive lightning channel concave front, the current initially rising slowly, but
and more nearly the surge impedance (500 ohms ) of then increasing to a maximum current rate of change
a simple conductor in air and remote from a ground just before crest amplitude is reached.
plane or other current return path. It may be speculated that the initial slowly chang-

ing portion of these current oscillograms (which, of
0% 5 10 15 20 

250s 0 %5 10 15 20 
25us course, were measured at ground level) represents the

.-20 growth of an upward going leader from the lightning
k -60 tower reaching upwards to contact the downward ap-

-N0 proaching lightning leader. It can also be speculated
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Fig. 2.17 Current oscillograms from single strokes of
first downward strokes [2.16].

Fig. 2.16 Front waveshapes of lightning currents (a) Fast time scale 0 - 50 ps
as measured by Berger [2.16]. (b) Slow time scale 0 - 500 ps
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that the maximum rate of change of current, which oc- currents on the order of a few hundred amperes con-
curs just before crest, is most representative of the rate tinue to flow in the lightning flash. These are referred
at which the current can increase in the lightning chan- to as continuing currents. As one may expect, there
nel as the return stroke passes one particular point in is no clear-cut demarcation between the tail of the re-
space. This is supported by the observation that sub- turn stroke and the intermediate current, or between
sequent strokes in a lightning flash, even measured at the end of the intermediate current and the start of

ground level, exhibit front times considerably faster the continuing current.

than the rise time of the initial stroke in the flash.
Subsequent strokes are discussed in §2.2.7.

The true front time of the leading edge of the re- .-

turn stroke as it passes a point remote from ground has
probably never been measured. It seems appropriate,
however, to assume that it will be faster than the lead-
ing edge of currents measured at ground level. Mea-
surements with instrumented aircraft have recorded ADDIONACHARGE

the front times of lightning currents, but many of the POCKETS

measurements have been of flashes presumed to have
been triggered by the aircraft. Most of those flashes CLOUD

seem to have been more representative of intercloud
flashes, than of cloud to ground flashes.

2.2.6 Further Development of the Lightning
Flash CHARGE ON BRANCHES

After the charge has been drained from the leader
by the upwardly moving return stroke, the current
measured at the ground decays, though at a rate slower
than that at which the current rose to its peak. Oscil- UPWARD-MOVING RETURN STROKE
lograms showing typical decay times were previously 6
shown in Fig. 2.17. The figure displays the current on

two different time scales, emphasizing the front and
the tail. Some of the oscillograms showing the front
are the same as those shown in Fig. 2.16.

As the return stroke approaches the cloud, it may Fig. 2.18 Firther development of the flash.
encounter other branches of the leader, as shown in
Fig. 2.18. As it passes these branches, the charge 2.2.7. Subsequent Return Strokes
stored in them will feed into the developing lightning
stroke and momentarily increase the current.

Eventually, the return stroke will reach the cloud. Usually the developing discharge within the cloud
An understanding of the phenomena occurring within will eventually reach into a different cell of the cloud
the cloud is hindered by not being able to see what or, at any rate, into a region where there is another
takes place in the cloud, but some of the phenom- localized body of electrical charge.
ena can be inferred from measurements of electrical At this stage there occurs what is called a restrike,
radiation produced by the developing flash and from Component F of Fig. 2.1(c). The restrike starts with
the usual behavior of the flash after the initial return additional charge being lowered from the cloud to form
stroke has passed. As the return stroke reaches into a new leader, or, more properly, to recharge the central
the cloud, it appears to encounter a much more heav- portion of the old leader. Presumably, because of the
ily branched leader than it did in the air below the residual ionization in the channel, this charging pro-
cloud. The return stroke can thus tap the charge dif- cess occurs smoothly, not in the step-by-step process
fused through a large volume of the cloud, rather than by which the initial leader penetrates into the virgin
only the charge in the more localized leader. It would air. Accordingly, this is called a dart leader instead of
appear to be during this period that the intermediate a stepped leader. Unlike the initial stepped leader, the
current is developed, dart leader is seldom branched. When the dart leader

As the discharge continues to spread through the reaches ground level, a return stroke again occurs. The
cloud, for times on the order of fractions of a second, amplitude of this return stroke is again high, since the
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* current comes from an intensely ionized region close to Flashes originating at the ground: When tall build-
the ground. While the amplitude is usually not as high ings or mountain tops are involved, the lightning flash
as that of the first return stroke, the current rises to often does originate at the ground; the stepped leader
crest more rapidly than does that of the initial return starts at ground level and propagates upwards into
stroke, presumably because the upward leader from the cloud. Such flashes seem to be triggered by the
tie ground does not have to propagate into virgin air. high electric field concentrated around the top of the

An oscillogram of an actual subsequent return building or mountain. They may be recognized by
stroke was previously shown on Fig. 2.11. Anderson the upward direction of branching, as mentioned ear-
and Ericksson [2.24] averaged the results of many dif- lier and shown in Fig. 2.9(b). Most commonly this
ferent recordings and derived the composite picture of type of flash is induced by a negatively charged cloud,
the front of first and subsequent return strokes shown or at least by a cloud having an excess of negative
on Fig. 2.19. charge in its lower regions and the step leader carries

positive charge upwards into the cloud. This type of

flash starts off with a relatively low continuing cur-
1 0 us rent and lacks the original high current return stroke

typical of flashes in which the leader originates at the
Subsequent cloud. Subsequent strokes, if they occur, will be simi-
return lar to those found in flashes that originate at the cloud.

First stroke Flashes of this nature can also be triggered artifically
F •by launching from the ground a small rocket trailing
return a wire attached to the ground.
stroke

Positive flashes: Some flashes, perhaps 10% of the to-
tal, lower positive charge to the earth (or more accu-
rately transport electrons from the earth to the cloud)

Fig. 2.19 Pictures of "averaged" first and and are accordingly called positive flashes. As with
subsequent return strokes. negative flashes they may either involve a leader that
Adapted from (2.24]. initially propagates from the cloud towards the earth,

or they may involve a leader that initially propagates
from the earth towards the cloud. A fraction of these
positive flashes involve the highest peak currents and

2.2.8 Lightning Polarity and Direction charge found associated with lightning. Examples of
some of these strong positive flashes are shown in Fig.

Most lightning flashes originate in the cloud and 2.20 [2.23]. They typically have only one high current
lower negative charge to earth. The question of di- stroke and lack the restrike phase generally noted on
rection of the lightning flash is sometimes contfusing. flashes of negative polarity. There is some evidence
With the intent of clarifying matters, the statement is that lightning flashes that occur in the winter as a re-
sometimes made that lightning strikes upward and not suit of snow are of positive polarity and of exceptional
downward. This is at least partially true; the return severity. There is also some evidence that these very
stroke that produces the high peak currents, thunder, high amplitude positive flashes occur as a result of the
and the highest intensity light, in fact does start near air at the top of the cloud, the air that is known to
the ground and grows upward into the ionized chan- contain positive charge, being transported close to the
nel previously established by the stepped leader, thus ground before the charge has a chance to flow off to
tapping the charge in the stepped leader. The stepped the ionosphere.
leader, nevertheless, originates at the cloud and lowers
electrons into the leader channel, from whence they ul-
timately flow into the ground. The source of energy is 2.3 Intracloud Flashes
in the cloud, and the lower amplitude and longer dura-
tion currents have their origin in the charge stored in Intracloud flashes occur between charge centers
the cloud. In terms of the engineering definition of cur- in the cloud. A distinguishing characteristic of intra-
rent (positive to negative, opposite to the direction of cloud flashes is that they seem to lack the intense re-
electrons), these flashes result in the direction of cur- turn stroke phase typical of flashes to the ground, or at
rent flow being from the earth to the cloud, but since least that the electrical radiation associated with true
the electrons flow into the earth this type is commonly intracloud discharges lacks the characteristics associ-
called a negative polarity flash. ated with the return stroke of cloud-to-ground flashes.
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Discharges between charge centers take place during Aircraft may be able to trigger lightning by flying
cloud-to-ground flashes as well, and, to an observer through a heavily charged region of a cloud. There is
within an aircraft, it may be difficult to tell whether no consensus as to whether this takes place routinely,
or not a flash to ground occurred, but triggering has definitely been observed with re-

With regard to aircraft the matter may be aca- search aircraft that are flown into thunderstorms seek-
demic. Aircraft are struck underneath clouds by clear- ing to intercept lightning and measure its characteris-
cut cloud-to-ground flashes and also by flashes within tics. The flashes that have been triggered seem to have
clouds. Based on the damage observed, the peak cur- more of the characteristics associated with intracloud
rent sometimes is very high. Whether the high cur- lightning than with those associated with cloud-to-
rent was associated with the upper end of a cloud- ground lightning. In particular the flashes that have
to-ground flash or with a true intracloud flash makes been triggered have lacked a high amplitude return
little difference. stroke. The question of triggered lightning is discussed

In temperate regions about two-thirds of all light- further in Chapter 3.
ning flashes are intracloud flashes. In tropical regions,
where there is more lightning activity, the ratio is
higher.
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Qk Electric charge (coulombs) in the continuing current after 2 us
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2.4 Superstrokes 2.5.1 The Anderson and Ericksson Data

i There is some evidence that there are sometimes Anderson and Ericksson [2.24, 2.25] took mea-
lightning flashes that are much more powerful than sured waveshape data from a number of lightning
those normally encountered, perhaps by one or two strokes (principally those recorded by Berger on Mt.
orders of magnitude. Some of the evidence is anecdo- San Salvatore) and derived several sets of statistical
tal and derived by examination of the damage caused data. Fig. 2.21 gives the key to the statistical data
by the lightning flash, such as conductors twisted by that follows in Figs. 2.22 through 2.29. The figures
magnetic forces or glass shattered over wide areas. show data for both initial and subsequent strokes. As
Other evidence comes from observations by satellites speculated in §2.2.5, the data on steepness just before
deployed to watch for evidence of nuclear explosions in the peak current is reached may best represent the rate
the atmosphere. Little is known of these superstrokes of change of current to consider for aircraft.
other than that they are rare, but do exist. Those
observed by satellites seem to be associated with the
upper areas of clouds, but there is other evidence that
winter storms in portions of Japan produce lightning 30X -- average steepness 30% - 90%

flashes of exceptional severity. This probably has to do a a steep 10- 91

with proximity to the ocean and the fact that the freez- f ten 10X 90%

ing level in the clouds is quite low to the ground. Data front duration 10g - 9
on these superstrokes is practically non-existent and 90-
because of their evident rarity they are not presently first current peak 100%

considered in studies related to lightning protection of maximum rate-of-risA maximum current peak
aircraft.

Fig. 2.21 Definition of waveform parameters.
Adapted from [2.24].

2.5 Statistical Information on Earth Flashes . T ansad Pr ce Data
2.5.2 The Cianos and Pierce Data

Lightning flashes are quite variable from one to Cianos and Pierce [2.26] observed that many of
another. Peak currents, total duration, waveshapes, the statistical characteristics of lightning were nearly
number of strokes in the flash, charge transferred, etc., linear when plotted as log-normal distributions; that is
may all vary over wide limits, and only in general terms on a plot having a logarithmic ordinate and an abscissa

can one find a correlation between different parame- of normal distribution. They then made a judgement
ters. Data on the characteristics of lightning are best as to the straight line that was the best fit to the ex-
presented in statistical terms, the mode that will be perimentally observed data on such a plot. The figures
used in the following sections. that follow are reproduced from their report.

One item that needs to be emphasized is that
virtually all the data on lightning comes from mea- Peak currents: Fig. 2.30 shows data on the peak cur-
surements made at ground level, and these measure- rent amplitude in lightning strokes. The peak value
ments are probably influenced by the growth of an up- of the current is related to the explosive, or blasting,
ward leader. In recent years some measurements have effect of lightning. It is also related to the maximum
been made of the amplitude and waveshape of light- voltage developed across ground resistance and hence
ning currents passing through aircraft. Most of the to the risk of side flashes occurring in the vicinity of
measurements that have been made were of strokes objects struck. It is also related to the maximum volt-
with lower peak currents and longer times to crest age developed across bonding resistance and hence to
than those often observed at ground level. In part the possibility of sparking at structural interfaces. Re-
this may be explained by chance, but mostly it can garding the damage that may be caused by lightning,
be explained by the fact that most of the flashes were this is one of the most important parameters. There
triggered by the aircraft and are more characteristic are two curves shown, one for the first return strokes
of intracloud flashes than of cloud-to-ground flashes. and one for subsequent strokes. The first return stroke
As noted earlier, intracloud flashes often lack the is generally of the highest amplitude. For engineering
well-defined high-amplitude return stroke of cloud- analysis, Cianos and Pierce have determined that sub-
to-ground flashes. sequent return strokes may be represented as half the

There are two main summaries of the characteris- amplitude of the first return stroke. Marked on the
tics of lightning; one made by Anderson and Erickson curves are the amplitudes corresponding to the 2, 10,. and one by Cianos and Pierce. 50, 90, and 98% probabilities.
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Fig. 2.22 Amplitude of first current peak. Fig. 2.23 Amplitude of maximum current peak.
Adapted from [2.24]. Adapted from [2.24].
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Adapted from [2.24]. Adapted from [2.24].
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Adapted from [2.24]. Adapted from [2.24].
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Fig. 2.30 Distribution of peak currents for first return
stroke and subsequent strokes [2.26].

Rise time and rate of change: Fig. 2.31 gives a dis- rise of the lightning current is not directly obtained by
tribution of the time for the current to reach its peak dividing the peak current by the front time.
amplitude. This time is subject to considerable in- The best summary of the effective rates of rise is
terpretation for any particular lightning stroke, since given on Fig. 2.32. The rate of rise of lightning cur-
there is seldom a clearly definable time at which the rent is an important factor in determining how much
stroke starts. Lightning strokes typically have a con- voltage is induced into electrical equipment, and in de-
cave front, starting out slowly and then rising faster termining how many lightning conductors are needed

*as the current gets higher. Thus, the effective rate of and how they should be placed.
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Flash duration: The duration of the stroke current of it is transferred by the continuing currents. The to-
affects the distance across which side flashes may de- tal charge transfer and the amplitude and duration of
velop, and affects how severely metal structures may the continuing currents largely govern the thermal ef-
be deformed by magnetic forces or the explosive lib- fects of lightning. Data on the characteristics of these

eration of energy. This distribution is shown in Fig. continuing currents are shown in Fig. 2.38, 2.39, and
2.33. The duration of the stroke, which is measured in 2.40.
tens of microseconds, should not be confused with the
total duration of the lightning flash. The total dura- 2.6 Thunderstorm Frequency and Lightning
tion of the flash, shown in Fig. 2.34, is frequently on Flash Density
the order of a second. The duration of the total flash
is influenced by the number of return strokes in the One of the major factors to consider in determin-
flash (Fig. 2.35) and the time interval between strokes ing the probability of lightning damage is the number
(Fig. 2.36). of lightning flashes to earth in a given area and for a

given time. Since precise quantitative data do not exist
Charge transfer: Fig. 2.37 gives information on the (except at a few specifically instrumented structures),
total charge transferred in the flash. Little of the a secondary measure, the frequency of thunderstorms,
charge is transferred by any one stroke. Instead, most is used.
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Fig. 2.31 Time to peak [2.261. Fig. 2.32 Rates of rise [2.26].
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Thunderstorm days: For many years, weather bureau The count of thunderstorm days includes both
stations have recorded thunderstorm days (the num- flashes between clouds and flashes to ground. There is
ber of days per year on which thunder is heard). This some evidence that the proportion of flashes that go
index, called the isokeraunic level, is shown for the to grouned is related to the geographical latitude of the
continental United States in Fig. 2.41 [2.28]. Similar point under study. This relation would exist because
data for the world as a whole is shown on Fig. 2.42 the proportion of flashes to ground depends partly on
[2.29]. It should be noted that the information so col- the average height of clouds, and this, in turn, depends
lected is of limited value for several reasons. First of on the type of storm formation. Pierce takes that fac-
all, no distinction is made between cloud- to-cloud dis- tor into account in his discussion of the relationship
charges and cloud-to-ground flashes. Also, there is no between ground flash density and thunderstorm days.
allowance for the duration of a storm. A storm lasting
an hour would be counted as heavily as one lasting Flash counters: A better measure of lightning fre-
several hours. quency would be based on counts of actual lightning

A better indicator of lightning frequency would be flashes, as opposed to counts of thunder. Instruments
thunderstorm hours per year. Some weather bureau are available to make such counts.
records are now being made of thunderstorm hours, One relatively simple type [2.30] detects the elec-
but not much data has been accumulated. tric field changes produced by lightning and records

on an electromechanical counter the number of times
Flash density: Despite its limitations, the data on the field change exceeds a threshold value. By suitable
isokeraunic levels is broadly useful and can be corre- choice of filters defining the frequencies to which the
lated at least partially with lightning strokes to earth- device is sensitive it can be made to respond to flashes
based objects. Pierce [2.27) has summarized some of within a certain range, generally on the order of 30
the available data and concludes that if there are 25 km. They can also be made to respond primarily to
thunderstorm days per year that there will be about cloud to ground flashes and to reject field changes as-
4 flashes to earth per year per km2 . The ground flash sociated with cloud to cloud flashes. Networks of such
rate is is not directly proportional to the isokeraunic instruments have been deployed in South Africa and
level; it varies more as the square of the isokeraunic parts of Europe, but no systematic use has been made
level. Anderson and Ericksson [2.24] also discuss the of them in the USA.
relationship between ground flash density and thun-
derstorm days.
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e Lightning location: Another type of instrument [2.31 sumed that a structure of height h will intercept all

- 2.33] uses antennas to respond to both the elec- flashes that would ordinarily strike the ground over a
tric and magnetic field changes produced by lightning, circle of radius 2h. Fig. 2.43 illustrates the geometry.
since by doing so one can determine the bearing of the
lightning flash. Linking networks of such instruments

ted on a map, usually in near real time. The instru- "hedd/ 7 sile
ments can also be used to determine the waveshape regio ~, h rgo

and peak amplitude of the lightning strokes. Networks / " •
of such instruments are now to be found in several re-/,

gions of the USA and in due course should provide /// /////////
much more accurate information on the frequency of i. h-_1- 2
lightning in various parts of the country. • h"• - h-

Number of lightning flashes: The number of light- Fig. 2.43 Shielded areas.
nling flashes to anly particular object depends strongly
on the terrain upon which the object is situated. Ob-
jects on the crests of hills are more prone to be struck It is not as easy to determine analytically how
than are objects in valleys. All other things consid- often aircraft in flight will be struck. Field experi-
ered, however, the probability that a given object will ence seems to be the only reliable guide. Commercial
be struck depends upon the area covered by that ob- aircraft in regularly scheduled service in the United
ject. For objects flat upon the ground the strike inter- States are struck about once per year. frequently while
ception area can be taken as directly equal to the area in takeoff, landing, or holding patterns, and usually
covered. If there is a protruding object on the ground, while flying at less than 15 000 ft. altitude. Trans-
the stroke interception area depends upon the height port aircraft are seldom struck while at cruising al-

e of the object. With reasonable accuracy, it can be as- titudes and speeds, partly of course as a result of the
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. Chapter 3

AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING ATTACHMENT PHENOMENA

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will deal with the circumstances un- of interest since the beginning of powered flight be-
der which aircraft are struck by lightning and the cause lightning and other thunderstorm effects, such as
question of whether aircraft can trigger lightning or turbulence and icing, are to be avoided if possible. To
whether they just happen to be in the path of a natu- learn about these conditions, various lightning strike
rally occurring flash. It also deals with how the light- incident reporting projects have been implemented.
ning flash interacts with the aircraft surfaces and de- Beginning in 1938, the Subcommittee on Meteorolog-
fines the lightning strike zones within which these sur- ical Problems of the National Advisory Committee
faces fall. Methods for locating the zones on specific for Aeronautics (NACA) prepared and distributed a
aircraft are discussed in Chapter 5. sixteen page questionnaire to airlines and the Armed

Statistics on lightning strikes reported by aircraft Forces [3.1]. Pilots filled out these questionnaires after
pilots seem to indicate that no aircraft is likely to re- each lightning strike incident and forwarded them to
ceive more than one or two lightning strikes in a year, the NACA subcommittee for analysis. The question-
but that some types of aircraft receive more strikes naire was evidently too long for widespread use, how-
than others. Compared with exposure to other haz- ever, and was discontinued by 1950. Nevertheless, the
ards, such as hail, birds and turbulence, which are also program provided important data for the first time on
encountered during flight, the exposure of aircraft to the meteorological conditions prevailing when strikes
lightning strikes seems relatively infrequent. Because occurred and the resulting effects on the aircraft.
of this, incorporation of lightning protective measures Following that, programs were conducted by theO in the designs of some aircraft has been considered, by Lightning and Transients Research Institute (LTRI)
some, unnecessary. The question also arises: "If light- [3.2], the FAA [3.3] and Plumer and Hourihan of Gen-
ning strikes do in fact occur infrequently, can they be eral Electric, together with five US commercial air-
avoided altogether?" Because some types of aircraft lines [3.4]. This latter project is known as the Airlines
seem to experience more than their "fair share" of Lightning Strike Reporting Project. Anderson and
lightning strikes, a related question also arises: "Why Kroninger of South Africa [3.5], Perry of the British
are some aircraft (seemingly) more susceptible than Civil Aviation Authority [3.6], and Trunov of the
others?" USSR National Research Institute for Civil Aviation

To answer these questions a considerable amount [3.7] have also conducted studies. More recent data
of research into the effects of such factors as aircraft from the Airlines Lightning Strike Reporting Project
size, engine exhaust, and microwave radar emissions has been reported by Rascb et al of FAA and Lightning
on lightning strike formation have been undertaken Technologies Inc. [3.8;.
over the years. Much of this research has been aimed Strike incidence data, based largely on turbojet or
at answering the question of whether or not an air- turboprop aircraft, is usually summarized according to
craft can in fact somehow produce its own lightning the following categories:
strike, or if it can trigger an impending flash from a
nearby cloud. While some of the findings are incon- 1. Altitude.
clusive, others have provided definite answers to some 2. Flight path; that is, climbing, level flight, or de-
of these questions. In this chapter we summarize what scent.
has been learned about the aircraft's influence on light- 3. Meteorological conditions.
ning strike occurrence and dispel some other miscon-
ceptions about this phenomenon. We also examine 4. Outside air temperature
how other factors, such as flight and weather condi-
tions, affect lightning strikes and conclude with why it 5. Lightning strike effects on the aircraft
is important that lightning protection be incorporated Altitude, flight path, meteorological conditions,
into all new aircraft designs. and air temperature are topics discussed in this chap-

The atmospheric and flight conditions prevailing ter. Lightning strike effects on aircraft will be dis-
when aircraft have been struck by lightning have been cussed in the succeeding chapter.
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3.2 Lightning Attachment Point Definitions help pilots and minimize future lightning strike inci-
dents, but such incidents can never be entirely avoided,

The lightning flash initially attaches to, or enters, unless by operating entirely in clear, "blue sky" con-
the aircraft at one spot and exits from another. Usu- ditions a long way from clouds.
ally these are extremities of the aircraft such as the
nose or a wing tip. For convenience, these are called 3.3.1 Altitude and Flight Path
initial entry and initial exit points.

At any one time, current is flowing into one point Fig. 3.1 shows the altitudes at which the re-
and out of another. The "entry" point may be either porting projects discussed above show aircraft are be-
an anode or a cathode; that is, a spot where electrons ing struck, as compared with a typical cumulonimbus
are either entering or exiting the aircraft. The visual (thunder) cloud. The turbojet and turboprop data
evidence after the strike does not allow one to resolve from the four summaries are in close agreement. For
the issue and usually no attempt is made. Instead, by comparison, the data from the earlier piston aircraft
convention, attachment spots at forward or upper loca- survey of Newman [3.2] are also presented. Cruise alti-
tions have usually been called entry spots and those at tudes of 10 -15 000 m (30 - 40 000 ft) for jet aircraft are
aft or lower locations on the aircraft have been termed considerably higher (15 kin) than that of earlier pis-
exit points, ton aircraft, which flew at about 3 - 6000 m (10 - 20

Since the aircraft flies more than it's own length 000 ft); yet Fig. 3.1 shows the altitude distribution of
within the lifetime of most flashes, the entry point will lightning strike incidents to be nearly the same. This
change as the flash reattaches to other spots aft of the fact indicates (1) that there are more lightning flashes
initial entry point. The exit portion may do the same to be intercepted below about 6 km than above this
if the initial exit spot is at a forward portion of the altitude, and (2) that jet aircraft are being struck at
aircraft. Thus, for any one flash, there may be many lower than cruise altitudes: that is, during climb, de-
"entry" or "exit" spots and the following definitions scent, or hold operations. Flight regime data obtained
are used: from the jet projects shown in Fig. 3.2 [3.8] confirm

this.
lightning attachment point: Any spot where the If the strike altitudes shown in Fig. 3.1 are com-
lightning flash attaches to the. aircraft, pared with the electrical charge distribution in the

initial entry point: The spot where the lightning flash typical thundercloud shown in this figure, it is evi-
channel first "enters" the aircraft (usually an extrem- dent that strikes which occur above about 3 km re-
ity). suit from intracloud flashes between positive and neg-

ative charge centers in the cloud (or between adjacent
final entry point: The spot where the lightning flash clouds), whereas strikes below about 3 km probably
channel last "enters" the aircraft (usually a trailing result from cloud-to-ground flashes. Strike incidents
edge). occurring above 6 km occur less frequently because air-

craft at these altitudes can more easily divert aroundinitial exit point: The spot where the lightning flash thnecodtananirafatlwrliues

channel first "exits" from the aircraft (usually an ex-

tremity). 3.3.2 Synoptic Meteorological Conditions

final exit point: The spot where the lightning flash Data discussed thus far might imply that an air-
last "exits" from the aircraft (usually a trailing edge). craft must be within or beneath a cloud to receive a

strike and, since electrical charge separation is accom-
swept "flash" (or "strike") points: Spots where the panied by precipitation, that most strikes would occur
flash channel reattaches between the initial and final when the aircraft is within a cloud, or in or near re-

_points, usually associated with the entry part of the gions of precipitation. Strike incident reports show
flash channel. that these conditions often do exist, but other light-

ning strikes occur to aircraft in a cloud when there is no
3.3 Circumstances Under Which Aircraft are evidence of precipitation nearby, and even to aircraft
Struck flying in clear air at a supposedly safe distance from

a thundercloud. FAA and airline advisory procedures
The following paragraphs summarize the impor- instruct pilots to circumvent thunderclouds or regions

tant findings from the transport aircraft data gather- of precipitation evident either visibly or on radar, but
ing projects noted previously and describe the flight strikes to aircraft flying 25 miles from the nearest radar
and weather conditions under which lightning strikes returns or precipitation have been reported. Occasion-
are most common. Knowledge of these conditions may ally a report of a "bolt from the blue," with no clouds
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Fig. 3.1 Aircraft lightning strike incidents vs altitude.

anywhere around, is received. It is not certain that Perhaps of most interest to aircraft operators are
these reports are correct because it does not seem pos- the area weather conditions which prevailed at the
sible for electrical charge separation of the magnitude time of reported strikes. There is no universal data
necessary to form a lightning flash to occur in clear air. bank for this type of data, but several surveys have
In most well documented incidents, a cloud is present been conducted from time to time, including those of
somewhere (i.e., within 25 miles) when the incident [3.2] through [3.8]. A survey involving a more limited
occurs. number of strikes, but containing more weather infor-

400' mation than the broad based surveys referenced above,
is that of H.T. Harrison [3.9] of the synoptic meteo-

S300 37% rological conditions prevailing for 99 United air Lines
2% olightning-strike incidents occurring between July 1963

, the percentage of incidents (number of cases) occurring

1 ... in each weather type. Examples of the most predom-

inant synoptic conditions are presented in Fig. 3.3(a)
q. through 3.3(d).

Harrison has drawn the conclusion that any con-
& o4• dition which will cause precipitation may also be ex-

pected to cause electrical discharges (lightning), al-
Arcraft Attitude though he adds that no strikes were reported in the

middle of warm front winter storms. Data from the
Fig. 3.2 Flight regime when struck. Airlines Lightning Strike Reporting Project reported
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by Rasch et al [3.8], and presented in Fig. 3.4, show 760 96X

that lightning strikes to aircraft in the United States 750

and Europe occur most often during the spring and LW 0
summer months, when thunderstorrmls are most preva- 62 unreported

lent

Table 3.1 S30 .. . .. .

Synoptic Types Involved With 20. 3%
99 Electrical Discharges 20
July 1963 to June 1964 1o <1<<

<17

Synoptic Type Percentage 4

Airmass instability 27
Stationary front 18
Cold front 17 Aircraft Location
Warm front 9 Fig. 3.4 Aircraft location with respect to clouds

Squall line or instability line 9 when lightning strikes have occurred.
Orographic 6
Cold LOW or filling LOW 5 It is also important to note that many strike inci-
Warm sector apex 3 dents have been reported where no bona fide thunder-
Complex or intense LOW 3 storms have been visually observed or reported. Har-

Occluded front 1 rison [3.9], for example, reports that United Air Lines
Pacific surge 1 flight crews reported 99 cases of static discharges or

lightning strikes in flight during the period of his sur-

H vey. Correlation of these incidents with weather condi-Stions prevailing in the vicinity and in the general area
IV at the time of strike gave the results shown in Table

~W~y3.2.Table 3.2

"�"', Percentage of Strike Incidents vs
DIReported Thunderstorms

"•• Thunderstorms reported in vicinity 33%
Thunderstorms reported in general area 24%

H C No thunderstorms reported 43%
SEA 0 )

""20 3 hZ,14•0,A $',A" jZ51( 3.3.3 Immediate Environment at Time of
I____________________9W__ TADY RAIN

V H , Stroke

lot H Figs. 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 show the immediate envi-
ronment of the aircraft at the times of the 881 strikes
reported in [3.8]. In over 80% of the strikes reported,

a 'each aircraft was within a cloud and was experiencing

Ni precipitation and some turbulence.
40 .f " The incident reports above also show that most

aircraft strikes have occurred when an aircraft is near
(•)(d) the freezing level of 0° C. Fig. 3.7 [3.8] shows the

F 0 distribution of lightning strikes to aircraft as a func-
FtMD410 lom tion of outside air temperature. Freezing temperatures

B.o• V A(and below) are thought to be required for the electri-
Fig. 3.3 Examples of most recent synoptic meteoro- cal charge separation process to function. Of course,

logical conditions when aircraft have been strikes to aircraft at temperatures higher than +10° C
struck. have occurred when the aircraft was close to (or on)
Tip of arrow indicates position of aircraft the ground, where the ambient air temperature may
when struck. be as high as about +25* C.
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Turbulence Fig. 3.7 Distribution of lightning strikes.

Fig. 3.6 Turbulence experienced when lightning (a) With outside air temperature
strikes have occurred. (b) With altitude

3.3.4 Thunderstorm Avoidance. 2. Airborne radar patterns of precipitation areas

Clearly, whenever it is possible to avoid the se- 3. Airborne lightning strike indicators, which sense
vere environments which thunderstorms present, it is electromagnetic radiation from distant flashes and

desirable to do so, for even if the aircraft is adequately display their range and bearing on cathode ray
protected against lightning effects, the turmoil caused tube displays in the cockpit.
by wind and precipitation in or near thunderstorms
presents a serious hazard to safe flight. Consequently, 4. Weather information, if available, relayed by Air

the operating procedures of commercial airlines and Traffic Control (ATC) to aircrews together with

those of other air carriers strongly advise against pen- instructions for thunderstorm avoidance.

etration of thunderstorms.
Methods of avoidance: Methods of thunderstorm

Thunderstorm indicrtion: In attempts to avoid thun- avoidance in common use are, in order of preference:
derstorm regions, pilots use three indicators:

1. Circumnavigation of visible thunderclouds, ide-
1. Visual sighting of thunderclouds (cumulonimbus) ally by 25 miles or more, but often by smaller

in daytime and of lightning at night distances due to traffic constraints.
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2. Circumnavigation of areas of heavy precipitation

indicated on airborne weather radar displays.

3. Flying over the tops of thunderclouds

The degree to which any of these measures is suc-
cessful depends on the accuracy of the informnation re-
ceived by the pilots.

Weather radar: Aside from visual observation, which
has obvious limitations, the most common method
of detecting thunderstorms is using airborne weather
radar. Radar, however, cannot detect clouds them-
selves; it can detect only liquid droplets. Only the TIME: 0026Z

ALTITUDE: 28 000 FT.
rain that may be present in the cloud will produce a RANGE.MARKS: 10-MILE

radar echo and this allows occasional encounters with ANT.: I 'A UP
HEADING: 255 TRUE

hail, and with lightning. A typical C-band airborne STRONG ECHOES HERE ARE THE N END OF

weather radar presentation of a thunderstorm (cumu- A LINE OF THUNDERSTORMS WHICH WERE PRO-
u cloud with active precipitation and frequent DUCING SEVERE WIND AND LIGHTNING DAM-

lonimbus) cAGE BELOW. LESS THAN ONE HOUR EARLIER,

lightning is shown in Fig. 3.8 [3.10]. The pictures were HAILSTONES OF GOLF BALL SIZE WERE RE-

taken during a research project carried out by Beck- PORTED IN THE AREA OF THE NEAREST LARGE

with of United Air Lines to determine the weather de-
tection capability of airborne radar. The photographs
shown were taken during a United Air Lines flight from
Chicago to Denver on August 3, 1960. Fig. 3.8 shows
the northern end of a line of severe thunderstorms, de-
veloped from a cold front in Illinois. A detour to the
north was planned and successfully executed with the
aid of this radar presentation. The flight remained in

clear and generally smooth air while making the de-
tour. The strong echos were easily detected with a
slight upward tilt of the radar antenna to eliminate
ground clutter.

Contour selection: It is possible to obtain more in- TIME: 0028Z
ALTITUDE: 28 000 FT.

formation regarding the intensity of a storm by use of SOUTH OF DUBUQUE, IOWA, LOOKING SE

the contour selection circuit provided on most radars. TO S AND W EDGE OF THUNDERSTORM LINE.
THIS CUMULONIMIUS WAS BUILT TO AN ESTI.

This feature provides a means of eliminating any re- MATED ALTITUDE OF 45 000 FEET. ECHO ON

flected signal the intensity of which is above a certain PHOTO 17-R2 CORRESPONDS TO THIS VISUAL.

level. Fig. 3.9 shows the same radar return as that Fig. 3.8 Radar presentation and subsequent
in Fig. 3.8 one minute later with the contour feature photograph of a thunderstorm.
employed. (a) Radar presentation

Tie thin, distinct outlines which now appear in (b) Visual appearance of storm
place of the original echo indicate a narrow boundary
across which the intensity of rain varies from no rain tivity are likely to exist at well defined boundaries,
(outside the white outline) to intense rain (inside the such as those indicated by steep rain gradients on con-
white outline). This change in return intensity is called toured radar. These boundaries derived from contour
the rain gradient; and the narrower the white outline of radar are often used in planning a detour.
the return, the more abrupt, or steeper, is the gradient. Considering the variable nature of thunderstorms,

The amount of electric charge separation and and the limited information as to their whereabouts
lightning activity is known to be related to the degree and severity available to pilots, it is not surprising that
of precipitation and vertical air currents (turbulence). there are varying opinions as to what detour distance is
Further, the severity of turbulence is also related to adequate to avoid turbulence and lightning. Primarily,
the temperature difference that exists between differ- a pilot is advised to use distances commensurate with
ent masses of air. Thus, turbulence and electrical ac- the specific capability of the radar used.
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the recommended distances of up to 25 miles, the se-
vere turbulence associated with thunderstorms is usu-
ally also avoided. Nevertheless, lightning flashes may
extend farther outward from the storm center than
does turbulence and for this reason are not as easily
avoided. Indeed, there are several reports each year of
aircraft receiving strikes "in the clear" 25 or more miles
from the nearest evident storm. That lightning flashes
can propagate this distance is evident from ground
photographs of very long, horizontal flashes.

ALTM: XOt

eAmuG ""a; I""

COF3 Me ON

Fig. 3.9 Same as Fig. 3.8(a), but with contour
to show very steep rain gradient of
each cell.

The specifications and policies of one of the major

airlines [3.21] follow.

Specifications:

1. Wavelength - 3.2 cm (X band) through 5.6 cm (C TIMEL

band). ALTITUDE: 29 000 FT.
RANGE MARKS: 25'MILE

2. Antenna size - 30 cm (12 in) or larger (X band); ANT.: T S
HEADING: 060* TRUE. OVER ST. GEORGE,

64 cm (25 in) or larger (C band). UTAH.
A THUNDERSTORM ECHO IS NOT DISTIN-

3. Power (peak) - 10 kW (X band) or higher; 75 kW GUISHABLE FROM TERRAIN AT THIS OR OTHER
ANTENNA SETTINGS TO MATCH THE VISUAL

(C band) or higher SIGHTING AT 9:30 BEARING IN PHOTO 11 -C2.

Policies:

1. When the temperature at flight level is 000 or
higher, avoid all echos exhibiting sharp gradients
by 5 nautical miles.

2. When the temperature at flight level is less than
00C, avoid all echoes exhibiting sharp gradients
by 10 nautical miles.

3. When flying above 7000 m( 23 000 feet) avoid all
echoes, even though no sharp gradients are indi-
cated, by 20 nautical miles.

Weather radar, however, is not a foolproof means
other ight-TIME: 0153Zof detecting and avoiding thunderstorms or other light- ALTITUDE: 29000 FT.

ning strike conditions, because situations exist in DECAYING THUNDERSTORM BUILT TO
which radar is not capable of distinguishing a thun- ABOVE FLIGHT ALTITUDE FOR WHICH NO

MATCHING ECHO WAS VISIBLE IN SCOPE PIC-
derstorm return from the returns of ground or from TURE 11 .R.3.

ground clutter. Such a case is illustrated in Fig. 3.10
[3.11].

In this case, returns from the ground (ground clut- Fig. 3.10 Thunderstorms not distinguishable
ter) obscured the return from the storm. However, if on radar scope.
ground clutter does obscure a storm return and an (a) Radar presentation
aircraft is successful in avoiding all thunderstorms by (b) Visual appearance of storm
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Color radar: Present airborne weather displays use have been based on the principle of detecting the am-
colors to distinguish between different intensities of bient electric field which would exist when a lightning

boundaries between bands of different color are the ment instruments have been successfully tested in an

colors mentioned above. A typical color weather radar aircraft, and because of the apparent wide variation
display is shown in in Fig. 3.11 [3.12]. of electric field intensities and other conditions which

A decaying thunderstorm, moreover, may not may precede a lightning strike to the aircraft, success
present a distinctive radar echo. Sometimes this type seems remote. The situation is further complicated
of storm becomes embedded in expanding anvils or by the problems of field interpretation and translation
cirrus clouds in such a way that it is not visible. In- into advisory information in sufficient time to aid the
flight measurements conducted by the Air Force and pilot in deciding on an avoidance maneuver.
the Federal Aviation Administration, and reported by There are instruments that locate and plot the
Fitzgerald [3.13], indicate that thunderstorms in their locations of lightning flashes that are taking place, but
early stages of dissipation have sufficient charge to that is a different story.
cause a few lightning discharges if a means of streamer Perhaps the most effective warning of imminent
initiation becomes available. An aircraft entering such strikes available to flight crews is that which is read-
a region may initiate, or trigger, such a flash. Thus, ily available-the buildup of static discharging and (at
in normal IFR operations in regions where an active night) St. Elmo's Fire (corona). Static discharging
thundercloud is merged with decaying thunderclouds causes interference (instability) in Low Frequency Au-
and other cloudy areas, diverting from the normal tomatic Direction Finding (LF-ADF) indicators, or
course to avoid the active cloud may take the flight audible "hash" in most communications receivers. St.
through a decaying area, where a lightning strike is Elmo's fire is visible at night as a bluish glow at air-
possible, craft extremities where the discharging is occurring.

Pilot responses to lightning strikes (which may
Lightning warning instruments: Attempts have been also be called static discharges or electrical discharges)
made from time to time to develop an airborne instru- vary. Typical answers by pilots of one airline [3.9] to
meat capable of warning pilots of an impending light- the question "Do you have any recommendations for
ning strike to the aircraft and providing information avoiding electrical discharges?" were as follows:
to the pilot for use in avoidance. Most such attempts

East-west distance from IIFC. n. ml.
-45 .40 -35 -30 -25 .20 -15 .10 -5

-j

10.• Nearby flash aod S
recorded trensient

*o . 7 . 60. -4 .-o0 -20 .Io
Eent-wmest distance from arc. a.

Fig. 3.11 Reflectivity contours at time of a strike near to the F 10GB.

Flash 4, 20:54:21.9 GMT, Jluly 22,1980.

Taken by NASA-Wallops SPANDAR radar at 20:56:51.5 GMT
with a radar tilt angle = 0°C.
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"From cruise speed, a reduction of 25% to Symptoms:
30% in airspeed will often allow the static
buildup to stabilize at a lower maximum and 1. Flight through or in the vicinity of the following:

dissipate rather than discharge. These build- Unstable air.
-ups are generally accompanied by a buzz-
type static on VHF (very high frequency) and Stationary front.
ADF (automatic direction finding) and a ran-
dom swinging of the ADF needles though I Cold front.
have observed the ADF needles to hold a

steady error of up to 900 as the static level Warm front.

stabilized at or near its peak, generally just Squall line.
prior to the discharge or beginning of dissi-
pation." 2. Within a cloud.

"Climb or descend through the freezing level 3. Icy types of precipitation.
as quickly as possible."

4. Air temperature near 00 C.
"Avoid all precipitation. I know of no way

to predict accurately where a discharge will 5. Progressive buildup of :'adio static.
occur."

6. St. Elmo's fire (when dark).
"Slow down to minimum safe speed, change
altitude to avoid temperature of -7*C (200 7. Experiencing turbulence.
F) to 20C (35° F)." 8. Flying at altitudes between 1500 and 4500 m
"Not without excessive detour, both. route and (5000 and 15 000 ft); most prevalent: 3350 m (11
altitude." 000 ft).

9. Climbing or descending.
"The static discharges I have encountered

have built up at a rate which would preclude
any avoidance tactics (3 to 15 seconds)." Actions:

"No, I have never known when to expect this 1. Avoid areas of heavy precipitation.

until just prior to the discharge. " 2. Change altitude to avoid temperature near 0°C.

"No, not in the modern jets. Once the static 4. Turn up cockpit lights.
begins the discharge follows very quickly."

5. Have one pilot keep eyes downward.

"All information received at the ... train-
ing center applicable to static discharges and Since air traffic congestion often precludes circum-

their avoidance has been completely accurate vention of precipitation and since diversion often poses

and helpful." hazards, avoidance, while desirable, is neither a de-

pendable nor an adequate means of protecting the air-

"No, hang on!" craft against lightning strikes. The aircraft, therefore,
must be designed to safely withstand lightning strike

"Lead a clean life." effects.

Thus, there is a wide divergence of pilot opin- 3.3.5 Frequency of Occurrence
ion regarding the best way to avoid lightning strikes.

However, from this and many other sources, it is possi- Commercial aircraft: The number of lightning strikes

ble to list the symptoms most often present just prior which actually occur, as related to flight hours for pis-
to experiencing a lightning strike, and the actions (if ton, turboprop, and pure jet aircraft. is tabulated in

any) which most pilots take to reduce the possibility Table 3.3 based on the data of Newman 13.21 and Perry
of receiving a strike. (3.6]. From this data it follows that an average of one

A lightning strike is imminent when a combina- strike can be expected for each 3000 hours of flight for

tion of some of the symptom3 which follow is present. any type of commercial transport aircraft.
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Military and general aviation aircraft: Unlike corn- Trends affecting strike rate: There are several trends
mercial airlines, military and general aviation aircraft in commercial and general aviation which are likely to
need not adhere to strict flight schedules or congested cause even greater exposure of aircraft everywhere to
traffic patterns around metropolitan airports. The re- lightning strikes in the future:
sult is that these aircraft do not seem to experience as
many strikes as do commercial aircraft, as is evident 1. Increases in the number of intermediate stops
from Table 3.4, which shows U.S. Air Force experi- along former nonstop routes, resulting in more
ence for the years 1965 to 1969. USAF regulations, tin.e in descent, hold and climb patterns at lower
however, do not require that lightning strike incidents altitudes.
be documented by flight crews unless a substantial
amount of damage is done to the aircraft. Thus, many 2. Increases in the number of aircraft and rotorcraft
strikes to USAF aircraft undoubtedly go unreported. equipped for IFR flight.

Table 3.3 3. Increasing use of radar and other navigation aids
Incidence of Reported Lightning Strikes in general aviation aircraft, permitting IFR flight

to Commercial Aircraft under adverse weather conditions.
No-man o, [ These factors warrant continued diligence in the

(1950- I96) (19599-1974) TOTALS ': design and operation of aircraft with respect to the
Shiike$ flours S.i..ks, hlou, Strlk, - flo.s p "=! possible hazards lightning may present.
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Tuoiropop 109 415 Ono 2,0 76000 389 1 2 O 3320 3.4 Aircraft Lightning Strike Mechanisms
Puts jet 41 427000 480 13V4000 525 1741 000 3340

ALL 95, 2842000 760 2190000 11i6 5032000 2930 In the following paragraphs the electrical condi-
tions which produce lightning are described, together

Table 3.4 with the mechanisms of lightning strike attachment to
Incidence of Reported Lightning Strikes an aircraft, While it is not possible to anticipate or

to U.S. Air Force Aircraft avoid these conditions all of the time, it is important
Alrat ype. vs mran hours between I1.ii, strikes to understand the strike attach-nent process in order

to properly assess the effects of lightning strikes on the
Ias 196 1967 1968 1969 p yew aircraft.

Bomber 55 00 48 L00 47 900 73 UO0 28 000 50480
Cup 68000 140 OW 112OW0 124000 76OW0 1o0ooW 3.4.1 Electric Field Effects
FIghter 141000 105000 112000 65000 73000 99"00
Trainer 246000 378000 50 S000 224000 1o0o Oc 295600 At the beginning of lightning flash formation,

when a stepped-leader propagates outward from a
Statistics such as these, which apply to a broad cloud charge center, the ultimate destination of the

category of aircraft and include data from a variety flash, at an opposite charge center in the cloud or on
of different operators in varying geographic locations, the ground, has not yet been determined. The dif-
may be misleading. For example, whereas Table 3.4 ference of potential which exists between the stepped
shows that there is an average of 99 000 flying hours leader and the opposite charge(s) establishes an ele-
between reportable lightning strikes to U.S. Air Force trostatic force field between them, represented by
fighter-type aircraft, the strike experience in Europe imaginary equipotential surfaces. They arm shown as
is known to be about 10 times more frequent than lines in the two dimensional drawing of Fig. 3.12. The
strike experience in the U.S. and in most other parts field intensity, commonly expressed in kilovolts per me-
of the world. Weinstock and Shaeffer 13.15] report 10.5 ter, is greatest where equipotential surfaces are closest
strikes per 10 000 hours for certain F-4 models flying together. It is this field that is available ',-) ionize air
in Europe, which rate is about 5 times greater than the and form the conductive spark which is the leader.
world- wide exposure rate for these aircraft. A similar Because the direction of electrostatic force is normal
situation pertains to commercial aircraft operating in to the equipotentials, and strongest where they are
Europe, as indicated by Perry's summary of United closest together, the leader is most likely to progress
Kingdom and European strike data (3.61, for example. toward the most intense field regions.
This unusually high lightning- strike exposure seems If ant aircraft happens to be in the neighborhood,
to result both from the high level of lightning activ- it will assume the electrical potential of its location.
ity in Europe as compared with that in many other Since the aircraft is a thick conductor and all of it is
regions anti from the political constraints placed on at this same potential, it will divert and compress adja-
flight paths in this nultinational region. cent equipotentials, thus increasing the electric field in-
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tensity at its extremities, and especially between it and Several of these sparks, called streamers, usually
other charged objects, such as the advancing leader. If occur nearly simultaneously from several extremities
the aircraft is far away from the leader, its effect on the of the aircraft. These streamers will continue to prop-
field near the leader is negligible; however, if the air- agate outward as long as the field remains above about
craft is within several tens or hundreds of meters from 5 to 7 kV/cm. One of these streamers, called the junc-
the leader, the increased field intensity in between may tion leader, will meet the nearest branch of the advanc-
be sufficient to attract subsequent leader propagation ing leader and form a continuous spark from the cloud
toward the aircraft. As this happens, the intervening charge center to the aircraft. Thus, when the aircraft
field will become even more intense, and the leader will is close enough to influence the direction of the leader
advance more directly toward the aircraft. propagation, it will very likely become attached to a

branch of the leader system.

+ + 3.4.2 Charge stored on Aircraft

When the aircraft is attached to the leader, some
charge (free electrons) will flow onto the aircraft, but
the amount of charge which can be taker. on is very
small compared to what is available from the lightning
flash. The chr-rg- will raise the aircraft to a high volt-
age and exc,'3ive charge will cause the electric field
around the aircraft to become so high that intense
corona streamers will form. These streamers will then
carry awa. the excess charge.If additional charge flowb onto the aircraft, more

Fig. 3.12 Stepped leader approaching an aircraft, profuse stre".mirg will occur, and from extremities of
larger rs-ii of curvature. In fact, the maximum charge

The highest electric fields about the aircraft will which can be on the aircraft probably exceeds by up
occur around extremities, where the equipotetitial lines t.-- 100 times the streamer initiation value. However,
are compressed closest together, as shown in Fig. 3.13. statistics on natural lightning characteristics show that
Typically, these are the nose fnd wing and empennage a typical leader contains about 1 to 10 coulombs (1-10
tips, and also smaller protrusions, such as antennas or C), so, there is still no room for any significant portion
pitot probes. When the leader advances to the point of this to accumulate on an aircraft. Thus, the aircraft
where the field adjacent to an aircraft extreniity' is in- merely becomes an extension of the path being taken
creased to about 30 kV/cin (at sea level pressure),. the by ti'e leader on its way to an ultimate destination at
air will ionize and electrical sparks will form at the a reservoir of opposite polarity charge.
aircraft extremities, extending in the direction of the Streamers may propagate onward from two or
oncoming leader, more extremities of the aircraft at the same time. If

ncnesw"Omw so, the incoming leader will have split, and the two
t su oWPtiNtwMs (or more) branches will continue from the aircraft in-

________________________________ dependently of each other until one or both of them
S reach their destination. This process of attachment

and propagation onward from an aircraft is shown in
Fig. 3.14.

When the leader has reached its destination and
a continuous ionized channel between charge centers
hats been formed. recombination of electron and pos-
itive ions occurs back up the channel, and this forms
the high-amplitude return stroke current. This stroke
current and any subsequent stroke or continuing cur-
rent comlonents must flow through the aircraft, which

____is now part of the conducting path between charge cen-
ters, as shown in Fig. 3.15(a).

If another branch of the original leader reaches the
Fig. 3.13 Compression of electric field ground before the branch which has involved the air-

around an aircraft, craft, the return stroke will follow the former, and '1
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other branches will die out, as shown in Fig. 3.15(b).
No substantial currents will flow through the aircraft
in such a case, and any damage to the aircraft will be
slight. A still photograph of a downward-branching
flash after completion of the main channel is shown in
Fig. 3.16. Several dying branches are evident in the
photograph.

(a)

"Fig. 3.16 Downward branching lightning flash.

3.4.3 Triggered Lightning Effects

A question often asked is "If an aircraft cannot
produce a lightning flash from its own stored charge,

(b) can it trigger a natural one?" Stated another way the
question might be "Would the lightning flash have oc-

Fig 3.14 Stepped leader attachment, curred if the aircraft were not present?" A secondary
(a) Leader approaching aircraft question would be "Even if aircraft do triggc. light-
(b) Attachment and continued ning, would there be an impact on the criteria to which

propagation aircraft must be designed?" The mechanism of aircraft
triggering lightning is discussed in depth in Section 3.7,

e " but some preliminary discussion is in order.
There is clear evidence that lightning flashes can

be triggered by research aircraft that are intention-
ally flown into clouds to observe lightning phenomena,
but it is not clear whether aircraft in normal service
trigger lightning very often. The following factors sug-
gest that most flashes which are encountered (by other

(a)" than research aircraft) are not the result of the aircraft
triggering the flash.

1. Aircraft often fly through electrified regions with-
out being struck, even though lightning flashes are
observed nearby.

2. The stepped leader must begin from a charge
source capable of furnishing it with several cou-
lombs of charge. Thus the potential (voltage) of
this center, and the surrounding field intensity,

M would seem to be much greater than that about
an aircraft, leaving the implication that, unless

Fig. 3.15 Return stroke paths. the aircraft is very close to the charge center, it
(a) Return stroke through aircraft can have little influence on the surrounding field
(b) No return stroke through aircraft or on the process of leader initiation.
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3. Laboratory studies of breakdown in long air gaps, Studies by Nanevicz, Pierce, and Whitson [3.181 of
a mechanism similar to that of natural lightning, this and other incidents in which a rocket was rapidly
show that initial ionization always begins at one of introduced into an intense electric field indicate that
the electrodes and not from an object suspended the exhaust plume does appear electrically conductive,
in the gap [3.16]. In those studies the object sig- making the rocket appear longer than its actual phys-
nificantly influenced the voltage level at which ical length.
breakdown began only if it was close enough to An empirical study by Pierce [3.17] of documented
one electrode to influence the field about the elec- strikes to tall grounded and airborne conductors con-
trode. Whether those studies were particularly cluded that there must also be a potential disconti-
representative of aircraft, however, is a subject nuity between the conductor and the adjacent atmo-
still under debate. sphere of up to 106 V if the lightning leader is to be

initiated from the conductor, and that the rapid dis-
4. Triggered lightning currents measured on research charge of hot ionized gas from the rocket engine may

aircraft have generally been of lower amplitude cause sufficient charge separation from the vehicle to
than those of natural cloud--ground lightning mea- increase its potential to 106 V or more with respect to
sured at ground level. These current levels do not its surroundings.
seem to be large enough to account for some of Shaeffer and Weinstock [3.15] have studied the
the physical damage observed on aircraft, conductivity of an aircraft jet-engine exhaust. In this

case, ionized particles and free electrons in a jet ex-
It may be that aircraft do not become involved in haust originate in the combustion chamber as a result

the formation of the lightning flash until after leader of chemical reactions taking place between the intake
propagation has begun. If the leader happens to ap- air and jet fuel. The *on concentration in a jet-engine
proach the aircraft, the field intensification produced exhaust has been measured by Fowler [3.19] to be be-
by the presence of the aircraft becomes much more sig- tween 5 x 106 and 3 x 107 particles per cubic centimeter
nificant, and the leader may then be attracted to the ( p/cm3 ) and the free electron density deduced from
aircraft. this to be between 5 x 103 to 3 x 105p/cm'. The

There is some evidence [3.17] that jumbo (wide- electron density in luminous rocket exhaust has been
body) aircraft do trigger their own flashes. If large- calculated by Pierce [3.20] to be 1012 p/cm 3 , as has
body aircraft are in fact triggering flashes, it is proba- that in the tip of an advancing leader. Conversely, the
bly because their larger sizes make a more noticeable free electron density in ambient air ranges from 100
perturbation on the electric field near the cloud charge to 103 p/cm 3 . Evidently, then, the jet-engine exhaust
centers from which leaders begin. is only slightly more ionized than the ambient air and

The aircraft motion has little influence on the much less so than the rocket exhaust, with the result
propagating leader because the aircraft is moving that the jet exhaust would not be expected to have
much slower, about 102 m/s, than the leader, which sufficient conductivity to initiate or attract a lightning
is advancing at 10' to 10' m/s. Thus, the aircraft leader. This conclusion is supported by aircraft light-
appears stationary to the leader during the leader for- ning strike incident reports, which indicate that engine
mation process. tail pipes are not often lightning attachment points un-

Several other stimuli have been mentioned as pos- less they are already located at an aircraft extremity,
sible causes of aircraft lightning strikes. These include where the electric field would be intense from geoniet-
engine exhaust and radiated electromagnetic energy, rical conditions alone.
such as radar transmission.

There is also no evidence to suggest that jet air-
craft are struck more often than piston-engined air-

Effect of engine exhaust: There has been specula- craft. Overall, the ability of the jet aircraft to operate
tion that the hot jet-engine exhaust gases may con- at higher altitudes and spend less time climbing and
tain a sufficient number of ionized particles to attract descending to airports has probably rendered the jet
or trigger a lightning flash to the aircraft. This specu- less snsceptible than its piston engined predecessor to
lation was heightened by the widely publicized launch lightning strikes, which occur predominantly at low or
of Apollo 12, which apparently triggered a lightning intermediate altitudes.
flash (or flashes) that twice struck the top of the ve- Some records do exist of strikes to jet engines and
hidle; once when it had reached 1950 m (6400 ft) and in some cases these strikes have terminated inside the
again at 4270 m (14 000 ft). The flash(s) exited from engine exhaust pipes, as illustrated in Fig. 3.17. These
the vehicle exhaust plume. strikes are evidenced by spots of melted metal within
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0.5 m (18 in) of the aft end of the pipe. Electronic Aircraft lightning strike incident reports also show
engine instruments with sensors mounted oa the en- no evidence of radar or other electromagnetic radiators-
gine have experienced damage from lightning indirect having been involved in the lightning strike iormation.
effects associated with strikes to the nacelles or tail There are cases in which radomes are punctured, but
pipes. Apparently, there is either sufficient ioniza- these clearly are thc result of the electric field asso-

tion in the exhaust or the dielectric strength of the ciated with the lightning strike causing breakdown of

exhaust is sufficiently weakened as to divert a propa- the plastic radome material, with the flash terminating

gating leader into the exhaust channel, or to enable the on some airframe grounded object inside the radome

formation of outward propagating streamers from the or on the radar antenna itself. The punctures have

tail pipe, once the aircraft has been struck elsewhere occurred whether or not the radar set was operating.

by a leader. The addition of diverter strips to the outside of the
radome usually prevents these punctures by enabling
lightning flashes to attach directly to a diverter.

3.5 Swept Stroke Phenomena

After the aircraft has become part of a completed
flash channel, the ensuing stroke and continuing cur-
rents which flow through the channel may persist for
up to a second or more. Essentially, the channel re-
mains in its original location, but the aircraft will
move forward a significant distance during the life of
the flash. Thus, whereas the initial entry and exit
poin',s are determined by the mechanisms previously
described, there may be other lightning attachment
points on the airframe that are determined by the mo-
tion of the aircraft through the relatively stationary
flash channel. in the case of a fighter aircraft, for ex-

Fig. 3.17 Lightning flash terminating inside ample, when a forward extremity such as the pitot
jet engine exhaust tail pipe. boom becomes an initial attachment point, its sur-

face moves through the lightning channel, and thus
the channel appears to sweep back over the surface,

While the engine exhaust may divert an existing as illustrated in Fig. 3.18. This occurrence is known
leader, it seems improbable, however, that it could as the swept stroke phenomenon. As the sweeping
trigger a flash by itself, as can a rocket plume. Other action occurs, the type of surface can cause the light-
strikes have terminated on the nacelles of wing and ning channel to attach and dwell at various surface
fuselage mounted engines, in the same manner as with locations for different periods of time. This sweeping
other aircraft extremities, mechanism prevents the full energy of the lightning

Viewed another way, if the jet engine were leav- flash from being delivered to one spot on the aircraft

ing behind an ionized exhaust, it seems probable that surface, a phenomenon of particular importance as re-

an imbalance of charge on the aircraft would even- gards design and protection of fuel tanks.

tually result, even when flying in clear weather. As If part of the surface, such as the radome, is non-

with P-static charging, this would change the aircraft metallic, the flash may ccntinue to dwell at the last

potential with respect to its surroundings and cause metallic attachment point (aft end of the pitot boom)
static discharging and corona from sharp extremities, until another exposed metallic surface (the fuselage)

causing interference in radio equipment. It is well es- has reached it; or the channel may puncture the non-

tablished that this does not happen. metallic surface and reattach to a metallic object be-
neath it (the radar dish). Whether puncture or surface

Effects of Electromagnetic Radiation: It has been flashover occurs depends on the amplitude and rate of
suggested that an aircraft's radar may trigger or divert rise of the voltage stress created along the channel,
lightning strikes. This question was also investigated as well as the voltage withstand strength of the non-
by Schaeffer and Weinstock [3.15], who show that the metallic surface and any air gap separating it from the
transmitted power level of microwave radiation neces- enclosed metallic objects. When the lightning arc has
sary to produce an electric field capable of ionizing air been swept back to one of the trailing edges, it may re-
is about 6.7 x 10' watts (W), which is far greater than main attached at that point for the remaining duration
that available from aircraft radars. of the lightning flash. An initial attachment point at a
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Fig. 3.18 Typical path of swept-flash attachment points.

trailing edge, of course, would not be subjected to any Zones are the means by which the external en-
swept stroke action. Instead, the lightning channel is vironment is applied to the aircraft. The locations
extended horizontally aft of the aircraft. of these zones on any aircraft are dependent on the

The aircraft does not usually fly out of, or away aircraft's geometry, materials and operational factors,
from, the channel. This is becaxuse the potential dif- and often vary from one aircraft to another. There-
ference between charge centers (cloud and earth or an- fore, a determination must be made for each aircraft
other cloud) is sufficient to maintain a very long chan- configuration.
nel until the charges have neutralized each other and Neither AC 20-53A nor any other airworthiness
the flash dies. standards prescribe the actual locations of the zones

on a particular aircraft since the locations of each zone
3.6 Lightning Attachment Zones are dependent upon the aircraft's geometry and oper-

ational factors, and may vary from one aircraft to an-

Since there are some regions on the aircraft where other. Defining the zones is a subjective matter, not
lightning is unlikely to attach, and others which will one amenable to exact analysis. Actual zones are usu-
be exposed to attachment for only a small portion of ally established by the aircraft designer by reference to
the total flash duration, it is appropriate to define the past inflight experience with aircraft of similar design
zones on the aircraft surface which will be exposed to or with the aid of lightning strike tests on scale mod-
different components of the flash and therefore receive els. Guidance for locations of strike zones on specific
different types and degrees of effects. aircraft is given in Chapter 5, together with further

discussion and examples of the factors affecting air-
3.6.1 Zone Definitions craft lightning attachments and zone locations.

For purpose of protection design, the Federal Avi- 3.7 Mechanism of Aircraft Triggered
ation Administration (FAA) has defined in its Advi- Lightning
sory Circular AC 20-53A [3.21] the following zones:

Aircraft triggered lightning is defined as lightning

Zone IA: Initial attachment point with low possibility which occurs because of the presence of an aircraft and
of lightning channel hang-on. would not otherwise occur. A frequent theme in pi-

lots' reports of lightning strikes to aircraft is that the
Zone 18: Initial attachment point with high possibil- aircraft was struck before there was any evidence of
ity of lightning channel hang-on. lightning activity in the area, and a belief commonly

Zone 2A: A swept-stroke zone with low possibility of expressed is that the aircraft triggered the lightning
lightning channel hang-on. flash, rather than the aircraft just being an inadver-

tant bystander through which a naturally occurring

Zone 2B: A swept-stroke zone with high possibility of lightning flash chose to pass.
lightning channel hang-on. Evidence has accumulated that aircraft can in-

deed trigger lightning and theories have been devel-
Zone 3: Those portions of the airframe that lie within oped to explain the mechanism. It is well established
or between the other zones, which may carry sub- that research aircraft intentionally flown into charged
stantial amounts of electrical current by conduction clouds have triggered flashes and that these flashes
between areas of direct or swept stroke attachment have originated at the aircraft. It is not as evidentO points, that aircraft flown under normal conditions and seek-
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ing to avoid lightning often trigger lightning flashes. aircraft. None of the lightning flashes showed this pat-
Possibly those aircraft are more often struck by a nat- tern. Many echos were seen from naturally occurring
urally propagating leader, as discussed in §3.4.3. intracloud flashes, but none of them ever struck the

To some extent the matter may be academic since F-106B.
aircraft are struck by lightning and the measures taken In addition to the radar echos, analyses using
to protect against lightning would be the same whether three dimensional numerical models [3.33 - 3.36] have
it were triggered by the aircraft or not. predicted currents to arise from triggering that are

The subject of aircraft triggered lightning first be- very similar to those observed on the vehicle. All of
gan to be seriously studied in the 1960's [3.22 - 3.26]. It this evidence rather conclusively proves that the F-
was during this period that it was shown that lightning 106B research aircraft has triggered lightning flashes.
could be deliberately triggered by rockets with trailing There also has been other significant research into
wires [3.27]. Toward the end of the 1960's Apollo 12 the mechanisms of triggered lightning. Work has been
was struck by what was deemed to be a triggered light- done on energy considerations [3.37 - 3.38], the role of
ning flash and studies [3.28, 3.29] were undertaken to positive corona streamers and precipitation particles
understand the conditions that could result in light- [3.38 - 3.39], electrode velocity (3.42], and other topics
ning being triggered by an aerospace vehicle. [3.43 - 3.45]. Experimental studies have included a

In 1972, it was suggested [3.30] that necessary and scale model Space Shuttle Orbiter vehicle [3.46] and
sufficient conditions for triggering of lightning by any an electrically floating cylinder [3.47].
vehicle, including aircraft, were the existence of an am- Mechanism of triggering: Triggered lightning occurs
bient electric field of at least 10 kV/m, and that the because the local electric field induces charge on the
vehicle span a potential difference of about one million extremities of the aircraft, this charge then producing
volts. Also in 1972, an interesting study was published an electric field sufficient to cause air breakdown at
which concluded that aircraft could trigger lightning places on the aircraft, corona as discussed in Chapter
and that static charge on the aircraft was an impor- 1 or St. Elmo's Fire, as discussed in Chapter 2. If
tant factor [3.31]. the ambient electric field is sufficiently high, streamers

A good review of this subject and bibliography then develop and propagate away from the aircraft.
was published in 1982 [3.32]. Even up to this date,
however, there was considerable uncertainty and de- The basic mechanism of propagation is similar to
bate regarding the possibility of aircraft triggered that described in Chapter 1 with one major difference.
lightning. This was basically because there were no During breakdown of a gap subjected to an externally

definitive measurements of aircraft triggered lightning applied impulse, the energy required to establish the
and no physical models to explain it. field into which the streamer propagates is produced

by the externally applied impulse. The streamer may
F-106B Research aircraft: In 1981 an F-106B air- then continue to propagate by conducting charge along
craft, operated by the NASA Langley Research Cen- its channel and establishing a field at its tip sufficient
ter was outfitted as a research vehicle to be flown into to maintain propagation, the requisite field at the tip
clouds to collect data on the characteristics of lightning of the leader being on the order of 500 kV/m at sea
intercepted by aircraft. Starting in 1982 the UHF- level There does not have to be a pre-existing field
band radar at the Wallops Flight Facility of the NASA since the charge to maintain the channel can come
Goddard Space Flight Center, was used to guide the from the generator that applies the impulse to the
F-106B through the upper regions of thunderstorms electrode. Laboratory studies with switching impulse
to increase the probability of the aircraft being struck, voltage, §1.5.1, of A 5 x 106 volts peak have produced
by lightning [3.33]. discharges propagating 30 -- 60 meters (100 - 200 ft).

Analysis of the radar echos showed that nearly ev- Lightning leaders propagate by a similar mecha-
ery echo from a lightning strike to the F-106B started nism, drawing on the charge stored in the cloud.
directly on top of the echo from the aircraft and propa- With aircraft triggered lightning the difference is
gated away from the aircraft. This certainly suggested that the energy to maintain propagation must come
that the lightning flashes were triggered by the air- from a pre-established field. Electrical charge stored
craft and were not naturally occurring flashes. If they on the aircraft may contribute to the initial break-
had been naturally occurring flashs intercepted by the down, but can never be enough to maintain the dis-
aircraft, then an observer would have seen the echos charge. A consequence that follows from this is that
start some distance from the aircraft and propagate to- streamers must propagate away from the aircraft in
ward the aircraft, finally blending with the echo from both directions, one streamer being positive and one
the aircraft at the time the strike was recorded by the negative.
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Requirements for triggering: For triggered lightning either suppress or enhance the initial breakdown and

to form, the first requirement is that the static elec- developing leaders.
tric field in which the aircraft is immersed must be 3.7.1 Triggered Lightning Environment
large enough and oriented properly so that the locally
enhanced fields somewhere on the aircraft exceed the The key factor in aircraft triggered lightning is the

local air breakdown value. The largest enhancements static electric field produced by thunderstorms. These

of the field will be at sharp points or edges, partic- fields have been measured by several researchers using

ularly if those points and edges are oriented in the aircraft, rockets, balloons, and parachuted sondes and

direction of the ambient field. An aircraft in flight has show, Table 3.5, that the requisite fields of 250 - 500

many such sharp points and sharp edges, such as pro- kV/m can exist. Higher values have also been reported

peller tips, wings and empennage tips. For distances [3.48]. More recent observations [3.49 - 3.54] report
of half a meter or so these locally enhanced fields are values which are also consistent with Table 3.5. The

likely to be higher than the ambient field by a factor review cited in Table 3.5 also contains an excellent

of ten or more. Hence, it is considerably more likely bibliography on work related to electric fields.

that initial air breakdown and formation of a lightning
channel will occur in the presence of an aircraft than Table 3.5
in its absence.

The second requirement for triggered lightning is Thunderstorm Electric Fields Measured

that the electric field be sufficiently high, and high for a in Airborne Experiments

sufficient distance, that a streamer can form and prop- _
agate. Formation of corona is not sufficient; during Invelstiaorpcal High Values Measurement

thunderstorms corona forms on grounded objects all

the time, but does not develop into streamers because Winn ot at. 6-8 x 104 2x 105 Rockets

the electric field into which the corona grows is not (1974)

sufficiently high. The research discussed in Chapter 1, winn at ei. (1981) 1.4 x 105 Balloons

on streamer development from electrodes subjected to Rust, Kasemir 1.5 X lo0 3.0 x 105 Aircraft

externally applied impulses, shows that the streamers Kasemir and Perkins 1 X 10 2.8 X log Aircrait

will continue to propagate and develop into full fledged (1978)
lightning leaders as long as the average electric field in tmyanitov at al. (1972) 1 X 10s 2.5 x 105 Aircraft

the gap exceeds about 500 kV/m, at sea level. At evans(tlg9) 2x 1S Parachuted
flight altitudes, the ambient field sufficient to support Sonde
continued streamer propagation is somewhat less due Fitzgerald (1976) 2-4 x 105 8 X a0 Aircraft

to lower air densities.

That research also shows that an average volt- The simplified thunderstorm cell model [3.55]
age gradient of 500 kV/m applied to an electrode gap shown in Fig. 3.19 will be used to illustrate the condi-
will always lead to breakdown if the voltage is main- tions under which such such fields may be found. The
tained long enough. 500 kV/m is the value at sea illustration is based on information extracted from the
level; 250 kV/m could be expected to cause break- NASA Langley Research Center Storm Hazards Re-
down at 6000 m (20 000 ft) altitude. One conclusion search Program [3.56] using an F-106B research air-
from this is that an electric field of several hundred craft. The cell has a +40 Coulomb charge centered
kV/m represents conditions that are just on the edge at 10 km (32 800 ft) above ground, a -40 Coulomb
of breakdown. Another is that breakdown is almost charge centered at 5 km (16 400 ft), and a +10 Cou-
certain to occur whenever the field achieves the requi- lomb charge centered at 2 km (6000 ft).
site minimum level since in time there will be a local Calculation of the electric fields can be simplified
breakdown that will then be able to propagate. As a by assuming point charges located in a vertical line
consequence all triggered lightning flashes should show with image charges in the ground. Contours of con-
similar properties. stant electric field front such an assemblage of charges

In addition to the charge induced by an ambient are shown in Figs. 3.20 - 3.22. Because the calcula-
electric field, an aircraft can also collect a net charge tions are based on point charges. the figures show an
by various means, such as ejection of ionized parti- upper bound on the field. The actual charges are dis-
cles in the exhaust of an engine or by interception of tributed. The field external to the charged region may
charged rain drops or ice crystals. Such a charge may be calculated correctly by assuming point charges, but
significantly affect the occurrence of triggered light- for points inside the charged region, the actual field
ning because it contributes to the local fields and can would be smaller than indicated ont the figures.
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enhanced by a factor of about ten. Horizontal fields at
the tips of the wings are enhanced by a factor of about

14 -- 64 seven. Which horizontal field is enhanced the most of 4
course depends on which way the aircraft is oriented

12 - +.: -55 y relative to the pre-existing electric field. Vertical fields
• + P4 *# * at the tip of the vertical stabilizer are enhanced by

10 -45 • a factor of about 3. Hence for level flight, vertical
+ Is

- -" * * ambient fields are of much less importance than radial
8 "+ 4 -33 fields, unless the ambient vertical field level is several

""- times larger than the radial field.

I C 14I

2- .+5 12 +10 +104 volta per meter

Fig. 3.19 Thunderstorm charge separation model.
14 4 -10

+ I+ +5 + 105

+10 volts per meter

10 +3

+1010
00 -10 -1 5

2 4 6 8 100 4 kilometers

4 10 Fig. 3.21 Vertical component of electric field.

2 )•n•Lightning has the potential of being triggered at
•'-J+106 any point in space at which the enhanced field around

0 I Ithe aircraft exceeds the minimum breakdown strength0 2 4 6 8 10 of the air. Since this breakdown strength depends
kilometers on altitude, or more exactly air density, a field which

causes triggered lightning at a high altitude (•, 10 krn)
may not do so at lower altitudes. Taking these factors

Fig. 3.20 Radial component of electric field, into account, the dashed tines in Figs. 3.20 and 3.21
show the points in s pace a t which an electric field of

Fig. 3.20 is the most interesting for the purposes breakdown strength can be reached on the aircraft,
of investigating triggered lightning on the F-106B. If assuming proper orientation. The calculations assume
the aircraft is in essentially level flight, the horizontal that the net aircraft charge is aer; if it were charged

field will be the one most enhanced, the dashed lines could extend further away from the
The triggered lightning response of the F-106B aharge centers. Fig. 3.22 shows the total magnitude

has been successfully modeled by the techniques to be of the field.
described in Chapter 10. One part of this analysis is The dashed lines thus indicate the regions inside
calculation of the degree to which the aircraft enhances which the F-10p B in level flight could trigger light-
the local electric field i 3.57Js The calculations show ning. At high altitudes wheae the breokdown strength
that the horizontal fields at the nose of the aircraft are of air is low, trigzering can oceur up to two kilometers
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. from the charge center. At the very low altitudes (rd 2 end and more positive at the other end. Eventually the
kim) where the breakdown strnngth of air is greater the enhanced field at the nose will become large enough
trigger region is only a few hundred meters across. In to cause a burst of corona, the electrons at the nose
fact, because the charges are really extended and not flowing off into the air ahead of the nose. This will
point sources, it is possible that at tinse low altitudes reduce the field at the nose (make it less negative) and
triggering is not possi ble. ultimately arrest the discharge.

141 Eemblest

12- 4I
10 volts per metert

10 OBSERVATION POINT
10 jo~(a)

10

108 10

Lightning (d) (e)

In elementary terms the response of an aircraft is

illustrated on Fig. 3.23, which shows the F-106 air- Fig. 3.23 Expected behaviour of triggered
craft flying directly toward a positive charge center. lightning for nose to tail oriented
The aircraft, in response to the ambient field will be- electric field.
come polarized; that is, electrons will be pulled from (a) Observation point
the aft end towards the nose. Thus it will accumulate (b) and (c) Electric field
"a negative charge (surplus of electrons) at the nose and (d) and (e) Magnetic field
"a positive charge (deficiency of the electrons) at the aft
end, though the net charge on the aircraft will remain The flow of electrons from the nose can equally
unchanged. The field strength at the surfaces of the well be viewed as a flow of positive charge from the air
aircraft will be the sum of that due to the incident onto the aircraft, thus leaving the aircraft with a net
electric field and the fields due to the induced charges, positive charge. This additional positive charge will
which is to say that t0e field will be enhanced by the enhance the field at the aft end, eventually causing an-
presence of the aircraft. The electric field at the nose other breakdown there. That discharge may be viewed
will point towards the fuselage and at the aft end will either as transferring positive charge into the air aft of
point away from the fuselage, the polarity of the fields the aircraft or as transferring negative charge from the
being as defined in §2.2.2. F. - the orientation shown, air into the aircraft. Not every discharge at the nose
the enhanced field will be largest at the nose of the will cause a simultaneous discharge at the aft end, but
aircraft. on balance all the negative charge transferred into the

As the aircraft flies towards the charged regions air at the nose will be balanced by charge transferred
the electric fields at the surface of the aircraft will into the aircraft from a discharge at the aft end. The
slowly increase; that is, become more negative at one net result is a pulse of current flowing through the air-
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craft, or more commonly two pulses of current, one about 0.3 seconds. Such magnitudes and duration are

charging the aircraft and another discharging it, the frequently found in the continuing current phase of

pulses being seperated by several tens or hundreds of flashes measured at ground level. The current, though,

nanoseconds. The shape of the pulses into and out of was not steady, it included many higher amplitude

the aircraft will be different since the mechanisms will pulses superimposed on an underlying current. The

be somewhat different. One will have the characteris- recording channel with which the current of Fig. 3.25

tics of the negative discharges discussed in Chapter 1 was measured had a DC response that allowed the con-

and the other will have the characteristics of the pos.. tinuing current to be recorded faithfully, but the fre-

itive discharges. quency response extended only to 400 Hz, insufficient
As the discharges extend into the air they will fur- to resolve the amplitude and waveshape of the indi-

ther enhance the electric field at their tips and, pro- vidual pulses.
vided the ambient field is sufficient, will continue to
grow. The two oppositely directed discharges thus act
to transfer electrical charge out of one portion of the 9.6 - 220-

air and through the aircraft into another portion of .0
the air. 9.4 - . 0-

Fig. 3.20 illustrated conditions such that a dis-
charge would start at the nose and exit at the aft end, 3.2 -

but other discharge paths are also possible, depending -
on the orientation of the aircraft relative to the elec- F 0 _ 200

tric field. On the F-106B most discharges (not all) -2.8- -560

involved the nose boom, but exit points on the wing 0 .35 .70 0 .X6 1.16
tips and tail were common. On a larger aircraft one microsecolds microseconds

might expect discharges to start at points other than

the nose. 5.1- i 280 -

Waveshape of current: The durreat flowing through Q g 3.4 140-
the aircraft produces electromagnetic fields. For sen- 0.

sors located as indicated on Fig. 3.23, the electric and " A r r

magnetic fields, and their derivatives, would have the 0
indicated shapes. On the F- -106B only the D-dot and 0 0 - , -140 -

B-dot sensors had bandwidth sufficient to record the

above phenomena; D-dot corresponding to the rate of 1.4- I-

change of electric field and B-dot corresponding to the 0 .63 1.26 0 1.04

rate of change of magnetic field. The plots are simpli- nicroseconds msicroseconds

fled to the extent of ignoring any behavior caused by second pulse second pulse

the resonances of the aircraft.
Actual records could be expected to look like Fig. 3.24 Inflight D-dot and B-dot strike data.

those in Fig. 3.23 only with respect to general fea-
tures, but it is significant that both single pulses and Fig. 3.25 shows the character of another typical
double pulses are seen in the data measured on the air- lightning flash, the figure showing the outputs from a
craft. Fig. 3.24 shows examples [3.56]. The initial air number of different sensors as measured on a recorder
breakdown takes place in a fraction of a microsecond with bandwidth 400 Hz to 100 kHz. Also shown is the
and has a high frequency content sufficient to excite fin current recorded with a dc to 400 Hz bandwidth.
aircraft resonances and produce current waves that Each pulse of current is associated with a change of
propagate back and forth between the extremities of the electric field (D-dot) and a burst of light from the
the aircraft. These aircraft resonances are important channel of the flash.
in that they may enhance the coupling of electric and The fin current of Fig. 3.26 was also recorded
magnetic fields to the wires in the aircraft. with a digital transient recorder taking samples every

There are other facets of a triggered event which 40 nanoseconds. Fig. 3.27 shows details of the first
can last as long as a second [3.56]. For example, Fig. pulse of current from the fin, the time of triggering
3.25 shows for three different flashes the current flow- being indicated on Fig. 3.25. Pulses of current occur
ing in the tip of the F-106B vertical fin. Each of on average about every 50 ps. The highest amplitude
the flashes produced a continuing current of average pulse was 18 kA. Lightning currents of this nature are
amplitude on the order of 80 amperes and lasting for not noted at ground level.
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Fig. 3.25 Vertical fin currents.
Measuring bandwidth: DC to 400 kHz

(400 Hz to 100 kHz)

________IN CURRENT

-BOOM CURRENT

-FIN CURRENT (DC TO 400 Hz)

D- DOT

RECORDER TRIGGER DISCRETE

Fig. 3.20 Rlecordinigs .. eduring the flashi.
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The measured current of Fig. 3.27 is of impor- 87.6
tance because it prompted the requirement for a mul- % 0.2% exceed 250 kA/u
tiple burst current test for indirect effects, as discussed 0.7% (±)
further in Chapters 5 and 18.

18. 
10.0-

12

It' kA 0 0•

0 50 100 150 200 250
"-6 Peak rate of change - kA/us

-12

-10 ...... I ......... h l L........ ... .....9Fig. 3.29 I-dot measurements on the F-106B.0 X90O 640 960 1280 1600 19M0 2240 2M6

Time, ps

Fig. 3.27 Vertical fin current. 3.7.3 Calculation of Triggering Conditions

Calculation of the conditions that lead to light-
Rates of change: Rates of change of current and ning triggering conditions is accomplished by first corn-
electric field are important quantities. The standard- puting the electric field gradients due to any net charge
ized lightning environment, discussed in Chapter 5, is on the aircraft. The modeling techniques used for this
largely based on measurements taken at ground level are discussed further in Chapter 10. Then the fields on
of cloud-to-ground lightning, but the measurements the aircraft caused by the static ambient thunderstorm
taken on the F-106B [3.56], provide some data on fields can be added. The thunderstorm field magni-
aircraft in flight and subjected to triggered lightning tude which may enable triggering is that which causes
flashes. The data is summarized in Figs. 3.28 and the total field somewhere on the aircraft to exceed the

3.29. With 95% confidence the data suggest that the corona level.
peak D-dot will exceed 48A/m 2 only 3.7 % of the time The location of this breakdown on the F-106B
(±1%). With the same confidence the data suggest varied depending on the orientation of the field and
that the peak I-dot will exceed 250 kA/ps only 0.7 % the sign of the charge, but generally occurred in one of
of the time (±0.2%. three places: the nose, one of the wing tips, or the tip

of the vertical stabilizer. Occasionally two locations
were involved, since a breakdown at one location might
raise the local field at another location enough to cause

40 a breakdown there also.
A number of calculations were made to illustrate

the conditions under which the F-106B might trig-
30. { t " ger lightning, with results as summarized in Table 3.6.

Calculations were made for several values of net charge
111 on the aircraft. The maximum charge, Q",, was taken

to be 1.779 mC, the charge which by itself would cause
corona to form on the aircraft. It should be noted that

to •_this aircraft had no static dischargers. If it had, they
would probably have bled off charge and not allowed
the aircraft to hold as much charge.

0 6 11 18 34 30 3 41 44 Along the upper row of the matrix in Table 3.6 is
Dispacement current - A/as shown the orientation of the ambient electric field, the

three orientations being along the principal coordinate
axes of the aircraft; end to end along the the fuselage,

Fig. 3.28 D-dot measurements on the F-106B. wing to wing, and top to bottom. Both signs of field
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Table 3.6

High and Low Altitude Triggering Fields For F106
vs Charge, Altitude and Orientation of Field

Aircraft Back Front Right Left Bottom Top
Charge to to to to .o to

Front Back Left Right Top Bottom

0 190 190 280 280 470 470
250 250 380 380 590 590

+0.5Q m  107 200 200 200 300 600
140 230 210 210 350 660

-0.5Q m  273 150 200 160 640 300
230 160 210 210 660 350

+Q. 24 50 20 20 80 80
34 60 40 40 120 160

-Q. 24 15 20 20 80 80
60 34 40 40 160 120

The top number is the high altitude field magnitude
in kV/m. The bottom number refers to sea level.

are considered, because a negative corona air break- A more intense ambient field is necessary to pro-
down is different from a positive corona air breakdown. duce triggering if the charge on the aircraft is only

In the leftmost column of each matrix is the net half of Qm. Field levels of the order 100 - 250 kV/m
charge that was placed on the aircraft. Five charge are needed to produce triggering if the field is oriented
values were used: no charge, ±0.5 Q,. and ± 1.0 Qm. fore and aft along the aircraft. A somewhat stronger

The values in the interior of the matrix are the field is needed if the field is oriented wing to wing.
magnitudes of the thunderstorm electric field which Fields of these magnitudes are found in clouds and
would cause triggered lightning, or at least cause a are consistent with the fields found necessary to cause
burst of corona from the aircraft that has the potential breakdown in air gaps subjected to externally applied
of developing into a lightning channel. Note that, as impulses.
expected, the field magnitudes are much less for the Fields having magnitudes 300 - 600 kV/m would
cases in which the aircraft has a pre-existing static be necessary to cause triggering if the field were ori-
charge of Q,., because for those cases, the charge itself ented top to bottom along an aircraft, with geometry
(by definition of Q,) produces virtually all of the field similar to the F-106B. The fact that most flashes to
necessary to produce breakdown. the F-106 started at, or at least involved, the nose

A pre-existing charge on the aircraft, as from co!- boom suggests that vertical fields of that magnitude
lisions with particles (triboelectric charging) is not suf- are seldom encountered. Laboratory studies also sug-
ficient to cause extended streamer propagation away gest that fields of that magnitude are apt to lead to
from the aircraft and development into full fledged lightning flashes even without the intrusion of an air-
lightning leaders. As discussed earlier, there must be a craft.
pre-existing ambient field for leader propagation to oc-
cur. Pierce (3.17) suggests that requisite field strength The Elfects of Aircraft Size and Shape on Trigger
is on the order of 10 kV/m. Thus aircraft charged or Conditions: Aircraft shape and aircraft size both af.
exposed to fields due only to triboelectric ("P-static") feet the degree to which the fields at the surface of the
charging may develop corona and limited streamer- aircraft are enhanced. The thunderstorm environment
ing at their extremities, but will not trigger lightning necessary for a triggered strike may be different for dif-
flashes, because there is not a pre-existing field into ferent types of aircraft; that is, for an identical thun-
which the streamer can develop and extract the en- derstorm environment, one aircraft may encounter a
ergy needed for further propagation. naturally occurring direct strike, while a second dif-



ferently shaped or sized aircraft will instead trigger a
lightning flash. For this reason the study on the F-106 Table 3.7
[3.56] included an investigation of the effects of aircraft
size and shape. The aircraft studied were: Trigger Conditions for Aircraft

1. Half size F-106 of Various Sizes and Shapes

2. Double size F-106 Aircraft Field Q,,, F,..
Orientation (mC) (kV/m)

3. Normal size F-106, but delta wings replaced with 1/2 x F106 NT 0.49 100
more conventional straight wings TB 0.49 250

4. N13 2 x FIOG NT 7.90 100
.Normal size C-10 TB 7.90 250

5. Normal size F-106 Strnight Wing NT 2.00 120
FlOG TB 2.00 240

The first two aircraft cover a size range from ap- C130 NT 6.90 190

proximately 10 m (35 ft) to 40 m (140 ft). Although TB 6.00 210

the field enhancements around these two aircraft are, Normal FIOG NT 1.79 130
TB 1.79 310

of course, the same, the effects of a given net charge NT 1 n3 . to t 3il

on the aircraft are much different. The resonant char- TB = top to bottom

acteristics of the aircraft would also be different.

The modified F-106 without the delta wing is
meant to test the effect of the delta wing on field Several items are apparent from Table 3.7. First,
enhancements, resonant response, and charge storage size is by far the dominant determining factor for Qm.
properties. In particular, charge storage could be sig- For aircraft with similar shapes, one would expect Qm
nificantly affected, because the large flat delta wings to scale in proportion to the surface area, that is, as
increase the capacitance of the aircraft. This shape is the square of the length. This is seen to be true, as
typical, though somewhat larger, of some high perfor- Qm varies by a factor of about 16 between the half size
mance general aviation aircraft. and the double size F-106.

A second thing to notice is the effect of the delta
The C-130 is representative of the shapes found in wing. Qm for the normal size F-106 with delta wing

large transport category aircraft. It has more rounded is 1.79 millicoulombs and is 2 millicoulombs without
contours, particularly at the nose. the delta wing. This is a somewhat surprising result,

The normal size F-106 is included for compari- as one might expect the large surface area of the delta
son purposes and determination of relationships with wing to hold a large amount of charge. However, the
actual flight data. presence of the delta wing changes the static electrical

characteristics of the aircraft considerab'y. Because of
For each aircraft, two different environments were the delta wing at the rear of the aircraft, field enhance-

used. In both, the net charge on the aircraft was fixed ments are significantly larger around the nose. In fact,
at -0.5 Qm, where Qm is the maximum charge which a nose to tail oriented field has an enhancement factor
can be on the aircraft without causing corona to form of 6.3 for the aircraft without the delta wing, and 7.2
at the extremities. Qm is, of course diferent for each for the aircraft with the delta wing. The same type
aircraft. Two orientations of the ambient field orien- of phenomenon occurs for a given net charge. That
tations were studied, one with the field oriented from is, the charge arranges itself on the delta wing aircraft
nose to tail and the other oriented from top to bottom, in such a way that it takes less charge to bring about
For consistency, all computations were done for an al- corona formation.
titude of 8300 m (27 000 ft) with an assumed relative Of importance also in Table 3.7 is the magnitude
air density of 0.5 and with a water vapor percentage of the field required for a lightning strike on the C-130.
of zero. For the nose-tail field direction, Q. it is several times

The results are summarised in Table 3.7. The field that required for the F-106. This is attributable to
values, Era.s represent the minimum ambient field nec- the bluntness of the nose of the C--130. In actual prac-
essary to produce a triggered strike on the given air- tice, the triggering field may differ by even more. The
craft model for the given orientation and Q.. The reason for this is that the C-130 is quite accurately
labels NT and TB refer to nose to tail and top to represented near the nose by the model used for these
bottom ambient field orientations, respectively, calculations so its maximum enhancement should be
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fairly accurate. However, the sharp nose boom on the is a significantly greater distance than the distance at
F-106 is less accurately modeled, so actual enhance- which the presence of the aircraft can directly alter
ments on the F-106 are likely to be larger than the the course of a natural lightning channel and hence a
model predicts. hybrid flash would appear much more likely to contact

an aircraft than would a natural strike.
Hybrid lightning: A third type of strike to an aircraft The region through which the passage of a natural
is possible, which may be called a "hybrid" strike in lightning leader might be expected to initiate a leader
that it is a combination of a triggered and natural from the aircraft can be called the capture cross sec-
event. A natural lightning leader channel might pass tion. A detailed study of the hybrid lightning process
near the aircraft, but not near enough for the distor- [3.57] has been done for the F-106. Fig. 3.30 shows
tion in the electric field produced by the aircraft to the capture cross section as a function of altitude. The
alter the channel course. The lightning leader, being parameters for this calculation were zero net charge on
highly charged, creates in the space around it an in- the aircraft and a channel charge density of 1 x 10-
tense electric field. The field at the aircraft might then C/in.
be large enough to cause a triggered streamer from the The capture cross section is also a function of air-
aircraft. The streamer would then certainly propagate craft net static charge. A summary of this variation is
to the natural channel, becoming a branch of the nat- shown in Table 3.6.' It is seen that the cross section is
ural leader. It is unclear whether a strike of this kind on the order of 104 square meters and increases with
would be more characteristic of a natural strike or a increasing altitude and charge.
triggered strike. The capture cross section can be combined with

A simple calculation can be done to get some idea aircraft flight patterns and the flash rate density of a
of how near a natural leader must be to the aircraft storm to obtain the expected probability of a strike to
to cause a hybrid strike. For simplicity, the natural the aircraft. Calculations of this type have been done
channel will be assumed to be vertical and have a uni- to try to enhance the probability of lightning attach-
form charge density per unit length. Also, steady state ment to the F-106B research aircraft [3.71].
conditions will be assumed, a valid assumption since
the lightning leader propagates so much slower than
the velocity of light that no retardation effects need
be considered. The electric field around an infinitely
long line of charge A per unit length is radially directed 44 30 000 ft

and given by:.1 

001Er = (3.1) 0

where

e0 = 47r x 10-TH/m

r = radius of the line of charge (in).
-ma

If one assumes an enhancement factor for the air- 120 240

craft of about 10, which is typical around the nose of meter,

the F-106B aircraft, the distance at which triggering Fig. 3.30 Capture cross section vs altitude.
would occur is:

rAa A (3.2) Table 3.8
"trg=2,reo(Eb/1O)(32

Mean Capttsre Cross Section Area (xIO' mn2 )
where Eb is the air breakdown field. A typical value vs Altitude amd Charge (pC) on tA e Airci ( mt

for A is 5 coulombs over a 3 kilometer distance or

1.667 x 10' coulombs per meter. Eb varies with
altitude, being about 3 x 10' V/m at sea level and Altitude Q - 0 Q - -300 Q - -G00 Q - -000
about 1.5 x 10s V/m at 27 000 feet . Substituting Sea level 0.455 0.471 0.510 0.379
these numbers into the above equations gives trigger- 10 000 i 0.8" 0.878 1.012 1.273
ing distances of approximately 100 meters at sea level.and twice that at 8000 m (27 000) feet altitude. This 20 000 ft 1.801 1.726 2.247 3.263
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3.8 The Atlas Centaur 67 Incident merical analysis techniques indicate that the triggering
field was on the order of 50 kV/m. Estimates of the

A significant lightning event occurred in March, lightning current amplitudes based on lightning loca-
1987, when Atlas Centaur flight 67 was struck by light- tion system data and analysis of the debris indicated
ning during launch, resulting in loss of the vehicle and that the current level was probably less than average.
payload [3.58 - 3.59]. It was determined that the The lightning event induced transients in wiring to the
rocket triggered the strike, evidently when the vehi- flight computer, resulting in a change of a single word
cle had achieved an altitude of about 3500 m (12 000 in the computer memory. That was sufficient to cause
ft). The flash to the vehicle was not seen since the the vehicle to go off course and be destroyed.
vehicle was in clouds, but a flash that continued to This lightning event has created new interest in
ground near the launch tower was seen at the same the lightning community and has had significant im-
time, presumably a continuation of the flash to the ye- pact on launch rules.
hide. Evidence from ground based field mills and nil-
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CHAPTER. 4

LIGHTNING EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT

We had just taken off from Presque Isle, aircraft with metal control cables and guy wires were
Maine, and had been in cruise power for 50 not capable of conducting lightning stroke currents of
minutes, when a large thunderhead cumulus several thousand amperes or more. Wooden members
was observed directly on course. Lightning and even the control cables exploded or caught fire.
could be seen around the edges and inside the Even if severe structural damage did not occur, pilots
thunderhead. All cockpit lights were on and were frequently shocked or burned by lightning cur-
the instrument spotlight was full on, with the rents entering their hands or feet via control pedals
door open. I had just finished setting the or the stick. Sometimes fuel tanks caught fire or ex-
power and fuel flows for each engine. As ploded. These effects, coupled with the air turbulence
the ship approached the thunderhead, there and precipitation also associated with thunderstorms,
was a noticeable drop in horsepower and the quickly taught pilots to stay clear of stormy weather.
airplane lost from 180 MPH airspeed to 168
MPH, and continued to lose airspeed due to Early research: With the advent of all-metal aircraft,
power loss as we approached the thunder- most of the catastrophic effects were eliminated, but
head... A few seconds before the lightning bolt thunderstorms continued to be treated with respect.
hit the airplane all four engines were silent Nonetheless, because a few bad accidents attributed to
and the propellers were windmilling. Simul- lightning strikes continued to happen, in 1938 the Sub-
taneous with the flash of lightning, the en- committee of Aircraft Safety, Weather and Lightning
gines surged with the original power. The Experts was formed by the National Advisory Corn-
lightning flash blinded the Captain and me mittee for Aeronautics (NACA) to study lightning ef-
so severely that we were unable to see for fects on aircraft and determine what additional protec-
approximately eight minutes. I tried several tive measures were needed. Dr. Karl B. McEachron,
times during this interval to read cockpit in- Director of Research at the General Electric High Volt-
struments but it was impossible. The First age Laboratory, was a key member of this commit-
Officer was called from the rear to watch the tee, Pand during its twelve year existence he performed
cockpit. Of course, turbulent air currents in- the first man made lightning tests on aircraft parts.
side the cumulus tossed the ship around to During and subsequent to this period, other organiza-
such an extent that, had the airplane not tions, such as the U.S. National Bureau of Standards,
been on auto-pilot when the flash occurred the University of Minnesota, and the Lightning and
and during the interval of blindness by the Transients Research Institute, also began to conduct
cockpit occupants, the ship could have easily research into lightning effects on aircraft.
gone completely out of control. The Captain
and I discussed the reason for all four engines Direct effects: For a long time the physical damage
cutting simultaneously prior to the lightning effects at the point of flash attachment to the air-
flash and could not explain it, except for the craft were of primary concern. These included holes
possibility of a magnetic potential around the burned in metallic skins, puncturing or splintering of
cumulus affecting the primary or secondary nonmetallic structures, and welding or roughening of
circuit of all eight magnetos at the same time. moveable hinges and bearings. If the attachment point

was a wing tip light or antenna, the possibility of con-
First Officer N.A. Pierson's experience on a flight ducting some of the lightning current directly into the

from Presque Isle, Maine, to the Santa Maria Islands aircraft's electrical circuits was also of concern. Today.
on July 9, 1945 [4.1]. these and other physical damage effects are called the

direct effects. Since present day military and commer-
4.1 Introduction cial aircraft fly IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) in many

kinds of weather, protective measures against direct ef-
It wasn't long after the beginning of powered fects have been designed and incorporated into these

flight that aircraft began being struck by lightning- aircraft so that hazardous consequences of lightning
sometimes with catastrophic iesults. Early wooden strikes are rare.
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Indirect effects: In recent years it has become appar- direct effects, on the other hand, occur most often at
ent that lightning strikes to aircraft may cause other or near the points of lightning attachment or within
effects, or indirect effects, to equipment located else- structures or fuel tanks that lie within lightning cur- 0
where in the aircraft. For example, the operation of rent paths between strike entry or exit points. This
instruments and navigation equipment has been inter- comparison is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
fered with, and circuit breakers have popped in elec-
tric power distribution systems when the aircraft has
been struck by lightning. The causes of these indirect
effects are the electromagnetic fields and the struc-
tural voltage rises associated with lightning currents INDIRECT

in the aircraft. Even though metallic skins provide a EFCT

high degree of electromagnetic shielding, some of these
fields may penetrate through windows or seams and in-
duce transient voltage surges in the aircraft's electrical
wiring. The resistances of structural joints and non-
metallic structures permit voltages to occur between
equipment locations in the aircraft. These surge volt-
ages in turn may damage or upset electrical or elec-
tronic equipment.

Trends that increase potential hazard: To date, few
aircraft accidents can be attributed positively to the DIRECT

indirect effects of lightning, but there are two trends in EFFECTS

aircraft design which threaten to aggravate the prob-
lem unless specific protective methods are incorpo-
rated in system equipment designs. The first of these Fig. 4.1 Areas of direct and indirect effects.
trends is the increasing use of miniaturized, solid state
components in aircraft electronics and electric power Before discussing the techniques for protecting
systems. These devices are more efficient, lighter in aircraft against either type of lightning effect, it is
weight, and far more functionally powerful than their worthwhile to review some of the common examples
vacuum tube or electromechanical predecessors, and of each which occur on today's aircraft. The purpose
they operate at much lower voltage and power levels, of this review is to remind the aircraft designer of ar-
Thus, they are inherently more sensitive to overvolt- eas needing particular attention and to alert pilots to
age transients, such as those produced by the indirect what to expect when lightning strikes occur in flight.
effects of lightning. Detailed discussion of the causes of each effect, includ-

The second trend is the increasing use of rein- ing the lightning flash characteristic most responsible
forced plastics and other nonconducting materials in and its quantitative relationship to damage severity, i
place of aluminum skins, a practice that reduces the deferred until protective measures are discussed, be-
electromagnetic shielding previously furnished by the ginning with Chapter 6.
highly conductive aluminum skin. This reduced shield-
ing may greatly increase the level of surges induced in 4.2 Direct Effects on Metal Structures
wiring not protected by other means. Because elec-
tronic systems were being increasingly depended upon Metal structures include the outer skins of the air-
for safety of flight, the National Aeronautics and Space craft together with internal metallic framework, such
Administration, the Federal Aviation Aministration, as spars, ribs, and bulkheads. Because lightning cur-
and the Department of Defense initiated research pro- rents must flow between lightning entry and exit points
grams, beginning in 1967, to learn how to measure on an aircraft and because these currents tend to
or predict the levels of lightning induced voltages and spread out as they flow between attachment points, us-
how to protect against them. A considerable amount ing the entire airframe as a conductor, the aluminum
of research has been conducted since by government with which most of these structures are fabricated pro-
and industry organizations. vides excellent electrical conductivity. As a result, the

Since the indirect effects originate in the aircraft's current density at any single point in the airframe is
electrical wiring, their consequences may show up any- rarely sufficient to cause physical damage between en-
where within the aircraft, such as at equipment loca- try and exit points. Only if there is a poor electrical
tions remote from the lightning flash attachments. The bond (contact) between structural elements in the cur-
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rent flow path is there likely to be physical damage. tachment point is viewed electrically as being made
On the other hand, where the currents converge to up of a large number of parallel conductors converg-
the immediate vicinity of an entry or exit point, there ing to this attachment point, then as lightning cur-
may be a sufficient concentration of magnetic force and rent flows from the point, forces occur which tend to
resistive heating to cause damage. Damage at these draw these conductors closer together. If a structure
points is further compounded by the arc of the light- is not sufficiently rigid, pinching or crimping may oc-
ning channel, from which intense heat and blast forces cur, as shown in Fig. 4.4 [4.4]. The amount of damage
emanate. Discussion of individual effects follows, created is proportional to the square of the lightning

stroke current amplitudes and is directly proportional
4.2.1 Pitting and Meltthrough to the length of time during which this stroke current

flows. Thus the high amplitudes of return stroke and
If a lightning channel touches a metal surface for a intermediate stroke are the lightning flash components

sufficient time, melting of the metal will occur at the most responsible for magnetic force damage.
point of attachment. Common evidences of this are
the successive pit marks often seen along a fuselage -

or empennage, as shown in Fig. 4.2 [4.2] or the holes
burned in the trailing edges of wings or empennage
tips, as shown in Fig. 4.3 [4.3]. Most holes are melted
in skins of 1 mm (0.040") thick, or less, except at trail-
ing edges, where the lightning channel may hang on for
a longer time and enable holes to be burned through
much thicker pieces. Since a relatively large amount
of time is needed for melting to occur, the continu-
ing currents are the lightning flash components most
conducive to pitting and meltthrough. Meltthrough of
skins is usually not a safety-of-flight problem unless
this occurs in an integral fuel tank skin.

Fig. 4.3 Hole melted in trailing edge
comer of ventral fin.

Fig. 4.2 Successive pit marks extending aft
from leading edge of vertical stabilizer.

4.2.2 Magnetic Force

Metal skins or structures may also be deformed
as a result of the intense magnetic fields which ac-
company concentrated lightning currents near attach-
ment points. It is well known that parallel wires with
current traveling in the same direction are mutually Fig. 4.4 Example of magnetic pinch effect at
attracted to each other. If the structure near an at- lightning attachment points.
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Besides the main airframe, other parts which may sectional area too low for adequate current conduc-

be damaged by magnetic forces include bonding or di- tance, lightning currents in it may deposit apprecia-

verter straps, pitot probes, or any other object which ble energy in the conductor and rause an excessive

may conduct lightning stroke currents. Magnetic force temperature rise. Since the resistivity of most met-

damage is usually not, by itself, significant enough to als increases with temperature rise, a given current in

require abortion of flight, and may not even be de- a heated conductor will deposit more energy than it

tected until the aircraft is on the ground. However, would in an unheated, less resistant c onductor; this

since overstress or severe bending of metals is involved, process in turn increases the conductor temperature

aircraft parts damaged by this phenomenon are not of- still further. Most metal structural elements can toler-

ten repairable. ate lightning current without overheating, and copper

wires of greater than 0.5 cm 2 cross-sectional area can

4.2.3 Pitting at Structural Interfaces conduct severe lightning currents without overheating.
Methodology for determining temperature rises in con-

Wherever poor electrical contact exists between ductors of specific material or cross-sectional size is

two mating surfaces, such as a control surface hinge presented in Chapter 6. A wire of 0.5 cm 2 cross-

or bearing across which lightning currents may flow, sectional area corresponds to an American Wire Guide

melting and pitting of these surfaces may occur. In (AWG) No. 8 copper wire, as might be used for AC

one incident, for example, the jackscrew of an inboard or DC power feed conductors.

trailing edge flap of a jet transport was so damaged by
a lightning flash that the flap could not be extended
past 15 degrees. Since this jackscrew is located on the
inboard side of the flap. the flash must have reached
it after ;weeping along the fuselage from an earlier (FINAI. ATTACHMENT

attachment point near the nose, as shown on Fig. 4.5. P'T

Instead of continuing to sweep aft along the fuselage.
the flash apparently hung on to the jackscrew long
enough to melt a spot on it. The event did not cause
difficulties in landing the aircraft, and the damage, in / / / / / / / - /

fact. was not discovered until after the aircraft was on
the gromd. The damage was extensive enough that 1-7 / / / / ,// /7/ / / /7

the jackscrew had to be replaced. ....... ///11 ///////

The jackscrew in this instance was not an initial
attachment point and it became an attachment point
only by being in the path of a swept flash. This in- Fig. 4.5 Swept stroke attachment to inboard
cident illustrates the fact that the lightning channels flap jackscrew.

may reach seemingly improbable locations on the sur-
face of an aircraft, and that protection designers must
look beyond the obvious lightning attachment points Wire explosion: Resistive energy deposition is propor-
to find potential hazards. tional to the action integral of the lightning current

A second illustration of pitting is the damage and for any conductor there is an action integral value
caused to the seals of the hydraulic jack operating the at which the metal will melt and vaporize, as shown

tail control surfaces of another jet transport aircraft. in Fig. 4.6. Small diameter wires, such as AWG 22 to

In this case the jack was shunted by a jumper of ad- 16, of the sizes commonly used to interconnect avionic
equate cross section to carry lightning stroke currents equipment, or distribute AC power to small loads, will

but of excessive length. which caused most of the cur- often melt or vaporize when subjected to full ampli-
rent to flow through the lower inductance path directly tude lightning currents.
through the jack body and across the seals, resulting Examples of the damage produced by explosive

in leakage of hydraulic fluid. vaporization of conductors are shown in Figs. 4.7 and

4.8 14.5, 4.6]. The damage is usually most severe when

4.2.4 Resistive Heating the exploding condu'tor is within an enclosure, such
as the composite wing tips of Fig. 4.8, because then

Avother direct effect is the resistive heating of the explosion energy is contained until the pressure has
con0ductors exposed to lightning currents. When the built up to a level sufficient to rupture the container.

resistivity of a conductor is too high or its cross Partly, the damage results because the chemical en-
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ergy of combustion of the wire is released as it burns, feeding a wingtip navigation light installed on a non-
and this adds to the energy deposited by the lightning conductive, fiberglass wing tip that is not protected
current. with protective coatings or other paths for lightning

current. In such cases, lightning strikes to the nay-
igation light vaporize and explode the wire harness,
thus allowing the lightning current path to exist in
plasma form within the wing tip. The accompanying

TiwruTURE shock wave can do extensive damage to the enclos-
VA^MRIzAfTIN ing and adjacent structures, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7,

which shows the remnants of a radome which enclosed
a small diameter wiring harnesss feeding power to a

M. MLTIN,, pitot probe or heater.
I I I

l t 0o ,lop 1, Exploding wire harnesses are one of the most com-
(,MA,..,..CONbo mon and damaging lightning effects. They have, as far

Fig. 4.6 (Ampere squared-seconds) vs tempe!rature as is known, not had catastrophic consequences be-
rise in a conductor. cause these harnesses are usually found in secondary

structures that are not flight critical. There is no rea-
son, however, to allow these situations to persist be-

ixposure of the wiring: In most cases, such wiring is cauoe protection is easily applied, as will be described
installed within conducting airfarames a&d so is not ex- in Chapter 6. Such protection can also minimize the
posed to najor amounts of the lightning current. Some possibility of conducting lightning current surges into
exceptions occur, however, such as a wiring harness power distribution or avionic systems.

Fig. 4.7 Lightning damage to radome-probably as a result
of exploding p;tot tube ground wire.
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(a)(b

(c)

Fig. 4.8 Damaged wing tip structures (tile to explodling navigation light wire harnesses.
(a) Left wing tip, showing overpressure (lalnage to aluiuniumx outer wing
(b) right wing tip). showing similar overpressure damage to ouiter wing

(Note 1) Both fiberglass wingtips were des;tro~yed by)N the .;trike in flight.
(Note 2) Flash entered at one wing tip and exited fronm the other.

4.2.5 Shock Wave and Overpressure the shock wave is transformed into it pressure rise over
and above that in the shock wave itself. This results
init total ove-rpressure of several times that in the free

When at lightning stroke current flows in ait ion- shock wave at the surface.
ized leader channel, as when the first return stroke Depending onl thle distance of the channel fronm the
occurs, a large amount of energy is declivered to the aircraft surface. overpressures can range up to several
channel in 5 to 10 miicrosecond1s, causing the channel hundred atmnospiheres at the surface, resulting in im-
to expand with supersonic speed. Its tempiherature has piosioni type dainage. such as that shown in Fig. 4.9
been measured by spectroscope techniques to he. 3(0 000 14.81. Thet light ning channitel dloes not have to con-
degrees K mid the channel pressure (before expansit~on) tact the damnaged surface. but may simiply be swept

about 10 atmospheres [4.71. When thle supersonic ex alongside it. as; was evident iti the case shown in Fig.

painsioit is complete, the channel diameter is several 4.9. Apparently at return stroke or restrike occurred as
centimeters and the channel pressure is in uquitibihitma thme tip of the propeller passed just below the leading

with the surrounding air. Latter. tile channel conitinutes edge of the wing. positioning a cylind: ical Shock wave

to expand more slowly to the equilibrium situnat ion oif horizont ally beneathI the wing, as iII Fig. 4.10. This

a stable arc. The cylindrical Shock wave pripaglltts hyviatheSis by Hacker 14.91 is sup~ported by scorching

iadially outward from the center of the channuel. and, of tilie paint on the imploded panle!S. anl indicat ion of

if a hard surface is intercep~tedl. the kinetic energy in - at nearby betat siurce.
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Fig. 4.9 Implosion damage from lightning flash overpressure.

Flash swept aft beneath wing from propeller.

LOWE. SURFACE OF w.. Other examples of shock wave implosion dam-
...... :age include cracked or shattered windshields and nav-

O igation light globes. Modern windshields, especially*•tLE those aboard transport aircraft, are of laminated con-

J. struction and evidently of sufficient strength to have

_j A TO WOUND avoided being completely broken by shockwaves and
(a) ACPASHOCK WAV. overpressures. Broken windshields resulting from a

lightning strike, however, are considered a possible
cause of the crash of at least one propeller driven air-

WI- •craft [4.10].

4.3 Direct Effects on Nonmetallic
Structures

Early aircraft of wood and fabric construction
would probably have suffered more catastrophic dam-

U4OCKWAVU age from lightning strikes had it not been for the fact
(b)r-rYm MICID3NT that these aircraft were rarely flown in weather con-

b)3 s nn...R. NFLIKCI ducive to lightning. The all-aluminum aircraft which
followed were able to fly in or near adverse weather and

receive strikes, but because aluminum is an excellent

Fig. 4.10 Orientation of lightning path and shock electrical conductor, severe or catastrophic damage
wave with respect to lower side of aircraft from lightning was rare. There is a trend again, how-
wing shown in Fig. 4.9. ever, toward use of nonmetallic materials in aircraft
(a) Chordwise plane construction. These include fiber reinforced plastics
(b) Fore-aft plane: perpendicular to and polycarbonate resins, which offer improvement in

lightning path at point P of part (a). cost and performance.
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Non-conducting composites: Some of these mate- Conductive composites: Plastics reinforced with car-
rials have begun to replace aluminum in secondary bon or boron fibers do have some electrical conductiv-
structures, such as nose, wing and empennage tips, tail ity, and, because of this, their behavior with respect to
cones, wing-body fairings and control surfaces, and on lightning is considerably different from that of noncon-
several occasions the entire aircraft has been fabricated ductive materials. Carbon fiber composites (CFC) are
of fiber reinforced composites. employed extensively in secondary structural applica-

Often the nonmetallic material is used to cover a tions and occasionally in primary structures as well.
metallic object, such as a radar antenna. If this coy- Boron reinforced composites were the subject of
ering material is nonconducting, such as is the case extensive development efforts in the 1970's, but failed
with fiberglass, electric fields may penetrate it and to find applications in airframe design and, with a few
initiate streamers from metallic objects inside. These exceptions, have disappeared from use.
streamers may puncture the nonmetallic material as To date, most CFC materials in lightning strike
they propagate outward to meet an oncoming light- zones have been provided with suitable protection
ning leader. This puncture begins as a pinhole, but, from lightning strike effects. Some in-flight lightning
as soon as stroke currents and accompanying blast and strikes have occurred, with superficial damage that has
shock waves follow, much more damage occurs, not become a flight safety hazard.

An example of a puncture of a fiberglass honey- Simulated lightning tests which have been per-
comb radome is shown on Fig. 4.11 (4.111. In this case formed on CFC materials in the laboratory, however,
a streamer evidently propagated from the radar dish have shown that unprotected composites may be dam-
or some other conductive object inside the rviome, aged. The lightning damage is due to resistive heating
puncturing the fiberglass-honeycomb wall and rubber of the carbon fibers, which vaporizes and ignites the
erosion protection boot on its way to meet an oncom- binding resin and leaves the fibers in disarray, as shown
ing lightning leader. Most of the visible damage was in Fig. 4.12. Further damage results from the shock
done by the ensuing stroke current. wave that accompanies the return stroke currents, and

Fig. 4.11 Puncture of a fiberglass-honeycomb radome.
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this shock wave may crack thin CFC laminates. Unlike Other plastics: Transparent acrylics or polycarbonate
most aluminum alloys, which are ductile and will de- resins are often utilized for canopies and windshields.
form, but not break, CFC materials are stiff and may These materials are usually found in Zone 1 or Zone 2
shatter. Fig. 4.13 shows the back sides of two test locations, where lightning flashes may attach or sweep
panels, one of aluminum and one of unprotected CFC, by. Most of the polycarbonates are very good insula-
both of which had been subjected to the same simu- tors, however, and so will successfully resist punctures
lated lightning test. The metal panel was only dented, by lightning or streamers. The electric field will pene-
but the CFC panel was badly broken. trate them and induce streamers from conducting ob-

jects inside, but these streamers are not usually able
to puncture a polycarbonate.

Fighter pilots beneath polycarbonate canopies
have often reported electric shocks indicative of stream-
ering off their helmets, but the current levels involved
have not been harmful because the streamers have not
come in direct contact with the lightning flash. Lead-
ers approaching the outside of a canopy travel along
its surface to reach a metallic skin, or those initially
attached to a forward metal frame may be swept aft
over a canopy until they reattach to an aft metallic

OYU AFTER point. Sometimes this occurrence will leave a scorched
path across the canopy, as shown in Fig. 4.14 [4.12].
Scorches like this can usually be polished away.

__ Electric shock and flash olindnoss: While harmless to
a canopy itself, flashes passing just outside frequently

BEFOiRE cause electric shock or flash blindness to the pilot. In
at least one case shock or blindness to the pilot caused

Fig. 4.12 Typical lightning stroke current him to lose control of the aircraft at low altitude and

damage to CFC skin material, resulted in a fatal arcident.

1u) -

Fig. 4.13 Comparison of damage to different materials,
(a) Aluminum panel (b) CFC panel
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Fig. 4.14 Evidence of lightning attachment to
canopy fastener and scorching of canopy.

In addition to the direct effects described in the arc conducting only one ampere or so of current is
preceding paragraphs. replacemnent~ of mnetallic skins sufficient to ignite flammable hydrocarbon fuel vapor,
with nonmetallic materials removes the inherent pro- yet lightning flashes inject may inject thousands of am-
tection against electromagnetic field penetration that peres of current into an aircraft.
is an important by-product of aluminum skins. Elec- There are several dozen civil and military air-
trical wiring and electronic components enclosed in- craft accident~s on record which have been attributed
side nonmetallic skins art- therefore likely to he much to lightning ignition of fuel. Examples are discussed
more susceptible to the indirect effects of lightning in [4.131 and [4.141. Although the exact source of igni-
than those inside metallic skins unless specific inca- tion in each case remainis obscure, the most likely pos-
sutres are taken to reduce this Fsusceptibility. sibility is that electrical atrcing or sparking occurred

at soine structural joint or plumbing device not inten-
IR voltages: Airframies tabricated of CFC also have tionally designed to conduct electric currents. Some
substantially more resistance than dto aluminumn air- accidents have been attributed to lightning ignition of
fratmes, and large potential differences, called IR volt- fuel vapors exiting fromt vent outlets. but this has never
ages mnay arise bietween vatrious locations in ani air- been positively established.
framie, contribuittig futrther to indirect effect% on elec- In addition to the direct effects described above,
trical and avionic systems. A further (lescription of there are several instances in which indirect effects
indirect e~fferts is found in ý4.7 and disc~it.sionis of ha- have tvidently accounted for ignition of fuel. Light-
sic mechanisms are providledi in C'hapter S. niiig induiced voltages in aircraft electrical wiring are

believed to have resulted in sparks, for example, across

4.4 Direct Effects on Fluel Systems it capaicitance type fuel probe or some other electri-
Chl object insidIe fuel tanks of several military aircraft,

Aircraft fuel systems represent one of the most5 resulting in loss of externlal tanks in sonme ses and
critical lightning hazards to flight safety. An electric the~ entire aircraft in others. Capacitance type fuel
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p"'A) , . e rie. to p, h occurrences, and craft. Externally mounted hardware most frequently
labor-•ory tests j4.15] have snown that the voltage re- involved includes navigation lights, antennas, wind-
quired to spark a typical capacitance type probe is shield heaters, pitot probe heaters, and, in earlier days,
many times greater than that induced in fuel gauge cir- the trailing long wire antennas that were deploy, i in
cuits by lightning. However, other situations involving flight for high frequency radio communications. The
unenclosed circuits, such as externally mounted fuel latter were quite susceptible to lightning strikes, and,
tanks, exist wherein induced voltages may be much since these wires were too thin to conduct the light-
higher than those found in circuits completely enclosed ning currents, they were frequently burned away. The
by an airframe. high frequency radio sets feeding these antennas were

also frequently damaged, and cockpit fires were not
uncommon.

Outcome of research: The accidents referenced above
prompted extensive research into the lightning ef- Illustration of damage: Damage may be increased
fects on and protection of aircraft fuel systems. Im- when an electrical assembly is mounted on nonmetal-
proved bonding, lightning protected filler caps and lic portions of the airframe because some lightning cur-
access doors, active and passive vent flame suppres- rent may have to use the assembly ground wire as a
sion devices, flame retardant foams, and safer (i.e., path to the main airframe, as described in §4.2. That
!ess flammable) fuels are examples of developments the resulting damage can be extensive is exemplified by
which have resulted from this research. In addition, a strike to a small single engine aircraft with fiberglass
FAA airworthiness requirements now focus attention wing tips which included fuel tanks, the type pictured
on lightning protection for aircraft fuel systems, as in Fig. 4.15.
noted in Chapter 5. As a result of these safety mea- The details of this incident [4.15, 4.16] will illus-
sures, lightning strikes have presented fewer hazards trate several of the strike effects described in this see-
to the fuel systems aboard modern transport aircraft tion.
than to those of older aircraft, and properly certified This aircraft, flying at about 900 m (3000 ft), was
aircraft may expect to experience lightning strikes with experiencing light rain and moderate turbulence when
no adverse effects on fuel systems. Continued changes it was struck by lightning. The pilots had seen other
in airframe designs and materials, however, make it lightning flashes in the vicinity before their aircraft
rmandatory that care and diligence in fuel system light- was struck, and embedded thunderstorms had been
ning protection not be relaxed in the future. forecast enroute, but there had been no cells visible

on the air traflic control (ATC) radar being used to
4.5 Direct Effects on Electrical Systems vector the aircraft, which had no weather radar of its

own.
If an externally mounted electrical apparatus, The strike entered one wing tip and exited from

such as a navigation lamp or antenna, happens to be the other. It sounded to the pilot reporting like a rifle
at a lightning attachment point, protective globes or going off in the cabin, and the cabin immediately filled
fairings may shatter and permit some of the lightning with smoke. Other effects follow.
current to enter associated electrical wiring directly.

In the case. of a wing tip navigation light, for ex- 1. The No. 1 VHF communication set burned out.
ample, lightning nmay shatter the protective globe and 2
light bulb. This may in turn allow the lightning chan- . Seventy five percent of the circuit breakers were
nel to contact the bulb filament so that lightning cur- tripped, of which only 50% could be reset later.

rents may flow into the electrical wires running from 3. The left wing tip fuel tank quantity indicator was
the bulb to the power distribution bus. Even if only a disabled.
fraction of the total lightning current enters the wires,
they may be too small to conduct the thousands of am- 4. The right main fuel tank quantity indicator was
peres involved and thus will be melted or vaporized, badly damaged
as described in §4.2.

The accompanying voltage surge may cause break- 5. Several instrument lights were burned out.

down of insulation or damage to other electrical equip- 6. The navigation light switch and all the lights were
ment powered from the same source. At best, the burned out.
initial component affected is disabled, and, at worst,
enough other electrical apparatus is disabled along The aircraft, nevertheless, was able to land at a
"wi'l to impair flight safety. There are many exam- nearby airport. Subsequent inspection showed exten-

is effect, involving both military and civil air- sive damage to the right and left wing tips and to their
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electrical wiring. The attachment points and direct ef- Blast forces from stroke No.1 at the right naviga-

fects are pictured in Fig. 4.16(a) through (f) [4.16] and tion light housing also shattered the lamp globe and
are represented by a diagram in Fig. 4.17. bulb, as shown in Fig. 4.16(a). This shattering allowed

a portion of the first stroke current to ente& the right

Sequence of events: The evidence suggests than th'e navigation light power wire, exploding it between the
flash included two or more strokes separated by a few lamp and the outer rib, where the current jumped to
milliseconds of continuing current. Assuming, for pur., the rib and continued through the rest of the airframe
poses of explanation, that the Original lightning flash to the left sender unit groundwire.
approached the right wing tip, the probable sequence Lightning current flowing in the navigation lamp
of events was as follows: the initial point of attachment power wire elevated its voltage to seveial thousand
was the right wing tip navigation light housing, Fig. volts with respect to the airframe, a voltage high

The current exploded the sender unit ground wire enough to break down the insulation at the outer rib
but not the heavier filler cap ground braid, which was feed through point, as shown in Fig. 4.17. Until break-
only frayed. Sparks undoubtedly occurred inside, the down occurred here, a few microseconds after the first
fuel tank along the ground braid and'between the filler stroke began, the wire was at sufficiently high volt-
cap and its receptacle, but the fuel-air mixture in the age to break down the insulation to the neighboring
ullage of these half full tanks was probably too rich to sender wire. This breakdown occurred all along the
support ignition. wire inside the right wing. The portion of the current
4.16(a). Current from this stroke entered the housing arcing into the sender wire caused a large voltage to
ground wire and exploded both sections of it on the build up across the right wing tip fuel gauge magnet
way, to the right outboard metallic rib, as evidenced by inductance, to which this wire connects. This voltage
the absence of these wires and the blackened interior in turn sparked over the gap between the gauge termi-
shown in Fig. 4.16(b). Current continued through the nal and the nearest grounded housing wall, the arcing
airframe to the left outboard rib and out the sender badly damaging the gauge unit. While the navigation
unit ground wire to the sender unit, the base of which light power wire was also exploded, it is probable that
is shown in Fig. 4.16(c). From there, the current fol- this did not occur until thc second stroke.,
lowed the filler gap ground braid and exted the air-
craft at the filler cap, Fig. 4.16(d). 0

FIBERGLASS

NAVIGATION LIGHT

Fig. 4.15 General aviation aircraft with plastic wing tips.
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Fig. 4.16 Attachnient poinits mid direct

Since thle aircraft. was moa vini g forward . th eni (ltry to t1) lehft wvitig tipi. l(]( byt lhiv ij t imre thle stroke had

arnd exit p'i tof the s'conda st ro ke were faiitliat liift SWC ' it a ft iladjavent to t lie I a vi gat io)! Ia i; i. sh own ill

ott both Wing tip, thanl the poinitts oif the hirst sttoke. Fig. -. 16(f ). ft~otii Whicih poinit the stroke eirtetit ex-
Sinrce nio other rie talliic comornrenit s Wer pren sei 't aft ited CIr( vtnit from i st ro ke No .2 Hllt s probiablyd a rced lie-
of the first stroke entry imitit oiln the righit wingi tpl. t enthe lift ouiter rib to tie nlavigationl hlamp power

the s'cond~ stroke' liiicttiredl ai hole1 inl thei fiberglass wire (t lii "'iti ire having been vaporizedI by the
trailing edge arid conrtacteid the mietallic' oiitlaariId b first st roke'). which it folloiwedl to the' latiiji hoiiisinig.
as shown ill Fig. 4.16(e). As shoiwni inl Fig. 4.17, (-iii The piiower wire was vaporized b., the, secondil striike
rent fromi this stroke proceedei thrrolutgi tiii( a-itfrnitti ¶irri'tilt flowilig ill it.
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Fig. 4.17 Plastic wing tips and associated electric circuits and

locations of lightning effects.

Both left and right navigation lamp power wires these wing tip fuel tanks. Many of these aircraft, how-
were connected together in the cabin and to both the ever, are still flying without adequate protection.
12 V dc bus and the tail light. The voltage and current The foregoing incident is an example of how a
surges which entered the lamp power wirea inboard of change in materials can increase the vulnerability not
the outer rib feedthroughs were also conducted to the only of the airframe but also of other systems which
tail light, burning it out, and to the 12 Vdc bus. The previously had the inherent protection of conventional
surge on the bus, of course, was immediately imposed aluminum skins. The lightweight lamp and sender unit
on all of the other electrical equipment powered from electrical wires were ouite adeouate for an installation
this bus, or all of the electrical equipment in this air- in which a metal skin was available to carry away light-
craft. Arcing undoubtedly occurred in a number of ning currents, but they are woefully inadequate when
components, causing circuit breakers to trip. Because used unmodified inside a plastic wing tip, where they
circuit breakers, however, react much too slowly to become the only conducting path available to lightning
prevent passage of a lightning surge, at least one piece currents trying to enter the main airframe.
of equipment (the No.1 VHF communication set) and
several instrument lamps were burned out. 4.6 Direct Effects on Propulsion Systems

Similar incidents: There have been lots of similar inci- With the exception of a few incidents of tempo-
dents [4.17, 4.18], and together these have stimulated rary malfunction similar to the incident reported in
the design and verification measures [4.19] for general the introduction to this chapter, there have been no
aviation aircraft with fiberglass components such as reports of adverse lightning effects on reciprocating en-
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gines. Metal propellers and spinners have been struck ally believed that these events result from disruption

frequently, of course, but effects have been limited to of the inlet air by the shock wave associated with the
pitting of blades or burning of small holes in spinners, lightning channel sweeping aft along a fuselage. This
as shown in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19 [4.20, 4.21]. Lightning channel may indeed pass close in front of an engine in-
currents must flow through propeller blade and engine take, and if a restrike occurs, the accompanying shock
shaft bearings, but these are massive enough to carry wave is considered sufficient to disrupt engine opera-
these currents with no harmful effects. Wooden pro- tion. The steep temperature gradient may also be im-
pellers, especially ones without metal leading edges, portant. These effects have been reported as occurring
could probably undergo more damage, but these are more often on smaller military or business jet aircraft
seldom used on aircraft which fly in weather condi- than on larger transport aircraft. Thus, smaller en-
tions where lightning strikes occur. gines are probably more susceptible to disrupted inlet

air than are their larger counterparts.
Turbine stalls: Reported lightning effects on turbo-
jet engines show that these effects also are limited to Operational aspects: In some cases a complete flame-
temporary interference with engine operation. Flame- out of the engine results, while in others there is only a
outs, compressor stalls, and roll-backs (reduction in stall or roll-back. There is no case on record, however,
turbine rpm) have been reported after lightning strikes in which a successful restart or recovery of the engine
to aircraft with fuselage mounted engines. This type to full power was not made while still in flight. Perhaps
includes military aircraft with internally mounted en- because of this, together with the impracticality of a
gines and fuselage air intakes, or other military and laboratory simulation, there has been little research
civil airciaft with engines externally mounted on the into the problem. Nevertheless, operators of aircraft
fuselage, with engines or inlets close to the fuselage should antic-

There have been no attempts to duplicate engine ipate possible loss of power in the event of a lightning
flameouts or stall with simulated lightning in a ground strike and be prepared to take quick corrective action.
test, and there has been no other qualitative analysis There have been only a few reports of lightning ef-
of the interference mechanism; however, it is gener- fects on wing mounted turbojet engines, since these are

usually large engines in which the shock wave from a
lightning flash is probably inadequate to noticably dis-
rupt inlet air flow. There are no reports of power loss
of turboprop engines as a result of lightning strikes.

MISSING :
METAL

Fig. 4.18 Lightning strike damage to a propeller. Fig. 4.19 Lightning strike damage to a spinner.
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4.7 Indirect Effects had similar experience. This experience is probably a

result of the increasing sensitivity of miniaturized solid
Even if the lightning flash does not directly con- state electronics to transient voltages, a trend which

tact the aircraft's electrical wiring, strikes to the air- necessarily would not have posed a problem in older,
frame are capable of inducing voltage and current less sophisticated equipment. In any one incident, only
surges in this wiring, a few electronic components are affected; others are

Upset or damage of electrical equipment by these not. Yet lightning induced voltages actually occur in
induced voltages is defined as an indirect effect. Indi- all aircraft electric wiring at once. Thus it is evident
rect effects must be considered along with direct effects that surges reach higher values in some circuits than
in assessing the vulnerability of aircraft electrical and in others or that some electronics are less tolerant of
electronics systems. Flight critical systems such as the such surges than others.
full authority engine control system illustrated in Fig.
4.20 are potentially susceptible to indirect effects, and Trends: While indirect effects have not historically
careful attention must be given to protection design been a major safety hazard, there are four trends in
and verification. aircraft design and operations which could increase the

Reports: Until the advent of solid state electronics potential problem. These include the following:

in aircraft, indirect effects from external environments 1. Increasing use of composite structures in place of
such as lightning and precipitation static were not aluminum.
much of a problem and received relatively little atten-
tion. There is increasing evidence, however, of trou- 2. Further miniaturization of solid state electronics

blesome indirect effects. Incidents of upset or damage 3. Greater dependence on electronics to perform
to avionic or electrical systems are showing up in air- flight critical functions
line lightning strike reports. Table 4.1 summarizes the
reports of interference or outage of avionic or electrical 4. Greater congestion in terminal airways, requir-
equipment reported by a group of U.S. airlines for the ing more frequent flight through adverse weather
period 1971 to 1984 [4.22]. conditions at altitudes where lightning strikes fre-

quently occur.

Consequences: One of the consequences of these
Table 4.1 EVIDENCE OF INDIRECT EFFECTS IN trends is that protective measures which in older gen-

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT eration metal aircraft largely "come for free" must, in
(214 strikes) the future, be explicitly provided, usually with an ad-

Interferenm Outage verse effect on aircraft weight and program cost.
HF communication let
VHF communication set 27 3 Demarcation line: The demarkation line between di-
VOR receiver S 2
Compams (all types) 22 9 rect and indirect effects may be somewhat arbitrary in
Marker beacon - 2 some instances. An example might involve a lightning
Weather radar 3 2 flash terminating on a wing tip navigation light. In
instrument landing system 6
Automstic direction finder 6 7 this case, the burning or blasting damage to the light
Radar altimeter 6 - fixture would be considered a direct effect of the light-
Fuel flow SpUS 2 ning. If the lightning flash were to contact the filament
Fuel quantity gauge - I
Engine rpm gaugs 4 of the bulb and inject current into the wiring, electri-
Engine exhaust gal temperature - 2 cal effects would be produced ranging from overvoltage
Static air temperature gauge I b
Windshield heater - 2 breakdown of the insulation at the socket to tripping of
Flight director computer I - remote circuit breakers or upset of equipment; effects
Navigation light - I of the resulting surge voltages on the power system.
ac generator tripoff (6 Instances

of tripoff All of these effects will be considered indirect effects
Autopilot I- in this discussion, even though the initiating event was

the direct injection of current into the filament.
Another hypothetical possibility would involve a

lightning flash that passed close to but did not con-
The incidents reported in Table 4.1 occurred in tact the aircraft. The changing electromagnetic field

20% of the total of 851 lightning strike incidents re- produced by that flash might upset electronic equip-
ported during the period. U.S. military aircraft have ment. The circuit upsets produced by such a flash
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would clearly be of an indirect nature, since there was illustrated in Fig. 4.20. As lightning current flows
no direct involvement of the aircraft with the lightning through an aircraft, strong magnetic fields which sur-
flash. Usually, however, the indirect effects of concern round the conducting aircraft and change rapidly in
are produced by a flash that contacts the aircraft. accordance with the fast changing lightning stroke cur-

rents are produced. Some of this magnetic flux may
Mechanisms: The mechanism whereby lightning cur- leak inside the aircraft through apertures such as win-
rents induce voltages in aircraft electrical circuits is dows, composite fairings, seams, and joints.

000000000 00 0 00 0 0

Lightning interaction with aircraft electronic systems.
0 == Lightning currents flow in aircraft

4Magnetic flux interacts with interconnecting cables

(a)

where

= ~ ij:- Lightning current in airframe
effi +d"rR Structural resistance of airframe
1 f e.(r')dr" =b -- Magnetic flux

ies = Shield external voltage

s ieRa i, - Shield current

i= ff+Jw ew(T)dr ew= Shielded wire voltage
il = Shielded wire current (maif)

Fig. 4.20 Magnetic flux penetration and induced voltages in electrical wiring.

(a) Installation (b) Mechanisms
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Magnetically induced voltages: Other fields may 2. Full authority electronic flight control (Fly-by-
arise inside the aircraft when lightning current diffuses wire) systems.
to the inside surfaces of skins. In either case these I
internal fields pass through aircraft electrical circuits 3. Supervisory control steps capable of initiating

and induce voltages in them proportional to the rate control inputs that could endanger flight safety.
of change of the magnetic field. These magnetically
induced voltages may appear between both wires of a 4. Fully or highly integrated cockpit instruments and
two-wire circuit, or between either wire and the air- displays.
frame. The former are often referred to as line-to-line 5. Electronic flight instrumentation (EFIS) systems.
voltages and the latter as common-mode voltages.

6. Aircraft electric power control and distribution

Structural IR voltages: In addition to these induced systems.
voltages, there may be resistive voltage rises along the 7. Electrical/avionic systems that include externally
airframe as lightning current flows through it. These mounted apparatus, such as air data probes,
are called structural IR voltages. If any part of an heaters, actuators and antennas.
aircraft circuit is connected anywhere to the airframe,
these structural 'R voltages may appear between cir-
cuit wires and the airframe, as shown in Fig. 4.20. Relation to EMI and EMC: Indirect effects of light-
For airframes made of highly conductive aluminum, ning are part of the broad subject of electromagnetic
these voltages are seldom significant except when the interference (EMI) and control (EMC). The EMI and
lightning current must flow through resistive joints or EMC standards in industry wide use, however, do not
hinges. However, the resistance of steel or titanium is deal with the indirect effects of lightning. Neither do
10 times that of aluminum, and the resistance of most aircraft industry performance standards, such as DO-
CFC structures is over a hundred times the resistance 160 published by the Radio Technical Commission for
of comparable aluminum structures, so the structural Aeronautics (RTCA) [4.23]. Efforts are underway to
IR voltages in aircraft fabricated of these materials add meaningful lightning indirect effects environments
may be much higher. to the family of EMI/EMC standards, but significant

differences exist between the two environments.
Other aspects of indirect effects: Magnetically in- A major difference is that lightning induced tran- I
duced and structural IR voltages orcur simultaneously sients are best characterized as a time domain phe-
in nearly all wiring within an aircraft during a light- nomenon, while classical EMI/EMC concerns relate
ning strike, so the potential exists for multiple effects to the frequency domain. Susceptibility to excessive
on avionic systems. For example, four channels of voltages or currents and susceptibility to narrow band
a quadruplex redundant digital flight control system interference or emission are not the same thing and
might all be damaged at the same time, if protection protection against one does not necessarily imply pro-
against indirect effects is not incorporated. Safe op- tection against the other.
erations of such systems in the lightning environment
cannot be achieved by relying only on redundant sys- Coordination of standards: Coordinated standards
tems. are unlikely in the near future. Therefore, separate

Systemns of concern: Systems of greatest concern re- and dedicated efforts and protection criteria must be
garding indirect effects include the following, applied to achieve successful protection of flight criti-

cal/essential systems against lightning indirect effects.
1. Full authority, digital engine control (FADEC) Design of protective measures against indirect effects

systems. is treated in Chapters 8 through 18.
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. Chapter 5

THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS

5.1 Introduction 5.2 FAA Lightning Protection Regulations
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the air-

craft lightning protection requirements set forth by Since lightning represents a possible safety hazard
the Federal Aviation Administra+ion (FAA) and other whose consequences may extend to loss of the aircraft,
agencies, and to discuss the several steps that can and the lives of those aboard, the fundamental goal of
be taken by applicants to comply with these require- aircraft lightning protection is to prevent catastrophic
ments. Where applicable, the role of the FAA certify- accidents, and to enable the aircraft to continue flying
ing engineer or designated representative is discussed safely and be able to land at a suitable airport,
in addition to the activities of the aircraft design en-
gineers and certification managers.

The material in this chapter includes descriptions FAR's and AC's: Lightning protection requirements
of performance requirements, standards, specifications have therefore been included in the collection of Fed-
and procedural steps. It does not include design data eral Aviation Regulations (FAR's) and Advisory Cir-
or methodology, which are the subject of the succeed- culars (AC's) aimed at ensuring that the above goal
ing chapters. It is recommended that those respon- is met for all except experimental and certain acro-
sible for design and certification be familiar with the batic aircraft. These regulations deal with the aircraft
material in this chapter before proceeding with a light- as a whole, and more specifically with the fuel system
ning design program, as the success and efficiency of anld other flight critical and essential systems. Specific
an overall design depends considerably on the steps regulations for each category of aircraft and rotorcraft
followed to achieve the design. are listed in Table 5.1 and reproduced in the following

Aircraft lightning protection requirements and re- pages. As with most of the other US Federal Airwor-
lated standards have improved substantially in the thiness Regulations, they state a performance require-
past decade, to the point where they now address ment, but do not include guidelines for compliance or
nearly all of the potential lightning hazards and in- specific technical design requirements. In this manner
corporate the known aspects of the lightning environ- the FAR's allow the designer a maximum amount of
ment. Before this, the aircraft protection requirements flexibility. Emphasis is placed by the FAA on verifi-
[5.1] focussed on one or two potential hazards, such as cation and compliance with the FAR's, in this case by
fuel tanks and access panels or antennas and other ex- demonstrating, often by test, that the designs do in
ternal" points of entry" while ignoring other areas such fact provide the necessary protection.
as internal arc and spark sources or indirect effects on Lightning protection requirements are included
electrical and avionic systems. in the FAR's for Transport Category Aircraft (Part

The requirements and standards are also being 25), Normal, Utility and Acrobatic Aircraft (Part 23),
updated periodically to reflect improved understand- which are herafter referred to as "General Aviation"
ing of the natural lightning environment and the emer. aircraft and for both categories of rotorcraft (Parts 27
gence of new aircraft design technologies, such as elec- and 29), though some differences in applicable pars-
tronic control systems and advanced composite air- graph numbering and wording exist. Descriptions fol-
frames. This progress appears well positioned to adapt low. It will be noted that the lightning protection
to future trends as well, via on-going technology re- regulations are functional requirements that are com-
view and standards writing activities among industry paratively brief. The intensity of the lightning envi-
and regulatory agency groups. ronment, the frequency of lightning strike occurences

The lightning protection design and certification and locations where strikes enter or exit the aircraft
process has been aided by a proliferation of technical are not provided in the protection regulations.
literature on aircraft lightning interaction mechanisms, The lightning environment for design and certifi-
protection techniques and verification methods. Much cation purposes is presented in FAA Advisory Circu-
of this material is summarized in this chapter and fre- lan [5.2, 5.31, along with definitions of lightning strike
quent references to important sources of additional in- zones and guidance for locating them on specific air-Sformation are provided, craft. It is also discussed in §5.5.
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Table 5.1 - Federal Aviation Regulations Pertaining
to Lightning Protection E

Vehicle Tv)a and Regulations
Aircraft Rotorcra ft
General Transport Normal Transport
Aviation

Airframe 23.867 25.581 27.610 29.610

Fuel System 23.954 25.954 27.954 29.954

Other Systems 23.1309 25.1309 27.1309D 27.1309H

5.2.1 Protection of the Airframe nents located at extremities of the aircraft where light-

ning strikes most frequently occur. Adequate bond-

The basic lightning protection regulation for air- ing would prevent damage to the hinges, fasteners and
frames is the same for all vehicle categories, and ap- other means of attaching these components to the air-
pears in the FAR's as: frame.

LIGHTNING PROTECTION Bonding resistance: Unfortumately, this emphasis on
1 25.5$1 tLghtnin pretstalon. bonding has led some designers to conclude that bond-

()The airlplane must be protected against ing, by itself, will provide adequate lightning protec-
catastrophic effloets from lightning. tion for an aircraft and that little else need be done.(b) For metallic components, compliance To them, a lightning protected aircraft has meant a
with Imorgetph (a) of this section may be "bonded" aircraft. Verification of this "bonded" status

shown by- has, in turn, been signified by attainment of a specified
(1) Bonding the components properly electrical resistance among the "bonded" components.

to the airframe; or The industry has adapted various bonding resistance
(9) Designing the components so that a limits for this purpose, among them the US military I

strike will not. endanger the airplane. specification MIL-B-5087B [5.1], which requires that
(a) For nonmetallic components, conmpliance components subject to lightning currents be intercon-

with paragraph (a) of this section may be nected with a "bonding" resistance not exceeding 2.5
shown by- milliobms. This is achieved by allowing metal-to-

(1) Designing the components to mini- metal contact among parts and verified by a dc re-
miss the sffect of a strike; or sistance measurement.

(9) Incorporating acceptables means of Criteria like the 2.5 miUiohm bonding specifica-
diverting tim remslting electrical current m)
as not to endanger dte airplane. tion have taken on an importance all of their own, to

the neglect of the real purpose of design, which is to
Identical regulations are found in the FAR's deal- prevent hazardous lightning effects. Whereas electri-

ing with General Aviation (Part 23) and Rotorcraft cal continuity among metal parts of an aircraft is im-
(Parts 27 and 29). These regulations state that corn. portant, there are many other features of a successful
pliance can be shown either by bonding components protection design that are of equal or greater impor-
to the airfame or by delglng components so that tance.
a strike will not endanger the airframe. In this con-
text the term "bondin" refers to electrical connec- Efects within the aircraft: The focus of FAR 2&581
tions among components, sufficient to withstand light- on the bonding and externally mounted components
ning currents. has perhaps led designers to give much low attention

At the time this basic regulation was formulated to lightning effects occuning within the airframe, ei-
it was widely believed that hasardous lightning eabects ther directly from current flow among internal struc-
were limited to the external structure or to compo- tural members or indirectly, from changing magnetic
nents directly exposed to lightning strikes and that and electric fields interacting with electrical systems.
protection from these effects could be achieved by These indirect effects have been the cause of several
ensuring that they wee adequately bonded to the catastrophic accidents. brought about by electrical
main airframe. Examples were flight control surfaces, arcing among fuel tank components and by burnout
air data probes, empennage tips and other compo- of flight essential electronic components. More de-
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tailed discussions of these effects and related protec- foreseeable operating condition, one of which is a light-
tion methods are found in the succeeding chapters. nling strike, as follows:

The emphasis of FAR 25.581 on the external and 1 25.1309 Equipment sysiems and installa-
bonding aspects of lightning protection does not, of tions.
course, excuse the designer from actively identifying (a) The equipment, systems, and institlla.
and addressing all potentially hazardous direct and tions whose functioning is required by this
indirect lightning effects. The first sentence of FAR subchapter, unimst be designed to enisure that
25.581 is the important general requirement: th~ey perforin their intended functions under

any foreseeable operating condition.
The airframe must be protected against catas. (b) The ntirplane systems and flassoiflted
trophic e~ffects of lightning. C011o~lalenlts, C40111isidredt se~a-liarily Itoin ill reia1-

Lion to other systemis, inusst be de-signed -it
5.2.2 Protection of the Fuel System that-

(1) The occurrence of any failure con-
The emphasis of FAR 25.581 on the external as- dlition which would lirevent thea continsoe'l

pects of lightning protection, and the occurrence of satfe Hight and landing of the airplane isl
several catastrophic accidents directly attributed to extremely improbable, and
lightning-related ignition sources within fuel tanks, led (2) The occurrence of any other failure

to headitonofFA 2.54,whchfocuses specific conditions which wouidl result; in injury toto te aditin ofFAR 5.54, wichthe occupmants, or reduce the capability (ifattention on aircraft fuel systems, as follows: thle airplane or tile ability of tits crew to

1 25.954 Fuel system lightning proectieon. coil with adverse operating condlitions i.,
'rte fuel system must be designed and ar. imlprobable,

ranged to prevent, the ignition of fuel vapor (a) Warning informattion inust be pro-
within the system by- vi-deid to atlert. tile crew to :mmisife systina oil.

(a)Dirctligtnig tries o rea h.eralling conditionsR, and14 to enable thlem~ to take
(ga) Digprec abligtning strikest areaschment appropriate corrvetive action. Systems, comn.

in; hig prbabiityof srokeattclunnt rola, and associated monitoring mand wyarning
Mb Swept. lightning strokes to areas where jitieansna 15st Ie diesigmned so thait crew erITOIs

Swept strokes are highly probable; and that would create adlditionial li11mards ur.
(c) Corona and streamnering at fuel vent imm~probable.

outlets. (dl) ('omtplian(-e wiith the requiremients. of
identical wording is found in the regulations for lies s4lown ley natllysisE, li1111 wh~m~ ere rerwatr, ley

enral Aviation Aircraft (Part 23) and Rotorcraft apprlloplriate grounlid, flight. or flighit simulalltorl
(Parts 27 and 29), shown in Table 5.1. Again the em- tests. Iia ansalysis miust romawider--
phasis is on prevention of fuel vapor ignition sources (1) Possible mulodes of failuirt, imacluding
due to the lightning strike attachment to exterior sur- malfunctions and damtage front external
faces of the aircraft, but the first sentence states the Dources.

important requirement: (9) Thle probaubility ldillmt 111tpe failures

The fuel system Osumi be designed and ar- n neelel alrs
ranged to prevent the ignition of fuelvao (3) '1lls resuilt ing celf1 (li fll' h Hil-11 'lan

vapor slnd ne-clllillut, EN~ulsitllrilg, the stiiihig of
.. flight t4114 oiroig'tt ig 441114ithionls, steel

FAR 25.59 thereby addresses one of the most (4 Th smut tanIme comtjailt rof d'ivet
imiportant potential lightning hazards to an aircralft. secion entults. od lavlaliiyofteol
Acceptable means of compliance with this regulation in If.4.lt gsislaim iEI'fllii.i.gi

are described in a companion Advzsor-y Circular (AC) e)14Pmeill~ illylllto hugo~ ui lielutiero111 lint lYjire

(5.21. a jowewtr mo111I1y, ill *ot "mosiuntimal atl" felt lip11

5.2.3 ProtectIou of Othaer Systems frostr suppdly. tilde jIto~ m ielpylispfolow ing til'

No FAR's deal specifically with lightning protec- od linai m jles-IJIMhllE' olollultilg aalll~~tlINnud

tion of other systems, such an the flight control, propul. for linellable slgratoti~mu:

sion, electrical and aevionic systms. However, the gen. (1) 604 fmmelit-ti~ll 1 Ieisa Vtllr. it

oral safety regulations for equipment, systems and in- (9) PAMlk 10111is, after failuresI Of holy
stallations aboard the aircraft, Stated ini FAR 25.1309, lIlion firlus olimln, fllowetr root1 EIIis-, III, roo-ruyg. riquire protection against hazards resulting from any Idirnage fit- ice.
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(4) IRon.Iini lulsils itfirr fuiltre of, essential systems such as propulsion, electric power,(i) Any tons fingine fil two.- or tirnrt. airframe, flight control and navigation systems, all Of
Pilpine "w~in~Mea which must perform satisfactorily, theme may be mul-

(ii) Atey tit wrnitiorita fil flooer. for tiple effects which may increase pilot work load and
nlors- monolt airglditwwi. reduce the ability of the airplane or crew to continue
(4) lKovetial lorndit for wlitich tootidler. oafe flight.

"lift' lualra. fit power ine Mpl~irel bY fll". h ou fti eulto npoeto gis
rhlwjlcr. tittier eacay failtore for naesat ei raaat in Th ou fti euaio npoeto gis
any jaw* 114wer .teiset'y asyateern, tlima'-ltnlhijta multiple environments and hazards Is perhaps its most
"Amyacena 4wr .rlwr W~ilimeliteita ttielaet.' important aspet

laeara'M III ) dwrilmiy t~and (:1) a Wthi 1411 Prmbablty of occurrnce: The requirements of FAR
Ilac INIwtr 1a041% Illay IM 4MI1a11,. fit for. Miil- 25.1309 are discussed further in an Advisory Circu-
anterict a nuunifivriog~ jarewcilerr s-'tn~itite,,t whit lar [5.31 which defines "highly improbable' t as no more
lnat.ty in flat. kiwitehe of suaet-mtik"m audwlrssiml. than once in 1 000 000 000 (106) flight hours. The fig-
livad.tait r.'qintesiad n egartno!1rl dilsuht ew,' ure is more frequently expressed as a "10-0 probability
twit Ia. nouuieasa'rl for Owltwe tWrtthavIaa; of occurrence," or', 10-' events per hour.
five' nueelififil ott ,iriaolwoeet Willi (f~air fir *1"In. Calculation of numerical probabilities of occur-
ekliagtl rence of a certain lightning hazard, or of the failure of

(a) II lloi'wing t cneaj'iin t" 1I Wil an a, specific protection design, has rarely been attemped
XraI1lsa, (at) litetl (let fir tIsj ,'l is n M i it-Willi re'AmPrI
aIn fire rket-l ru-at flyVAIraee haold je *,eilowl delgot, because of the difficulty of assigning numerical factors

mindi 641"1tl:464611,, 1-rilieati 44'.i011e~gzs to a large numiber of possible lightning environnment
ililuelaetaso lot,saiI ew'atidaered. F~or etiwircasl parameters and modes of interaction between lightning
lW~wrl'slle, elivili-ilmeslj~li, HIM l ttiliotitlitiot celreigs and the aircraft. A sim~ple multiplication of probabil-
liwitt t'miniml Isy ora uimel in emuenpivieg witll ities, such as lightning current exceeding a tolerance
loin. dnell.tie-, extwojal efgaijaaiilent 4-fivertlwd ' level. or of lightning striking a particularly vulnerav-
r.'Veliasival M~llin i Oa n (alere (41tiiWigL ell ble location, or of fuel vapor being in a flammable

vid~aeN'alI leat prwimnamsleac, lia. iibilifY Io condition can, if a sufficient number of factors is in-
jiniviltl oa~iaeaee oatit, me's-ria', eiador tow.I.
malctalie a-inrinnientlat conulitmont;smay lie sliftorl duded, yield a very low probability of occurrence of a
bly etavienalownfitsl toeat, draiugn anlalysis, Il. certain hazard. It can also lead, sometimes, to a con-
reference to prev-sow conilarable wervice ex- clusion that the 10-9 requirement has been met, and
pferlenes on otlher otireaft. that there ixs no need to consider protection.

Such an approach is misleading and should not
Since FAR 25.1309 makes no specific mention of be accepted as evidence of compliance with the FAR

lightningt as a "foreseeable operating condition," this 25.J309 requirement of adequate protection of flight
regulation has sometimes not been applied with re critical or flight essential systems!
spect to lightning protection. The occurrence of light-
ning strikes to aircraft is, however, today a widely rec. Gosiffral aviatison and retoreraft: The requirements of
ognised "operating condition", so the regulation is in. FAR 25.1309 are not mirrored in the other Federal Avi-
dooy applicable. The important language in found in ationi Requirements which address general aviation air-
paragraphs (a) through (d) and (g). The requirements craft and rotorcraft. FAR 23.1300, reproduced below,
of paragraphs (e) and (f) deal more speifically with is narrower in scope than FAR 25.1309 and thus does
propulsion system failures. not address "any floreseeable operating conditions" and

cannot be considered a lightning protection require-
Mubiph hamurdw FAR U51300 inatroduces the me ment.
quirement for protection against any system failure 12-3 Sqi , ý I ~lossd kwo*e-
that would prevent the -continued asaf flight and land. ___.

Wug of the aurcaft and that a flailure condition must (a) I&A Ites of equipmsmt, whoa pwr-
be made "textremely improbable". Likewise, the oc- fan lbW t i..esvilso fusion, my5 no ad.
currenrc of other conditions which would "reduce the Itansly lift-
capability of the airplane or the ability of the crew to (1) The. mp e opveration, or secursey
cope with adverse operating canditons" must be made of any oqulanioet esasentia to saff opsastht;
improbable. This part of the regulation is very impor- or
tant via it vim lightning, which is a condition which may (3) The reponseo, operation, or a rsurey
occur altong; with other adverse environmental condi- of any Codor qnliftaet ualsh thm se it
tions, such as icing, precipitation, turbulence. Taken mum ter to noest.W PIMi of dobsade.
together with the possible effects of lightning on flight (b) The equiipmesnt, systemts, sadil Instaills.
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tdons of a multleiglne airplane must be de. signed after 1986 are subject to the requirements of
signed to prevent hazards to the airplane In DOD STD 1795, which are more comprehensive than
ths event of a probable malfunction or fallise. those of MIL-B-5087B.

(a) The equipment, systems, and installa-
tions of a single-engine airplane must be da. Military Standard 1757: The lightning environment
signed to minimize hazards to t oe airplune, for design and verification test purposes of DOD air-

craft is defined in US Military Standard 1757 [5.6].

5.2.4 Other FAA Requirements It incorporates the same lightning environment as de-
fined in [5.2] and [5.4] for civil aircraft.

Recognizing the increasing role of electronic con- Certain DOD aircraft are subject to the FAA
trols in operation of the aircraft, the FAA initiated a FAR's as well as to the DOD requirements. These
rule-making project to add a FAR dealing specifically include military transport and cargo aircraft which oc-
with lightning protection of flight critical and flight es- casionally operate from civil airports and fly extended
sential electrical and avionic systems and equipment. distances along civilian airways. Often these are air.
When adopted, this regulation will require that these frames that have previously been certified in accor-
systems and equipment continue to perform their in- dance with the FAA FAR's. Examples include the
tended functions; that is, remain operational, following USAF KC-10A (DC-10), KC-135 (B-707) and ftC-12
an in-flight lightning strike. The requirement will thus (Beech King Air, Model 200).
further strengthen and apply the requirements of FAR
25.1309 to lightning protection. It is anticipated that Fighters and bombers: Fighter and bomber type air-
this regulation will first appear in Part 25 and shortly craft generally do not have to meet the FAA certifica
afterwards appear in modified form for the other cat- tion requirements.
egories of airplanes and rotorcraft.

Users of this handbook should ascertain the sta- Foreign aircraft and JAR's: Aircraft of non-US man-
tus of these new regulations and become familiar with ufacture are usually certified by appropriate agencies
their use and applicability. Methodology for compli- of the country of origin, although these aircraft must
ance with these new regulations will be presented in a also meet US FAR's if they are to be operated in theScompanion FAA Advisory Circular, which has been USA. The converse is true for US manufactured air-
published in draft form by SAE Committee AE4L craft which are to operate in other countries. Compli-
(5.4]. The guidelines in that reference have already ance with the various requirements is facilitated by bi-
been utilized for certification of full authority elec- lateral agreements among nations, and by use of Joint
tronic flight and engine control systems. Airworthiness Requirements (JAR's), mutually agreed

The steps which may be followed to comply with upon by participating nations,
the new regultion are described in [5.4] and repeated The lightning protection requirements are sLnilar
in §5.6 of this handbook. in all sets of regulations, although the applicability and

degree of enforcement has varied somewhat. There is
5.3 Other Aircraft Lightning Protection a high degree of cooperation among aircraft lightning
Requireme•ut• protection. specialists worldwide and further progr-ss

in international standardization of lightning protection
The US Department of Defense (DOD) has pro- requirements and standards is likely to occur.

mulgated requirements for lightning protection of mil-
itary aircraft and rotorcraft. The basic requirements 5.4 Summary of FAA Lightning Protection
document is DOD Standard 175 [5.5], which states Requirmnts
the functional lightning protection requirements for The basic requirement is that:
"aerospace vehicle" purchased by DOD agencies, such
as US Air Force, US Army and US Navy. The term the aircrAft must be protected against cats-

aerospace vehicle" rders to fixed wing aircraft, rotor. trophic effects of lightni•t,
craft and missile "systems". an well us to major sys-
tems such as engines, external fuel tanks and weapons. as stated in FAR 25.581 and the companion docu-

ments. This applies to the airframe, plus all of the
DOD Standard 17051 DOD StAadkrd 1 5 wvr im- systems and components necessary to allow the air-
plemented in 1980, foilowing man years of reliance craft to continue safe flight wad landing, as stated in
upon MIL-B-5087B 15.11, which focused primarily on FAR 25.1309.
electrical bonding and which has been proven to be Other existing and proposed regulations focus at-. inadequate for liShtning protection. DOD aircraft de- tention on systems of specific importance, including
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fuel (FAR 25.954) and other flight essential systems Insulation coordination: This research led to a corn-

(FAR 25.1309). A forthcoming new regulation and ac- prehensive philosophy, called insulation coordination,
companying advisory circular [5.41 will place further dealing with the lightning protection of electri power 6
emphasis on protection of electrical and avionic sys- equipment. It incorporates standardized voltage lev-

tems. The absence of a regulation pertaining to a els to which equipment is designed, standardized lev-
specific system does not, of course, mean that such els and procedures for proof tests on apparatus and
a system does not need to be addressed, since all parts standards on the performance of protective equpment,
of the aircraft fall under the basic protection require- such as lightning and surge arresters. All e.quipment
meat. associated with electric power transmission and distri-

The FAR's state only the functional requirements, bution facilities is designed, tested and protected in
and in the most general and broad terms. Translation accordance with these industry wide lightning stan-
of these terms to specific technical design goals is left dards:' The result is that whereas thousands of light-
to the manufacturer of the aircraft or system, with ning strikes occur drily to electric utility systems, very
review and, approval aidthority'vested in the FAAXor few power outages are now attributable 'to lightning. I,

its Designated Engineering Representativeop (DER's).
The lightning environment for protection design and Early research on aircraft: Lightning standards for
certification purposes is described in §5.5 and the steps aircraft emerged at a later date. The Lovettsville,
necessary to complete the lightning protection and cer- Virginia accident described in Chapter 4 prompted re-

tification tasks are described in §5.6. search into the possible effects of lightning on aircraft

5.5 The Lightnd ing Environment for Design and several of the %tility laboratories were called upon
and Verification to provide test facilities and lightning expertise. Dur-

ing the next 15 years, several other accidents, involving
Bofor describing the specified lightning environ- ignition of fuel vapors, were thought to have resulted

ment for aircraft, some discussion is in order as to how from lightning strikes. Additional research and test-
it evolved. ing programs were Prompted by these accidents. Most

of this work was conducted at the General Electric
5.5.1 Early Lightning Standards Company High Voltage Laboratory in Pittsfield, Mas-

sachusetts and the National Bureau of Standards High
The first industry to experience lightning prob- Voltage Laboratory near Gaithersburg, Maryland, un-

lems, and to establish the need for standardization of der sponsorship of airciaft manufacturers, the Civil
a lightning environment for design and test purposes, Aeronautics Board and the National Advisory Corn-

was the electric 'utility industry. Shortly after over- mittee for Aeronautics (NACA), the predecessor of
head power transmission and distribution lines became NASA.
widespread, it was apparent that lightning would be a
severe problem., Power transformers, generators, mo- Original airplane standards: The first airplane light-
tors and switching devices experienced damage from ning protection design and test standards were pub-
voltage and current surges due to lightning strikes to lished by the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) in its
the power lines. Research progranms to quantify natu- Advisory Circular 25-3 [5.7] and by the US Depart-
ral lightning electrical characteristics were initiated by ment of Defense (DOD) in military standard MIL-B-
utility companies and equipment manufacturers such 5087 [5.1]. Both of these documents appeared in the
as General Electric Company and Westinghouse Elec- mid 1950's. AC 25-3, reprinted somewhat later as AC
tric Company. 20-53, dealt exclusively with lightning protection of

Shortly thereafter, standards emerged which de- airplane fuel systems. MIL-B-5087 dealt exclusively
fined lightning surge voltage and current levels to be with provision of electrical bonding in airplane struc-
withstood by power system apparatus. Extensive lab- tures and apparatus. These were the areas of greatest
oratory test facilities were constructed to enable equip- concern at the time.
meat to be tested to verify ability to tolerate these
standards. As power transmission voltages increased Defined lightning threat: AC 20-53 and MIL-B-5087
and associated equipment became more sophisticated, each defined the lightning threat as a 200 kiloampere
improvements were necessary in lightning protection (kA) peak current with a unidirectional waveshape, a
technology and the need for better information on the rate-of-rise of 100 kA/ps and a decaiy time to 50%
natural lightning environment continued. As a result, of peak amplitude of about 5 0ps. This represented
an extensive amount of research into lightning phe- a severe first return stroke in a cloud-to-earth flash.
nomenology and its effects on electric power systems AC 20-53 also defined an intermediate and cont inuing
and apparatus was carried out during the period 1920 current component, but MIL-B-5087 included only the
to 1980. return stroke in its defined environment.
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B.ith. documents required 'tests of critical ý&nipo. Three typic a damped sinusoids, all with 200 kA
nents, ouch as fuel tAnk~akins, access panels, fillaeicaps, peak amplitudes, are illustrated on Fig. 5.1. As illus-
antenna installations, and other "points of entry" 6n trated in this figure, there is a significant difference in

the aircraft. No attention was givenft0 the effects of overall time duration and energy associated with each
currents conducted through interior structures or syp- of the illustrated test currents. Clearly, the amount of
teins, or to idfidiet effects of Ulhtning on electrical damn e that would be filicted on a test specimen by
and avionics systems. These latter effects were not current waveform Al is much less than that inflicted by
wellunderstood during this period. waveform A2 and greater than that of A3. This situ-

ation was a significant shortcoming in the early light-

5.5.2 Experience With Early Aircraft ning test standards, and became especially apparent
Standards with the emergence of advanced composite structures,

which are more sensitive to the effects of energy dis-
Most of the early aircraft lightning protection de- sipation than were conventional aluminum structurep.

sign activities were focused on protection against the Standards now define the Action Integral of the cur-
direct or physical damage effect of lightning, such as rent wave as well as the peak amplitude. Action Inte-
deformation of lightweight metallic structures, melting gral it. discussed further in §5.5.3.
of holes through fuel tank skins, puc ture of dielectric
surfaces, such as' radomes and canopies, and preven-
tion of electrical arcing at structural interfaces in fuel
tanks. The required testing was carried out by ex-
isting utility manufacturer laboratories, such as GE
and Westinghouse, and by several small specialty or-
ganizations such as Lightning anid Transients Research
Institute. The stroke currents required by the speci-
fications were produced by charged capacitor banks
discharged through waveshaping impedances into the
test specimens.

Unidirectional current waves: However, it was not
possible to obtain the unidirectional waveshapes spec-
ified in AC 20-53 and MIL-B-5087 with the existing
capacitor banks, even those available at the largest
electrical equipment manufacturerp' laboratories. The
reason for this is that the specified unidirectional cur- V
rent requires an overdamped test circuit including an
excessive amount of resistance. The resistance usu-
ally limits the peak current to amplitudes of 100 kA
and below, with most of the energy originally stored in
the capacitor bank being dissipated in the test circuit
resistance, instead of the test specimen. The perfor-
mance of test equipment, and some of the tradeoffs
between generator size and waveshape, are discussed
further in §6,8.

Oscillatory current waves: Since the specified over- __. _

damped waveform could not be readily produced, lab-
oratories instead provided a damped sinusoid wave-
form. This required less circuit resistance and allowed Fig. 5.1 Three typical damped sinusoid test

the specified 200 kA peak current amplitude to be currents prior to SAE standard.

achieved. Unfortunately, the frequency and time dura-
tion of the damped sinusoid currents varied among lab- Strike zones: An additional shortcoming in the early
oratories, since the testing equipment had been built airplane lightning standards was the complete absence,
for purposes other than the testing of aircraft equip- in MIL-B-5087, or poor definition, in AC 20-53, of

ment. There being no standardized definition of a lightning strike zones. Strike zones are the means by
damped sinusoid test current, a wide variety of fre- which the lightning environment is applied to spe-
quencies and time durations were utilized. cific airplane surfaces and structures. The original
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zone definitions did not distinguish between surfaces data was available in the 1972-1975 time period on

which were trailing edges and those which were lead- cloud-to-cloud or intra-cloud flashes, although these
ing edges or frontal surfaces, even though the duration were generally believed to be loss intense than the
of lightning attachment to these types of surfaces is cloud-to-earth variety upon which the new standard
significantly different. It is well known, for example, was based.
that lightning currents frequently melt holes in trail- Recognizing that the physical damage to aircraft
ing edges where the flash may hang on for prolonged structures, including arcing among structural joints in
periods, whereas holes are infrequent in frontal or side fuel tanks, was more dependent upon peak current am-
surfaces of an aircraft, plitude and overall time duration than upon the ac-

tual waveform of stroke currents, and that generation
Test methods and indirect effects: Finally, the early of a unidirectional 200 kA first return stroke current
standards failed to define acceptable test methodb, and was not likely to become feasible, the new specifica-
did not address indirect effects on aircraft electrical tion allowed for application of either unidirectional or
and electronic systems. Lightning related accidents damped sinusoid currents as long as the peak ampli-
continued to occur, even to aircraft protected in ac- tude, action integral and overall time duration were
cordance with AC 20-53 and MIL-B-5087. adhered to. Subsequent studies undertaken by the
5.5.3 SAB Committee AE-4L (Lightning) committee showed that physical damage is indeed re-

lated to these parameters, while not to the specific

Recognizing the above deficiencies, the FAA and waveform.
DOD in 1972 requested the Society of Automotive En-
gineers (SAE) committee on electromagnetic compati- Action integral: The Action Integral, Al, is the time
bility (SAE-AE-4) to form a subcommittee to develop integral of the current squared and represents the abil-
improved aircraft lightning protection design and test ity of the current to deposit energy in a resistive object.
standards. The new subcommittee included lightning The expression for action integral is given by Eq. 5.1.
phenomenologists and specialists in aircraft lightning
protection design and testing. The committee was des- AI =f i2(t)dt A2s (5.1)
ignated special task F and later given the permanent J
designation, AE-4L (lightning). This committee has where
functioned continuously since 1972 and has become the
US focal point for development and standardization of
aircraft lightning protection requirements. i(t) = time varying lightning stroke current - A

t -- time - s
A, B, C and D current components: The first task ac-

complished by the SAE lightning committee was to de- Action integral, multiplied by specimen resistance
velop a standard lightning environment for design and (assumed constant), gives the energy dissipated in the
test purposes, synthesized from the available natural specimen, as shown in Eq. 5.2.
lightning data. The result, which was first published
in 1975 as a committee report entitled Lightning Test W = AI x R (5.2)
Waveforms and Techniques for Aerospace Vehicles and
Hardware [5.8], included a standard severe lightning
flash current waveform comprised of four current com-
ponents, designated A, B, C and D and illustrated in W = energy - joules or watt-seconds
Fig. 5.2, together with a set of test methods for utiliz-
ing the standardized currents. One of the important R = specimen or structure resistance - ohms
sources of natural lightning data drawn upon by the
SAE Committee in formulating this standard was the Electric field waveforms: The new SAE lightning en-
compendium of world-wide cloud-to-earth lightning vironment also included several voltage waveforms in-
data published by Cianos and Pierce [5.9]. tended to represent the electric field surrounding an

Component A represents the first return stroke aircraft immediately preceding lightning attachment.
of a cloud-to-earth flash and component D is a single These waveforms, designated voltage waveforms A, B,
subsequent stroke. Components B and C represent in- C and D, are used in tests to evaluate possibilities of
termediate and continuing currents. The electrical pa- puncture of dielectric (non-conducting) materials such
rameters comprise a severe version (but not the most as radomes, windshields and canopies. Other tests
severe possible) of each of these important character- were designed to evaluate fuel vapor ignition due to
istics of cloud-to-earth lightning flashes. Very little corona and streamers occurring near fuel vent outlets.
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COMPONENT A: Initial stroke
Peak amplitude 2 200 hAl 10%
Action integral * 2 i 106 A2l, 20%
Time duration (9600 1s

4 COMPONENT C: Continuing current

Charge transfer a 200 coulombs * 20%
Amplitude u 200400A

SCOMPONENT U: Intermediate, current

Maximum charge transfer 0 10 coulombs
Average amplitude a 2 kA * 10%

COMPONENT 0: Restrike

A i Peak amplitude - 00 kA 1 10%
A I Action integral a 0.25 x 106 A2 'S t 20%

I Time duration < (BOOMS

IC 5X 10, Sel 025 see TCT(I s~ec -
Time (not to scalel

Fig. 5.2 SAE lightning flash current components.

SAE "Red book". The SAE committee report [5.8] or widely agreed upon by specialists. Research, devel-
rapidly became the US standard for aircraft design and opment and standardization activities in these areas
certification testing. It quickly became known as the have continued in the US and Europe since 1975, with
SAE "red book", after the color of its cover, the result that there is today widespread agreement

on methods to design and verify protection against
SAE "Blue book": Beginning in 1974, the SAE Corn- indirect effects. Also, research has continued world-
mittee had begun coordinating its work with similar wide into other aspects of the natural lightning envi-
lightning standardization activities taking place in the ronment, such as characteristics of intra-cloud flashes
UK and Europe. An in-depth review of proposed and mechanisms of aircraft lightning interaction. Re-
standards was held at Culham Laboratory at Oxford, sults of this research have begun to be incorporated
UK in 1975, resulting in changes and improvements in into recent standards documents.
some details.

Following the US/UK/Europe deliberations of 5.5.4 NASA Space Shuttle Lightning
1975, and a period of industry use and comment, the Criteria
SAE Committee published in 1978 a slightly revised
set of standards in its report entitled: Lightning Test The NASA Space Shuttle program was announced
Waveforms and Techniques for Aerospace Vehicles and in 1970 and shortly thereafter NASA convened a panel
Hardware (5.10]. This document superseded [5.8] and of lightning phenomenologists and test specialists to
was given a blue cover. It soon became known as formulate a standard lightning environment and other
the "blue book" and continued as the US standard requirements for the Space Shuttle program. Concern
for aircraft protection design and certification testing, regarding potential lightning hazards to the Shuttle
of both civil and military aircraft. Foreign certify- was high due to the earlier NASA experience with a
ing agencies have accepted this standard via bilateral lightning strike to the Apollo 12 mission during launch,
agreements. and to other lightning hazards experiencad by earlier

The SAE "red book" and "blue book" defined the NASA and DOD vehicles and launch facilities, The
lightning environment, strike zones, and test methods, result of this activity was publication in 1973 of the
but did not define lightning protection requirements Shuttle Lightning Criteria Document, designated JSC
or pass/fall criteria. These were left to individual con- 07636 [5.11]. This document presented a lightning en-
tracts, in the case of military aircraft, and to FAA vironment, vehicle protection requirements, and cer-
regulations applicable to civil aircraft, tain basic design guidelines for use by the Shuttle el-

The SAE and corresponding UK/Europe stan- ement contractors in meeting the protection require-
dards of the 1975-1978 era focused mostly on direct ef- ments.
fects, as mechanisms of indirect effects and test meth- All of these deliberations and the publication of. ods for evaluating them were not yet fully understood JSC 07636 predated, and significantly influenced, the
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activities of the SAE committee. Shortly thereafter, one of the procedures called for in the forthcoming ad-
a companion document, Shuttle Lightning Verifica- visory circular on protection of electrical and electronic
tion Document, designated JSC 20007, was published systems [5.4]. This procedure is the key to successful
[5.12]. This document set forth the requirement for protection of these systems, and is discussed more fully
verifying the adequacy of protection design. It de- in Chapter 15.
scribed test waveforms and methods for evaluating ad. A large amount of testing and analyses were con-
equacy of protection against direct and indirect effects, ducted during the design phase to establish transient
and also included certain analysis methods to be used levels expected to occur in inter.-connecting wiring
for indirect effects evaluations. Some sections of JSC during a lightning Atrike to the vehicles and to ver-
20007 had been included in the initial issue of JSC ify that flight critical equipment could tolerate this
07636. environment.

This was the first time that such a comprehensive
Shuttle lilhtning environment: The lightning envi- standard and set of specifications had been developed
ronment contained in JSC 07636 was also based upon and applied to a major aerospace program and this
the known cloud-to--earth environment described by standardization activity was largely successful. Ba-
Cianos and Pierce in [5.9]. The Shuttle lightning envi- sic protection requirements such as electromagnetic
ronment differed somewhat from the later SAE stan- shielding of inter-connecting cables, electrical bonding
dard in that several additional components were in- of critical structures, isolation of certain flight critical
cluded in the idealized current waveform. The peak circuits, separation of critical wiring types, and other
amplitude of the first return stroke (200 kA), total features flowed into contractor design and quality con-
charge transfer and other key aspects were nearly the trol specifications from the Shuttle lightning criteria
same. and verification documents.

The idealized waveform described in JSC 07636
was intended for purposes of analysis and the intent 5.5.5 Recent Standardization Activities
was never to require that it be duplicated for tests, per-
missible test waveforms being described in JSC 20007. After a period of industry-wide experience in the
It was also described, for ease of analysis, by straight late 1970's, DOD and FAA formally adopted the SAE
line segments between specified break points. Some lightning criteria in several standards and specifica-
have ascribed undue importance to the segments and tions pertaining to military and civil aircraft. In 1980,
breakpoints, even to the point of calling for test gener- DOD issued MIL-STD-1 757 [5.61 which embodied the
ators that produce straight line waveforms. Such was same lightning environment as published earlier in the
never the intent of the idealized waveform. SAE report Lightning Test Waveforms and Techniques

Because of the immediate need to translate light- for Aerospace Vehicles and Hardware [5.10]. The doc-
ning standards into hardware design features, empha- ument also discussed tests and test methods. In 1983
sis in the NASA Shuttle Lightning Criteria Document MIL-STD-1 757 was reissued as revision A with an ap-
was placed upon specific design guidelines. Less em- pendix which contained additional discussion of each
phasis was placed on test methodology, as this tech- test method. Shortly thereafter, in 1984, FAA issued
nology area had not yet advanced to the point where a revised version of AC 20-53, designated Revision A
standardized methods could be described. [5.2] which also embodied the SAE lightning criteria.

This advisory circular addresses lightning protection
TCL', and ETDL's: The Shuttle lightning criteria of aircraft fuel systems.
and verification documents were applied in design and
verification of the major Shuttle elements (Orbiter, MIL-STD-1795: In 1986 DOD issued its new MIL-
External Tank and Solid Rocket Boosters). These STD-1 795, Military Standard Lightning Protection of
documents placed a major emphasis on protection Aerospace Vehicles and Hardware [5.5], which defines
against indirect effects, and required the establishment lightning protection requirements for military aircraft.
of Transient Control Levels (TCL's) and Equipment This document supercedes the brief lightning require-
Transient Design Levels (ETDL's) for flight critical ments contained in MIL-B-5087 referred to earlier.
electrical and avionic systems. The TCL/ETDL con- Also, it places equal emphasis on indirect and direct
cept, described in [5.13] and [5.14] is an attempt to effects protection and incorporates double exponential
provide a lightning protection philosophy for electronic descriptions of each of the lightning current compo-
equipment similar in concept to the insulation coordi- nents for use in evaluation of indirect effects.
nation philosophy used in the electric power industry. In 1985, FAA announced the proposal to estab-

This methodology is becoming more widely used lish a new regulation requiring lightning protection for
in aircraft lightning protection design and certification flight critical/essential electrical and avionic systems
programs and establishment of TCL's and ETDL's is referred to in §5.3. Supporting this new regulation
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will be a new advisory circular which will define the the most recent aircraft lightning standards, such as
lightning environment and methodology to be used to MIL-STD-1 795 and the SAE "orange book".
verify compliance with the new regulation. SAE Com-
mittee AE-4L was tasked by FAA to draft the new Multiple burst environment: The moat importa
advisory circular. of these is the "multiple burst" environment, com-

prised of a large number of comparatively low ampli-
SAE "Orange book": The result of this activity has tude current pulses characterized by high rates-of-rise
been published in the SAE Committee AE-4L report and short duration, and occurring randomly over the
Recommended Draft Advisory Circular: Protection of lifetime of the flash. Examples of typical intra-cloud
Aircraft Electrical/Electronic Systems Against the In- lightning flash currents are presented in Chapter 3.
direct Effects of Lightning [5.4]. This document, which
is more commonly known as the "orange book", is 5.5.6 The Standardized Environment
now in wide use as a de facto standard for certification
of flight critical or essential systems aboard transport The standardized lightning environment defined
category aircraft. in [5.2] and [5.41 is in present use for aircraft design

MIL-STD-1 795 and the SAE "orange book" both and certification purposes. This environment is a com-
embody the original SAE lightning current and volt- bination of individual waveforms which have been syn-
age components which were derived from the cloud- thesized from the important characteristics of natural
to-earth lightning environment originally compiled by lightning flashes described in Chapters 2 and 3 for cer-
Cianos and Pierce. Subsequent reviews of this envi- tification purposes. The waveforms of components A,
ronment have been conducted by the SAE committee B, C, and D are derived from cloud-to-ground light-
and UK/European standards organizations, and ad- ning discharges. Component H represents additional
ditional references compiling data obtained after the characteristics of intracloud and cloud-to-cloud dis-
Cianos and Pierce publication have also become avail- charges.
able. One such reference is that compi!.d by Anderson There are five current component waveforms (A,
and Erickson [5.15]. Careful review of this data shows B, C, D and H) that are applied as appropriate to the
that the original Cianos and Pierce database is still lightning strike zone(s) in which system is located. To-
representative of the cloud-to-earth lightning environ- gether these components constitute the external light-
ment. Thus, no changes in this part of the lightning ning current environment. They are defined as follows:
standards have been appropriate.

The advent of full authority control systems em- Component A - Initial High Peak Current: Com-
ploying sensitive microelectronics began to focus at- ponent A has a peak amplitude of 200 kA, an action
tention on other aspects of the lightning environ- integral of 2 x 102 A2 .s and a double exponential wave-
ment including the characteristics of intra-cloud and form. This waveform, represents a first return stroke
cloud-to-cloud lightning strikes encountered by air- of 200 000 amperes at a rate-of-rise of 1 x 10" A/s at
craft. Whereas the amplitude and action integrals t = 0.5,us. It has a peak rate of rise of 1.4 x 101 A/s
of the currents in these strikes was believed to be at t = 0+. This waveform is defined mathematically
less than those associated with cloud-to-earth flashes, as
other aspects, such as peak rates of change of current
and multiplicity of pulses, were of concern, as was the i(t) = Io [e-` - eC t] (5.2)
need for better understanding of the locations of strike where
zones and the interaction of lightning flash channels ro = 218810 A
with aircraft.

S= 11354 s-1

Research programs: For these reasons, several re- =3 647265 s-
search programs were implemented, beginning in 1980, t = time s
to study the intra-cloud and cloud-to-cloud lightning
environment. In these programs, which were spon- The waveform is shown in Fig, 5.3.
sored by NASA, the US Air Force, FAA, and the The constants in Eq. 5.3 are given to multi-
French government, aircraft were instrumented with digit precision only for dimensional consistency and
devices capable of sensing and recording electrical pa- it should not be inferred that the actual lightning en-
rameters of in-flight lightning strikes. The results of vironment is known to 'that precision, or that tests
these programs, which are reviewed in Chapter 3, have made to duplicate that environment must duplicate
been widely published and several aspects of the intra- such precision or that such precision has any engineer-
cloud lightning environment have been incorporated in ing value.
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Component B - Intermediate Current: Component Component C - Continuing Current: Component C
B has an average amplitude of 2 kA and a charge trans- is a rectangular waveform delivering 200 coulombs of
fer of 10 coulombs. For analysis, a double exponential charge at a rate of between 200 A and 800 A, in a time
current waveform should be used. This waveform is period of between 0.25 s and 1 s. For analysis purposes,
again described mathematically as a rectangular waveform of 400 A for a period of 0.5

second should be utPized. This component transfers a
i(t) = z0 [e-01 - e"01) (5.4) charge of 200 coulombs. The primary purpose of this

waveform is charge transfer. The wameform is shown
where in Fig. 5.4(a).

lo -,11300 A Component D - Restrike Current: Component D
S= 700 s-1 has a peak amplitude of 100 kA and an action integral
,0 = 2000 a-' of 0.25 x 1 06 A2 ... This waveform represents a restrike

of 100 000 amperes peak at a rate of rise of 1 x 1011 A/s
t = times at t = 0.25 s and a peak rate of rise of 1.4 x 1011 A/s at

t = 0+. The waveform is again defined mathematically
The waveform is also shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3 WAaveforms of current components
A and B. Fig. 5.4 Waveforms of current components

(a) Component A overall B and D.
(a) Component C

(b) Component A front (b) Component D overall

(c) Component B (c) Component D front
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10 - 109405 A taining up to 24 strokes have been recorded. For pro'

a : 22708 s-' tection against direct effects, it is adequate to consider03nly one return stroke or restrike (Component A or D)
Ssmi 1294530 a-' because this is assumed to occur anywhere within the
= time s appropriate strike zone (1B, 2A or 2B). However, for

evaluation of indirect effects it is necessary to consider
The current waveform is also shown in Fig. 5.4. the multiple-stroke nature of an actual lightning flash,

because the succession of strokes may induce corre-
Component H - High rate of rise current: Compo- sponding pulses in data transfer circuits (for example)
nent H has a peak current of 10 kA and a peak rate of causing upset or cumulative damage to sensitive sys-
rise of 2 X 10"A/s at t = 0+. The waveform is defined tems or devices. For this purpose, the following multi-
mathematically as pie stroke flash has been defined, using as a basis the

definitions of components A (first return stroke) and
i(t) 0 Io - - (5.6) D (restrike).

where

Multiple stroke: The synthesized multiple stroke
waveform is defined as an A current component fol-

io = 10572 A lowed by 23 randomly spaced restrikes of peak ampli-

= 187191 s-1 tude of 50 000 amperes each. This waveform is shown

= 19105 s-1 in Fig. 5.5. The 23 restrikes occur over a period of 2

t = time s sec according to the following constraints.

- The minimum time between subsequent strokes is
The current waveform is shown in Fig. 5.6. 10 Ms.

Application: Current components A, B, C, D and H The maximum time between subsequent strokes
together comprise the important characteristics of a is 200 ms.
severe natural lightning flash current although not all
of the components may attach everywhere on the air- The restrikes have waveform parameters identical
craft. Components A, B, D and H are described by to the D current component with the exception that
double exponential expressions to provide the impor- I0 = 54 703 amperes. Because most of an airframe
tant waveshape characteristics such as rise and decay is located within zone 3 as well as one or more of the
times, rate of rise, peak amplitude and charge trans- other zones, the multiple stroke environment is nearly
fer or action integral. Component C is a rectangular always applicable. However, there may be special cases
current pulse that transfers most of the charge in a in zone 2 where the aircraft system or subsystem and
lightning flash. The current components applicable to its wiring is isolated from the effects of the initial A
specific areas are shown in Table 5.2, which relates current component and is therefore not exposed to the
the current components to the lightning strike zones. A component current or fields. In these special cases,
Guidance for locating strike zones on a particular air- the multiple stroke still applies but the first current
craft is presented in §5.6.1. component can be reduced from a peak of 200 000

amperes to 100 000 amperes. The applicant should
Table 5.2 coordinate this reduction in multiple stroke environ-

Current Components Applicable In Various Zones ment with the FAA on a case by case basis.

ane C~lrt• Wav•e• too W,

multiple multiple
A a c D Stroke Surst

ta X X X X X x so . 0

3A X X X X N.
2a X X X X x A

2 K K K K X K

L I $*mods

A typical cloud-to-ground lightning flash con-

tains more than one restrike, a severe version of whichOis represented by component D. In fact, flashes con- Fig. 5.5 Multiple stroke flash.
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Multiple burst; The recommended waveform consists The multiple stroke and multiple burst environ-
of repetitive component H waveforms in 24 sets of 20 ments are not intended to be applied to the full vehicle
pulses each, distributed over a period of up to two in a test. The multiple stroke and burst internal envi-
seconds, as shown in Fig. 5.6. The minimum time ronment may be determined by testing using a single
between individual component H pulses within a burst component to obtain the transfer function of interest,
is 10 pss and the maximum is 50 14s. The 24 bursts or to obtain the actual transient response level. The
are distributed over a period of 2 sec according to the independent responses should then be repeated and
following constraints: spaced as described in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 for upset as-

sessment. It should then be shown by analysis or test
- The minimum time between subsequent strokes is that, by virtue of system design, architecture, hard-

10 Ms. ware or software measures, there is sufficient immunity

- The maximum time between subsequent strokes or recovery of the system from this environment.
is 200 ms. A summary of the parameters of the idealized

lightning current waveforms is given in Table 5.3.

10 kA Zone Application of Current Components: Current
components A, B, C, D and H and the multiple-
stroke and multiple burst waveforms may be utilized
for analyses or test purposes, or for combinations

__ thereof. The appropriate current component(s) for
each zone of the aircraft are shown in Table 5.2. When

(a) One burst is 20 pulses distributed the area of interest includes more than one zone, theover I millisec ond. protection assessment shall be performed utilizing the

10 kA Hzone or zones with the most severe environment.Zoning is used to determine the current path(s)

through the aircraft and in locating the particular
path(s) which represent(s) the most severe threat to

L the structure or system under investigation. For most

dtu applications, the airframe is located in Zone 3 as well
b) Twenty four bursts distributed over 2 seconds. as one or more of the other zones (i.e. Zone 1A, 2A, or

2B). The current components from Table 5.5 are then
10 kA applied together with the multiple stroke and multiple

burst environments to assess the potential lightning

SComponent H effects on the aircraft structure or system, and verify
Component_ _ _ _ adequacy of protection designs.

(c) 1 2 3 4 5 ,•.

Test Waveforms: The idealized severe waveforms in
Fig. 5.6 Multiple burst waveform. Section 1 are appropriate for analysis, but they are

(a) Overall waveform sometimes difficult to apply to full scale components
(b) Pattern of pulses in a burst or vehicles in a test program. This is because it may
(c) Waveform of an individual pulse become prohibitively costly to develop and operate

simulators which can deliver the severe environments,
especially to large vehicles such as transport aircraft.

Component H represents a high rate of rise pulse Therefore, the approach for testing will frequently in-
whose amplitude and time duration are much less than volve the use of waveforms other than the idealized
those of a return stroke. Such pulses have been found waveforms of Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. However, these al-
to occur randomly throughout a lightning flash, in- ternate waveforms must have the property that test
terspersed with the other current components. While results can be readily extrapolated or scaled to those
not likely to cause physical damage to the aircraft or which would be obtained if the vehicle were tested with
electronic components, the random and repetitive na- the idealized waveforms. Additional discussion of test
ture of these pulses may cause interference or upset to waveforms and methods is found in Chapters 6, 7 and
certain systems. 15.
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Table 5.3

Idealized Waveform Parameters u

Severe Intermediate Continuing Stroke multiple
Stroke current Current Restrike halt of Burst

Paraseter (Conmbnent A) (Conponent 5) (Component Q) (Component D) (Component D) (Component i)

Z0 (A) 218,810 11,300 400 109,405 54,703 10,572

a(G"1) 11,354 700 NA 23,708 22,708 187,191

O(w1) 647,265 2,000 14A 1,294,530 1,294,530 19,105,100

These equations produce the folloving charaoteristicas
1peak 200 kA 4,173 A 400 A 100 A 50 okA 10 MA

(di/dt max) 1.4 x 1011 Nh MA 1.4 X 1011 0.7 X 1011 2 X 1011
(A/$) at
t - 0+ sea

di/dt 1.0 X 1011 NA MA 1.0 X 1011 0.5 X 1011 MA
(A/a) at at at

t . 0.5 us t WO.S uas t - 0.25 us

Action 2.0 X 106 NA MA 0.25 X 106 0.0625 X 106 NA
Znjaegral

Step e - Design lightning protection: Design light-
5.6 Steps in Protection Design and, ning protection measures for each of the systems
Certification and/or components in need of protection.

Experience has shown that the most successful Step f- Verify protection adequacy: Verify the ade-
lightning protection design and certification programs quacy of the protection designs by similarity with pre-
have occurred when the work is conducted in a logical viously. proven designs, by simulated lightning tests
series of steps. In this case, success means achievement or by acceptable analysis. When analysis is utilized,
of a satisfactory protection design and compliance with appropriate margins may be required to account for
the regulations, all with a minimum impact on over- uncertainties in the analytical techniques. Develop-
all weight and cost. The specific steps and order of mental test data may be used for certification when
occurrence may vary somewhat from one program to properly documented and coordinated with the certi-
another, but most programs include the following ba- fication agency.
sic steps. Variations in the above set of steps in use for de-

Step a - Determine the lightning strike zones: De- sign and certification of fuel systems and electrical and
termine the aircraft surfaces, or zones, where lightning avionic systems are presented in [5.21 and [5.4], respec-
strike attachment to the aircraft is probable, and the tively. The steps to be followed for fuel and avionic
portions of the airframe through which lightning cur- systems are listed below:
rents must flow between these attachment points.

Step b - Establish the lightning environment: Es- Fuel systems [5.21

tablish the component(s) of the total lightning flash a. Determine the lightning strike zones.
environment to be expected in each lightning strike
zone. These are the currents that must be protected b. Establish the lightning environment.
aganst. c. Identify possible ignition sources.
Step c - Identify flight critical/essential compo-
nents: Identify systems and components that might d. Establish protection criteria.
be vulnerable to interference or damage from either
the direct effects (physical damage) or indirect efrects e. Verify protection adequacy.
(electromagnetic coupling) produced by lightning. Lectermi n aed vionics systems [5.41

Step d - Establish protection criteria Determine the
systems and/or components that need to be protected, b. Establish the external lightning environment for
based on safety-of-flight, mission reliability or mainte- the zones.
nance factors. Establish lightning protection pass-fail
criteria for those items to be protected. c. Establish the internal environment.
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d. Identify aircraft flight critical/essential systems, "... within 18 inches of ... (the) trailing edge
equipment and locations on or within the aircraft. of the horizontal and vertical stabilizer, tail

cone and any other protuberances"e. Establish Transient Control Levels (TCL) and

Equipment Transient Design Levels (ETDL). but they did not apply the 18 inch criterion to
surfaces behind leading edges. By custom, however,

f. Verify design adequacy. the first 18 inches aft of a leading edge or other

Further discussion of each of these steps follows, forward-projecting object have also been considered
to be within Zone 1.

5.6.1 Step a - Zone Location Surfaces further aft of Zone I areas, including

The lightning strike zones are defined in the advi- "... areas 18 inches laterally to each side of
[oP.4] and also in Chapter 3 of fore-aft lines passing through the Zone I for-sory circulars [5.2] and [54 n loi hpe f ward projection points of stroke attachment"

this handbook. The first step in a protection design

and certification program is location' of the zones on have traditionally been considered within Zone 2.
specific aircraft. Since a lightning flash may exist for one second or

This section addresses some of the questions that more, and most aircraft can travel more than their own
have arisen recently concerning establishment of zone length in this time, the Zone 2 regions have usually
locations and boundaries. For example, an aircraft been extended all the way aft along the fuselage or
nose and a wing-mounted engine inlet have always across the wing, as was done for the aircraft in Fig.
been considered to be in Zone IA (a direct strike zone 5.7.
with low probability of flash hang-on), but the possible The 18 inch lateral extensions of Zone I and 2
rearward extent of this zone has not often been estab- account for the typical scatter of lightning attachment
lished. Whereas a lightning leader will almost always points in direct strike areas and the tortuosity of the
attach to the forward most extremity of a nose, con- flash channel as it sweeps along Zone 2 surfaces. In-
tinued movement of the aircraft may sweep the leader flight lightning strike experience has tended to confirm
channel alongside the fuselage or nacelle for a finite this judgment. Thus, in the example of Fig. 5.7, direct
distance prior to completion of the flash and arrival of strike zones extend inboard 18 inches at the wing tips,
the first return stroke (which is included in the Zone and the swept stroke zones across the wings are 36
1A environment). inches wider than the maximum width of the engine

nacelles. The inboard 18 inches of each wing are also
Rearward extent of Zone 1: In the past, the rearward in Zone 2 due to their proximity to the fuselage.
extent of Zone 1A has been of little interest because The significance of either of the lightning strike
most fuselage and engine nacelle structures have had zones is that skins, structures and other objects lo-
aluminum skins that easily withstand Zone IA light- cated in these zones must be designed to tolerate the
ning cturrents. Replacement of aluminum skins with effects of direct or swept lightning strike attachments.
advanced composites, however, makes this aspect of In Fig. 5.7, for example, the integral fuel tank skins
lightning strike zone location take on much greater im- aft of the nacelles were required to be thick enough
portance. Analysis shows that for some aircraft, Zone to withstand swept lightning strike currents, whereas
1A may extend several meters aft of the initial leader skins in Zone 3 would perhaps not have to be this thick.
attachment point, and some in-flight lightning strike
incidents tend to confirm this. The altitude and speed Swept stroke zoom : Over the years, the terms swept
of the aircraft are shown to be important factors in strok and swept stroke Zone have become synony-
establishing zones, and in determining the probability mous with Zone 2, and the terms direct strike and
of severe strikes within these zoues. direct strike sone have meant Zone 1, although this

relatiotship has never been specifically stated in any
FAA documents. This usage may be unfortunate, as

Lateral extent of Zone 1: In earlier FAA zone defini- will become evident.
tions, now superseded by those of (5.2] and 13.41, the
Zone I regions included all surfaces of the aircraft that Currents for each zom: The lightning currents to
are located within I inches of the wing tip (measured be expected in each zone are found in T1ble 5.3 and
parallel to the lateral axis of the aircraft) and other illustrated in Fig. 5.8. The shaded components apply
projections such as the nose, nacelle leading edges and in each zone indicated.
tail. These earlier FAA definitions described Zone I In Fig. 8.8 the Zone 1 or IA areas at the nose
as being and other leading edges were extended aft a distance
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of 18 inches in accordance with traditional practice. tection or not, (or even whether or not a composite
Dielectric structures such as the radome, of course, should be utilized in the first place), may depend di-
were considered as being entirely within Zone 1 even rectly on the designation of the lightning strike zones,
though their length is often longer than 18 inches, but and especially on a realistic determination of the rear-
in other cases the 18-inch criterion has been followed, ward extent of Zone IA.

For conventional aluminum skins, the line of de- The significance of the A and B designation can
marcation between Zone IA and 2A (or between Zone be seen in the currents specified forZones 1A and lB.
I and 2 using the earlier definitions) is of little prac- Due to the short hang-on time for an initial strike to
tical importance, because most aluminum skins can. a Zone 1A surface, only current components A and B,
withstand even the first return stroke (SAE current are applied, but all of the current components will be
component A) with little damage. experienced by trailing edge surfaces in Zone lB.

Composite structures: If the skin or structure aft of Arrival time of return stroke: Study of a number of
a leading edge attachment point is made of advanced instances of structural damage produced by in-flight
composites, or other poorly conducting materials, the lightning strikes indicates that in some cases the re-
rearward extent of Zone IA becomes of critical im- turn stroke may not arrive until the lightning channel
portance. Many carbon fiber composites can tolerate has swept considerably farther than 18 inches aft of
the effects produced by the Zone 2A currents without the nose or other initial attachment point. This is
requiring additional protection, but the return (coin- because a finite period must elapse between the time
ponent A) designated for Zone 1 in the SAE criteria, the lightning leader initially attaches to a leading edge
can deliver eight times more energy than the re--strike extremity and when the leader has reached its desti-
current (component D) included in the Zone 2A re- nation and the return stroke is initiated.
quirement, and the resulting damage can be extensive During this period the aircraft will have moved a
unless protective coatings or other methods 'have been certain distance and the leader channel will have been
applied. drawn aft alongside the structure, reattaching period-

Most protective measures add weight and increase ically to spots in its path. This situation is illustrated
cost. Thus, a decision regarding whether to apply pro- in Fig. 5.9

= ZONE a

r ZONE 3

Fig. 5.7 Strike zones as determined from definitions given
in FAA 20-53. (Now out of date.)
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200 kA - 2 X 10 Ala

2 kA - 10 Coulombs 100 kAkA 1 0'.96 X 106 08
800 A 200 Coulombs

(a) A '~l a CCD

Dirsot Strike Swept Strike Co~ductiolf Only"

IB .2B 3

Fig. 5.8 Lightning current components required for each zone.
(a) Lightning current environment
(b) Low probability of hang-on
(c) High probability of hang-on

- Shaded areas represent the components required.
- The dip at the end of Component C signifes only that Component D

may be applied separately from Component C.

As shown in Fig. 5.9, while flying at a velocity Assuming that the leader channel may sweep aft
*. the aircraft travels a distance d during the time t and reattach to a spot, this same distance defines how
"ier which the leader is continuing its propagation to far aft the Zone JA region should extend.
earth. This time depends oan the leader velocity vl and
the aircraft's altitude h. Thus, the distance traveled
is related to the other parameters by:

The time at which the leader reaches the earth C.&
may be assumed to be the same a. when the return
stroie reaches the aircraft because, once initiated, the
Meumn strobe travels back up the diane!u much faseter Vl

(about one third the speed of light) than the leader " -
propegates toward round.

A typical lightning leader travels at about 1.5 x
10 meters per second (5.161. If this leader were to
strike the nose of an aircraft traveling 134 mm/ (300
mils per hour) at an altitude of 3 kllometem (10 000
ft), the aircraft would have moved about

2.74 m0 (5) .Fig. 5.9 Leader and return stroke attachment process.
,d 1.4 m) - 2.7 ma (.6) h- altitude above ground

t time for leader to reach round
by the time the return stroke arrived back at the air- d distance traveled between attachment of
craft. leader and arrival of returen stroke
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___the-ioregai~g analyses are bae na cloud-to-L 1, From Fig. 5.10 it may' be, peen that a 'turb~ojet
uncn•ý lightning flAsh situation. A similar mechanisin aircraft cruising at 225 m/s (50 mph) airspeed at an

would probably exist for Cloud-to-cloud discharges, altitude of 9 km (29 500ft), would travel 13.5 mdur-
but less is known, about tbem than about cloud-to- ing. the time it would take a lightning leader travel-.
ground discharges. Since cloid-to-ground flashes are ing 1.5 x 105 m/o to reach the earth'eand initiate the
generally believed to present the most serious envi- return'stroks. This is more than the entire length of
ronment, the analysesii this section iNill continue to some small jet aircraft, and implies that surfaces along
represent the cloud-to--ground case. the entire length of such an aircrait may, 'at times, be,

exposed to the first return stroke of a lightning flash.
Loader velocity: The velocity of a typical cloud-to- Since the first return stroke is considered a part of the
ground lightning leoder has been determined by high Zone IA environment, surfaces of the aircraft that are
speed photography and reported by many researchers exposed to the swept leader channel are within Zore
as being about 1 or 1.5 x 10 m/s. Schonland, Malan IA.
and Collens [5.17], for example, reported in 1935 that On' the other hand, a propeller driven aircraft
the average velocities of 24 stepped leaders of negative whose flight envelope extends only to a speed of 135
polarity ranged from 1 x 10s to 13 x 1011 m/s. Orville r m/s (300 mph) and an altitude of ,3 km (10 000 ft)
and Berger 15.18] measured a mean velocity of 2.5 x 105 would travel only 2.7' m before return-stroke arrival
m/s for an upwardprogressing positive leader from a at these conditions. Aircraft surfaces aft of this dis-,
tower on Monte San Salvatore in 1965. Uman [5.19] tance would experience only the subsequent strokes,
reports a typical average stepped leader velocity as Component D, intermediate and continuing currents
1t5 x,10, rn/s and more recently Fieux et al [5.20] have characteristic of Zone 2A.
estimated leader velocities of the order of 0.2 x 105 to
I x I0s m/s. Elsewhere in the literature one finds the Application considerations: Since many of today's
values of I x 100 or 1.5 x 10 m/s quoted most widely, general aviationi, as well as transport mad military air-
It is appropriate, therefore, to utilize velocities in this craft are being designed to operate at high altitudes
range for analyses of aircraft distance traveled in Eq. and speeds, a large portion of their surfaces aft of ini-
5.7. tial leader attachment points would, by the results of

Figs. 5.9 and 5.10, be considered as within Zone IA.
Distance traveled vs. flight conditions: From Fig. This possibility was first recognized when the first "all
5.9 it is evident that the distance d which the aircraft composite" aircraft was being designed and was de-
travels between the time of leader attachment and re- scribed in (5.21]. The significance of this has been aca-
turn stroke arrival is dependent on the aircraft velocity demic for conventio,*l aluminum structures because
and altitude, in addition to the leader velocity. Fig. most aluminum skins can tolerate the lightning en-
5.10 shows the distances that may be traveled under vironment of Zone IA about as well as the currents
the ranges of altitude and velocities throughout which defined for Zone 2A.
most aircraft operate, as determined from Eq. 5.7. Skins and structures made of advanced compos-

ites, however, are likely to suffer much greater damage
10. 32.8 from the first return stroke (Component A) defined

for Zone IA as compared with the subsequent stroke
-20.2 (Component D) defined for Zone 2A due to the higher

F action integral involved (2.0 x 10' A2,.s as compared

6. - 19.7 with 0.25 x 106 A3-s).
~ External protection is often required for compos-

4 • 13.1 IitesinZone A, whereas it often is not needed for com-
Sposites that only need to be designed to withstand the

2 6.6 Zone 2A environment. Since some external protective
measures entail weight and cost penalties, it is impor-

0 2tant to consider probability factors in establishing the0 4 6 8 10 12 14 rearward extent of Zone JA on particular aircraft. InDistance Traveled (meters) Prior
To First Return Stroke particular, there are several factors that combine to

reduce the probability of experiencing a Zone ZA type
Fig. 5.10 Distance traveled prior to stroke at the altitude and velocity extremes of the air-

arrival of return stroke. craft's flight envelope to an acceptable-risk level, as
Leader velocity = 1.5 x 105 n/u. follows:

0
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Most strikes occur at lower altitudes: Pxperience, tremitfes that are trailing edges ýhould be in Zone

shows that most lightning strikes occur when the air- 1B, in'a*cordautce with the zone definitions.

rraft is flying between 1.5 kmn (5000 ft) aud ' krm (20

000 ft), as discussed in Chapter 3. This meanp also,. In-flight experience and, iboratory tests of sale

that the aircraft velocity is sometimes less thani cruilse, min6odaisf aircrafthave shown 'that large, flat sur-

with the •esult, that strikes in the pipper and right- faces of soine aircraft can also receive initial leader

hand regions of Figs. '5. •,are less proba6i1e 6, -attachments. 'Examp.les are the top and 'bottom
surfaces of' wide-body transport aircraft and the

Most svere .trikes occur at lower altitudes: Most upper surfaces of large, high wing, aircraft These

strikes, though not 'all, tha•t have in4licted severe dan- attachments are more likely to result from a prop-

age to aircraft have also occurred at altitudes of 6 km agating leader approaching the aircraft than from

or less, and many of these have been at altitudes below an aircraft triggered strike, and they are akin to

3 km. In most of the cases of severe damage, or toss the lightning strikes that are known to attach now
of the aircraft the strikc occugrxed at 3 km or below 0, and then, to the flat roofs of large buildings.
These, of course, are the return strokesassociated with
the Zone lA environment. In a few cases, sevre dam- In such a case, the rearward extension of Zone
age has occurred 'at &uise altitudes of between 10,'and IA would begin from these "flat surface" attach-
12 km. ments, rather than from an extremity or leading

It is logical that the most seveie return strokes edge. The possibility of Zone 1A strikes to flat
occur closest to the earth because these strokes re-, surfaces a significant distance aft of (or inboard
sult from discharge of the leader system. Ar aircraft from) an extremity has been acknowledged only
attached to the lower "trunk" of a leader thus expe- recently and is explained by the compression of
riences more of the leader charge flow than does an leader striking distance with aircraft geometry.
aircraft in a leader closer to the cloud charge center, One way of identifying susceptible surfaces in-
in which case most of the leader charge is below the eludes rolling over the surface an imaginary sphere
aircraft. w..hose radius is the striking distance over the air-

craft. The procedure is described more fully in
Strikes at high altitudes may not be cloud-to- [5.22].

ground: The foregoing analysis is based on leader
propagation between a cloud and the ground It is 2. Since all aircraft fly at some time at altitudes be-

probable that many of the strikes occurring at cruise low 6 km (20 000 ft), the minimum rearward ex-

altitudes above 6 km do not involve the ground, but tension of IA zones on a particular aircraft should

propagate instead between upper level charge centers be determined from Fig. 5.10 or Eq. 5.7. The

in or among the clouds. Less is known about the for- highest velocity at which the aircraft operates for

mation of these intracloud flashes, but it is probable an appreciable time within this altitude should
that their leader propagation times are shorter than be used. If the aircraft never reaches 6 km,, then

those of cloud-to--ground flashes originatin- at high its normal cruise altitude should be used instead.

altitudes. Again, this factor tends to reduce the prob- The leader velocity should be taken as 1.5 x 105
ability of occurrences in the upper region of Fig. 5.10, m/s.
but does not eliminate this possibility. Flashes origi-
nating in the upper reaches of the cloud have occasion- For most of today's aircraft, the above procedure

ally been observed to propagate all the way to ground, will result in a rearward extension of Zone 1A of

Methodology for zone location: With the forego- 4 - 6 m (13 - 20 ft).

ing factors in mind, the following procedures can be 3. For some aircraft that cruise extensively at higher

used to locate the lightning strike zones on a specific altitudes and speeds a further extension of zone

aircraft. 1A may be appropriate, especially if the proba-

bility of a flight hazard due to a strike to an un-

1. All aircraft extremities such as the nose, wing protected surface is high. Since the probability
and empennage tips, tail cone, wing-mounted na- of severe strokes at the higher altitudes is lower,
celles and other significant projections should be such further extension of Zone lA may not oth-

considered within a direct strike zone because erwise be necessary. In other words, if the flight

they are probable initial leader attachment points, safety criticality of the surface is high, it should

Those that are forward extremities or leading be considered as in Zone IA and protected accord-
edges should be considered in Zone IA, and ex- ingly. If not, it may be designed in accordance
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with the Zone 2A lightning environment, which sidered as within zone 3. Structures which lie be.
may require less protection. tween other zones are also within zone 3. Zone

3 areas may conduct all of the lightning currents
4. Since nearly all aircraft can travel more than their that enter or exit from zoneslA orIB.

entire length in the one or two second lifetime
of a lightning flash, the remainder of the sur- Using the above guidelines, the lightning strike
faces aft of Zone IA should be considered within zones on the transport aircraft of Fig. 5.7 would be
Zone 2A. Trailing surfaces should be considered in as shown on Fig. 5.11. In each case, the Zone IA
Zone IB or 2B, depending on whether they were regions are extended aft at least 6m (20 ft) from the
reached by an initial strike (Zone IB) or a swept initial leader attachment point at the nose and wing-
stroke (Zone 2B), in accordance with the defini- mounted inlets. Surfaces further aft are in Zone 2A,
tions. Surfaces 0.5 m (18 in) to either side of and trailing edges behind Zone 2A are in zone 2B.
those surfaces actually in the line of flight should
also be considered within the same lightning strike Overlapping zones: It must be remembered that sur-
zone, to account for small lateral movements of faces within Zone 1A are also in Zone 2A, as in some
the sweeping channel. cases the first return stroke may occur near the initial

leader attachment point, as at a nose or engine in-
5. Surfaces of the vehicle for which there is a low let cowl, with subsequent strokes occurring within the

possibility of direct contact with the lightning arc rest of the Zone IA areas. Protection designs should
channel and that are not within any of the above be based on the worst case zones.
zones, but which lie between them, should be con-

Key

Zone IA

Zone 18 -
Zone 2A

7
one 2B

Zone 3

O Fig.5. 11 Strike zones showing rearward extension of Zone IA.
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Rotorcraft zones: Due to the fact that rotorcraft Lightning current densities into skins and through
may be airborne with little or zero airspeed, the swept the airframe are based on this environment. The in-
stroke phenomenon may not be applicable, and there- ternal lightning environment, which is produced by
fore attachment points at leading edges, frontal sur- the external environment, is a result of current flow
faces or any lower extremities may receive all compo- through the airframe and the penetration of electro-
nents of the flash amd be within Zone 1B. An example magnetic fields. The fields and structural IR poten-
of lightning strike zones on a typical rotorcraft is shown tials give rise to indirect effects.
in Fig. 5.12.

The zones on a typical twin turboprop aircraft are 5.6.3 Step c - Identify Flight Critical/
pictured on Fig. 5.13. Essential Systems and Components

Once the lightning strike zones have been estab-
lished they should be documented on a three-view Identify the aircraft systems and/or components
drawing of the aircraft or rotorcraft, with boundaries that may be susceptible to direct and indirect effects
identified by appropriate station numbers or other no- of lightning, and whose proper operation is critical or
tation. It is usually appropriate for the applicant to re- essential to the safe flight of the aircraft.
view the zone drawings with cognizant FAA certifying Determine if any of these structures and systems
engineers or Designated Engineering Representatives could be damaged or upset by direct or indirect light-
(DER's) to obtain concurrence, as the zones form the ning effects.
basis for certification of the designs that follow.

5.6.2 Step b - Establish the Lightning
Environment

The external lightning environment is a conse-
quence of the interaction of the lightning flash with
the exterior of the aircraft. The erieironment is rep-
resented by the lightning current components at the
aircraft surface. Application of the various current
components to the strike zones is given in Table 5.3.
These are the currents that muse be protected against.

Key Zone 2A

Zone 1AZoe. 2B

ZZone 23

Fig. 6.13 Strike zones for a light twin
Fig. 5.12 Strike zones for helicopters, turboprop aircraft.
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5.6.4 Step d - Establish Protection Criteria Chapter 15 describes industry standards utilized for

definition of ETDL's and TCL's. Further discussions

In this step, the specific criteria for each of the of indirect effects protection are presented in Chapters
structures and systems in need of protection should 8 through 18.
be decided upon. For direct effects, this will include
definition of the degree of physical damage that can be 5.6.5 Design Protection
tolerated by flight critical/essential structures, and es-
tablishment of ignition free criteria for the fuel tanks. In this step, specific design additions, changes or
Further discussion of these topics is found in Chapters modifications are made to the flight critical/essential
6 and 7. For indirect effects protection, this will usu- structures, systems and components to enable them
ally include establishment of Transient Control Lev- to meet the protection criteria established in Step d.

els (TCL's) for interconnecting wiring and Equipment For direct effects, this will involve a large number of

Transient Design Levels (ETDL's) for electrical and design techniques, ranging from solution of the basic

electronic equipment. structural material and manufacturing techniques to
the addition of treatments or devices to improve elec-

Open circuit voltage and short circuit current: In trical conductivity, arc or spark suppression, finishes,

most cases, these levels will be defined in terms of the sealants and gaskets, application of lightning divert-
open circuit voltage (eoc) and the short circuit current ers, insulating structures and electrical bonding provi-

(i.c) appearing at wiring/equipment interfaces. The sions and relocation of equipment. Further discussion

eoc and ic will be related by the source impedances of these methods is found in Chapters 6 and 7.

(i.e., loop impedance) of interconnecting wiring, and Protection against indirect effects involves appli-
there may be different levels determined for different cation of electromagnetic shielding, provision of low
circuit functions or operating voltages. The relation- impedance grounding surfaces, incorporation of surge
ship between transient control, equipment transient suppressors and proper design of input and output cir-
design and susceptibility levels is illustrated in Fig. cuits of electronic equipment. Further discussion of
5.14. The ETDL is usually stated in the specifications these methods is found in Chapters 8 though 17.
for electrical/electronic equipment and constitutes an
acceptance test level for this equipment. 5.6.6 Step f - Verify Protection Adequacy

Verification of protection can be accomplished by
analysis, similarity to previously proven designs or by

r equipment transient test. Any of the three methods can be used, but simi-
ii- -: euepUbllity 10,613 larity and analysis are normally considered first. Tests

equipment transient do need to be made, but they cannot be performed un-
design level (ETDL) til hardware has been designed, built and made avail-

margin able for testing.

transient control
levels (TCL) Analysis: Typical analyses used for verification of di-

actuallvanient v -[l rect effects protection methods include calculation of

conductor temperature rises due to current, based on
conductor material, cross-sectional area and action in-

Interconnecting Electrical/ tegral of the lightning current, or calculation of mag-
Wring Eectronic netic forces effects which are dependent upon current

Equipment amplitude and geometrical factors. These analyses are

based on fundamental physical laws which can be de-
Fig. 5.14 Relationships between transient levels. scribed in mathematical terms.

Other analyses include comparison of present de-
Since equipment transient design levels are typi- signs with earlier designs for which an empirical data

cally represented by these standardized requirements, base exists. In this case, extensions or extrapolations
their use greatly simplifies protection evaluation. Nor- are utilized to relate the existing empirical data bases
mally, the transient control and design levels will be to the designs of interest.
established by the airframe manufacturer or system in- Analysis can rarely be utilized to determine the
tegrator, who will compare the penalties of vehicle or behaviour of lightning currents in complex structures
interconnecting wiring protection with those of equip- or components with multiple interfaces and current

Sment hardening to establish the most efficient levels, paths, especially when these interfaces have not been
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designed to conduct electric currents. Therefore, test- at the Line Replacable Unit (LRU) harness interfaces
ing must be used to evaluate lightning direct effects are less than the established TCL's, and that the
and verify protection design of such complex struc- equipment can tolerate the ETDL's at their interfaces. I
tures. Verification can again be accomplished by test,

analysis or similarity to previously verified systems
Similarity: Verification of direct effects protection by and equipment, or by combination of these methods.
similarity means that current-carrying structures and Further discussion of these methods is presented in
joints must be shown to have equal or greater cross- Chapters 8 through 18. Appropriate margins will be
sectional areas and interface surface areas than the required to account for uncertainties.
designs to which they are similar, and that other de-
sign features are also sufficiently similar so as not to 5.7 Certification plans
respond differently to other lightning effects such as
shock waves and magnetic forces. Experience has shown, particularly on aircraft

'Demonstration of similarity includes comparisons employing major amounts of advanced composites or
of detailed design drawings, parts lists and installation full authority electronic control systems that prepara-
details, combined with such analyses as are necessary tion and the submittal of a certification plan early in
to show that dissimilarities do not result in unforeseen the program is desirable. FAA concurrence with this
hazards. certification plan should also be obtained. This plan is

Examples of designs that can be verified by simi- beneficial to both the applicant and the FAA because
larity are: it identifies and defines an acceptable resolution of the

critical issues early in the certification process. As the
- Skins. process proceeds, analysis or test results may warrant

modifications in protection design and/or verification
Hinges and bearings, methods. As necessary, when significant changes oc-

cur, the plan should be updated. The plan should
- Landing gear. include the following items:
- Flight control surfaces. Description of the system: There should be a de-

Windshields. scription of the system, covering such things as its
Joints, interfaces and couplings, installation configuration, any unusual or unique fea-tures, the operational aspects being addressed, zone

Test: Many subsystems or components will be veri- locations, lightning environment, protection design
fled by test. The environment will be determined by its level(s) and approaches.
physical location on the system and the lightning strike
zones that are applicable. More than one zone may Description of the protection: There should be a de-
apply, that is, all components must conduct the light- scription of the method of protection and the methods
ning current away from the attachment point in addi- to be used to verify the effectiveness of the protection.
tion to withstanding the thermal, blast and magnetic Typically, the verification method includes a combina-
force effects of direct lightning attachment. Thus all tion of analytical procedures and tests. If analytical
subsystems or components must withstand the Zone procedures are used, the methodology for verification
3 environment in addition to the other zone require- of these procedures should be described.
ments.

Lightning direct effects are usually limited to the Pass/Fall Criteria: The pass/fail criteria should
near vicinity of the attachment point. In most struc- be identified and will apply to testing and analysis
tures, the current will diffuse radially away from the of lightning protection of fuel systems and electri-
attachment point and as the current density decreases, cal/electronic equipment and systems. The pass/fail
the physical damage also decreases. This indicates criteria for an electronic system, for example, might
that the specimen size for test can be small compared include the following:
to the size of the total structure or component.

Methods for conducting direct effects verification A. The equipment transient design level (ETDL).
tests are described in Chapter 6. B. The transient control level (TCL).

Verification of indirect effects protection: Indi- C. The margin between ETDL and TCL.
rect effects protection designs are usually verified by
demonstrating that the induced transients appearing D. Interference with analog or digital data due tc the 4
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transients associated with multiple strokes and provided the development parts and simulated in-
the multiple burst aspect of the external environ- stallations meet the criteria stated above. If it
ment should not endanger safety of flight. is contemplated that results from development

test results will become candidates for certifica-
E. Flight safety should not be endangered by direct tion data. then adequate advance notice of this

attachment of the lightning channel to eAposed approach should be given to the FAA for review
system components. Coverings, such as on fair- and acceptance.
ings, skins and cowls, should normally prevent di-
rect attachment of the lightning channel to un- C. Schedule FAA witnessing of the test(s).
derlying system components. However, if a direct D. Conduct testing.
lightning strike attachment to a system compo-
nent can occur, a complete evaluation of both di- E. Submit a final test report describing all results.
rect and indirect effects will be necessary. F. Obtain FAA approval of the report.

Upset effects on system performance and flight
safety should consider parameters such as time dura-
tion of upset, the effects of upset on the operation of
the system, and the time of occurrence during the var-
ious flight modes of the aircraft.
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.@ Chapter 6

DIRECT EFFECTS PROTECTION

According to legend,'protection of aircraft struc- tivity, rarely suffered critical structural damage from
tures was important even to the ancient Greeks. lightning strikes; and these structures have provided

excellent protection for vulnerable systems, as well as
It was not easy, however, to escape from for personnel, carried within. There are some impor-

Crete, since Minos kept all his ships under tant lightning problems that must be considered, such
military guard, and now offered a large re- as protection of fuel systems and protection of avionic
ward for his apprehension. But Daedalus systems from indirect effects, but such protection has
made a pair of wings for himself, and an. seldom had niuch of an impact on the basic aircraft
other for Icarus, the quill feathers of which structure.
were threaded together, but the smaller ones But the day of all-metal aircraft is ending. Air-
held in place by wax. Having tied on Icarus' craft are being constructed using fiber-reinforced plas-
pair for him, he said with tears in his eyes: tics which have desirable high strength and light
"My son, be warned! Neither soar too high, weight, but these materials have much less electrical
lest the sun melt the wax; nor sweep too low, conductivity than aluminum. Some of these materials
lest the feathers be wetted by the sea!" Then are being joined together with adhesives, which have
he slipped his arms into his own pair of wings essentially no conductivity. Whereas the designer of
and they flew off. "Follow me closely," he the all- metal structure needs to add little, if anything,
cried, "do not set your own course." to the design of the structure to achieve adequate light.

As they sped away from the island in a ning protection, the designerv of nonmetallic struc-
north.easterly direction, flapping their wings, tures must pay particular attention to the lightning
the fishermen, shepherds, and ploughmen who environment, taking positive measures to provide con-
gazed upward mistook them for gods. ductive paths to ensure safety of flight.,

They had leftNaxos, Delos, and Paros -This chapter reviews some basic lightning effects
behind them on the left hand, and were leav- on metal structures, including metal objects com-
ing Lebynthos and Cclymne behind on the mon to all types of aircraft, objects such as bond-
right, when Icarus disobeyed his father's in- ing jumpers, hinges and light fixtures. It then re-
structions and began soaring towards the, sun, views lightning effects on non-metallic materials such
rejoicing in the lift of his great sweeping as fiberglass, ararnid fiber and carbon fiber composites
wings. Presently, when Daedalus looked over and concludes by discussing direct effects test tech-
his shoulder, he could no longer see Icarus; niques and practices appropriate for all categories of
but scattered feathers floated on the waves aircraft. The discussions will emphasize performance
below. The heat of the sun had melted the as it relates to the electrical effects of lightning.
wax, and Icarus had fallen into the sea and
drowned. Daedalus circled around, until the 6.2 Direct Effects on Metal Structures
corpse rose to the surface, and then carried it
to the nearby island now called Icaria, where The direct effects of lightning on metal structures
he buried it. were described in Chapter 4 and include the following:

Robert Graves, The Greek Myths I (Balti- 1. Melting or burning at attachment points.
more: Penguin Books, 1955):312-13.

6.1 Introduction 2. Resistive temperature rise.
3. Magnetic force effects.

The materials from which an aircraft is made and
the methods used to hold these materials together, 4. Acoustic shock waves.
forming the aircraft structure, are factors as important
in protecting a modem aircraft from hazardous natu- 5. Arcing and sparking at bonds, hinges, and joints.
ral environments as they were for the mythical Icarus. 6. Ignition of vapors within fuel tanks.
Conventional aluminum airframes of riveted construc-Stion have, by virtue of their excellent electrical conduc- This section will focus on protection against these ba-
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sic effects since they pertain to aircraft of all types. metal skins to be melted at these spots. Fig. 6.1 shows
Later sections will focus on the special problems pre- an example of small pit marks left by a lightning flash'
sented by composite materials. Ignition of fuel vapors, sweeping across a metal surface.
though, is such an important subject that it is treated At trailing edges, in Zones 1B or 2B, the chan-
separately in Chapter 7. nel may remain attached for longer periods, melting

away larger amounts of metal. This is usually not
6.2.1 Protection Against Melt-through hazardous, and it is neither practical nor necessary to

protect against holes in trailing edges.
For conventional aluminum aircraft, melting at Protection should be provided against any holes

attachment points il mostly, of concern as it relates that would endanger safety of flight, but as a general
to ignition of fuel vapors in integral fuel tanks, a sub- rule holes may be permitted to occur anywhere on the
ject treated at length in Chapter 7. This section on aircraft as long as safety of flight is not impaired. The
basic lightning effects will, arbitrarily, consider only conditions under which safety of flight might be en-
the damage that lightning may produce on the skins dangered from hole formation are:
of metal aircraft, such as the size of holes that might
be melted. Whether'melting of holes, or the creation 1. When the hole is melted through the skin of

of hot spots, might ignite fuel vapors, will be discussed a fuel tank or some other enclosure containing

in Chapter 7. Discussions as to the thickness of metal flammable materials.

skins required to prevent such ignition will also be dis- 2. When the hole causes depressurization of a pres-
cussed in that chapter. surized enclosure.

In most cases, the designer need be concerned only
with prevention of holes in integral fuel tank skins, 3. When the hole sufficiently degrades the mechani-
since small holes in other metal skins do not usually cal strength of a flight-critical component to cause
present a safety hazard. This section describes the failure.
factors that influence hole formation and methods that
can be used to prevent melt-through of metal skins. There have been reports of holes melted in pres-

surized fuselages by swept strokes, but the holes are

Important factors: Lightning usually produces very far too small (less than 0.1 c-mi dia) to cause depres-
little damage where it attaches to a metal object, since surization problems. Since trailing edge areas are not
relatively little energy is released at the attachment pressurized, the larger holes melted by longer duration

point. The energy released at that point is the prod- currents hanging on to trailing edges have not posed
uct of the lightning current and the cathode or anode a depressurization problem, although the possibility
voltage drop at the end of the lightning channel, or the of this event should be considered in any design. that
arc root. This drop is a few tens of volts, thus a 40F involves pressurization in trailing edge sections.
ampere continuing current releases power at the rate
of 12 kW if the cathode (or anode) drop is 30 volts. Melting and charge transfer: The relationship be-

The lightning channel is an electrical arc, and it tween lightning and the size of hole burned has been
can be very hot (30 000 0C), but only the root of the extensively studied. Basically, the studies have shown
arc contacts the metal surface. Also, the arc is in air that the volume of metal melted away at a lightning
and any energy released is free to escape into the air. attachment point is closely related to the charge car-

Lightning current can produce spectacular dam- ried into the point by the lightning flash and to the
age when forced through a confined arc, a situation type of metal and its thickness. Most of the charge is
not normally encountered with aircraft. An exception delivered by intermediate and continuing current com-
to this general statement is covered in §6.2.2. ponents of the flash. The volume of metal and the size

Assuming that the lightning channel is not con- of the hole are, of course, related by the thickness of
fined, the damage produced at the point where light- the metal skin.
ning attaches to a metal object is largely controlled by
how long the lightning channel remains attached to a Hole size vs charge transfer: Quantitative relation-
particular point. If the channel sweeps swiftly across ships between electric arcs and typical aircraft skin
an unpainted aluminum skin, for example, the effect metals were reported in 1949 by Hagenguth f6.11 who
might be only to produce minor pitting of the surface. made laboratory measurements of the amount of con-
Usually, however, the channel is not completely free tinuing current necessary to melt holes of various izes
to move. Paint films on a metal surface in Zones 1A in various metals. He found a nearly linear relation-
or 2A will tend to keep the channel attached to indi- ship to exist between the amount of charge (Q) de-

vidual spots along painted surfaces, thus allowing the livered to an arc attachment spot and the amount of
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metal melted away from it. He found that the size 'Molt--hrough thresholds: Brick [6.2] and Oh and
of a hole melted in a metal sheet of a given thickness Schneider [6.3] made tests to determine the mini-
equations: through-aluminum and titanium skins of various thick-

A = 0.93Q t-0 9. for 0 < t < 0.8 mm (6,1) nesses, and thus the minimum lightning conditions
A = O.$81Q rt 1 44 for 0.8 < t < 4 mm (6.2) that might produce ignition in integral fuel tanks.

They also showed that the effects depended, heavily
w eon current mplitude as well as charge. Whereas Ha-

A = area of hole melted (square millimeters) genguth had shown that over 22 C, when delivered by
Q = charge (coulombs) delivered to the point a current of 200 A, were necessary to melt through 2

amu (0.D080 in) aluminum skins, Brick, Oh, andSchnei-by the arc der showed that only about 10 C, when delivered by
t ; thickness of metal sheets (centimeters). about 500 A, was enough to melt completely through

such a skin. In laboratory tests as little as 2 C, when
Haenuguth also reported that "the type of metal &p- delivered by about 130 A, melted a hole completely
pears to have very little influence," but later investi- through 1 mm (0.040 in) of aluminamm.
gations have contradicted this statement. Results of
his laboratory tests are presented in Fig. 6.2.

0t

Fig. 6.1 Burn marks left on metal surface by simulated lightning flash.
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4 - - - Influence of paints: The electrical insulating proper-
1 /ties of most paints tend to make the arc remain at one

point and so would concentrate the heating effects on
0 , a smaller volume of metal, decreasing the amoihlt of

thermal energy required to melt completely through.

2
Influence of pressure: All the data on melt-through

1240 of metal surfaces discussed in the previous sections
was taken on test panels in ambient conditions, that
is, equal pressure on both sides of the panels. Many

160 aircraft fuel systems, especially on fighters, maintain
•~ 4 some pressure in the tank, to help pumping. Many

other systems use ram air vent supplies and these also
/ - supply small amounts of-pressure on the tank.

O/ L /" Pressure inside the tank on which burn-through
ý -. . tests are being made makes a big difference in the level

at which a hole appears. A lightning arc may heat the

40 so 120 i 60 2W surface to a point where metal is molten, but if there
COULOMNS IN ARC is no pressure, the surface tension prevents the molten

metal from flowing away and leaving a hole. A very
modest amount of pressure, however, suffices to push

Fig. 6.2 Size of holes melted in metal sheets by arc the molten metal away and leave a hold. Recent tests,
currents ranging between 50 and 1000 A [6.1]. not yet released for publication, showed that with a

1. Stainless steel - 0.254 mm (0.010 in) gauge pressure of 34.5 kPa (5 psig) holes could be
2. Galvanized iron - 0.381 mm (0.015 in) burned in a 2.3 mnm (0.090 in) aluminum skin by a 23
3. Copper - 0.508 mm (0.020 in) A.s discharge. With no pressure 66 A.s was required
4. Stainless steel - 1.061 mm (0.040 in) to produce an equivalent size hole.
5. Aluminum - 1.295 mm (0.051 in) This is a phenomenon that remains to be investi-

6. Aluminum - 2.54 mm (0.010 in) gated more thoroughly.

Trailing edges: The structural integrity of a trailing
edge closeout member or other load-carrying part may

Oh and Schneider's melt-through thresholds for be degraded if a significant portion of metal is melted
these and other skin thicknesses are shown in Pig. 6.3. away by a lightning arc hanging on for a prolonged
The close proximity of their test electrode to the skins, period of time. For design purposes, the charge trans-
2.4 to 4.8 mm, might have restricted natural move- ferred under the worst case lightning flash should be
ment of the arc on the surface of the skin and been taken as 200 C, in accordance with AC 20-53A [6.5].
responsible for their low coulomb ignition thresholds. Estimates of the amount of metal to be melted away
Such restrictions, however, should be assumed when by 200 C o-charge entering a lightning hang-on spot
the exterior surface is painted, in Zones IB or 2B may be made from Figs. 6.2 - 6.4.

Additional data: Work by Kester, Getstein, and Protection nmethods: Some of the considerations gov-
Plumer [6.4] with an L-shaped electrode spaced 6.4 erning protection of metal surfaces are illustrated in
mm above the skin, permitting greater arc movement, Fig. 6.5.
showed that 20 C or more, when delivered at 130
A, are required to melt through a 1 mm aluminum Protection by thicknem The most direct way to prm-
skin. Their data is presented in Fig. 6.4. However, vent melt-through of holes is to use aluminum skins
the magnetic interactions associated with currents in sufficiently thick to withstand the lightning environ-
the L-shaped electrode might have forced unnatural mert without complete melt-through. The specific
movement of the arc, resulting in ar optimistic result. thickness required depends on lightning Ruh dwell
Since movement of a natural lightning arc is neither re- time. For unpainted aluminum skins, polished or an.
stricted nor force-1 by any electrode, it is probable that odized, where the dwell times usually do not exceed 5
the aluminum melt-through threshold data of Fig 6.3 ms, only current component B needs to be withstood.
are conservative, while those of Fig. 0.4 might be op- Ftom Fig. 6.3, this requires a skin at least 1.5 nun
timistic. (0.060 in) thick.
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Fig. 6.5(b), and is applicable to CFC skins as well as (a) paint
metal ones. Fine wire screens and paint primers filled
with chopped metal fibers have been effective in labo-
ratory tests, though this method requires greater than unpainted aluminum
average care and maintenance of the surface during a1iItu (.060 tbk) (.000 thk)

the aircraft's life cycle. It is not presently in wide use. Ij

Protection by multiple layers: A third method is to .-.........
laminate thin metal skins with a non-conductive ad-
hesive (most structural adhesives are non-conducting).
Laboratory testing has shown that the melting activity (b)
is limited to the exterior ply of metal, with the inner .. ......... pain
ply remaining undamaged. The principle is illustrated -afrminum

in Fig. 6.5(c). The outer ply burns away, but in do-
ing so separates from the inner ply and moves the arc lightning
root, where heat is released, away from the inner ply.

Vaporization of the adhesive layer probably releases
gasses which push the outer layer away. In effect, the
outer layer is sacrificed to protect the inner ply.

As an example, an exterior ply of 0.5 mm (0.020 paint
in) aluminum bonded to an inner ply of 0.75 nun (0.030 (
in) aluminum will sustain the same lightning environ- adhesive
meet as a single sheet of 2 mm (0.080 in) aluminum. 0.75 mm

Since melting of holes in metal skins is so impor- (0.020 in) (0.030 in)
tant to protection of fuel systems these studies are cov.
ered further in Chapter 7.

Fig. 6.5 Methods of protecting against melt-through.
(a) Increasing skin thickness
(b) Arc root dispersion
(c) Laminated skins

"" 6.2.2 Resistive Heating

JIm] As current passes through the resistance of a
|I metal conductor, it will generate heat. Resistive heat-

ing of metal skins by lightning current will never pro-
duce temperatures high enough to be of concern, be-

m h,•ls0us~ cause cross-sectional area will always be ample, but
heating of conductors with small cross-sections can be

14e.04a 0 u"u,.Oi sufficient, in some cases. to damage or destroy theseIda. conductors. Wiring harnesses and control cables are.. Msiexamples. A particularly important problem arises if
a conductor is heated enough to melt it, because then

Sthe wire might literally explode and cause very severe
- damage.

Some of the factors that affect heating and melt-
a - tJ ming of various metals are listed in Table 6.1.

Calculation of temperature rise: The temperature
rise in a current-carrying conductor is:Fig. 6.4 Area of holes melted through

aluneinure and titanium skins. AT 0•2 3 8  f 12 d (6.3)
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where p= P201 + AAT] (6.4)

I= Amperes where
t = seconds

' = specific heat - cal/g/degree C P20 = resistivity at 20*C

D = density - g/cm 3  A = temperature coefficient of resistivity.
• p = resistivity-ohm cin Incorporating Eq. 6.4 into Eq. 6.3 gives:

A =.cross-.sectional area.

Temperature rise is directly proportional to the AT - 0.2389pcD[1 +,\AT] I idt (6.5)
square of the lightning current and inversely propor- cDAJ
tional to the square of the cross-sectional area of the
conductor. The equa4ion is expressed in terms of unit Since everything but AT in Eq. 6.5 is a constant,
length. Energy will be deposited uniformly along the, it is most easily solved by combining the conductor
length of tlie condutctor, resulting in a uniform tern- dimensions, material properties and specified action
perature rise along the length. integral into a constant, k, in the following expression:

As it stands, however, Eq. 6.3 has two shortcom-
ings:

AT = k[1 + •AT] (6.6)
i. It assumes there is no heat loss from radiation. kAT - (6.7)
2. It assumes that resistance does not change with 1 -Ak

temperature.

Since little energy will be lost during the short du- where k is given by the right side of Eq. 6.5.
ration of a lightning flash, the first shortcoming has a Fig. 6.6 shows calculated temperature rises for
negligible effect on the accuracy of the predicted tern- various metals as functions of the action integral of
perature rise. Resistance does depend on temperature, the current. The data has been calculated from Eq.
however, and, since resistance also afects the amount 6.5 and may bi used for design purposes.
of electrical energy that can be deposited in the con- Physical and electrical properties needed in Eqs.
ductor, it is important to account for this dependency. 6.6 and 6.7 for common structural metals and electrical
This can be done by expressing resistivity as a function conductors are provided in Table 6.1. The melting
of temperature, points of these metals are also provided.

Table 6.1

Physical and Electrical Properties of Common Metals

Aluminum Copper Titanium Stainless Magnesium Silver
Steel (304)

Resistivity 2.8 x 10-6 1.72 x 10-6 42 x 10-6 72 x 10-6 4.45 x 10-i 1.59 x 10-6
fl-cm

Temperature coefficient 0.00429 0.00393 0.0035 0.001 0.0165 0.0041
of resistance, A
(1/dve C)

Thermal coefficient 0.254 x 10-4 0.164 x 10-' 0.085 x 10" 0.120 x 10-' 0.025 x 10-' 0.019 x 10-'
(1/degree C)
Specific heat 0.215 0.092 0.124 0.120 0.245 0.058

cal/lgmi degree C.

Density (g/cmn) 2.70 8.89 4.51 7.90 1.74 10.49

Melting point 660 1084 1670 1150 650 962. (degree C)
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Fig. 6.6 Temperature rise as a result of electric current in conductirs.

Because of their high amplitudes, the Lreturn each conductor will be reduced by the square of the
stroke currents have the highest action integrals and number of conductors.
*,,ill produce higher temperatures than the other% corn- If this light is considered to be located in Zone IB,
ponents of the lightning flash, For design purposes, its bond straps must be able to conduct the total flash
the action integrals associated with current waveform current. If it is assumed that the lightning channel
Components A and D, as specified in [6.5] and §5.5.6 will not touch the boLd straps, the design criterion
should be used for determining temperature rise in for these straps is that together they must be able
conductors, dependinig on the Iightning strike zone in to carry safely current Components A and D, which
which the particular conductor is located. huve a total action integral of 2.25 x 10' A.s. One-,

half of the total current in each strap will produce
Example: The stroke current to be used for design only one-fourth of the total action integral, or about
purposes depends on the strike zone. Consider, for ex- 0.56 x 10' A2 .s, in each strap.
ample, a case it which a navigat-)n light is mounted If each strap is made of copper with a cross-
on a plastic vertical fin cap and grounded to the air- sectional area of 0.1 cm 2 (0.015 in2 ), the temperature
frame via two bond straps, as shown in Fig. 6.7. In rise produced by 0.56 x 10i A2.s in a strap would be
this case, two parallel conductors arc available to share determined from Eq. 6.5, using the physical and elec-
the current, and the current in each will be divided by tricai properties for cnpper given in Table 6.1. Solving
the number of conductors, but the action integral in first for k:
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as 'emp~a~±~. cr~~T, Thtie~we Eq. $4, mdst b& .mrei and cross-sectional'aess as toiitem r.
used "40fol644"to'" u~ ~ bu ~e ~ A~ ie~o,0Q so that distortion, elongation t'and',

N - chiingek � otomp1e-e 0 material will'not occur.
~ ~ If lightning current enteriing &c9 ýgiveskiu ;ur-

ATL ýfccabedvddit multiple cu"rreni filamrenits en.,I0.00393 X%28IL teriris t he skin,ý at - eparate ,locations, the energy de-

will bereduced by the square Ui the number' Cfurrent.
Alamnents fromu what it would be if all current Were'to&
enter. tbe $clr.1ii at, a dingle -pbint. . The action i~ntegral
associated 'With each filamieni'of aiiikit would be

lar I. I' -" " .," 1 1,1 i lt '- f~dt (total) (.0r)L j (eachi Ramen N2 6.0

*here N, is -the number. of parallel filaments.
This impl;ies that the damage to an, airplane skin

cani b~e mfininiized by exiicgra~ing the splittinig up of
IL the lightning chahnel ijato manmy filaments as it enters a

2 skin, a process known as arc root dispersion and which
is discussed more fully in §6.5.1. The 1/N2 reduction

MI~~TAL implied. by Eq. 610 is, o or~ nytu o et
ITNUTUAEing arid damage effects that are directly proportional

'i.07Bond Istraps'f fqr navigation light, to action integral, and there are other energy transfer
Fig. ~.7mechanisms associated with electric arc attachment to

conductive surfaces that are not dependent on, or at
least directly related to action integral.

Nevertheles&, tests have confirmed that thermal
Aconductor with a 0.1 cm 2 cross-sectional area and shock wave 'damage to metal and CFC, skins is

is about the same size as an AWG '15 Wire. Since' greatly reduced when provisions are made to cause arc
a 32 OC temperature rise would not damage the wire, root dispersion.
two bonding straps or wiresof thinIs cross-sectional area
could be utilized to conduct current Components A Thermal Elongation: Most metale expand when their
and D. If one of them were to work loose, however, all temperatures rise. This phenomenon will not be a
of the current would have to pass through the other problem for conductors which Can deflect When L x-
one. If the, total action integral were 2.25 x 106 A2. .S, panded, but if the conductors are held rigidly in
the temperature rise would be just over 200 *C. place large stresses may arise and the conductors may

Consideration of temperature rise effects in con- buckle. Examples wou14 include a diverter strap, a
ductors Carrying lightning currents is most important ground conductor or the pitot probe air tube shown in
where all, or a large fraction, of the stroke current will Fig. 6.8.
be carried in individual conductors. 'Examples include By virtue of its location at the nose of the air-
radorns diverter bars, bonding straps (or jumpers), craft, the pitot probe will Le in Zone 1A and provision
conduits or cable shields, ground wire$ passing through must be made to conduct return stroke currents of
plastic radomes or wing tips, and certain hydraulic or 2 x 106 A 2s to the airframe. The air tubes, if made
control lines which might be exposed to lightning strike of metal, would have to have a large cross-section to
currents. carry the lightning current and withstand the result-

The temperature rises calculated must be added ing resistive heating, thermal elongation, and magnetic. to the ambient temperature of the conductor to deter- force effects of the lightning current, probably con-
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siderably larger than needed just to transmit -pitot- This amount of expansion may be well within the lim-
static air back to the flight lnotruments. It might its established by normal environmental temperature

be better, therefore, to fabricate the tubes of non- cycling, bqt other situations might exist where the
conducting plastic and provide a separate metal, con- thermal expansion caused by lightning current could
ductor to carry lightning current from the probe to be a' !oncern. Any conductor that might carry light-
the airframe. An AWG. No. 6 copper wire will suf- ning carrent should be examined to see whether ther-
, , ce., A stranded conductor would be '1ettier than a mal elongationi rightbe a problem.
solid one because it can flex a small amount because
of temperature rise without the doeections presenting Exploding Wires: A case in which an excessive tem-
a problem. perature rise miay, occur is one in which lightning cur-

SWOMrent is carried by only a single conductor, such as an
S" munesi6ed bond strap or a steel control cable. In
these c"ses, the action integral of the lightning cur-

,rent and the resistance of the conductors may both be
hii1i'Lenough to allow enough energy to be deposited in
the conductor 'to6 rase its Ltemperature to the melting

AM POIURIN01 0 •\•'/, ovaporization points, Since the,'resistance of most
G4ROUNDING TUBI

.niqpsý conductors increases with temperature, an even
higher ýmourit of energy will be deposited in the con-
ductor as its temperature rises, and, this, in turn, will
increase the temperature even further. If the action
" it'err~aýL .isghlonough, 'the conductor will melt and

ij . perhapf even plocde, An explosion of a wire can
Fig. 6.8 Examples '4f rigidly held lightning cause severe damage since the chemical energy asso-

current conductors., 6attd with combustion of the wire is added to the
electrical energy produced by passage of the lightning
current.

Example of_ expected elongation: If the air 'tube in An example of damage to a radome that was prob-

the radome of Fig. '4.8 were made of, copper and had ably the result ofran exploding wire was shown in Fig.
an outside diameter of 0.476 cm (3/16 in) and a wall 4.7.'
thickness of0.124 cm (0.049 in), it would have A cross- Another example was the unprotected composite
sectional area of 0.138 cm 2 (0.021 in2 ). An action in- wing tip design of Fig. 4.8, where the navigation light

tegral of 2 x 106 A .S would raise the temperature of harness was the only conductor available to carry light-

a conductor of this cross-sectional area by 67°C. ning current from the lamp assembly to tbe airframe.

The amount of thermal expansion to be expected It exploded, destroying the wing tip. This could have

along any dimension of a part is dependent on the been prevented by providing an alternate parallel path

temperature rise and the thermal coefficient of linear for the lightning current.

expansion of the metal," according to the following re-
lation: 6.2.3 Magnetic Force Effects

AL = LaAT (.1 As mentioned earlier, there are situations in which

where a is the coefficient of expansion and L is the several conductors in parallel may carry lightning cur-
length of concern. Of course all dimensions of a ho- rents and, in such cases, each conductor will be acted
mogeneous material will elongate proportionately and upon by a ýnagnetic force. One such case is shown in
this may affect fittings and clamps. The most signifi- Fig. 6.9.
cant expansion, though, would be along the length of Based on Ampere's Law, the force per unit length
the conductor. on wire 2 is

Based on the coefficient of linear expansion for 2,u 1112
copper given in Table 6.1, 0:164 x 10- 4 (1/*C), and on dP-,2 = (6.13)
the assumption that the tube has a length, L, of 2 m d12  D
when "cold," a 67C temperature rise would cause an where
elongation of

4L = 2 x 0.164 x 10-4 x 67 4vr x 10- A/m

= 2.198 x 10-3 m = 2.2 mm. (6.12) P1,2 = force on conductors - N
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11,2 - length of conductors - m Since
D - distance between conductors - inF F ma

11,2 - current in conductors - A and

0.1227 kg 815 x 0 r/s/s
CONDUCTOR d , : and the duration of the stroke is about 70 microsec-

44 t onds, the motion of the tubes will be

dP, T
dPo x = 1/2 at2

CONDUCTOR ' tt = 1/2 x 815 x 103 x (70 x 10-6)2

S0 di, = 2 mm. (6.16)

The velocity will then be
Fig. 6.9 Magnetic forces among parallel T v w t

current-carrying conductors. v = at
= 815 x 103 x 70 x 10-6

These forces act to pull the conductors together = 57.1 m/s, (6.17)
when the currents in them are in the same direction
and act to push the conductors apart when the cur- and the kinetic energy will be
rents. are in opposite directions. In either case, the
magnetic forces are strongest when the conductors are
close together. One such case would exist, for exam- E = 1/2 mvu2

ple, in a radome-mounted pitot system in which two = 0.1227 x57.12

metal air pressure tubes are needed to convey both 2
static and pitot air pressure to the flight instruments. = 200 joules. (6.18)
If these tubes were mounted 2 cm apart and half of
the Zone I lightning current (200 kA) were carried in
each, the peak force in each conductor be: This energy will cause the tube to continue moving

for some distance. The resulting deflection will de-
pend on the degree of restraint provided by supports

= 2 x 10- x 100 x 10s x and the elasticity of the tube, but forces of the magni-
d11,2  tude predicted by Eq. 6.14 have caused tubes to slam

100 x 10s x 2 x 10-2 together, leaving permanent deformations, which can
- 100, 000 N/m of tube length disrupt the air data system.
= 6,854 lb/ft of length (6.14)

Effective transient force: Mathematical cakulation
This peak force, of course, will exist only at the instant of expected deformations from impulsive forego such
when the lightning current is at its peak. as these is difficult, and such ýalculation is further

The inertia of the conductors will keep them from complicated by unknown mechanical factors. James
moving much during the short duration of the high and Phillpott [6.61, however, have defined an effective
amplitude stroke current, but energy will be stored in transient force, Pg, which, if applied slowly but contin-
the conductors and they will continue to move after the uoualy, results in the same stress as that produced by
current has passed. If both tubes are assumed to be the peak magnetic force, P., calculated by Eq. 6.14.
of the size in the thermal calculation given previously, This effective force, PA, is a function of the natural
then the mass of each tube will be: -angular frequency, w, of the mechanical system being

acted upon and of the electric current decay time con-
stant, •.

m = DAI It is usually much easier to determine magnetic
= 8.89 g/cm3 x 0.138 cm 2 x 100 cm force effects by tests of candidate installations, rather
= 122.7 g/m than by calculations, and the results are more likely tobe correct. A discussion of test methods is presented
= 0.1227 kg/m. (6.15) in §6.8.
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Angular frequency: In most practical applications the (b) If r < 1/w, as for relatively heavy flexible Sys-

natural angular frequency w of the conductor will be tems (w = 101), the effective force is roughly pro-
between about 10 for heavy, flexible systems and 10' portional to 12t. Thus, the fast and intermediate
for light, stiff systems. James and Phillpott give rela- components give about the same effective force,

tive values of PA/P.. These are shown in Table 6.2 for even though the peak forces are very different.
each of these frequencies and for three lightning cur-
rent waveforms. The 200 kA and 1 kA currents rep- (c) If r > 11w, as for relatively light stiff systems
resent a return stroke and continuing current of the (w - 104), the effective force equals twice the peak
same magnitude as those represented by Components force, and is therefore proportional to 1. For this
A and C of AC 20.53A. However, the 50 kA inter- doubling of the peak force to occur it is assumed
mediate current would deliver much more energy than that the current rise time is < 1/w.
would the 2 kA intermediate current, represented by
Component B. A current pulse of 50 kA amplitude, (d) If r f 11w, the effective force in 45% of the peak
and decaying in as long as 2 ms, would be found only force for the case of the fast component, with
in the most severe of positive polarity flashes. These w = 104. This alternative also gives the highest
occur very seldom. In any event, Table 6.2 shows that effective force because the high value of 12 more
the 200 kA stroke current creates a much higher effec- than compensates for the effects of a small value
tive transient force, Pt, than does either of the other of r.
currents.

An example of how the table is used may be found James and Phillpott also conclude that "the effect
in the case of the two parallel air pressure tubes 2 cm of magnetic forces on current-carrying components is
apart, for which a peak force P0 of 100 000 N/m of influenced by a large number of parameters, but the
length was calculated. Assuming that these tubes have contribution from the continuing current is negligible."
an angular frequency of 10', Table 6.2 shows that the Concurring with the authors of this book, they also
effective transient force, Pe, would be conclude that future studies of or tests on components

likely to be damaged by magnetic forces should be per-
formed with simulated lightning currents having values

Pt = 0.45P, (6.19) of I and action integral similar to Components A or
D, depending on the zone in which the installation is

or 45 000 N/m (3084 lb/ft) of length. This is the located.
amount of force which should be used in perform-
ing mechanical response calculations or mechanical Examples of magnetic damage: Secondary airframe
strength tests. structures and control surfaces sometimes become

James and Phillpott conclude that: badly damaged by magnetic force effects. One exam-
ple is the wing tip trailing edge shown in Figs. 4.4, in

(a) The continuing current phase of a lightning flash which the upper and lower surfaces of this wing were
does not give rise to a high effective force because made respectively of 0.71 mm (0.028 in) and 0.80 mm
12, and therefore the peak magnitude force, is too (0.031 in) aluminum. Hacker ([6.7] has made a very
low. interesting analysis of the magnetic forces acting upon

Table 6.2

Effective Transient Magnetic Force Pt

p0  Ptp (Re Pt
I Coulombs Pt (Relative

(kA) (mi) (C) 106 (A-s) Units) WE 0 W104 W-10 W- 1W4

200 0.1 20 2.0 16.0 0.05 OAS 08 7.2
(Stroke)

50 2.0 100 2.5 1.0 0.75 1.73 0.75 1.73
(lnt)

1.0 200 200 0.1 0.0004 2.0 2.0 0.0008 00008

1(Cont)
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these sutfac and found, as illustrated in Fig. 6.10, This problem might be reduced by using seg-.that the directions of the calculated forces and the cal- mented diverters. They might allow the flash to reat-
culated damage, Fig. 6.10(c), correlate well with the tach sooner, minimizing magnetic force effects, as il-
actual damage pattern. Figs. 6.10(a) and (b) give de- lustrated in Fig. 6.11(b).
tails of the geometry on which the calculations were Protection designs should be tested to verify ad-
based. equacy, as magnetic force effects are not readily de-

Hacker calculated tij t a 100 kA stroke would have termined by analysis. Test specimens should be ar-
created 21 500 N/m (1476 lb/ft.) on a 4 cm wide path ranged to simulate the sweeping action of the lightning
across the skins. This amounts to 5.4 x 105 N/m 2 , or channel, by positioning the high current test electrode
78 psi, an extremely high compressive pressure for a along the radome, as if it were a sweeping channel.
wing structure reportedly designed for a steady state Further discussion of these aspects of testing is pre-
loading of 1.7 x 103 N/mr (0.25 psi). The reader is sented in §6.8.
referred to Hacker's report for a more thorough discus-
sion of the procedure followed in making this analysis. Magnetic forces on bond straps: Another common

example of a situation in which the currents in oppo-
site directions give rise to repulsive forces is the bent
bond strap shown in Fig. 6.12(a). Even if the strap has
a cross-sectional area sufficient to conduct the current,
but forms a bend of more than about 45 degrees, it may

XI12sm5r. break, as shown in Fi.8.12(a), if it is subjected to

Amajor portions of the stroke current. Whenever possi-

(a) ble, such straps should be installed with gentle bends,
as in Fig. 6.12(b).

\ ,,LIGHTNINGPATH -2.40 Another reason for keeping the bond strap as
X E straight and short as possible is that the inductive volt-

R .. FE _NLINE age rise caused by lightning currents in a longer strap
A . may be sufficient to spark over a direct, shorter path

(b) .6 1 0 across the air gap. Some other "do's" and "don'ts"

B E regarding the design of bond straps intended to carry
lightning currents are presented in Fig. 6.13. The ba-

(c) A sic rules to follow are:

1. Use conductors with sufficient cross-sectional area
Fig. 6.10 Calculation of magnetic deformation. to carry the intended lightning current action in-

(a) Geometry at tip tegral.

(b) Geometry ,.,. chord 2. Keep bond straps as short as possible.
(c) Calculated deformation

3. Avoid bends of more than 45 degrees, or other
features that result in a reversal of the current
direction.

Repulsive Forces: The foregoing examples have illus-
trated the case in which the magnetic forces are at- 4. Avoid all sharp turns.

tractive; that is, when the parallel currents are in the 5. If two or more parallel straps axe used, separate

same direction. Cases exist, however, where currents them sufficiently (usually 30 cm or more) to min-
in adjacent conductors, or in adjacent legs of the same imize magnetic force effects.
conductor, are in opposite directions. When this hap-
pens, the magnetic force acts to separate the conduc- The above rules should, of course, be followed for

tors, a fact that may create a problem. any light weight conductor, such as a metal air tube

An example is the force that a lightning chan- or hydraulic line that must carry lightning current.
nel sweeping alongside a radome as on metal ground Flight critical installations should be tested to verify
conductors, such as a pitot heater grounding tube, fas- design adequacy.
tened to the inside of the radome wall. This situation
is illustrated in Fig. 6.11(a). The result is often severe Consequences of magnetic damage: Because of
damage to the grounding tube and radome wall, as the weight limitations, the strength and rigidity of someS tube is ripped away from the wall. metallic components, such as wing tips, flaps, and
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in same axis create no in opposite directions
magnetic force creating opposing forces
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Fig. 6.12 Magnetic force on a bond strap.

(a) Straight strap - good
(b) Sharply bent strap - bad
(c) Origin of forces

ailerons, may not be suflicient to resist deformation as 6.2.3 Acoustic Shock Waves
a result of the magnetic forces from lightning cur~rents
concentrated in these extremities. Such deformations A lightning return stroke supplies energy to its
will not normally impair safety of flight, but they may channel virtually instantaneously, after which a cylin-
require repairs or replacement. Norm-ally, only severe drical pressure wave propagates away from the chan-
lightning currents cause this deformation. Reinforce- nel, initially at supersonic speed, perhaps 10 times the
ment to prevent magnetic deformation of extremities velocity of sound. Calculations by Hill f 6.8] and sum-
must be justified on economics. marized by Uman [6.9] for a 30 kA stroke, and shown

Since determination of magnetic force effects by in Fig. 6.14, suggest that the initial overpressure 1
mathematical analysis for all but the most elemental cm away from the channel would be about 30 atnic-
geometries is very difi~cult, laboratory tests may prove spheres and that 4 cm away it would be about 3 at-
the most straightforward and economical way to deter- mospheres. A summary of work on overpressures co•m-
mine whether or not magnetic force effects are likely piled by Uman and shown in Fig. 6.15 suggest that at

O to cause deformation of prospective structures, distances of a few tens of cm the overpressure might
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be about 0.05 atmospheres. The subject of pressure 1.0
waves from high current arcs Is discussid in consider-
able detail by Uman [6.9], who also gives a number of .
other references. ' Plooster, ylilnder,

9L SO0X 10JIm

0.10 Nrode. Sphere,

. ELL .0 i 104J
a Urd. S. Lu 4.0K

BOND STRAP DOND STRAP sphere,. *.
(a) SAME LENGTH (c) LONGER THAN ELL. 3.1 X .05 , ,•

ASAIS GAP AIRGAP L * 6.a3em

$rods,
.010 $phrtoe,

ELL 1. X @ 103J

" L.L 6.5M

"0.1 1.0 10 so

4- 45* Distanoc, motors

(b) (d) s Fig. 6.15 Shock wave overpressure as a function
IENDS of distance from a 4-m laboratory spark.

" The acoustic pressure wave associated with a re-
turn stroke has cracked windshields and, in laboratory
tests with simulated lightning arcs, has caused cracks
in CFC skins up to 6 mm (0.236 in) thick. Whether
cracking occurs or not is dependent on the stiffness

Fig. 6.13 Design of bonding straps, or jumpers. and degree of reinforcement provided by frames and
(a), (b) Good stiffeners.
(c), (d) Bad Very stiff structures can be broken by the shock

wave since they can not bend to absorb the shock,
whereas more flexible or ductile unreinforced materi-
als can deform without cracking or breaking. Light-
ning shock waves are sometimes overlooked by design-
ers and laboratory test specialists who fail to account

spe for or adequately evaluate these effects.

Laboratory testing: One area where acoustic waves
I'p. must be considered is during laboratory testing where

high currents are injected into a test sample from a
metal electrode close to the item under test. Gap
spacings between the electrode and the test surface are

• e"usually limited to between 2 and 5 cm by the voltage
limitations of the test generators. An acoustic wave
could be partially confined by the electrode and cause

a a . a unnatural damage to the surface under test, as indi-
Destn.,. .cated in Fig. 6.16(a). To ensure that this does not

Fig. 6.14 Pressure vs. radius at four times happen, the end of the electrode is generally encased
following development of a 30 kA arc [6.14]. in a sphere of insulating material, as in Fig. 6.16(b).
Double exponential waveshape with This forces the origin of the arc on the electrode to

3 x 104 sec-1 and 8 = 3 x 10i sec-1. be at right angles to the surface under test. Shock
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waves originating at the electrode, will not be directed In moet applications, the insulating films, associ-
toward the test surface and, since the surface of the ated with corrosion protective coatings have' not re-
insulated electrode nearest the test surface Is spheri- suited in major lightning arcing problems. Many
cal, shock waves originating at the surface'under test times, the insulating films are broken during installa-will be dispersed and not reflected by the electrode. tion, providing a conductive path, though newer ýepoxy

Further discussion of testing considerations is paints and sealants are much more rei.itant to me-
found in §6.8. chanical puncture than the older paints. Also, the

large number offasteners required to noet mechan-
ical requirements tends to ensure that many parallel
conducting paths are established, thus greatly limiting
the arc damage at any one fastener.

These observations, though, must be qualifiedelectrode since there, are some situations where lightning cur-
shock waves rent through a riveted joint might present some hax-

ards. One would be if the space behind the rivetedobtest a /joint contained flammable fluids or flammable vapors.( bjctAny possibility of sparking should then be considered(a) Ias presenting a hazard. Fuel tanks are the most com-
7 7 7 /-mon example of such a situation and because of the

potential hazards are given special attention in Chap-
ter 7.

arc insulating Example: The riveted joint of Fig. 6.17 carried 200 kA
sph re without arcing or any other evidence of distress, but it

should be noted that the current path was end-to-end,
(b) a pattern that did not give rise to any unbalanced mag-

netic forces. A different current path might give rise to
7' 7 7 7 7 7- 7 7 7 7-7 magnetic forces that could, possibly, lead to mechan-

ical failure of the rivets, a phenomenom having little
Fig. 6.16 Shock waves encountered during laboratory to do with arcing. If the current pattern were knowntesting with high currentse to be such that unbalanced magnetic forces might de-(a) Pressure waves confined by velop, it would be prudent to conduct high current

a metal electrode tests on the joint.
(b) Insulating sphere to force arc Design guidelines: Most airframe structural interfaces

from underneath electrode are located in Zone 3 and so will conduct some por-
tions of lightning current when the aircraft encoun-
ters a lightning strike. Nearly all riveted or fastened
interfaces of primary structure can tolerate lightning
current without structural damage or other adverse ef-

6.2.4 Arcing across Bonds, Hinges, and Joints fects. This holds true if the density of stroke currents
is held to 5 kA or less per fastener or tivet. Since large

Riveted Joints: There is some conflict between the numbers of rivets are utilized in most primary struc-
construction practices best for lightning protection tures, current densities are nearly always below this
and those best for control of corrosion. Ideally, for guideline and no special features need to be added to
lightning protection, joints in metal structures should the design for lightning protection purposes, except for
provide a metal-to-metal contact between the surfaces the arc or spark suppression techniques to be described
being joined. This would require that the joints be in Chapter 7 for structures that enclose fuel.
made before paints or sealers are applied. Control
of corrosion, however, generally requires that metal Exceptions: Some possible exceptions to this situation
surfaces be painted or sealed before the rivets are in- exist:
stalled. Usually it also requires that the rivets and
rivet holes be painted or sealed. Such films might pro- 1. Secondary structures.
vide an insulating surface, through which current must
arc as it passes through the joint. In general, of course, 2. The primary structure of very small aircraft; thoseSarcing is undesirable. of gross weight less than about 1800 kg (4000 lbs),
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and employing comparatively few fasteners. This Adhesive bonds: Structural adhesives are being used
includes small two place recreational and utility more frequently to augment or replace rivets in struc-
aircraft. tural joints. Such adhesives reduce manufacturing

costs and leaks in fuel tanks, and provide more uni-
S. Primary structure utilizing adhesive bonds in form distribution of mechanical loads. Nearly all of

place of rivets or fasteners. these adhesives, however, are electrical insulators and

Secondary structures: Secondary structures, such aIs by virtue of theit uniform application along joints, ef-

wing tips, tail cones, wheel well doors and flight control fectively insulate one part from another. This allows
surfaces often do not have enough fasteners to transfer lightning and other electrical currents to spark through
lightning currents without sigificant damage to the the adhesive at random locations inside or alongside a

fasteners and surrounding structural material. Some- joint.
times this damage is due to magnetic forces and other These situations are-illustrated in Fig. 6.20. The
effects, in addition to or besides arcing at the fasteners, sparking illustrated will occur anywhere that the ad-
In many cases this damage does not present a major hesie is in a lightning current path, unless alterna,
hazard and nothing need be done to protect against it. tive paths are available through nearby fasteners in
Repairs can be made if the aircraft is actually struck the same joint or parallel structural elements. If suffi-
by a lightning flash. ciently intense, the expanding gasses from the sparks

An example of such damage is illustrated in Fig. may damage or destroy the bond. Also, sparks at the
6.18, which shows the aluminum vertical fin and cap bond edges may ignite fuel vapors if any are present.
of a small, aircraft after an in-flight lightning strike de- In order to ensure uniform coating, some adhe-
scribed by the pilots as "very loud." The aluminum sives are carried by thin fberglass cloths, rather than
cap was joined to the fin with 16 removable fasten- being brushed or sprayed on the parts to be joined.
ers. Intense arcing is evidenced by the dark soot. Arc The carrier cloth forces a minimum separation of about
pressure and magnetic forces deformed the surround- 0.1 mm (0.005 in) between the parts, virtually guaran-
ing structure. The damage is typical of what might be teeing that no electrical contact will exist between the
expected in this Zone 1B location, though the actual bonded parts. Other adhesives are brushed or flowed
magnitude of the flash is of course unknown, on without carriers, but the adhesive layer itself is

thick enough, 0.05 to 0.1 mm (0.002 - 0.005 in) to
Small Aircraft: Some areas where lightning currents act as an insulator.
might be expected to flow through a small number of

fasteners are shown in Fig. 6.19.

Fig. 6.17 Riveted joint that carrded 200 kA.
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Fig. 6.18 Lightning damage to a small aircraft. Fig. 6.19 Situations where lightning may
(a) Rudder and cap after stroke cause damage.
(b) Cap removed

Situations where adhesives interrupt the main fuel tanks are found in §6.5 and 7.11 respectively.
lightning paths through structure are of greatest con-
cern because then sparking is almost certain to occur. Hinge mnd beaings: If hinges or bearings are located
Of lesser concern, outside fuel tank structures at least, where lightning currents might pass through them,

* are designs employing eAhesively bonded stiffeners or such as on control surfaces in Zones IB or 2B, they
frames which are in parallel with electrically conduc- must be able to safely conduct the currents without
tive skins or other members. In these latter situations impairment of their function, such as pitting or weld-
the intensity of sparking across or through the bonds ing of surfaces. Otherwise suitable means should be
will be lower. Fig. 6.21 shows examples of each situs- provided to carry the lightning current around the ro-
tion, along with guidelines for protection design. tating surfaces. Tasts and experience are the only real

Further discussions of lightning protection aspects guides as to whether the hinge might be excessively. of adhesive bonds, as applicable to CFC structures and damaged.
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Fig. 6.21 Current carrying paths added to

adhesively bonded joints.
(a) Stiffener
(b) Structural joint

MOVABLE
CONTROL SURFACE

Fig. 6.20 Sparking at adhesive bonded joints. Fig. 6.22 Piano-type hinge.
(a) Typical situation
(b) Photograph of test specimen

Problems and considerations regarding rapidly ro- real iiazard.
tating bearings of propulsion systems are discussed in Hinges and bearings for aircraft control surfaces
j6.7, but for slowly rotating joints experience indi- are usually of such a size as to require no special pro-
cates that pitting and welding damage is only likely tection. Lightning current could, conceivably, weld
to occur when a hinge or bearing has a single point movable parts together, but the weld point would be
of contact through which moet of the lightning cur- small enough that the actuators could free the joint.
rent must pass. During laboratory testing, welding of
poorly joined metal surface can occur, but the weld- If tests were to indicate that excessive damage
ing is seldom so severe that the joint cannot be broken might occur, additional conductivity should be pro-
apart by hand. Hinges with multiple points of me- vided. The most effective way of providing this ad-
chanical contact, such as the piano hinge illustrated in ditional conductivity is to provide additional &teas of
Fig. 6.22, are able to saely conduct lightning currents contact in the hinge itself, or else to provide additional
with pitting or erosion so minor as not to present any hinges.
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Bonding jumpers on hinges: Flexible bonding straps Such a voltage did not present much of a hazard to
or jumpers of the type shown in Fig. 6.12 have often the electromechanical and vacuum tube components
been installed across hinges. In many cases, however, in use when MIL-B-5087B was formulated. For a 200
the jumpers do not really reduce the, hinge Lurrent. kA lightning discharge, the 500 volt criterion basically
The reason for this is that lightning current tends to requires that the end-to-end resistance not be greater
follow the path of least inductance rather than the than 2.5 milliohms (2.5 x 10' ohms).
path of least resistance and the jumpers almost always What is sometimes read into the standard is that
involve longer Pand more inductive paths than do the foi" lightning purposes all joints must have a resistance
paths directly through the_hin~es. of 2.5 milliohms or less. Combined with the term

This has been demonstrated by Stahrmann [6.10]- sparking in the standard, one can:take 2.5 milliohms
who foun~d that bonding jumpers make little or no dif- as the resistance v'ecessary to prevent sparking. That
ference in the amount of superfirial pitting that oc- does not appear to have been the intent of the stan-
curs on typical piano-type hinges on control surfaces dard.
or landing gear doors, even when the dc resistance Whatever may have been the intent of those who

thro'gh the hinge, was as high as several ohms. No drafted MIL-B-5087B, the document has become so
binding or other adverse consequences were found' to ingrained in engineering lore as to become an article
result from the pitting that occurred in Stahmann's of faith. In particular, a belief has developed that any
tests of piano-type hinges and ball joints, joint that has a resistance of 2.5 milliohms or less is, by

Bond straps across hinges are sometimes required virtue of MIL-B-508 7B, "good" and therefore satisfac-
to prevent the electromagnetic interference that arises tory for all purposes, including lightning. A corollary
when precipitation static cha-ges must be conducted of this belief (myth is a better term) is that design-
through hinges with loose or resistive contact. The ers need be concerned only with demonstrating that
low currents involved are sometimes unable to follow a joint have a resistance of 2.5 milliohms or less. A
interrupted paths, with' the result that minute spark- request for any further consideration of joints is some-
ing occurs. Bond straps are usually able to provide times taken to be unnccessary and unreasonable.
enough conductivity to reduce this sparking. If bond The facts of the matter are that dc resistance is
straps are applied for this purpose, the guidelines of a poor criterion to use for evaluating whether a joint
Fig. 6.12 should be followed, is "good". The ability of a joint to carry high current

STo be sure of the ability of a particular hinge de- without sparking or burning is really determ ined by
sign to safely conduct lightning currents, tests in which contact size, treatment of mating surfaces, type and
simulated lightning currents are conducted through a number of fasteners and the contact pressure on the
prototype hinge, should be performed. The test wave- mating surfaces. These happen also to be the factors
forms and current applicable for the zone in which the that govern joint resistance, but that is not the same
hinge is located should be used. If excessive pitting, as saying that resistance is the proper measure of the
binding, or welding of the hinge is found to occur, ad- ability of a joint to carry lightning current.
ditional conductivity may be necessary. A desire to have a bonding resistance number that

can be cited in quality control documents is under-

6.2.5 Joint and Bonding Resistance standable, but discussions in this book will not at-
tempt to answer the question of what resistance might

While not a lightning effect per se, some dis- be a good measure of the quality of a joint, mostly be-
cussion on joint and bonding resistance is is order. cause the authors feel that any number that might be
The question of what constitutes "good" grounding cited would be misleading and probably inadequate.
iand bonding has always been murky and is still one It is much better to rely on experience and the results
that evokes controversy. One of the documents widely of tests.
cited in regard to bonding and lightning protection is Many joints that have proven capable of carrying
US Military Standard MIL-B-5087B [6.111 en bonding lightning current have demonstrated resistances much
and grounding. One approach to defining a "good" lower than 2.5 milliohms, but some joints have pro-
joint would be to invoke MIL-B-5087 and adopt a po- duced spark showers, even though the dc resistance
sition that any joint that meets its criteria is "good." was less than 2.5 millioms. An example is shown in
That standard requires, for lightning, that Fig. 6.23. The cover plate shown had a resistance

"The component must carry the lightning dis.- prior to test of 0.53 nmilliohms, by virtue of the bonding
charge wiithout risk of damaging flight con- jumper shown, yet a test at 100 kA produced violent
trols or producing sparking or voltages in ez- sparking. Whether 100 kA represents a reasonable cur-
ceus of 500 volts." rent to expect on that particular plate, or whether the
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observed sparking really represents a hazard, depends In summary, a joint resistance of 2.5 milliohms,
on the total current to be expected in the structure or any other specific reAistance, does not, of itself,
and the number of fasteners available to conduct this prove thai the joint is either suitable or not suitable for
current, any particular application where lightning ic involved.

At other times, theta have been joints that had The adcquacy of any joint or fastener configuration
resistance much greater thai. 2.5 ntlliohms, yet would to safely carry lightning current must be determined
have been perfectly adequate for the particular appli- by laboratory test at current levels representative of
cation, the full specifed lightning threat. No dc resistnce cri-

terion or analysis pr'mcedures exist that can reliably
predict when arcing or the effects of arcing will occur
at a particular joint.

pla,,te 6.3 Non-Conducting Composites
S surge generator s sparks While lightn~ing protection of metallic structures

Sbolt is mostly a matter of attention to detail and does not
b-usually incur much cos or weight, lightning protec-

tion of non-metallic structures is another matter en-
[ gaet r tirely. Lightning protection must be considered from

the start and such protection may involve unexpected
and unwelcome program costs or may involve added
materials and weight. Radomes in particular must be
given special attention to protect them from lightning.
They are, of necessity, made from insulating material
and because they are mounted on extremities of the
aircraft they are natural targets for lightning.

Spark fromtestThere are several basic types of aonmetallic ma-
Sparks from t terial used in aircraft structures; non-conducting
connection. ThrNreovrltai tpso uneali a
germane to discussion. composites, covered in thi3 section, and electrically

conductive composite materials, covered in §6.5 and
§6.6. The non-conducting materials include fiber rein-
forced plastics, such as aramid fiber and fiberglass, and
non-filled resins, such as polycarbonates and acrylics.
Glass is also employed, particularly xor windshields, aj
discussed in §6.4.

Non-conductive composites are employed in many
secondary structures such as radomes, wing and em-
pennage tips, fairings and fins, where medium strength
is sufficient and coinplex shapes can be more read-
ily molded than fabricated or where skins must be
transparent to radio and radar waves. Polycarbon-
ates, acrylics and glass are used for canopies and wind-
shields where optical transparency is desired.

6.3.1 Damage Effects

Non-conductive composites are electrical insula-
tors and cannot carry lightning current.. When em-
ployt.d as an exterior skin, they are often punctured
by a lightning flash that contacts some metal object
beneath the skin. The high amplitude return stroke
currents can then result in large holes and damage to

Fig. 6.23 Sparks from a test piece having a joint these materials, as described in Chapter 4. Radomes
resistance of only 0.53 milliohms. not provided with lightning protection devices are sub-
(a) Geometry ject to such puncture and an example of a radome de-
(b) Photograph during test stroyed by puncture was shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Punctures of these composites can be prevented
by installing conductors to intereept the lightning
flashes and divert them to the surrounding metallic corona streamers
structure. Design of such conductors requires some drawn from internal
understanding of the mechanism of puncture and this objects
is reviewed in the following section.

6.3.2 Mechanism of Damage

Lightning produces damage to a non-conducting
skin by two different mechanisms; by puncture or by
surface fiashover. Both are controlled by the strength "

of the local electric field.
radome

Electric fields, The basic electrical breakdown pro- radar
cess was reviewed in Chapter 1 and in Chapter 3 the (a)
mechanism of attachment to an aircraft was reviewed.
As noted in those sections, high electric fields result Incident electric field
in the formation of corona and streamers which prop-
agate outward from the aircraft. Fig. 6.24 shows a
sketch of the process. Whether the streamers from -ndn
the aircraft are induced by the rapidly changing elec- longitudi

tric field of an approaching lightning leader or whether
they grow in response to a quasi--static electric field is Erda
rather academic; the point is that the leaders do de- radil .-
velop.

The surface conductivity of the composite, 1012 to
1014 ohms per square for materials used in fairir.gs and
10 ohms per square for materials used in radomes, is
sufficient to yield relaxation times of 10-100 millisec-
onds. Relaxation time is a measure of how long it takes charge on

electrical charge to move off a surface. inner surface
What this means is that in response to a slowly

changing external electric field, charges will migrate
from neighboring conductive structures on to the non- (b)
conductive surface. These charges reduce the electric
field intensity within and underneath the surface.

If the external electric field changes rapidly, how- Fig. 6.24 Streamers and charges induced by an
ever, as it does if it is produced by an approaching incident electric field.
lightning leader, charge cannot move across the sur- (a) Internal and external streamers
face of the composite material fast enough to prevent (b) Charges and electric fields produced
electric fields from penetrating to the regions covered by internal streamers
by the dielectric skin. If the internal electric field be-
comes high enough, electrical streamers will form on Because the dielectric constant of the skin is higher
the internal metallic objects and will propagate out- than that of the air, the electric field in the compos-
ward and come into contact with the internal surface ite skin material will be lower than the electric field
of the skin. There they will deposit electric charge, in the air. What happens next involves some complex
as shown in Fig. 6.24. A crude analogy is that the interactions between the development of the internal
streamers spread electric charge around in the same and external streamers and the dielectric strength of
way that a water hose would spread water around on the materials involved.
the internal surface.

The electric charge will produce an electric field, External flashover: One possibility is that external
Fig. 6.24(b), having one component directed tangen- streamers from adjacent metal structure may develop
tially along the inner surface and one component di- fast enough to suppress the internal streamers. A
rected radially through the skin and out to the air. streamer develops from a metal surface when the elec-
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tric field at that surface becomes sufficiently high. As
the streamer propagates away from the surface the
field at its tip remains high (which is why it prop-
agates), but the streamer acts like a conductor and
tends to reduce the electric field at points behind it,
as shown in Fig. 6.25. This reduction robs any par-
allel streamers of the electric field they need to con-
tinue propagating. If the surface electric field is re-
duced enough, the other electric streamers will cease
to grow and the external streamer that is furthest ex-
tended will, so to speak, win the race and provide the
path for the lightning flash. An example of an external
streamer intercepting an approaching leader is shown
in Fig. 6.26.

Fig. 6.26 Simulated lightning attachment point
tests of a nose radome.
Note intersection of approaching and
induced streamers.

Puncture: The other situation, however, is that
(b) -corona forms on the outer surface of the cover and

propagates out into the air, as shown in Fig. 6.27. This
E deposits charge on the outer surface as well and even-

tually results in a radial electric field sufficiently high
that the cover is punctured. Once puncture occurs,
a spark is formed and current is free to pass through
the skin material. If the main lightning path is to
an adjacent metallic structure, the puncture may only

(a) produce a small pinhole in the skin, but if the main
time lightning current goes through the skin, the shock wave

E released frequently is enough to severely damage the
skin. Damage produced by puncture of a radome was
shown in Fig. 4.11.

Puncture is most likely to occur with a compos-
ite material because those materials have microscopic
holes through which an electric discharge can easily

(C) propagate. The voltage required to puncture a given
time thickness of fiberglass or aramid fiber composite is, in

fact, only slightly greater than that required to ionize
Fig. 6.25 Suppression of electric field by streamers. a similar thickness of air. A measure of the ability

(a) External electric field of a non-conductive material to resist puncture is its
(b) External streamers dielectric strength. Homogeneous materials, such as
(c) Suppressed internal electric field acrylic and polycarbonate sheets, have very high di-
(d) Suppressed internal streamers electric strength and are more resistant to puncture.
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.The puncture voltage of some typical fiberglass skins ably not be acceptable since loss of the radome might
used in radomes is shown in Table 6.3. also lead to the radar being disabled.

Unprotected radomes are most often punctured, There are two basic ways of providing protection
partly because of the low dielectric strength of non- for non-conductive composites. One employs diverter
conductive composites and partly because the radar strips or bars on the exterior surface to intercept, light-
antenna must, of necessity, protrude beyond any sur- ning flashes, while allowing the skin to be transparent
rounding metal structure. This, in turn, means that to electromagnetic waves. This is the approach used
the electric field is concentrated around the metal for protection of radomes and some antenna fairings.
structure of the radar and that electrical streamers can The other method is to apply an electrically conductive
most easily form there. The mechanism of puncture is material over the exterior of the structure. This latter
shown in Fig. 6.27. method provides the most effective lightning protec-

Table 6.3 tion and should be employed whenever possible. It
also provides improved protection of enclosed systems

Impulse Breakdown Voltages of Typical against indirect effects.
Fiberglass Skin Materials

Skin Construction Total Breakdown 6.3.3 Protection With Diverters
Thickness Voltage There are two types of diverter: solid and seg-

One fiberglass sheet 0.163 cm 21 kV mented. If properly applied, either type significantly
0.0o4 in reduces the number of lightning related punctures (of

Two filament-wound fiber- 1.27 cm 180 kV a radome for example), but they are not 100% effec-
glass tape skins enclosing 0.50 in
polyimide foam filler tive. Occasional punctures of protected radomes will
Two fiberglass skins 0.99 cm 70 kV still occur. Application of diverters will be discussed
enclosing foam filler 0.39 in with particular emphasis on radomes, because that is

where they are most commonly used, but the discus-
sion is equally applicable to any insulating structure,
such as wingtips made from non-conducting compos-
ites.

Solid diverters: Solid diverters are continuous metal
bars placed on the outside of a skin to intercept a
lightning flash and conduct the current to an adjacent
metallic structure. They also provide some electro-

electric field 0 static shielding from the external electric field for ob-
in radome jects under the skin, and thus they tend to inhibit the

growth of streamers from these internal objects. Fig.
internal 6.28 shows solid diverters mounted to the outside of a
s-- treamner radome.S+Solid diverters should be designed to conduct,

external without damage, the lightning current of the zone in
Sstreamer which the part is located, typically 200 kA, 2 x 101 A2s

"for diverters on a nose radome in Zone 1A. Solid di-
Fig. 6.27 Mechanism of puncture of a radome. verters are usually made of aluminum, with a rect-

angular cross section sufficient to permit conduction
of the current without excessive tmperature rise. For

Protection of non-conductive composites: Whether mechanical reasons, and to prevent holes for fasteners
or not a structure needs to be protected against light- from unduly reducing the cross-sectional area, most
ning depends both on its function and the conse- diverters have cross-sectional areas of about 0.5 cm 2

quences of damage. If loss of the structure does not (0.08 in2 , though some are larger. A common design
create a serious hazard, then protection may not be is 3.2 mm (0.125 in) thick by 12.7 mm (0.50 in) wide,
required. For example, the loss of a small tail cone but thicknesses of up to 6.4 mm (0.25 in) have been
or empennage tip may not endanger the aircraft and used. The diverters are usually attached to the skin
these can be left unprotected and repaired or replaced with screws spaced approxjmately 15 cm (6 in) apart.
in the event of a lightning strike. The loss of a nose It is important that the diverters be securely fastened
radome during IFR conditions, however, would prob- to the skin to prevent their loss due to rain erosion
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and lightning magnetic force effects. In sandwich type In general, the thicker the wall, the farther apart
skins with foam or honeycomb cores, the mounting fas- may be the studs. In many cases, 30 cm (1 ft) is close
teners are often surrounded by plastic inserts to pre- enough, but each individual case must be evaluated by
vent moisture from entering the cores, strike attachment tests. Appropriate test procedures

If solid diverters are installed on the outside sur- are discussed in §6.8.
face, they may cause some drag. This can be mini-
mized by orienting the bars parallel to the airstream, Foil strips: Thin foil strips, usually made of aluminum
by ahaping the cross section of the bars aerodynami- 0.008 to 0.040 cm (0.003 to 0.015 in) thick, have oc-
cally, or by embedding the diverters into the external casionally been used in the past, but these usually
surfaces of the skins, provide protection against only one flash since they

may melt or vaporize. In such a case they leave an
ionized channel through which subsequent currents in
the same flash can travel. Protection is lost for later
flashes. Also, the exploding strip may sometimes dam-
age the adjacent composite material. For these reasons
they are not recommended for certifiable designs and
no further discussion of them will be provided.

Sexp se
S •~stud•

strap or tube/
~beneath

/surface

probe radome fuselage

Fig. 6.28 Solid diverters on a radome. Fig. 6.29 Internal diverter strip with protruding studs.

Internal diverters: Embedding solid diverters into Segmented diverters: Solid diverter bars tend to in-
a composite skin creates tooling and manufacturing terfere with the beam from a radar antennna, and to
problems and may also degrade the strength of the skin overcome this, segmented diverters, also called "but-
because of stress concentrations along the required ton strips," were developed [6.12 - 6.15]. These consist
grooves. An alternative is to mount solid diverters of a series of thin, conductive segments, or "buttons,"
on the inside surface, with metal fasteners, sometimes interconnected by a resistive material, and fastened to
called studs protruding through the wall to serve as a thin composite strip which can then be cemented to
lightning attachment points, as shown in Fig. 6.29. the surface to be protected. Typical strips [6.17] are
Although this type of diverter installation may reduce shown in Fig. 6.30.
the aerodynamic drag created by external mounting, Segmented diverters do not provide a metal path
it does not take advantage of the insulation capabil- to carry lightning current. Instead, they provide many
ity of the dielectric wall, and internal side flashes can small airgaps that ionize when a high electric field is
result. In addition, magnetic forces due to lightning applied. Since the small gaps are close together, the
flashes sweeping from one stud to the next may tear resulting ionization is nearly continuous and thus pro-
the diverter away from the skin. vides a conductive path for lightning leaders and flash 4
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currents. The segmented diverters thus guide, rather required to ionize the segmented strips. Ideally, the
than conduct, the flash across the protected surface, ionization voltage (electric field strength might be a
The structure and ionization process of segmented di- better term) would be lower than that required to ion-
verters are shown in Fig. 6.31. ize a path along the bare surface of the radome and

Segmented diverters have been used on many also much lower than that required to puncture the
radome systems. The field experience to date indi- radome. Laboratory tests have shown the ionization
cates that for most applications, they appear to be levels of several strip designs to be 20 to 50 kV per
almost as effective as solid diverters. meter. This is much less than the 500 to 700 kV per

meter required 'to ionize the air across an insulating
surface.

RESISTANCE MATERIAL CONNECTING SEGMENTS

S/ f~~~~~~DIELIECTRIC SUBSTR[ATIE RSSAC UTII

RESISTANCE MATERIAL

I II....
SPA•KS SEGMENT

-• °I (SUTTON--)

i___ DIELECTRIC
SUBSTRATE

Fig. 6.30 Segmented diverters.

MO- CONTINUOUS
Ionization: In order for segmented diverters to ionize, INI TROKE

there must be an electric field tangential to the length CURRENTS

of the diverter. This is provided by the approaching (b)

lightning leader, or by intense ambient fields that pre-
cede an aircraft triggered strike. Fig. 6.31 Design and breakdown process

in segmented diverters.
Effect of internal conductors: Conductors beneath (a) Design
the structure being protected can affect the perfor- (b) Breakdown and conduction process
mance of segmented diverters. A conductor imme-
diately beneath the strip will short out most of the
tangential electric field and inhibit ionization of the Breakdown voltage: Ionization of segmented divert-
diverter. Even if the diverter does ionize, there will be era is a highly nonlinear process and the total voltage
a voltage rise along it and that voltage may be suffi- required to cause ionization, when applied end to end,
cient to cause puncture to the internal conductor. This may change very little as the length of the strip is var-
can also happen when tubes or antennas are placed on ied. Ionization probably proceeds from the ends in
or near the inside surface of the radome. Positioning a self propagating manner, similar to the propagat-
such conductors away from the skin will improve the ing leaders discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. The test
situation. configuration, generator characteristics, measurement

connections and gaps between the generator and the
Spacing between diverters: The maximum spacing strip have been observed to significantly alter the test
between segmented diverters, and the minimum per- results and the conditions to cause ionization are not
missible spacing to underlying conductors, is depen- understood as well as one might like. Laboratory com-
dent, among other things, upon the amount of voltage parisons of various diverter designs may not be sufli-
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cient to tell how the diverters will work in actual prac- may be calculated by assuming L to be 1 H/m for
tice. Laboratory testing of complete non-conducting most diverters, and assuming dr/dt to be 100,000
structures, such as radomes, including simulation of A/ps (1 x 101 A/s). This voltage rise must be
the conducting objects inside the radome, is the best compared with the puncture voltage of the corn-
way to evaluate any particular design. posite skin and the air gap between the skin and

conductive objects inside. If this is not known,
Application of diverters: Proper application of either the design can be verified by a high current test
type of diverter involves being sure that there is never of a typical diverter installation.
enough voltage to cause puncture through the insulat-
ing structure to the internal objects. Voltage can de- 6. Fasten the diverter strips or bars securely to the
velop because of the resistance of the ionized channel skin. Solid diverters are mechanically fastened
along a segmented diverter or because of the induc- about every 15 cm (6 in). Segmented diverters
tance of a solid diverter. Diverters should be neither are adhesively bonded directly to the composite
too far from the objects to be protected nor too close, skin.
Typical diverter spacings range from 30 cm (12 in) to
60 cm (24 in). Application guidelines are: At the aft end of either type of diverter, provide a

suitable path to carry the lightning current to the
1. As much as possible, orient the diverters in a fore conducting airframe structure. This can be via

and aft direction, as shown in Fig. 6.32(a). This a single fastener or a fastener and spacer combi-
provides an opportunity for swept strokes to fol- nation, as illustrated in Fig. 6.35. In either case
low the diverter, rather than jumping across the the arrangement should be capable of conducting
insulating structure being protected. currents appropriate for the zone in which the di..

verters Pre located.
2. Provide an adequate number of diverters and keep

the current path as short as possible, although 7. Provide an appropriate finish. This may be a
this might require some diverters to be oriented paint on solid diverters, but the individual seg-
perpendicular to the line of flight. ments of segmented diverters must not be covered

with primers or paints. If covered with paint,3. Use enough diverters to be sure that any light- these diverters will not ionize and thus will not

ning strike will flash across the surface of the skin t ion.
rather than puncturing the skin and striking the function.
objects under the skin. Fig. 6.32(b) illustrates 8. The protection adequacy of a complete diverter

the point. arrangement should be verified by high voltage
strike attachment tests to verify ability to inter-

4. The spacing of either type of diverter depends on cept strikes and prevent puncture, and by high
the dielectric strength of the skin material, the current tests to confirm adequacy of mechanical
proximity of conducting objects behind the skin, and electrical fastening and grounding designs.
and the length of the diverters. Typical spacings These tests must be conducted on full scale hard-
range from 30 cm (12 in) to 60 cm (24 in), but ware duplicating that to be used in production.
there are no "cook book" analytical tools with
which to determine the necessary spacing for par- The intent of Guideline 3 is to assure that enough
ticular configurations. Selection of spacing is best diverters are used to prevent punctures resulting from
done by test of actual structures with diverters initial srikes. Guideline 4 extends this criterion for
applied in a "cut and try" process. Flat panel swept strokes, and Guideline 5 is aimed at preventing
specimens of the non-conductive composite skin punctures resulting from inductive voltages that arise
may be used for spacing tests; it is not necessary when lightning currents flow through the diverter.
to have a complete sample of the object to be pro- Guideline 6 is aimed at assuring that the diverter re-
tected. A typical test setup is shown in Fig. 6.33. mains physically attached and adequately bonded to

the airframe when it is called upon to conduct or guide
5. Be sure that the current along the diverter does high currents.

not produce enough inductive voltage rise to cause In applying these guidelines it is helpful to know
puncture to the internal objects, as illustrated in the voltage needed to puncture covers or to cause
Fig. 6.34. The inductive voltage rise, flashover across a surface. The voltage to puncture

a particular nonmetallic skin is a function of the ma-

V = L- (6.20) terial type and thickness, as well as of layup patterns,
dt core fillers, and surface treatments. Examples of skin
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puncture voltages determined from 1000 kV/ps im- test
pulse tests were given in Table 6.3. The voltage re- electrode
quired to produce a flashover through air or across an
insulating surface is about 500 kV/m or 5 kV/cm, if
the voltage is maintained for several microseconds, as
it might be when a streamer first contacts the sur-
face. If the voltage is of short duration, such as the
inductive voltage produced by current along a diverter,
then the required breakdown stress is higher, perhaps simulated I
10 kV/cm. The influence of gap length and duration conductor
of voltage was also discussed in §1.5.3 and §1.6.2.

l! ~panelI

(a) N
swept
lightning diverter
channel test / •/

electrode

(a) 
I

radome 1 m
lightning F ligh nin

e channel channel

ligh 
nin

t ( O)ground
radar Chire

dish 
(b)

dihdiverters (b m

diverter
View. F-F

Fig. 6.32 Diverters on a radome. Fig. 6.33 Test of flat panel to determine
(a) Fore and aft diverters to diverter spacing.

allow flash to sweep (a) Front view
(b) Excessive snacing of diverters (b) Side view

allows punc 'ure
(c) Proper spacing of diverters

Balancing spaci•.g between diverters with the Materials include arc or flame sprayed metals, woven
puncture strength of the surface being protected usu- wire fabrics, solid metal foils, expanded metal foils,
ally requires tests, the principles of which are shown aluminized fiberglass, nickel plated aramid fiber and
in Figs. 6.33 and 6.36. metal loaded paints. Some of these systems can also

be used to protect CFC materials, as described in §6.5.
6.3.4 Protection With Conductive Coatings Arc or flame sprayed metals: These are solid metal

Where electromagnetic transparency is not re- coatings applied by spraying molten metal onto the
quired, conductive materials can be applied to the surface to be protected. Thicknesses range from 0.1. surface to conduct lightning currents to the airframe. to 0.2 mm (0.004 - 0.008 in) and the most common
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metal is aluminum, though other metals have occa- large
sionally been used when corrosion is of major concern. diverter fastener
The metal solidifies on the exterior surface of the com-
posite, resulting in a hard, stiff and conductive layer
which is capable of conducting Zone 1A or 1B currents
with very little damage. The sprayed metal can, and (a)
should, be painted, but the paint will intensify dam-
age at strike attachment points. Sprayed coatings will composite metal
have a somewhat rough finish and may require smooth- frame
ing. This can be overcome by spraying the metal into metal
a mold, after which the composite plies are laid in and diverter spacer
cured. In this case the metal finish is smooth.

Advantages of the arc or flame-sprayed metals are
very good protection for all strike zones and their abil-
ity to cover complex shapes that would be difficult to (b)
cover with wire meshes or foils. Disadvantages are
cost, weight and difficulty of having the sprayed metal composite metal
release from a mold. skin frame

diverter - thicessclamp
exaggeratedAe

channel (C)

c1omposite metal
Sin ge frame

v Fig. 6.35 Methods of grounding diverters.
(a) Single large diameter fastener

V=L d' (b) Single small diameter fastener
with conductive spacer

(c) Same as (b) with clamp over end
of diverter

Woven wire fabrics do not drape well over sur-
faces with compound curves and this is especially true

Fig. 6.34 Inductive voltage developed of tightly woven fabrics. They must be cut and lapped
along a divertcr. to fit. Wire fabrics can readily be co-cured in a com-

posite laminate since the resin can flow around the
individual wire strands. They can also be cemented

Woven wire fabrics: Metallic fabrics woven from small onto a previously manufactured surface, though care
diameter wires of aluminum or copper can provide very should be taken not to let much of a film of adhesive
effective protection for non-conductive surfaces. Quin- build up atop the wires.
livan, Kuo and Brick [6.18], and King [6.19] inves- Advantages of wire fabrics include ability to co-
tigated woven wire fabrics and metal foils primarily cure with the composite laminate, very effective pro-
as protection for carbon fiber composite (CFC) ma- tection for all strike zones, flexibility and light weight,
terials, but their findings apply to the protection of typically 0.15 - 0.2 kg/m 2 (0.03 - 0.04 lbs/ft2 ). Part of
non-conductive composites as well. The metal fabrics their effectiveness comes because the roughness of the
most commonly applied are woven of aluminum wires wire fabrics encourages arc root dispersion. They also
spaced 40 to 80 per cm (100 or 200 per inch). Wire di- provide protection against particle erosion.
ameters range from 0.05 to 0.1 mm ((0.002 - 0.004 in). A disadvantage is difficulty in draping over corn-
These fabrics are identical to filter screens commonly pound curves. This may require the fabrics to be cut
used in the chemical and water processing industries, into gores and lapped to fit.
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________.._Expanded foils are better than wire fabrics at
draping over compound curves since they can be

S diverterstationary rod stretched somewhat. They can be bonded to corn-
displacement posite laminates as well as wire fabrics and, like fab-

rics, tend to promote arc root dispersion. Thus, much
S L- less expanded foil will be burned away at a strike at-

diverter strap cm tachment point than would be the case for an equal
(movable) thickness of solid foil.

nonmetallic skin "Aluminized fiberglass: Glass fibers can be coated with

simulated conducting aluminum and the result is a material with significant
object electrical conductivity. An individual fiber has a nom-

inal resistance of 2 ohms/cm. The coated fibers and
prepregs made from the fibers are available commer-

Fig. 6.36 Experimental determination of maximum cially. A virtue of the material is that the outer ply
diverter displacement distance, of a structure can be replaced by a ply made from the

coated fibers.
Solid metal foil: Metal foil can be cemented over a Individual fibers can carry 50 A for 1ys, 5 A for 1
non-conducting surface to provide a conducting layer. ms and 0.3 amperes continuously. They have this good
Metal foils of 0.025 mm (0.001 in) or greater provide capability for carrying currents of duration 1 ps to 1
lightning protection that is about the same as that ms because of the excellent thermal coupling between
provided by wire meshes. A substantial amount of foil the aluminum and the glass. The glass provides a heat
this thick will be melted away at lightning attachment sink, enabling the aluminum coated fiber to carry twice
points, but the non-conductive material underneath the current that could be carried by the aluminum by
will not generally suffer more than cosmetic damage. itself.
Partly, the protection is afforded because the foil sepa- At the point of lightning strike attachment, some
rates from the surface being protected, moving the arc volume of the aluminum will be explosively vaporized,
root away from the surface, the area affected depending on the magnitude of the

The amount of metal foil melted away by a strike strike and the amount of aluminum on the prepreg.
is related to the intensity of the lightning current and If the coated fiberglass material is covered by fillers
to the thickness of the foil, but there are no significant or paints, the expanding gasses will be contained and
differences in performance for the various types of met- more of the explosive force will be directed into the
als. Most protection applications have used aluminum material to be protected, the added amount of damage
foil. being related to the mass of covering material. Materi-

Manufacturing concerns have limited the appli- als that might be applied over coated fiberglass include
cation of metal foil as protection. Metal foil, like fillers, paints and other layers of fiberglass. Standard
metal fabrics, will not drape smoothly over a com- thicknesses of paint and primer, 5 to 7 mils, are usually
pound curve. To prevent wrinkles it must be cut and not sufficient to cause any significant damage, but 10
spliced and this results in seams which might arc and mils of putty or a ply of fiberglass can result in dam-
delaminate, even at low current levels. The foil also age to several layers of fiberglass below the aluminum
has a smooth surface, which makes it hard to bond to coated fiberglass.
the surface to be protected. Unbonded areas may al- Increased damage caused by confinement of arc
low the foil to become delaminated and they also can products is not a problem only with aluminized fiber-
collect moisture, which can cause corrosion, glass; it occurs with any protective material. Confine-

Because of these difficulties solid metal foils are ment does, however, seem to promote more extensive
rarely used to protect composite materials, damage to aluminized fiberglass than to either woven

wire fabrics or expanded metal foils.
Expanded metal foils: These are fabricated by a

milling process that perforates and stretches a solid Metal loaded paints: Adding metal particles, such as
metal foil. It has the appearance of a woven wire mesh, copper or aluminum, to a paint results in a surface that
yet is fabricated of one piece of metal, and thus has has a certain amount of conductivity and has some
better conductivity than metal fabrics which depend ability to provide lightning protection, though the pro-
on contact between the wires to provide conductiv- tection is marginal since the metal particles make only
ity. Protection effectiveness is very good for all zones random contact with each other. As a result the coat-
and about the same as woven wire meshes and flame ing has a much lower conductivity than an equivalent
sprayed metals. film of pure metal.
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No practical thickness of paint is sufficient to pro- There are several aspects of windshield and canopy de-
vide metallic conduction of a full lightning current. In- signs which could make them susceptible to damage
stead, the paint acts mostly to guide a flashover across and designers should verify that these conditions do
the coated surface and the lightning current is then not result in safety of flight hazards.

carried mcre in the resulting arc than in the coating Windows and windshields are fabricated from
of conductive paint. glasses, acrylics, and polycarbonates, or some combi-

Conducting paint films are least effective if there nation of these materials. These materials all have
is some conducting object under the surface of the in- higher dielectric strengths than the non-conductive
sulating surface being protected. In such a case, the composites. Generally, conductive objects will not be
arc voltage -night be high enough to cause a puncture positioned close to the inside surface and thus there
through the insulating surface to that object. will be little tendency for a lightning flash to puncture

Conducting paint does have the virtue that it can the windows.
be applied to an existing surface, even one of corn- Lightning punctures can occur to the electrical
plex shape. Copper paints have been the most widely heating elements embedded in windshield laminates.
used. One of the most successful applications of copper
loaded paints has been in the protection of helicopter Electrically heated windshields: Electrical heating
rotor blades fabricated of non-conductive composites. elements embedded within laminated windshields are
A coating of conductive paint approximately 0.1 mm used to clear icing and fogging. Typical configurations
(0.003 - 0.005 in) applied under the finish coat of paint are shown in Fig. 6.38. Heating elements are either
has been shown to prevent punctures of the blade skin. fine metal wires or metal films, powered from either 28
Paints have been less successful on blades with metal volt dc or 115 volt ac systems.
spars or embedded heater wires because sufficient volt- Since the wires are of small diameter and arranged
age builds up along the conducting paint to puncture in zig-zag patterns, an electric field directed through
to the internal conductors. The mechanism is sketched the glass is concentrated at those wires and can result
on Fig. 6.37. in puncture of the glass ply and conduction of light-

Conductive paints are the least desirable of light- ning currents directly into the heating elements and
ning protection methods, partly because of this volt- the power circuits. Electric fields can be produced ei-
age buildup problem and also because they may erode ther by an approaching lightning leader or by electrical
away when exposed to intense rain or hail. charge that collects on the outside of the window as the

aircraft flies through precipitation. Puncture should

metalpaintbe less likely with metal films because they providemetal paint less tendency for the electric field to concentrate at

- j i--___ points.

V - - Other potential hazards that could result from
R- puncture of the outer ply of the windshield are illus-

trated in Fig. 6.39. The first is the partially contained
hTatr wire shock wave. This is always sufficient to shatter the ex-

terior ply and sometimes sufficient to shatter the inner
ply as well. If that happens, particles may be blown
directly into the pilot's face.

Another potential hazard is direct conduction of
very high surge currents into the aircraft's electric
power distribution system, often after damaging the
electrical loads powered from the same source.

Fig. 6.37 Voltages developed along metal loaded Protection methods: One method of eliminating
pamnt. these problems is to de-ice the windshield with hot air

6.4 Windshields, Canopies and Windows instead of electrical heating elements. Removing the
heating elements eliminates the most frequent cause

Windshields, canopies, and side windows are of- of windshield puncture and eliminates the conducted
ten located in direct and/or swept stroke attachment surge problem.
regions, Zones ]A or 2A. Lightning damage to wind- The following approaches can be followed to re-
shields has not been frequent, but at least one accident duce or eliminate the hazards if electrical heating ele-
in the 1930s has been attributed to such damage 16.201. ments are present.
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1. Utilize a tough center ply of acrylic or polycar- electric shocks. These films have not promoted punc-
bonate resin. These materials are usually resiliant ture of canopies fabricated of polycarbonate resins.
and tolerant of shock wave or impact damage.

Some specifications require that windshield struc-
tures be able to survive the impact of a 2 kg (4 lb) external surface
bird at 200 knots. Such windshields have some- glass
times been capable of tolerating the effects of Zone -7 fine wires
1A punctures through the outer ply. plastic

(a) glass

Since failure can result from tearing at the inter- View A-A

face between the laminate and the frame, as well - .external surface
as by puncture of the laminate itself, this part of i ii B p Plastic

part metal film
the design must also be considered from a light- _...... plastic
ning protection standpoint. Approaches that suc- (b) plastic
cessfully tolerate reasonable bird strike require- View A-A
ments are also likely to meet lightning require-
ments.

Fig. 6.38 Electrically heated windshields.
2. Utilize a metal film heating element instead of fine (a) Fine wires ir, glass/acrylic sandwich

embedded wires. The films are less conducive to (b) Metal film in acrylic or polycarbonate
puncture of the outer ply. sandwich

3. Employ surge suppression devices on power distri-
bution circuits or busses feeding electrical wind- View
shield de-ice systems. A-A

Such devices should be rated to limit surge volt- outer glass
Pges to the system transient control level (TCL), ply shatters

as defined in Chapter 5, while safely conduct- 0

ing substantial currents to airframe ground. Fig. 0
6.40 shows where surge suppressors should be • < " I acrylic ply

installed. Information on surge suppression de- '0 a " ruptures
vices is given in Chapter 17. Metal oxide varistor (a) 0

(MOV) type devices have proven capable of con- WOW heater wires O O
ducting 50 000 amperes and should be used for .a 9.-- vaporize 00 0

protection of windshield heater power feed and

control circuits. us

4. Since windshields, canopies and other windows q s nner glass

am usually flight critical items, candidate designs 
p.a

should be tested. This is especially true of wind-
shields since data bases relating to never, high
strength, light weight laminate designs do not ex-
ist. Appropriate test methods are described in
§8.8.

The foregoing protection methods are applicable wires to bus

to bubble type canopies and side windows, as well as system I
to frontal windshields, though windshields represent (b)
the most likely lightning related problem.

Canopies rarely employ de-ice elements and are "J

fabricated most often of polycarbonate resins which
have very high dielectric strengths. This is also true of Fig. 6.39 Lightning damage to electrically heated
side windows. Sometimes metal films are deposited on windshield.
the interior of bubble type canopies to shield the pilot (a) Shock wave damage to laminate.from strong electric fields that would otherwise cause (b) Surge current into power system
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Anti-static coatings: Electrical charges that accu- ily blind the pilot, making it difficult or impossible

mulate on frontal windshields and canopies can be bled to read instruments. The flash blindness may last for

away by electrically conducting surfaces. To remain a minute or two and several accidents have resulted

optically transparent, these films must be very thin when the aircraft was on final approach to an airport

and their conductivity is not sufficient to conduct light- or in IFR conditions.

ning currents. No windshield treatment has been found to pre-

The most common coating in present use is in- vent this effect without impairing normal visibility.

dium tin oxide (ITO) and it is preferred for its corn- When there are two pilots, one of them should focus

parative durability against erosion. on the instruments and avoid looking out the wind-

shield during conditions that might lead to a lightning

Flash blindness: If a lightning strike occurs at night in strike. Cockpit instrument lights and display intensi-

front of a windshield the bright flash might temporar- ties should also be kept at maximum brightness.

to

windehiel poe I L wgeneratorcontroller unit oebus geneat"

Suppresion o relay aircits
()electrically device.

wind(hie)di tt

~~ -- w dsil o r - enrto r

D controller unit b Ietrraiar

S~to
electricallyrea

(b) boated
windshield . . .. . . . ..

i eontrolwer unit bsLates

14to
electrically Irelayge rao

windshield

Fig. 6.40 Surge protection of windshield heater circuits.

(a) Diwerter at windshield - Blest
(b) Dievoter in heat control unit - Intermediate
(c) Diverters on power" supply bus - Least desirable
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6.5 Electrically Conducting Composites Design objectives: Moat solid CFC laminates em-
ployed as aircraft skins have thicknesses ranging from 2

Electrically conductive composites include resins plies (0.5 umm, 0.02 in) to 20 plies (5 mm, 0.20 in). The
reinforced with various arrangements of carbon fibers thinner skins are used in sandwich constructions, and
or yarns, and other other resins reinforced with boron thicker laminates are employed as solid skins. Skins of
filaments. Carbon fiber composites (CFC), also known any of these thicknesses can safely conduct lightning
as graphite-epoxy composites, are by far the most currents away from strike points; thus the protection
common. Some boron ,omposites are in use, but all design objectives are as follows:
of these were designed prior to 1980 because economic
and structural advantages of CFC have precluded the 1. Prevent hazardous damage (i.e. puncture, crack-
use of boron in modem design. The protection designs ing) at strike attachment points in Zones 1A, 2A,
described in this section will therefore deal with CFC, IB and 2B.
though a brief discussion of lightning effects on boron
composites is included at the end of this section. 2. Provide adequate lightning current paths among

parts, so as to prevent damage at joints. In CFC

6.5.1 Protection of CFC Skins fuel tanks, this objective must be accomplished
without arcing or sparking which could ignite fuel

As described in Chapter 4 and [6.21], lightning vapors. Design methods for arc and spark sup-
strikes may cause damage to CFC skins, including py- pression are discussed in Chapter 7.
rolysis of, resin and fracture of laminates due to shock
wave effects. These effects occur at or near points of 3. Lightning direct effects protection designs for
lightning attachment and are due primarily to stroke CFC must be coordinated with other electrical
currents. Thus, they may occur in all zones, with the requirements, such as EMI control, power system
exception of Zone 3. The extent of this damage de- grounding, and lightning indirect effects protec-
pends on the type and thickness of the CFC skins, the tion design.
thickness of finishes and paints, and the intensity of
the lightning strike. Experience has shown that sur- Whether protection is required or not depends on
face damage is most closely related to action integral, the structural purpose of the CFC skin and the conse-
Fig. 6.41 shows typical physical damage that may oc- quences of damage. If this damage represents a flight
cur to an unprotected CFC skin in Zone IA. safety hazard, as may occur if a pressure hull is punc-

tured or a control surface is delaminated, protection

SllNAE

Fig. 6.41 Extent of damage to a CFC skin.
N() Front side (b) Back side
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must be applied to comply with the FARs. On the paint do not corrode, though long term service ex-
other hand, damage to some structures will not com- perience is not yet available to confirm this. Other
promise safety and a decision is made not to protect. metals, such as tin and stainless steel, are more com-

Examples of CFC skins that usually do and do patible with CFC and are sometimes preferred from

not require protection are as follows: a corrosion standpoint, but their lightning protection
effectiveness is less than that of aluminum fabrics.

CFC skins that may need protection. The woven metal fabrics provide both improved
"conductivity and arc root dispersion, and protective ef-

o Fuselage pressure hulls. fectiveness is very good, even on thin (2 - 4 ply) CFC
"o Engine nacelles and pylons, skins. The latter effect is due to the roughness of the
"o Flight control surfaces. woven surface, which encourages stress concentration
"o Leading edge devices, and puncture at many points during the strike attach-
"o Avionics bays. ment process. Physical damage is normally limited to
"o Wing and empennage tips and activator housings. erosion of a small area of the mesh.
"o Fuel tank skins. The weight penalty of woven wire fabrics is about

0.5 lb per m 2 (0.05 lb per ft 2). This protection of

CFC skins that may not need protection. large surface areas implies a significant weight penalty.
These fabrics should be laid up in the skin mold, to-

"o Tail cones. gether with any barrier ply and the CFC. The wire
"o Non-pressurized fuselage skins, mesh must be the outermost ply of the laminate.
"o Wing-body fairings. Expanded metal foils: These are fabricated of sin-
"o Lntral and dorsal fins. gle sheets of foil, perforated and stretched to provide
"o Landing gear doors. openings and an appearance similar to woven meshes.

The nuisance factor associated with some of the The expanded foils are typically 0.05 - 0.1 mm (0.002 -
non-protected items listed above may warrant protec- 0.004 in) thick, and have current conduction and pro-
tion, and as will be shown, effective protection can be tection effectiveness characteristics similar to those of
provided with very little impact on cost and weight. woven wire meshes. They should be co-cured with
Methods for protection of CFC skins and application the CFC laminate, using resin pre-impregnated CFC
considerations are discussed in the following sections. fabric to bond and encap~slate them,

The basic protection benefits provided, in varying Aluminum and copper foils provide the most ef-

degrees, by each of the following methods include: (1.) fective lightning protection, and are typically used be-

improved electrical conductivity, so that a portion of cause they offer some electromagnetic shielding.
the lightning current flows in the protective layer and The weight penalty of expanded foils is somewhat
not in the CFC and (2.) arc root dispersion, so that greater (depending on specific thicknesses) than that

lightning currents are caused to enter skins at a mul- of the wire meshes, but the foils provide somewhat bet-

tiplicity of points over a wider area, as compared with ter electromagnetic shielding than do the meshes, due

a single point, to the better contact afforded with mechanical fasten-
ers and hard metal surfaces. For this reason expanded
foils are sometimes employed when protection against

Woven wire fabrics: These are fabrics woven of fine both direct and indirect effects is desired.
metal wires, typically 0.05 - 0.1 mm (0.002 - 0.004 in)
in diameter. Aluminum is the preferred metal, since it Metal coated CFC: CFC yarns and cloths are avail-
is fight in weight and has low resistivity as compared able with nickel electroplated or electrodeposited on
with other metals. Plain and satin weave patterns with them to increase conductivity of skins. The metal is
40 to 80 wires per cm (100 - 200 wires per inch) are typically several microns thick, but usually all fibers
typical. One layer of this fabric is resin bonded to the in a yarn or ply of cloth are coated and so a signifi-
exterior of the CFC laminate during the original cure cant reduction in resistance is achieved, resulting in a
process, so that the metal fabric is in direct contact coated CFC ply with one tenth the volume resistivity
with carbon fibers. of an uncoated ply.

Some designers express concern regarding corro- Coated CFC suffers some mechanical strength
sion, and incorporate a thin barrier of fiberglass cloth degradation as compared with uncoated material, so
between the metal fabric and the CFC. Accelerated the coated ply can not always be counted as a struc-
salt-spray tests have shown that aluminum fabrics tural ply and one additional layer of structural CFC
cured and encapsulated with resins and coated with may have to be furnished, thereby increasing weight.
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.As with the metal fabrics and foils, only one ply of with the woven wire fabrics or expanded metal foils
coated material should be used, and it must be the described earlier. Also, the wires do not affect CFC
outermost ply. strength and the interwoven wire ply is also a struc-

The lightning protection effectiveness of metal tural ply.
coated CFC is not as good as that of woven wire
meshes and expanded foils, allowing some damage to
the coated ply and one or two underlying plies.

Metal coated CFC is most often employed when
the possibility of corrosion is of special concern, be-
cause the metal used (nickel) is compatible with CFC.

Interwoven wires: CFC fabric is available with small
diameter metal wires woven along with the carbon
yarns in each direction [6.22, 6.23]. Typical arrange-
ments have from 3 to 9 wires per cm (8 to 24 wires per
inch) of cloth, and the wires have diameters of 0.08
and 0.12 nun (0.003 to 0.005 in.). The periodic ap-.
pearance of the wires at the fabric surface intensifies
the electric field at a multiplicity of locations, sufficient
to cause multiple punctures of paint layers and allow
lightning currents to enter the CFC surface at many
points, rnther than at a single spot, thus achieving arc e" AI ", ,
root dispersion. ;T= M A•

A typical CFC laminate containing a ply with in- W\b
terwoven wires is illustrated in Fig. 6.42. This figure
shows, in exaggerated form, the yarns in the top ply,
which is to be the exterior ply and exposed to lightning r
strikes. The electric field intensifies where the wires
appear at the surface, causing the multiple lightning Ar,• w~r

attachment points.
Fig. 6.43 is a photograph of a typical unpainted Fig. 6.42 CFC laminate with interwoven wires.

CFC laminate, showing the interwoven wires.
Fig. 6.44 shows the behavioi of a simulated light-

ning leader attaching to a painted CFC laminate with
interwoven wires. Each of the current filaments at-
taches to a wire at the laminate surface, puncturing
the paint. An individual attachment point on a wire
is pictured in Fig. 6.45. The resin shown in this pho-
tograph has been punctured, exposing the wire, but
the wire was not damaged because the test current,
representative of a lightning leader, was small.

Full threat, return stroke currents enter a wider
area of surface, as illustrated in Fig. 6.46, and usually
vaporize the exposed portions of the wires, typically
over a surface area 10 - 20 cm (4 - 8 in) in diameter.
In most cases, this damage is limited to the outermost

_ ply, which contains the wires. The exposed portions of _
the wires are vaporized, giving the surface a speckled
appearance and often delaminating this ply from the
other plies over a similar area. A four ply CFC skin
panel 1.3 mm (0.051 in.) thick following a Zone 1A
lightning test is shown in Fig. 6.47. The damage is
limited to the outermost CFC ply.

The weight penalty of the interwoven wires is very Fig. 6.43 Unpainted CFC laminate with. small, being only 5% (or so) of the penalty associated interwoven wires.
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6.5.2 Protection of CFC Joints and Splices ployed to hold two members together. Metal fasteners
are used since no other materials have been developed

In addition to damage at attachment points, light- with sufficient strength.
ning currents can also cause damage at the places Bolted or fastened joints offer electrically conduc-
where they flow from one piece of CFC to another, as tive paths, but the contact area between the fastener
at interfaces with adjoining skin panels or with sub- and the composite is usually limited to the surface
structure such as ribs and spars. Two basic methods under the fastener head and/or nut. There may be
of joining composites are in use: contact in the hole to the shank of the fastener, but

it will be a loose contact at best and may not occur

Adhesive bonding: Adhesives are frequently used at in all instances. This results in a relatively high cur-
structural joints and seams, either alone or in corn- rent density at the fastener heads and nuts or collars,
bination with mechanical fasteners. Since nearly all sometimes exceeding the level at which the composite
adhesives are electrical non-conductors, they present will carry without damage.
a barrier to current flow and force lightning currents to To obtain better contact between the fasteners
flow in fasteners and other places where CFC or other and the CFC, countersunk holes and beveled washers
conductive parts of the structure come in contact. If and fastener heads are used. Even so, tests have shown
no such paths exist, the adhesive must be made suffi- that significant arcing can take place around the fas-
ciently conductive to permit current transfer. tener, especially when the lightning attachment point

Specific ways to provide electrical conductivity is near or at the fastener and fastener current densi-
across adhesive joints are: ties are high. As discussed in Chapter 7, arcing at a

1. Doping of adhesive with electrically conductive fastener can be a concern when the fastener protrudes
into a fuel tank.

particles. Methods of eliminating this arcing or separating it

2. Insertion of a conductive scrim into the bond. from fuel vapors are described in Chapter 7. The loss
of mechanical strength due to arcing at fasteners has

Doped adhesives: Adhesives doped with some electri- not been of as great concern because a small amount
cally conductive particles are commercially available, of arcing will not significantly damage the CFC nor
but the conductive particles are usually aluminum and weaken the fasteners. The number of fasteners or riv-
their main purpose is thermal, rathe, then electrical ets employed in most designs is usually sufficient to
conduction. Tests [6.24] have shown such adhesives to conduct most Zone 3 lightning currents.
be capable of conducting up to about 100 A per cm 2

(645 A per in2 ) of lightning stroke current without
loss of mechanical strength. However, these adhesives
are not as strong as non--conductive adhesives and so , \ -,
are not often found in primary structural applications. 1./ -. •.,, ,, -,. , K-.-- \,, /

The use of aluminum particles in a CFC structure also
raises concerns regarding possible corrosion.

Conductive scrim: Improvement of conductivity by
insertion of a conductive scrim into the bond has
proved successful in some applications. The scrim CFC /--adhesive
makes contact with each side of the joint, while al-
lowing the adhesive to flow between yarns. Typical
configurations are shown in Fig. 6.48. The most com- CFC conductive
mon scrim is a single loosely woven layer of carbon (a) I scrim
fiber cloth.

Galvanically compatible metal fabrics have also
been used. In either case anticipated current densities
must be kept low enough to preclude arcing at points
of contact between the scrim and CFC parts within conductive
the bond. Such arcing would cause pressure buildup joints (typ)

within the bond and possible disbonding. (b)

Bolted and riveted joints: The other method of join- Fig. 6.48 Adhesive joint with conductive skrim.

ing composite materials is with bolted joints, in which (a) Basic concept
bolts, rivets, or other mechanical fasteners are em- (b) Examples
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Loss of strength at joints: Work has been done to inate. Ply seams are usually simple butt joints, and
evaluate the degree of strength loss caused by light- electric currents flow through adjacent plies at such
ning currents in composite joints. Schneider, Hen- seams. 1
dricks, and Takashims [6.25] have studied the effects Seams in some lightning. protective layers may
of lightning currents on typical bonded and bolted need to be applied or bridged in some manner to al-
joints of graphite composites, and their preliminary low current transfer and minimize arcing. Protective
findings show that bonded joints suffer more damage layers requiring splicing include wire meshes and ex-
from lightning currents than do bolted joints. Other panded foils. Splices can be separate pieces of the
tests [6.26] have also been made on various joints, with mesh or foil, or overlaps. Two common designs are
similar results. The reader is referred to these sources illustrated in Fig. 6.49. In either case, the amount of
for further information on the specific joints that re- overlap necessary to transfer currents depends on the
searchers have evaluated and the results that they have current density. Overlaps of 1 cm (0.5 in) have been
obtained, found capable of transferring currents of 2.5 kA per cm

Candidate bond and joint designs should be tested (1 kA/in) across overlaps or splices without debond-
with anticipated current densities to verify that these ing or excessive arcing, when the adjoining pieces are
joints can tolerate the design level currents without co- cured along with the underlying laminate and in
loss of mechanical strength. good contact with each other. Larger overlaps, of up

to about 5 cm (2 in.) are usually necessary at joints
6.5.3 Application Considerations exposed to higher current densities, as would exist at

wing or empennage tips, or other structures in which
Other aspects of lightning protection design for lightning currents are high.

CFC skins include cloth or tape layup patterns, ar-
rangement of ply seams, electrical bonding to fasten- Splices and overlaps which are secondarily bonded
era and repair techniques. Brief discussions of each of with a layer of adhesive are not nearly as conductive as
these topics follow. cocured splices because the adhesive separates conduc-

tive layers and promotes arcing. If secondary bonds
Layup patterns: Experience has shown that woven must be used, adhesives should be non-supported and
cloth fabrics are more tolerant of lightning strike ef- of minimum thickness. Vacuum bagging and curing
fects than are laminates made of unidirectional tapes. should be conducted so as to encourage maximum
The interweaving of carbon yarns in the woven cloth metal-to-metal contact in the overlap or splice.
restricts damage propagation due to blast of shock
wave effects, and the cloth plies also have more uni-
form electrical conductivity.

Unidirectional tapes, on the other hand, tend to
unwind along the tape, causing damage for greater dis- CFC
tances from the strike point than is the case for wo- laminate

ven cloths. Also, electrical conductivity tends to be wire mesh,
somewhat better in the direction of the tapes and less expanded foil)
in perpendicular directions. This causes lightning cur- (a) overlap
rents, and damage, to penetrate deeper into a laminate

to final conductive paths in all directions.
T•pe laminates are also less capable of being pro- 5  le protection ply

tected with interwoven wires or metallized yarns, as
the improved conductivity afforded by these methods kutt Join CFC
is often achieved only in the direction of the conductive (b)
fibers. o overlap protection-,

If tapes must be utilized for strength purposes, (1 -5 cm typical)- ply
it is sometimes possible to include cloth plies on the CFC
inner and outer surfaces of a laminate. This affords
the opportunity to utilize cloth with interwoven wires, (c)
or metallized cloth for lightning protection purposes. Fig. 6.49 Typical configurations of splices

Ply seams: Seams are necessary in CFC cloth layups in protective plies.
where the edges of pieces of cloth meet. As long as the (a) Concept
seams of adjacent plies do not coincide, there will be (b) Splice
adequate electrical conductivity throughout the lain- (c) Overlap
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Splices at manufacturing joints: Splices in protection It is rarely possible to' extend protection plies or

layers that extend across manufacturing joints in large layers into countersunk fastener holes, as the protec-

structures may need to have larger overlaps if they are tion ply is (and should be) co-cured with the laminate

to be the only means of transfering current across such and holes must be drilled afterwords. Good conduc-

a joint. Several joint designs are shown in Fig. 6.50. tivity can be achieved if the fastener is drawn tightly

Most candidate joint designs should be tested to ver- into the countersunk hole and sealant barriers are min-

ify that current transfer occurs in the designated splice imized, so that the fastener head can be drawn tightly

plies or plates and not in an alternate manner which against the cross section of CFC in the hole, as shown

would involve arcing and debonding which would de- in Fig. 6.51(a).
grade mechanical strength.

fastener
splice ply protection ply

IaCFC CFF
(a))

protection ply 7

I CFC C•Fci washer protection

(b)pl

overlapping washer CFC or metal
contacts protection/ C7\

(c) , or metal possible protection

. Fig. 6.50 Splices across manufacturing joint.

(a) Splice ply

(b) Splice plate

(c) Splice plate with overlapping washers (C)

metal protection

Seams in interwoven wire and metalized fabrics: doubler ply
Splices are not usually required in laminates protected

with interwoven wires or metalized fabrics, because

these methods depend on the bulk CFC laminate for

conduction purposes, and serve mostly to minimize

damage at lightning attachment spots. Protection ply (d)

overlaps and splices across seams are, therefore, not

required. The edges of protection plies may be butted

together and cocured with the rest of the laminate. Fig. 6.51 Bonding to fasteners.(a) Bonding in countersink

Electrical bonding to fasteners: It is frequently nec- (b) Bonding with overlapping washer

essary to make contact between protection layers and (c) Bonding with protection ply and hole

metal fasteners, for transfer of current to adjoining (allows arcing)

parts or substructures. This can be done either by (d) Bonding with metal doubler

direct conduction between CFC laminate and the fas-

tener in the hole, or by installing the fasteners in over- If a protection ply is shown, it can be electrically

lapping washers (sometimes called dimpled washers) bonded to the fastener via overlapping washers or a

or metal doubler plates. These concepts are shown in metal doubler plate, as shown in Fig. 6.51(b) and

Fig. 6.51. 6.51(d). These methods afford the beat bond between
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protection layers and fasteners, which is necessary if Mechanism of damage: The tungsten substrate is

the protection layer is also intended to afford electro- a resistive conductor, but the resistance of the boron
magnetic shielding of on-board systems. A typical ap- is much greater by several orders of magnitude. Thus, I
plication is the avionics bay access door illustrated in electric currents entering a boron composite will tend

Fig. 6.52. Good shielding requires that the protection to flow in the tungsten substrates instead of in the
ply be bonded to surrounding structure on all edges, boron.

as shown. This is accomplished by the removable fas- Tungsten has a positive temperature coefficient
teners on the edges by the piano-type hinge on the of resistivity, which means that, as its temperature

fourth edge. rises, its resistivity increases as well, and it becomes

6.6 Boron Structures even hotter as current flows. When temperature rise
is calculated as a function of current action integral

Boron materials were at one time under consider- by Eq. 6.5, the temperature rise curve of Fig. 6.53

ation for composite structures. Interest in them has results. The quantity f 1Pdt is, of course, equal to the

waned and they are not likely to be considered in the unit energy dissipation in the substrate (per ohm of

future, but, for completeness, the research on such ma- resistance) and is dependent solely upon the electric

terials will be briefly reviewed here. current amplitude and pulse waveform.
Fig. 6.53 shows that very little temperature

6.6.1 Lightning Effects on Boron Composites rise occurs as f I2dt is increased to 20 x 10-' A2 .s.

Fassell, Penton, and Plumer [6.271 began the However, increases beyond this value cause moderate

study of lightning effects on boron composites with temperature increases, and increases beyond 100 x

a study of the degradation process in a single boron 10-6 A2 .s result in extreme temperature rise. Fas-

filament. These filaments are formed by deposition sell, Penton, and Plumer [6.27] injected currents be-

of boron on a 0.13 mm (0.0005 in) diameter tung- yond 100 x 10' A2.s into single filaments and found

sten filament called the substrate. The boron sheath,
which provides the filament's strength, is about 1.3
mm (0.005 in) in diameter.

+I

Fig. 6.52 Avionics bay access door. + +

Peripheral bonding via fastners and hinge is
for electromagnetic shielding.
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them to be severely cracked and to lose all mechan- 6.55. Each filament is made up of incremental por-
ical strength. Correspondingly, filaments exposed to tions of the tungsten substrate resistance. These re-
pulses with f 12dt values of 100 x 10's A2.s or less searchers found that the filament-to--filament break-
exhibited little or no evidence of degradation. down voltage is about 300 V and that the insulation

The mechanism of filament failure was found to breakdown at this level is represented by the back-to-
be transverse and radial cracking of the boron sheath, back Zener diodes, which have a reverse conduction
presumably caused by excessive thermal expansion of (Zener) voltage of 300V.
the tungsten substrate. Examples of cracked fiaments They found that a lightning current flowing in the
are shown in Fig. 6.54. Thus, the calculated temper- outer filament would remain in tins filament until the
ature rise is a significant indication of filament failure resistive voltage rise along it exceeds the boron and
onset. In comparison to natural lightning currents, it resin breakdown voltage, this being represented by the
is noted that when distributed over several thousand Zener diodes, at which point current enters the neigh-
filaments, a lightning stroke current of several thou- boring filament. In most cases this would be a filament
sand amperes may provide only 1 A of current per in the next ply of the laminate. While some mate-
filament. If this current exists for 100 us, it will in- rial strength degradation undoubtedly occurs from the
deed provide an f I2dt of 100 x 10' A2.s in a single breakdown of the resin and boron sheaths, the major
filament. If this current exists for 20 ps, it will provide loss of strength was found to be a result of teminper-
an f I2 dt, of 20 x 10-s A2 .s in a single filament, etc. ature rise in the filaments and cracking of the boron

While the previous example illustrates the man- sheaths along the entire length of the current flow.
ner in which lightning currents may cause mechanical When the filaments in an outer layer fail by trans-
property degradation of boron composite materials, it verse, or axial, cracking, the resistances of their tung-
also illustrates the relatively fiat region in which in- sten substrates also increase (by cracking) and so does
creasing values of f Pdt do not result in correspond- the voltage rise along this layer, until the breakdown
ing increases in temperature rise. For protection de- level of the boron sheaths and resin between it and
sign, this fact emphasizes the desirability of distribut- the next layer of filaments is reached. When this hap-
ing lightning currents throughout as many filaments pens, the current enters this next layer of filaments,
as possible. and the process continues. The depth of penetration,

To explain the process of current flow into the of course, depends on both the amplitude and duration
many boron filaments in a composite, Penton, Perry, of the lightning current and the number of filaments
and Lloyd [6.28] formulated an electrical model of two into which this current can distribute.
boron filaments in a resin matrix, as shown in Fig.
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Fig. 6.53 Temperature rise of tungsten Fig. 6.54 Cracking of boron filaments due

substrate of a boron filament. to excessive current.
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celle can result in damage to the structure. Struc-
tural effects of this type are identical to those dis-
cussed previously for other exposed structure. The

-- .aircraft propulsion system does contain some unique
functions which can be damaged by lightning direct

SOMONPILAMEt effects. The new high efficiency engines contain nu-
merous electronic monitors and controls which may be
vulnerable to the indirect effects of lightning. Those
effects are covered in Chapters 8 - 18. The effects dis-
cussed here are those related to propellers and rotors,

IL gear boxes, and stalls of turbofan engines.

671Propeilers

Aircraft propellers are frequent targets for light-
ning strikes. The general location of propellers, front
for traction or rear for pusher, probably accounts
for their susceptibility to lightning strike attachment.
Tractor blades are in a Zone 1A or 2A location while
pushers will be in Zone lB. The high current compo-

Fig. 6.55 Zener diode model of boron filaments nent of lightning , due to its short duration, will affect
within a laminate, only one blade. The duration of the intermediate cur-

rent is of a short enough time that it will also involve
In addition to the current conduction effects just only one of the blades, but the propeller does spin fast

described, the high temperature and blast forces from enough that the long duration continuing current will
the arc have been found to cause substantial damage to divide among all the blades.
a boron composite at the point of attachment, just as A lightning flash to a metal propeller does little
with CFC structures. Holes blown in a boron compos- damage. It may produce minor pitting and erosion of
ite material tend to be somewhat greater than would metal at trailing edges, but not sufficient to require
be expected in a CFC panel of similar thickness. De- corrective action beyond filing down of rough spots.
tails of test results will not be reviewed further since Propellers of fiberglass are more vulnerable to
boron materials are now seldom used. lightning, especially if internal conducting parts are

present. Then the flash can puncture to those in-
6.6.2 Protection of Boron Composites ternal conducting objects, causing delamination and

eventually complete destruction. If the internal part
Boron composites can be protected by several has only a small cross-section it can explode and cause

of the same techniques previously described for non- explosive shattering of the blade. Lightning current
conductive composites. The electrical behavior of entering a heater wire, for example, could propagate
boron is more like the non-conductive composites re- elsewhere and cause problems, but that is an indirect
inforced with aramid fiber and glass than CFC, so the effect treated in later chapters. Protection techniques
woven wire mesh, expanded aluminum toil and arc or are the same as for other dielectric structures as de-
flame-sprayed metals are most appropriate. Interwo- scribed in §6.3.5 and include conductive paints, divert-
ven wires and metal-coated boron filaments have not ers, and surface coatings. Often a metal leading edge
been evaluated for protection of boron composites and rain erosion strip can be designed to safely intercept
these methods are not as likely to be as successful as the lightning flash.
they are for protection of CFC. Dielectric blades will be subject to precipitation

If composites reinforced with boron or other less static problems and any antistatic system that is in-
familiar materials are to be employed in the future, stalled will be subject to lightning as well. The effects
extensive testing will be necessary to define and quan- of lightning strikes to the antistatic system must be
tify lightning effects and develop satisfactory protec- assessed to insure that no safety of flight hazards can
tion methods. occur. Graphite composite blades are less vulnerable

to lightning than dielectric composites, but verifica-

6.7 Direct Effects on Propulsion Systems tion is mandatory due to the critical function of the
blade. If protection is required, methods discussed in

Lightning attachment to an engine pod or na- §6.5 can be applied.
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6.7.2 Rotor Blades from the high current effects. Test machinery is not
available to duplicate the energy levels of lightning,

In general, helicopter rotor blades or rotating that is, to produce currents of the magnitude involved
wings are similar to propeller blades in their lightning in the lightning return stroke while simultaneously du-
performance. The main difference is the greater size plicating the high voltages of a developing lightning
of the rotor blades. The larger size often will involve leader. High voltages can readily be developed and
greater complexity in terms of heater blankets for de- high currents can readily be developed, but not si-
ice and tip lights. Such additional systems will usu- multaneously by the same machines. Also, a focus
ally require that protection be designed and applied to on lightning effects, rather than lightning itself, makes
other than metal blades. it feasible to perform high current testing with wave-

shapes different from those produced by natural light-
6.7.3 Gear Boxes ning.

Lightning currents entering propellers or rotor These points will be elaborated upon in the fol-
blades must exit to the aircraft through the gears lowing sections. Mostly the discussion will be that of
and bearings supporting the propeller or rotor shaft. Section 6.8.1, dealing with test machinery. That sec-
The conduction of these currents through the bearings, tion will describe the methods of operation and factors
which are supported on insulating lubricant films, will governing performance, cost and tradeoffs of test ma-
result in some pitting of the bearing surfaces. This chinery. Section 6.8.2 will discuss test standards and
does not appear to be a major problem since there test procedures, including some discussion of the back-
do not appear to be any records of any catastrophic ground of their development. That discussion will be
failures of bearings associated with lightning strikes, brief because there are other documents that cover test
Engine manufacturers, however, have always recom- standards and procedures in considerable depth.
mended that gear boxes and bearings be disassembled 6.8.1 Test Equipment
and inspected after a strike. This usually results in
replacement of the bearing since it is not possible to There are basically two types of test made on air-
differentiate between arc pitting and wear. There does craft to evaluate direct effects: (a) high voltage dis-
not appear to be any way of avoiding such pitting since charge tests to help identify where lightning might at-
lightning current will always go through the bearing. tach, and to evaluate the efficacy of lightning diverters

There are no practical ways of diverting current and (b) injection of high currents into objects to evalu-
away from the bearings, ate their resistance to the burning and blasting effects

Helicopter manufacturers generally do not recom- of the return strokes.
mend bearing inspections, but depend on gearbox chip
counter circuits to indicate the conditions of bearings High voltage surge generators: High voltages of the
and gears. magnitude, hundreds and thousands of kilovolts, as-

6.7.4 Turbine Engines sociated with the lightning leader are commonly pro-
duced by slowly charging a group of capacitors in par-

Small turbine engines, especially those mounted allel and rapidly discharging them in series, "Marx"
on the fuselage, may experience turbine stall or roll- generators, after the inventor. They were originally
back during a lightning event. The phenomenon is developed for testing the degree to which the insula-
thought to be caused by the lightning channel inter- tion of high voltage electric power transmission equip-
rupting the air flow at the engine air inlet. Numerous ment could resist the high voltages produced by nat-
cases of power loss have been reported [6.29] and in ural lightning striking power transmission lines. That
one particular instance both engines sustained a flame- remains their most common use today, a fact that
out. Damage to the engine or nacelle is generally not has influenced standardized waveshapes, including the
observed. No protective measures are known, other waveshapes used for evaluating lightning effects on air-
than pilots being aware of the problem and practiced craft.
in restart procedures. Several configurations are pnssible for impulse

6.8 Direct Effects Testing generators, one of which is shown in Fig. 6.56. Each
of the capacitors is initially charged to a voltage V

Lightning tests on aircraft are an attempt to du- through resistors, as shown in Fig. 6.56(a). Then,
plicate the effects of lightning, not an attempt to du- all the switches, S1, $2, S3 ... are closed simultane-
plicate lightning itself. The point is important because ously, thus connecting all the capacitors in series, as
the exigencies of test equipment make it necessary to shown in Fig. 6.56(b), and allowing them to discharge. evaluate the high voltage effects of lightning separately through the external waveshaping circuit. Charging
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voltage is typically 50 - 200 kV per stage. The partic- high impedance devices. Operatio. into low imped-

ular circuit gives a negative going output voltage for a ance circuits is the exception, except in study of nu-
positive charging voltage, but other configurations can clear EMP effects, in which case compactness and
give positive output voltage, speed of erection becomes important. Such genera-

v output tors are generally insulated with oil or insulating gases,
such as sulfur hexafluoride, but the generators used

S4  during tests for lightning effects are most commonly
air insulated.

V Voltage generators are also rated in terms of their
stored energy,

V W = nCgV,2 joules or watt-seconds. (6.23)

S2  A large machine for the electric power field might
V have an open circuit voltage of about 5 MV (5 x 106

V) and a stored energy of 250 kilojoules. 10 MV is
about the highest voltage that has been used for air
insulated machines. Testing for aircraft applications

-4V seldom calls for such voltages or stored energy. A 5
MV machine can produce discharges through 10 or

V more meters of air, but standardized test practices for
determining attachment points on aircraft seldom call
for gaps more than about 1 m in length.

After erection, the surge generator can be treated
(a) (b) as. a single capacitor of magnitude C. = C=t.SIN
Fig. 6.56 Marx circuit voltage impulse generator. charged to a voltage V,, = NV.t 6as. A common corn-

(a) While charging plete generator circuit, including waveshaping compo-

(b) After erection nents, is shown in Fig. 6.57.
Disregarding the stray inductance of the circuit, 6

it produces open circuit voltages of double exponential
In practice, the switches are spark gaps, usually waveshape, as discussed in §1.5.2 and §9.10.1. Front

spheres a few tens of centimeters diameter. Closure of time is controlled by the charging time constant of the
S1 connects C, and C2 in series, which places 2V on series resistance R. and the waveshaping capacitor C1.
C2 , which then sparks over placing C1, C2 and C3 in Tail time is determined by how long it takes C, and
series, placing 3V on S4 . The process, called erection, C1 to discharge through the resistors to ground, R9
cascades until all capacitors are in series. Stray capac- and Rd. In practical circuits, Rd is frequently a re-
itance from the various stages to ground is essential to sistive voltage divider to measure the output voltage
the initial development of the overvoltages required to and waveshape, though this can also be done by using
close switches other than the one initially fired. For the waveshaping capacitor C1 as the high voltage arm
air insulated generators, erection takes place in about of a capacitive voltage divider. A discussion of mea-
10 ns, 10-a seconds. suring techniques is presented in [6.31]. Some circuits

The initial switch closure can be effected by phys- dispense with either R, or Rd, but if a low resistance
ically moving the spheres together enough to allow must be used to prevent the tail time from being too
S1 to breakdown by a dc overvoltage or by inducing long, it is more efficient to use a high resistance voltage
breakdown by a pulse applied to a trigger electrode, a divider (R,) and a low resistance for R,.
trigatron spark gap. A discussion of triggering mech- Approximate values of the front and tail times are
anisms is beyond the scope of this volume, but can be
found in the literature. Reference [6.30] gives a good
introduction to the matter and also provides additional Tfroat - 3RC1 (6.24)
references to the vast literature on pulsed power surge T 97 R#(R, + Rj) (
technology. T -'fim =.1[Re-+ R, + RR J (6.25)

Marx circuit voltage generators are usually rated
in terms of their open circuit voltage capability be- In the high voltage power field the waveshape
cause they are used for testing insulation and other most commonly produced has a front time of 1.2 s is
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___ and a tail time of 5Ops, as defined in §1.5.2. Shorter -- ___. _ -

front times can be produced, but the effects of stray 0.01 1000 g
inductance become more important, both to the per-

formance of the generator and to calculation of the 500 200 .±. 00150kS 2000 _ 10000,

waveshape produced by a given set of circuit constants. 0 0 o
Longer tail times can be produced, though the influ- .05 1/F 5n Voc

ence of the charging resistors must be taken into ac- (a)
count. Efficient generation of short tail times requires
the addition of inductance in series with the discharg-
ing resistors [6.32].

500 kV-
1.0

0.9

____ output

Ls S Rsj

- / Ic R ~0.3 /

(b) 0 tf 5 us

Fig. 6.57 Generator circuit including 500 kV-
waveshaping elements.

Analytic expressions for the effects of these vri- -

ous factors are available, but it is more practical just
to make numerical calculations using one of the many 0.5

time domain circuit analysis programs. For the cir-
cuit of Fig. 6.58(a) the calculated open circuit voltage 7
would be as given in Figs. 6.58(b) and (c). The front
and tail times, as defined in [6.33] are 1.3 ps and 67 0- 1

ps respectively. The circuit constants of Fig. 6.58(a) (c) 0 t.t 1 u00a
are typical of a small generator that might be used for
testing of aircraft equipment.

Since the purpose of the generators is not to du- Fig. 6.58 Opern circuit voltage waveshape.

plicate lightning, but only to duplicate the effects of (a) Representative circuit values

high voltages produced by lightning, the ability to pro- (b) Waveshape of frcnt

duce high currents serves no special purpose and is (c) Waveshape of tail
seldom attempted. High voltage generators are large
rnd tend to have high inductance. Also, they are usu-
ally designed with internal series resistance to prevent High currant generators: Direct effects testing for
oscillatory currents from flowing, since such currents aircraft components more generally calls for the injec-
lead to re tarsals of voltage on the capacitors, which tion of high currents into a portion or sample of the
may shorten their life. The circuit constants of Fig. aircraft structure. Injection into a complete aircraft
6.59(a) are fairly representative of an actual moderate is seldom either attempted or necessary. Most com-
size machine machine, particularly as regards the in- monly, the current is injected into the item unier test
ternal inductance and resistance. Figs. 6.59(b) and either through a small air gap a few cm. in length or
(c) show, for two different values of external series re- sometimes by direct metallic connection.
sis ance, the short circuit current that would be ob- Surge current generators, such as those required
tainted. The circuit dispenses with a load capacitor on to produce the Component A and Component D cur-
the premise that a unidirectional current wave would rents specified 16.341 for testing of aircraft, employ
be desired. many large capacitors in parallel, connections being
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configured so as to minimize internal inductance, with Since the external inductance is relatively large,
Fig. 6.60 showing a representative configuration. The the discharge switch can frequently be just a heavy
maximum peak current available from a capacitor duty sphere mechanically brought into contact with a
bank depends on the circuit inductance, part of which metal plate. Generatore optimized for minimum inter-
is internal and somewhat under the control of the bank nal inductance should have more sophisticated switch-
designer and part of which is associated with the test ing devices, such as those discussed in [6.30]. For a
object and the connecting leads. This latter depends given generator and load, peak current is varied by
on the size of the test object and may be the induc- adjusting the charging voltage of the surge generator.
tance that limits peak current available from a partic- Peak current may not vary directly with charging volt-
ular generator. The external circuit inductance asso- age because of the effects of arcing test pieces, but the
ciated with large structures is largely the reason that non-linearities are small.
high current tests on complete aircraft are seldom at- Surge generators are most commonly operated un-
tempted. derdamped in order to obtain maximum current. Un-

derdamped, by definition, means that the output cur-
internal •..-4- - external - load rent is oscillatory, unlike the unidirectional currents as-

sociaited with natural lightning and the unidirectional
450 '0.010 10 A H R voltage wavec ea.,ily obtainable from generators opti-

5.00 mized for production of high magnitude impulst: 'rolt-
r 40uH ._ ages. It also means that the front time of the surge

I 100 nF current inherently has a rather long front time. At-
(stra) taining unidirectional current waves of very high am-

1.5 MV s5H plitude with short front times is difficult. It can be"" •" .02#F | ' = done, but the machines become very large and expen-

------- .sive. For direct effects testing, development of fast
10 kA front times is not essential since damage depends pri-

marily on peak current and current duration, not the
front time of current. The front time of the current is

- important for evaluating indirect effects, but that is a
- different matter.

With an undamped machine the maximum peak
current is

m. = " (6.26)
0 •,where

(b) 0 10 w es

S i V = charging voltage

C = generator capacitance

L = circuit inductance.

The initial rate of change of current, at T = 0, is

O-- 0-. dr V3-7dt - (6.27)

-3 kA-i0 10 us and the frequency of oscillation is
(c)

1
Fig. 6.59 Short circuit currents. f = C

(a) Circuit 2IL (6.28)

(b) R = 100 ohms Moderate damping does not have much effect on
(c) R = 1 ohm the above values.
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itance and inductance. After shorting the current de-
cays with a time constant governed by the load induc-

Switch tance and the external resistance. Crowbarring thus
does nothing to improve the rise time of the current.

i od3 uH 0.01 ohms R
S(closed) 3 uH

025 uF Loadd
Single Point Ground 100 nV d

SSwitch______________________

~ (a)
Load

200 kA 0. i a
Fig. 6.60 High current surge generator. 0

(a) Circuit diagram
(c) Approximate dimensions

Unidirectional current waves: There are three ways
to produce unidirectional current waves. The most
straightforward is to use sufficient series resistance to
damp the oscillations. Critical damping is obtained -200 kA -

with a resistance of 2 kA0Fs

(b) J0 IS

R=27rVI- (6.29) 160 kA-

Fig. 6.61 shows the effect on waveshape of the cur-
rent from the indicated surge generator as resistance R 0.5 a
is increased. The greater the resistance, the faster the
front time, but the less the peak current. Series resis- 7 2. 0 11
tance effectively brings about a unidirectional current
wave by throwing away as heat most of the energy -

initially stored in the capacitor bank.
Another way is to use a series resistor that has a

non-linear VI characteristic, such as afforded by the -40 kA--- - -
zinc-oxide blocks used in surge arresters. Such a block 0 100 u1s
would have a low dynamic resistance and little effect
on the current when the current is high, but as the cur- Fig. 6.61 Effect of damping resistmice
rent returns to zero and tends to reverse the dynamic on waveshape.
impedance becomes high and rapidly absorbs energy, (a) Circuit
suppressing subsequent half cycles. Fig. 6.62(a) shows (b) Underdamnped circuits
the connection and Fig. 6.62(b) illustrates the current (c) Overdamped circuits
waveshape.

The third way to obtain a unidirectional current Fig. 6.63(a) shows the principle and Figs. 6.63(b)
wave is by "crowbarring", that is, to short, the surge and (c) illustrate the resulting waveshapes. The figure
generator at the instant when current, in the test piece shows the generator to have some internal inductance.
is at a maximum 16.35, 6.361. Ideally, all the en- since it can never be completely eliminated.
ergy stored on the capacitors would then have been Crowbarring greatly complicates the test circuit
transferred to external inductance, where it could be and is difficult to do successfully. If the surge gen-
"trapped" by the crowbar switch. Prior to shorting, erator were free of inductance, the voltage across the
the current waveform is governed by the circuit capac- capacitors would be zero at the time of shorting, all
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of the energy initially stored having been transferred Compound circuits: One way to improve the front
to the inductance of the test piece. Since the switch time of surge current generators is to use compound

must close at or near vtoltage zero, it is difficult to use circuits. In the overdamped circuit of Fig. 6.64(a) a

a triggered spark gap for the job. Recourse is often judicious choice of small parallel capacitors and series
had to switches using a solid dielectric that is mechan- resistance can boost up the leading edge of the current,
ically ruptured by an explosive charge, techniques for as shown in Fig. 6.64(b). Theoretically, almost any
which are discussed in [6.30]. The unavoidable inter- wave can be obtained by proper choice of parallel ele-
nal inductance of the generator results in some of the ments for the generator, though three parallel elements
circuit energy being trapped internal to the generator, represents about the limit of practical usage. Choice of
giving rise to oscillatory currents in the storage capac- suitable peaking elements generally requires consider-
itors. This tends to lower the life of the capacitors. able numerical or physical experimentation since there

is considerable interaction among the circuit elements.

1 uH 0.2 ohmsS1IuH

NLR
0.01 ohms 0.1
(closed) ohmsI i, uhosms

-h- 3uFa F (a)V 5 0.01 ohms

50 50 (closed) Load
(a) ohms ohms 25 uF 5 uH

15v 20
VY__ 203 kA-

S" / Dotted - crowbarred

5 Solid - no crowbarring
10-1 100 10s l ot lOs C0 lOs -200 kA ---

(b) ampere. (b) 0 200 p a

50 kA1-
- A• without NLR 200 kA -

ti NLR / -

I' qI •1tI Ilt

-50 kA -;-
S0 50 us -200 kA-,

) 0 200 us

Fig. 6.62 Unidirectional wave produced
by series non linear resistor. Fig. 6.63 Unidirectional wave produced
(a) Circuit by crowbarring.
(b) VI characteristic of non- (a) Circuit

linear resistor (b) Calculated output current

(c) Calculated output current (c) Current in capacitors
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2.5 uH 1.6 ohms 0.5 uH 0.01 ohms
(closed)S0.01 ohms 2.4 uH 1.6 ohms"- 0.5 uN ,Gap

25 uF 5 F3u
0 0100. Capacitor Load

o h m s : •o h m s 3 u H ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ..... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
25 uF Load
100 kV oa

u no peaking

0 ." [ With peaking capacitor

100 kA
SCompound circuit " "'

Fig. 6.65 Waveshape improvement by

peaking capacitor.

0 100 •(b) Calculated waveshapes

ject ig e.verav"'topa improveLentub

6.64 Waveshape improvement by only practical for large outdoor generators. Numerical
co d circuit. or physical experimentation may be necessary to de-
(a) Circuit termine the circuit elements that give optimum wave-
(b) Calculated waveshapes shape.

Peaking capacitors: Another compound circuit, Fig. Rating of current generators: Current generators are
6.65(a) employs a low inductance peaking capacitor, most commonly rated in terms of their stored energy,
C., which is rapidly charged when the main energy their maximum current and the duration of the current

storage bank is discharged [6.37]. This is then dis- they can deliver to a test piece. One measure ofra surge

charged into the test piece when the auxiliary spark current is its Action Integral, defined as
gap G2 is fired. Fig. 6.65(b) shows calculated wave- 0
forms with and without the peaking capacitor, though Al : ldt (6.30)

the indicated circuit elements have not been optimized (
to give the best waveshape, If load resistance were constant, the action integral

A virtue of the concept is that the peaking ca- would define the eftergy delivered by the current,

pacitor can be charged to a voltage higher than the W = Alx R (6.31)charging voltage of the main energy storage bank, by

virtue of the oscillation that takes place when the main Action integral is a useful concept, but it is not, how-
switch is closed. Higher voltage on the peaking capac- ever, a perfect wasure of the ability of a test current

itor means that it can supply more initial current. to cause damage or a perfect measure of the energy

A peaking capacitor works best when its induc- transferred from the generator into the test samole.
tance and the inductance of the discharge path are Ideally, current generators would be rated in

small. Sometimes a parallel plate peaking capacitor terms of their ability to cause damage to a test piece.
can be used, the capacitor being formed from a mesh Also, ideally, current generators would be high volt-
of wires held above a ground plane w.th the test ob- age and high impedance devices capable of injecting
S jct being underneath the overhead grid, though this is a specified current into a load of any impedance. As
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a practical matter, current generators are low imped- develop Component A currents, but charging voltage
ance devices and the current delivered to the load does need not be as high.
depend on the impedance of the load. Peak currnt is
one measure of the ability to cause damage aLd dura- Continuing currents: Continuing currents can be pro-
tion of current flow is another, but they do not corn- duced by a dc source, such as storage batteries con-
pletely define the matter. The fact that the current nected in series, ac transformers feeding rectifiers or
is oscillatory indicates that energy is being transferred rotating machines. Storage batteries are probably the
back and forth between the capacitance of the genera- most straightforward and economical method.
tor and the inductance of the entire circuit. A current
that oscillates for a long time, and thus might have a Complete current circuit: Direct effects testing fre-
large action integral, does not indicate that it is capa- quently requires that Component A, B and C currents
ble of causing extensive damage; it only indicates that be injected into a test piece. A typical circuit that al-
energy is not being lost from the surge generator. lows this to be done is shown in Fig. 6.66. Closure of

When the high current produces arcing in the ob- switch S1 allows the Component A generator to dis-
ject under test, the load resistance is not constant, but charge into the test piece, the frequency of oscillation
may increase with time as the current burns the surface being determined by the capacitance of the generator
of the object under test. When this happens, the in- and the circuit inductance and the decrement being
creased resistance causes more energy to be deposited controlled by R1 . The resulting voltage across gaps
in the test sample, which is to say, causes energy to G1 and G2 causes them to spark over and allows the
be transferred more efficientiy from the generator into Component B and C generators to discharge into the
the test sample. The fact that energy has been ex- test piece. Lb and Rb are adjusted so that the Com-
tracted from the generator means that the degree of ponent B current is unidirectional and of the proper
oscillation of the test current is reduced. An anoma- amplitude and duration. L, and R, adjust the am-
lous situation then arises, because the action integral plitude of the continuing current, Component C, and
of the current, which supposedly measures the damage prevent the Component A and B generators from dis-
producing ability of the current, is reduced because the charging into the low impedance storage battery. The
current has produced damage to the object under test. duration of the Component C current can be adjusted
Intermediate currents: Intermediate currents, Corn- by opening switch S2, closing switch $3 or by blow-
ponent B of [6.341 can also be produced by capaci- ing of fuse F. Currents are measured by pulse current
tor banks. Capacitances are larger than those used to transformers and resistive shunts, T1, R2 and R3 .

Sc 

R

Loo

7Component C T,

FiC . 0.0n Complete curr,,R generator.
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In order to minimize interference to measuring distorted by non-linearities of the test piece. None of
equipment, a complete surge generator normally would these have any practical effect on the response of in-
have the low voltage side of all the compornent genera- sulation, but they can cause expensive controversy in
tors connected together at one point, as shown in Fig. interpretation.
6.48. Early practice, before about 1960, called for a

6.8.2 Test Practices and Standards 1.5 x 40 ps waveshape in the USA and Canada and a
1 x50 ps waveshape in Europe. Tolerances on front and

Techniques and waveforms for direct effect light- tail times were intentionally loose, however, and there
ning tests on aircraft have been codified by industry was little practical difference between the two. Inter-
working groups and are presented in [6.34] and [6.38]. national standardizing activities have led to a compro-
The documents prcesent a general consensus of prac- mise and the present 1.2 x 50 ps wave is used world-
tice in both the USA and Europe. They have been wide. The wave, when not interrupted by breakdown
influenced by test practices that were common in the of a gap or insulation, is called a Full Wave, as dis-
electric power industry long before testing on aircraft cussed in §1.5.3 and Fig. 1.11. It is carried over into
was codified, and some discussion of those practices aircraft testing as Voltage Waveform B -Full Wave in
is useful in interpreting [6.33] and [6.381. Power in- paragraph 3.2.1.2 of [6.341.
dustry practice is codified in documents such as [6.33] When measuring the performance of a spark gap
and [6.39 - 9.41] and wherever possible aircraft test- it is usually found that the breakdown voltage depends
ing practices have tended to follow those guidelines, on how rapidly the voltage is increased. Power indus-
deviating no more than necessary. try practice has been to measure the breakdown volt-

age of protective spark gaps by applying voltage waves
Voltage test waves: Impulse voltage test waves were rising at the rate of 1000 kV/ps. Such a voltage can
developed in response to the observation that voltages be produced by suitable adjustment of the charging
induced on power transmission lines by lightning were voltage and circuit elements of standard Marx circuit
generally unidirectional and tended to have front times impulse generators. The resulting voltage is called a
of a few microseconds and decay times of a few tens of Steep Front, SF, wave. It is carried into aircraft testing
microseconds. Similar waveforms could be produced as Voltage Waveform A - Basic Lightning Waveform
in the laboratory by simple, though expensive, surge in paragraph 3.2.1.1 of [6.34].
generators such as the Marx circuit impulse generator. Power industry practice also calls for evaluating
Generators that might produce other idealized waves, the sparkover voltage of transmission line insulators
such as square, trapezoidal or triangular waves, would when exposed to switching surges having front times
have been much complex. of several tens or hundreds of microseconds. Such volt-

Present practice is to define the standard light- ages can also be produced by Marx circuit impulse
ning test wave as one having a 1.2 x 50 ps waveshape, generators. Similar voltages are called for in aircraft
that is, a frorf time of 1.2 ps and a decay time of testing as Voltage Waveform D - Slow •'ont Model
50 ps, the definitions being as given in §1.5.2. Front Tests of paragraph 3.2.2.2 of [6.34].
time is taken as the virtual front time of Fig. 1.10 be-
cause it is often more clearly defined than the actual Current test waves: Power industry testing of surgc
time to crest. High voltage surge generators do not arresters calls for a 8 x 20 ps wave, es was discussed
deliver mathematically pure double exponential waves; in §1.10. In the aircraft industry, similar test waves
the wave is initially distorted by the firing of the spark are used for evaluating surge arresters used in aircraft,
gaps of the generator and the wave near crest may be but are not in use otherwise.
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. CHAPTER 7

FUEL SYSTEM PROTECTION

7.1 Introduction possibilities. Possible ignition sources can be divided
into the following two broad categories, thermal and

The design of adequate lightning protection for electrical.
aircraft fuel systems is one uf the mo.it important light-

ping protection tasks to be accomplished. Government Thermal ignition sources
airworthiness cerification requirements stress fuel sys-
tem safety because this system has been responsible for 1. Hot spots on the interior surfaces of metal or com-

most lightning-related aircraft accidents. posite fuel tank skins, due to lightning attachment
Elements of the fuel system are typically spread to exerior surfaces.

throughout much of an aircraft and occupy a signif-
icant amount of its volume They include the fuel 2. Hot parts, such as electrical wires, ground braids
tanks themselves, associated vent and transfer plumb- or tubes, raised to elevated temperatures by high
ing, and electrical controls and instrumentation. Core- densities of lightning currents on these parts.
ful attention must be pai 1 to ali of these elements if
adequate protection is to be obtained. For hot spots to ignite fuel vapor, their tempera-

The main objective of fuel system lightning pro- ture must usually exceed 8000C or 15000 F for a pe-
tection is to keep ignition of fuel from destroying the riod of one second or more. Some metals, such as alu-
aircraft iluring a strike. This goal is quite challeng- minum, will melt through before the interior surface
ing because thousands of amperes of current must be reaches the ignition point of the fuel.
transferred through the airframe when the aircraft is
struck by lightning and a tiny spark of less than one Electrical ignition sources

ampere may release sufficient energy inside a fuel tank
to ignite the fuel vapor and initiate an explosion. 1. Electrical sparks between conductive elements iso-

Prevention of fuel ignition hazards from lightning lated from each other, due to potential differences
must be accomplished by one or more of the following arising from lightning currents in the airframe, or
approaches: from changing magnetic fields.

1. Containment: 'Designing the structure to be 2. Electrical arcs, the ejection of molten and/or
capable of containing the resulting overpressure burning material due to current passing between
without rupture. conductive elements in contact with each other

when the current density exceeds the current car-
2. Inerting: Controlling the atmosphere in the fuel rying capability of the contact points.

system to ensure that it cannot support combus-
tion. Arcing and sparking within the fuel vapor space

3. Foaming: Filling the fuel systems with a mate- of a fuel tank is one of the primary concerns of the fuel
rial that prevents a flame from propagating. tank protection designer. The distinction between arc-

ing and sparking is worth reviewing. Arcing is the re-
4. Eliminating ignition sources. Designmug the sult of current through the interface between two con-

structure so that lightning does not produce any ducting materials which are making limited electrical
ignition sources, contact. Such a condition may exist at the interface

The following paragraphs discuss all of these of a fastener with structure, as at an access door, or
methods of preventing fuel system hazards. Several between two structural components such as a spar and
important studies relating to fuels and the mechanism rib. A spark, on the other hand, is an electrical dis-
of ignition are reviewed and guidelines for effective pro- charge resulting from a difference of potential across an
tection of fuel systems are then presented. air gap or along a dielectric material. This condition

Laboratory studies involving simulated lightning may exist, for example, when two structural elements
strikes to fuel tanks or portions of an airframe contain- are isolated from each other such as a spar and wing
ing fuel tanks have demonstrated several possible ig- skin which are bonded together by an electrically non-
nition mechanisms. Investigations of the accidents in- conductive adhesive. Current through the tank may
volving fuel tank fires and explosior haw- raised other result in -t difference of potential between these struc-
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tures, causing a spark to jump across the bond line present to support a flame, even if insufficient vapor
between the two. In most tank designs, sparks are less has been released from the bulk fuel surface itself. The
likely than arcs. developing flame then vaporizes more fuel, which con- 6

While the above mechanisms have been postu- tinues to feed and enlarge the flame. Temperature and
lated as the probable cause of the in-flight fuel tank altitude, however, are the primary characteristics re-
explosions associated with lightning strikes, the exact lated to flammability.
location or source of ignition has not been positively Types of fuel: Almost all aircraft with reciprocat-
identified in any of these accidents. The amount of ing engines use 100 octane aviation gasoline (AvGas).
energy in an electrical spark required to cause ignition Turbine engine fuels, however, come in two broad cat-
is so small that such a spark would leave little or no egories based on their distillation temperature ranges;
other evidence of itself, such as pitting of a metal sur- aviation kerosenes and wide-cut fuels. The aviation
face. It may also be possible that ignition occurred kerosenes include Jet A, Jet A-1, and JP-5. The wide-
outside the fuel system itself, for example, at a fuelventoutetandthe prpagtedthrughvent pipes cut fuels, which have a higher percentage of volatile
vent outlet, and then propagated through vcomponents, include Jet B and JP-4. Turbine powered
to the inside. commercial aircraft in the United States and in some
7.2 Fuel Flammability foreign countries are fueled with aviation kerosenes.

U.S.A.F. aircraft, and commercial transports in some
Fuel cannot ignite until some of it has become other countries, have fueled with wide-cut fuels in the

vaporized and mixed in a combustible ratio with oxy- past. Th U.S.A.F. will convert to JP-8, starting with
genor air. The flammability of the vapor in a fuel NATO and finishing in the U.S. in the mid 1990s. Thegen rar. hefambitofteaprnaful U.S. Navy uses JP-5 for carrier operations because it

tank varies according to the concentration of evapo- h
rated fuel in the available air. Reducing the fuel-to- has a high flash-point.
air ratio below a definite minimum value produces a Flammability envelopes: The relationship of tem-
mixture that is too lean to burn. Likewise, if the fuel- perature and altitude to tank vapor flammability is
to-air ratio is too high, the mixture will be too rich illustrated by the flammability envelope. A typical
to burn. In between these extremes there is a range of flammability envelope is shown in Fig. 7.1 [7.2]. The
mixtures that will burn. flammability limits for aviation gasoline and the tur-

When only equilibrium conditions are considered, bine fuels are presented in Fig. 7.2. [7.3] As shownthe particular fuel-to-air ratio that can exist in a tank in Fig. 7.2, the lean limit for the aviation kerosenesis determined by the temperature of the fuel and the al- ranges from 40 to 600C at sea level and the rich limit
titude (pressure) of the aircraft. The temperature de- ranges from 85 to 1050C. For the wide-cut fuels, the
termines the vapor pressure, and thus the quantity of lean and rich limits at sea level are about -30 0 C
the fuel vapor, and the altitude determines the quan- and 100C, respectively. For aviation gasoline the lean
tity of air. The combination of temperature and alti- limit is approximately -40*C and the rich limit about
tude determines whether the vapor in the ullage (the -50C.
space from which fuel has been drained) of a fuel tank
is either flammable or nonflammable.

Too RichResearch concerning fuel vapors and their flam- To Durn
inability characteristics has included laboratory inves-
tigations of fuel vapors that exist within laboratory
type containers as well as those that exist during flight. Rtich Limit
Nestor's study: Perhaps the most comprehensive labb-
oratory work is that of Nestor (7.11, who paid particu-
lar attention to the behavior of fuels in aircraft tanks Lean t-mit
and flight environments. He found wide variations in
the amount of fuel that can exist in the vaporized state lammable
as a result of a wide variety of temperatures, pressures, Too Weanand motions that can exist in flight. To Durn

In addition to fuel already present as a vapor, the
aircraft motion and vibration also causes the liquid matapersturz
fuel to be dispersed in the vapor space in the form of
mists and spray. An ignition source might heat these Fig. 7.1 Typical flammability envelope of
droplets of fuel to a point where there is enough vapor an aircraft fuel. 0
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pump or pressurized fuel line can extend the flamma-
20 bility envelopes of Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 to the left into

the region of colder temperatures. Thus, even though
- - t A - Figs. 7.2 and 7.3 indicate that the vapor-air mixture
" 12 et A 1 4 M in the tanks of an aircraft fueled with Jet A would bet" \ 9! too lean to support combustion for the conditions un-

- der which most lightning strikes occur, there can be

2 • no assurance that this is always so, since agitation of
the fuel may occur in flight.

-80 -80 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100
Temperature! C 00 four inch -16

20 -- I \rN diam. glass
a 40. tube/high .2

16 - - -100% Jet A 100% negur
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Fig. 7.2 Flammability limits for typical aircraft fuels Fig. 7.3 Flammability envelope of the fuel blend 85%
as a function of altitude and temperature. Jet A/15% Jet B, and altitude/temperature

envelope enclosing most lightning strikes.

The volatility of each of the above fuels is related
to the vapor pressure of the fuel. Fuels with higher va- inerting: A number of methods have been devel-
por pressures, such as JP-4, will release sufficient va- oped to inert the ullage in aircraft fuel tanks to keep
por at lower temperatures to reach a flammable mix- flames from enlarging and spreading even if there were
ture, thus lowering the flammability envelope. Fuels a source of ignition. These include filling the fuel tank
with lower vapor pressures, such as JP-5, must be at a ullage with non-flammable gases, such as nitrogen or
higher temperature to release sufficient vapor to form carbon dioxide.
an ignitable mixture.

Extinguishing: Extinguishing involves detecting a
Mixing of fuels: There are important factors which flame and rapidly filling the tank with some gas (ie.
may alter the flammability limits of the vapor inside halogen) that extinguishes the flame.
an aircraft fuel tank from those shown in Fig. 7.2. Foaming: The use of reticulated foam in fuel tanks
however. One of these is the mixing of one type of
fuel with another, Fig. 7.3 [7.41 shows, for exam- to prevent the propagation of a flame front has been

ple, the flammability limits determined by Nestor of shown to be very successful in some applications. The

a mixture comprised of 85% Jet A and 15% Jet B fu- foams add very little weight and displace less than 3%

els. Such a mixture might have occurred if the aircraft of the fuel in the tank. The foam cools and slows the

had originally been fueled with Jet B and later refueled spead of the flame causing it to die. Unfortunately,
with Jet A. The flammability envelope of the resulting some of the foams generate static charges sufficient

mixture in the tank would be lower than if the tanks to ignite fuel vapors. Each time such an ignition oc-

had contained 100% Jet A fuel. As such, the lowered curs, some of the foam is lost. After many hours of
envelope encompasses the altitudes and temperatures flight, the foam will have burned away to the extent
wherev most lightning strikes to aircraft have occurred. that it may no longer provide protection. A conduc-

tive foam has been developed (CSF-204 beige) which
Agitation: Agitation is another way that the fiamma- significantly reduces the tendency for internally gen-
bility envelopes might be altered from those shown in erated sparks. Non-conductive foams (Type II yellow
Fig. 7.2, for the latter are valid only when the mix- and Type IV, blue) both have been shown to generate
ture is stabilized. Agitation of fuel or spray from a internal static sparks 17.51.
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Nitrogen inerting systems have been developed developed by a lightning strike. It is easy to see how

and flight tested on the USAF C-141 and C-135 air- even a small portion of this energy entering the fuel
craft [7.6] among others. Foaming and extinguishing system can result in fuel ignition and a safety of flight
systems have been incorporated in the design of sev- hazard.
eral fighters to provide protection against fuel ignition
due to enemy gunfire. None of these systems have been 0.00 -oi, 1 . , 9 , . 09.09

used on any of the commercial aircraft fleets because - (a)
of potential cost and weight penalties. no on

Ignition thresholds: Lewis and Von Elbe [7.7], in stud- "0 548
ies made in the 1950's and 1960's for the US Bureau
of Mines, found that the minimum ignition energy of pro"
most light hydrocarbon fuels (methane, propane, pen- j,
tane, etc.) was 200 microjoules, a figure which is the
basis for the present fuel system protection specifica- '" ,3,
tions and test procedures. o., I t of s6 i.0 W

More recent investigations by Crouch [7.8] to de- 0.01 0.1 1 510 30 40 so 0o 0009 09.9 9.0 9

termine minimum ignition thresholds of the h~ydrocar-I I T

bon fuels commonly found in aircraft fuel tanks have (b)
shown that there is no specific energy level above which 19.0

ignitions will always occur and below which they will 00 [
never occur. In particular, it was found that the 200
microjoule criterion would not always cause an igni- It
tion. Test results showed that under optimum condi-
tions, with the oxygen content at 20%, spark ignitions
from an electrical spark dissipating 200 microjoules of 46

energy occurred at a rate of between only 1 ignition o.
in 1000 tests (0.1%) and 1 ignition in 10 000 tests P""mut a WWU (X)

(0.01%). Fig. 7.4 Probability of ignition versus spark energy.

The test data, for a 1.2 stoichiometric mixture of (a) Propane, 20% oxygen, 1.2 stoichiometric
propane with 20% oxygen, is plotted in the graph of (b) Propane, 30% oxygen, 1.2 stoichiometric

Fig. 7.4(a). Tests were made with sparks of several
energy levels. The horizontal line at each pnint rep- Current-time threshold: While the minimum en-
resents the range of probability of ignition among the ergy concept helps greatly in evaluating the hazard
individual sparks at a given nominal level. Levels with from sparks. most lightning data are described analyt-
no ignitions (0%) or all ignitions (100%) are shown as ically or experimentally in terms of current waveforms,
lines on the left (0%) and right (100%) margins which rather in terms of energy. Attempts have been made
indicate the probability that would result if an addi- to evaluate probability of ignition in terms of current.
tional test had resulted in an ignition or non-ignition. Fig. 7.5 presents one investigators [7.91 conclusions,

si a criterion of a 50% probability of ignition is but a review of that data indicate, that it does not
used, then the required energy level is seen to be in appear to be reliable and that evaluations in terms of
the range of 700 to 800 microjoules. current (magnitude and waveshape), rather than en-

The probability of ignition was also increased by ergy, are too simplistic to be useful.
raising the oxygen content of the mixture. Crouch The foregoing data illustrate the necessity of pre-
found that a 200 microjoule spark would ignite a 30% venting any electrical arcs or sparks from occurring
oxygen nmixture between 70% and 80% of the time as within an aircraft fuel tank. since even very small per-
shown by the test data graph of Fig. 7.4(b). centages of the total lightning current might produce

ThL.., t would appear that if a 200 microjoule incendiary arcs or sparks.
criterion is required, tests must be conducted using an 7.3 Vent Outlets
enriched oxygen mixture. If a standard 1.2 stoichio-
metric mixture is used, then sparks of less than 700 to The temperature of a lightning channel far ex-
800 inicrojoules will not likely be detected, ceeds that required to ignite a flammable fuel-air rnix-

Although a 700 to 800 microjoule level is 3.5 to 4 ture: therefore, any direct contact of the lightning flash
times the criterion presently in use, it is still extremely with such a mixture must be considered an ignition
low compared to the thousands of joules that can be source. Since fuel tank vents are the primary means
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by which a flammable fuel vapor can be exposed to
the outside of an aircraft, a considerable amount of
research has been undertaken to evaluate the possibil- _'__

ities of lightning ignition of fuel vent vapors. (A) airflow

S10000
1000 i(B) airflow1000 ....... ................... .......... ........................

1,o ....... i, ..... ...
10 Fig. 7.6 Three general classes of fuel vent exits.

S . .. (a,b) Mast or extended outlets
. .. (c) Flush vent outlet

0.1e0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000 The study showed that a vent discharging into a
Time. millieeconds free air stream provides the greatest dilution of fuel

vapor and thus has the smallest flammable region of
Fig. 7.5 Ignition current versus pulse duration. the vent configurations tested, but it also showed that

flammable mixtures could exist in the immediate vicin-
ity of each type of vent outlet.

7.3.1 Review of Buic Studies Dilution profiles: A typical mixture concentration
Lockheed study: One of the first fuel vent studies profile of the area aft of a flush vent outlet is shown in
was that of the Lockheed-California Company and the Fig. 7.7. [7.12] Dilution of the original effluent by air
Lightning and Transients Research Institute in 1963 to 30% or less of the initial concentration might well

Sfor the National Aeronautics and Space Administra- lean it out of the flammability envelope, depending on
tion [7.10]. In that program, fuel-air concentrations in its original fuel-air concentration. Thus, dilution to a
the vicinity of aircraft vent outlets of several configura- nonflammable mixture probably occurs at a distance
tions were measured and mapped under various condi- of one vent diameter or more from the vent outlet.
tions of tank vapor fuel-air ratio and effluent velocity. This finding suggests that a lightning strike or associ-
The tests were performed in a wind tunnel producing ated streamer must occur very near to the edge of a
an airflow of up to 100 knots. Mast vents discharged vent outlet for an ignition to occur.
into wakes and into free air streams were tested, as
well as flush vents discharging into boundary layers,
as shown in Fig. 7.6 [7.11].

S Longitudinal Distance - Vent Diamestm

I•io t I I 1 " '-

a-e Perceatag eo laiUal Coneatratioa

Fig. 7.7 Typical profile of vent effluent in air stream aft of a flush vent outlet.
- Profiles vary according to boundary layer thickness and velocities of efflue

and air stream
Boundary layer thickness = 0.50 vent diameters

- Vent exit velocity - 0.1 x free stream velocity
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Flame arresters: The above prediction was confirmed FAA/Atlantic Research studies: The crash of a Boe-

in the second part of the 1963 Lockheed-LTRI study ing 707 aircraft near Elkton, Maryland, on Decem-
[7.13]. During these tests, lightning strikes were ap- ber 8, 1963, after being struck by lightning [7.14], I
plied to flush vent outlets from which flammable fuel- prompted another investigation into the possibility of

air mixtures were exiting into a 100 knot airstream. lightning initiated fuel tank vent fires. This investiga-
The tests were performed with and without flame ar- tion, sponsored by the FAA, was undertaken by Bolta
resters installed. These flame arresters, which were be- and others of the Atlantic Research Corporation with
ing evaluated as possible protective devices, consisted the support of Newman and others of the Lightning
of a parallel bundle of small diameter metal tubes in- and Transients Research Institute [7.15]. The work fo-
serted into the vent line near the vent outlet, as pic- cused on the Boeing 707 wing tank and vent system,
tured in Fig. 7.8(a). An alternate construction utilized with the objective of determining the conditions un-
a series of baffles extending into the fuel vapor flow, der which ignition of fuel vent effluent allows flames to
as shown in Fig. 7.8(b). The object in either case was propagate back through the vent duct and surge tank
for the tubes or baffles to cool the flame enough to and from there into the reserve tank. Another objec-
extinguish it. tive was the evaluation of various protective measures,

including flame arresters and flame extinguishing sys-
tems.

- Unlike the earlier Lockheed program, the vent was
., .'INtested in still air, the rationale being that, if an ig-

oo .0' nitable effluent is assumed to be at the outlet, attach-
ment of the lightning arc to the lip of the vent outlet

".10 is the governing factor in obtaining ignition. The ig-
nitable mixture was a 1.15 stoichiometric mixture of
propane and air.

Thermocouples were installed along the vent line
oun" to determiiie the time at which a flame passed by, thus

enabling calculation of flame front velocities. The lat-
ter information was important because operation of
an automatic extinguishing system under considera-
tion depended on the elapse of sufficient time between
the initial sensing of a flame at a vent outlet and the
activation of an extinguisher in the surge tank located

Ouni NK VAM ftO about 1 ni (3.3 ft) down the vent line.
The simulated lightning tests confirmed that a

strike must occur very close to the vent outlet for ig-
nituioedlihtntgstrkecof17r.

(6)
Fig. 7.8 Flame arrester configurations. Flame velocities: Average flame velocities of up to

(a) Tubular construction 45 m/s were recorded between the vent outlet and the
(b) affl cmtrucionsurge tauk when simulated lightning strokes of 175 kA

(b) Baffle construction and 1.5 x 10s aiupere2 -seconds (A2 . s) were applied.

These tests simulated a severe return stroke. such as
might be experienced if the vent outlet were located

The test results showed that it was only possible in Zone !A or lB.
to ignite the vent effluent in the 100 knot airflow when Othmr tests were performed with the high current
the lightning arm was delivered directly to the lip of directed to the desired spot through a 10 cm (4 in)
the vent outlet. Ares delivered 'o spots as close as wide altuninuni foil tape which exploded as the current
2.5 cm (I in) away did not ignite the effluent. The passed through it. The resulting flames reached higher
results also showed that flames ignited by the strikes velocities (up to 126 in/s. 413 ft/s). but the exploding
to the outlet could propagate inward through the flame tape may have caused the ligher flame speeds. creating
attesters when they were installed near the vent outlet conditions mnov- severe than occur during a natural
While the flame arresters did extinguish somi flanes lightning strike attachment, where an arc alone is the
ignited at the outlet, they did not stop all such flanes. ignition murce.
Evidently the intense blast presures of the lightning When lower amplitude currents of 44 kA and only
amc acted to force the flame through. 0.001 x l0" A2 • s were applied. ignitions still occurred. i
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but the highest average flame velocity was 17.4 m/s (0.5 in) or 2.54 cm (1 in) deep did stop flames when
(57.1 ft/s), which indicates that the intensity of the installed about 1 m (3.3 ft) upstream from the vent
lightning discharge is one of the factors that affects outlet near the surge tank as shown in Fig. 7.9 [7.16],
the flame velocity. The 44 kA current was described by even when the flames traveled in the vent tube at an
Bolta as a "high-voltage" discharge [7.151 because it average speed as high as 122 m/s (400 ft/s), the high-
was applied with a Marx-type, high voltage generator. est measured. Other arresters made of screens and
The ignitions occurred as soon as the 13 cm (5.1 in) or ceramics did not stop flames ignited by the simulated
30 cm (11.8 in) air gap between the discharge electrode strokes.
and vent outlet broke down. The current level affects
the velocity of the flame front, but the energy required A flame suppression system developed by Fenwal,

to cause the ignition occurs at the very start of the Inc. [7.17] for industrial applications was also tested

current. in this program. This system consisted of a fast act-
ing sensor for detecting the presence of a flame and

Flame arresters: Various flame arresters were tested, a set of canisters containing a quantity of liquid sup-

including ones fabricated from corrugated aluminum pressing agent for release into the surge tank by an
and stainless steel, a ceramic material, and various electric detonator. When the detector sensed the light
copper screens. None 'of them was capable of stcp- of the flame, it sent a signal to the detonator, which
ping a flame ignited by a simulated stroke current dispersed the extinguishant into the tank within a few
when installed near the outlet of the vent line. Ar- milliseconds, before the flame itself had reached the
resters wound from corrugated stainless steel 1.27 cm tank.

AI•MULATED

/ LG4TNING
S11~TRIKE

TO OUTLET
OUTLET

I I . ONE ARRESTER HERE DID
NOT STOP FLAMES

0M

TANKVENT TU9Et. .,/

i" /,• • €1.2701R2.54 cm DEEP

_ DID STOP FLAMES ARRESTER

I& .CONSTRUCTION

TYPICAL CEILL

|11'

/\0.142 cm

0 .127 cm 111 T

DEPTH: 2.54 cm 0,005 cm

Fig. 7.9 Successful flame arrester installation in simulated vent tube of transl)ort type
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This system effectively suppressed those flames shots with a 90 knot (46 m/s, 150 ft/s) airflow over the

which traveled slowly enough, 30 rn/s (100 ft/s) or outlet, and not at all during 200 shots in a 200 knot
less, to give the system time (18 ms) to react, but did (100 m/s, 330 ft/s) airflow. When strokes of longer 0
not stop flames which had gone past the surge tank duration were swept across the vent outlet by the 90

by the time the extinguishant was released. In the knot windstream, the effluent was ignited 11 times out
latter case, the extinguishant might still have extin- of 15 tests, but when the airflow was increased to 200
guished the fire in the surge tank, but the flame front, knots, only 2 ignitions occurred in 46 tests.
on its way through interconnecting vent lines to the Nearly all of Newman's tests were performed un-
fuel tanks, would have passed out of the reach of the der the most vulnerable effluent condition, which was
extinguishant. found to be a 1.5 m/s (5 ft/s) flow out of the vent out-

The Atlantic Research-LTRI program also in- let such as might exist when an aircraft is climbing.
cluded an investigation of arc plasma propagation into Since more than half of all reported lightning strikes
the vent line, which was inconclusive because of in- occur when the aircraft is either in level flight or de-
strumentation difficulties, scending and since most aircraft climb at well over 90

knots, the probability of an in-flight ignition from a di-
Effect of ice: The effect of ice formation on the prefor- rect strike to a vent outlet must be remote. Newman's
mance of a flame arrester was also considered [7.18], re- investigation, however, showed that a flash sweeping
sulting in the conclusion that unacceptable icing would across the vent outlet might have a greater chance (2
occur only when the worst combination of atmospheric in 46) of igniting an effluent, even under climb condi-
and flight conditions existed. This conclusion was tions at the more realistic speed of 250 knots. This
based, on analysis only and should be verified by flight result demonstiates the importance of locating vent
tests. outlets away from both direct strike and swept flash

zones cn the airciaft.

7.3.2 Airflow Velocity Effects
7.3.3 Explosive Ignitions

Lightning attachment to the lip of a vent outlet

was assumed to be possible in the Atlantic Research- in the program just described, Newman and his
LTRI and Lockheed programs reviewed in the preced- colleagues conducted a test [7.20] in which a strike to
ing paragraphs. No attempt, however, was made in ei- the vent outlet produced indications of unusually high
ther program to establish whether or not this phenom- flame velocities and severe deformation of the vent
enon could occur to an aircraft in flight or, if it could, outlet, indicating much higher pressures than normal.
how often. Neither the Elkton B-707 aircraft [7.14], They cite a similar case in another program in which
nor any other aircraft known to have been struck by flames traveling in excess of 300 m/s (1000 ft/s) were
lightning, has shown physical evidence of lightning at- actually measured. The implication of these findings
tachment directly to a vent outlet. The outlet in the is serious because an arrester or surge tank protec-
B-707, while located near the wing tip. is not located tion system capable of extinguishing the lower velocity
at the very tip of the wing where lightning attachments flames may not be able to stop flames traveling as fast
occur most often. It is therefore improbable that flush as 300 m/s.
mounted vents, such as those on the B-707, will receive Kester's study: Kester and others [7.21] attempted to
direct strikes. reproduce such speeds in a 14 cm (5.5 in) simulated

The question then arises as to whether a lightning vent tube, but did not measure flame velocities higher
flash could sweep across the vent outlet from another than 20 m/s (65 ft/s) in this system, even when severe,
point and ignite the effluent. Answers to this question 180 kA, 1.0 x 101 A2 .s strokes were applied. These
were sought by Newman and others who undertook velocities were comparable to those measured in the
an experimental program [7.19] during 1966 and 1967. Atlantic Research-LTRI program of 1964.
Simulated lightning strikes were delivered to a B-707 Kester and his colleagues also reported one ex-
wing tip and vent assembly to learn more about these plosive ignition when a stroke of 195 kA was deliv-
possibilities, ae well as the degree to which air flowing ered to the vent outlet. It was found that the 195
past at realistic speeds would make ignition unlikely, kA stroke current had induced a voltage in instru-
even if an arc did attach to the outlet. ment wiring sufficiently high to spark over the insu-

In earlier programs [7.10, 7.15], ignitions were ob- lation around several pressure probes inside the vent
tained nearly 100% of the time when the vent outlets line. The vent outlet and parts of the surge tank were
were in still air, but Newman found that ignition of badly deformed, even though they were made of 6.4
a 1.5 stoichiometric propane-air mixture by a 48 kA, mm (0.25 in.) steel. Again, much higher than usual
0.009 x 106 A2 *s direct strike occurred only once in 34 pressures were indirated.
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The explosion in the Kester program serves as a combustion zone. The effect of the passage of this

warning that a similar consequence might conceivably reflec.ted shock wave through the combustion wave is

result from multiple ignition. cources in Pn actual fuel similar to the effect of a sudden release of pressure by

system unless, by means of design, care is taken to a rupture of a diaphragm. A rarefaction wave prop-

eliminate such situations. agates backward into the unburned gas and a jet of
unburned gas develops which penetrates deeply into

Gillis' study: The question of whether or not these the burned gas. The shear between burned and un-

explosive ignitions could occur in actual fuel tank vent burned gas in this flow configuration produces ex-

systems was of such importance that the Federal Avi- treme turbulence so that a sudden large increase in

ation Administration undertook yet another study of the burning rate occurs.

flame propagation in vent systems. The work, con- In three of the 13 tests mentioned above, local-
ducted. by Gillis [7.22], expanded upon earlier research ized pressures were developed of intensity sufficient to
by including the study of flame behavior in the long distort 1 to 1.5 m (3 to 5 ft) sections of the rectangu-
vent lines leading inboard from the surge tanks to the lax vent duct. A subsequent hydrostatic pressure test
fuel tanks, which comprise a typical, complete, vent of a 1 m (3.3 ft) section of similar duct showed that
system [7.231. Gillis did not use simulated lightning a pressure of approximately 475 psig was required to
arcs for an ignition source but, instead, discharged 100 produce similar distortion. This pressure exceeds the
J of electrical energy into a spark plug at the vent out- structural limitations of typical aircraft fuel tank and
let. This is much less energy than would be released by vent structures.
a. lightniDg arc of the same length. Nevertheless, Gillis Gillis concluded that the surge tank located just
recorded flames [7.24] that had accelerated to 300 m/s inboard of the vent outlet was a factor contributing to
(1000 ft/s) far inboard when the aircraft was in climb the high flame speeds because, when a flame reaches it
condition. from the vent outlet, the pressure permitted to build

The total number of authentic tests performed by up in it serves as a force to drive flames rapidly down
Gillis was 13, of which 11 resulted in flame velocities of the vent lines towards the fuel tanks. This creates
150 m/s (500 ft/s) or higher. The occurrer.-e of such turbulence in these ducts which further serves to ac-
high speeds is perhaps best explained in Gillis' own celerate flames down the ducts.
words [7.25]: Gillis' work is perhaps the best demonstration to

date that flames traveling at sonic velocities with dam-
When an explosive gas is confined in a chan- aging overpressures can occur in typical transport air-

nel and ignited, the flowv induced by the thermal craft vent systems. Since flame arresters or surge tank
expansion of the gas in the combustion wave is re- protection systems reliably capable of stopping such
stricted by the channel wall. Consequently, the flow flames are not yet available, the importance of pre-
attains much higher velocities than under conditions venting any source of ignition within or near the vent
of free expansion in an open flame and flame and flow system is very clear.
commonly augment each other by a feedback mecha-
nism as follows: stream turbulence, however slight it 7.3.4 Summary and Recommendations
may be initially, produces a wrinkling of the combus-
tion wave surface; the resulting increase of surface Table 7.1 summarizes the ignition and flame ve-
increases the amount of gas burning per unit time, locity results for each of the research programs just
namely, the flow of gas in the channel; this in turn discussed. While not all of the answers to lightning-
produces more turbulence and hence, increased wrin- related vent flame questions are in hand, a number of
kling of the wave, and so on, so that the progress of important conclusions and protection considerations
the combustion wave becomes nonsteady and self ac- can be drawn from the research.
celerating. In addition, the burning velocity increases 1. Although there has been no positive evidence that
as the unburned gas ahead of the flame is preheated a ltning tre has ee r n ite eventeethat
and precompressed by the compression waves that arealihin stkeasvrigtdavntflutandrted the mass acceleration in the combustion on a transport type aircraft, there have been sev-
generated by teral in-flight explosions which occurred following
wave. The compression wave is initially a compara- strike attachments within a meter or so of vent
tively weak pressure wave, which is overtaken and re- outlets. This suggests, though it does not prove,
inforced during its travel by numerous other pressure that ignition of vent effluent has been the cause
waves originating in the combustion zone. The coa- of some accidents.
lescence of these pressure waves into a strong shock
front in a configuration which is dead-ended can re- 2. For ignition to occur, a lightning type arc must
suit in a reflection of the shock wave back toward the attach directly to, or within a few centimeters of,
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the edge of a vent outlet. Ignition may also oc- An arrester located anywhere in the vent sys-

cur from a flash which has swept back over a vent tern is subject to having its passages becoming
outlet from an initial attachment point elsewhere blocked by ice. This possibility should be evalu- 0
on the aircraft. This would indicate that it is ated, preferably by in-flight tests under the ex-

desirable to locate vent outlets in areas not sub- pected environmental conditions. Electrical de-
ject to direct or swept flash attachments. Guid- icing devices may have to be added to the vent
ance in locating direct attachment and swept flash system if icing is possible.
zones has been provided in FAA Advisory Circu-
lar AC-20-53 [7.26] and its companion User's Man- 4. Surge tank protection systems, which are designed
ual [7.27]. Care must be taken when using this to sense flames originating at vent outlets and ex-
information since many of today's aircraft are of tinguish them before they reach fuel tanks, are
unusual geometries for which zone locations and available and should be considered if a vent out-
boundaries are not easily defined. Further guide- let must be located in or adjacent to a Zone 1 or
lines on location of zones is given in Chapter 5. 2 area. Since the elapsed time between sensing

of the flame and dispersion of the extinguishant
3. Flame arresters of the corrugated steel type shown is several milliseconds, there is a possibility that3. Flame arr havesters the orrug steffeltype inshown flames traveling at sonic velocities will outrace the

in Fig. 7.9 have been the most effective in stop- system . Thus, while an extingishing system will
ping flames. Flame arrester performance is most unquestionably improve overall safety, it must not
satisfactory when the arrestor is located some dis- be relied upon to provide absolute protection of
tance away from the vent outlet so that blast the vent tubes.
forces from the lightning arc will not propel flames
through the arrester. The most successful loca- 5. Ninety-degree bends in the vent lines should be
tion seems to be at the surge tank end of the vent avoided because they expand the turbulence and
outlet tube, as shown in Fig. 7.9. An arrester at surface area associated with propagating flames
this location will certainly reduce the possibility of and thereby increase the velocity of propagation.
flames entering the surge tank, although there is Instead, straight or smoothly curved ducts should
no assurance that the arrester will stop all flames be used because they minimize the possibility of
at this location. explosive flame propagation. 6

Table 7.1

Summary of Results of Simulated Lightning
Strike Tests of Fuel Vent Systems

AmlteeAction latermal Alret~een Attadomet
i? ,opu. (tO* A2 .) Velocity (iMoU) Point ROmN

1963 Lackbeed,'J 100 0.069 100 Up of vet 100% ilptitom and flane. props-
(50 ml/) outlet satln with an wtholt (Wa

areser insalled at vent outlet.
1964' Atlantlc RIde•h.LTrhI 175 Ls 0 Up of vent 100% imniilona d fmeproma .

(solta. at al) outlet gatir up to 4S ml. nd at "6
We8 when ignited by en pid.
in8 'oIL. Flame arts stopped
thees flames he ueld l t
upsaramn "om outt.

1964 Atlantic Resear.LTRI 44 0.001 0 Up of vnt 100% lldom and .amn prop
(suoite. t 111) Outlet satineu to 17A Misne

1966 LThI 48 0.009 90 Up of vent I Igntit and flame proppgtion
(Neman, et a) (46 r/a) outlet out of 34 direct sokes to vent

outlet (no pnegotr).
1966 LTIU 48 0.009 200 p of vent 0 ilpdnions out of 200 diect

(Nemnan, et d) (100 m/) outlet woke$ to vent outlet.
1966 LMi so 0.172 90 Swep I I nllout ofl1wept

(Noeuma, et W1) (45 Suls) &am outlet I Iokee acrs th Vent o utIepL
1966 LTIi St 0.172 z00 SWep 21gN out of46 swept

(Numan, et ad) (100.14/8) s; outlet stmokes woeM Ven oMS outlet.
1966 LTIM s8 0.172 250 Swept No ipntions out of 2 wept

(Newnuan. it A) (130 mSa) asme outlet strokes roe. vet outl.
I96" Dyutmkt ScisawCE. M9 1.0 0 Lipof vent 100% Wnltions nd fium epoWa

(Oeatef. eta!) outlet satin gto30 .
1969 Fienwl 100 J spark 0 Up of•e II tiniondflme -eklcities

(Gil") atlet over 150 /Sin. W13 tthmentc
nt. Soevena at ic Velocity(300 m/s).

Strokes to lip vent outlets only. No ignitions were obtained from strokes away from vent outlet.
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6. Location of the fuel vent outlet in an ascertained ally have too much inductance to prevent some light-
Zone 3 area will provide the highest degree of pro- ning current from breaking down insulation and arcing
tection of any of the methods described above. A or sparking at the interface between the pipe and tank
recessed or flush outlet is highly preferred over a wall.
protruding tube outlet, because the latter could The best way to avoid problems with bonding
become a source of corona or streamnering which jumpers is not to rely on them, but instead to make
might result in an attachment when the aircraft the shortest physical path be the one to carry the cur-
is flying in a strong electric field. rent, as shown in Fig. 7.11. This may be done by

making the faying surfaces of clean, uncoated metal
Flame arresters are utilized for other purposes be- and/or by providing bare metal-to-metal contact via

sides lightning protection. One potential hazard that the rivets or bolts, and by covering exposed interfaces
results from installation of flame arresters is arcing at with a tough resilient fuel tank sealant to contain arc
the flexible vent tube couplings at either side of the products that may occur. Guidelines for the use of fuel
arrester, due to lightning currents in the tube, as ar- tank sealant are found in §7.6.3 and §7.10.3.
resters are often in locations where they would share If there is doubt about the adequacy of a partic-
substantial amounts of lighting current with surround- ular electrical bond, the bond should be tested with
ing structure. Thus, 1roposed installation designs simulated lightning currents to assure that sparking
should be verified by test as free of ignition sources, does not occur at the interface. The test currents and
Suitable test methods are described in §7.14.3. test practices should be those recommended in [7.26

and 7.28] for the particular lightning strike zone in
7.4 Fuel Jettison and Drain Pipes which the jettison or drain pipe is located.

On some aircraft, provisions exist for dumping or
jettisoning fuel overboard, often through a pipe ex- .
tending into the airstream from a fuel tank, as shown
in Fig. 7.10. A normally closed and electrically oper-
ated valve is installed in the pipe, so that it is unlikely

a flame could travel past this valve into the fuel tank. • ,eand flme

Even if the pipe. which is filled with fuel, were struck ms.mWo

by lightning while jettisoning fuel, it is uilikelv that f E ak

flames could propagate through the pipe into the tank. IL

A more likely hazard, if not prevented by design, I link

is electrical arcs caused by lightning currents cross-
ing a poor electrical bond between the pipe and the fue Jetion tube . i d l, bond

fuel tank wall, or at fasteners through bulkhead fit- euframbi here

tings, since the wall is frequently coated with electri- -4

cally insulating, corrosion resistant paints or finishes, lb

Electrical bonding jumpers installed across such joints
may be adequate to equalize static charge differentials Fig. 7.10 Bonding at a fuel jettison pipe.
which sometimes occur in fuel systems, but these usu-

bare metal tuel
bon Metametcontact at

strap ~interfaces vi

in(unatini
1link

(a?)dump (b) (cr) "a
pipe

Fig. 7.11 Bonding of fuel dump pipes to fuel tanks.
(a) Bond strap
(b) Metal-metal contact

0 
(c) Insulating link
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Another solution to this problem is to break the mining the minimum skin thickness required to pre-
current path to the fuel tank by inserting an electri- vent melt-through of an integral fuel tank skin.
cally non-conductive section of tubing between points
(a) and (b) in Fig. 7.10. This would force all of the 7.5.1 Review of Basic Studies
current to exit at point (a) and thus eliminate the pos-
sibility of sparking at the fuel tank skin interface. Research on the size of holes that might be burned

As an alternative, the whole fuel jettison pipe through metal skins of various thickness was previ-
could be fabricated of a electrically non-conductive ously discussed in Chapter 6. Knowing the size of
material which would eliminate it as a lightning at- holes that might be burned is important when consid-
tachment point altogether. Of course, other require- ering protection of structures, but in relation to fuel,
ments such as non-flammability, crash-worthiness and it more important to know the minimum amount of
durability must be satisfied by those non-conductive charge that can ignite the fuel, which for aluminum
materials. structures means knowing the amount of charge nec-

7.5 Burn Through and Hot Spots in Fuel essary to burn even the smallest hole in the tank.

Tank Skins
Ignition thresholds of aluminum skins: The amount

Integral tank skins are those in which fuel is in of charge and current required to melt through alu-
direct contact with the outside skin of the aircraft. minum and titanium skins of various thicknesses caus-
Tanks of this type are commonly found in the wings ing fuel ignition was reported by Brick in 1968 [7.30]
of transport and some general aviation aircraft, and and by Oh and Schneider in 1972 [7.31] to depend
in the wings and fuselages of modern fighter aircraft. heavily on current amplitude as well as charge. While
External fuel tanks of the type carried on pylons or earlier work had shown that over 22 C, when delivered
wing tips are also of the integral type. by a current of 200 A, were necessary to burn through

If integral tank skins are located in direct or swept 2.06 mm (0.080 in) aluminum skins, the work of Brick,
lightning attachment zones, measures must be taken to Oh, and Schneider showed that only about 10 C, when
ensure that a lightning flash does not melt through the delivered by about 500 A, was enough to melt com-
skin or get the inside surface hot enough to ignite the pletely through the same thickness of aluminum skin.
fuel. Factors that must be taken into account include In their laboratory tests as little as 2 C, when deliv-
the type and thickness of the metal skin and how long ered by about 130 A, melted a hole completely through
a lightning flash might dwell at a particular spot. 1.02 mm (0.040 in) of aluminum.

For the aluminum skins in common use, a light- Oh and Schneider's melt-through thresholds for
ning arc will melt through the skin before getting the these and other skin thicknesses are shown in Fig. 7.12
inside surface hot enough to ignite the fuel vapor. [7.32]. The close proximity of their test electrode to the
The melting temperature of aluminum (-- 500 0C), is skins, 2.4 to 4.8 mm (0.1 to 0.2 in), may have restricted
lower than the ignition temperature of most hydro- natural movement of the arc on the surface of the skin
carbon fuel vapors. Experiments by Crouch [7.29], and caused all of the charge to enter the same spot,
using propane, pentane, and JP-4 fuels, showed that thus causing low coulomb ignition thresholds.
ignitions would not occur until the skin temperature
reached 900*C. Thus, fuels within an aluminum in- Work by Kester, Gerstein, and Plumer [7.36] with
tegral tank would not be ignited unless a hole were an L-shaped electrode spaced 6.4 mm (0.25 in) above
burned completely through the skin and the fuel va- the skin, permitted greater arc movement, and showed
por exposed to the extremely high temperature of the that 20 C or more, when delivered at 130 A, are re-

lightning arc, upwards of 30 000*C. quired to melt through a 1.02 mm (0.040 in) aluminum
On the other hand, the melting temperature of ti- skin. However, magnetic fields generated by currents

tanium is 1700*C and that of stainless steel is 1400*C. parallel to the skin might have forced movement of
Both of these are higher than the fuei ignition temper- the arc. Since a natural lightning arc is neither re-
ature. While such a skin is more. resistant to lightning stricted nor forced by an electrode, it is probable that
melt through, it does not need to be melted completely the true aluminum meltthrough threshold is between
through for ignition to occur. the two limits, at least for uvi,•.intied surfaces. On the

The amount of lightning current required to erode other hand, the electrical insitutting properties of most

or melt holes in metal aircraft skins has long been of paints tend to make the arc remain at one point and
interest, first, for the purpose of estimating how much so would concentrate the heating effects on a smaller
lightning current actually was involved in the damage volume of metal, decreasing the amount of thermal
sustained by aircraft in flight, and second, for deter- energy required to melt completely through.
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Fig. 7.12 Coulomb meltthrough and ignition threshold for aluminum skins (2024 T3).

Pressure effects: All the data reported on melt- of titanium is higher than the fuel ignition tempera-
through of fuel tank skins has been taken on test pan- ture, it is not necessary for a hole to be melted corn-
els in ambient conditions, that is, equal pressure on pletely through for ignition to occur, but only that a
both sides of the panels. Many aircraft fuel systems hot spot be formed on the inside surface. The lower
maintain some air pressure in the tanks. Fighter air- thermal conductivity of titanium prevents rapid heat
craft use pumps to supply pressure which is used to transfer away from the arc attachment point and ac-
force fuel flow under extreme atitudes and manuvers. counts for the generally lower coulomb ignition thresh-
Most other aircraft fuel vent systems use ram air vent olds than those for aluminum.
systems which provide some level oressure on the tank.

Pressure inside the tank on which burn-through Ignition thresholds for CFC skins: There are several
tests are being made makes a big difference in the level mechanisms which .nay result in ignitions of fuel va-
at which a hole appears. A lightning arc may heat the por beneath carbon fiber composite (CFC) skins. One
surface to a point where metal is nearly molten, but if of these, discussed in Chapter 6, is the punch through
there is no pressure, the surface tension prevents the caused by ohmic heating of the CFC fibers resulting
molten metal from flowing away and leaving a hole. in pyrolosis of the resin, and the shock wave accompa-
A very modest amount of pressure, however, suffices nying high peak currents, such as SAE Components A
to push the molten metal away and leave a hole. Re- and D. These effects can punch comparatively large
cent tests, not yet released for publication, showed that holes in CFC skins, producing large areas of contact
with a gauge pressure of 34.5 kPa (5 psig) holes could between fuel vapors and the hot lightning arc. The
be burned in a 2.3 mm (0.090 in) aluminum skin by a other mechanisms include hot spot formation and fiber
23 C discharge. With no pressure, 66 C was required breakage.
to produce a hole. There have been fewer temperature measurements

This problem has not yet been addressed in the made on interior CFC skins than on aluminum. An-
requirements for testing fuel systems, and was not con- alytical studies by Lee and Su are described in [7.35].
sidered in the data presented above. This phenomenon Tests conducted by Schulte [7.36] on 0.125 inch thick
remains to be investigated more thoroughly. It is not aluminum and CFC panels showed that for the same
a factor that was considered in previous tests to deter- applied test, temperatures of 100 to 150*C were reached
mine burn-through thresholds. on the interior surfaces of CFC panels while aluminum

Ignition thresholds of titanium skins: Oh and Schnei- panels of the same thickness reached teperatures of
der have similarly determined the coulomb ignition 160 to 200*C. Panels of 0.25 inch thickness reached
thresholds for titanium skin materials of various thick- temperatures of 70 and 80*C respectivily. The major
nesses, as shown in Fig. 7.13 [7.341. They and other re- difference was noted in the time to reach peak tem-
searchers have confirmed that, since the melting point perature. The CFC panels responded 100 times slower
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than the aluminum, taking seconds to reach peak tern- The panels tested by Schulte [7.36] were compar-

perature. Aluminum panels reached their peak tern- atively thick, as might be found on inboard sections of
peratures in tens of milliseconds. A summary of the transport or fighter type aircraft wings. and the tests
data is shown in Fig. 7.14 which relates the tempera- used a Zone 2A environment, not the more damag-

tures and the times for agiven test applied, ing Zone IA environment. This latter environment
Wahlgren [7.37] also investigated hot spot tern- includes Component A, which has an action integral

peratures, but the temperatures obtained seemed to eight times greater than that of Component D found in
exceed those needed for pyrolosis and so may be sus- Zone 2A. Thus, hot spot temperatures for CFC skins
pect. Possibly there was only an error in translation in Zone IA might be higher than those recorded by
of the paper. Schulte.
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Hot spot data for thinner CFC skins has been combination of surface smoother and paint, would re-
obtained by Olsen et al [7.37] under a variety of condi- suit in dwell times of up to 20 ms, and corresponding
tions. They did not record inner surface hot spot tern- charge transfers of 16 coulombs, which approaches the
peratures, but instead recorded whether fuel vapor was ignition threshold of 22 coulombs reported in [7.31].
ignited or not. A summary of their results, for CFC In such cases, candidate skin and surface finish com-
skins 1.0 mm (0.040 in) and 1.14 mm (0.045 in) thick binations should be tested to verify that there is no
is presented in Table 7.2. The authors noted that the possibility of igniting fuel vapor.
ignitions may not have been been caused by hot spots The Olsen tests, and most other test programs,
per se, but by glowing hot fibers of graphite, either -were conducted at room temperature. The Schulte
loose in the system or released by pyrolyzed resin, data showed that the airstream had a significant cool-

The Olsen data show that paint aggravates light- ing effect on aluminum but a much smaller effect on
ning effects, allowing ignitions to occur following lower CFC. Since the amount of cooling will vary widely with
amounts of charge transfer. This is due to the current air temperatures existing from near sea level to flight
concentrating and blanketing effects of the paint. The altitudes, it is probably not possible to rely upon addi-
Olsen data show that painted CFC skins can tolerate tional safety factors or design margins from this source.
larger amounts of charge transfer by a factor of 2 or Ignition and hot spot data at room ambient conditions,
more than can alumninum skins of the same thickness. 200C (687F) should be utilized for design purposes.
The data applies for Zone 2B, where the stroke cur-
rent is Component D. Tests at Zone 2A levels did not Dwell times: The data presented in the two preceed-
result in any ignitions. In Zone 2 the causative factor ing sections can be used to determine the possibility
is continuing current charge transfer. In Zone 1 the of melt- through of metal skins or of hot spot forma-
important factor will undoubtedly be the action inte- tion of metal or CFC skins sufficient to cause ignition
gral of Component A. Tests on skins of this thickness if the amplitude of the current in an attachment point
using Component A usually result in a blast punch and the amount of time a lightning arc dwells at that
through and exposure of the combustible vapors to point, the dwell time, are known. The mechanism of
the arc plasma which results in an ignition. Unfortu- swept strokes was diricussed in §3.5 and illustrated in
nately, very little test data employing this environment Fig. 7.15. A knowledge of dwell times in swept flash
are available in the literature, zones is of great importance because integral fuel tank

Designers thus need to know the lightning strike skins are often found in these zones.

zones within which protective skins fall and the possi- Early regulatory documents, such as FAA Advi-
ble lightning arc dwell times, in order to assess the pos- sory Circular AC 20-53 [7.38], had specified that alu-
sibilities of fuel vapor ignition. For example, a dwell minum skins in lightning strike zones should be at least
time not exceeding 5 ms, expected on most unpainted 2.0 mm (0.080 in.) thick to withstand melt-through.
or thinly painted skins, would allow only 10 coulombs Initially, structural design demands also made it nec-
of charge to enter the skin, with no possibility of fuel essary to use skins at least 2.0 mm thick, and the
vapor ignition beneath aluminum skins at least 1 mm lightning protection requirement presented no design

(0.040 in) thick. However, a thick coat of paint, or penalties.

Table 7.2

Zone 2B Test Results for Ignition Thresholds

Test panel Thickness Prepreg Ply Finish Coulombs required

(in) form orientation (deg) for ignition

t. 0.045 Tape 10/-45/901 S Unpainted 50 to 60
1-2 0.045 Tape 10/±45/901 S Painted 35 to 45

4-1 0.040 Fabric 10/9013 Unpainted 37 to 40
4.2 0.040 Fabric 10/9013 Painted 22 to 25

7.1 0.040 Fabric 1±4513 Unpainted 33

7-2 0.040 Fabric [±4513 Painted 22 to 25

7.3 0.040 Fabric [±4513 Painted 24 to 29

0.063 Al Aluminum Unpainted 6 to 9
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In recent designs, thinner skins can meet the the dwell times of 2.0 and 4.8 me reported by Brick,
structural requirements and will permit a saving in spacings between successive dwell points would be as
weight and cost if the lightning protection requirement given in Table 7.3.
can be met with less than a 2.0 mm thick skin. To
determine the actual skin thickness required to resist EARLIER LATER

melt-through or hot spot formation, it is necessary to % I
know the maximum possible dwell time for intended
skin surface treatment. Dwell time information has.
been obtained from laboratory tests simulating the
"sweeping" of the lightning flash channel over typical HEEL
surfaces, and from study of natural lightning strikes to td I I

aircraft.
<= / AIRCRAFT dSURFA

Brick, Oh and Schneider's work: Brick, Oh, and DIRECTION

Schneider [7.39] studied dwell times of 400 A decaying OF FLIGHT

arcs blown by the exhaust from a wind tunnel over alu- Fig. 7.15 Basic mechanism of swept-stroke
minum and titanium skin panels with several surface reattachment.
treatments to see how long such an electrical arc might
actually dwell at one point before reattaching to the Table 7.3
next. Wind speeds of 67 m/s (150 mph) and 112 m/s
(250 mph), representing approach speeds for typical Typical Lightning Flash Dwell Times
aircraft, were utilized. The test current was represen-
tative of the continuing current portion of the light- Skin Material Surface Finish Dwell Time
ning flash and delivered an average charge of about
0.2 coulombs per millisecond of dwell time. Aluminum Unpainted < 2 ms

The researchers reported that the arcs dwelled for Aluminum Anodized < 5 ma
2 ms or less on uncoated surfaces of both metals, and
for 4.8 me on an anodized aluminum surface. These Aluminum Painted < 20 ms
dwell times are within the time period of current Com- CFC Same as metal skins
ponent B, 5 me. The 2 ma dwell time would therefore
have allowed a charge of 4 coulombs to enter a single Actual dwell time for paint depends
spot, whereas the 4.8 ma dwell would have permitted on paint thickness

nearly the entire charge of 10 coulombs of Component
B to enter the spot. Of course, the actual charge en- As a lightning flash sweeps across a surface, the
tering the attachment point will be determined by the points at which the lightning arc remains attached are
level of lightning current in the flash at that time. In marked by bum spots. Spacings between bumi spots
testing, the current components are usually applied in are often found to be of the the order given in Table

order of their magnitude, the highest first followed by 7.4 and thus the dwell times predicted by the Brick
successively lower levels. In nature, the components tests are realistic.
can come in any order. To ensure that the worst case The later work of Oh and Schneider [7.31] basi-
has been applied, various types of lightning current cally confirms these results for uniform airflow con-
must be evaluated, ditions, but shows that conditions which cause the

After dwelling at one point, the arc will reattach airstream to leave the surface may force the arc
at a point farther aft on the aircraft as shown in Fig. to dwell longer at the last attachment point be-
7.15. During the dwell times, the aircraft would be fore the airflow is diverted. Oh and Schneider also
moving, and the distance covered would be: demonstrated that higher aircraft velocities resulted

in shorter arc dwell times, since the arc is stretched
D = vtj (7.1) greater distances, allowing sufficient voltage to build

up along its iength to break down the insulation at its
where heel at an earlier time.

D = distance arc is drawn along surface (m)

v = aircraft velocity (mi/s) Validity of wind tunnel tests: The validity of the

t• = dwell time (a) wind tunnel technique for simulating swept flash at-
tachments along metal surfaces has been questioned

Thus, at velocities of 67 and 112 m/s, and with because the airstream used to blow the arc along the
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sarface of the test object must, of necessity, move surfaces. Most of these coatings were electrically insu-
faster than the arc. Air speed is thus not a perfect lating and thus required that the arc be further length-
indicator of how fast the arc moves. In addition, there ened to allow the greater voltage buildup necessary to
will be cooling of the arc by the faster moving air. pumcture the insulation and form the next aittachment
This, perhaps, allows the arc voltage to rise at a faster point. Dwell times of up to 20 ms were recorded on
rate than would occur normally, and so might create painted surfaces. Times undoubtedly depended on the
a new attachment point sooner than had cooling not type and thickness of the paint, but precise records of
occurred. Also, the behavior of the upper terminus of those conditions were not kept as their importance had
the arc as it moves along the electrode probably has not yet been recognized.
some effect on the behavior of its lower terminus at More recent dwell time data has been obtained
the test object. from the inflight experience of -the NASA F-106B air-

A more realistic simulation would undoubtedly re- craft [7.43]. This plane was instrumented as part of
sult if the test object, like an aircraft in flight, could the NASA-Langley Research Center Storm Hazards
be moved through a stationary arc. Plumer [7.41] at- Program to study lightning parameters and effects on
tempted this by moving a wing tip fuel tank beneath aircraft. Spacings between burn marks on surfaces of
a high-voltage electrode at a velocity of 15.5 m/s (35 the aircraft showed that dwell times were less than 2
mph), the fastest speed that could safely maintained ms for unpainted skins and between 1 and 6 ms across
in the test area. A flash was triggered when the ap- the painted aluminum fuselage and wing surfaces. The
proaching tank, carried atop a truck, sufficiently closed dwell times were determined from the spacings be-
the airgap between the electrode and the ground. tween burn marks and the aircraft velocity, 182 m/a

Limitations of this technique were the low velocity (409 mph), during the thunderstorm penetrations.
and the low (4 ampere) test current amplitude. Sub- A tabulation of laboratory and in-flight strike
sequent in-flight lightning strikes to two fuel tanks of data is shown in Table 7.4 for several surfaces corn-
this type have confirmed the occurrence of the pre- monly found in swept flash zones (Zone 2A).
dicted attachment points and breakdown paths. The FAA User's Manual [7.26) for the updated

Despite the lower velocity and lower current am- Advisory Circular AC-20-53A [7.27], recognizes that
plitude, the arcs in Plumer's tests also dwelled for the coati.ngs and paints found on aircraft surfaces

*times of between 1 and 4 ms on unpainted aluminum can affect dwell times. It recommends that proposed
surfaces, results closely parallel to those of the wind paints and finishes be compared with data bases such
tunnel work. These parallel conclusions seem to indi- as those presented here to establish anticipated dwell
cate that the arcs in the wind tunnel tests may not times. New coatings for which little experience is avail-
have moved as fast as the wind itself, and, also, that able should be tested to establish dwell times and melt-
current amplitude has relatively little to do with dwell through or hot spot ignition thresholds. Guidance for
time. performing such tests is given in §4.2 of [7.281.

Effects of coatings: Robb, Stahmann, and Newman Once the expected dwell times have been estab-
(7.42] have utilized the wind tunnel technique to de- lished, it is then necessary to determine the amplitude
termine arc dwell times on various painted or coated of the current during these periods.

Table 7.4

Lightning Dwell Times on Typical
Aircraft Surfaces in Zone 2A

Aircraft Velocities

Surface Type 15.5 m/s 58 m/s 103 m/s
(35 mph) (130 mph) (230 mph)

Aluminum and I to 4 ms 2.0 ms 1.0 ma
titanium unpainted

Aluminum anodized 4.8 ms 2.6 ms

Aluminum painted up to 20 mn up to 10 ms
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Ways to reduce dwell time: The foregoing discussion practical terms, 300 amperes for 10 milliseconds will
makes clear the importance of lightning arc dwell time produce more damage that 3000 amperes for 1 millisec-
in establishing whether or not ignition resulting from a ond, even though the charge transferred, 3 coulombs,
strike to a skin is likely to occur. Dwell time is perhaps is the same in either case.
the only lightning characteristic over which the inte- For example, for design and tests of swept flash
gral fuel tank designer has any control. The objectives, effects, §4.1.2.2 of [7.281 specifies that current corn-
of course, should be to minimize dwell time at any one ponents B, C. and D should be applied in Zone 2A.
spot and to spread the arc attachment among many with D applied first, since it is a restrike current which
different spots. A bare metal external finish will best would be expected to create a new dwell point. Corn-
achieve these aims, since most paints and other coat- ponents B and C are then applied for whatever dwell
ings aft to concentrate the attachment at more widely time is expected, or for 50 ms if the dwvell time has not
separated points for correspondingly longer times than been determined from swept flash tests or is otherwise
does a bare surface, unknown. This current is shown in Fig. 7.16. If a dwell

If paint must be used, lightning dwell times may time of less than 5 ms is expected, an average current
be reduced by making the paint partially conductive, of 2 kA should be applied for the actual dwell time
Robb and others [7.42] have demonstrated that alu- only. It should be noted that even though the stan-
minum powder is effective in increasing the conduc- dard specifies that testing be conducted in this man-
tivity of polyurethane paints, thereby increasing the ner, nature is not restricted to the test environment
ability of the are to reattach to new points as the air- and can deliver currents in any sequence. If Compo-
craft surface moves beneath the arc. Since no para- nent C applied for the entire dwell time is more sevece
metric data relating dwell time to amount of additive than a combination of Component B and C, thea that
is available, it is advisable to make laboratory deter- threat must be considered.
minations of the degree of improvement afforded by
particular combinations.

McClenahan and Plumer (7.44] have shown that 0 D IOOkA
small diameter metal wires intermingled with carbon 1000] B Av 2 - 10 A -a in 5m
yarns in CFC skcins act to disperse the electric arc 0- 4A delivering 0.4 A 's/ms
and reduce damage at attachment points. This effect, 1000
which has been termed arc root dispersion in §6.2.1, oo100.
is due to intensification of the electric field and punc- o10
ture of non-conductive finishes above the wires. The
extent to which this treatment shortens swept flash 0 0 51 IS 15 0 25 30 35 40 45 50
dwell times has not been evaluated. time - Milliseconds

7.5.2 Cumuat Auplituda Fig. 7.16 Current and charge expected at a

The high amplitude return strokes of the lightning Zone 2A dwell point.
flash are too short in duration to deliver appreciable Drawn with straight lines only for purposes
charge and cause significant melting -.)f metal skin ma- of explanation
terials. Most of the charge in a flash is delivered by
continuing currents of several hundred amperes and
by intermediate currents of several kiloamperes. In
analyses of swept stroke effects, emphasis should be The environment for Zone JA includes current
placed on the intermediate and continuing currents, components A and B, but no portion of component
Components B and C. because thewe can deliver large C. Component A applies a higher action integral and
amounts of charge. more intense shock wave, which can puncture unpro.

There is. of course, a time dependency. as was tected CFC and some thin metal skins, as described
shown in Fig. 7.13. Currents of 200 - 300 A will melt in Chapter 6. Meltthrough of metal skills, howe'ver,
through at lower emlomb levels than either higher or is due primarily to charge transfer from intermediate
lower currents, This is relatd to the current density and continuing currents. Since many fuel tank skins
in the arc channel. The density. A/ml, is limited so are, in fact, within Zones lA and 2A. they should be
at higher currents, the diameter of the arc channel ex- detigned to tolerate the most damaging components
panda. This can result in multiple arc roots which of each, that is, stroke current component A combined
spread out the current, rather than leaving it concen- with components B and the portion of C that would
trated at a single point. This reduces the damage. In be applicable in Zone 2.4.
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Fuel tank skins in Zone 1B, such as external tanks areas, but holes in 1.6 mm aluminum have not been
o on rotorcraft, must tolerate all four current compo- reported, a fact that demonstrates the apparent rat-

nents, A, B, C and D, assumed to enter the skin at ity of the high-energy positive polarity flash in Zone
any spot in that zone. This will usually preclude use 2A areas. Present standards and test practices do not
of integral skin tanks, unless such skins have multiple account for these flashes due to lack of evidence that
layers, as in sandwich construction, they have struck aircraft in critical zones.

The standard lightning environment described in
[7.28] and Chapter 5 is based on the known aspects 7.5.3 Required Skin Thicknesses
of cloud to earth flashes, as discussed in Chapter 2,
combined with studies of in-flight damage reported Assuming that current amplitude, charge and
by aircraft operators over the years. As such, these dwell time have been established, the graphs of Figs.
current amplitudes are a good representation of what 7.13 and 7.14 allow the designer to determine the thick-
to expect in a severe natural lightning flash. It is rec- nesses of aluminum or titanium skins required to en-
ognized, however, that more severe currents, like those sure that the skin will not be melted through or over-
which sometimes occur in a positive polarity, cloud- heated causing a hot spot by lightning.
to-ground flash, could appear at Zone 2A dwell points.
An example of such flashes, recorded by Berger [7.45), Aluminum skins: As an example, assume that a bare
is shown in Fig. 7.17. aluminum skin is planned for an integral tank in Zone

2A. Furthez, assume that the aircraft will fly at veloc-
ities as low as 58 in/s (130 mph), which is typical for

!approach to landing.
From Table 7.3 the expected dwell time for this

_ _ _unpainted skin would be 2 ms. From Fig. 7.16, an
average of 2 kA would flow into the dwell point during
this period, delivering 4 A.s of charge. On Fig. 7.13
these parameters intersect at a point-about half-way
between the coulomb ignition threshold curves for 0.51
mm (0.020 in) and 1.02 mm (0.040 in) aluminum skins.
This indicates that 0.81 nun (0.032 in) is the thinnest
skin that should be considered. Since there would be
little margin of safety if a skin of this thickness were

actually used, it would be prudent to select a greater
Fig. 7.17 Positive polarity flash with delayed thickness, such as 1.02 mm (0.040 in) if at all possible.

starting time. Kurface coatings, such as paint, will usually cause
the dwell times to be longer than they would be on
unpainted skins. The type and thickness of the coat-

The current waveform measurement shown in that ing both affect the dwell time. Generally, the thicker
figure was made at an instrument tower on the ground, the coating, the longer the dwell time and the thicker
and the long, upward-moving leader which extended the skin must be to avoid melt-through. Consider,
from this tower to the cloud base, accounted for the for example, the longest dwell time, 20 ms, recorded
11.5 ms delay which elapsed before the return stroke by Robb, Stahmann, and Newman [7.42] for a painted
appeared at the ground. Not all of this delay would surface. During this period the current of Fig. 7.17
have occurred had the measurement been made on an would deliver 16 C. These parameters intersect at a
aircraft in flight intercepting such a flash. Several mail- point just above the 2.29 mm (0.090 in) curve in Fig.
liseconds of delay still could have elapsed between ini- 7.13, indicating that even the 2.03 mm (0.080 in) thick-
tial leader attachment to a forward extremity of the ness advised by some design guidelines would be in-
aircraft and the occurrence of the return stroke over a suflicient to prevent ignition where certain paints are
fuel tank surface. The positive polarity return stroke used. Therefore, if paints must be used, it is advisable
could have delivered about 20 A.. (coulombs) to this to perform swept flash tests, or to refer to in-flight
attachment point during the 2 ma of time it would experience, if applicable, to establish the actual dwell
have dwelled there. According to the data of Fig. 7.13, time and, therefore, the required skin thickness neces-
melt-through of a 1.6 mm (0.063 in.) aluminum skin sary to prevent melt-through.
could be possible under these conditions.

There are reports of holes melted in 1.02 mm Titanium skins: By using the graph of Fig. 7.13, itS (0.040 in.) skins from in-flight strikes in Zone 2A is possible to determine titanium skin thicknesses in a
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manner similar to that for determining aluminum skin metal adhesively bonded together. Tests have shown
thicknesses. The coulomb ignition threshold for tita- that the lightning flash melts away the exterior ply
nium occurs when the back side of the skin reaches without melting inta the interior ply. The ranges of
9000C (16500F), a temperature Crouch found suffi- metal ply and adhesive thicknesses that are satisfac-
cient to ignite a fuel-air vapor from hot spot formation tory have not been fully evaluated so candidate con-
[7.46]. Because titanium will not melt at this tern- figurations should be tested as appropriate for the ap-
perature, no hole will be formed before the ignition plicable zones.
threshold is reached. No graphs of the type shown in Thermal barriers have consisted of layers of poly-
Figs. 7.12 and 7.13 have been generated for other met- sulfide type fuel tank sealants. Such materials prevent
als, since, with the exception of certain space vehicles,' hot arc products or hot spots from contacting fuel va-
these materials seldom appear as integral tank skins. pors. Again, candidate designs must be tested to ver-

ify effectiveness. Life cycle aspects such as durability
Carbon fiber composite skins: The data of §6.5.1 and compatibility with fuels must also be considered
can be utilized to select necessary CFC thicknesses to ensure continued airworthiness.
and protective treatments to prevent punch through Bladder fuel tanks, which have been used exten-
by stroke current effects, Components A or D. The sively in older designs where it was not possible to
data presented in §7.5.1 of this chapter indicates that adequately seal the skins, will also provide a barrier
incendiary hot spots are not possible. Ignition by hot between the lightning melt-through or punch-through
filaments was found, but since the presence or absence and the fuel vapor.
of the fibers did not depend on the magnitude of the
lightning current, no guidelines can be established re- lightning
garding what is necessary to eliminate the hot fila- leading edge are
ments.zoeon LA zone lA&2A IB 1 B

Fuel tanks and trailing edges: On trailing edges, void vapor space void
lightning flashes tend to remain attached at one spot tig
and can continue to burn long enough to melt through bulkhead sealed to prevent vapors

metal skins of almost any reasonable thickness. As an from leaking into void area
example, Fig. 7.13 shows that 200 coulombs, deliv-
ered in 1 second or less, as required by [7.28], would Fig. 7.18 Trailing edge construction to avoid fuel
melt through aluminum skins up to 80 mm (0.313 in.) ignition from extended flash hang-on.
thick. A titanium skin 32 mm (0.125 in.) thick would
not be melted by such a charge, but Fig. 7.13 shows
that it would be heated to a temperature of 1320*C 7.6 Effects of Current In Tank Structures
(2400°F) which exceeds that necessary for ignition.

Allowing fuel or fuel vapor to accumulate in trail- In the aircraft accidents that have been attributed
ing edges located in Zones 1 B or 2B is thus hazardous. to lightning and that occurred as a result of in-flight
Trailing edges of wings with integral fuel tanks are explosion of fuel, the exact cause of fuel ignition has
where the flaps and ailerons are located and fuel va- remained obscure. Ignition at fuel vent outlets or by
pors are not likely to accumulate in such areas. With melt-through of integral tank skins has been suspected
externally mounted fuel tanks or tip tanks, however, in several cases, but no conclusive evidence to this ef-
it is possible that fuel vapor could exist at a traiiing fect has ever been tound. Another possibility is that
edge. Protection must be provided by closing out and lightning current passing through the fuel tank struc-
venting the aft-most volume of the tank, as shown in ture or fuel system components could have caused
Fig. 7.18, so that if melt-through does occur, there sparking or arcing in the tanks and ignited the fuel
will be no fuel vapor to be ignited. vapor. No conclusive evidence of this has been found

either, but the marks left by a spark rele.
Other ways to protect skins: Several other meth- millijoules of energy would be difficult to deý_
ods have been utilized successfully to prevent melt- case.
through or incendiary hot spot formation in metal Much attention has been given to keepin* iibat-
skins. These include the use of laminated skins and ning currents out of the interior of the aircraft by pro-
the application of thermal insulating materials to the viding conductive and tightly bonded skins. Still, cur-
interior surfaces of skins, rent does exist on interior structural elements such as

Laminated skins employ two or more sheets of spars and ribs, and also on fuel and vent pipes. When-
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ever current crosses joints and couplings, there exists Newman, Robb, and Stahmann [7.47] were among
the possibility of arcing or sparking. Since so little the first to recognize this possibility and evaluate it in
energy is needed to ignite fuel, the behavior of these the laboratory. They demonstrated that direct strikes
internal currents is of great importance to fuel systemn to filler caps of the design then in common use would
safety. cause profuse spark showers inside the tank. They ap-

Arcing can also occur, at some instances, when plied simulated strikes, which ranged in energy from a
lightning currents in the skin encounter discontinuities, very mild 35 kA, 0.006 x 10s A2 .s stroke to a very severe
such as access doors and filler caps. Electrical wires 180 kA, 3 x 106 A2'. stroke, to typical fuel filler caps.
in fuel tanks pose another potential sparking problem Profuse sparking occurred under all conditions. When
because high voltages could be produced by the high an ignitable fuel mixture was piaced in the tanks, these
electromagnetic fields associated with lightning, spark showers readily produced iguition.

Fig. 7.19 shows the possible lightning current Newman and his colleagues did not report spark-
paths in a typical fuel tank and calls attention to the ing or fuel ignition when the same filler caps were not
areas of greatest concern. In the following paragraphs struck directly but were only located in a tank skin
each of these areas is discussed. Areas of concern for through which lightning current was being conducted.
which little or no quantitative data is yet available will Other literature does not report such sparking either,
also be discussed, but the possibility of such an occurrence might still

exist under some conditions.7.6.1 Filler Caps

Problems: Filler caps must be fitted with gaskets and Protection techniques: After observing the sparking
seals between the cap and its adapter in the tank. from direct strikes to the original filler caps, Newman
Most of these seals have little or no electrical conduc- evaluated several design modifications to prevent this
tivity. If a lightning flash contacts the filler cap there sparking. Fig. 7.20(a) shows where sparking can take
may be a spark across or through the seals. The spark place on the inside surfaces of an unprotected filler cap
may then generate sufficient pressure to blow plasma while Fig. 7.20(b) shows a design intended to prevent
past the seal and into the fuel vapor space. internal sparking.

JOINTS BETWEEN SKINS,
SPARS, AND RIBS

JOINTS AND INTERFACES
IN LINES & FITTINGS

ACCESS DOORS
AND

FILLER CAPS

AND WIRING
Fig. 7.19 Lightning current paths in a fuel tank

and potential problem areas.
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(a) lightning are ification, MIL-C-38373B, has been written describing

are products -uel tank skin- a lightning protected cap. If there is any doubt about
uadapter -the protection capability of the particular design, the

cap should be tested with its mating adapter as de-

, r Jscribed in [7.28]. The interface between the filler cap
fasteneradapter and the surrounding tank skin can also arc

potential arc e metal and care must be taken to prevent such arcing from
Srgcontacting fuel vapors. The methods employed are

metal chain lanyar discussed in §7.10.3.

COW 7.6.2 Access Doors

lightning arc Problems: Access panels or doors are found in nearly

all fuel tank designs to enable installation and main-
tenance of system hardware. Typical doors are shown
in Fig. 7.21. Since they are frequently in the external

notched metal skins, they are exposed to lightning strikes. Early tests• s • cap surface
arc products fuel tank skin showed that sparking could occur at access doors not

fastener specifically designed to tolerate lightning. Modifica-
tion procedures [7.48] were developed which prevented

potential arc source- at sparking, even when the access doors were struck di-
"-0 ring seal- plastic rectly. Such modifications usually consist of some com-

plastic lanyar bination of the following features:
Fig. 7.20 Fuel filler cap designs. 1. Avoidance of metal to metal contact between

(a) Unprotected parts exposed to fuel vapor spaces.
(b) Protected

A lightning protected cap typically uses a plas- 2. Provision of adequate current conduction paths
tic insert so that there are no metallic faying surfaces between door and adapter and between adapter
across which sparking can occur. If a lanyard is re- and surrounding skin, away from fuel vapors.
quired, it is made of plastic since one source of spark- This is usually via the fasteners, which are sep-
ing on filler caps was found to be along the ball chain arated from vapor areas by O-rings, gaskets or
used to retain the cap. sealants.

Lightning protected caps are generally designed to
be used in conjunction with mating adapters. An elec- 3. Application of sealant to other potential arc or
trically non-conductive O-ring provides a seal between spark sources, so as to prevent contact with fuel
the plastic insert and the mating adapter to prevent vapors. Sealants are discussed in §7.6.3.
fuel leaks. When a strike to the cap occurs, the result-
ing lightning currenits arc from the cap to the adjacent Protection techniques: Any design which allows the
adapter, since the O-ring seal prevents direct electri- door installation to tolerate the applicable lightning
cal contact between the two parts. The arcing creats a environment while meeting other perfcrmance and
pressure buildup at the O-ring. If the pressure is too structural requirements is acceptable and there are
high, arc products could blow past the O-ring and into many design applications and approaches that have
the fuel vapor. In order to minimize pressure buildup, proven satisfactory. Some acceptable access door de-
a series of cutouts is made around the perimeter of signs are shown in Figs. 7.22(a) through 7.22(d).
the cap surface so that arc products can vent to the
outside of the tank. 0-rings: Fig. 7.22(a) shows a common design in

An alternative protection design replaces all the which an O-ring, fitted in a slot in the doubler, pre-
metal parts of the cap with plastic, thus preventing vents arc products around the fastener from entering
direct arc attachment and any arcing from taking place the fuel vapor space. Instead, the arc products escape
at the O-ring seal. to the outside. In addition, the access door riveted nut

Lightning protected caps should always be used if plate (dome nut), doubler fastener, and the fillets have
there is any possibility that the cap may receive a light- been covered with polysulfide type fuel tank sealant to
ning strike, i.e., if the cap ,nust be located in direct or contain the arc products occurring at these locations,
swept flash Zones 1A, 1B, 2A, or 2B. At least one spec- thus preventing them from contacting fuel vapor.
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Fig. 7.21 Large access doors in Zone 2A over
fuselage fuel tanks.

Integral nut ring: In example (b) of Fig. 7.22, the ing at the fastener/door interface. The use of an in-
riveted nut plate has been replaced with an integral tegral nut ring will further reduce current density in
nut ring. This configuration, where the captive nut is the door-to-ring fasteners. Arc products which are
installed inside a casting or the ring has a tapped hole, formed are contained by the use of the 0-ring seal as
allows higher currents to be conducted than the riveted before.
nut plates. Current enterirg the integral nut ring dif-
fuses to several fasteners which share the current car- Non-conductive doors: If the door, rather than a
ried to the doubler and the skin. Fuel tank sealant is door fastener is struck, current density through any
Lpplied around the fillets, nut-ring-to-doubler fasten- of the door fasteners will also be low since the cur-
ers and skin-to-doubler fasterrs (if present) to pre- rent from the door to the skin will be divided among
vent arc products from entering the vapor space from all of the door fasteners. Currents can be eliminated
these interfaces, in the door altogether if the door is constructed of a

non-conductive material such as chopped glass fiber
Elimination of fasteners: Two additional designs are reinforced composite. A lightning attachment to such
shown in Figs. 7.22(c) and (d) where the doublers of a door will simply result in a surface flashover to the
examples (a) and (b) have'been removed. This elimi- adjacent skin or fastener.
nates the need for the skin-to-doubler fasteners of the
previous examples thus removing them as potential ig- Alternative gasket approaches: Figs. 7.23(a) and (b)
nition sources, shows two access door gasket designs. Example (a)

shows an 0-ring which fits into the slot shown in the
Preferred fastener locations: In Fig. 7.22(c), the ac- doubler and prevents arc products from entering the
cess door fastener head is located in the door so that a vapor space within the fuel tank. In Fig. 7.23(b),
strike to the door causes current to leave through the a flat gasket has been slotted as shown so that arc
door fastener. This creates potential arc and spark products occurring at the door-to-doubler (or door-
sources at the fastener interfaces with the resultant to-skin) fasteners can be vented to the external surface
arc products contained by the use of the 0-ring seal away from the internal fuel/vapor space.
and the polysulfide sealed riveted nut plate.

In Fig. 7.22(d), the fastener head is located in Other modifications: Other modifications in access
the skin rather than the access door. A strike to the door seal design have proven equally effective in pre-
fastoner will let a majority of the current go directly venting arcing. In some cases anodized clamp rings or
into the skin thus decreasing the current density in insulating gaskets have been acceptable when sufficient
the door-to-skin fastener. The decrease in fastener metal-to--metal conductivity existed via the boits or
current density in turn minimizes the intensity of arc- fasteners alone. The door for which the modification
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described in [7.48] was developed, had only 23 fasten- 2. Isolate the fasteners from vapor areas with non-
ers, whereas other doors having over 40 fasteners have conductive gaskets or O-ring seals.
been found to resist arcing even if insulation finishes
or paints such as anodizing or zinc chromate remained 3. Thoroughly coat all fasteners with tank sealant.
on the mating surfaces. The large number of fasten-
ers available for conduction results in a low current The importance of eliminating ignition sources at
density per fastener compared to a door with only 23 access doors installations cannot be overemphasized,
fasteners. especially in cases where the access door is itself a large

part of the aircraft skin and encloses fuel. Such a case
Guidelines for doors: Some guidelines to follow in de- is illustrated in the small fighter aircraft of Fig. 7.21,
signing a protected door include the following: in which several large access doors cover a fuselage

fuel tank. The doors cover a large area and will be
1. Provide as much electrical contact via screws or exposed to lightning strikes sweeping aft from the nose.

fasteners as possible and make the current paths Doors of new design should be tested to be certain that
through these fasteners as short as possible. protection is adequate.

lightning channel
are products//,t 6/ '-'"0 ring

skin "•1 " [door

(a)
tank sealant
covers arc products Riveted Nut
at doubler or nutplate Plate

current path ring

skin door

( b • :i;•_•doubler

ttIntegral Nuttank sealant Ring
covers arc products
at fasteners and fillets

-0" ring

milled skin with
integral doubler door

(C)
SIntegral Nut

Ring

"0" ringskin ... arc products do

(d) "--•Integral Nut

Ring

Fig. 7.22 Treatment of fasteners on access doors.

(a) O-ring

(b) Integral nut plate
(c) , (d) Elimination of doublers.
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Sslotted
C), gasket

opening

Fig. 7.23 Alternative gasket designs.
(a) Conventional ring gasket
(b) Ventilated gasket

Resistance measurements: Adequate electrical con- of CFC material. A further discussion of sealant is
ductivity and protection cannot be verified just by given in §7.10.3.
measuring the dc resistance between the door and the Protection requires that sealant application be
surrounding airframe and seeing that it is below some thorough and of sufficient thickness, with no voids, or
arbitrary value, such as 2.5 milliohms. Shortcomings thinly applied areas.
of resistance measurements were previously discussed
in §6.2.5. Advantages of sealant: The advantages of sealant

Verification of protection: The only way to be cer- include the following:

tain that a protection design is adequate is to perform 1. Sealants may already be applied to prevent leaks.
lightning tests on production-like installations. Other
factors, such as mating surface finishes and fastener Containment of arcs and sparks may only require
torque or tightness play a role in protection effective- that the sealant be applied more thickly or over a
ness and these factors, with appropriate tolerances, wider area.
should be accounted for in test planning and assess- 2.
ment of results. Easily applied.

The SAE report [7.28] describes tests appropriate 3. Can be applied to existing designs.
for all zones.

7.6.3 Fuel Tank Sealant Disadvantages of sealant: The disadvantages of

In some situations it is not possible to prevent all sealant include the following:
sources of arcing around fasteners. In those cases the 1. Application is operator dependent.
arc products must be prevented from contacting fuel
vapors, often by coating the arc source with polysulfide The adequacy of the sealant application depends
type tank sealant. In addition to preventing fuel leaks, on the skill of the person applying the sealant, es-
the sealant acts to contain the arcs and sparks which pecially in areas of the tank which are difficult to
occur at these fasteners during a strike attachment and access. In these areas, even a skilled operator may
prevents contact of the arc products with the fuel va- have difficulty in ensuring that sealant coverage is
por space. Typical areas requiring sealant protection complete without voids or thin spots. Some areas
include structural interfaces, fasteners which extend may receive excessive sealant while others may
through the tank skin from the exterior surface, and receive too little to contain the more energetic
internal fasteners and rivets which form part of the arcs and sparks. Application also depends on how. current path, especially if the structural members are closely the operator adheres to sealant guidelines.
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2. Sealant exacts a weight and cost penalty. currents are conducted through the joint should always
be made on samples of joints involving new materials

While applying thick layers of sealant increases or designs to confirm protection adequacy.
lightning protection, it also adds to the weight
of the aircraft which increases costs through ad- Arc thresholds of fasteners in Zone 3 areas: Un-
ditional fuel consumption. Exact figures on the der a program sponsored by NASA (7.50], tests were
weight added as a result of lightning protection performed to determine the spark threshold level of
measures are difficult to determine since much of typical fasteners used in aircraft installations. For
the sealant is normally applied to fasteners and those tests, aluminum lap joint specimens were bonded
interfaces in a fuel tank for prevention of fuel with electrically non-conductive fuel tank sealant and
leaks. However, any additional sealant applied were also fastened with a single rivet which had been
for lightning protection adds weight at a rate of "wet" installed with the same sealant. Currents were
0.048 - 0.056 lb/ins. conducted directly into one end of the specimen and

3. Protection may deteriorate with age and constant removed from the other end. All current was forced
"working" of the airframe, through the single fastener since the non-conductive

sealant eliminated any direct electrical contact be-
As the sealant ages it may deteriorate so that tween the mating surfaces. No coatings of any kind
there may be areas within the tank where the were applied to the head of the fastener.
sealant is no longer capable of containing the The tests indicated that the spark threshold cur-
arcs and sparks which occur during lightning cur- rent level of the fasteners was 5 kA. Thus, a door
rent flow. Some progress has been made in this containing 40 fasteners could conduct nearly 200 kA
area with improved sealants that remain pliable without spafking if the current were distributed evenly
throughout the life of the aircraft, among the fasteners. In most cases, however, the cur-

rent will not divide uniformly, but will be concentrated
7.7 Structural Joints in those fasteners closest to the point of attachment or

exit.
High-density patterns of rivets or fasteners, as

commonly used to join fuel tank skins to stiffeners,
ribs, and spars, should be capable of conducting 200
kA stroke currents even when nonconductive primers multiple rows o o o o
and sealants are present between the surfaces, as in of fasteners 0x 0
Fig. 7.24. Short [7.49], for example, reports 200 kA
stroke tests of skin-to-stringer joint samples fastened 00
with double rows of taper-lock fasteners. The samples 0
tested had 16 fasteners on each end of the joint, and
no sparking was detected anywhere at the joint.

There is no hard-and-fast rule for the number of
fasteners per joint which are necessary to avoid arc- non-conducti Pprimer or
ing, but a rough guideline of 5 kA per fastener, as sealant at
discussed below, can give some indication of the num- contacting
ber of fasteners which may be required to transfer interfaces

lightning currents among structural elements without Fig. 7.24 Bonding through mechanical fasteners.
arcing. In general, it has been found that structural Mating surfaces coated with non-
fastener configurations inside tanks and not exposed conductive finishes and sealers.
to direct strikes can tolerate Zone 3 current densities
without visible arcing and the need for overcoating ourrent- non-conducUve
with sealant. Fasteners exposed to exterior surfaces path finishes and
in Zones I or 2, however, must usually be protected sealants
and verit - 1 bv test.

At areas of high current density, arcing usually
occurs at the interfaces between the fastener and sur-/_ocpotential
rounding metal, as shown in Fig. 7.25, and the occur- are locti--
rence of such arcing depends on other physical charac- Fig. 7.25 Potential arc source locations at structural
teristics, such as skin thickness, surface coatings, and interfaces coated with non-conductive
fastener tightness. Tests in which simulated lightning finishes and sealants. g
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Direct attachments: The preceeding discussion re- 7.8 Connectors and Interfaces in Pipes and
lates to joints located in Zone 3 which must conduct Couplings
only a portion of the lightning current. Joints located
in other zones can be struck directly by the lightning Electrical plumbing lines within a fuel tank will
arc. It is possible for the lightning arc to remain at- usually conduct some of the aircraft lightning cur-
tached to a single fastener or rivet. If that happens, rents since they provide conducting paths in contact
the arc can melt or otherwise damage the rivet and sur- with conducting structures. The amount of current in
rounding skin. If ignitable fuel vapors exist beneath plumbing depends on the resistance and inductance of
such a joint , the joint may have to be larger than current po'hs in plumbing as compared with surround-
would be otherwise required. ing structural paths. Currents in plumbing within

metal aircraft may be small, a few tens or hundreds
Guidelines for joints: Some other guidelines which of amperes, but current in metal pipes inside non-
should be noted in designing integral tank joints are conducting or CFC structures may be very high.
as follows:

1. Provide electrically conducting paths among the Problems: The current in these lines may cause spark-
structural elements so that lightning currents can ing at pipe couplings where there is intermittent or
be conducted among elements without excessive poor electrical contact. Some pipe couplings, for ex-
arcing, and without having to spark across non- ample, are designed to permit relative motion between
conducting adhesives or sealants. Often this will the mating ends of a pipe to relieve mechanical stresses
be via rivets or removable fasteners, which make caused by wing flexure and vibration and this pre-
metal to metal contact with joined parts. There cludes the tight metal to metal contact needed to carry
must be sufficient areas of contact among all of the current. Also, electrically insulating coatings such as
fasteners in the current path to avoid excessive anodized finishes are often applied to the pipe ends
arcing, damage to the fasteners or surrounding and couplings to control corrosion. Relative motion
structural material, and vibration may wear this insulation away, provid-

2. Try not to put any insulating materials in places ing unintentional and intermittent conductive paths,
that would divert lightning current from straight situations that lead to sparking. Therefore, particular
and direct paths between entry and exit points on attention should be given to the design of fuel system
the aircraft. Voltages which may cause sparking plumbing.
will build up wherever diversions in these paths
exist. The diversions through the fasteners and Lightning currents in plumbing: The mechanism by
stringer of Fig. 7.24 are acceptable. More ex- which lightning currents diffuse to the interior of an
tended paths may not be. aircraft is discussed in Chapter 11. There it is pointed

out that it can take many microseconds for lightning
3. Account for aging and mechanical stress which currents to become distributed through the aircraft

may cause reduced electrical conductivity. Con- because rapidly changing currents distribute primarily
tinued flexing of structures under flight load con- according to the inductance of the paths while slowly
ditions may eventually loosen a joint to the point changing currents distribute according to resistance.
where arcing could occur. To evaluate this possi- The high amplitude return stroke currents will not
bility, perform simulated lightning tests on joint spread very deeply into interior structural elements or
samples which have been previously subjected to other interior conductors because they are of silort du-
fatigue or environmental tests. ration, but will instead tend to remain in the metal

skins. Still, there will be some current. During a
4. Coat all joints thoroughly with fuel tank sealant NASA sponsored program [7.51] currents in the fuel

to contain any arcs or sparks which may occur. A lines within a fuel tank with adhesively bonded alu-
further discussion on sealing is found in §7.6.3. minum structural elements were measured. With a

current of 88 kA injected into the wing, the current5, Do not depend on resistance measurements to inasaldmerfuliewthntetn ws10

confirm the adequacy of lightning current conduc- in a small diameter fuel line within the tank was 160

tivity in a joint. The inductance of the path plays amperes.

an equally important part. Resistance measure- The analytical procedures for determining how
ments (ac or dc) may be useful as a production rapidly changing currents distribute, §11.4, are com-
quality control tool, but they are not useful for plex, but intermediate and continuing cu.rrents persist
establishing the adequacy of the lightning current for times long enough for the distribution to be calcu-
path through the joint. lated on the basis of the dc resistances involved.
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Assume that the leading and trailing edge sections Conduction through couplings and interfaces: The

of a wing are nonconductive or sufficiently isolated as extensive use of anodized, coatings to provide noncor-
to be unavailable for conduction and that the remain- rosive mating surfaces in pipe couplings would seem to 0
ing wing box is comprised of skins and spars having preclude arcing across the pipe interface, but relative
the dimensions as shown in Fig. 7.26. The cross sec- motion between these surfaces can wear through the
tional area of the spars and skins forming this box is anodized coating, forming a conductive path. if there
135 cm 2 (21 in'). The tank also contains an aluminum happens to be a large, bare metal-to-metal contact
vent pipe electrically bonded to the structure at each within the coupling, this could provide a spark free
end of the tank. This tube has an outside diameter of path. However, a slight change in the relative posi-
10 cm (4 in), a wall thickness of 0.5 mnm (0.02 in2 ) , tion of the mating surfaces, or introduction of dirt or
and a cross sectional area of 1.56 cm 2 (0.24 in 2). residue might drastically change the electrical capabil-

ity of a coupling. It is probable that the electrical ca-
30cm 50CM vent 50Cm pability of a typical pipe coupling changes many times

0.64.M during a flight as a result of relative motion caused by-- -- structural vibrations and flexing.
Some of the commercially available couplings and

2T0c 0 c bulkhead fittings have been designed to conduct im-
.200cm 0.2ra pulse currents up to 2500 amperes without sparking.

These couplings should be adequate for use in most
Fig. 7.26 H~ypothetical wing box with integral metal tanks where currents are of the order of a few

fuel tank. hundred amperes or less.
Assume an intermediate strike with an average Fuel tanks fabricated of CFC materials, however,

amplitude of 2000 A foi 5 ms, in accordance with Coin- are more highly resistive than aluminum. Currents on
ponent B of [7.28]. The current in the pipe can be the exterior skin surface of such tanks will diffuse more
calculated as follows: rapidly to internal conductive plumbing and currents

might greatly exceed 2500 amperes.
[ 1.56 cm2 .

Ipipe s [ cm 2 Ix 2000 A = 23.1 A (7.2) Guidelines for protection: In the absence of definitive
135 data on the electrical conductivity of pipe couplings

Currents of this order of magnitude have pro- under in-service conditions, it is advisable to take the
duced arcs at movable, poorly conducting, interfaces following approach:
in some couplings. More common examples of electric
arc sources include motor commutators. 1. Determine, by analysis or test, the fraction of

lightning current expected in a particular pipe.
Bond straps: Electrical bond straps or jumpers are

sometimes installed across poorly conducting pipe cou- 2. Inject this current into a sample of the coupling
plings, as shown in Fig. 7.27. These bond straps under simulated in-flight vibration and contami-
should not be relied upon to prevent sparking from nation conditions.
lightning currents. Current is apt to divide in propor-
tion to resistance which may be the result of a small 3. Perform this test in a darkened enclosure and ob-
contact area in the coupling. Some current in the cou- serve whether any arcs or sparks occur. Repeat
pling could lead to sparking even with the bond strap the test until a reliable result is established.
in place.

Non-conducting interfaces: One solution to the

EtEMI.A. problem of arcs and sparks at couplings and plumb-
IONDING ing interfaces with aircraft structure is to insert elec-

to eliminate them as current carrying paths. This so-
lution, of course, requires additional couplings, which
may add additional weight compared to the traditional
all aluminum plumbing.

Another solution is to make the pipes of a non-
COUPLING conductive material. Various solid polymers or fiber

reinforced resins may be used for this purpose. Some
Fig. 7.27 Electrical bonding jumper across electrical conducting material must be provided in the

insulated coupling, interior linings of pipes transferring fuel however, to
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*prevent frictional charge accumulation. The resistivity expected in impulse sparkover voltage at various al-
of these materials should be on the order of 106 to 108 titudes can be determined from the Paschen curve of
ohm-cm. This is sufficiently high to prevent lightning Fig. 7.28 [7.52]. To use the figure, one would first de-
currents, but still adequate to dissipate static charges. termine the product of pressure and gap distance, pd.
Lower values would make the lines too conductive. Pressure can be obtained from the chart of the figure.
One such system presently under development is a re- As an example, if it is desired to find the sparkover
formable duct system of electrically non-conductive voltage of a 5 mm (0.2 in) gap at a 10 000 m (33 000
thermoplastic fluoropolymer, reinforced with aramid ft) altitude, the pressure at this altitude would first be
fibers. found from the chart as 198.16 mm Hg. The product
7.9 Electrical Wiring in Fuel Tanks pd would then be 990.8 mm Hg. From Fig. 7.28, the

gap would spark over at approximately 5500 V.
Problems: Lightning current in an aircraft may induce
voltages in electrical wiring. If this wiring enters a Ignition energy vs altitude: The ignition energy also
fuel tank, the induced voltages may be high enough to rises as pressure drops and this effect tends to off-
cause a spark. set the reduction in sparkover voltage with pressure.

Electrical wires found inside fuel tanks are typ- Tests [7.8] have shown that 20 times as much spark
ically those used for capacitance-type fuel quantity energy is needed to cause ignition at 11 000 m (36 000
probes or electric motors used to operate pumps or ft) as at sea level. The ignition threshold might rise
valves. If these wires are totally enclosed by metal to 4 - 10 millijoules, instead of 0.2 - 0.5 microjoules.
skins and ribs or spars, the internal magnetic fields Most induced voltages that are capable of producing
and induced voltages will be relatively low. Electrical a spark, however, can produce more than 10 joules,
devices, such as fuel quantity probes, and their instal- so one should not rely on the spark ignition threshold
lation hardware, have been intentionally designed to being sufficiently high to prevent problems.
withstand comparatively high voltages without spark- Lightning strikes to aircraft have been reported
ing. The fuel system designer, however, must be con- at all flight levels through about 11 000 m (36 000
tinually alert for changes in material or structural de- ft), although few occurances above 5000 m (16 000 ft)
sign that might permit excessive induccd voltages to appear to have involved severe currents. Thus, it is
appear in fuel tank electrical circuits. probably sufficient to design and certify small air gaps

at the SAE lightning environment at about 10 000 m
Sparkover characterics of small gaps: A number of (33 000 ft) without sparkover.
measurements have been made of the voltages which The sparkover voltages of Fig. 7.28 should be
lightning currents can induce in fuel probe wiring, considered only approximate, since the curve relates
Measurements have also been made of the voltages re- to uniform field conditions, such as found in paral-
quired to cause a spark to occur between the elements lel plane electrodes. Other electrode configurations,
of typical capacitance-type fuel quantity probes. The such as a sharp point-to-plane, would spark at lower
sparkover voltages have usually been found to be much voltages, perhaps 25% less. It is best to actually mea-
higher than those found to be induced in the wiring, sure the sparkover voltage of specific gaps, preferably
As an example, Newman, Robb, and Stahmann [7.47] using impulse voltages and the actual hardware, as
found that dc voltages of at lenot 3000 V were re- electrode shapes and surface treatements also influence
quired to cause a spark to jump between the active and sparkover voltage. The tests can be made at ground
grounded cylinders of a capacitance-type fuel probe level pressure and corrected approximately for altitude
found in a KC-135 aircraft wing, and that even higher by multiplying ground test data by the percentage re-
voltages were needed to spark over the other gaps in duction in sparkover voltage of the same gap at flight
this probe. Plumer [7.51] ran a similar test using im- altitude.
pulse voltages and found that 12 kV were required to
cause a spark to jump between the inner and outer Guidelines for design: In practice, design of small air-

cylinders of a typical probe. Small gaps like this will gaps should incorporate a margin of 100% over antic-
withstand more impulse than dc voltage, and the im- ipated actual voltage levels, to account for mechani-
pulse test more realistically represents an induced volt- cal installation tolerances, the effects of contaminants,
age. and the statistical variations in small gap sparkover

voltages themselves. Thus, a particular gap should be

Effects of air pressure: The teits reported above were sized to withstand, at altitude, twice the anticipated

made at ground level. At flight altitude, the same gap actual voltage.
would break down at a lower voltage because of the In some cases, particularly installations within
lower air pressure. The amount of reduction to be CFC tanks, this will require unacceptably large clear-
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ances between objects such as fuel quantity probes and Testing considerations: When determining the spark-
adjacent structure. In such cwes other means, such as over voltages of small gaps such as those at a fuel quan-
coating adjacent surfaces with dielectric films, may be tity probe, care must be taken to apply test voltages to
explored to enable smaller gaps to withstand twice the all of the gaps which may exist, though this need not

anticipated voltage. Designs like this must be given be done simultaneously. In most cases both the "high"
voltage withstand tests, as handbook type data does and "low" elements of a quantity probe are insulated
not exist to support specific designs. from "ground" (the airframe), but there is always a

It is particularly important that sufficient insula- mounting bracket which brings the probe in proximity

tion be provided between the active elements and the to the airframe. Fig. 7.30 is an illustration. Thus,
airframe because the highest induced voltages usually the test should evaluate both the sparkover between
appear between the wires and the airframe. These the "high" and the "low" electrodes and the sparkover
voltages may be IR voltages related to lightning cur- between the "low" electrode and the structure upon
rents in the structural resistance of the wing or they which the probe is mounted. Usually, the gaps to the
may magnetically induced voltages as illustrated in mounting bracket or airframe will be larger than the
Fig. 7.29. Structural IR voltages may be only a few others and require a higher voltage to cause sparkover,
volts for a metal wing, but they may be several thou- but these are also the gaps that experience the highest
sand volts in a composite wing. induced voltages.
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Fig. 7.28 Sparkover voltages and altitude pressures.
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Fig. 7.29 Typical fuel probe wiring.

- Most magnetic flux and induced voltage appears between wire
(or shield) and the airframe at probe end.

- Less flux and induced voltage exists between any two wires.

- Even less flux and voltage exists between a wire and its shield.

- Other voltages can occur between probe and airframe
because of structural JR potentials.

S~to the airframe. Because of this, design, of~ adequate

I insulation between the active elements of the probe

I

II insulator and the airframe may not be entirely within the probe

o designer's control.

aFgahmen Shielding of fuel probe wires: The fuel probe wires
Sare most closely referenced to the airframe at the c-

SI tronics end, which is usually in the fuselage. If one or
more of the wires am e shielded, there can be a conflict
between the grounding practices that are best for con-

low trol of lightning induced voltages and those considered

acbest for control of steady state electromagnetic i wter-high ferenme, EMI.orniUsually, because of EMI considerations and con-

cerm• for "ground loops", only one end of the shield is
grounded; most commonly at the end remote from the
fuel senor. Grounding the shield at both ends per-
mits stray ac fields to induce circulating currents in

Fig. 7.30 Possible breakdown of gaps in the shield, and such currents may interfere with the
capacitance-type probe, operation of the fuel quantity electronics.

1. High to low The conflict arises because a shield grounded at
2. High to airframe only one end does not act to reduce magnetically in-
3. Low to airframe due�d voltage between conductors and ground, though

it may reduce voltages between cmdurtors in the
ContmFinnts that accumulate with time on the shield. The subject is treated at length .n Chapter

probe surfaces may act to reduca the sparkover volt- 1f, but the gist of the matter is that a shield can re-
age; therefore, it is wise to incorporate a factor f two duce voltages between conductors and ground only if it
when designing clearances necesary to tolerate the an- is grounded at both ends and allowed to caary current.
ticipated induced voltages expected in fuel tank wiring If a shield is ungrounded at one end, magnetically in-
harnesses. duced voltages edc develop at that end between the

Fig. 7.29 illustrate. that the proafmity of the conductors and ground. Thus, most shields found on

probe to the airframe structure on which it is mounted fuel quantity probe wiring harnesses offer little or o). is very important in determining breakdown voltages protection from lightning induced effects.
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Measurements of induced voltages: Newman, Robb, 2. Providing adequate electrical conductivity be-
and Stahmann [7.53] measured about 11 V on the fuel tween adjacent parts of structures.
quantity probe circuits routed inside a KC-135 wing 3. Providing a barrier to separate remaining arc or
fuel tank through which 50 kA strikes with 50 kA/ps spark products from the fuel vapor.
rates of rise were being conducted. This voltage would
extrapolate to a maximum of 44 V at a severe strike 4. Design of fuel system components to interrupt po-
amplitude of 200 kA. Plumer [7.54] measured up to 4 tential current paths and withstand potential dif-
V in a fuel probe circuit routed inside the tanks of an ferences that may exist during lightning strikes to
F-89J wing. The simulated lightning current in this the airframe.
case was 40 kA, with a rate of rise of 8 kA/ps. From 7.10.1 Tank Structures Design
these results he predicted that a 200 kA, 100 kA/jps
lightning strike would induce 185 V in the same circuit. As illustrated in the foregoing sections, most igni-

These voltages are not sufficient to cause any tion sources are associated with structural joints and
sparking. These measurements were made on metal fasteners of various kinds. As much as possible, joints
aircraft and similiar measurements on CFC structures and fasteners should be eliminated in fuel vapor areas.
would result in substantially higher levels. If they cannot be eliminated, they should be designed

so that they do not spark. If sparks cannot be com-
Routing of wires: The routing of the fuel probe wires pletely eliminated, the fastener must be sealed so that
can have a lot to do with how much induced voltage ap- the sparks do not contact the vapor. Several design
pears at apparatus inside fuel tanks. A comprehensive approaches are possible.
discussion of shielding practices is given in Chapters
15, 16 and 17. Eliminating penetrating fasteners: Figs. 7.31 - 7.33

show how wing spars and ribs can be rearranged to
eliminate penetrations of fasteners into the fuel tank.

7.10 Elimination of Ignition Sources This approach may eliminate possible fuel leaks at
the fasteners as well as eliminating ignition sources,

The previous sections have described some of the though the possibility of leaks due to bowing of the
more likely potential sources of ignition and have de- closeout rib would have to be considered. Care must be
scribed ways to prevent them. In the following sec- given to ensuring that the edges of spars and the rib-
tions, some overall design approaches are discussed to-skin interfaces do not present arc or spark sources
which can be followed to reduce or eliminate poten- themselves. This is usually done by use of electri-
tial ignition sources. These approaches involve se- cally insulating, corrosion resistant finishes, as well as
lection of basic structural materials, modifications in sealant materials between parts. Also, polysulfide type
the airframe structural design, and methods to pre- sealant is sometimes necessary at fillets and edges, as
vent contact between any remaining ignition sources discussed in §7.6.3.
and fuel vapors. Successful implementation of these The approaches illustrated in Figs. 7.31 through
measures requires the lightning protection specialist 7.33 are applicable to CFC as well as to metal struc-
to work closely with airframe and structures design- tures. Lightning currents in fasteners in CFC struc-
era and manufacturing technologists at a very early tures may be higher than those in aluminum struc-
point in the design cycle. Structural design modifi- tures because diffusion times in CFC are much shorter
cations to minimize lightning protection problems can than in aluminum and more current will seek to flow
result in substantial savings in weight and cost penal- in interior structural elements such as ribs and spars.
ties due to lightning protection. but these benefits can Also, it is usually more difficult to make arc free elec-
not be obtained unless the designs are incorporated trical contact between CFC parts. Thus these design
early in the design cycle. Structures designs must sat- approaches may be more necessary in CFC airfraries
isfy many requirements and some of the features that than for aluminum airframes.
would alleviate potential lightning problems may not Likewise, the lightning current densities in air-
be compatible with these other requirements. frames of small size, general aviation aircraft and small

The following design approaches should be uti- rotorcraft, will be proportionally higher than the cur-
lized, to the extent practical, to minimize potential rent densities in larger transport category vehicles ex-
ignition sources within aircraft fuel tanks. posed to the same total amount of lightning current.

Design approaches such as shown in Figs. 7.31 through
1. Designing the fuel tank structure to minimize the 7.33 can be followed to eliminate potential ignition

number of joints, fasteners and other potential are sources in small integral tank structures.
and spark sources in fuel vapor areaq.
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Ar source
Fuel

Fig. 7.31 Spar-skin interface design to reduce ignition sources.
(a) Conventional - fasteners in fuel area
(b) Improved - fasteners outside fuel area

Ssources
S•1 tank

I I Iclose-out

fCo-curing of CFC tanks: The most radical way of
eliminating fasteners and their associated problems is
to build the tank as a single monolithic structure which
is electrically conductive throughout. While this is not

(a) done at present, it is a technique that could be used to
build CFC tanks. Fig. 7.34 illustrates the principle.

In Fig. 7.34(a) fasteners penetrate the tank. In
Fig. 7.34(b) filament winding is used to achieve an
entirely co-cured structure. Practical limitations may

tank prevent this method from being utilized to build corn-
close-out plete wings of large aircraft, but similar approaches
rib may be useful for construction of various substruc-

tures.

fuel Co-cured joints in CFC structures will eliminate
potential arc and spark sources and provide the best
possible electrical conductivity among structural sec-

=4E~d= = tions. In these joints, the pre-impregnated resin is
(b) fastener used to bond yarns and plies together without the need

for additional adhesives. Practical difficulties arise in
Fig. 7.32 Wing fuel tank closeout rib-skin interface co-curing large structures, but great improvements in

design to reduce ignition sources. lightning protection of CFC structures can be achieved
(a) Conventional by co-curing of simple interfaces, such as between stiff-
(b) Improved eners and skins.
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Arc Sources -

(b)

Fig. 7.33 Wing stiffener design to eliminate ignition seurces
(a) Conventional - penetrating fasteners
(b) Improved -integral stiffeners

Non-conductive spars: Another method, shown in to the interior surface of the clip. This prevents current

Fig. 7.35, illustrates the use of fiberglass or aramid from arcing from the fastener to the back of the shear
fiber reinforced composites to fabricate spars within a tie at the surface.
wing fuel tank. In this case, lightning currents tend The structural designs illustrated in Figs. 7.31
not to flow into fasteners because these bear against through 7.37 are examples of the kinds of approach
non-conducting interior surfaces and do not consti- that can be followed to eliminate potential fuel va-
tute current paths. Mechanical strength considera- por ignition sources. These concepts avoid the "brute

tions may preclude use of other than CFC material force" methods of extensive sealant overcoat that im-

for spars and ribs. If so, several other approaches can pose cost and weight penalties and concerns regarding
be used to interrupt current through fasteners. These life-cycle durability. Designers are encouraged to de-

are illustrated in Figs. 7.36 and 7.37. velop other approaches to achieve the same ends. Since
success or failure depends on factors such as small di-

Non-conductive shear ties: Fig. 7.36 illustrates the mensions, clearances and tightness whose performance
use of a non-conductive shear tie, sometimes called cannot always be predicted, candidate designs should
a clip or shear clip, to interrupt electric current paths always be evaluated by simulated lightning tests.
between skin and interior structures which are conduc- When employing electrically insulating structural
tive. This allows these elements to remain conductive, materials to interrupt lightning current, as illustrated

yet ensures that lightning currents remain in the tank in Figs. 7.36 and 7.37, it must be remembered that
skin and eliminates potential arc sources at fasteners. current paths must be provided between extremities,

such as nose, tail, wing and empennage tips and con-
Prevention of fastener sparks: If it is not possible to trol surfaces. Thus, non-conductive elements may be
use a non-conducting shear tie, Fig. 7.37 illustrates a utilized within a CFC tank, but the tank skins, and
method of controlling internal sparking at the fastener. often the main spars, must be fabricated of conductive

A non-conductive ply or multi-ply laminate is bonded materials capable of conducting lightning currents.
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SHoneycomb 
Core

Fasteners and

bondlines are
potential arc sources

Nzel area

AsneO fasteners and
secondarily bonddoi

(b) Primary Structure of thCFCEntire structure is Co-cured, eliminating the need for fasteners
After curing, the front and back close-outs are cut away tnexpose the integral spars. 0Fig. 7.34 Use of filament winding techniques to obtain co-cured monolithic structureand eliminate fasteners.(a) Conventional - penetratirn fasteners(b) Improved - fasteners eliminated

7.10.2 Proviion of Adequate Electrical 
The basic mechanism is shown in Fig. 7.38. The

Contact 
lightning current is conducted from one part to an-other through the fastener, threaded nut, and washern
With lightning densities of hundreds or thousands of

primary means of current transfer between fuel amperes per fastener, arcing will occur at the points

tank structural elements is through fasteners. When of contact between fastener and fastened parts, as il-

current is conducted through them, arc products may lustrated in Fig. 7.38. If the fastener could bear di-

be produced. These consist of plasmas of ionized air, rectly against bare metal, the arc threshold (amperes

vaporized and melted metals, and/or composite fiber- per fastener) could be increased However bare, un-*enough to ignite fuel vapor$,s. a eht cae at ream Icesd oeebr n

epoxy materials Any of these arc Products can be hot coated paIts are almost never tolerated within aircraftstructures due to the Possibility of corrosion.
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Fig. 7.35 Non-conducting ribs to eliminate
arc and spark sources at fasteners.
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Pig. 7.36 Non-conducting shear clips to interrupt
current paths. Fig. 7.37 Non-conducting ply or laminate.

Keeping current densities low: One method to rain- shows arcing occuriug at the fastener interface with the

imize arcing at a fastener is to keep the current den- parts due tr, small cross--ectional contact area. When

sity in• the fastener low. This may be accomplished the contact area is increased, as shown in the lower

by using fasteners as large as possible to maximize dIrawing, the current density through the fastener is

the contact area between the fastener and the joined reduced, which decreases the intensity of the arcing at
surfaces, as is shown in Fig. 7.39. The upper drawing the interfaces.
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Are"

fuel Cell.Fig. 7.38 Arcing and sparking at fastener interfaces. (b)

The intensity of arcs may also be reduced by al-
lowing or encouraging the current to be shared among Fig. 7.39 Effect of fastener contact area on
several fasteners. This concept is shown in Fig. 7.40. current density and arcing.
With a large number of fasteners in a current path,, (a) Small area and high current density
the current in any one fastener will be lower. Light- (b) Large area and low current density
ning currents do not divide evenly among all fasten-
ers in most designs, since overall current densities di- Containment with tank sealant: The most common
rninish with distance away from lightning entry and method of containment is the addition of a fuel tank
exit points. Reliable analysis methods are not readily sealant coating over the exterior surface of the fas-
available to calculate the current distribution among teners. Advantages and disadvantages of sealant were
fasteners. Gross estimates can be made by intuition, previously discussed in §7.6.3. The basic principle is
sufficient to design test specimens and establish appro- shown in Fig. 7.41. It must be emphasized that sealant
priate current levels. does not eliminate the arcs which occur, but merely'

contains the resulting products so that they do not
7.10.3 Arc Containmert contact the flammable vapor space.

As noted earlier, certain design methods can be Protection increases as the thickness of the ap-
employed to reduce the intensity of arcs at conductive plied sealant is increased, though there is a practical
interfaces. These methods may prevent ignitions at limit to the amount of sealant which may be applied
low to moderate current levels, but at higher levels because of the weight which it adds to the aircraft
the a~rc pressure buiildup ma~y be sufficient to blow arc and the cost of labor and material. The effectiveness
products into the fuel vapcr space. For this reason, it of overcoating depends upon the skill of the opera-
is generally necessary to enL~ploy a barrier between arc tor. The fastener must be thoroughly coated and there
sources and fuel vapor areas. must be no voids or thinly coated areas.
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Examples of acceptable and unacceptable sealant
coverage for fasteners are shown in Fig. 7.42. Fig.

lghtna current 7.42(a) shows sealant applied at the sides of the fag-
atnetener, but not of sufficient quantity to prevent arc pres-

sure blowby through the sealant or at the interfaces be-
tween the sealant and the fastener. This is remedied,
as shown in Fig. 7.42(b), by applying a coating thick
enough to prevent arc product breakthrough. In addi-

siigniff cant amount of tion, the sealant has been extended over the fastener
current flows through head, thus eliminating the possibility of arc product
single fastener and rib blowby through the sealant at this location.

=Co• Cntainment with fasteners: Although arcing can
take place at any point of contact between the fas-
tener and the CFC structure, the most significant arc-

multiple fasners and ribs share
current, lowering current level in ing takes place between the shaft of the fastener and
any single fastener or rib the hole surface. Pressure then builds up in this area

and can vent under the fastener nut or washer into the
fuel tank vapor space since the faying surfaces in this

Fig. 7.40 Effect of multiple paths area are very hard to manufacture smooth.
on current density. A method of containing these products is to use

fasteners which provide a mechanical seal. Examples
of this type of fastener are shown in Fig. 7.43. Each of

Dome . these fasteners is fabricated with a gasket to contain
Nut the arc products which result from contact between

the fastener and the structure. Arcing may occur be-
tween surfaces in close proximity, such as between the
fastener housing and the skin surface as shown in the
sketches, but electrically non-conductive primers or
finishes on the skin surface may help prevent this prob-
lem. Typical installations should be tested to be cer-

Fuel Sealant tai.

Side ... Arc Products
Escape

(b)
Fastener - Gasket (a)SWasher 0.10 in.--

~~~~~~~0.12 in.• :VZ:::••, n

(b) Minimum Thickness

Fig. 7.41 Fastener sealing concepts. Fig. 7.42 Guidelines for overcoating of fasteners.
(a) Dome nut
(v) Sealant over a fastener (a) Inadequate coverage
(c) Washer under a fastener (b) Adequate coverage
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Spark and arc thresholds: The arc and spark thresh-
metal old level of a particular aircraft design depends on sev-

uicontainso housing eral factors which include the following:
adsaking fro. • [*prts Saparin oct la I. Type of skin material.

Structure -- en thicness
surfaces i•• n close proximity 2, Skin thickness.

(a)Rubber seal ng 3. Thickness of primer and surface finishes.
Sparking between contains products of
screw and sleeve arcing from fetener 4. Arc entry vs. conducted current entry.

Screw to structure

5. Current amplitude.
FSFastener

Structre Metal washer 6. Current division among structural elements.

(b) 7. Thoroughness of fuel tank sealant coverage.

The threshold levels at which arcs and sparks oc-

Spearkin occurs cur in a new aircraft design may be estimated by sim-

Fastener between .su pfa. ilarity with other designs for which a data base ex-
Metal •ists. However, the fuel tank designer should be carefulsuhesrfatrctue whnassuming that a new design is similar to a pre-
washers Structure

vious one. Any differences in materials, thicknesses,

(c) Structu Gasket contains products coatings, or number of fasteners will change the im-
surface of arcing from fastener pedances and current paths within the tank, which

to structure, can alter the threshold levels.
Fig. 7.43 Gasket sealed fasteners. The current density in a particular set of fasten-

(a) Self sealing rivetless nut plate ers can be estimated by mathematical techniques, but
(b) Gask-o-Seal washer determination of structural current is not yet possi-
(c) NAS 1523 sealing washer ble due to the complexity of current paths and the

difficulty of describing them in electrical terms. Tech-

Arcing threshold levels of self-sealing rivetless niques for such estimates are described in Chapters 10

nutplates, Fig. 7.43, are generally higher than simi- and 11. Since there is some uncertainty about the re-

lar nutplate fasteners with rivets, due to the combina- liability of these calculations, it is best that designs be
based on similarity or upon analysis supported by test

tion of the rubber seal, which prevents blowby of arc data.

products into the fuel vapor space, and the elimination data.

of the rivets which are generally the source of arcing 7.11 Plumbing and Composite tanks
when currents of any appreciable amplitade are con- The use of CFC materials, which are 1000 times
ducted through the nutplate fastener. While arcing more resistive than aluminum, subjects the internal
threshold levels of typical fasteners have been shown components to higher electrical levels which might re-
to be approximately 5 kA, the levels achieved by riv- sult in arcs or sparks that would not occur in alu-
etless nutplate fasteners have been three to four times minum.
this level. The three areas in which CFC construction mate-

rials have increased the problems associated with fuel
Structural interfaces: Sealant coatings must also be tank design are:
applied to structural interfaces, at least in exterior 1. An increase in the possibility of sparks due to high
skins where current densities are highest. In tanks voltage potentirl differences developed within the
fabricated of aluminum, coatings of electrically non- tank.
conductive corrosion finishes on interfacing parts can
result in arcing between the parts due to the poor elec- 2. An increase in the possibility of arcs due to
trical contact. For CFC tanks, arcing can be caused higher magnitude currents in internal plumbing
by the non-conductive resins and adhesives used in and other hardware.
the fabrication of structures. Arcing may occur due
to insufficient electrical contact between elements and 3. An increase in the induced voltage levels ap-
sparking may occur due to voltage potential differences pearing on internal electrical wiring from reduced
between elements. Recommended fillet sealing dimen- shielding effectiveness of the surrounding struc-. sions are shown in Fig. 7.44. [7.55]. ture.
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D D D Bdf ] D

A = 0.15 MIN
B1 = < 0.15

<B3 B2 = 0.15 - 0.25
-D B3 = 0.25 - 0.50

B4 = > 0.50
I : ,'•l T I D = 0.15 MIN

W = 0.25 MIN
structural 0.37 MAX Average

Adhesive

'. 0.12 Min ..... 0.12 Mi.

0.5 MIN
Manufactured UpsetZ Gap must be filled Head Read

not bridged

Undersized Concave Fillsr t
Fillet at Throat

Unacceptable

Acceptable

Fig. 7.44 Recommended fillet configurations.
(Based on less than 0.003 inch joint deflection)

IR Voltages: High voltages might be developed within of 200 kA were to strike the wing tip and be 'onducted
a resistive CFC fuel tank carrying lightning current. to the wing root, the voltage rise along the wing would
As an example, consider the CFC wing subjected to be
lightning tests during a NASA sponsored progiamn to V = IR
gather design data on adhesively bonded aircraft struc- = (200,000 Amps)(0.025 ohms)
tures [7.56]. During this program, tests were con- = 5,000 volts (7.6)
ducted on a CFC wing whose length was approxi-
mately 6.1 m (20 feet) from wing tip to fuselage center- where V = Voltage along the wing
line. The resistance of this wing, determined during I = Peak amplitude of lightning current
impulse current injection tests, was found to be ap-
proximately 25 niilliohms. If a severe lightning strike R = Resistance of wing. 0
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If there were a fuel quantity probe at the tip end a wing tip, for example, will result in lightning cur-
and if it were referenced to instrumentation ground in rent passing through the wing to an exit point located
the avionics bay, there would be 5000 volts between the elsewhere on the aircraft. These currents will seek con-
probe and the skin. This voltage might cause a spark ductive paths which include the wing skin, spars, ribs,
between the probe ends and adjacent top or bottom and internal fuel tank plumbing.
skins. Initially, the current divides according to the in-

If the aizcraft were at 30 000 feet when struck, ductance of all the elements and largely stays in the
then by calculations using the Paschen curve of Fig. CFC. At later times currents divide according to resis-
7.27, the air gap required to prevent sparkover would tance of the various current paths. The internal metal
have to be at least 4.5 millimeters. If a safety factor plumbing is more conductive than the CFC skin, so
of 2 were used, as recommended in §7.3.6, the air gap a large part of the current transfers to the plumbing.
distance would have to be about 10 mm (0.4 in). Since the current diffuses rapidly into the CFC, the

If fuel quantity measurement requirements make waveshape of the current on the inside surfaces of CFC
it impractical to provide this much clearance, the de- structures is thus about the same as it is on the exter-
signer would need to provide insulation in some other nal surfaces.
way, such as adding a dielectric coating to the fuel Typical current distributions in metal and CFC
quantity probe or bonding of one or more layers of di- tanks are shown graphically in Fig. 7.45. The total
electric material to the interior fuel tank skin adjacent lightning current entering the wing is shown in Fig.
to the quantity probe tip ends. Either method would 7.45(a). The currents in metal plumbing or hardware
minimize the possibility of a spark flashover. An ac- can reach high levels, in some cases being a major
tual probe specimen should still be tested to determine portion of the total current. By comparison, currents
the actual sparkover voltage, will remain for a longer period of time in the skin of a

The problem of high IR voltages is not confined metal wing and diffuse more slowly into internal metal
to the design of hardware installations. Potential dif- conductors, never reaching high amplitudes.
ferences can also develop between structural elements
located along the lightning current path which are iso- Current distribution patterns: Current distribution
lated from each other. This is the case in a. wing tank patterns in a CFC wing structure were measured dur-
in which the spars and ribs may be adhesively bonded ing a NASA study [7.59 and 7.60]. A 900 A current
to the wing skins with electrically non-conductive ad- wave was injected into the base of a static discharger
hesives. The potential differences which can occur located at the wing tip with the amplitudes of the cur-
under such conditions can result in voltage sparkover rent in the skin, leading edge conduit, control cables,
of the adhesive bond line between the structural ele- and hydraulic lines measured at four microseconds and
ments. This will happen most often in locations where 80 microseconds. Results are shown in Figs. 7.46 and
no rivets or fasteners are used in either composite or 7.47. The figures show that during the initial por-
metal structures although the potential is greater in tion of the strike, the skin conducted approximately
composite structures due to the higher voltages which 74% of the test current but this percentage decreased
may develop, to 29% after 80 microseconds. At this latter time, a

large portion of the current, which had been originally
Adhesive bond line voltages: Adhesive bond line conducted by the skin, was now being conducted by
voltages, recorded on two full scale wing structures the leading edge conduit. control cables, and hydraulic
during the NASA study mentioned previously [7.57], lines.
showed that voltages across adhesively bonded alu- The higher peak amplitude currents conducted by
minum structural elements could reach 2.5 volts dur- fuel tank plumbing in a CFC tank present additional
ing conduction of 200 kA test currents. By contrast, challenges for the designer. While plumbing in an alu-
voltages measured across adhesively bonded CFC ele- minum tank may conduct currents of several amperes
ments were 200 volts for 190 kA test currents [7.589." or even hundreds of amperes, plumbing within a CFC
This voltage might be reduced by adding a few rivets tank may be required to conduct currents of several
at selected locations to lower the voltage potential dif- thousand amperes. Couplings designed for plumbing
ference between the elements. Alternatively, fuel tank of metal tanks can conduct up to 2500 amperes with-
sealant could be applied along joint interfaces to con- out sparking. This level is satisfactory for metal tank
tain any sparks. designs but is inadequate for the thousands of am-

peres which can occur within a CFC tank. Thus, the

Increased currents: The second problem faced by the designer will need to consider alternatives such as elec-

designer of CFC tanks is the magnitude of the currents trically non-conductive isolation links located within

through the fuel tank plumbing. A lightning strike to the plumbing lines at appropriate locations or com-
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plete replacement of metal fuel or vent lines by elec- Magnetic field Intensity: A comparison between thetrically non-conductive lines, magnetic field intensities occurring within an alu-
If electrically non-conductive lines are used, the minum wing and those occurring within a CFC wing

material from which they are fabricated will need to be was made during tests conducted for the previouslydoped to provide a minimal level of electrical conduc- mentioned NASA program [7.61). The magnetic fields
tivity (high resistivity) for static charge dissipation, in the CFC wing were 3.0 to 3.7 times larger than in
The resistivity of the material should be of the order a comparable aluminum wing.
of 106 ohm-centimeters. If this is not done, high speed
refueling and rapid fuel transfer operations could build Direct are attachment: The problems described
up static charges on these lines resulting in spark dis- above must be addressed during the design of both
charges within the tank, aluminum and CFC fuel tanks but are more difficult

Fuel and vent lines which conduct currents should to solve for CFC tanks. In addition, the designer must
be carefully designed at their interfaces with the struc- also solve the problem of direct lightning arc attach-ture to contain arc and spark products which may oc- ment to the fuel tank external skin. The problem of a
cur. The performance of these interfaces should be possible skin melt-through faced by the designer of averified by tests performed at the maximum current meral fuel tank becomes the problem of a skin punc-
level expected. ture for the designer of a CFC~tar•.

The CFC material is composed of graphite yarnsInduced voltages: The third problem faced by the fuel and epoxy resin. Since the melting point of graphite
tank designer of a CFC tank is that of voltages induced 2060°C (3735'F) is much higher than the temperature
on electrical wiring within the tank, such as those as- at which pyrolysis of resin occurs 160°C (315 0 F), at-
sociated with the fuel quantity probes. As discussed in tachment of the lightning arc damages the CFC by§7.7.5, induced voltages can appear between all of the pyrolysis and, usually, ignition of the resin, which in
incoming wires and the airframe. Since the shielding turn causes gross delamination. Burning of the resineffectiveness of the CFC skin is lower than that of an then leaves the entire composite in disarray; however,aluminum skin, additional care must be taken by the damage is generally limited to that which is visible at
designer to ensure that adequate gaps are maintained the attachment point.
between the active electrodes of the fuel quantity probe
and the airframe.

i total Aluminum i total CFC
Tank Tank

(a) 6Jo 8 6 7o0 Als

i structure j structure

(b) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

70- rI I&0 s
i plumbing i plumbing

Fig. 7.45 Lightning currents in plumbing within alu-
minum and CFC tanks.
(a) Total current
(b) Current in structure
(c) Current in plumbing
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Fig. 7.46 Current distribution patterns in a CFC wing.
- T = 4 microseconds, 900 ampere current
- Strike to the static discharger.
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Graphite epoxy skins 0.150 inches thick will gen- skins of fuel tanks. For example, the light aircraft of
erally bc capable of sustaining a severe lightning strike Fig. 7.48 has FRP wing tips containing fuel tanks con-
without puncture or cracking. Thinner material, or tamning aviation gasoline. These tanks have suffered
the addition of primers and paints to the exterior sur- several in-flight explosions due to lightning strikes.
face, will lower the peak current amplitude and action The explosions are probably the result of these tanks
integral which the skin can successfully sustain with- being located in Zones lA and 2A.
out creating a fuel ignition hazard. Lightning protec- A lightning arc that contacts an aluminum tank
tion methods might need to be employed. These may may melt through the skin, while one that attaches to
include exterior surface protection consisting of flain. a tank made. of conductive composite may puncture
or arc spray metals, woven wire mesh, metallized fabric the skin. For a tank fabricated of electrically non-
or tape, or the use of thin wires woven into the outer conductive material, however, the lightning flash will
ply fabric. The protection afforded by the method cho- either:
sen should be verified by test. A complete discussion 1. Puncture the skin and attach to an electrically
of the protection methods mentioned above is found conductive object inside the skin (tank), or
in Chapter 8.

?.I•NonConuctie Tnks2. Divert around the non-conductiv, skin and attach
7.12NonCondctie '1uhsto the adjacent conductive skin or to some other

In some cases electrically non-conductive mate- object.
rias, such us fiberglass-reinforced plastics (FRP) are It the arc remains on the exterior surface, it is not. use instead of metals or conductive composites for likely that the skin wili he daiaged such that a fuel
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ignition occurs. The current is not being electrically 1. Flame or arc sprayed metals.
conducted through the skin and the hot arc does not
lie close enough to the the surface to burn through it. These provide very effective protection with a
Usually all that happens is that the surface is slightly weight penalty of approximately 0.5 kg/n 2

singed. (0.1 lb/ft2 ). Application is operator dependent.
The punctures that do occur may be explained by 2. Woven wire mesh.

the basic lightning attachment mechanism described
in Chapters 3 and 6. Obviously, if a puncture occurs Typically, a mesh of aluminum wires, 47 to 79
through an integral fuel tank wall, fuel is placed in wires per cm (120 to 200 per inch), is used.
direct contact with the lightning arc, and ignition is Weight penalty is approximately 0.25kg/m 2 (0.05
probable. lb/ft2). These work well on fiat surfaces, but not

Even if a puncture does not occur, it is possible on compound contour surfaces.
that, an internal streamer could ignite fuel by itself, 3 Metallized fibers.
though this has not been proven by test. Tests have
shown that corona currents (glow discharge) are not Metallized fibers of aramid resin or fiberglass are
capable of ignition. Protection against ignition there- used for the surface layer. May be painted.
fore requires that two basic criteria be met:

A more detailed discussion of the above protection
1. Punctures must be prevented, methods is presented in Chapter 6.

2. Internal streamers should be prevented.

These criteria are, of course, in addition to other 7.13 Fuel System Checklist
requirements such as elimination of ignition sources
from strikes to vent outlets or sparking across joints A considerable amount of information on vari-
discussed elsewhere in this chapter. ous aspects of fuel systems has been presented in the

preceding paragraphs. With reference to these para-
graphs, the following checklist is provided to summa-
rize key points and to focus the designer's attention on
the important aspects of fuel system lightning protec-
tion:

1. Are the fuel tanks located in Zones I and 2, where
lightning strikes may directly contact their skins?
(Chapter 5). If so,

(a) What is the expected arc dwell time on these
skins? (§7.6).

(b) If the tank is of metal construction, are the

Fig. 7.48 General aviation aircraft with plastic skins thick enough to avoid melt-through?

wing tips (§7.6).

(c) If the tank is of conductive composite con-
Prevention of puncture: Successful prevention of in- struction, is adequate protection provided to
ternP l streamers is necesry to prevent skin punc- prevent puncture? (§7.8).

tures. Because streamers form most readily from sharp (d) Can a lightning arc attach directly to an ac-
conducting edges and corners, the number of metal ces door or filler cap? If so, can the lightning
parts inside a electrically non-conductive fuel tank current be conducted into the surrounding
should be minimized whenever possible, and those that skin without arcing inside the tank? (§7.7).
remain should be located as far from electrically non-
conductive skins as possible and designed with smooth, 2. Are there 'dry bay" areas into which fuel may leak
rounded edges instead of sharp points. Puncture of from adjoining tanks or plumbing? If so, these arc
electrically non-conductive skim can also be prevented also subject to questions la, lb, 1c, and Id.
through the use of several possible protection materi-
als, as was discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 6. 3 Are fuel vent outlets or jettison pipes located in
These include: direct strike sones (Zones lA or IB) or swept
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flash zones (Zones 2A or 2B) where the lightning 7.14 Tests and Test Techniques for Fuel
arc may attach or sweep close to the vent outlet? Systems
(Chapter 5, §7.4 and §7.5). If so,

Some of the tests appropriate for fuel systems are
(a) Is an effective flame arrester or surge tank discussed in the following sections.

protection system used? Has the effective-
ness of this system been verified by test? 7.14.1 Measurement of Electrical Continuity
(§7.4). and Resistance

(b) Is the response time of the surge tank sup-
pression system shorter than the possible Previous discussions on fuel tank arcing have
flame propagation time from the sensor to described the need for good electrical contact be-
the extinguisher? (§7.4). tween mating structural elements and between fuel line

(c) Is the system protected from false trips re- plumbing and its interface with structural elements
sulting from lightning-induced voltages in its in order to minimize the possibility of arcing. For
electrical wiring or from the light of nearby metal tanks, assurance of adequate electrical contact
flashes? can be obtained by performing electrical bonding mea-

surements between appropriate conducting elements.
4 If electrically non-conductive skins are u3ed, is These measurements may be performed using a Kelvin

adequate protection provided by protective sur- bridge or equivalent.
face materials? (§7.9). The military specification on electrical bonding,

MIL-B-5087B [7.62], specifies that for Class L bonding
5. Is the fuel tank structure capable of conducting (lightning protection), voltages in excess of 500 volts

Zone 3 lightning currents even if the tank itself is shall not be produced during application of currents of
not located in a direct or swept flash zone? Has 200 kA. This specification implies that the maximum
this been demonstrated by a test in which simu- bonding resistance should be 2.5 milliomas.
lated lightning currents are conducted through a Bonding resistance measurements made on com-
complete tank structure? (§7.7). posite structures present difficulties not encountered

in metal structures. While adequate electrical contact

6. If a simulated lightning test of the complete tank can be made between a metal structure and measure-
assembly is not feasible, have all of its individ- ment leads by cleaning the contact surface of finishes
ual joints, access doors, filler caps, drains, vents, and contaminants, the same is not true of parts con-
plumbing, and electrical systems been tested for structed of CFC material. The epoxy in CFC mate-
their ability to conduct simulated lightning cur- rial, of course, is an electrically non-conductive mate-
rents and found to be free of arcing? (§7.5 and rial integrally bound with the electrically conductive
§7.7). graphite yarns.

Surface resin, therefore, may prevent electrical

7. Are electric circuits entering the fuel tanks pro- contact from being made with the graphite yarns. A
tected against high induced voltages? (§7.7). light sanding of the CFC surface may expose some
Have they been routed away from other wiring, of the graphite yarns resulting in intermittent or
such as navigation lamp circuits, which may be marginal contact with a fiat-surfaced test probe. If a
susceptible? pointed probe is used, a reading will be obtained only if

the probe point contacts one of the graphite strands.

8. Are clearances between exposed electrical parts or Since structural elements of CFC will be adhesively
between any of them and the airframe sufficient bonded in the majority of cases, the electricall) non-
to prevent the occurrence of sparks from induced conductive adhesive will cause the bond line resistance
voltages? (§7.7). to be very high with the actual resistance depending

on the degree to which contact is made across the bond
9. Have the electrical circuits inside the tank been line

adequately shielded so that excessive induced To date no specific guidelines for composite bond-
voltages will not occur? (17.7). ing measurements have been included in MiI.-BO87B.

10. Have applicable government airworthiness certi- 7.14.2 Teuts on Individual Items
ficat~on regulations, rilitary standards, or other
specifications pertaining to lightning protection Federal Aviation Regulations parts 23, 25, 27, and
been adhered to? (Chapter 5.) 29 require that an aircraft fuel system be designed to
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prevent the ignition of fuel vapor within the system. be performed to determine if fuel vapor ignition can

Tests are usually needed to verify that the possibility occur, especially if the outlet is located in a direct
of a fuel tank explosion has beer. minimized. These strike attachment zone on the aircraft. This may be 0
tests can be performed on panel specimens represen- accomplished by striking a vent outlet structure which

tative of sections of the full scale fuel tank as well as contains a flammable vapor mixture. If an ignition oc-
on individual plumbing hardware items such as a fuel curs, an investigation should be made to determine the
quantity probe or fuel line couplings. Once these tests cause of the ignition. Possible corrections should be in-
have been performed and the lightning protection de- vestigated, such as incorporation of a flame arrestor in
sign proved, further tests on a full scale tank can be the design if one does not exist. If no ignition occurs,
performed for certification. This may not be practi- the vapor should be ignited manually, by a spark plug
cal for all cases. Certification in these cases may be for example, to verify that a flammable vapor did exist
based on the results of the panel specimen and plumb- during the test. The tests should be repeated several
ing hardware tests as well as on analyses and similarity times to obtain additional information as to the ex-
to previous designs. pected probability of an ignition.

Tests which may be performed on panel specimens
or plumbing hardware include the following, with all light-tight chamber
tests performed in accordance [7.28].

Skin thickness: The exterior tank skin should be tpe under
tested by high current direct attachment tests to ver-
ify that the skin thickness and/or protection design is high
sufficient to prevent melt-through of a metal skin or current
puncture of a CFC skin. All typical fillers, primers, generatr

and paints should be applied to the skin surface since
their presence is a factor in the degree of damage which
occurs. The dwell time of the test can be determined
by analysis or by swept stroke tests. /
Access doors: A typical access door configuration return
should be fabricated into a panel specimen and tested r
by high current arc attachment to determine if arcs
or sparks occur on the interior side of the door. This Fig. 7.49 A cight-tight chamber for fuel tank

may be accomplished by attaching the panel specimen component and skin arc and spark tests.

to one end of a light-tight chamber, as shown in Fig.
7.49, with cameras located within the chamber at the Drain valves: A typical drain valve/skin interface
opposite end. With the chamber sealed, the simulated panel should be fabricated and tested. These tests
lightning arc is discharged to the specimen surface dur- may consist of the flamnmable vapor technique in which
ing which time the camera shutters are open to record a successful test result is the absence of fuel ignition or
any arcs or sparks which may occur. Following the by the light-tight chamber technique in which the ab-
test, the shutters are closed, the film removed, devel- sence of visible light on the Polaroid and 35mm films
oped and then examined for light spots that would indicates the lack of an ignition source.
indicate the possibility of arcs or sparks. It is helpful
to use both Polaroid and 35 mm cameras, since the Fuel filler caps: A panel should be fabricated which
Polaroid pictures provide instant data and the 35 mm includes the fuel filler cap, its mating adapter, and
film can be processed after the test series is complete. the adjacent fuel tank skin. All gaskets and sealants

Are entry tests should be applied to the center associated with the filler cap and its adapter should
of the access door as well as to several door fasteners. be present. The cap may be tested with a flammable
These tests will show the adequacy of the access door- vapor; however, the photographic technique is used
to-adapter gasket seal as well as the seals of the door more often since it is difficult to determine the exact
fasteners/dome nuts to prevent arcs and sparks from cause of a failure when a flammable vapor ignition has
entering the fuel vapor space. These specimens may occurred. The test, involves striking the cap directly
also be tested with a flammable fuel/air mixture in by high current arc entry.
the chamber but, should an ignition occur, it would
be difficult to locate its source. Fuel Me esspNlians: As mentioned previously, some

fuel line couplings can conduct currents without arc-
Vent outlets: Simulated strikes to a vent outlet should ing ot sparking at current levels of less than 2500 am-
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peres. For a tank constructed of CFC, there is a high quantity probes, and couplings in fuel and vent lines.
probability that this limit will be exceeded so that al-
ternatives, such as isolation links or electrically non- Measurement of voltage and current on wiring:conductive fuel and vent lines should be considered. If Measurements of voltages and currents induced in elec-

the expected current levels in the plumbing are low, trical wiring and plumbing located within the tank
as in & metal tank for example, it may be desirable should be made. Test currents are conducted directly
to evaluate the arc threshold level of the couplings to into a typical lightning attachment location, such as
compare with the currents which are expected. The the wing tip. Current return wires are connected to a
arc threshold level may be determined by inserting the typical current exit point, such as the wing root area.
coupling into the light-tight chamber described previ- Positioning of the return wires around the structure
ously. Initial test current amplitudes should be lower is important since the magnetic fields associated with
than the expected arc threshold level of the coupling them can affect the magnetic field environment within
with subsequent tests performed at increasing current the tank. Ideally, the internal tank field environment
amplitudes until arcs are detected. Several coupling should only be a function of the currents in the tank
samples should be tested to obtain a range of spark skin as occurs during strike attachment, in a natural
threshold levels. lightning environment. Return wire influence can be

minimized by positioning the wires in a radial array
Fuel quantity probes: Capacitance type fuel quantity around the aircraft structure, as discussed in Chapter
probes, as described in §7.9, may become fuel ignition 13.
hazards if the voltage potential difference developed
between them and the adjacent interior tank skin sur- Measurement of current on plumbing: If possible,
face is high enough to result in an air gap flashover. measurements should also be made of currents in fuel
This condition is most likely to occur in a fuel tank and vent lines for comparison with the spark threshold
constructed of CFC because of the high IR voltages levels determined during fuel and vent line hardware
which can develop along the skin during a lightning tests and also for comparison with analyses of the cur-
strike. It is advisable to perform voltage flashover tests rent levels expected in these tanks.
on a typical fuel quantity probe since the curves shown
in Fig. 7.27 can only be considered approximate. Measurement of voltage on fuel probes: Voltage dif-

The probe to be tested should be positioned ad- ferences between fuel qua&-tity probes and the adjacent
jacent to a simulated fuel tank skin surface so that the interior skin surfaces can be measured and compared
test setup accurately represents actual fuel tank probe to the voltage breakdown levels determined during
to skin air gap dimensions. Voltage impulses, such tests on the probes. Measurements at five fuel probe
as the 1.2 x 50 us voltage waveform B of [7.28] and locations within the NASA CFC wing showed vbltages
MIL-STD-1757A [7.63], should be applied by direct ranging from 1200 volts at the wing root probe to 3200
connection to the probe with the simulated tank skin volts for the wing tip probe when currents of 190 kA
connected to test circuit ground. Initial peak voltage were conducted through the wing.
levels applied to the probe should be lower than the ex-
pected flashover level, with subsequent tests performed Tests to determine ignition sources: Ignition source
at increasingly higher levels until voltage breakdown tests should be performed on a full scale wing to deter-
results in an air gap flashover. The voltage flashover mine whether couplings, access doors, fuel filler caps
level determined by these tests must be adjusted for and adapters, structural interfaces, or fuel quantity
the air pressure level at cruising altitude, probes located within the tank will be the source of

fuel ignitions. Although tests will most likely have7.14.3 Full Scale Tests on Tanks been performed on individual fuel tank elements to
determine arc and spark threshold levels, it is also rec-

Once tests have been completed on the hard- ommended that ignition source tests also be performed
ware and panel specimens described above, the fuel on a full scale fuel tank. Current densities in materi-
tank should be ready for full scale tests to verify por- als and current amplitudes in structural elements are
tions of the design which cannot be obtained from the difficult to analyze for a complex full scale structure
panel and hardware tests. These include measurement and the numerous paths fhat can exist in a tank can
of adhesive bond line voltages, current amplitudes in result in the existence of several locations where arcs
plumbing and vent lines, voltage potential differences or sparks could occur. Full scale tank tests can also
between fuel quantity probes and adjacent fuel tank verify the adequacy of the sealant application which is
skin, and evaluation of potential ignition sources at usually an important part of the lightning protection
access doors, fuel filler caps, structural interfaces, fuel design. A more detailed discussion of procedures for
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arc and spark source detection tests is given in §7.14.4. fuel vapor ignition technique include the ability to
evaluate tanks of complex construction or tanks with

Measurement of adhesive bond line voltage: Ad- tightly spaced interiors, and the ability to evaluate
hesive bond line voltages should be as low as possible, tanks constructed partially or completely of translu-
with a maximum upper limit of 500 volts as speci- cent material. Disadvantages include the dangers in-
fled by MIL-B-5087B. It may be desirable to measure herent in working with flammable vapors which in-
bond line voltages when the opportunity arises, but clude hazards to personnel as well as possible damage
the tests should be viewed as an attempt to gain engi- to the test article, the inability to pinpoint the cause
neering data, and not as an attempt to verify a design. of an ignition should one occur, and the need for large
The only way to know if bond line voltages can result volumes of fuel for tests on large tanks.
in arcs or sparks is to conduct full level tests on the
wing. Sensitivity of fuel vapor ignition tests: The 200 mi-

crojoule minimum ignition level criterion is based on
7.14.4 Detection of Internal Arcs and Sparks the Bureau of Mines work by Lewis and Von Elbe and

others. However, their work was to determine mini-
The most important tests to performed on a full mum ignition characteristics and contained no infor-

size tank involve the detection of potential arc and mation on conditions, procedures, or statistics related
spark sources within the tank. Areas of concern in- to the ignitions. Tests by Crouch [7.68] showed that
dude access doors, fuel filler caps and their adapters, the probability of a 200 microjoule ignition under op-
drain valves, couplings in fuel and vent lines, fuel quan- timum conditions was of the order of 1 in 1000 to 1
tity probes, and interfaces between electrically conduc- in 10,000. Thus the 200 microjoule criterion may be
tive elements, too severe and a 500 to 600 microjoule level, which

Many tests will be required because of the nu- occurred between 1 and 10 percent of the time, may

merous areas which need to be checked, with each be more realistic.
of them performed at the applicable severe lightning An alternative would be to use an oxygen rich
threat current level. In order to minimize damage to mixture (30% oxygen) to detect 200 microjoule sparks.
the test article, the majority of the tests should be Crouch found that this ratio would result in ignitions
performed by directing the test currents into the test 70-80% of the time. Whether the photographic or fuel
specimen at a typical attachment point, such as the vapor ignition technique is used during a test program
wing tip area for a wet wing tank. Arc attachment will depend on the type of information test personnel
tests must also be made to a wing skin area, wing tip, wish to obtain and the physical configuration of the
fuel filler cap, vent and drain valves, access doors (to specimen to be tested.
the center of the door as well as to several door fasten-
ers), and exterior skin fasteners which extend to the Photographic detection: The photographic technique
interior of the tank. is the preferred method for full scale testing. Informa-

Detection of arcs and sparks may be performed by tion on ignition source testing using the photographic
two methods: through the use of a flammable vapor method of detection is described in §4.1.3 of [7.28] and
mixture or by the photographic technique. §5.0 of [7.63]. These documents state that the visible

light emitted from a source of ignition can be detected
Flammable vapor tests: This test involves placing a on photographic film having a light sensitivity rating
flammable vapor in the tank and seeing if any test on of ASA 3000 when used in conjunction with a camera
the tank ignites the vapor. The method is more suit- whose lens is set to an aperture of f/43.
able for testing structures of small volume than it is
for most full size fuel tanks. If the volume of the tank Advantages and disadvantages: The advantages of
interior is small enough, it may be desirable to per- the photographic method are that it is safe, able to
form the tests with a flammable vapor such as a 1.2 pinpoint the source of an arc or spark, can be used to
stoichiometric mixture of propane and air. Suitable test both large and small tanks as well as fuel system
precautions should be taken, such as the use of blow components, and that it requires a minimum amount
out panels, to preclude explosion of the structure. The of equipment. Disadvantages include the inability of
fuel/air mixture technique is useful if the tank con- cameras to view all areas of a tank due to tank com-
tains numerous interfaces and an intricate plumbing plexity and space constraints, the marginal ability of
arrangement such that a camera would not be able to the camera/film combination to detect 200 microjoule
view all of the areas of concern during the tests. sparks, the possible confusion of dust on the photo-

graph as a minute spark, and the inability to detect
Advantages and disadvantages: Advantages of the arcs and sparks when all or part of the material of
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. which the test article is constructed is translucent, through the use of an electrically non-conductive
Translucence has become a greater problem in recent material, such as styrofoam, which can be placed
years as more and more aircraft parts and structural el- between the cameras and the tank structure. This
ements are manufactured of plastics or composite me, material will also electrically isolate the cameras
terials. from the tank, minimizing the possibility of arcing

between the cameras and the tank.
Film and cameras: Several small cameras (35mm or b

Polaroid) are located within the tank to view as much 2. Illuminate the tank interior end take a photo-
of the tank interior as possible for each test. The cam- graph with each of the cameras. This procedure
eras are loaded with black and white or color film hay- will provide background photographs which show
ing an equivalent sensitivity rating of ASA 3000 and the tank areas as viewed by each of the cameras.
f/4.7. This can be accomplished using faster films and If arcs or sparks are recorded during the tests,
higher f/stops or vice versa. these background photographs will be helpful in

Color film has some advantages over black and determining their locations.
white film. Different light sources might produce dif- 3. Set each camera lens at the appropriate aperture
ferent colors on the film. The light from a spark source to satisfy the lens aperture/film speed require-
might record as blue or white, while the light transmit- ments stated in the test documents.
ted through translucent interior tank walls may show
dull red or yellow. This could help test personnel de- 4. Seal each area in which a camera is located so that
termine the nature of the light source. An example of it is light.-tight.
"a photograph showing light from an ignition source in
"a fuel tank is shown in Fig. 7.50. 5. Open and lock the shutter of each of the cameras

to keep the lenses open.
6. Discharge the high current generator into the

tank.

7. Close the camera shutters.

8. Recock the camera shutters and repeat steps 1-7
for the required number of tests.

Several tests may be performed before removing
the film from the cameras. Indications of light on the
photographs should be investigated since they could
represent possible ignition sources. If it is determined
that a light source is the result of an arc or spark,
corrective measures can be taken, if possible, and the
test repeated to determine if the corrective action has
eliminated the light source.

Fig. 7.50 Photograph obtained during full scale
fuel tank test. Sensitivity of photographic detection: Questions
Existence of light on the photograph have been raised about the reliability of the pho-
indicates that an ignition source may be tographic method of testing and the 200 microjoule
present. spark level criterion for fuel vapor tests.

The photographic method of arc and spark detec-
Test procedure: In order to minimize the number of tion, developed in the late 1950's or early 1960's, grew
strikes applied to the fuel tank under test and also be out of a need to avoid the dangers of explosive test-
able to view all the potential arc and spark sources ing. Initially the sparks were observed manually, but
which may exist, it will be necessary to use as many volunteers were not always available to sit in the test
cameras as practical for each test. The procedures are chamber with the test piece. Polaroid photography
as follows: was employed to replace the observer. At that time,

Polaroid camera lenses had a maximum aperture of
1. Position each camera to view an area of the tank f/4.7 and the film had a light sensitivity rating of ASA

considered to contain a potential arc or spark 3000. No data had been gathered to correlate spark
source. The cameras should be held in potition energy with recorded light intensity, but the f/4.7 lens
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aperture and ASA 3000 film speed combination was Sources", NADC-86100-20, August 1986, Naval
capable of detecting the light seen by the obsever. Air Development Center.

Recent investigastions by Crouch and Robb [7.67] 7.9 M. M. Newman and J. D. Robb, "Investigations
have shown that a 200 microjNule spark is marginally of Minimum Corona Type Currents for Ignition of
detectable at distances of three feet with the f/4.7 lens Fuel Vapor," NASA Technical Note D-440, June,
aperture/Polaroid film combination described above. 1960.
For a 35mm camera/film system, the 200 microjoule 7.10 "Investigations of Mechanisms of Potential Air-
spark can be detected at camera-to-spark distances craft Fuel Tank Vent Fires and Explosions Caused
up to nine feet. by Atmospheric Electricity," Final Report un-

Pass/Fail criteria: Generally, a failure has been taken der Contract No. NA Sr-59, prepared by the
to be the presence of iight on the test film(s) when pho- Lockheed-California Company, for the National
tography is employed, or an ignition when a flammable Aeronautics and Space Administration, May 31,
vapor is used. Neither method gives a quantitative as- 1963.
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Naval Air Development Center [7.70], may provide the p. 90.
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. CHAPTER 8

INTRODUCTION TO INDIRECT EFFECTS

8.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have dealt with the direct EMI practice of grounding wire shields at only one end
effects of lightning, but the remaining chapters will is perhaps the most important, a subject discussed in
deal with indirect effects. The term indirect effects Chapter 16.
of lightning refers to the damage to or malfunction of Speaking very broadly, analytical tools and test
electrical equipment that results from lightning flashes. techniques developed for EMI/EMC are not particu-
These effects may range from tripped circuit break- larly applicable to lightning indirect effect problems,
ers to computer upset, to physical damage of input or principally because lightning is a time domain phe-
output circuits of electronic equipment. There may be nomenon and most EMI/EMC activities deal with the
other indirect effects of lightning flashes that pertain frequency domain. Practices related to narrow band
to aircraft safety, such as flash blindness of the crew or RF emission and absorption may not adequately deal
acoustic shock waves. These effects, however, are not with time domain voltages and currents of magnitude
treated in this chapter. Included in this definition and sufficient to burn out electrical components.
discussed here are the voltages and currents induced
by lightning on the electrical wiring of the aircraft, ir- NEMP: Nuclear electromagnetic pulse, NEMP, activi-
respective of whether or not such voltages and currents ties have had a great influence on lightning indirect ef-
cause damage or upset of electrical equipment. fects, partly because that activity has been well funded

This chapter is intended as an introduction to the and partly because NEMP is a time domain phenome-
chapters that follow. In it will be explained, briefly, non, as is lightning. Virtually all of the analytical work
some of the electrical phenomena involved along with on indirect effects has been influenced by the work
a discussion of the program steps that must be taken done in the field of NEMP. Most computer codes of
to deal successfully with the indirect effects. Some of use for lightning analyses in aircraft were originally de-
the measurements that have been made on aircraft to veloped for NEMP and most of the analytical analyses
determine the nature of indirect effects will also be dealing with coupling through apertures were refined
reviewed. Most of the subjects that will be discussed and disseminated in connection with NE&P. Perhaps
here will be discussed in more detail in later chapters. the best single summary of that analytical work is [8.1].

It contains numerous references to the most important
8.2 Industry Activities of the original works.

Some overview of industry activities is worthwhile Test techniques developed for NEMP have also in-
because this volume can review only a small fraction fiuenced those for lightning. This is particularly true
of the material available on the indirect effects of light- of bench tests in which current and voltage are in-
ning. The discussions in this and the following chap- jected into electronic equipment and the interconnect-
ters will cite various references, but certain groups of ing wiring. Some of the test levels and waveshapes that
documents are particularly important for further at- appear in purchase specifications regarding lightning
tention. are virtually the same as those developed for NEMP.

EMI/EMC: Many of the practices involved in the con- All of the work related to voltage and current
trol of lightning indirect effects are the same as those levels necessary to damage semiconductors (Wunsch
involved in classical electromagnetic interference and analyses) have also come from the NEMP community.
electromagnetic compatibility and generally one can Some of that work is reviewed in Chapter 17
say that the practices that are good for control of light-
ning indirect effects, grounding, bonding and shielding
are also good for control of EMI/EMC problems. This AEHP: A comprehensive review of work dealing with
is not to say that they are the same and certainly not lightning indirect effects was conducted the Atmo-
to say that attention to control of EMI/EMC prob- spheric Electricity Hazard Program organized by the
lems will prevent problems of lightning. Some of the US Air Force with Boeing Military Airplane Corn-
practices and mythology that have developed in fact pany as the prime contractor. In that program reviews. impede solution of lightning problems. The clabsical were conducted of the lightning environment and the
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threat presented to aircraft, protection concepts were actions are too complex for that. One of the tasks

reviewed and protection specifications were prepared that must be done is determining appropriate levels

for two testbed aircraft, an F-14A fighter aircraft and a at which to conduct tests of the aircraft equipment,

YUH-61 helicopter. The program did not fund any re- these being called equipment transient design levels

search activities. Instead, it collected materials devel- (ETDLs). Electronic equipment in an aircraft is ex-

oped under other programs, sponsored various work- posed to only a portion of the energy of the lightning

shops to review the material and assembled them into flash, not its full effects. Analyzing how the lightning

a five part series of reports [8.2 - 8.6], each of which energy divides (and how it is manifested) can be called

should be studied by the readers of this volume, a flowdown process, though the term is not universally

The AEH program dealt mostly with indirect ef- recognized.

fects of lightning, direct effects having been excluded The problem of analysis and control of indirect
from its charter. Direct effects were understood to be effects is a complex one, but, fortunately, analysis can

important and readers of the reports were cautioned be divided into several stages. These stages are illus-
to be aware of the necessity of dealing with direct ef- trated in Fig. 8.1. The overall task is to determine
fects. A limited review of direct effects was made [8.7], how the lightning current, IL, leads to voltages and
but no attempt was made to develop engineering data currents on the internal wiring. The individual tasks

relating to direct effects. in a program to control the indirect effects of lightning
can be divided as follows:

SAE Committee activities: A group that has been 1. Determine the amplitude and waveform of the
charged with reviewing lightning design and test prac- current and electromagnetic fields external to the
tices and with developing standards and advisory doc- aircraft.
uments is the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
Committee AE4L. Members of this committee have 2. Determine the structural IR voltages and the in-

included representatives from all areas of the US air- ternal electromagnetic fields.
craft industry; manufacturers, the military, certifying
agencies and test laboratories. It has also included 3. Determine the response of the wiring of the air-
representatives from the European counteiparts of the craft to those voltages and fields; that is, deter-

US aircraft industry; this with the aim of coordinating mine the voltages and currents induced on the

US and European activities and promoting agreement wiring.

between various certifying agencies. 4. Determine the response of electrical equipment to
Part of the SAE charter has been to draft doc- the voltages and currents; that is, identify circuits

uments that are ultimately issued as FAA Advisory susceptible to either upset or damage.
Circulars and military standards. One such document
[8.91 has previously been cited in connection with di- 5. Design and incorporate protective measures.

re,,, effects. Other documents include [8.9] and [8.101. 6 Conduct laboratory tests to prove immunity.
Much of the material from the SAE activities has been
incorporated into a Military Standard [8.11]. Organization of subsequent chapters: Broadly speak-

ing, item 1 above is discussed in Chapter 10, item 2

FAA and NASA research: Both FAA and NASA have in Chapters 11 and 12, items 3 and 4 in Chapters 13

funded research oriented toward indirect effects. As and 14, item 5 in Chapters 15 and 16 and item 6 in

examples, NASA funded the initial development [8.12] Chapter 18. The various steps in the process, reduced

of the Lightning Transient Analysis (LTA) test tech- to the form of a flow chart, are shown in Fig. 8.2.
nique to determine voltages and currents induced on The section numbers on the figure refer to the AEHP
aircraft wiring by lightning. The FAA has sponsored design guide [8.14].
tests [8.13] to compare results using several test tech- Background material: There are a number of mis-
niques, including the LTA technique. cellaneous points regarding electrical and mathemat-

8.3 Steps in a Control Program ical concepts involved in analysis of indirect effects
and these are reviewed and consolidated in Chapter 0,

Control of the indirect effects generally requires rather than being introduced piecemeal in later chap-
subjecting portions of the aircraft electrical and elec- ters. Some of the points discussed in Chapter 9, par-
tronic systems to controlled tests in the laboratory. ticularly the mathematical operations, are included for
The control cannot be done only by analysis or by re- general reference since they are encountered in analyt-
liance on field experience, any more than control of ical works dealing with electromagnetic phenomena.
other EMI/EMC problems can be controlled only by Not all of them are explicitly used in the chapters that
analysis; the aircraft systems and the aircraft inter- follow. 4
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good and bad points of typical standards and specifi-
. •cations.

8.4 Lightning vs Nuclear EMP

(a) The art of analysis of lightning interactions has

been influenced by research into NEMP and protective
measures and test techniques have likewise been influ-

(b) enced by NEMP. Lightning and NEMP have certain
-"..WT4AL~u UN similarities in their effects, but there are differences

as well. Many of the practices that might be adopted
for control of NEMP effects would also be good for

(c) . control of lightning indirect effects (and visa versa)
but it should not be assumed that the practices are

4 •the same. Certainly it should not be assumed that a
. -- design proven satisfactory for one phenomenon would

necessarily be satisfactory for the other phenomenon.
(d) ['' Some of the similarities and differences are discussed

p,.i.. ,.ouo below and in the literature [8.1, 8.2].
ST_ _f

NEMP: Ideally, NEMP can be considered as a phe-
(e) ..... . nomenon to which an aircraft will never actually be(e) L .1 1 subjected.

If it should occur, it would consist of a single elec-
Fig. 8.1 Steps in controlling indirect effects. tromagnetic field pulse, or possibly several pulses if

(a) Determining the external environment reflections are counted. The pulses would be of short
(b) Determining the internal environment duration (about 1 microsecond ), would propagate in
(c) Determining the response of cables free space and would engulf an aircraft that is also in
(d) Determining the response of terminal free space. When the pulses contact the aircraft they

equipment will be partially reflected and scattered with the re-
(e) Conducting verification tests suit that there will be a certain electromagnetic field

developed at the surface of the aircraft. These surface
Loose coupling: The stages in the analysis can be electromagnetic fields will be associated with currents
separated because the aircraft and the wiring in it are on the aircraft and the currents would probably prop-
only loosely coupled; meaning only that lightning af- agate back and forth, at a frequency determined by
fects the electrical wiring, but that the exact response the size of the aircraft structure.
of the wiring has no practical reverse effect on the am- The surface currents, however, would be best
plitude or waveshape of the lightning current. There thouglhit of as a response to the electromagnetic field;"
are situations where this may not be completely true that is, the field is produced first and it is the forcing
and these are discussed in Chapter 10. function that causes the surface currents. It is logical,

therefore, to base NEMP analyses on the response of
Status of standards and specifications: The arts of the aircraft to electromagnetic fields. The most impor-
analysis and control of indirect effects are still evolv- tant response involves how much of the external field
ing. Accordingly, the analytical procedures to be de- couples to the interior of the aircraft, a subject that is
scribed are not as simple or as well developed as might naturally addressed in terms of shielding effectiveness
be desired. Test practices, test procedures and test of the aircraft.
specifications likewise are still evolving. One result
of this is that specifications for design and test are Lightning: Lightning to an aircraft is also a rare event,
frequently incomplete, or stated in such a way as to but does in fact occur sufficiently often that it should
force unnecessary or overly expensive design and test be regarded as something that sooner or later is al-
practices. Some of them neglect important aspects of most certain to occur, It would differ from a NEMP
lightning interactions with a result that systems may event in that it is of longer duration (perhaps on the
be put into practice without real lightning problems order of a second), involves many pulses in rapid suc-
having been addressed. Some examples of these will cession, some of amplitude much higher than induced
be given in later chapters, along with discussions of by NEMP and involves a direct contact between the
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aircraft and the lightning arc. The currents on the sur- function, however, will be the current and the fields

face of the aircraft may have an oscillatory component will be a consequence of that current. The concept of
governed by the size of the aircraft, but the oscilla- shielding effectiveness (ratio of field outside to field in-
tion will also be influenced by the characteristics of side) is not a particularly helpful way to evaluate the
the lightning channel. response of the aircraft to the lightning current. It

is more straightforward to base analyses of the effects
The lightning current will produce electromag- of lightning on the concept of transfer impedance (ra-

netic fields at the surface of the aircraft, and also fields tio of internal voltage to external current), a subject
which propagate away from the aircraft. The forcing discussed in Chapters 9 and 10.
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Coupling mechanisms: With .NEMP the primary way 8.5.1 Resistive Voltage
that energy couples to the interior of the aircraft is
through apertures. Aperture coupling is also impor- The first of these relates to the electric field pro-
tant to lightning interactions, but coupling through re- duced along the inner surface of the aircraft by the flow
sistive or diffusion mechanisms is also important, par- of current through resistance, or in elementary terms
ticularly for aircraft using large amounts of composite the resistive voltage rise caused by the passage of cur-
materials in their structure. These coupling mecha- rent. In some cases an easily identifiable resistance
nisms are illustrated in §8.5 and discussed in more de- will be involved, though frequently the resistance will
tail in Chapters 11 and 12. be of a distributed nature and probably frequency or

time dependent.
Frequency spectra: NEMP and lightning can also be
compared according to their frequency spectra, Fig.
8.3 showing an example. Broadly speaking, NEMP IL -..
involves more energy than lightning at high frequen-
cies (50 MHz and above) while lightning contains more (a) hR
energy than NEMP at lower frequencies. The data
of Fig. 8.3, should, however be viewed with caution
since the frequency spectrum calculated for lightning is External magnetic field
based on simplified waveforms that may not truly rep- t Aperture.
resent the multi-pulse nature of lightning. Research is I"

indicating that there are portions of lightning currents
that change with time more rapidly that previously
assumed. (b) Internal magnetic field

L

*Severelihngo ligtningE.g,, External electric field

* ~Moderate l igtning

*" ()Internal electric field

"�NEMP Fig. 8.4 Coupling mechanisms.
NNE. P (a) Resistive

"*" (b) Magnetic fields
(c) Electric fields

" UVoltage rise: The term voltage rise is preferable tovoltage drop since the product of current and resis-Frequency - Hz tance acts as a source (akin to a battery as a voltage

source) which is then applied to an external circuit, in
Fig. 8.3 Frequency spectra of lightning and NEMP this case the wiring of the aircraft.

(Range = 0.75 m)
Joint resistance: The most easily understood mech-

8.5 Basic Coupling Mechanisms anism by which the passage of lightning current gives
rise to voltages on aircraft electrical currents is that in

A metal aircraft is often viewed as a Faraday which the current, flowing through joint resistances,
screen, a concept from electrostatics which implies produces a voltage by the elementary IR mechanism.
that the electrical environment inside the aircraft is Such a case is shown in Fig. 8.5. Here lightning is
separate and distinct from the environment outside, shown contacting a wing tip navigation light. The
To some extent this is true; the lightning environment lightning current flowing through the resistance of the
inside an aircraft is not nearly as harsh as is the exter- mechanical mounting structure of the lamp housing
nal environment. There are, however, some important produces a voltage across that resistance. The voltage
mechanisms by which electrical energy couples to the rise across the resistance will have the same waveform
interior of the aircraft. The basic coupling methods as that of the lightning current. The voltage at some
are shown on Fig. 8A4. Subsequent chapters discuss remote point, however, may not have the same wave-Sthe points in greater detail. form, since the distributed inductance and capacitance
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of the wire supplying power to the filament of the light Effects of grounding: The effects of joint resistance on

will be set into oscillation by the suddenly developed circuits are strongly influenced by the manner in which
voltage. The result is that at remote points there prob- circuits are grounded, as shown in Fig. 8.7. Current 0
ably will be an oscillation superimposed upon the basic flowing across the joint resistance, R, produces a driv-
IR voltage. ing voltage V = IR.

•nG Since the circuit across which V1 is measured em-
MUOM4 wIo ploys the structure as a ground-return path, the cir-

cuit couples all of this voltage; thus Vi would be high.
A circuit employing a single-point ground does not in-

is -WM clude this resistive drop; hence V2 would be low. TheV, T WMM c-use of a single-point ground, however, does not erim-
(a) inate the voltage, since in this latter case the voltage

at the source end of the circuit, 13, would be high.
Structural IR voltages are of particular concern

_ _ _ _in aircraft made from carbon fiber composite, CFC,
materials because then the end to end resistance may

(b) be as much as 60 milliohms. A 200 kA current flowing
through that resistance would produce 12 000 volts.
Equipment located in the front of the aircraft and
rferenced to a point in the rear would be subjected

(c) to that high voltage, either on the circuits or between
A' -the equipment and the local structure.

(d)
Fig. 8.5 Resistive voltages.

(a) Physical structure
(b) Current waveshape ,
(c) V1 TT
(d) V2

Fig. 8.6 shows two other examples of cases in I"

which resistive voltages might be encountered. The
first would be at the pylons for mounting external Fig, 8.7 Effects of grounding.
stores, shown in Fig. 8.6(a). If lightning current were Fig 87Ef ctsrof rounding.
to contact such external stores, it would have to flow (b) Single-point ground, V2 = low
through the pylons to enter the aircraft. The pylons, (c) Single-point ground, V3 = lo
not generally designed as current carrying members, (c) Single-point ground, V3 = IR
and being points where the lightning current would
be concentrated, might have a high voltage developed
across them. Another example might be the structural Limitations: These elementary descriptions of joint re-
bolts attaching a large segment of the airframe, such sistance should not be relied upon to predict coupling
as the vertical stabilizer shown in Fig. 8.6(b). into circuits extending throughout the entire aircraft.

The more massive the joint and the lower the dc resis-
tance, the greater will be the dependence of resistance
on the waveform and frequency content of the lightning
current, and the greater will be the proportionate ef-

(b) fects of changing magnetic fields. While these effects
will be discussed in more detail in other sections, one
common oversimplification, shown in Fig. 8.8, should

a be pointed out here. If the total end-to-end resistance
- of the aircraft were 2.5 mr and a lightning current of

200 kA were flowing through the aircraft, the end-to-
Fig. 8 Ther empyles fof exernistares end voltage on any circuit could not be depended upon
(a) ThJyoints fotruxternal steres to be less than 500 V, the product of the lightning cur-
(b) Joints in structural members rent and the de resistance.
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as shown in Figs. 8.9(b). This is frequently called
the aperture field. A changing magnetic field passing

2through a loop, Fig. 8.9(c), generates an open circuit
2V0 voltage

dH (8.1)2 x 10 -3sl Vo c = 4 7r X 10- 7 A d H ( .1

or
Fig. 8.8 An oversimplified model.

Maximum voltage is not determined = -dq- (8.2)
only by total end to end resistance. dt

where H is the magnetic field strength and 0 is the
total magnetic flux passing through the loop of area8.5.2 Magnetically Induced Voltage A.

The numerical relationships are discussed further

The second coupling mechanism, Fig. 8.9, in- in §9.7.4. The most important point is that the volt-

volves magnetic fields in the interior volume of the ages are proportional to the rate of change of magnetic

aircraft. field, sometimes referred to as H or H dot.

Induced current: If the loop is short circuited, a cur-
rent will be induced in the loop of magnitude

.,= V., dt (8.3)

where L is the self inductance of the loop. The cur-
reut in the short circuited loop thus tends to have thesame waveshape as the inducing magnetic field, unlike
the voltage, which responds to the rate of change of

. magnetic field.

Diffusion coupling: There will also be magnetic fields
produced by the diffusion of lightning currents to the
inside surfaces of the aircraft skins. These are referred

Magnetic field lines to loosely as the diffusion fields. The diffusion fields
(b) Aperture are also related to the frequency dependent properties

of the resistively generated electric field. Because some
of the concepts involved in the study of the diffusion
fields are central to an understanding of other effects,
particularly with respect to the response of shielded
wires, they will be discussed (in Chapter 11) in detilf
before fields of other origins are considered.

Magnetic field lines Composite aircraft: Magnetic field effects will be
(c) Aperture more severe in composite aircraft than in metal air-

craft. Fiberglass and aramid fiber reinforced plastics
provide no magnetic shielding. Carbon fiber compos-
ites provide some shielding, but not nearly as much as

Fig. 8.9 Aperture-type magnetic field coupling, provided by metal aircraft. Not only w;U the magnetic
(a) External field patterns fields be higher, but they will rise to peak faster than
(b) Internal field patterns in metal aircraft, this being a natural consequence of
(c) Induced voltages and currents the high resistance of CFC materials. An efect of the

ineased magnetic fields is that much more of the to-
Aperture coupling: The most common and important tal lightning current flows on internal metal objtts
type of magnetic field is that which pasme from the ex- in a CFC aircraft than flows in a comparable metal

* terior through apertures to the interior of the aircraft, aircraft. Another way of phrasing this is that the re-
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distribution time constants in a CFC aircraft are much In metal aircraft, electric field coupling is entirely

faster than in a metal aircraft. The phenomena of re- through apertures, since virtually any thickness of
distribution is discussed further in Cha.ter 11. metal provides extremely good shielding against elec-

tric fields. With composite aircraft this may or may
8.5.3 Capacitively Generated Currents not be the case.

The third type of coupling, Fig. 8.10, involves 8.6 Approaches to Determining the
electric fields passing directly through apertures, such Response of Circuits
as windows or canopies, to the interior of the aircraft.
The displacement current forced through a grounded There are two basic methods of conducting a flow-
object, Fig. 8.10(c) is down analysis, that is, determining how much voltage

and current might be induced on aircraft wiring by

,= 8.85 x 10- 2 A LE (8.4) lightning; numerical analysis and measurement.
Numerical analysis: Since an aircraft is a complex

where A is the area available to intercept displacement structure it is difficult to determine by analytical
current E is the intensity of the electric field. If the means the voltages and currents that might be in-
current flows through an impedance it will, of course, duced on aircraft wiring by lightning. Some techniques
produce an electrically induced voltage. Capacitively are available for such analyses and they are reviewed
induced voltages and currents, which are discussed in in Chapters 10, 11 and 12. Most of them are based
§9.8.3, are proportional to the rate of change of electric on techniques derived from the NEMP field, and in
field, frequently referred to as E or E dot. fact most of the advanced numerical and mathemati-

cal treatments of lightning interactions have their ori-
gins in the analytical studies funded by NEMP efforts.
All of them require a considerable investment in com-
puter resources and training of personnel. They are
also limited in the degree to which they can predict
the voltages and curients of actual aircraft wiring, as
opposed to idealized and oversimplified geometries.

Numerical analysis, though, has the prime virtue 0
(a) E~t tthat one can predict the general responses of an air-

. craft that has yet to be built. Also, using simplified
and idealized geometries, one can predict the order of
magnitude of voltage and current on circuits too com-
plex to analyze precisely. Frequently, an order of mag-
nitude estimate of the voltages and current induced by

Zino Eim lightning is enough to enable one to make intelligent
Et E~zdecisions regarding protective measures, In particular

this is true if the primary purpose of the analysis is to
(b) give guidance for as to the levels at which to conduct

laboratory proof tests.

BMesuem nts: The other way of analysing the re-
sponse of an aircraft to lightning is to inject current
into the aircraft and actually measure the resulting
voltages and currents on wiring. Three basic ap.

• , ,proaches to such tests are as follows.

(c) 1. Inject continuous wave alternating currents into
the aircraft and make frequency domain mea-
surements of the response, relating the measured

Fig. 8.10 Aperture-type electric field coupling. response to the response to lightning through
(a) Extermal field pattens Fourier analysts techniques.
(b) Internal field patterns 2. Inject high level (full threat level) pulse currents
(c) Induced current into the aircraft and measure the response in the
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time domain, enclosure, and then to ground. An example of cne of
the types of current injected into the wing is shown in

3. Inject low level (much less than full threat level) Fig. 8.11(b).
currents into the aircraft, measure the response
in the time domain and extrapolate the results to
full threat level. STRUMEN

WING TIP TANK INCLOSUILN-

These three techniques are discussed further in
Chapter 13. The technique of injecting low level pulse
currents into the aircraft is called the Lightning Tran-
sient Analysis (LTA) technique and is the one that has
been used for most measurements of the response of (a)
aircraft electrical circuits. Full threat level tests areW
seldom made on aircraft; equipment for such tests is
very expensive and at the limit of the state of the art
and in any case can not be performed until the aircraft
has been designed and built. §aERATOR

Sometimes of course, a designer does not have ac-
cess to detailed analytical and experimental studies, (b)
or does not have the time or the funds to procure such
studies. In recognition of this common problem Chap- Fig. 8.11 High current injection tests on a wing
ter 14 provides some very simplified tools with which from a fightertsircraftn
to estimate the voltages and currents that might be from a) ghter aircraft.
induced on aircraft wiring. If the need is for guidance (a) Test arrangement
as to levels appropriate for conducting bench tests the (b) Waveshape of injected curreut
tools may be sufficient for the job.

In order to obtain maximum current, the surge

8.7 Examples of Induced Voltages generator was operated in a mode that essentially al-

Measured on Aircraft lowed the production of only one cycle of a damped os-
cillatory current, the technique having having involved

There have been several aets of tests wade on air- a series non-linear resistor as previously discussed in
craft in which simulated lightning currents were in- §6.8.1. The surge current was, of course, unlike a typ-
jected into the aircraft and the resultant voltages and ical lightning current, which would rise to crest rather
currents on the aircraft wiring measw~ed. Space con- fast and decay at a much slower rate. The shape of
straints preclude giving in ýhis chapter a comprehen- the current wave must be considered when observing
sive summary of the test results, end the user is re- the waveshape of some voltages that will be discussed.
ferred to the reports on the individual tests. A few ex- In particular, note that at about 20 ps there appears
amples of the measurements will be given in the follow- a major discontinuity in waveshape. This discontin~u-
ing sections, primar.ly in order to illustrate the general ity in current waveshape is reflected in the induced
nature of voltages and currents induced by lightning, voltages.
Where appropriate, reference will be made to the sub- Within the wing there were a number of electri-
sequent chapters where the phenomena awe discussed cal circuits, such as those to navigation lights, fuel
in further detail, gauges, pumps, rclays, and switches indicating posi-

tion of flaps. Some of these ran in the leading edge of

8.7.1 Wing from F-89J Aircraft the wing and were. well shielded from many electromag-
netic effects, while others ran along the trailing edge

The first set of tetzs to be discussed [8.11 wab one between the main body of the wing and the wing flaps.
in which high lightilng-like currents of amplitude up These latter were the most exposed to the electromag-
to 40 000 A were injected into one w.ng of an F-89J netic fields. All of the circuits were relatively simple
aircraft. During the test, represented in Fig. 8.11, 'he and relatively independent of each other. They were
wing was fastened onto a screened instrument enclo- not, as a rule, bundled together in one large cable bun-
sure, which may be viewed as &epresenting the fuselage die, a practice that provides maximum coupling from
of the aircraft. The current was iwjected into the wing one circuit to another and makes analysis difficult.
or into the external wing tip tank, allowed to flow along The question of how location of wiring affLTŽts the. the wing to the outer wall of the screened instrument lightniig induced voltages is discussed in Chapter 16.
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Position light circuit: The first circuit that will be its crest in approximately the same length of time as
discussed, shown in Fig. 8.12. was a circuit supply- did the injected current and displayed much the same
ing power to a position light mounted on the external waveshape as did the injected current.
fuel tank. An electrical diagram of the circuit, shown Fig. 8.12(e) shows an approximate equivalent cir-
in Fig. 8.12(b), shows that the circuit consisted of cuit that might be derived. L, and R. represent a
one wire supplying power to the filament of the po- transfer impedance between the current flowing in the
sition light with the return circuit for the light being wing and the voltage developed on the circuit. L2 and
through the wing structure. Accordingly, if the light- R2 represent the inherent inductance and resistance
ning current contacts the external tank, that circuit of the wires between the fuselage and the light. The
will be influenced by the resistance R1 of the hangers transfer inductance and resistance are merely those
fastening the tank to the wing, by R2, the inherent values which, when operated upon by the external
resistance of the wing, and by magnetic flux arising lightning current, produced the observed open circuit
from the flow of current. voltage. They do not necessarily represent any clearly

definable resistance or inductance of the wing.

WING' Pylon circuit: A different type of circuit is that shown
WING in Fig. 8.13. In this circuit a conductor ran through

TANK- the leading edge of the wing and terminated in an open

T circuit on a pylon mounted underneath a wing. In
POSITION V or 1,, the electrical detail circuit shown in Fig. 8.13(b), it

can be seen that this circuit would not respond to the
SURGE " voltage developed across the resistance between the
GENERATOR tank and the wing. The circuit would respond in some

FILAMENT measure to some fraction of the wing resistance and to
0 0 0 0 FLUX some fraction of the magnetic field set up by the flow

(a) (b) V of current in the wing, but since the circuit was only
TANK WING R2  h capacitively coupled to the wing, the total coupling

impedance should have been, and was, less than that~of the circuit shown in Fig. 8.12.

The purpose of the conductor shown in Fig. 8.13- J J was to supply power to a relay and to explosive bolts

-€ z)Iziz "'lL(d) in the pylon used to hold a weapon. In Fig. 8.13 the
-40 40A pylon was not installed, so there was no load on theconductor. Fig. 8.14 shows the results when that py-

L 2 = 11pH R 2 = 2f lon was installed, when the conductor was connected
to a relay with a return through the aircraft structure,

Lt = 4.3 uH and when the lightning flash was allowed to contact the
[Ri:= 700 pO pylon. The combination of a structural return path for

the circuit and a lightning flash terminating upon the
(a) pylon and thus including the resistive drop across R3,

Fig. 8.12 A wing tip circuit. the resistance between the pylon and the wing, served
(a) Circuit orientation to make the voltage much greater than it was when
(b) Electrical details of circuit the conductor was open circuited. No attempt was
(c) Open circuit voltage made to completely analyze from which area the total
(d) Short circuit current amount of magnetic flux was coming or whether the
(e) Equivalent circuit flux 01, representing that in the pylon, or 02, repre-

senting that in the wing, was larger.
Typical test results are given in Fig. 8.12(c) and

8.12(d). The open circuit voltage is seen to rise rapidly Antenna circuit: A third circuit, and one which illus-
to its crest and to decay more rapidly than does the trates the interaction between the lightning developed
injected current shown in Fig. 8.11(b). This indicates voltage and the circuit response is shown in Fig. 8.15.
that the open circuit voltage was responding primarily In this circuit a slot antenna excited by a grounded
to magnetic flux. stub and fed from a length of 75n1 coaxial cable was

When the conductor was shorted to ground at the installed in the leading edge of the wing. The shorted
instrument enclosure, the short circuit current rose to stub that excited the slot antenna was the predorni-
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nant area intercepting the magnetic flux produced by tant effect on the magnitude cf voltage developed on
the lightning current in the wing. different circuits.

As in the three previous examples, the basic volt- Nearly all the voltages and currents measured on
age developed in this antenna, and shown in Fig. the circuits could be explained in terms of a simple
8.15(c) or 8.15(e) followed the same pattern as that equivalent circuit, such as those shown in Fig. 8.16.
shown for the other circuits. The rapid transition on One way to view these equivalent circuits is in terms of
the leading edge of the voltage, however, was capable the self inductance of the wing, the self inductance of
of exciting an oscillation within the coaxial cable feed- the circuit within the wing, and the mrtual impedance
ing the antenna. When the antenna circuit was termi- between the wing and the internal conductor, as shown
nated in a resistor matching the surge impedance of in Figs. 8.16(a) and (b). Some attempts at developing
the cable, the higher frequency ringing oscillation dis- equivalent circuits have ignored the effects of mutual
appeared, leaving only the underlying response of the inductance, but it is not correct to do so.
antenna to the muagnetic field surrounding the wing.

V' 
V

PSRG eGfLUXt 7TANK 0 00~2 T
SURGEr (D-r R3 e Ri

(a) GENERATOR (b) (b) RELAY
PYLON

~ 20 V so0V Ar Hr--rr

•----40Ops. 1 (c) L•-.---40 LL.L
1 .1 - A14

(c)-4 40 -I(c

Not Determined Fig. 8.14 A pylon circuit - loaded at pylon.
L3 = 0.06 nH (a) Circuit orientation

(d) I = 20 Ofl (b) Electrical details of circuit
(c) Open circuit voltage

Fig. 8.13 A pylon circuit - open at pylon. Another, and probably better, approach to view-
(a) Circuit orientation ing equivalent circuits is one based upon a transfer
(b) Electrical details of circuit impedance, as shown in Fig. 8.16(c). In the approach
(r) Open circuit voltage based on self and mutual inductances the self induc-
(d) Equivalent circuit tance of the wing would be nearly equal to the mutual

inductance between the wing and the internal conduc-
tor. The difference between the two would be equal to

Signiflcant conclusions: Several significant things the transfer inductance in the latter approach. Since
were learned during this test series. The first was that the values of the transfer impedance will be much
the voltages induced in a typical circuit within the vmaller than the values representing the self impedance
wing consisted uf the sum of a magnetically indtced of the circuit, thn latter approach leads to the more
component end a component proportional to the ie- easily handled equivalent circuit. It is also compati-
sistance of the current path. The !ucation at which ble with the concept of mutual inductance or transfer, the lightning flash contacted the wing huAk an impor- impedance discusmed for shielded cables in Chapter 13.
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S~~LIGHTNING • .

CURRENT'"

(a)
(a) FLUX 752 COAX (b)

ANTENNA 7-, -- ,R

1...,.-.• M.IL

__o___(Eoe(e ,--30,(us-- 30ju R

Fig. 8.15 An antenna circuit. (c)

(a) Circuit orientation Fig. 8.16 Equivalent circuits.
(b) Electrical details of circuit (a) and (b) Circuits based on self and
(c) Open circuit voltage - RT = 00 mutual inductances of the wing
(d) Open circuit voltage - RT = 75fl (c) Circuit based on an equivalent transfer
(e) Open circuit voltage - RT = oo admittance: Z = Rt + jwMt
(f) Short circuit curernt - RT = 0

8.7.2 Digital Fly-By-Wire (DFBW)

There did not seem to be any easy way in which The second set of measurements [8.16], about
the magnitudes of the transfer impedance could be re- which some discussion will follow, was that made on
lated i;o the physical geometry of the wing or to the an F-8 aircraft fitted with a fly-by-wire control sys-
location of the conductors within the wing. It was tem. The fly-by-wire controls, shown in Fig. 8.17,
possible, however, to say that conductors located in consisted of a primary digital system, a backup ana-
the forward portion of the wing were better shielded, log system, and a common set of power actuators op-
and consequently had lower transfer impedances, than crating the control surfaces. The major components
those along the trailing edge. Likewise, it could be ob- of the control system were located in three locations:
served that circuits which did not have any electrical the cockpit, where sensors coupled to the controi stick
return through the wing structure had lower transfer provided signals for the control systems; an area be-
impedances than those circuits which did have a return hind the cockpit, where there was located the digital
through the wing structure, computer; and a compartmet behind and below the

A significant point was that short circuit currents cockpit on the left side of the aircraft. This latter
had waveshapes of longer duration than did open cir- compartment was one that would normally have been
cuit voltages. This occurs because the impedance of occupied by guns. Accordingly, it will be referred to as
conductors is primarily inductive, not resistive. Some the "gun bay", though in this research aircraft it was
of the specifications now being placed on proof test- used to house the interface and control assemblies, not
ing for aircraft avionic systems do not recognize this guns.
inductive nature of wiring systems. Rather, by design Several hydraulic actuators were located at each
or by oversight, they effectively treat the impedance of the major surfaces. These were interconnected to
as being resistive, a factor that complicates test proce- the fly-by-wire control systems through wire bundles
dures and may lead to improper interpretation of test that ran under the wings. The control systems did
results. This matter is discussed further in Chapter not depend upon the aircraft structure as a return
18. path; the system was considered to have a single-point
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ground, and that single-point ground was located at a
pane! in the gun bay. By and large, none of the control
wiring in the aircraft was shielded,

P-- Wps -• IlO~p---

Fig. 8.17 Location of fly-by-wire control system
hardware ind wiring bundles in F-8
aircraft. z II

Test techniques: In contrast to the tests on the wing h-10ps -4 1- 100 s -
of the F-8PJ aircraft, in which high amplitude currents Fig. 8.18 Simulated lightning test waveforms.
were injected into the wing from a high power surge (a) Slow wave
generator, the tests on the complete F-8 aircraft were (b) Intermediate wave
made using the lightning trarsient analysis technique (c) Fast wave
described in §8.6 and Chapter 13. During the tests
on the F-8, the injected current was on the order of Voltages measured between conductors, shown in
300 A. In the measurements that will be shown, the Fig. 8.19(c), were much smaller than the voltages
amplitudes refer to that injected current. To scale the measured between either of the conductors and the
rerults to what would be produced by a fairly com- airframe. Such results would be expected on a well-
mon 30 kA lightning current the measured amplitudes balanced circuit. The voltages were, however, not zero,
should be multiplied by 100. To scale the results to and one should not assume that voltages on twin con-
the design level amplitude of 200 kA they should be ductor circuits will be low enough to eliminate prob-
multiplied by 666. leins.

Several different current waveshapes were em- The oscillatory component of voltage was excited
ployed; the one to which most frequent reference will by magnetic flux (and possibly electric fields) leaking
be ma9- iii this abbreviated set of test results is that inside the aircraft, while the longer duration compo-
deFcribed as the fast waveform, a current rising to crest nent was produced by the flow of current through the
in about 3 ps and decaying to half value in about 60 ps. structural resistance of the aircraft. Since the voltages
These waveforms are shown in Fig. 8.18. The fast induced by the leakage of magnetic flux were propor-
waveshape is the one most representative of that which tional to the rate of change of that flux, it follows that
is now recommended for such tests, the oscillatory component would have been more pro-

nounced for faster currents injected into the aircraft
Fore aad aft circuit: The first set of measurements than it was for slower currents. This effect was noted,
to which referenee will be made was that on a set of as indicated by the oscillograms.
spare conductozs running between an interface box in
the gun bay end a disconnect panel located near the Circuit to wing position Indicator: The second set of
leading edge of the vertical stabilizer. The routing of measurements was made on a circuit running from the
the circuit is shown in Fig. 8.19(a) and the waveforms interface control unit and the gun bay to a wing po-
of the voltages are shown in Fig. 8.19(b). The voltage sition indicator switch located underneath the leading
measured between the conductor and ground consisted edge of the wing. The wing on the F-8 aircraft could
of ,A high-amplitude oscillatory component and a lower be taised or lowered around a pivot point towards its
amplitule, but longer duration component. This is rear in order to achieve a lower pitch angle during land-
the paitern that is most commonly noted on voltages ing and takeoff and the purpose of the switch was to, induced by lightning currents. indicate the position of the wing.
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FAST WAVE SLOW WAVE>

1.2 V pp

367 _ 370

373 372

0.6 V pp , (a)
.. 368 - Fig. 8.20 Voltages induced in wing position indicator

_ ..switch circuit at open plug P22.

(b)

Fig. 8.19 Voltages on a fore and aft circuit
(a) Line to ground voltages

(P22, Pin 24 to airframe).
(b) Line to line voltage

(P22, Pin 24 - Pin 25). Circuits to actuators: Figs. 8.21 and 8.22 show volt-
ages measured on two different circuits going to actu-
ators, one (Fig. 8.21) going to the left pitch actuator
and the other (Fig. 8.22) going to the left roll actuator.
In both cases the voltages displayed were the output of

The voltages induced on that switch circuit are the driver amplifier used to control the servo valve in
shown in Fig. 8.20. The voltages measured from line the actuator. Both of these were differential measure-
to airframe were higher than those measured from line ments, line-line voltage measurements. The significant
to line, but it is significant that the line to line volt- feature about these measurements was, again, that the
ages, while of a somewhat different waveshape, were characteristic response was oscillatory and apparently
not much lower than the line to ground voltages. The excited by the leakage of magnetic flux inside the air-
reason for this lay in the fact that the load impedances craft. There was some dependence of the voltage on
in the interface box in the gun bay were different from the path of current followed through the aircraft, but
each other on the two sides of the circuit. One side the dependence was not large. Both lightning current
connected to a power supply bus, while the other side paths pioduced about the same peak voltage of tran-
probably connected to an emitter follower. sient.

Another significant feature about these voltages
was that they were again of an oscillatory nature. Bulk cable currents: On the F-8, as is typical of
They were apparently excited by the leakage of mag- most aircraft, the control wires were laced together
netic flux inside the aircraft and were not excited by into fairly large bundles. The routing of some typical
the rise in potential along the structural resistance of bundles in the gun bay housing the backup and in-
the aircraft. terface electronic control boxes is shown in Fig. 8.23.
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While it was not possible to measure the current on
individual wires within these cable bundles because of
limitations of measurement technique and because of b.uf r..

the large number of wires within the bundles, it was In S 1.31-M

possible to measure the total current flowing on the LI:-lot.?"Ir0.3A

various bundles. This was done by clamping around .U tb '_

the bundle a current transformer having a split core.
Typical results of these cable measurements are

shown in Figs. 8.24 and 8.25. The bulk cable cur-
rents were also found to be oscillatory, just as were
the voltages on conductors described earlier. Since 1924

the flight control wiring did not make use of multi- b,.? ,..
ple ground points within the aircraft, it follows that .19 , J.0,

none of the currents in these cable bundles would ex- ':ue r.."

hibit any of the long time response characteristic of
multiple-grounded conductors. Fig. 8.23 Cable bundles within the gun bay.

PAST WAVE SLOW WAVE

0.1 A pP__i_
a P 194 192 _

IPM1 ACIUATION

I .- ~.-0.1 A pp
1.0 A pp 197 9

S5ps -9 0A

Fig. 8.21 Left pitch valve drive output 0.4 A US

(high to low) at plug P22. IIJ,- M°4

Fig. 8.24 Currents on cable bundles leading toward
cockpit and left hand instrument panel.

FAST WAVE SLOW WAVE

S0.1 A pp

0.3 A pp

(b) ,,2,. -- 1- 20

Fig. 8.22 Voltages induced in left roll valve drive
output circuit (Pins 44-45) at open Fig. 8.25 Currents on cable bundles leading toward
plug P22. the area behind the cockpit.
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Statistical distribution: Fig. 8.26 shows a statistical The positions at which fields were measured, the
distribution of the peak amplitude of currents in all peak amplitude of the fields, and the predominant ori-

of the cable bundles upon which measurements were entation of the fields are shown in Fig. 8.27. The
made. The distribution is shown for both the actual magnetic fields were measured with a probe which had
current amplitudes injected into the aircraft and in a characteristic time constant of about 4 ps. When
terms of what those currents would be if the results exposed to fields changing in times less than 4 ps,

were scaled up to currents representative of actual it would respond to the absolute magnitude of the

lightning flashes. In terms of an average-amplitude field intensity, and, when exposed to fields changing
lightning flash, 30 000 A, the total current on most in times longer than 4 ps, it would respond to the rate
cable bundles would have been on the order of 20 to of change of the magnetic field.
100 A. 4.5 A,-

Measurements of bulk cable current are impor-
tant because one of the test practices now in common
use for evaluating the effect of voltages and current
induced by lightning involves coupling current onto a
wiring assembly (usually through a transformer) and
allowing the voltages and current on individual wires 42A

to develop as appropriate to the impedances of the cir- 4D
cuits to which they connect. The technique of injecting
current onto cables is discussed in Chapter 18.

'3 Fig. 8.27 Magnetic field measurements in the cockpit.

A few typical measurements of field wave&ohape
are shown in Fig. 8.28. The most significant feature
about these measurements is that there was no orien-

tation of the magnetic field probe that resulted in a 6
zero output, which indicated that the orientation of
the magnetic .field was not uniform with respect to
time. The field produced at any one point was the

sum of the field produced by the total flow of current
through the aircraft and that produced by oscillatory
current in the various structural members as the cur-
rent in those structural members changed with time.
When fields of high frequency are produced by oscilla-tory currents excited by an original transient field, the

, . . . . . . process is commonly called re-radiation.
S .in to s.o 1 t,,Also, it was noticed that the waveshape of the

M • • - Mw -- 14 O . ezf no magnetic field was quite oscillatory whenever the peak
oJANMMAKPIAE3 magnitude of the field was low. This is a pattern com-

monly found. It occurs because the low level mag-

Fig. 8.26 Distribution of amplitudes of cable netic fields found within partially shielded structures
bundle currents (measured in left gun bay). are due either to re-radiation produced by circulat-

ing currents or by coupling through apertures. As will
be noted in Chapter 12, coupling through apertures is

Magnetic fields: Measurements were made of the am- frequency dependent, high frequencies (or the high fre-
plitude and waveshape of the magnetic field at a num- quency portions of transient waveforms) being coupled
ber of points in and around the aircraft. One loca- more effectively than low frequencies.
tion upon which attention was concentrated was the Some measurements of the magnetic field within
cockpit, since the cockpit is an inherently unshielded the gun bay housing the backup control system and the
region and one in which many control wires would be interface electronics package are shown in Fig. 8.29.
subjected to changing magnetic fields. Clearly, the magnetic field inside the gun bay com-
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partment was of lower amplitude than that of the field From then on, the field continued to increase at
external to the gun bay. The waveshapes of the fields a slower rate, the final value of the field not being in-
are more difficult to understand. First of all, it must dicated by the oscillograms. The fact that the field
be kept in mind that the probe was responding to the continued to rise, but at a slower rate, is in agreement
rate of change in the magnetic field after about 4 /s with the behavior predicted in §11.3.5, Fig. 11.11 and
and was responding to the field itself for times shorter §11.7, where it will be shown that the field should in-
than about 4 js. crease with a time constant characteristic of the inter-

Accordingly, the oscillograms displaying the field nal inductance and resistance of the cavity in which
inside the gun bay indicated that there was, first of the fields are measured.
all, a component of magnetic field that rose to its crest Fields inside a battery compartment located aft
about as fast as did the outside field, of the gun bay are shown on Fig. 8.30. The mea-

surements showed first some oscillatory magnetic field,
FIELD ABOVE SEAT. POSITION 4 followed by a field which rose to crest at a time much

No 3 •longer than the crest time or even the duration of the
PIH ".. lightning current that was injected into the aircraft.

/ 7.SA/m/dlv Oscillogram No. 452 in Fig. 8.30 indicated the rate of
D ON Mchange of field as falling to zero at about 400 ps. This

I FILD N SET PSITIN 3 would indicate that the field itself reached its crest
o 3 value in about 400 ps.

PITCH®10.2A/m 3A/m/dlv.

7.2A/m

SEAT 
No. 327NOLL

RIGHT LEFT RA/OdLv.
CONSOLE CONSOLE left view looking forward right

COCKPIT current flow twd to aft
LOOKING AFT FROM No. 328
INSTRUMENT PANEL YAW

3A/m/dlv. covor

ALL PICTURES Sms,'div.

Fig. 8.28 Magnetic fields near pilot's seat. I me sor
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Fig. 8.30 Magnetic fields inside the battery
Fig. 8.29 Magnetic fields inside the gun bay. compartment (probe time constant =4.s).
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The different nature of the response of the fields rent was again oscillatory with a frequency tending to
inside the gun bay and the battery compartment can correspond to the length of the cable bundle.
be explained in terms of the types of covers and fas- The fourth point was that tbe equipment bays
teners used on the two compartments. The cover over in this aircraft, not being designed for electromagnetic
the battery compartment was held in place by fasten- shielding, allowed significant amounts of magnetic flux
ers spaced about every 3.8 cm., and hence made good to develop within those bays. This is particularly true
contact to the rest of the airframe. The use of multi- of those bays intended for ease of access. As a rule
pie fasteners resulted in many paths on which current of thumb, it might be expected that on aircraft, the
could flow (minimum constriction of the current flow) equipment bays housing electronic equipment might
and provided minimum resistance to the circulating well be fitted with covers designed more with ease of
current within the battery compartment. access in mind than with magnetic shielding qualities

The gun bay covers, on the other hand, since they in mind. It must thus be expected that those enclo-
were originally designed for ease of access, had far sures for which the electromagnetic shielding should in
fewer fasteners. The fasteners in the gun bay, in fact, principle be the greatest may well be those enclosures
were spaced about every 30 cm. Accordingly, the cover having the poorest shielding.
on the gun bay provided a much greater constriction Finally, the measurements of magnetic fields indi-"
of current flow and a much greater resistance than did cated that there will seldom be any clear-cut manner
the cover on the battery compartment. Both of these in which electrical wiring can be oriented so as to pick
factors were of a nature to allow the field within the up the minimum value of magnetic field and hence
gun bay to reach its peak value faster than did the field have minimum induced voltages. One might best as-
within the battery compartment. These points about sume that the magnetic field at any point will always
the influence of fasteners are discussed further in §11.7 be oriented in the worst case. Also, one should assume
and Fig. 11.43. that the internal magnetic fields will be more oscilla-

It is practical to calculate, with reasonable accu- tory than the external magnetic fields, this because of
racy, the magnetic and electric fields within an air- re--radiation and the frequency dependent transmis-
craft, given knowledge of the geometry of the aircraft. sion of energy through apertures.

Numerical techniques for doing this are discussed in No attempt was made to determine in this air-
Chapters 10-12. From a knowledge of the strength craft the degree to which any circuit voltages could
of the magnetic and electric fields one can predict the be reduced by the use of shielded conductors. It was
order of magnitude of 'voltage and current induced on noted, however, that on those circuits in which a shield
aircraft wiring. Simplified techniques for doing this was used and in which the shield was grounded at more

are discussed in Chapter 14. The accuracy of the cal- than one point, the current on that shield tended more
culations may be questionable, but order of magnitude to have the slower double exponential waveshape of
estimates may be sufficient. the external lightning current than to have the high-

frequency oscillatory current excited on all of the un-
Significant conclusions: Some significant points about shielded cable bundles.
the results of tests on this aircraft can be summarized
here. The first was that the use of a single-point 8.7.3 Carbon Fiber Composite Aircraft
ground system most emphatically did not eliminate
all transient voltage produced by the flow of lightning Voltages and currents induced in the wiring of
current through the structure of the aircraft. aircraft using carbon fiber composite (CFC), or gra-

T'ie second was that the characteristic response phite/epoxy, materials for structural members are very
of the ,viring, both for voltage and for current, was a different from those induced in aircraft made entirely
damped oscillation with a frequency in the range 1 to 5 from Eluminum. In a metal aircraft the resistance of
MHz. The very abbreviated series of test results just the structure is very low and the lightning current
presented does not indicate the fact clearly, but the flows mostly on the metal surface. Only relatively
frequency of oscillation depended considerably on the small amounts flow on internal wiring and internal
length of the circuit involved: the longer the physical structures and in general the duration of current flow
length of the wires, the lower the oscillatory frequen- is no longer than that of the external lightning current.
cies. This was not a clear-cut rule, since the response In a CFC aircrafc the structure has a much higher re-
of any one circuit was greatly influenced by the high sistance and a much larger fraction of the lightning
degree of coupling between all of the different circuits. current eve:itually flows on the internal wiring End in-

The third significant point is that the total cur- ternal str'cture. Initially the current may flow on the
rent on any cable bundle was of the order of 20 to 100 external structure, but at later times it transfers to
A for an average lightning flash. This bulk cable cur- the inside, a process called redistribution and which is
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discussed further in §11.4.
The redistribution phenomenon also leads to the --- u

internal currents flowing for much longer times; longer
even than the duration of the lightning current. The
overall result is that indirect effects in a CFC aircraft[
can be more severe and harder to deal with than in a
metal aircraft. Tests on a test bed fuselage for a CFC\
aircraft showed that by the time an external injected
current had decayed to half value (82ps), 90% of the
injected current was flowing on metal objects inside
the fuselage. (a)

Because CFC aircraft are relatively new, only a
few test programs have been undertaken to measure 50 us-- 1

the voltages and currents induced by lightning. A few ....-
examples of voltages and currents will be given here,
mostly to illustrate the redistribution effects and to
illustrate the time scale over which they take place. : : . :.: .
Since the source data is proprietary, the illustrations
will not be as extensive as those in §8.7.1 and §8.7.2.

Aircraft structure: The general nature of the aircraft - -

structure for which the following measurements were
taken is shown in Fig. 8.31. The main shell of the (b)
aircraft was made from CFC laminates. In the nose
of the aircraft was an avionic equipment bay built Fig. 8.32 Waveshape of current injected into
with aluminum shelves upon which the equipment was CFC aircraft.
mounted. These shelves made good electrical contact (a) Front of wave
with the CFC fuselage. In the main part of the fuse- (b) Tail of wave

lage were metal rails upon which seats were mounted
and various electrical power wires and metal tubing. Current on metal members: Current flowing on one

of the metal tracks used to hold the seats is shown in
Fig. 8.33(a) and current on an aluminum duct carry-
ing air for heating is shown on Fig. 8.33(b). If the
injected current were 200 kA, there would be 11 kA

gr/e fuselaee and 6.2 kA, respectively, on these members. These

metallic objects currents are much higher than would be encountered
r running fore & aft in a metal aircraft. They flow on these particular mem-Sfbers because they are the ones that have a fairly low

meas'ured current resistance. The currents themselves present no haz-
ard to those objects since the current flows for only
a short time, but allowance must be made to ensure
that the current can flow without any sparking. The

Fig. 8.31 General nature of CFC aircraft upon current is also seen to reach its peak long after the
which tests were made. injected current has begun to decay. This is because

the inductive time constant, r = LIR, is longer than
the corresponding time constant of the fuselage of the

Waveshape of Injected current: The aircraft was aircraft.
tested by injecting current pulses into the nose and
taking the current off the rear. The current, Fig. 8.32, Current on a power bus: Current on one of 28 V
had a double exponential waveshape with a time to power return wires is shown on Fig. 8.34. If the cur-
peak of 6 ps and a decay to half value of 84 ps. Vari- rent injected into the aircraft were 200 kA, there would
ous peak amplitudes were used, ranging from 1 kA to be 2.04 kA flowing in this wire. This is also a current
10 kA. Fig. 8.32 shows a current pulse with a peak considerably higher than would flow in a comparable
of I kA. This waveform is nearly identical to current circuit on a metal aircraft. The current did not reach. Component A. its peak until nearly 300 ps, by which time the injected
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current would have decayed to nearly zero. This long Significant conclusions: The most important point

time constant results from the low dc resistance of the shown by tests on CFC aircraft are that fairly large
copper power cable, and its relatively high inductance, voltages can be developed on wiring and that fairly

The tests showed that high voltages could be large currents can flow on metal objects inside the air-
produced on power buses. The bus voltages can be craft. Large currents also can flow through protective
claxnped to levels that do not present a hazard to devices when they act to limit overvoltages, particu-
equipment on the bus, but currents similar to that on larly if the protective devices are connected between
Fig. 8.34 would then flow through the protective de- line and aircraft structure' Stated another way, this
vices. This question of current that can flow through means the surge impedance of the circuits in CFC air-
prntective devices, and the analyses that must be made craft may be very low.
to be sure that the devices are properly rated is dis-
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* • Chapter 9,

ELEMFN-AkY ASPECTS OF INDIRECT EFFECTS

9.1 Introduction.

For ,cference and. to nvoid repetition elsewhere, c = v,.locity of light - 3 x 108 m/r;
sone eoncepts of electrical circuits and "lectromag- D = time derivative of E - V/m/eec
nmtic theory will be reviewed in thils chapter. Mathe-
ruatical operations are reviewed witb particular atten- E = electric field intenidty - V/r
tion to the, use of imaginary, or complex arguments. F = Farads
The .ncept of voltage as the line integral of electric f = frequency - H.
field is reviewed since it is of fupdamerntal importance H = Heni
in understanding'how voltages are deveioped on wiring
inside an aircraft strvck 'y lightning. Magnetic field H = magnetic field intensity - A/m
-ffc-ts are treated in Jetail since thiure are some subtle I = current - A
points about flux linkages and inductance of condiuc- j = current density - A/m
tors that are not always appreciated. A most impor- j -- imaginary operator -%/-
taut subject is that of §0.7.2, where it is pointed out
that current flowing alon& a circular tube does not L inductance - H
prmuce a magnetic field within the tube. " iength - mn

Cap.acitance effects are also treated, the most im- m --- meters
portant points probably being those related to dis-
placement currents induced by a "hanging electric R = resistance -

field. r = radius - m

The discussions of internal and external surface S = Siermens (unit of conductivity)
current density, §9.9, bhould be reviewed carefully a = seconds
since ihey deal with why it is that conductors run f = time - s
along one path may be exposed to damn&erous voltages V = Volts
as a result of lightning currents while conductors run
along another path will experience only minor volt- V =- voltage - V
ages. The discussions of how much voltage is induced v = velocity rM/s
in loops exposed to changing magnetic fields, §9.7.4, y propagation corktant
and how much current fio-•s in objects exposed to a
changing electric field, §9.8.4, are also of fundamental •0 = permittivity - F/r
imlortance. Those discussions are presented in the != wave impedance - ohms
classical frequency domain formulations. For analysis p= permeability - H/rn
of lightning effects it is more useful to have formu-
lationss in the tinmt domain. These are provided in pr0 =rl permeability of free space- H/m
Chapter 10. = relative permeability

9.2 Symbols and Units = Ohms
-: angular frequency -24

In Chapters 9 - 18 dimensions will generally be

given in SI units with English equivalents in parenthe- p = resistivity - 11 a

ses. Symbols will generally be as follows with excep- u = conductivity - S

tions as noted in the text.

A =tu a 9.3 Mathematical Opertlos

4 - ares - m2 Mathematled analysis oi electroraguetic effects
,a radius - m frequently involves functions with complex arguments.

rCi Some identities commonly encountered ate the follow-

C = Coulosnbs itag. Others cau be found in any mathernatical hand-

V( = capacitance - F tbok.
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9.3.1 Complex Numbers Functions of the first kind, orders zero and one
()2 X

4  X6

Jo() 5(1) D-2 D(3) (9.1)

=b = -(+i D)/*

11/Vj (I -j)/V2 where D(l) 2- 2'

V•--"I+ J D(2) 2 2.4 42

i/'--- (1 - j),/2 D(3). 22 .4 2 . 62 etc.

(x + jy) = r(cos 4, + j sin 0)
ed = cos 0 + sin Functions of the second kind, orders zeLo, and

whence x + jy = reJO, one

with r = IX2+y 2j;(X) = 7In() - li(2) + -• J(O)
48= ta- 1 (v/a')J

+-ut -D1 -(2)()
C(l+i)Oe0(cos 0+ jsin 0)+

log(-- + ,v) =log r+jq i r ID(l) D(2)

e-j# = cosa -jsin0 + X6 (D(3) ...- (9.4)

a-0+A) = e-O(cos -jsin 0)

Yd(x)= 2 i(a') - li(2) + I1(j1x) -

9.3.2 Trigonometric and Hyperbolic -7 f - (

Identities -rt2 4D(1)
x5 [,2+,,(3)] ... J

sinh-'(z) = In(z+Vx T') -o< < woc+ __,_) 1)(2+ -oo (9,6) 6 )

cosh' 1(z) = In (z + V/P"--1) x > 1 where 0.57722 Euler' coushLt (9.6)

1 l ((p)=1+1/2 +l/ 3 +...1/p (9.7)
2 -1<z<1 Modified functions of the first kind, orders zero

coth-1(z) = 1 In('-- -) x > or x < -1 and one
2 1- -x

sin(jz) = j sinh(ao) 21+- +X-4 + -'-6... (9.8)
cos(jx) = ccoh(x) ' + (2) D(3)

a' X3 X5 •

tan(ja) =j tanh()') = + a -+ + (Q9.

cotja) = -j coth(x) 2 4D(1) +D(2) 8D(3)

sinh(jx) = j sin(a) Modified functions of the second kind, orders

cosh(jx) = cos(z) zero and one

tanh(ja) = j tan(x)
coth(jw) - -i cot()),)+}' )

KOWa' = jn(a') - ln(2) + -y )(4 W

9.3.3 Boel and Hankel functions K(x) ,= tln(a)- ln(2)+ ,yIz(X)+ 1

Bessel and Hankel funtions are fnrquently encoun. "2 3  
4

tered in analyses of circular objects, such as electrical - 4D (1)
conductors. Basel functions are given by the follow-
ing series, the arguments of which can be either real + *[4(2) + $(3)J r..
or complex. The most commonly encountered complex 6D(2)
argument is that for C6/7/i or (I + j)C. (0.10)
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H1ankel fulictions of the first kind, order n magnetic (aluminu~m,, copper, ýcomposite. etc.)' and
the relative, permeability can be taken as unity, but
the relative permnittivity will be higher, typical values

.4w)+j',z (9.11) being given in Table 94.1

HanIkel functions of the second kind, order it Table 9.1

.Relative Permittivity of Some
H. J,,((x ) jY,,(x) (9.12) Common Materials

Material Relative
Calcula~tion of ftunctions: A computer routine for Permittivity
calculation of Bessel functions is discussed in §9.11.Ai1.

Glass 3.0
9.4 Characteristics of Materials Mica 6.0

9.4.1. Free Space Oil 2.3
Paper 1.5 -4.0

'The ipermeability and ,permittivity of free space Polycarbonate 2.e
are defined as-, Polyethelene 2.3

Polystyrene 2.7
po= 7rx 0- Hm 9.3)Porcelain 5.4

eo= 8.85 x 1O -1 H/rn (9.13) Quartz 5.0
= 8854x 112 /rn (9.4)Teflon 2.0

S F/rn. (9.15) 9.4.3 Resistivity of Materials
36wr

Thre nuericl qantiiesinvovin l~oandeo, Resistivities (inverse of conductivity) of typical
t hreamrclquniisivling l'o and deiedb 0q.,5,ae aircraft materials are given in Table 9.2. Metals are

takig e asdefied y E. 9.5, re:isotropic materials and the resistivity does not depend
on the direction of current flow, but composite materi-

IA 1/2 als, be-.auqe they are generally built up of plies bonded
'10= C 377 (9.16) together with non-conductive resins, are non-isotropic

1 ]112and the resistivity may depend on the direction of cur-

[POO ble 9.2 are average values.
= (velocity of light) Table 9.2

= 60. (9.18) ResIativitles of Typical Metals

Material Resistivity Conductivity Resistivity

Eq. 9.18 defines the wbve imnpedanice for plane waves olunme Itars as a fraction of relative to
propasgatinlg ink free space:thtocper opr

copper 1.68 x to-$ 1.0 1.0
alumiuium 2.69 x 10- 0.62 1.6

i~o E/H manowu 4.4 x 0-8 .38 2.65
'10ni~ =o E/. 9.9 i $ 0.17 6

Monal 42 x 10-0 0.04 28
Eq. 9.17 defines the velocity with which electromag- stils sto 70 X 1-6 0.024 42
netic waves propagate in free space. Useful engineer- Inconel 100 x 1000.017 60
ing approximations for this velocity are 0.3 ni/na or 1 titanium 1S0 X to-@ 0.009 107
ft/nas Alumintun 4lloYs MaWg froni 2.8 to 8.6 x 10-4 olum-meters. Herder

411oM geneally hav~e higher reslstivities Magnesium ailoy con-
taining aluinaum and uine reapg from 10 to 17 x to-@ olizn.,netmr.

9.4.2 Other Materials

Any medium other than free space (~or in prac- 9.4.4 Good vs Bad Conductors
ti"! any gas) will have a permeability p = uop,~ and
perm~ittivity e = eae,. higher than given by Eqs. 9.13 If a unit cube (all aides = 1 mn) of material is
and 9.14. The materials dealt with in analysis of light- bounded on opposite faces by electrode., Pend a voltage,
ning effe-cts on aircraft will practically always be non- is impressed on the electrodes there will be a current
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through the material, partly because of resistive con- -Y a + j. (9M.27)
duction and partly because of capacitive displacement, where

For resistive conduction:

ti o (9.20) + ~ -i

For capacitive conduction:

i = jwEe. (9.21) w
A good conductor is one in which resistive con-

duction current predominates (a > we) and a poor The real part, a, defines the attenuation. Between tv-o'.

conductor or insulator is one in which capacitive dis- points I meters apart a. bignal, vo"trge o0 cu re•at, at-

placement current predominates (we >. a). The dis- tenuates by al nepers. The, iniaginary part, 0, defines"
tinction may depend on frequency. the phase shift. Between two piintV I meters apart a

signal of angular frequen•y w unJrg&! s ', p hase shift
9.4.5 Skin Depth of wl radians. The phase tcnstant is closely •elabJl to

If current is applied to the surface of a conducting the velocity at which signals pwopagate.

material it will penetrate into the material and the
depth at which the relative current density drops to V (9.30)
1/e is defined as the skin depth. Skin depth is a term
that appears in the expressions for surface and transfer In a material having good conductivity the dis-
impedances of conductors, as discussed further in §9.9. placement current is negligible, thtp.
It is:

6= 1/2m. (9.22) (1 +j) 2

The quantity multiplying (1 + j) is the reciprocal co.
A numerically useful expression is: the skin depth, Eqs. 9,22. Thus:

5 0 _1 _I 1/2 1 + j ( . 2

6 = [. (9.23) =(9.32)

7-Y v 45 deg. (9.33)
6

9.4.6 Propagation Constant In a good conductor the attenuation and phase con-

The propagation constant of a material or a con- stants are equal; the phase angle is 45 degrees. It is
ductor defines the velocity with which signals prop- this property that leads to the need to evaluate various
agate and the rate at which they attenuate. For a functions with a complex argument of 45 deg:ees.
material the propagation constant is: In an insulating material the conduction current

is negligible, thus:

7 = [jw1(a + ,we)]i12 (9.24)
7 1 Jw(/2) 1 /2  (9.34)

= (1+ j) wy(a + jwe)]i/2 (9.25) 7 w.. (935)

Some notations use k for the propagation constant where v is the velocity of propagation in the medium.

and define it as: A conducting wire will also have a propagation
const ant,

k =[(a+ 3)]/.(9.26) /(7 = [ZY]/. (9.36)

Using that notation, k = j-y, where 7 is &fined by Eq.
9.25. where the series impedance per unit length is

In general, the propagation constant has real and
imaginary parts: Z = R + jwL (9.3T)
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and the bh~iXt admittance per vpit length is

0 1Y i G + w(9.38)

For a conductiaig wire. in a hom.ogeneou.s medium the 2r2
two, propa4gation'-.onstants will be equal at the surface2
~fthe. conduý:tcr., 

i
9.5 Geometric' Mean Distanlces S 8  On

Goeric ean distanr~es and rai [9.11 are a
mathematical concept of particular use when evaluat-
ing *he ýrmpeda.Lce of conductors or groups of conduce- 2r ~
tors. They will'be introduced here as a msthem~atical 2r
device and the results used later when discussin~g in-TU
ternol impedance of conductors.

IThe geomietkic m.ahu distance, GMD,; from point Fig. 9.2 Geometric mean radius of a group of
P to the three points 1, 2 and 3 of Fig. 9.1 is defined conductors.

GMD =(S 1 S2S3)1 /3 . (9.39) 2 M
HZ there were n points, the GMD would be Dofl

GPMD = (S1 S2 S3 ... S. 5)/n. (9.40),

A circle can be considered as an infinite number
of pointE on a line, while an annul us or disk can be 2 M .(/) 078~
conpie 'ered as an infinite number of points over an area. T ask

if all the points have equal w:eight, the, GMD can be,
considered as an effective distance from the assembly .j
Of pioints to an external point. For circular geometries
the GMD to an external point is the distance from RZ 2
the point to the center of the circle. 7 T lu

I -1 ~ ~ ~GMR= R, ln(111 ) - R-. ln(R2) 1

RSR 2

3T GMR =[nrR(n-1)]u'/f

Fig. 9.1 Geometric inean distance.,

The concept of GM D can also be extended to de- ~,'
l9ine the effective distance of all the points from each
other. That distance is called the geometric mean ra- b M .25a+b eynal
dius, GMR. With regard to Fig. 9.2 the GMD it;:

GMD =[(rir 2,r3... rn)1I/n(S-12 SisSm4 ... Sin)]1/n flue
(9.41)

The GMR of some common geometries is given Fig. 9.3 Geometric mean radii of some
in Fig. 9.3. common geometries.
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In the context of electrical conductors the points monly "ground" is assigned a reference potential of
can be considered as the ends of current carrying fila- zero and the potential of the sphere relative to a zero
ments while the term "equal weight" implies that all potential ground is found by integrating the field along
the filaments carry equal current. In this context the the path S between the sphere and ground. Hypo-
GMR of an irregular shaped conductor, or of a group thetically the integration can be done by connecting a
of conductors in parallel, is the effective radius. The perfect voltmeter between the sphere and ground. The
concept is valuable since the self- inductance of any resulting deflection of the meter defines the voltage of
conductor is equal to the mutual inductance between the sphere, though for exactness, one should say that
two filaments separated by the GMR. That concept the meter indicates the voltage of the sphere relative
is discussed further in §9.7.3. to the ground.

9.6 Voltage and Current Concepts +++

Experience shows that some concepts of electrical + +

circuits are not as well understood as they might be, + q +
especially by those that are not specialists in the field + +
of electromagnetic interactions. Some of the more im- +
portant points are reviewed in the following sections.

9.6.1 Lumped Constant Elements S

The relationships between 'oltage and current for
lumped constant circuit elements are well known.

Resistance

i= EIR (9.42) 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 / / 7 r

Inductance Fig. 9.4 Voltage as total difference of potential.

E 9.6.3 Importance of the Path of Integration

jwL Does the voltage depend on the path of integra-

1 = E dt (9.44) tion or upon the path taken by the leads connecting
L J the voltmeter to the sphere and ground? This is not

E = L di/dt (9.45) a trivial question; it is of fundamental importance for
understanding how voltages develop in objects carry-
ing current, such as an aircraft carrying lightning cur-

Capacitance rent.

DC and lumped constant elements: For dc con-

i = jwC (9.46) ditions the answer is that the path taken by the mea-
suring leads does not influence the voltage, but for ac

i = C dE/dt (9.47) or transient conditions this is true only if the mea-

E = I f dt (9.48) suring leads traverse a region free of electromagnetic
C f fields. As a practical matter this situation is found

only when measuring the voltage across lumped con-

9.6.2 Voltage as the Line Integral of stant elements, those in which the electromagnetic
Potential field is entirely enclosed within the element.

As an example, the ac voltage developed across
The definition of voltage as the line integral of po- the winding of a transformer can be measured with-

tential is less well appreciated. Voltage and potential out regard to where one places the measuring leads
are different concepts. A charged sphere, for example, because the magnetic field inducing the voltage in the
Fig. 9.4, will establish a field E in the surrounding re- windings is entirely (or nearly entirely) contained in
gion. The potential of the sphere cannot be established the core of the transformer. The external magnetic
independently; it can only be established by defining field is negligible (ideally zero) and so not able to in-
some separate point as a reference potential. Com- duce any voltage in the measuring leads.
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Distributed circuits: With distributed circuits the the current flowing on the inner surface of the cylinder.

role of the electromagnetic fields and their effect on The two are different, as discussed further in §9.6.4.

the measuring leads is very important since the voltage The concept of voltage as the line integral of elec-

does depend on the path taken by the measuring leads. tric field around a particular path is of great impor-

As an example, consider Fig. 9.5 where an al- tance. Anomalies of voltage on circuit elements can

ternating current is flowing through a metal cylin- generally be explained by careful attention to the path

der. In an attempt to measure the voltage drop along along which connecting wires are routed.

the cylinder an experimenter has connected four volt-
meters, and has observed that all four meters respond 9.6.4 Internal vs External Impedances
differently. They also respond different from the me-
ter measuring the voltage of the power supply used to Consider Fig. 9.6 which shows voltage applied to

circulate the current. series circuits composed of a conductor, a return path
and the gap between the two. The applied voltage V

note" must be eaual to the line integral of all the electric
fields around the loop, that is, the sum of Ec, Er and

S04 E. where Ec is defined as the surface electric field of

S#4 the conductor, Er the surface electric field of the re-

turn path and E. is the electric field of the gap or
space between the conductor and the return path.

conductor

(a) return path E __ E__

Fig. 9.5 Voltage as a function of path. e A - T •,,
E

Which meter records the correct voltage or are conductor
any of them correct? The answer is that all of them
respond correctly since there is no unique "voltage r:t Er
drop" associated with the pipe; each of the meters re-
sponds differently because for each situation the elec- (b.. ......

tric field is evaluated around a different path. The

external voltmeters respond primarily to the magnetic return -

field surrounding the cylinder. The leads connecting to path

meter 1 intercept more magnetic flux than do the leads
connecting to meter 2 and consequently there is more Fig. 9.6 Components of electric field.
voltage induced in the leads of meter 1 than meter 2. (a) Conductor over a ground plane

The amount of voltage induced in a loop exposed to a (b) Coaxial conductors
magnetic field is discussed in §9.7.4.

The leads for meter 3, which run flush with the In Fig. 9.6(a) E, is best described as the external

surface of the cylinder intercept no magnetic flux. As a surface electric field with external return since the re-

result, meter 3 responds only to the voltage produced turn path is external to the conductor. In Fig. 9.6(b)
by the current flowing through the resistance of the E, is best described as the internal surface electric field
cylinder. with internal return.

Meter 4 responds differently yet. Since there can The various electric fields can be related to the
be no magnetic field within the cylinder (see §9.7.2) conductor current through impedances. On Fig. 9.7

there can be no voltage induced magnetically in the are depicted the internal impedance of the conductor,
leads. The meter does, though, respond to the voltage the internal impedance of the return path and the ex-
produced by the flow of current through the resistance ternal impedance of the conductor, or the impedance
of the cylinder, but it still indicates a different voltage of the gap between the conductor and return path.

from meter 3. The reason is that meter 3 responds to The internal impedances of the conductor and return
the density of the current flowing on the outer surface path are properties of the materials and the sizes of the. of the cylinder while meter 4 responds to the density of conductors and can, in the frequency domain, be sep-
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arated into real and imaginary components. The real Evaluating these various impedances can be done
part is a measure of resistance and the imaginary com- just as a mathematical manipulation of equations, but
ponent is a measure of the internal inductance or the it seems best to present some of the physical phenom-
magnetic flux within the conductor. At dc the internal ena involved. This is done in the following three sec-
impedance of the conductor is just its resistance. tions. Inductance and related magnetic field effects

are covered in §9.7 and capacitance and related elec-
tric field effects are covered in §9.8. Both sections deal
with subjects other than the impedance of conductors.

internal impedance Chapter 10 deals with mathematical formulations in
a mthe time domain of surface and transfer impedances.

conductor i(b) 9.7 Magnetic Field Effects

air gap 6 Magnetic field effects are probably the major rea-
return path impedance• son why voltages are induced on aircraft wiring by

A Vlightning currents flowing on the aircraft. Situations
L -- W / _ where shielding proves to be ineffective are usually

those where magnetic field effects have been over-external impedance looked. Capacitive effects are, of course, also of im-

Fig. 9.7 Components of impedance. portance, but those are discussed in §9.8.

9.7.1 Field External to a Conductor

The external impedance is a property of the space Infinite conductor: In the space around and exter-
between the conductor and the return path, that is, of nal to a conductor of infinite length, Fig. 9.9, the
the size and shape of the conductor, the separation magnetic field is:
from the return path and of the material (insulation)
between the two. With high frequencies the capaci- H = - A/m. (9.49)
tance of the insulation must be included in the insula- I
tion impedance and it may also be more appropriate to The return path of the current is assumed to be
treat the insulation losses as a shunt resistance. Fig. so far away that it does not contribute to the magnetic
9.7(a) shows the external impedance resolved into a field.
series connection of resistance and inductance, while
Fig. 9.7(b) shows it resolved into a set of parallel ad-
mittances.

Another circuit concept is that of transfer imped-
ance. With a hollow conductor, Fig. 9.8, the electric positive I
field on the inner and outer surface will, in general not
be the same. The transfer impedance of a conductor is
the quantity that relates the conductor current to the
electric field along the inner surface of the conductor;
as opposed to the external impedance which relates the
current to the electric field along the external surface.

i0 E

Fig. 9.8 Transfer impedance. Fig. 9.9 Magnetic field ofk an infinite contductor
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Isolated filaments On an isolated filament or circu- 9.7.2 Fields Within Hollow Conductors
lar conductor carrying a current I over its entire length,
Fig 9.10, the flux density at point P will be: If there are several conductors the total field in-

tensity is the sum of that produced by the individual
B=u x10' 1(sina + sin) A/rn. (9.50) conductors. With two conductors each carrying an

H 4ir × - sirr equal current, Fig. 9.12, the fields will cancel at the

midpoint. The fields at other points will not cancel,
The return path for the current is assumed to be so but their sum will be lower than in the space outside
far beyond r 3 that it does not influence the magnetic the conductors. With three equally spaced conductors
field, carrying equal currents the fields will cancel at three

places. With many conductors arranged in a circle and
each conductor carrying an equal current, the field will
cancel at many points within the circle.

A
1/2 - - - - - - - - - B

0 A 
PY P

-1/2 ,"L T r
0 ri r 2  r 3  1

Fig. 9.10 Magnetic field of a finite conductor.

Fig. 9.11 Magnetic field of a dipole.

Dipole: For the limiting case of a short dipole, Fig.
9.11, the field is:

H =-. sina A/m (9.51)

The direction of the flux around a filament or a conductors
cylinder .vill be as given by the "right hand rule" il-
lustrated on Fig. 9.9, For all high frequency condi-
tions the magnetic flux lines will be parallel to the 1/2 1/2
surface of conductors, even if the conductors are of
irregular shape, and the magnitude of the field inten-
sity, H. will be identically equal to the local surface
current density measured in amperes/meter. For cir-
cular conductors the irrent density will be uniform fields
and equal to the total current divided by the periph. c anel
eral distance around the coniductor. For conductors of \ cXncel
irregular shape the current density will depend on the I x w .-x
local radius of curvature as ,iscussed in considerably , .. .. . ,/
more detail in Chapter 10.

The magnetic field external to a current carrying
tube is the same as though the current were concen-
trated on a filament at the center, Fig. 9.12 Field between two conductors.
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9.7.3 Inductance sum of all the terms involving r7 goes to zero and thus
the self-inductance of conductor 1 becomes:

The self-inductance of a conductor is defined as
the ratio of magnetic flux surrounding a conductor to 10- /(1/('/), +the current that establishes the flux while the mutual L11 =f 2 x lO-71r Inj (I+ V11ý2 + 1

inductance between two conductors is defined as the
ratio of the magnetic flux surrounding conductor 2 to - V )2 +1+[]H (9.55)
the current in conductor 1.

and the mutual inductance between conductors 1 and
2 is:

L11 = 01/1 (9.52)

L 12 = 02/11 (9.53) 10 2xi-Tu[ln{L+l

Isolated linear conductors: Determining the in- - )2 + 1 + -2 H. (9.56)
ductance of a conductor requires integrating the mag-
netic field intensity over an area to determine the total Case 2 r3 > 1) and I >. r-: For a long conductor
flux set up by current in the conductor. An elemen- under dc ccnditions the inductances are:
tary case is that of the isolated conductor of Fig. 9.10.
in which the return path is assumed to be sufficiently
far away that the magnetic field from the return path L11 = 2 x 10- [ In 2- 1- H/m (9.57)
is negligible compared to that of the conductor under I r .

consideration. For dc conditions this implies that the L12= 2 x lc-T1 [ln L' - 11 H/rn. (9.58)
return path is at infinity. L r2 J

The self inductance is controlled by the flux in the
area A-B-C-D. Integrating Eq. 9.51 first over the lim- Note that the inductances are not directly propor-
its -1/2 and 1/2 snd then integrating that expression tional to length.
over the limits rl and r3 gives:

Case 31 > r3: Where the two conductors are parallel

and of equal length:

+VI+7' 10 6=2~~Li = 0I[lt( =2 x I- n~ LI H (9.59)+] I . ril
+ )27+! - webers (9.54)

1r L 12 = 2 x 1O-7l[ln ]s H (9.60)

from which the inductance can be determined using
Eq. 9.52.

If there are two conductors, Fig. 9.13, the mutual
inductance between conductors 1 and 2 is determined
by the flux between the limits r2 and r3; that is, the
flux in the shaded area.

The form of the equation is the same as that of .............. ............... ... '..
Eq. 9.54; the limits being r3 and r2, rather than r2 ...................
and ri. Note that the radii of the conductors are not
involved, only their locations. This implies that mu-............................. ....... I
tual inductance can be defined for filaments as well as ....................... .

conductors. . ......' ...' ...
How one evaluates the flux, and thus the self or . ..........

mutual inductance, depends on the relative values of
r2 and r3.

Case I I > r3 : Under dc conditions the magnetic field 0 ry r2 r3
extends to infinity and so Eq. 9.54 must be evaluated
over the limits r3 = oo and ri. When r3 = oo, the Fig. 9.13 Flux involved in mutual inductance.
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The mutual inductance between two filaments of For all practical cases there are no end effects and the
any arbitrary orientation is calculable and while the inductance is directly proportional to length.
expressions are too long to include here they can be If there were two conductors at a spacing S, both
found in the literature [9.2, 9.3]. surrounded by a coaxial return path, Fig. 9.14(b) and

While the inductance of an isolated conductor is the radius of the coaxial return path large compared
an important. concept it must be used with care since to S, the mutual inductance would be:
an isolated conductor cannot actually carry current.
Current can flow only if the conductor is part of a L12 = 2 x 10- In[2r2] Hm. (9.62)
larger circuit and so the inductance of an isolated con- S
ductor should then be viewed as part of a larger prob- 2r,
lem, one in which the self and mutual inductances must
be considered together.

All of these formulae give only the external or go I
high frequency inductance. At low frequencies there (a)
will also be magnetic fields within the conductor, a return
subject treated in a, later section.

Time dependence of inductance: Under transient S
conditions one must also consider the retardation ef-2r_
fects associated with the finite velocity of propagation go #.
of an electromagnetic field, since if a current is sud-
denly applied to a conductor, the field will not initially (b) # A2
extend to infinity. Instead it will propagate away from - -
the conductor at the speed of light. The total amount return
of magnetic flux established in the space around the Fig. 9.14 Coaxial conductors.
conductor will vary with time, becoming larger with (a) Single conductor
time as the fields propagate farther from the conduc- (b) Parallel conductors
tor. The implication is that the inductance of a con-
ductor will be less for short duration transients or high Conductor pairs: Two parallel conductors can also
frequencies than it will be for long duration transients be connected as a "go-return" pair. Two connections
or low frequencies. In an engineering sense the effect is are possible, the connection in which current goes on
of more importance for long conductors than for short one conductor and returns on the other, Fig. 9.15(a),
conductors. In 1ius a field will propagate 300 m. For being the most common geometry. The configuration
a conductor one meter long 1 jis might be considered of Fig. (9.15(b) is impractical for straight conductors
as "dc" conditions, but that would not be the case for since the magnetic field of the connecting leads would
a conductor 1000 meters long. For aircraft analyses influence the result, but it is practical for conductors
frequency dependence of external inductance because bent into a circle since that is the geometry of a helical
of retardation effects would not normally be a factor coil.
to consider since the various coaiductors of necessity The inductance of the pair involves four conduc-
azv close together. tore; the two self inductances and the two mutual in-

ductances:
Coaxial conductors: Most commonly inductance
is evaluated for a "go-rtturn" circuit. In a coaxial LT = (L11 + L12 ) + (L 32 + L2 1 ). (9.63)
system the center conductor (the "go" conductor) is
surrounded by a concentric "retum"conductor, Fig. If the conductors are about the same diameter L12
9.14(a), and the inductance is found by evaluating the and L21 are nearly equal, even if the conductors are
field intensity between the limits r, and r2. The cur- fairly close together. Also, Lit and L22 will be equal
rent flowing on the cylindrical return path does not if the diameters are the same. Thus:
need to be considered sitice it does not produce any
internal magnetic field. Since in any practical situa- LT = 2(L11 + L12 ) (9.64)
tion #he length is long compared to the diameter of
both the inner and outer conductors the field may be Evaluating the individual inductances in Eq. 9.63
evaluated from Eq. 9.59. gives:

Lit = 2 x 10- ln(!!2 H/m (9.61) Lr = 4 x1-1[In - - In (Lr) + 1] H (9.f6)
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If the conductors are long compared to their The mutual inductance between two conductors,
spacing the d1l terms cancel and the inductance be- Fig. 9.17, is
comes directly proportional to length: D

In [ L12 = 2 x 10- In [S] H/rn. (9.68)
LT = 4 x I ]H/r. (9.66) Ground planes that are not perfectly conducting

surfaces are treated in §9.9.3.

go - *"_ /77Z -

return

(a) #2

r e t u r n ( b ) } -th 
h 2

Fig. 9.15 Conductor pairs. l -

(a) Fields cancel
(b) Fields add

Conductors over a ground plane: If current flows
along a conductor and returns through a perfectly con- Fig. 9.17 Geometry involved in mutual inductance.
ducting ground plane, Fig. 9.16, the current in the Proximity effects: The above formulations of induc-
ground plane will be distributed, being most dense un- tance for conductor pairs and conductors over a ground
derneath the conductor and least dense at points far plane are only approximations since they assume cur-
from the conductor. The effect is the same as though rent to be uniformly distributed over the surface of the
the return current were to flow on an image conduc- conductors. This is not the case if the conductors are
tor underneath the ground plane. The self inductance close together. Exact formulations involve hyperbolic

of a conductor over a perfect ground plane can then functions, the inductance of a conductor over a ground
be visualized as that of a conductor pair, the actual plane, for example being:
conductor and its image in the ground plane. Taking
the individual inductances in Eqs. 9.63 and 9.64, and 0 [i
evaluating for the case where I > h gives: Ll- M cosh-'[ ]. H/m (9.69)

i r

L x10-ln[] H/mn (9.67) The hyperbolic function in Eq. 9.69 can also be
L = 2 X. written as:

.y7~L: ln [+ y + l H/re. (9.70)

h Thus eract expressions for inductance can be written
/ , , , , , , / by substituting:

h h + + I for 2h. (9.71)
e•J-/-"•-/17 7 r 7 7 •

CCZZZ7VO)-
Fig. 9.16 Conductor over a ground plane. in Eq. 9.67.

Generally the error in ignoring proximity effects
Only one pair of inductances i. involved; the im- is small. Even when h - d, the simplified formula of

age conductor does not actually carry current and the Eq. 9,67 predicts an inductance only 5 % higher than
concept of a perfect ground plane implies that it has predicted by the exact Eq. 9.70. These proximity
no internal inductance of its own. effects do not arise on isolated or coaxial conductors.
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Self-inductance in terms of GMR: Section 9.5 intro- 4
duced the concept of geometric mean radius, GMR,
and the GMR of some common geometries was given
in Fig 9.3. The self inductance of any conductor can be 3
evaluated by finding the mutual inductance between external flux
two filaments separated by the GMR of the conductor,
As an example, consider a circular tubular conductor .4
with a very thin wall. From Fig. 9.3 the GMR is
equal to the physical radius. Substituting the GMR
into Eq. 9.55 for the mutual inductance of two fila-
ments gives the same formulation as Eq. 9.58 for the
self inductance of a conductor of radius r.

This approach to formulating self-inductance is ... 3 4 5
of most benefit for irregularly shaped conductors, Fig. distance
9.18. It also provides a way of evaluating the internal
inductance of conductors, as discussed in the following Fig. 9.19 Internal and external field density.
section.

GMR as applied to internal inductance: An al-
ternative approach to internal inductance involves the
concept of geometric mean radius. In Fig. 9.1 the

- _------- GMR of a disk of radius r was shown to be ln(1/4) r
or 0.7788r. Substituting this value into Eq. 9.58 for
the mutual inductance of two filaments gives the total

- -- - ---------- inductance of the conductor under dc conditions:

Lii =2x 1O-'1lIn2!-1+ t]H/m'. (9.74)

GMR The difference in inductance between the value given
by Eq. 9.57 (treating only external inductance) and

Fig. 9.18 Self inductance in terms of geometric that of Eq. 9.74 is the internal inductance, or the
mean radius, inductance due to magnetic flux within the conductor.

Numerically, for non-magnetic conductors, it is

Internal Inductance of conductors: All of the for- 2 x 10-?
mulations of §9.7.3 relate only to the fields external = = 0,05 AH/m (9,75)
to the conductors, the formulations being valid for the 4
high frequency case where skin effects confine current
to the surface of conductors. At lower freqen-ies cur- While the internal inductance is generally small
rent penetrates into the conductors and a magnetic compared to the external inductaihce, it is intimately
field is established within the conductor, Fig. 9.19. linked with the transient resistance of conductors. The
The maximum internal flux occurs with solid conduc- transient resistance and internal inductance of con-
tore and at dc where the current density is uniform. ducting bodies is of such importance to how lightning
Under such conditions the flux density varies as the currents penetrate into aircraft that the subject of in-
distance from the center. The total flux within the ternal impedance is discussed in much morm detail in
conductor and the internal inductance are found to §9.9 and Chapter 10.
be:

I = •! webers (9.72) 9.7.4 Practical equatious for inductance

from which Equations have been developed for the inductance
of almost any geometry, the best collection appearing
in (9.41. Equations for a few selected geometries are

S$ X 1 0 5( presented below. Inductances are in microhenres &Ad
S - 0.0 H/m. (9.73) dimensions are in centimeters.
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Rectangle of round wire: The sides of the rectangle 9.7.5 Magnetic Induction of Voltage and
are a and b and the radius of the cross section is p. Current

[I 2 Magnetically induced voltages and currents are

L 0.004 [a. n + bIn lb- + 2b 2+b probably the most common of the indirect effects of

SP lightning.
a b

- a sinh-' a - b sinh"'1 - Open circuit voltage: A changing magnetic field
b. a

passing through a conducting loop, Fig. 9.20, induces

- 2(a + b) + (a+ b) (9.76) a voltage:

For copper and other nonmagnetic materials, u = 1. e = -N (9.86)

Regular polygons of round wire: The side of the where N = number of turns and 0 = pHA, H being
polygon is a, and the radius of the cross section is p. the field intensity and A being the loop area. The

voltage appears across the gap and has a waveshape
Equilateral triangle: proportional to the derivative of the flux.

r Short circuit currents If the loop is short circuited
L = 0.006a In - 1.40456 + (9.77) the voltage is impressed on the impedance of the loop

I P 4J and induces a circulating current:

Square: 1= I edt =NpHAL (9.87)
r L9

L = 0.008a [In - - 0.77401+8 (9.78) The waveshape of the current tends to be that

P 41of the incident magnetic field, unlike that of the open

Pentagon: circuit voltage. The point is important; magnetically
induced currents generally have longer front and fall

L .00 n .094+(97) times than do magnetically induced voltages. __

P Field penetration of a loop: If the loop has only

Hexagon: inductance and no resistance the current will have the
same shape as the incident magnetic field and will set

[P up a magnetic field of its own, one that is of equal
L = 0.012a In ± - 0.15152 + (9.80) amplitude and opposite polarity to the incident field.

SIAs a consequence a magnetic field will not penetrate
Octagons an ideal short circuited loop. If the loop has resis-

tance, Fig. 9.20, the current will decay with a time
0.0168 In !+0 (9.81) will gradually penetrate the loop.

One Turn of round wire

L - O,04wr [In - 1.75] (9.82). Vo

Ring conductor

L -0.OO4wr [In 0 .501 (9.83) I 0

Helical coil

L, = 2.9 4a+n cm dimensions (0.84) o
9a + 106

L in- n nhdiesos (m
9a + 10b inch dimensons (9.85) Fig. 9.20 Magnetic induction of voltage and current.
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FEid penetration of a zurfe..: Ak conducting sur- Capacitance is defined as:
face, Fir. 9.21, may be viewed a at ao*rbly of con-W ducting loops. Ar lmgnetic field line that attempts C = Q/V. (9.91)
to penetrate the surface induces a circulating current
(eddy current) that acts to oppose. the penetrating The capacitance of an isolated sphere is thus:
field. The consequence is that under high frequency

conditions a magnetic field incident on a surface can 10-9
have only a taipgential component. Any radial com- C = 41reor - farads. (9.90)
ponent is, cancelled by an induced circulating current.
Only as the 6lr(ulaiing currents die away because of re- The capacitance of an aircraft could be found by
sistance will the magnetic field penetrate the surface. estimating the radius of an equivalent sphere. As an
It is this property of eddy currents that allows non- example, an aircraft having a surface area about the
magnetic materials to provide substantial amounts of same as a sphere of 5 m radius would have a capaci-
shielding against transient magnetic fields. That sub- tance of about 556 pF.
ject is explored more fully in Chapter 15. Electric fields are different from magnetic fields in

that an isolated object may have a charge and hence a
finite capacitance, iegardless of dimensions. Attempt-
ing to evaluate the inductance of an isolated conduc-

itor leads to conceptual and mathematical difficulties,
I oas noted in §9.7.3, but no such problems arise with

diverted .determining the capacitance of an isolated body.
flux line .Concentric Spheres: For concentric spheres, Fig.

9.22, the capacitance is found by integrating the elec-
tric field over the distance r, to r 2:

C = 4,re0 [ - I] farads. (9.92)

Fig. 9.21 Eddy currents in a conducting sheet. r2

9.8 Electric Field Effects
Changing electric fields also produce currents and

voltages, particularly upon unshielded conductors.

9.8.1 Evaluation of Capacitance

Point charge: In the space around a charged point
an electric field is established:

E V/r. (9.88) Fig. 9.22 Concentric spheres.
V ;2 V-9" 9.8.2 Sphere Over a Ground Plane

The field is directed radially away from the point. If the charged sphere is located over a ground

Isolated sphere (in air): If the charge resides on a plane there will be charge induced in the ground and
sphere of radius r the electric field outside the sphere the effect is as though there were a sphere of oppo-
will be as though all the charge were concentrated at site charge below the ground, Fig. 9.23. The fields of
its center. Integrating the electric field from the sphere the two charges combine to give the total electric field,
to a remote point where th.! field is negligible (as at At the ground plane the horizontal components cancel
infinity) gives the total voltage difference between the and the net electric field is oriented at right angles to
ifphere and that remote reference point: the ground plane. Evaluating the electric wield fromthe sphere to the ground plane gives the voltage be-

' =Volt.. (9.89) tween the sphere and the ground plane and hence the

4 vto r capacitance to ground.
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10-9 90 h Vr. (.8
9[1/r 1/(r- 2h)] 7r(9.93) E='o t V/M (9.98)

The capacitance is:
Q r 2r'eo

C = ln(2h/r) F/m. (9.99)

T DrThus
55.6
(2C 55.6 pF/m (9.100)

I 
ln(2h/r)

Fig. 9.23 Sphere over a ground plane,

Isolated conductor: A charged conductor, Fig. Ii
9.24, with qo coulombs per meter may be viewed as an
assemblage of charged points. A rod of finite length,
though, presents mathematical difficulties because the
electric field intensity at the ends becomes infinite. 0
This is overcome by approximating the rod as an el-
lipsoid having major and minor axes 2a and 2b with /f
c = vr'•. The capacitance is then: 0

C/a
C = 4ianCc/a) farads (9.94) '.

tnW (c/a)
or Fig. 9.25 Conductor over a ground plane.

222C pF (9.95) 9.8.3 Symmetry of Expreuuons for
C = n[(l - c/a)/(, + c/a)] Inductance and Capacitance

The above expressions show a good deal of sym-E i W metry betweeu the expressions for inductance and ca-
an .pacitance. This merely refiects the fact that the geo-

metrical conuderatiomn that determine inductance also
Fig. 9.24 Is' ,,.ted conductor. determine capacitance. In fact it can be shown that:

Coaxial conductors: Evaluating the electric field as LC = p (9.10!)
given by Eq. 9.95 between ri and ra gives the capaci-
tance: and that, if one knows one of the quantitites (induc-

tauce or capacitance) of a structrure. om can determine
C ) farads/meter (9.96) the other. In fact, one can determine the inductance

of a structure or set of conductor by measuring the
or capacitance. This holds true only for cams where the

5-5$.6 dielectric is homogeueous. In practical conductor mys-
C pF/m (9.97) ternm using insulated conductors, the total diele-tric

ln(r2/ri) space betwee conductors is not homogeeous.
Conductor over a ground planes The electric field
is foud by taking the vector um of two fields; onr 9.A.4 Dplaseinut C'mrnts
due to the conductor and one due to its image in the
ground plane. At the ground plane, Fig. 9.25, and If a capacitor is connected to a changing voltage
for a conductor in air, the field is perpendicular to the the current that flows throtgh the capacitor is propor-
ground plane and has a magnitude: tional to the derivative of the voltage:
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i R EJwC ampem (9.102) S larger than its physically projected area A. Effective
o '•areas for some typical geometries are given in Uble
or 9.3 [9.51. Displacement currents are also discused in

dE §14.4.3.i --- C W- amperms (9.103)
9.9 Surface and Transfer Impedances

Similar displacement currents flow as a result of
a changing electric field. Fig. 9.26, shows a surface In §9.6.2 it was observed that the voltage differ-

exposed to a changing electric field, the field assumed ence between two points is determined by summing theto be oriented perpendicular to the surface. A portion electric field between the points. §9.6.4 presented def-

of the surface has been isolated and connected to the initions of surface and transfer impedances and §9.7.3
rest of the surface through a conductor. The current presented some discussion of the internal impedance
through the conductor will be: of conductors in terms of internal magnetic flux. This

section will present mathematical expressions by which
i = eoA-ýE. amperes. (9.104) surface and trander impedances may be calculated.

dt The defining equations are here presented in the fie-
where quency domain and without discussion, Formulations

in the time domain are given in Chapter 11. Some
alternative formulations in the frequency domain are

A = area of the surface - m2  given in [9.61.

E, = actual electric field intensity - V/m

E. = undisturbed electric field intenity

(a)

(-) ...m.tric view

(b) Endv)e

For a sufc flush with its surroundings, as in Fig.
9.26, the electric field impinging on the surface will
he the same as the undisturbed field. If the isolated
section is raised abore the surroundin surfae, Fig.
9.27, the electric field will be coneentrated and the Fig. 9.27 Elevated surfae.
actual electric field intensity will he higher than the (a) Flat surface
undisturbed electric field intensity E.. Alternatively, (b) Embedded hemieylinder. onecould say that the elevated plate has acapture ares (c) End view
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Table 9.3 jal cylinder so that the distribution of current o4, the
surface of the tube is uniforin. 'the analysis would be

Equivalent Area and Induced' the same if the retursi path were. s, single conductor
Short-circuit Current Equations' far aw~ay from the. tube. A voltmeter is connected as
for a Uniform Electric Field. 9.51 shown with the leads flush with the surface (see §9.6.3)

and so responds only to the voltagel produced by the,
'Not$: Sa miste equhvaleat area, aI' mis te indured fl9w of current in the material of the tube. The ratio
sbal-citcit cuirrent. of voltage to cursrent defines the internal impedance of
1.-J.ESU-EI(3l'0). 8in v/M SlinMs, the conductor with external return, Zj.. The, product

of this impedance and the conductor current gives the
surface electric field E,, previously shown on Fig. 9.6.

Current induced on a sphere above pround rThe exact expression uses Bessel functions, as defined
4w h in §9.3.3.

21 7 4 7 f A I .2r w o h ; .P I .ý- Io( -yb)K 1 ( -ya) + K o(y jb)Ii(-,'a) 9 1 5
Hneere 2Mt the1 erun er Z.=2irbo' 11('yb)K1 Qvya) -Ii(-ya)Ai(-yb)k.05

H ms pbt on th (2) the The arguments of the function, a, -1 and b, areS - 3rA 1 - (2 theconductivity, propagation constant and skin depth
Cylinder above grounod as discussed in §9.4.6.

k2 (I '+ 2P) ereh>3(3

Half cylincler an tbegrond

S- AN + 2(A +0) +iN ~ > S

Rectatilllar soid. emnrlsa Fig. 9.28 Internal impedance with external return.

85- AS(I + (1.4 + S/(A/5)'/'0 (6 Approximations are good enough for most pur-
(0IH5''+ 0'7I(u/R) +poses, especially if the wall thickness is small compared

0,0(11/8)' + 0.0l((H/5)/(A/5))')) to the radius of the tube, as is the case with most prob-
Remasla, ft plte, opktallems encountered during analysis of lightning effects or
Issisidar ist lus. .~mIelectomagnetic shielding.

3 A5(l +. 3/(AIB)'/M ) (.3(M/8)10 .9 3(7)
+ 0.4(1/5) + .01(11/5)l + OANS N-r Zia MR y-'yT coth(-yT) (T -C a) (9.100)
((11/8) / (A4/5))s) P"".7.7 2ub

VW 01 IN 1- t ,zR (a > T-c 6) (9.107)

for (3).- 6. 
(ujT) (9.108)

rift(A+1Irl -1JEq. 9.106 is the general cawe. Eq. 9.107 will
7L ~ be recognised as the de resistance of a thin tube, aud

7 in Eq. 9.108 is the high frequency case where the real
and imaginary components of transfer impedance are

9.9.1 T~buVmr Ceaductwoeqal
MMhmnalitly the siPlest geometries are for Eq. 9.110 is the general case. Eq. 9.111 will

coaxial tubular conductors. be recognised as the de resistance od a thin tube, and
Internal Iqmpdanc, with external returns In Eq. 9.112 is the high frequency case where the real
Fig. 9.28 current Bos laong a tubular conductor and and imaginary coemponients of transfer impedance are
returns through an external path, here taken as a coax- equal.
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7 777--7-.

As a numerical example, evaluate the internal For the tame geometry discussed in §9.1.1 the
nimpedande' et 100, H', and 10 kHz of an aluminum transfer impedances are 8.47 x 10-3 ohms/m at 100 Hz

(a = 3.53) 60 6 aie-s) tube 2 cm'diameter and a (same as the internal impedance) and (1 + j)3.956 x
wall thickness of 2 mm (a = 0.01 m, T = 0.002 m, b 10-1 ohms/m at 100 kHz.
= 0.012 mr) .

The skin depth, Eq. 9.22, is 8.47 x 10-1 m Transfer impedance with internal return: This
(8.47mm) at 100 Hz and 8.47 x 10-1 m (0.847 mmn) is a measure of the field that would leak to the outer
at 10kHz. At 100 Hz the skin depth is consider- surface of the tube if current flows on an internal con-
ably greater than the wall thickness, implying that ductor and returns along the inner surface of the tube.
the current would be nearly uniformly distributed over The defining equations are the same as those of §9.1.3
the wall; dc conditions. The internal impedance of with a and b reversed.
the tube is then just the dc resistance, 2.06 x 10-4
ohms/re. At 10 kHz the skin depth is only 0.847 mm, 9.9.2 Circular, but Solid Bodies
less than the wall thickness. The impedance would be
(I + j)4.54 x 10-4 ohms/rn. Two formulations are appropriate for solid con-

ductors. Exact and simplified expressions are given in
the following sections.

internal impedance with internal return: If the Internal impedance with external return: This
current returns on the inside of the tube, Fig 9.29 or is the same geometry discussed in §9.7.3 and the fol-
Fig. 9.7, the impedance is Zi. The formulations are lowing equations provide one more formulation of the
virtually identical with those for Zi,, differing only in internal impedance.
that a and b are reversed.

"y = -y Io(ta) (9.114)
2irab Ii (ya)

1 (6b a) (9.n5)u 
Z = 1+J (b a) (9.116)

Fig. 9.29 Internal impedance with internal return. 27raa'

Transfer impedance with external return: This Internal impedance with internal return: This
is a measure of the field that leaks to the inner sur- is the inverse of §9.9.2 and is a measure of the electric
face of the tube when current flows along the tube and field along the surface of a hole through which is passed
returns through an external path, Fig. 9.8. The trans- a current carrying conductor, Fig. 9.30.
ferred field is that which would be measured by a volt.
meter connected along the inner surface. The exact
expression is again given in terms of Bessel functions, 7 Ko(a).
though simpler expressions arc suitable for thin wall Z, = 2raa K (-fa) (9.117)
tubes. Z,- + In (9.118)

Z, 1 1919 j t
2. 2wab- I:(Tb)K'(1a) - 11 (Ta)K:(yb) (9.109) (a) a)

Z, I _ _T ( a9 (-yo = 1.781...) (9.119)

Z2Vr Ti(T sinh() (9.110) = +j (6 C a) (9.120)

Z, R I (a ) Tr ) (9.111) 2wa6a'

1+j
wvaobep-I~)11o(< -a 9.9.3 Flat Surfaces(9.112)

2 1 - , [oos(T/6) + (6 c T c a) Exact expressions for the impedance of flat sur-- [sn(T/6) ( Tfaces are very complex and approximations are gener-

S(9.113) ally used.
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Internal impedance of an infinite plate with exter- The total series impedance of a conductor above
nal return: The geometry is shown on Fig. 9.30(b). an imperfectly conducting ground, or earth, is taken
One approach is to treat the surface as a hole of large as:
diameter, as in Fig. 9.30(a).

Z. = jwL = 2irfL (9.125)

Zg= -jy' Ho")(j'y2h) (9.121) where

4irhu H1 ')(j-f2h) L(= -- In 2(h + p) (9.126)

Zg= l+j (6 < 2h) (a > we) (9.122) 2v r
4wh6a and

Z,,= ""+ jw '4 n 6
8 27r .V27-oh
(6 > 2h) (9.123) h = height of conductor above the ground surface

(yo = 1.781 ... ) (9.124) r = radius of the conductor

. . p = complex depth.
*,,, . .. o o... . .. ..

.... .. ,. ,. . . o.... . . .. ..

The complex depth, so called because it has both
real and imaginary components, is:

p= (9.127)

.... ..... where a' is the skin depth in the earth. Skin depth was
covered in §9.4.5 and Eqs. 9.22 and 9.23 are as appli-
cable to earth as to any other material. Frequently h
is small compared to p and can be ignored.

Since log(a + jb) = log C + jo, C and 0 being as
....... ........ discussed in §9.3.1, it can be shown that:

,..o.,.,...............
,.........°..°......

i L = L [log(a/r) - jir/4] (9.128)

Z. = 10-7 [ir2f + 4f ln(a/r)] (9.129)
(b)

f -ý p " '•Internal impedance of a thin sheet: The impedance
L consists of the impedance of the sheet (02,e2) in par-

allel with the impedance of the medium in which the
sheet is placed (0o, e0), hence the quantity x that ap-

Fig. 9.30 Internal impedance of the return path. pears in the following equation:
(a) Conductor in a large hole
(b) Complex ground plane approach

Z, y,. cosh(-,.d) - x sinh('y.d)
In the electric power field this is the geometry a sinh(yd) - X(cosh(j'nd) - 1)

that pertains to transmission line conductors above where
earth and the impedance is generally evaluated from
Carson's equations, [9.71. An alternative formulation,the "complex ground plane" is due to Deri, Sendyn X - (9.131)et al, 19.81. Since it is both simple and resonably

accurate it will be outlined here. Strictly speaking it 7- M -W2 poeo (9.132)
applies only to infinitely thick ground planes, but it m - jwps (Wr +jwe 2 ) (9.133)
is also applicable to finite ground planes as long as
the skin depth is small relative to the thickness of the For lightning interactions the medium is air, the im-
plane. pedance of which is far greater than the impedance
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of the sheet, and X U 0. Thus, for the frequencies The peak voltage is thus
* of interest in most lightning compatability analyses

(< 100 MHI,) and for most conducting materials, even E = .z (e-" - e-a(P/a)) (9.141)
the carbon fiber composite materials having conduc-
tivities of 8000 to 20 000 mho/m, X is < 1 and the from which
impedance can be taken as

'E = -tCh). (9.142)Z. = m coth-,.d (9.134) E -

where The time t2 at which the wave decays to half value
on the tail is given by

Wl,<) ]1/2
2 V (1 E+ jC oI0 ( (9.135) 09

and a = conductivity. 21

Transfer impedance of a flat sheet: In aircraft in- Eq. 9.143 is transcendental, but may be solved in
teractions this is of particular importance because it an iterative manner for the value of tl/ N that satisfies
defines the resistive voltage produced by current flow- the equality.
ing along the surface of a thin cylinder. The procedure for evaluating the constants for a

( m /) (9.136) particular waveshape is thus:
sinh(ymd) - X(cosh(T.md) - 1) 1. From the known values of t1 and t2, solve by plot-

ting or other method of approximation, for the
The same considerations concerning the quantity value of ý// that satisfies Eq. 9.143.

X apply here as for the internal impedance, and thus 2. Using that value, the known value of ti, and Eq.
(9137) 9.140, evaluate a and thence 0.

Zt-- = si/, (9.137) 3. From those values, the desired peak voltage E,sin ymd and Eq. 9.142, evaluate El.

9.10 Analytical Descriptions of Waveshapes If t2 were defined as the time to decay to 37%, the

This section will discuss a few miscellaneous points e-folding time, the value of 1/2 in Eq. 9.143 would be

about waveshapes used for test and analysis of indirect replaced by 1/2.718....
effects. A computer routine written in the BASIC lan-
9.10.1 Difference of Two Exponentials guage that performs the above operations is given in

§9.11.
A waveform commonly used for analysis of both As an example, for a double exponential wave that

direct and indirect effects is the double exponential: reaches a peak of 1.0 in ips and decays to half value
in 10jus, a = 0.079237 x 106, P - 4.001 x 106 and

E = El (e-at - e-0). (9.138) El =_ 1.1043. Fig. 9.31 shows the waveshape.
The rise time (10% - 90%) of the wave would be

The constant 0 governs the rise of the wave while 2.2/0 and the time to decay to 10% would be 2.3/a.
a governs the decay, but determining the values of 1.0
these constants for a particular wave is not straight- .

forward. The following describeu the method of calcu.
lation given by Bewley [9.9), who also gives a graphical
means of evaluating the constants in Eq. 9.138.

The peak amplitude is reached at the time tj when
t h e d e r i v a t i v e is zer o . r

dE
-E = 0 =+ -ae+ ), (9.139) )

0
from which 10

Fig. 9.31 Exponential waveforms.
t= - = - (9./(0)(a) Double exponential

-"-a • -//- )" .4(b) Inverse exponential
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9.10.2 Reciprocal of the Sum of Two Expo- The damping factor Q determines how fast the

nentials waie decays. Typical damping £actors called for by

specifications range from 6 to 24. Fig. 9.32 shows a 1

A characteristic of the double exponential wave MHz oscillatory wave with a damping factor of 10.
is that it has a discontinuity and its highest rate of 1.0
change at t = 0. Discontinuous waves do not exist

in nature and are sometimes undesirable for numerical

simulation because they stimulate spurious responses.

An alternative waveform [9.10] that avoids the discon-
tinuity at t = 0, and thus deserves more attention,

is

EE(9.144) 
]

9e(t -t 7) + E+a(t-)

The rise time (10% - 90%) would be 4.4/0 and

the time to decay to 10% would be to + 2.3/a.
Using the same values of a, Pi andEj and for to = -0.81

10 ps as used in §0.10.1, the waveshape is as shown on 0 10 us

Fig. 9.31.

9.10.3 Decaying Sinusoids Fig. 9.32 Damped oscillatory wave.

Transients induced by lightning frequently are os- 9.11 Computer Routines
cillatory with a more or less exponential decay. An

idealized decaying sinusoid is Two computer routines written in BASIC are
given in Tables 9.4 and 9.5. BESSEL, on Table 9.3

E - El sin(wt)e-*' (9.145) can be used to find the values of the various Bessel

functions discussed in §9.3.3. EXPON, on Table 9.5
can be used to find the constants for the double expo-

nential wave described by Eq. 9.144. Sample outputs
-2w (9.146) for BESSELL (z = 0.3536 + jO.3536 0.5L4J°) and

a = irf/Q (9.147) EXPON are shown on Tables 9.6 and 9.7.

Table 9.4

BESSEL - A Program In BASIC for Calculation of
Bessel and Hankel Functions of Complex Arguments

(Partial)

1000 'A program for calculating Bessel Functions
1010 'of complex argument.
1020 'Written by F A Fisher
1030 Lightning Technologies Inc.
1040 10 Downing Parkway
1050 PittsfJeld, NA 01201
1060 ' (413) 499-1015
1070 ' Program date January 7, 1989
1080
1090 DBFDDL A-H,J-Z
1100 DIN XR(20),XI(20)
1110 DIN D1(20),D2(20),P(21)
1120 PI- 3.1415926#: P2-2/PI : P3-1/PI
1130 D1(0)-1:D2(0)-1:P(O),1:P(1) -
1140 FOR 1-1 TO 20 'calculate the D factors (l/D actually)
1150 D1(I)D,1(I-l)/((2*I)"2)
1160 D2(I)-D1(I)/(2*"I2)
1170 NUT I
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Table 9.4

BESSEL - A Program in BASIC for Calculation of
Bessel and Hankel Fuvictions of Complex Arguments

(Continuation)

1180 FOR 1-2 TO 21 'calculate the P factors
1190 P(I)=P(I-l)+1/I
1200 NEXT I
1210
1220 XR(0)=1:XI(0)=0
1230
1240
1250 INPUT "'magnitude and phase of X ";XM,XP
1255 IF XM=1! THEN X14-1.0000001#
1260 IF XM=-99 THEN STOP ELSE 1290
1270
1280 V(3)=XM:V(4~)=X?
129q GOSUB 10430 'calculate real and imag parts of x
1300 XR-V(1) :XI=V(2)
1310 J0-1:J2-0
1320 71-V(1)/2:J3-V(;d)/2
1330 Y0-0:Y2-0
1340 YI-V(1)/2:Y3-V(2)/2
1350 10-1:12-0
1360 11-V(1)/2*I3-V(2)/2
1370 KO-0:K2-0
1380 K1-V(l)/2:K3-V(2)/2
1390 N9-2
1400 GOCSUB 10820 1VA n9 calculate XA 2
1410 X2-U(1) :X.I3-U(2)
1420 FOR 1-1 TO 20
1430 U(1)-XR(I-1) :U(2)-XI(I-1)
1440 GOSUB 10280 'r tp, p with u
1450 IF U(3)<1E+35 THEN 1490
1460 U(3)-1E+35
1470 GOSUB 10430 'p to r with v
1480 XR(I-1)-U(1) :XI(I-1)-U(2)
1490 V(1)-X2:V(2)-X3
1500 W(1)-XR(I-1) :W(2)-XI(I-1)
1510 GOSUB 10580 'v*v -- x(i-1)*XA 2 will be in u(1-5)
1520 XR(I)-U(1):XI(I)-U(2)
1530 NEXT I
1540 FOR 1-1 TO 20
1550 N1(1)inDl(I)*XR(I)
1560 N1(2)mDl(I)*XI(I)
1570 W(1) -D2(1)*XR(I)
1580 W(2) -D2(I)*XI(I)
1590 V(1)-XR:V(2)-XI
1600 GOSUB 10560 'v*w
1610 ?F2(1)-U(1)tN2(2)-U(2)
1620 I? N1(1)*N1(l)+N1(2)*N1(2)<1Z-32 THIN 1670 'test for convergence
1630 IF N2(1)*N2(1)+N2(2)*N2(2)<12-32 TMIN 1870
1640 Mm(-1)A^I
1650 JO-j0+3OI'K1() 'real part of 30(x)
1660 J2-32+NN*N1(2) 1iag part of joCK)
1670 J1-J1IUM*N2(1) 'real part of J1(x)
1660 J3-J3+lm*N2(2) 'haag part of J1(x)
1690 YO-Y04MNNN1(l)'P(I) 'real part of Yo(x)
1700 Y2-Y244OI*N1(2)*P(I) 'hzaa part of Yo(x)
171.0 Y1-Y1+NN*N2(1)*(P(X)+P(142)) 'real part Of Y1(X)
1720 Y3-Y3+NN*N2(2)*(P(z)+P(I+1)) 'haag part of Y1(x)
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Table 9.4

BESSEL -A Program in, BASIC, for Calculation of,9
Bessel and Hankel Functions of Complex ArgurnentU

(Continuation)

1730 IO=I0+Nl(1) 'real part of I0(x)
1740 12-I2+Nl(2) 'imag part of I0(x)
1750 Il=I1+N2(1) 'real part of 11(x)
1760 13-I3+N2 (2) 'imag part of Il(x)
1770 V(1)=IO:V(2)=12
1780 W(l)-I1:W(2)=13
1790 GOSUB 10700 'v/w
1800 14-U(1) 'real part of I0(x)/I1(x)
1810 15-U12) 'imag part of I0(x)/Il(x)
1820 K0-K0+N1(l)*P(I) 'real part of KO(x)
1830 K2-K2+Nl(2)*P(I) 'jimag part of KO(x)
1840 KlmK1++N2(1)*(P(I)+P(I+!)) 'real part of K1(x)
1850 K3-K3+N2(2)*(P(I)+P(I+1)) 'imag part of Ki(x)
1860 NEXT I
1870 V(l)-XR:V(2)-XI
1880 GOSUB 10180 'r to p with v
1890 GOSUB 10930 'loq(v)
1900 F1(1)-P2*(U(1h-LOG(2)+ .5772156)
1910 F1(2)-P2*U(2)
1920 V(1)-F1(1):V(2)-F1(2)
1930 W(1)-JO:W(2)-J2
1940 GOSUB 10560 'v*w
1950 F2(l)-U(1):F2(2)inU(2)
1960 W(1)-J1:W(2)-J3
1970 GOSUB 10580 'V*W
1980 V(1)-U(1):V(2)-U(2)
1990 U(1)-XR:U(2)-XI
2000 GOSUB 10640 11/u
2010 W(l)-P2*U(1) :W(2)-P2*U(2)
2020 GOSUB 10530 'v-v
2030 F3(1)-U(1):F3(2)inU(2)
2040 V(1)=XR:V(2)-XI
2050 GOSUB 10180 'r tp, p with v
2060 GOSUB 10930 'log (v)
2070 F4(1)-U(1)-LOG(2)+.5772156
2080 F4(2)-U(2)
2090 V(1)in74(l).,V(2)inF4(2)
2100 W(1)-I0:W(2)-12
2110 GOSUB 10560 'v*v
2120 F5(1)--U(1) 1FS(2)in-U(2)
2130 W(1)-I1:W(3)-13
2140 GOSUB 10560 'v'V
2150 V(1)inU(1) IV(2)inU(2)
2160 U(1)-XR:U(2)-XI
2170 GOSUB 10640 '1/u
2180 W(1)-U(1) :V(2)-I.(2)
2190 GOSUB 10460 'v+v
2200 F6(1)-U(1)tF6(2)mU(2)
2210 YO-F2(1)-Pa*yo
2220 Y2-F2(2)-P2*Y2
2230 Y1UF3(2)-P3*Y1
2240 Y3inF3(2)-P3*Y3
2250 K0-F5(1).Ko
2260 K2-F5(2)+K2
2270 K1-76(1) -K1/2
2260 K3-F6(2) -K3/2
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Table 9.4

BESSEL - A Program in BASIC for Calculation of
Bessel and Hankel Functions of Complex Arguments

(Continuation)

2290 H0-JO-Y2 'real part of HO-i(x)
2300 Hil=J2+YO 'imag part of HO-I(x)
2310 V(i)-KO:V(2)=K2
2320 W(i)-Kl:W(2)-K3
2330 GOSUB 10700 'v/w
2340 K4-U(i) 'real part of KO(X)/KI(x)
2350 K5-zU(2) 'imag part of KO(X)/Ki(x)
2360 H2-J1-Y3 'real part of Hi-i(x)
2370 H3-J3+Yi 'imag part of Hl-l(x)
2380 H4-JO+Y2 'real part of HO-2(x)
2390 H5-J;,-Y0 'imag part of HO-2(x)
2400 H6-Ji+Y3 'real part of Hi-2(x)
2410 H7-J3-Yl limag part of Hi-2(x)
2420 PRINT "1 Function real imaginary"
2430 PRINT
2440 F$-"###.##### #####
2450 PRINT "JOMx ";:PRINT USING F$;JO,J2
2460 PRINT "Jl(x) ";:PRINT USING F$:Ji,J3
2470 PRINT "YO(x) ";:PRINT USING F$jYO,Y2
2480 PRINT "Yi(x) ";:PRINT USING F$;Yi,Y3
2490 PRINT " 1(x) ";t:PRINT USING F$;10,12
2500 PRINT " 1(x) ";:PRINT USING FS1I1,13
2510 PRINT "KOMx ";:PRINT USING F$uKO,K2
2520 PRINT It Ki(x) -;:PRINT USING F$u11,K3
2530 PRINT "I0(X)/Ii(X) ";:PRINT USING F$;14,15
2540 PRINT "KO(X)/Ki(X) "i:PRINT USING F$;K4,K5
2550 PRINT It HO-i ";:PRINT USING F$;HO,Hi
2560 PRINT It Hi-i $$;:PRINT USING F$uH2,H3
2570 PRINT It HO-2 "liPRINT USING F$IH4,HS
2580 PRINT "t H1-2 "p:PRINT USING F$;HGH7
2590 PRINT
2600 PRINT
2610 INPUT "continue (YIN) 011A$
2620 IF A$ - "Y" OR A$ = "yin THNN 1250 ELSB STOP
2630 STOP
2640
2650
10000 -------- general purpose complex number routines
10170 Or to p wit input is v(1) and v(2)
10190 US - ADS(V(1))tUg - ABS(V(3))
10190 IF US -> V9 THEN V(5) - ATN(U9/US)
10200 IF US < U9 THEN V(5) - P1/2 - ATN(US/U9)
10210 IF V(1) < 0 THEN V(4) - PI-V(S)
10220 IF V(2) <0 THEN V(4) - -V(5)
10230 V(4) - V(5)*lSO/PI
10240 V(3) - BQR(V(1)*V(1) + V(2)*V(2))
10250 RETURN I returns v(1 - V(S
10260 '------------------------------
10270 'r to p with u input is u(1) and u(2)
10260 US - A35(U(1)):U9 - A38(U(2))
10290 IF US -> U9 THEN U(S) - ATN(U9/US)
10300 IF US < U9 THEN U(S) - P1/2 - ATN(U6/U9)
10310 IF U(1) < 0 THEN U(S) - PI-U(4)
10320 IF U(2) < 0 THEN U(S) - -U(S)
10330 U(4) - U(S) *1S0/PI
10340 UM3 - SQR(U(1)'U(1) + U(2)OU(2))
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10350 RETURN 'returns u(1) - u(5)
10360 ' ------------------

10370 'p to r with u input is u(3) and u(4)
10380 US - COS(U(4)*PI/l8O):U9 - SIN(U(4)*PZ/lSO)
10390 U(1) - U(3)*U8: U(2) -U(3)*U9
10400 RETURN 'returns u(1 -UMS

10410 '----------------------------------

10420 'p to r with v input is V(3) and v(4)
10430 US - COS(V(4)*PI/1SO):U9 - SIN(V(4)*PI/1S0)
10440 V(1) - V(3)*U8:V(2) = V(3)*U9
10450 RETURN 'returns v(1) - V4
10460 '-------------------------------

10470 'v + w needs v(l) and v(2) plus w(1) and W(2)
10480 U(1) - V(l) + W(1) :U(2) - V(2) + W(2)
10490 GOSUB 10280
10500 RETURN 'returns u(1 - U(M
10510 '------------------------------
10520 'v- w needs v(1) and v(2) plus w(1) and w(2)
10530 U(1) -V(1) - W(1):U(2) - V(2) - W'(2)
10540 GOSUB 10280
10550 RETURN 'returns u(l) -u(5)

3.0560 '-------------------------------

10570 'v*v needs v(1) and v(2) plus w(1) and w(2)
10580 U(1) - V(1)*W(1) - V(2)*W(2)
10590 U(2) - V(2)*W(1) + V(1)*W(2)
10600 GOSUB 102800
10610 RETURN 'returns u(1 - UMS
10620 '------------------ m---------------

10630 '1/u needs u(1) and u(2)
10640 US - U(1)*U(1) + U(2)*U(2)
10650 U(1) - U(1)/US:U(2) -- U(2)/US
10660 GOSUB 10260
10670 RETURN $returns u(1) - u(5)
10660 '---------------------------------

10690 'v/v needs v(1) and v(2) plus v(1) and w(2)
10700 US - N(1)*W(l) + W(2)*V(2)
10710 U(1) - (V(l)*W(1) + V(2)*W(2))/US
10720 U(2) - (V(2)*W(1) - V(1)*N(2))/US
10730 GOSUB 10280
10740 RETURN 'returns u(1) - u(5)
10750 ------------------..................

10760 'reverse v and w needs all parts of v and w
10770 FOR US - I. TO 4W1.9 - V(Ug):V(US) - l(U8)
10780 V(US)-U9iNEXT US
10790 RETURN 'returns all parts of v and w
10800 '---------- m-----------------------

10810 v A(fl9)
10820 U(3) - V(3)-N9:U(4) - V(4)*N9
10830 GOSUB 10360
10840 RETURN 'returns u(1) -u(4)
10850 '-------------------------------------
10860 e (2.71828 .... )Av needs v(1) and v(2)
10670 US - 2.71S291geAv(1)
10680 U(1) - UG'COS(V(2))tU(2) - U8S'SN(V(2))
10890 GO8UB 10260
10900 RETURN 'returns u(1 - UM(S)
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(Conclusion)

10910 '

10920 ' log(v) needs v(1) and v(2)
10930 U(1) = LOG(V(3)):U(2) - V(4)*PI/180
10940 GOSUB 10280
10950 RETURN 'returns u(1) - u(5)
10960 '
10970 v~w needs v(1) and v(2) plus w(1) and w(2)
109e0 GOSUB 10930
10990 V(L) - U(1):V(2) - U(2)
11000 GOSUB 10580
11010 V(1) - U(1):V(2) - U(2)
11020 GOSUB 10280
11030 RETURN 'returns u(1) - u(5)

Table 9.5

EXPON - A Program in BASIC For Evaluating Constants
of Double Exponential Waves

(Partial)

1000 INPUT "tl and t2";T1,T2
1020 TOVERT - T2/Tl
1040 FAC - .5 'find halt amplitude point
1060 BOVOLD - 10*TOVERT
1080 BOVERA - DOVOLD
1100 GOSUB 1700 'find sun
1120 SUNOLD - SUN
1140 SOVERA - 5*TOVERT
1160 GOSUB 1700 tfind sum
1180
1200 GOSUB 1580 'find now value for DOVEXA
1220 DOVOLD - DOVERA
1240 SUMOLD - SUN
1260 DOVZRA - DOONEW
1280 1
1300 IF ABS(SUN)<.00001 THEN 1360 ELSE 1160
1320 1
1340 'print the answers
1360 ALPIM - ATI/T1
1360 BETA - BOV3RA*ALPMA
1400 PRINT
1420 BOVERE - EXP(-ATI) - EXP(-Al)
1440 A$ "\ \##.###**9AAA a
1460 PRINT USING A$iwalpha - "IALPUM
1460 PRINT U3ING A$;beta - ";gWTA
1500 PRINT USING A;*2E1/E - ";g1/OVURE
1520 PRINT
1540 STOP
1560 1
1550 'subroutine to find now DOVERA
1600 DELX - SOVMRA - BOVOLD
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1620 DELY - SUM - SUMOLD
1640 BOVNEW - BOVERA - DELX*SUM/DELY
1660 RETURN
1680 1
1700 'subroutine to find SUM
1720 ATI - LOG(BOVERA)/(BOVERA-1)
1740 Al - AT1*BOVERA
1760 A2 - AI*TOVERT
1780 A3 - AT1*TOVERT
1800 SUM - (EXP(-A3) - EXP(-A2))
1820 SUM - SUM - FAC*(EXP(-ATI) - EXP(-Al))
1840 RETURN
1860 END

Table 9.6

Calculation of Bessel and Hankel Functions
for X = 0.5L451

Function real imaginary

JO(x) 0.99902 -0.06249
J1(x) 0.18224 0.17120
YO(x) -0.48333 0.57148
Y11(w) -1.14039 0.85145
10(x) 0.99902 0.06249
11(x) 0.17120 0.18224
KO(x) 0.85591 -0.67158
Kl(x) 0.17120 -1.52240
I0(X)/I1(X) 2.91772 -2.74097
KO(X)/KI(X) 0.56158 0.17445
N0-1 0.42754 -0.54582
111-1 -0.66920 -0.96919
HO-2 1.57050 0.42083
H1-2 1.03369 1.31158

Table 9.?

Calculation of Constants for a Double Exponential Wave
Having an Amplitude of 1.0 With Front and Tall Times

of 1.0 and 10.0 Microseconds respectively

tl and t3? le-6,100-6

alpha - 79.2375Z+03
beta - 40.01023+05
31/I , 1.10433+00
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Chapter 10

THE EXTERNAL ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD ENVIRONMENT

10.1 Introduction

In order to estimate the lightning induced tran- magnetic effects that couple to the inside of the air-
sients in an aircraft, one must first determine the ex- craft, there is little need to study the reverse coupling;
ternal electromagnetic fields. While they are not of the voltages and currents induced on wiring will not
prime concern, since the internal electromagnetic envi- affect the lightning. It is this separation of interaction
ronment is what determines the voltages and currents effects that allows the internal response of the aircraft
induced on wiring, the internal environment is deter- to be calculated by first determining the external elec-
mined by the external environment and the degree to tromagnetic fields without consideration of how they
which it couples to the inside of the aircraft. Coupling couple to the interior and then to apply the coupling
mechanisms are discussed in Chapters 11 and 12. factors to those fields to determine the internal en-

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the fac- vironment. Some analysis procedures do calculate the
tors that affect the external environment and to outline external environment and the coupling simultaneously,
methods of determining it. Elementary factors govern- but they can also be treated separately.
ing it will be discussed first, then various methods of For many purposes. approximate methods of anal-
calculation will be presented, ranging from simple ap- ysis provide coupling estimates that are satisfactory
proximations to the more complicated ones based on for lightning protection purposes. The type of analyti-
non-linear interactions of the aircraft and the light- cal method which one uses depends upon financial con-
ning channel. siderations, vehicle complexity, design requirements,

Detailed calculations are complex because tJe air- available computational tools, and known susceptibil-
craft is a complex electromagnetic object. The geom- ity and criticality of electrical and electronic systems
etry is complex, requiring three dimensional solutions. in the aircraft.
The materials are varied, consisting of highly conduct-
ing metals such as aluminum and copper, more resis- 10.2 Elementary Effects Governing Magnetic
tive metals such as titanium, carbon fiber composites Fields
that are three orders of magnitude less conductive than
metals, and insulators such as glass, Kevlar, fiberglass In Chapter 9 it was shown that if a long conductor
and plastic. is carrying a current, I, and the return path is far

Finally, the lightning environment itself is com- removed, the field intensity at a distance, r, from the
plex. One of the more significant features is that it is conductor, as shown in Fig. 10.1(a), is:
both a high frequency and low frequency event. Time I
scales on the order of tens of nanoseconds must be H =fi-. (10.1)
resolved and some parts of the lightning environment 2T'r
may last on the order of one second. Also, different If instead of a solid wire, the current is carried on a
aspects of the lightning environment dominate at dif- hollow tube of radius r0 , as shown in Fig. 10.1(b), the
ferent times within the event. For example, during the field intensity, H, at radius r is again:
attachment phase, the electric field and its rate of rise
are of primary interest and at later times the current H = (10.2)
is of primary interest. For some times both are impor-
tant. The interaction of the aircraft with the lightning and at the surface of the tube, where r = r., the field
channel is also a nonlinear phenomenon, some features intensity is:
of which are not yet well understood.

Fortunately, however, a mathematically rigorous H = 2* (10.3)
treatment is not always required. One important sim- 27rr.
plification in the analysis procedure is that it can fre- It follows that the field intensity at the surface of the
quently be taken in stages since the inside and outside tube is also equal to the total current divided by the
of the aircraft are only loosely coupled. What this circumference, P,
means is that while the lightning may produce electro- H = IP. (10.4)
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Units of Field Intensity: In all the cases the units of Since for that aircraft there are no points of very sharp
field intensity are amperes per meter if the radii are radius, the field intensity around the fuselage would
measured in meters. H is, of course, the measure of probably not vary greatly from the average value. If 0
magnetizing force per unit area. The density of the the fuselage cannot be approximated as a flattened
magnetic flux, measured in webers per meter2 , is cylinder, then the field intensity would have to be cal-

culated by more sophisticated means.
B = 1LH (10.5) The situation along a wing carrying lightning cur-

where the permeability is, for air, 47r x 10-7 H/m. rent is considerably different in that the leading and
If the conductor is not cylindrical, as shown in trailing edges have radii of curvature much less than

Fig. 10.1(c), the field intensity at different points on the average. Field intensity along the leading and trail-
the surface will be different. However, the average field ing edges would be quite high compared to the field
intensity will still be equal to the total current divided intensity along the top and bottom surfaces, for ex-
by the circumference: ample.

Fig. 10.3 shows, in general, how the magnetic
H~vS = I/P (10.6) field strengths would vary with position on an aircraft

if a lightning flash enters through the nose pitot boom
and leaves through the vertical stabilizer. The field in-
tensity would be highest around the pitot boom, low-
est around the midsection of the fuselage, and highagain around the vertical stabilizer. In the vicinity of

U r the nose equipment bays, the field would be of greater
than average intensity. Since the field intensity is in-

Hn •I versely proportional to the radius of curvature, it then
follows that the field intensity outside the fuselage of

( ra large transport aircraft would be considerably less
than that outside the small fighter aircraft shown onro U Fig. 10.3.

- Since both the average current density, Jvs, and
the average field density, H'vg are equal to the total
current divided by the circumference, it follows that

(c)H the tangential field intensity at the surface of a con-= Cducting object is equal to the current density at that
point:

Fig. 10.1 Magnetic fields around current-carrying J. ve -= Have = (10.8)
conductors.
(a) Current-carrying filament This is in fact true, at least for transient currents. The
(b) Tubular conductor relation is not true for dc currents or transients suffi-
(c) Irreguldx conductor ciently slow that appreciable magnetic fields penetrate

the skin.

Radius of curvature: The actual field intensity will H--

be greater than average At points where the radius H > Havo
of curvature is less than average and it will be less
than average at points where the radius of curvature
is greater than average, as show, in Fig. 10.2. For
example, the circumference of the fuselage of a typical
fighter aircraft just forward of itb wing is about 5.5 m. H < Havo
Assuming a lightning stroke current of 30 kA to flow
through the fuselage, the average field intensity at the
surface would be:

Havo

Hag =5 I/P

= 30000/5.5 H Havg

= 545t A/m. (10.7) Fig. 10.2 Field intensity vs radius of curvature.
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Orientation of magnetic field: The orientation of the While Eq. 10.6 suffices to show the average cur-

H field vector is always at right angles to the direction rent density, and thus the average intensity of the mag-
of the current vector. While small gaps in the struc- netic field, it does not show how the current is dis-
ture (Fig. 10.4) direct the current around the gap, the tributed over the surface. This distribution must be
magnetic field is virtually unaffected, except directly known since it affects both the resistive voltage rises
on the surface and on a length scale that is small com- inside a structure and the amounts of magnetic or elec-
pared to the dimensions of the gap interrupting the tric field which penetrate through apertures.
current flow. Redistribution of current: Only for direct currents

H IS HIGHEST ON I is the current density at the surface of a conductor de-
LEADING AND TRAILING termined by the dc resistance of the conductor. For

Emost transient conditions the distribution is primarily
controlled by magnetic effects. The magnetic distri-
bution of current density can be calculated in simple
geometries. Around the periphery of a cylinder, for
example, the current density even for alternating cur-
rents is uniform, at least Ls long as the return path for

LOWEST H that current is far removed from the cylinder - greater

SHIGHEST H than ten times the diameter of the cylinder.
For anything other than a cylinder, the phenome-

Fig. 10.3 Variation of magnetic field strength with non of skin effect tends to force an alternating current
aircraft radius of curvature, to crowd toward the edges, making the current den-

sity and magnetic field intensity higher than average
't •at places with a small radius of curvature (leading and

~ \ '• trailing edges of a wing for example) and less than av-
\ ' erage at places with a large radius of curvature. With

- A . •transients, the skin effect forces the current to initially
SHINGE concentrate at the edges in a manner that results in

AILERON the magnetic field being tangential to the surface, as in
\-SLOT INTERRUPTS Fig. 10.5(a). The current then gradually redistributes

WING \ ~; CURRENT FLOW
WU Titself, with the distribution ultimately becoming con-

CURRENT trolled by the resistance of the structure. This resistive
il STREAMLINES distribution leads to some of the magnetic field pene-

trating the surface, Fig. 10.5(b). The rate at which the
current redistributes over the surfacc is governed by

(a) the ratio of inductance (a measure of magnetic fields)
I /to resistance of the structure. It takes place faster

for high resistance structures, such as those fabricated
from graphite-epoxy, than it does for low resistance
structures, such as those fabricated from aluminum.

S H The time required for the current to redistribute from
a pattern governed by magnetic field effects to one
governed by resistive effects can be surprisingly long;I Hhundreds or thousands of microseconds.

One geometry for which these effects can be cal-
culated analytically is the elliptical cylinder shown in

H 'Fig. 10.6. Under high frequency conditions the cur-
( rent density or magnetic field intensity at the center

(X = 0, Y = ±d/2), is:

Fig. 10.4 Current flow and magnetic field around H -= (10.9)
structural gaps. 7
(a) Current entering typical wing and at the edge (X = ±b/2, Y = 0)
(b) Resultant magnetic field virtually

unaffected by slot interrupting flow H (10.10)
of current
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At intermediate points the magnetic field inten- where
sity or current density [10.1, 10.2] is: b = width

I 1 d = depthH, . = • b- (2x)2[1 - d2/by (10.11) 6 = skin depth

The classical skin depth is given by

S6 
= 071 (10.13)

V PW#

(a) where
p = resistivity

H p = permeability

w = angular frequency

(b) and was further discussed in Chapter 9. For K < 1,
the distribution of current is mostly controlled by resis-

Fig. 10.5 Redistributif. ,. effects. tance while for K > 10, the distribution is controlled
(a) Early time or high frequency by magnetic field effects. The skin depth and value of
(a) Early time or hih frequency K for aluminum, as functions of frequency, are given
(b) Late time or low frequency i al 01

ini Table 10.1.

Table 10.1

Skin Depth as a Function of Frequency

b Frequency Skin depth VQ~lb

2000- 1 Hz 8.25 x 10-2 m 6.0610 - -"d I-1000 A/m X 1.2
= 1000 / 10 Hz 2.61x102m 19.2

100 Hz 8.25 x m10 60.6
5W- , 01000 Hz 2.61 x 10- iM 192

10 000 Hz 8.25 x 10-3 m 606

-0.5 0 0.5 As an example of the frequency range over which
METERS the transition takes place, consider an elliptic cylinder

made from aluminum (p = 2.69 x 10' S1. im) with
Fig. 10.6 Magnetic field intensity at width b = Im, depth d = 0.25m, and a wall thickness

the surface of an elliptical conductor. of 1 mm. Even at 10 Hz, K = 19, indicating that
the current crowds to the edges of the ellipse and has

This current distribution does not hold for dc cur- a current density given by Equation 10.11. At 1 Hz,
rents where the current density over th; surface is de- K = 6, about the point where resistive and magnetic
termined by the dc resistance. If the cylinder were of effects have an equal effect on the current distribution.
uniform thickness, the current density would in that Thus, the frequency range over which the current den-
case be uniform. The time span or frequency range sity changes from its uniform dc value to the limiting
over which a transition takes place between the uni- ac distribution is perhaps 0.5 to 5 Hz. If a step func-
form distribution of current governed by resistance tion current were applied it would take nearly a second
and the nonuniform distribution governed by magnetic before the current became uniformly distributed over
field.s (Eq. 10.11) can be defined in terms of a factor the surface. The manner in which the currents redis-
K: tribute over the surface affects the voltages developed

K (102 on internal circuits, in a manner to be described in
Chapter 11.
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With alternating currents applied, the surface (a)
current density remains distributed as given by Eq.
10.11 up to indefinitely high frequencies, probably un-
til the width of the cylinder becomes on the order of External field
a tenth of a wavelength. The current density through +

the wall thickness of the cylinder will vary with fre- +
quency, but it too remains constant until the skin +
depth becomes about the same as the wall thickness, +
0 to approximately 3 kHz in this case. +

In many cases the external current density may be
determined with accuracy sufficient for practical pur- (b)
poses by approximating the surface under considera-
tion by an ellipse or ellipses. If such an approximation (c)
does not give sufficient accuracy, there are other tech-
niques that may be used. Some of these are discussed Fig. 10.7 Charge distribution.

in §10.5. (a) Due to a net charge
(b) Due to an external field

10.3 Elementary Effects Governing Electric (c) Due to both factors
Fields

The electric field around a conducting surface is Since the field strength is proportional to the den-
also of importance since a lightning flash produces sity of charge, the electric field strength will be great-
rapidly changing electric fields which couple capaci- est at points having a small radius of curvature, the
tively to the wiring in aircraft. The behavior of electric nose boom of a fighter aircraft for example. If the
fields is in many ways similar to the behavior of mag- electric field strength is sufficiently high there may be
netic fields, particularly in the way that electric charge a breakdown in the air at that point, either corona
crowds to the edges of conductors the same way cur- as described in Chapter 1 or St. Elmo's Fire as de-
rent does. A static charge on the elliptic cylinder of scribed in Chapter 2. This breakdown may progress@ Fig. 10.7(a), for example, would distribute itself in the into triggered lightning as discussed in Chapter 3.
manner shown, the density being given by equations of
the same form as Eqs. 10.9 - 10.11. The electric field 10.4 Combined Magnetic and Electric Fields
strength at the surface would be proportional to the
charge density and directed at a right angle towards Under DC conditions, magnetic and electric fields
the surface, as contrasted to the magnetic field which can exist independently of each other (except for re-
would be tangential to the surface. The distribution of sistive E-fields) and one or the other or both may
charge would not change with frequency; it would be be present around a current carrying conductor. For
the same for a DC static charge as it would be at high transients and AC conditions, both will be present,
frequencies. Also, the distribution of charge would not and while for some conditions the effects of one or
be affected by the resistivity of the material, at least the other may be predominant, usually they must be
for DC conditions. considered together. They will both be present be-

A conductor placed in an electric field will become cause a changing magnetic field gives rise to a changing
polarized; that is, it will have electric charge induced electric field and visa versa, the relationship of course
on it by the field. As shown on Fig. 10.7(b), an electric being given by Maxwell's Laws, as discussed in more
field directed as shown will draw electrons to one side detail in §10.6. The changing electric and magnetic
and leave a deficiency of electrons, or positive charge, fields will be oriented at right angles to each other and
on the other side. The electric field strength at the sur- will propagate in a direction at right angles to the two.
face will thus be greater than the strength of the undis- For example, a lightning current propagating along the
turbed electric field. For the symmetrical conditions conductor of Fig. 10.8 will produce magnetic and elec-
shown on Fig. 10.7(b) the electric field strength will tric fields as indicated. The magnitudes of the E and
be equal at the two edges, though of opposite polarity. H vectors will be given by the impedance Z of the
A static charge produced by some mechanism other surface over which they pass;
than induction will add to the induced charge at one E/H = Z, (10.14)
edge and subtract from it at the other edge, as shown
on Fig. 10.7(c) making the electric field strengths un- surface impedance having been discussed in Chapter. equal. 9. For the initial wave propagating over the surface of
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a conductor in free space Z will be on the order of 377 In rectangular coordinates Laplace's equation be-
ohms. When the wave reaches a discontinuity, such comes:
as the end of the surface or a point where one surface 

_ + _ +joins another surface of different size or orientation, (10.16)a reflected wave will be generated and the total field OX'2 + Y + 8-2 = 0. (10.16)
will be given by the sum of the initial wave and the For some geometries Laplace's equation can be
reflected wave. The reflected wave will also eventually solved analytically; an elliptical geometry is one of
reach a discontinuity and generate another travelling those cases. The equations defining the field distri-
wave. The E and H field magnitudes of any of the bution will not be presented here, but Fig. 10.9 shows
wave components will be given by Eo. 10.14, but the an example of the field around an elliptical cylinder
total magnitude will be different. If current continues of infinite length. If the field is viewed as one due to
to flow long enough for steady state conditions to be current in the conductor, the equipotential lines depict
approached, then the electric field associated with the the magnetic field lines, these being tangential to the
flow of current will go toward zero. conductor at its surface. If the field is viewed as one

due to a static charge on the conductor, the lines di-
E rected into the conductor depict the electric field lines;

the paths along which displacement currents flow.

The fields at a point to which a wave will prop-
agate can be determined from the fields at the points-
previously traversed by the wave. Numerical tech-A2AS
niques for doing this are given in §10.5 through §10.8.
The phenomenon of waves propagating back and forth I
across the surface of the aircraft, or of aircraft reso-
nances excited by an outside event, is discussed further
in §10.10.

10.5 Methods of Evaluating Fields H 4 H 44AS,

There are a number of ways in which the electro- Fig. 10.9 The field around an elliptical conductor.
magnetic field around a conductor may be evaluated.
Three of the simpler methods will be discussed here, The return path for either the voltage maintaining
because they have both utility in their own right and the charge or the current is assumed to be sufficiently
because they illustrate some of the techniques used in far away from the conductor that it does not influence
the more powerful methods described in §10.6. Some the field around the indicated region.
of the results from the method to be described in The indicated flow lines divide the region into 44
§10.5.3 will also serve to illustrate the general nature of sectors. At the surface of the conductor, the magnetic
the way that external and internal fields are influenced field strength is inversely proportional to the spacing
by the shape of the aircraft. between the flow lines. Since the average field strength

10.5.1 Numerical Solution of Laplace's Equa- around the surface is

tion H = 1/P, (10,17)

Analytically the solution of the field around a cur- it follows that the field strength at the surface between
rent carrying conductor may be determined by a solu- any two flow lines is

tion of Laplace's equation:
V2

0 = 0 (10.15) Hsurface = 44A--- (10.18)
In only the simplest geometries is it possible to

where 0 = the potential. calculate the field analytically. Usually one must resort
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to some numerical or graphical method of determining will usually limit solutions to less than the desired pre-
* the field. Numerically, the field may be determined cision.

by a numerical solution of Laplace's equation. Fig. Frequently one is only interested in the field in the
10.10 shows a conductor at potential P surrounded by immediate vicinity of the aircraft. If so, the problem
a return conductor, a circle in this case, at potential space, and the amount of computer memory needed,
zero. To this geometry is fitted a rectangular grid, can be made relatively small by setting field magni-
shown here as a very coarse grid. tudes at the outer boundary of the problem to an ap-

Initially, all grid points that lie on the conductor proximation of their correct values, rather than zero,
would be assigned a potential P, and all the grid points and concentrating the calculations on the field around
that lie on the return path would be assigned a poten- the conductor under study. On the aircraft similar
tial zero. Laplace's equation in two dimensions can be techniques can be used to concentrate the calculation
shown to be approximately: on those portions of most interest.

O2• 52• 1"182 + 20;Z1[1+ 02 + 03 + 04- 4 0] (10.19) 'p1 be
ýj_ y problem

- apace
From this it follows that Laplace's equation is sat- - --

isfied if the numeric values at four points surrounding
a central point have values that satisfy the equation h - h -. -- -3 -

•bi *-2+•b3+•4-4•b00 (10.20)- - 0-"

-A determination of the field around the conductor - -

then involves assigning field values at all of the points p-tentil Z P
between the conductor and its return path, and ad- 7
justing the value of these points until Eq.10.20 is sat-
isfied everywhere within the grid. The literature [10.3, potental = 0
10.4] indicates a number of the numerical techniques - potential
by which the potentials at the points may be adjusted I

* to their final values. While the process is tedious, it
is not completely impractical to do by hand, as dis-
cussed briefly in §10.5.2. Usually the process is done Fig. 10.10 A rectangular grid for evaluation
by computer routines that solve the field equations. In of Laplace's equation.
addition to tabulating the numerical values of the field
at the grid points, frequently such computer routines Apertures: Any solution of Laplace's equation
allow one to plot the flow and equipotential lines. will also allow the pattern of low frequency coupling

Problem space and grid size: Fig. 10.10 illustrates through an aperture to be calculated. Computer tech-
two important aspects of numerical evaluation of elec- niques are now commonly used for such solutions,
tromagnetic fields. The first is that the solution can but in the past electrolytic tank and resistive paper
only take place in a defined problem space. For an iso- techniques were widely used. Hand mapping of the
lated object such as an aircraft in flight, the problem fields was also done and that technique is outlined
space ideally should extend very far in all directions in §10.5.2. Most computer routines deal either with
since, in theory, the field intensity at even the most two-dimensional problems or problems with rotational
remote point affects the field at the surface of the air- symmetry. In a two-dimensional case, the aperture
craft. The second is that the grid size affects the preci- would run the length of the conductor being studied.
sion and detail with which the field may be calculated. This is not necessarily a disadvantage, since some im-
Ideally the grid size should be much smaller than the portant geometries and apertures are basically two-
dimensions of the aircraft around which the field is to dimensional. An important aperture is that which may
be determined, exist behind the rear spar of a wing when the flaps have

A small grid size and a large problem space would been extended. Since it is a convenient region to reach,
require an excessive amount of computer memory and wiring is often placed in this region. Electrically it is
an excessive amount of computer running time, partic- a poor place, since the aperture is near a region where
ularly if calculations are desired in three dimensions. the magnetic fields external to the wing are high. An-
The problem is compounded for time domain solutions other important set of apertures that may be approx-
because the field must be calculated anew for each time imated as a continuous opening is that formed by the
step. Problem spare, grid size and computer resources windows in the fuselage of a transport aircraft.
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Three dimensional objects: In principle, the field dinates xi and yi, and let the radius of the conductors
around three-dimensional objects may also be solved be rl. The self-inductance per unit length of each wire
numerically by extending Eq. 10.19 to include eight is:
points on a cube surrounding a central point. A solu-
tion of the field around a three-dimensional object not L = 2 x IO-TlnI-- (10.21)
involving rotational symmetry requires large amounts LrlJ

of computer storage and running time if the calcula- henries per meter. In this equation R is defined as the
tions are to define the field satisfactorily in all three distance from the conductor, or from the group of con-
dimensions. ductors, to an arbitrary return path. The numerical

10.5.2 Hand Plotting of Fields accuracy of the current distribution to be calculated
does not depend critically upon the value assigned to

The fields around any geometry may also be deter- R, but it should be of the order of 10 to 20 times
mined graphically by a cut-and-try process in which the greatest dimension of the structure being mod-
flow lines and equipotential lines are drawn on the ge- eled. Between any two conductors, ij, there will be a
ometry and adjusted until repeated subdivision always mutual inductance
yields small squares and the flow and equipotential
lines intersect at all points at right angles. Cut-and- MJ = 2 X 10-7 In [ R (10.22)
try field plotting, of which Fig. 10.11 is an imperfect LriJ
example, may with care, patience, and liberal use of henries per meter. The spacing between conductors,
a soft pencil and eraser yield a field pattern of any rij, can be determined from the coordinates of the
desired accuracy. conductors.

! "• (o •)e. €om~cm'

,/ .'
Fig. 10.11 Cut-and-try field plotting.

10.5.3 Calculation Using Wire Filaments 1\/

Another approach to determining current density, Fig. 10.12 A structure defined as an array of wires.
shown in Fig. 10.12, is based on the premise that a (a) The array
two-dimensional geometry can be represented as an (b) Coordinates defining location
array of parallel wires [10.5, 10.6]. If the current in (c) Definition of the return path
each wire is known, the average current density along for current
the surface defined by any two wires will be the average
of the current on the two wires divided by the spacing
between the wires. Voltage In terms of current: If a group of conductors,

If the wires are all of infinite length, so that no each carrying a current, as in Fig. 10.13, is consid-

end effects need be considered, and are all connected ered, and if the self- and mutual inductances of and

together at their ends, the manner in which current between each conductor are known, the voltages across

divides among the wires may be calculated with the the self-inductance of each conductor will be, for an-

aid of a simple computer program the elements and gular frequency w = 1, as follows:

equations of which are discussed below.

Self and mutual Inductances: Let the location of V1 = L, i - M,2 i2 - M3is3 + .... -• fnin
the wires be defined in terms of the rectangular coor- (10.23)
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S= -A 21 il + L2  i2 - M 23 i3  + . M2 .i. The total current that flows, which is proportional
(10.24) to the impressed voltage, is

V3 = -M31il - M 3 2 i3 + L 3 i3 + .... i. ir = (il + i2 + i 3 +''" i,)V (10.36)
(10.25)
(10.25) =The fraction of the total current that flows in eachV. = -M.li2 - M.2i3 - Mni. +'" + L. in circuit is
(10.26)

/I = '-•(10.37)
Equations 10.23 through 10.26 may be placed in (.

matrix notation as follows: 12 = i2 (10.38)

V2 1 = -- (10.39)
V3 r( J = '" (10.43)

-M2 1  +L22  -M23  ... M2.] i2 vi
-M 3 1  -M 23  +L 3 3  ... -M 3 , x 3

-M.1 -. 12 -Mn ... +L)/ i)

(10.27) / in
or, in more compact notation

IVIiMI X (10.28) t in.

Current in terms of voltage: Premiltiplying by the 1 ,
inverse of the M matrix, gives the following: i /

WM1-l x IVl M I 1-' x jMI x lil (10.29) I M M.
I ' t

i i=iMI-' x V (10.30) % t

i / Mn11  in1 2  in13  -. i~n), V V;
i2 1 M21 M2 33  i - mn V2
i3rnM3 rn2M3  MU, X V3 Fig. 10.13 Mutually coupled inductances.

in \Mnj M2 M 3 Mn. 10.5.4 Examples of Externd Magnetic
(10.31) Fields

where rM1, M11, Mi3 are the elements of the inverse The magnetic field within and around the clus.
of the M matrix. ter of wires can be determined by taking the proper
Current in each element: Nfall of the voltages are t summation of the magnetic field produced by each in-

t the dividual wire.
same and equal to V, as is the case if all of the induc-
tances are connected in parallel, the absolute current One computer program 110.7) which incorporates
in each element is: the above routines is MAGFLD. Some examples of

calculations performed with it will now be described
since they will serve to ilhustrate some of the points

i, m (rnI + ma2 + M1 3. + m,.)V (10.32) discussed in previous sections. The geometry chosen
is =(m,2 +m 2 t +M"2 3  .'+mM.)V (10,33) for anslyaisis the fuselageofthe hypothetical aircrat

shown in Fig. 10.14. The aircraft, whose airworthi-
i3i(M3 +ro +ros ""+~ms)V (10.34) nes is not under discussion, has a fuelage of elliptical
in' = (min + M,, + M,, ... +m,)V (10.35) cros section, two meters along the major xis and one
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meter along the minor axis. The fuselage is considered cylinder. If the cylinder were defined by more conduc-
long enough that no end effects need to be considered. tors, the fields inside would be smaller, vanishing if the
A lightning current of 1000 A is assumed to enter the number of wires were to become infinite.
nose and to exit through the rear of the fuselage. This
elliptical fuselage is represented by 48 parallel conduc- .s-- --. -. •. , . . , ,* ,
tors distributed in the manner shown in Fig. 10.15.L . -. ".'"
Fig. 10.15 also shows the current density, or magnetic i
field strength, at the surface of the cylinder, both as I- "" '""'" " " "
determined f-rom the program MAGFLD and analyti- \
cally according to Eq. 10.11. --...- \

--. \ \ ,,

I\\ \ \ \

.\\ \ 1 \ \\

Fig. 10.14 A hypothetical fuselage to be

modeled as a wire grid. - , , A i \ \ I,

S; •, I I i t
S, I .. ,.•_. t_ Wi.

Fig. 10.16 Field with unequal current distribution.

Resistive distribution of current: Fig. 10.17 shows a

", 7 " &6 6. e1 similar plot witl, one important difference: the current
was forced to be equal in each wire. The magnetic
field pattern produced here would be that determined
by the resistive current distribution, the pattern that
represents the final stage after currents and current

Fig. 10.15 Wire grid approximation of the density have become uniform. The orientation of the
elliptical fuselage. field external to the grid shows only relatively slight

differences from that in Fig. 10.16, but one important
Magnetic distribution of current; One quadrant of difference is that some of the field lines penetrate the
the elliptic cylinder is shown on Fig. 10.16. This fig- surface and cause the increased field intensity in the
oire shows the magnetic field strength both within and interior of the grid.
around the wire grid as calculated by MAGFLD. The
orientation of the magnetic field is shown by the direc- Recessed cavity: A third example of field distribution,
tion of the arrows, and the strength both by the length shown in Figs. 10,18 and 10.19, assumes that on each
of the arrows and by the indicated contour lines. Note side of the fuselage there is a recessed cavity. Such a
that the field lines external to the surface are tangen- cavity would be an approximation of the equipment
tial to the cylinder. The magnetic field strength inside bays for electronic equipment frequently found on rail-
the grid is much smaller than that outside, since on itary aircraft. The figures again assume the current
the inside the fields from each of the filaments tend in each filament to be controlled by the magnetic dis-
to cancel, whereas outside the grid they tend to add. •ribution. The field patterns clearly show the field in
In Fig. 10.16 the fields inside the grid are largely the the recessed cavity to be less than the field at other
result of the finite nurnbe" of wires defining the elliptic exterior points on the fuselage.
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The degree to which the MAGFLD program can u.ml- - -. *- %' \ .

calculate the magnetic field in the space surrounding I
the aircraft fuselage, while interesting, may not be of F-",,
great use for aircraft studies, since it is usually only k----.. , . \ ', \ \
the field intensity at the surface of the structure that I
is of interest. The program, however, is capable of * " % %' o' % "
calculating the field distribution in and around these I -\ \
simple geometries with sufficient accuracy for many % '\ \
purposes. IN

Rdlstributlen: The filamentary method can be used ' \ ' \ ' \ \
to calculate redistribution effects by connecting in se- [ \ \ \ \\\ \ \\
ries with each of the inductors of Fig. 10,13 a resistor 14 i... '

of the appropriate value. In the matrix operationsof I "'m -- \ \ o\ \ o'
Eqs. 10.20 through 10.40 the values of L and M must\
be replaced by R+jwL and jwM and the matrix oper. -. - \ \
ations carried out with complex number routines, but 1A,

the process is otherwise as indicated. Standard circuit " \ /
analysis routines, such as SPICE, SCEPTRE, NET- .
11 and ECAP can alao be used to evaluate the current 4CA~h We I/
in each filament. Fourier transform techniques could I !L i .
then be used to evaluate the response as a function [ " .
of time. Some of the circuit routines can, of course, L i - ,- ,-
evaluate the response dirertly as a function of time. * " -- '--F-F- '-F''

Fig. 10.18 Recessed bays.
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Fig. 10.19 Current distribution and magnetic field
strength at the surface

Fig. 10.17 Field with equal current distribution. (one quadrant only shown).
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Representation as charged strips: Rather than repre. culate Fig. 10.10. Other programs use similar tech-
serting a surface as a group of filaments each carrying niques to determine the capacitance and inductance
a current, one can represent the surface as a group of matrices governing propagation along multiconductor
strips, each having a certain charge density. One then cable bundles [10.15 - 10.17].
can, through matrix techniques [10.8, 10.9], calculate The technique of subdividing the surface into
the charge density on each of the strips. Since current strips can also be used with the Method of Moments
can be defined as the charge flowing past a point per (MOM) [10.17] that has shown good accuracy when
unit time, the technique also gives the charge density. compared to analytic solutions and scale model tests.
Fig. 10.20 shows a structure to which the technique One example of an application to which these 2D
was applied, point C representing a wire bundle in calculation techniques have been applied was calcula-
the trailing edge. The current distribution (for 1 am- tion of the current that would flow through different.
pere total current) is shown on Fig. 10.21. While the struts if the U.S. Space Shuttle were to be struck by
current densities at points C and D are too small to lightning [10.18].
discern on the graph, they could have been obtained
from a numerical printout of the computed results. 10.6 Maxwell's Equations

The technique can be used to determine the
amount of current on the cable and also to determine The foundation of all lightning interaction prob-
the transmission properties of the cable; inductance lems is Maxwell's equations, given here in the time
and capacitance per unit length and surge impedance domain differential form:
[10,10].

0.__, _, _, _, V E = p/eo (10.41)

o., (,gfo, at.i.jn in .8 V. B = 0 (10.42)

04V xE= M, - O (10.43)

V x H = aE + J,+ (10.44)

E, B, M. and D are all vector quantities. Eq.
10.41 states that the nurr•'er of lines of electric flux

-1. -1. -0. -0.4 0.4 0.8 e leaving a volume is equal to the amount of charge
m~re~, contained in that volume. Eq. 10.42 states that the

number of lines of magnetic flux entering a volume
Fig. 10.20 A structure modeled with CAPCODE. is equal to the number leaving it. Eq. 10.43 states

that a changing magnetic field gives rise to an electric

1.760 field. Eq. 10.44 states that there are three sources of
a magnetic field; conduction currents (aE), externally
produced currents (J.) and the displacement currents

1.1 Currnt produced by a changing electric field. It should be

Density, noted that the externally produced magnetic current
.Am source M, in Eq. 10.43 is a fictitious source inserted to

.616 provide symmetry to the equations. Physically, there

is no such source, but including it in the equations

.430 provides a useful means of defining equivalent sources
for certain scattering and interaction problems.

Starting premises: If one assumes that the lightning
o I A 4 c 6 interaction problem begins with the injection of an

. 0 2oi external lightning current into the aircraft, then 0,eFig. 10.21 Current distribution on airfoil suc emfrteitrcini 8 i q ~
forI aper toal urrnt.source term for the interaction is J, in Eq. V: ,

for 1 ampere total current. From a knowledge of J. and the boundary cons.

Calculation codes: The literature contains several ref- tions(that is, the aircraft geometry) electromagnet'
erences to techniques of representing a two dimensional fields can, in principle, be calculated everywhere.
(2D) surface by paralleled subsurfaces, among them Sometimes, however, the lightning interaction
being the programs CAPCODE [10. 10], POTENT and problem does not start with the injection of lightning
INDCAL (10.11 - 10.14). CAPCODE was used to cal- current. In particular, this is true for analyses of trig-
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gered lightning. For that, the source term is the cur- MFIE
rent aE conducted into the air from the aircraft.

The starting point in this type of analysis could be ,

knowledge of the way electrical charge is distributed, J,(r, w) = 2A x Ho(w) + x J,(r'w x V')O)da'
both on the aircraft and in the air surrounding the air- 2 (10.48)
craft, because these suffice to calculate the electric field where 0 represents e"kR)/R.
surrounding the aircraft. If all the charges are station- In these equations, Eo(r,w) and Ho(r,w) are the
ary then Eq. 10.41 collapses into Poisson's equation: incident electric and magnetic fields, R is the vector

V20 = -p/eo (10.45) between the observation point (r) and the integration

whence point (r') and J. is the induced surface current den-

= 0(10.46) sity, which is the desired solution. The integration in
E -Eqs. 10.47 and 10.48 is over the surface of the air-

Generally, however, one does not try to calculate craft. Strictly speaking, these equations are only true
the electric field from any knowledge of the charges in for perfect conductors, but approaches have beer de-
the clouds; one simply makes an assumption as to what veloped to include lossy elements in integral equation
the electric field would be in the absence of the aircraft formalisms.
and calculates the response of the aircraft to that field, Note that the integral equations have the un-
including, if necessary, the effects of any pre-existing known appearing in the integrand. The solutions are
charge on the aircraft. Calculations are made to de- typically obtained by the Method of Moments (MOM)
termine the way electric charge is distributed on the [10.21].
aircraft. From these one can calculate the electric field Another approach to solving the scattering prob-
strength at the surface of the aircraft and so calculate lem is to invoke the equivalence principle [10.22]. In
the current oE conducted into the air. this approach the scattering object is completely sur-

rounded by an imaginary closed surface. On this sur-
Air conductivity: The conductivity of the air is of face, one defines equivalent electric and magnetic cur-
course, nonlinear; poorly conducting until the electric rent sources J, and M, for use in Maxwell's equations.
field gets high enough to cause breakdown and very These sources, called Huygen's sources, are tangen-
highly conducting as breakdown occurs. The result is tial to the closed surface and are derived solely from
that there is only a negligible current conducted into the incident field which would exist in the absence
the air until breakdown occurs, but considerable cur- of the scattering object. Therefore, if one knows the
rent afterwards. That current then acts as a souzce of sources J. and M,, Maxwell's equations can be used
charge onto the aircraft, which affects the electric fields to calculate the electromagnetic response everywhere
and may set in motion events that lead to a complete in space, given the appropriate boundary conditions.
triggered lightning flash. Calculating the response of This approach is commonly used to solve the scattering
the aircraft to the current, though, is done in the same problem in the time domain finite difference method
way as for a naturally occurring lightning flash. [10.23].

Impinging fields: A third type of source is that in- 10.7 Survey of Interaction Models
volved when the electromagnetic field from a lightning
channel, commonly designated Lightning Electromag- In this section, available interaction models are
netic Pulse (LEMP), impinges upon the aircraft. Then surveyed. They fall into two important classes: finite
the problem is to calculate the currents and charges difference solutions and integral equation solutions.
induced on the vehicle by the incident LEMP. This is
the classical electromagnetic scattering problem and
requires special techniques to evaluate Maxwell's equa- 10.7.1 Time Domain Finite Difference
tions. One approach is to cast Maxwell's equations Approaches
into an integral form [10.20], such as the electric field
integral equation (EFIE) or the magnetic field integral The term time domain implies that the response
equation (MFIE), whose frequency domain forms are of a system is calculated as a function of time, as con-
given by: trasted to the frequency domain in which the response

EFIE is calculated as a function of frequency. All time do-
main solutions calculate the response of a system at

h x Eo(r,w) h A x I{-w2poeoJ.(r')- specific time steps, uaing the response at a previous
2wjweo time step to calculate the response at the next time

+ (V'•)((V'. J.(r)]}da' (10.47) step.
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Modeling and problem space: In the time domain the Informat•ion on the coordinates of each of the cells,

two Maxwell curl equations are: along with information on the magnetic and electric
field intensity in each of the cells must be stored in the

computer (hand calculations are totally impractical)
x B and the required memory locations provide one of the
& -limitations on the degree to which the aircraft can be

V x H aE + J, + -D (10.50) modeled. Doubling the resolution by halving the size
-it of the cells raises the storage requirements by a factor

Implementing a time domain solution of the equations of eight for 3D computations. Also, if the cell size is
in rectangular coordinates requires that each surface reduced by a factor of two, then the time step must
of the aircraft (or any other article) under study be be reduced by a factor of two. Therefore, in order
modeled by an assemblage of three dimensional cells, to calculate the response of the more finely gridded
as shown on Fig. 10.22. problem space to the same final time as the original

problem requires sixteen times as much computer time.
The time domain finite difference technique has

had an extensive successful application to understand-
TDdTO ing the response of the F-106B and C-580 thunder-

storm research aircraft to triggered lightning [10.28 -
10.37j. It has also been used to model the lightning re-
sponse of helicopters [10.38], to model the response of

Z aircraft in test facilities and to design lightning test fa-
cilities [10.39, 10.40]. Both two dimensional and three
dimensional (2DFD) and 3DFD) approaches have been
implemented.

Advantages: Because the approach is a straightfor-
ward solution of Maxwell's curl equations there are
no fundamental approximations, though solution ac-

Fig. 10.22 Model of F-106 used in curacy may be limited by the the degree to which the
finite-difference code. complex shape of an actual aircraft can be modeled

The size of the cells depends on the resolution de- as an assemblage of cells. The main limiting factor in

sired in the time domain solution. A rule of thumb analysis is the speed and memory of the computer used

is that five cells are needed to resolve the wavelength for the calculations and the cost of computer usage.

of the highest frequency of interest. Therefore, if the Other advantages of this approach are:
desired resolution is up to 100 MHz, then the cell di-
mension would have to be about 2 foot (0.6 m) wide 1. Nonlinearities can be modeled.
since the velocity with which electromagnetic waves
propagate along the surface is about 1 ft/ns, or more 2. All three types of lightning sources described in

precisely, 0.3 mn/ns. §10.6 can be modeled,
At any one time each cell contains information on

the magnetic and electric fields. At the next instant 3. Circuit and transmission line elements (linear and

of time the fields in each cell will have propagated to nonlinear) can be integrated and interfaced with

adjacent cells, in a manner depending on how the fields 3DFD codes, thus allowing self-consistent interac-

were distributed in those cells at the previous time tion of lightning pulse generators and test fixtures

step. with the aircraft being modeled.
The analysis assumes that the way the fields in

a particular cell propagate depends only on the fields 4. It has considerable credibility in that it has been
in its immediate neighbors at the previous time step. successfully compared to experimental data, both
This information suffices to allow the various partial in the NEMP and lightning communities.

derivatives in Maxwell's equations to be approximated 5. Complex three dimensional shapes can be mod.
by ratios of differences of two quantities, as suggested eled.
by Yee [10.241. The procedure, which has beenwidely
used in the NEMP community, will not be detailed Disadvantages: One disadvantage of this approach is
here, but it is described in the literature 110.23, 10.25 that the codes are complex and users need consider-
- 10,27]. able skill. Another is that the codes may require sub- is
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stantial computer time and expense. Ongoing trends
in computer speed and cost can be counted upon to
reduce these problems.

Examples: Some examples of the use of this approach
are given in §10.8 and §10.0, in which predictions of
the response of the F-106B and C-580 thunderstorm
research aircraft are compared to measured data. The
predictions cover both linear and nonlinear (triggered
lightning) modeling.

10.7.2 Integral Equation Approaches

There are at least three integral equation ap- Fig. 10.23 Simple wire grid model of a cruise missile.
proaches which have been used for lightning interac-
tion analysis. They all use the method of moments
(MOM) and calculations are made only in the fre- Triangular patch: The triangular patch method [10.44
quency domain. Determining the response to a light- -10.461 models the aircraft by an assemblage of trian-
ning transient would require calculations to be made gular surfaces. The current at the center of each patch
at many frequencies, after which the time domain re- is then calculated using either the electric field integral
sponse could be extracted by inverse Fourier transform equation (EFIE) or the magnetic field integral eq'a-
techniques. Since making calculations at the large tion (MFIE), depending on the shape of the object
number of frequencies required for a meaningful trans- being modeled. The MFIE can only be used for closed
formation would be quite expensive, the methods have surfaces. A gridding of the F-18, showing the distri-
not been used much for lightning interaction problems. bution of current at 1 MHz, is shown on Fig. 10.24.
Also, because all the approaches assume linearity in The method allows lossy materials to be modeled.
their formulation, they cannot be used to solve non- A virtue of a triangular grid is that it allows for
linear problems. fairly faithful modeling of complex shapes, and for this

This is an inherent feature of all frequency domain reason triangular grids are the ones most commonly
analysis techniques, whatever the application, and is used for field analysis in other disciplines. A draw-
not peculiar to calculations of lightning interactionc. A back, though, is that the model can only be used for
consequence of this is that none of them can be used a steady state solution. The literature [10.44 - 10.46]
to analyze initiation of triggered lightning. Lightning shows several examples of the response at a fixed fre-
must be considered either as a discrete current source quency, but no lightning transient responses have been
injected onto the aircraft at some point (and removed published, perhaps because the cost of calculating the
at one or more points elsewhere) or it must be assumed response at sufficient frequencies for a Fourier trans-
to be the source of an electromagnetic field that im- form into the time domain has been excessive.
pinges on the aircraft.

WIRANT: The program WIRANT [10.41 - 10.43] is
based on the electric field integral equation (EFIE) of
§10.6. The aircraft is replaced by an approximately
equivalent structure made of thin wire segments, as
illustrated on Fig. 10.23. WIRANT is then used to
determine the current on the individual wire segments.
Those currents provide an approximation of the actual
surface currents on the vehicle. Most commonly the
procedure has been used to determine the response of a
structure to an impinging electromagnetic field, but for
lightning interactions the procedure can also be used to
determine how current divides among the various wires
if lightning current is injected at a particular point.
Lossy materials can be included in the model. Results . ITMY

predicted by WIRANT have compared favorably with
test data 110.44]. Fig. 10.24 Triangular patch model of an F-18.
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GEMAX: The program GEMAX (General Electro- ficulty when field distributions around such points are
magnetic Model for the Analysis of Complex Systems) desired. In most cases, however, the model as shown
uses a MOM integral equation solution for low frequen- is adequate to predict the response at the sensors of a
cies and the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) given lightning event, partly because the sensors were
for high frequencies [10.47 - 10.49]. For lightning inter- intentionally placed on surfaces with a large radius of
actions the frequencies are low enough that the integral curvature, surfaces which are easily modeled.
equation approach is appropriate. The method has
been used to study lightning coupling to a helicopter, Problem space: The problem space (see §10.5.1) into
the analyses being made in the frequency range 0.5 - which the aircraft was placed was about twice the size
10 MHz. The lightning stroke was modeled as a con- of the aircraft itself and was divided into a grid one me-
ductor 20 times the length of the helicopter, though ter in X dimension (fore and aft) and one-half meter
since a lightning channel is actually much longer, do- in the wing to wing and vertical dimensions Y and Z.
ing so may lead to resonant behaviour not truly ap- The temporal resolution of the model was 1 nanosec-
propriate for interaction with lightning. No lightning ond. The nominal frequency resolution of the mesh,
transient results have been published, again perhaps assuming a minimum of five cells per wavelength, was
because computation at all the frequencies required thus approximately 60 MHz. The model was placed
for a Fourier transform is too expensive, in the problem space in such a way that all tangential

electric fields were zero at all times. This implies that
NEC: Another integral equation code which might be the aircraft was perfectly conducting, with no signifi-
of some use for analysis of lightning effects is NEC cant apertures which would alter the field around the
[10.50 - 10.54], "Numerical Electromagnetic Code." aircraft. This is a good approximation except for the
The program is designed mainly for antenna and EMC immediate vicinity of the cockpit.
work and no applications for lightning analyses seem
to have been published. Representation of CV-580: The three dimensional fi-

None of these frequency domain approaches have nite difference representation of the CV-580 is shown
been mated to techniques for determining the fields in Fig. 10.25 (10.56]. Also shown are coordinate axes
coupled to the interior of the aircraft or for determin- and the locations where the electromagnetic fields were
ing the response of circuits inside the aircraft to such calculated, these corresponding to the locations where
fields. They have only been used to determine the elec- field sensors were located on the actual aircraft. The
tromagnetic fields on the surface of the aircraft, after angles Band 0 are used to specify the direction of the
which the fields coupled into the aircraft have been ambient electric field for the nonlinear model discussed
analyzed as a separate task. in §10.9. The spatial resolution of the model was one

meter in all directions and the time step used was 1

10.8 Application of Finite Difference Codes nanosecond. The problem space used was of dimen-
Linear Modeling sion 48 x 41 x 22 cells, putting the extremities of the

aircraft eight cells away from the nearest boundary.
This section will show examples of how the finite This is about the minimum separation that allows a

difference codes have been used to model two research satisfactory simulation of the scattering problem.
aircraft; the F-106B operated by NASA's Langley Re-
search Center [10.29, 10.30] and the CV-580 operated 10.8.2 Necessary Assumptions
by Wright Patterson AFB and the FAA [10.31]. It will
deal with linear modeling; that is the response of the There are a number of assumptions that must
aircraft to an assumed lightning stroke. §10.9 will give be made when using the linear transfer function tech-
exampler of how the codes have been used to predict nique. These are discussed individually below.
the response to triggered lightning.

Lightning attachment locations: The places where
10.8.1 Modeling of the Aircraft the lightning attaches to the aircraft must be defined

in advance since they constitute part of the initial con-
The way the F-106B was modeled as an assem- ditions. Also, they cannot change with time since time

blage of cells was previously shown on Fig. 10.22, that dependent geometry is not consistent with the assump-
figure also showing the coordinate system and the lo- tion of linearity. Any realistic condition requires that
cation of several electromagnetic field sensors used on there be multiple channel attachments, but only one of
the aircraft. The large scale nature of the aircraft is these can act as a source injecting charge onto the air-
well resolved, but it is clear that details, such as the craft, though there may be multiple channels to drain
nofe boom, are not well resolved. This can cause dif- charge away. Having more than one source does not
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violate linear constraints, but it does prevent the prob- edge of problem space
lem from having a single unique solution. eema

The linear technique can be used for either trig- current channel
gered or natural lightning; the distinztion being that _ _ _ _-_,

triggered lightning begins at the aircraft and moves
away while natural lightning moves toward the air- N_ current sourcee sensor
craft. Typical geometries for each of these cases are I
shown in Fig. 10.26. The figure shows the channel [
attached to the nose of the aircraft, as often happened
on the F-106B, but the analysis procedure allows at- -- edge of problem space
tachment to any point on the aircraft.

The diff.!rence between Fig. 10.26(a) and Fig. I current channel
10.26(b) is the location of the current source. For (
calculations simulating natural lightning the source is
located at the edge of the problem space, as far from ensaor
the aircraft as possible, reflecting the fact that the ini- [
tiation and driving forces for a natural lightning flash current source
occur away from the aircraft and the lightning propa-
gates towards it. For triggered lightning it is located Fig. 10.26 Locations of current source
near the point where the channel attaches to the air- (a) Natural lightning
craft, reflecting the fact that the flash originates at the (b) Triggered lightning
aircraft and propagates away from the aircraft.

Lightning channel geometry: The geometry of the
lightning channels should be defined since there can be
"radiation from the channels that affects the response
of the aircraft. This radiation, however, has much less
of an impact on the response than does the current in-
jected from the channel. Since the orientation of real
channels cannot be determined in advance, it is gener-
ally satisfactory just to assume the lightning channels

(a) Jto be straight lines, as shown in Fig. 10.26.

Channel characteristics: The channel characteristics,
the most important of which are impedance and ve-
locity of propagation, must be defined since there are
interactions between the aircraft and the channel and
these depend on the channel impedance. Elementary
aspects of this interaction were discussed in Chapter 8.
The impedance and velocity of propagation are deter-
mined from the resistance and inductance and capac-

Wr two being determined by the physical diameter of the
(b) channel, as discussed in Chapter 2.

The analysis technique allows the investigator toFig. 10.2( 3D finite difference model of CV-580 aircraft, define any desired impedance characteristics of the
(a) Top view channel, as long as those characteristics do not depend
(b) Bottom view on the way the problem evolves. The impedance may

vary with time, but the variation must be predicted in
advance.

Formation times of multiple channels: While the rou- In an actual channel the impedance probably de-
tines can handle multiple exit channels, it is necessary pends on the current that has flowed through the chan-
to define in advance when they are to form; the forma- nel, but the linear analysis technique does not allow
tion times cannot be left as a matter to be calculated channel impedance to be defined as a function of cur-Sduring the solution of the problem. rent.
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10.8.3 Transfer Functions Current from field waveshape: One way the transfer
functions can be used is to calculate for each of the

In the examples that follow, the shape of the light- points where measurements were made the waveshape 0
ning current injected into the aircraft was determined of the current that would have produced that response.
by using the finite difference code to see what current If the lightning channels assumed for the calculations
was necessary to produce a calculated field matching were those followed by the actual lightning flash, and
one of the fields measured on the aircraft. The injected if all of the responses of the aircraft upon which the
current was then used to calculate the responses at the calculated transfer functions were based were correct,
other points at which measurements had been made. then all of the calculated lightning current waveshapes
The calculated fields were then compared to the mea- would be the same. If not, then the calculations
sured fields to see the degree of correspondence. could be repeated until satisfactory performance was

Determining the appropriate shape of the light- reached.
ning current involves the use of transfer functions. For this program a slightly different approach was
The transfer function, T.F., is a relationship in the used. The transfer function calculated for one point on
frequency domain between a source function and a re- the aircraft, and the response measured at that point,
sponse function, were used to calculate the lightning current flowing

along the lightning channel assumed for the calcula-
.C(Output) - T.F. x C(Input) tions. Then the responses calculated at all the mea-

£C Laplace transform (10.51) surement points were compared to the responses mea-
sured at those points. The degree to which the re-

and its use requires the system under study to be lin- sponses agree is a measure of the validity of the mod-
ear. This requirement is satisfied by a linear finite eling technique.
difference code, but is, of course, not satisfied in a real
interaction between an aircraft and a lightning flash 10.8.4 Results of Calculations
where the impedance of the lightning flash changes
with time and with current. The justification for using Two examples of calculations based on measure-
transfer functions is that the nonlinearity in the real ments made during actual lightning strikes will be
situation is mostly confined to the lightning channel given. In each, the field waveshape measured at one
itself. The responses of the aircraft are usually linear location was used to calculate the most probable wave-
functions of the lightning current that flows onto the shape of the lightning current. That current was then 0
aircraft, at least to within the accuracy with which used to calculate the field waveshape at other points.
lightning interaction calculations can be made. Measured and calculated field waveshapes were then

"Transfer functions are determined by taking the compared.
Fourier transforms of the current source and the re-
sponse waveforms: s) R() F-106B: Results from the model for the F-106B are

T(w) = R-w' (10.52) presented in Fig. 10.27. They pertain to a trig-
gered lightning flash attaching to the nose with an exit

Here T(w) is the transfer function in the frequency streamer coming from the tip of the vertical stabilizer.
domain, R(w) is the transform of the response wave- The transfer function and measured waveshape used to
form, and 1(w) is the Fourier transform of the current derive the waveshape of the current were derived for
source waveform. A transfer function can be calcu- the longitudinal magnetic field sensor (B-dot) located
lated (for given set of lightning channels) by assuming atop the fuselage, the waveshape at that sensor being
a current waveshape (time domain), making the cal- shown on Fig. 10.27(a). The agreement between cal-
culations to determine the time domain response at culated and measured results only indicates that there
a particular point and performing the transforms and were no numerical errors in the calculations.
calculations of Eq. 10.52. For the F-106 study the Responses measured and calculated for the other
responses calculated were the rates of change of elec- points are shown in Figs. 10.27(b) - 10.27(e). The
tric field at the locations where electric field sensors largest disagreement between measured and calculated
(D-dot sensors) were located on the aircraft. Several responses is that for the tail, Fig. 10.27(e). After the
transfer functions were calculated, one for each loca- calculations were done, it was discovered that the ac-
tion where there was a sensor of the electric field, all, tual location of the sensor on the tail was considerably
of course, for the same geometry of the lightning flash. different from the location assumed for the model; in
Because the model is linear the transfer functions are fact the calculations and measurements pertain to two
independent of the characteristics of the source. different locations.
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Fig. 10.27 Calculated and measured response to triggered lightning - F-106B.
(a) Longitudinal B-dot sensor (d) Left wing D-dot sensor
(b) Left wing B-dot sensor (e) Vertical fin D-dot sensor
(c) Forward D-dot sensor (f) Nose current

The waveshapes of the current calculated and [10.55). For the calculations, the lightning channel was
measured as flowing into the nose boom of the F-106B assumed to be vertical upward from the right wing tip.
are shown in Fig. 10.27(f). The current in the channel was determined using a

transfer function based on a voltage source at the air-
CV-580: Similar results have been obtained with the craft and the response measured for the electric field
CV-580 data. The situation illustrated here pertains (D-dot) on the right wing. That response is shown on
to a strike that occurred on 5 September 1984 at Fig. 10.28 and the agreement between measured and
21:53:05 UTC (Coordinated Universal Time). This calculated results only indicates that calculations were
strike is known to have attached to the right wing numerically correct.
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Fig. 10.28 Calculated and measured response to triggered lightning - CV-580.
(a) D-dot right wing sensor (e) Right wing B-dot sensor
(b) Vertical stabilizer D-dot sensor (f) Forward fuselage B-dot sensor
(c) Left wing D-dot sensor (g) Aft fuselage B-dot sensor
(d) Left wing B-dot sensor

Measured - solid, Calculated - dotted

Responses for other points are shown in Figs. codes is a way of simulatina5 the way corona forms
10.28(a) - 10.28(f). The general agreement between around the aircraft and deelops into a triggered light-
measured (solid) and calculated (dashed) results is ev- ning event. The currents involved can then be used to
idence that the simulation comes close to reproducing determine the response of the aircraft. Good compar-
the effects of the real lightning flash. isons between measured results and results from cal-

The waveshape calculated for the current is shown culation give evidence that the numerical procedures
in Fig. 10.29. The predicted lightning current has a used function properly and that the physical charac-
peak amplitude of about 2 kA with a maximum rate teristics of the lightning flash are modeled reasonably
of change of 20 kA/jas, values typical of the currents correctly.
encountered during triggered lightning flashes. Calculation of triggered lightning phenomena is a

very computer intensive process, for reasons described
10.9 Nonlinear Interaction Modeling earlier. It has not been employed to calculate re-

sponses for the full duration of a triggered lightning
A description of triggered lightning was given in event, but the model described here is applicable to at

Chapter 3. Nonlinear modeling with time domain least the initial stage of triggered lightning.
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1860 trons, negative ions and positive ions per cubic me-
ter and p. and pi are the electron and ion mobilities
in mr2/volt , sec. The mobilities of positive and neg-
ative ions are assumed to be the same. The particle
densities are calculated from the continuity equations:

on + V. (nv,) + [On+ + a- G] = Q(t) (10.54)

-450 
O + V. (n.v_) + bn+n_ = acne (10.55)

(a) --8- + V. (n+v+) + Pnn+ + 6n+n_ = Q(t) + Gn,

24 
(10.56)

where a is the electron attachment rate (sec-1 ), G is
the electron avalanche rate (sec- 1), P is the electron-
ion recombination coefficient (mssec- 1 ), 6 is the nega-
tive-positive ion recombination coefficient (m3sec-1)
and Q is the ambient ionization rate. These rate coef-

0 ficients, as well as the electron and ion mobilities, are
/•W functions of the electric field intensity, the percentage

of water vapor in the air, and the relative air density.
The formulae for these coefficients were obtained by

-12.2 curve fitting to measured data, as discussed in [10.58].

(b) 0 1.28 Us For simplicity, the mobilities of the particles are used
to calculate their velocities:

Fig. 10.29 Calculated injected current - CV-580.

(a) Current v, = -pE. (10.57)
(b) Rate of change of injected current

In the implementation of the model into the finite dif-
10.9.1 Air Conductivity ference code, the conductivity of air is calculated for

every spatial cell at the same time point as the mag-
The details of the nonlinear model have been de- netic field calculation; that is, the electric field from

scribed elsewhere [10.29 - 10.31] and only a summary the previous time step is used to calculate the air con-
of the basic ideas is presented here. In this model, ductivity which in turn is used to advance the electric
air conductivity, which can change by several orders field in time.
of magnitude during air breakdown, is calculated and
included in the finite difference equations. The sub- 10.9.2 Steps in the Calculation Process
sequent flow of induced current during the breakdown
constitutes the initial event of triggered lightning. The first step is determining the static field distri-

The calculation of the conductivity of air is based bution about the aircraft. This could be determined
on a three species air chemistry model; electrons, pos- from calculation knowing the distribution of all the
itive ions and negative ions. The model calculates charges, both in the cloud and on the aircraft, or it
their densities by using continuity equations and the can be determined just by assuming a given field. In
measured rates for various physical processes. These any case it will be a static field since the rate at which
processes include electron avalanching, electron at- the field builds up is very much slower than the rate
tachment to neutral molecules, recombination between at which the field collapses once air breakdown starts,
electrons and positive ions and recombination between build-up being measured in seconds, and breakdown
negative and positive ions. The conductivity of the air being measured in nanoseconds.
is determined by summing all the conducting particles:

a - q(np, + n-pi + n+pj), (10.53) Iitial COnditolSS For the calculation of the initial
conditions, four basic electrostatic solutions are either

where q is the electronic charge (1.6 x 10-19 coulombs, computed or assumed. Three of these are to deter-
* n. n-, and n+ are the numbers of secondary elec- mine the electric field oriented along each of the coor-
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dinate axes and the fourth is to determine the electric breakdown occurred on the right wing. This required
field produced by charge on the aircraft. These may the ambient field to be oriented wing to wing.
be combined to give the total field. The basic solu-
tions can be calculated by solving Poisson's equation, 720
but with some slight modifications, the finite differ-
ence equations can also be used to yield the desired
static solution. The latter approach is used here.

Input parameters: The input parameters for the non- Q i
linear model are: the relative air density (a function 0 - -[I.A
of altitude), water vapor content of the ambient air,
the ambient field, and the net charge on the aircraft.
For nonlinear modeling, these parameters completely
define the lightning environment.

To get a static solution for a given initial ambient -520
field, equivalent sources on a Huygens' surface are used (a)0 .76 us
to obtain a field of one volt/meter along one of the
coordinate axes. Numerically, the charges are assumed 920
to appear instantaneously. This causes an oscillating
response of the aircraft and so the code is run until a
steady state is reached.

10.9.3 Examples of Calculations

If one can find a set of initial conditions that V
produce a response that matches measured data for
a given lightning event, then there is reason to believe
that the ambient environment assumed for the calcu-
lations was similar to the conditions that gave rise to -840
the actual event. Because of the nonlinear character of (b) 0 .76 us
the study method, it is not possible to make a simple (b
scaling of calculated results to measured results and Fig. 10.30 Calculated and measured response of
so come up with a better estimate of the initial condi- F-106B to triggered lightning
tions. One must just make a comparison between the longitudinal B-dot sensor.
response calculated for a specific set of conditions and (a) Calculated
the response produced by the actual event. - 2 x 10 V/m ambient electric field

- oriented nose to tail

F-106B: Examples of comparisons for the F-108B are - 1.35 mC net charge
shown in Figs. 10.30 through 10.33. Of particular (b) Measured - Flight 82-038, Run 7
interest in the comparisons is the double pulse charac-
ter shown in Figs. 10.30, 10.31 and 10.33. Thiscorre- Figs. 10.34 through 10.37 show calculated and
sponds to an air breakdown at two different places, but measured results for the CV-580. These were calcu-
at different times. This is the same type of phenome- lated for an ambient field of 50 kV/m, net charge of
non observed during actual triggered lightning events. 1.35pC on the aircraft and a relative air density of 0.5.
The first pulse corresponds to the initial breakdown The agreement is quite good, about the same quality
(usually at the nose boom) and the second pulse oc- as for the F-106B.
curs elsewhere as charge flows onto the aircraft and
raises the electric field strength elsewhere. 10.10 Aircraft resonances

C-580: Results have also been obtained for the CV-
580 response. A limited study [10.32) to define such Traveling Waves: Waves traveling on a conductor en-
an environment was done for the strike previously dis- counter a surge impedance given by the inductance
cussed in §10.8. It is known that this strike attached and capacitance of the conductor,
to the right wing and that it was most probably a trig-
gered flash. With this information, the ambient field - (10.58)
and the charge on the aircraft were adjusted so thatvC
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Fig. 10.31 Calculated and measured response of Fig. 10.32 Calculated and measured response of

F-106B to triggered lightning. F-106B to triggered lightning.
- longitudinal B-dot sensor. - forward D-sensor.

(a) Calculated (a) Calculated
- 6.4 x 10' V/m ambient electric field - 1.99 x 108 V/m ambient electric field
- oriented bottom to top - oriented nose to tail
- -1.35 mC net charge - zero mC net charge

(b) Measured - Flight 82-038, Run 5 (b) Measured - Flight 82-024, Run 13
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Fig. 10.33 Calculated and measured response of F-106B to triggered lightning.
- longitudinal B-dot sensor.

(a) Calculated
- 6.4 x 106 V/m ambient electric field
- oriented bottom to top
- 1.35 mC net charge

(b) Measured - Flight 82-038, Run 3
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For a conductor in air the impedance will be in the encounter a change in impedance and set up a third
range 300 - 500 ohms. If the wave encounters another set of traveling waves. The process repeats until all the
conductor of different impedance part of the wave will energy is radiated away or lost in the resistance of the
be transmitted onto the other conductor and part will conductor. The result is that an oscillatory wave is de-
be reflected back along the conductor on which the veloped on the second conductor, the frequency of the
incident wave was traveling. The magnitudes of the oscillation being giver. by length of the second conduc-
transmitted and incident waves are given by the rela- tor, or more properly, by its electrical travel time. For
tive surge impedances of the two conductors, the rele- a conductor in air, where the velocity of propagation
vant equa.tions being given on Fig. 10.38. If the wave is 3 x 108 m/s, the ringing frequency would be
on the second conductor encounters a third conduc-
tor there will be produced a second spt of transmitted f = 3 x 10z (10.59)
and reflected waves. The reflected waves on the sec- 21
ond conductor travel back towards the source, again where I is the length in meters.

6.5 0.81 .

0 '-J

0 ..

C141

-21.9 -5.4
0 1.28 us 0 1.28 ils(a) (b)

2.8 620. 2

00 raw,=

-12.6 -11.00

() 0 1.28 us d 0 1.28 us

Fig, 10.34 Calculated and measured response of CV-580 to triggered lightning.
(a) Right wing D-dot sensor - calculated
(b) Right wing D-dot senso - measured
(c) Left wing D-dot sensor - calculated
(d) Left wing D-,dot sensor - measured

MeaUred , solid, Calculated - dotted
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Fig. 10.38 Calculated and measured response of CV-580 to triggered lightning.
(a) Vertical stabilizer D-dot sensor - calculated
(b) Vertical stabiliser D-dot sensor - measured
(c) Forward fuselage B-dot sensor - calculated
(d) Forward fuselage B-dot sensor - measured

him . of amm-up: The nature ofthe oscillation
is also influenced by the shape of the incident wave. is that the oscillation on the second conductor is more
Fig. 10.39 shows the character of the waves for two pronounced for the fater incident current. If the ind-
different shapes of incident curmt, the geometry of dent current had a sufficently slow rise time the oscil-
the situation being shown on Fig. 10.39(a). There are ltions on the conductor would become insignificant.
two significant points about the figure; the first be- Although not illus'rated, the nature of the oscillations
ing that the input and output currents have different is also influenced by the relative surge impedances of
waveshapes and both wre different frio the current at the conductors, the more nearly equal the impeduem. the center of the second conductor. The second point the less prmmouned the oscillations.
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Fig. 10.36 Calculated and measured response of CV-580 to triggered lightning.
(a) Aft fuselage D-dot sensor - calculated
(b) Aft fuselage D-dot sensor - measured
(c) Right wing B-dot sensor - calculated
(d) Right wing B-dot sensor - measured

Lattice diagrams: The nature of the oscillations can not independent of each other either. For example,
be calculated graphically by the lattice diagrams de- a wave traveling nose to tail would have two compo-
scribed in the literature 110.57, 10.58] or by time do- nentn as shown on Fig. 10.40; one that propagated
main computer routines capable of representing dis- back and forth along the fuselage and one that crept
tributed constant transmission lines (10.59 and 10.60]. along the wings. Speaking broadly though, the ring-

ing frequencies will be given by the length of the path
involved. An aircraft with a nose to tail length of 20

Osclhation modes on aircraft: Similar oscillations can meters would have a ringing frequency about 5 Mhz.
be excited on aircraft, though the nature of the oscil- The actual ringing frequencies can be determined by
lations are more complex. One reason is that there test or can be calculated by the two and three dimen-
are several modes of oscillation that can be excited, sional time domain analytical techniques described in
such as nose to tail and wing to wing. The modes are the preceeding sections.
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Fig. 10.37 Calculated and measured response of CV-580 to triggered lightning.
(a) Left wing B-dot sensor - calculated
(b) Left wing B-dot sensor - measured
(c) Right wing current - calculated
(d) Right wing rate of change of current - calculated

Significance of oscillations: Aircraft resonances are ical length of the harness than by the length of the
important in that they are one of the factors governing aircraft. There is some correlation between the gen-
the ringing frequencies of the transients excited in air- eral nature of the aircraft ringing frequencies and the
craft wiring. If the aircraft ringing frequency happened ringiag frequencies of the transients typically induced
to coincide with the ringing frequency of a wiring har- on aircraft wiring; transients induced in small aircraft
ness there would be the possibility of more efficient tend to ring at higher frequencies than do transients
coupling of energy from the exterior of the aircraft to induced in larg3 aircraft. Partly this would occur be.
the internal wiring. The natural ringing frequency of cause wiring harnesses in small aircraft naturally tend.the wiring harness, though is given more by the phys- to be shorter than wiring harnesses in large aircraft.
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Resonances with NEMP: Considerable attention is
4I I t2 given to aircraft resonance frequencies in NEMP stud-

z Z2 42--3 ies, partly because of the fast risetime of EMP fields
and also because the aircraft is isolated in space and
the induced oscillations are damped only by resistance
and by re-radiation from the aircraft.

I ri I r2 Resonances with lightning: The nature and impor-

tance of aircraft oscillations is less clear in the case of
= :' 2Z..L lightning. Part of the reason is that the oscillations

ZI + Z2  are damped by the attached conducting arc channel.
Z2 - ZI Calculation of the effects is difficult because the im-
Z1 + Z2  pedance of the arc channel is not constant; it changes

2Z 1  with time and with the amount of current flowing in
= Z + Z3  the arc. An impedance of 3000 ohms, as used in Fig.

Z3 - Z2 10.39 to illustrated traveling waves, might be represen-
=tative of the period that a triggered lightning streamer

r,, Z 2 + Z3 is first developing from an aircraft, though perhaps not

of the impedance of a fully developed lightning arc, as
Fig. 10.38 Transmitted and reflected waves it would be during the passage of a return stroke cur-

at a junction, rent.

00 'in Icenter lout 00

3000 fl --' > -> 3000 f--, [ ~300 a

05 A I-44 n.->l
1 : 40 ft

(a)

1.0 ,1.0

enter Icenter

out . ..

0 0.. 0 1.0

acresecods mcenOMA
(b) (c)

Fig. 10.39 Currents at various points on a conductor system.
(a) Geometry
(b) Waves excited by a 10 ns front time
(c) Waves excited by a 0.5 us front time
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tcr 11. Some aircraft, however, can have significant
amounts of carbon fiber composite (CFC) material,
which are three orders of magnitude less conductive
than aluminum. For structures which consist of a mix-
ture of metal and composites, the redistribution takes
place much more rapidly than on a metal aircraft and
as a result the external current distribution and the in-
ternal coupling cannot be considered as distinct issues.
Current penetrates to the interior of such aircraft on
a time scale which is about the same as the duration
of lightning currents. As a result, voltages coupled to
internal circuits of CFC aircraft have higher magni-
tudes and have more of a resistive component than do
voltages on metal aircraft.

The external current flow patterns and redistri-
bution can be accounted for both in the simple 2D

Fig.10.0 tna pscillathfor .amodels discussed in §10.7.1 and in the more complex
nose-to-tail oscillation. 3 oes3D models.

Significance of triggered lightning: Current pulses
associated with the initial development of a triggered 10.11.1 Implementation in 2D Cylindrical
lightning flash are believed to have fast rise times. If Models
so, and if the impedances shown on Fig. 10.39 are Implementation of redistribution in the wire fila-
representive of the impedance of a developing light- ment models discussed in §10.5.3 is rather straightfor-
ning leader, then the oscillations shown might be rep- ward. At sufficiently low frequencies, defined as oc-
resentative of what would be produced by a triggered curring when the skin depth is on the order of the
lightning flash. skin thickness, a filamentary model such as shown in

In view of the uncertainties associated with the Fig. 10.12 and 10.13 can account for the resistivity by
impedance of a lightning arc, it may be appropriate to inserting appropriate resistors in series with the induc-
view with caution calculations of the interaction of an tots. The value of the resist-r is that appropriate to
aircraft with a lightning channel. the volume of the skin associated with each filament.
Resonances with LTA studies: One place where the The resultant model would look like that of Fig.
oscillations associated with current waves traveling 10.13. Such circuits can be solved by a variety of
back and forth on an aircraft are important is dur- network codes; examples being SPICE, SCEPTRE,
ing Lightning Transient Analysis (LTA) tests of an ECAP and EMTP.
aircraft to determine, by measurement, the voltages 10.11.2 Implementation m 3D Models
induced on aircraft wiring. Interactions between the
aircraft and the test circuit govern the waveshape of Current redistribution can be included in both the
the current that can be injected into the aircraft. The finite difference time domain techniques and in the in-
oscillations are also such that the current on differ- tegral equation approaches.
ent portions of the aircraft may be different and also The basic concepts of interest are the suriace im-
different from the current measured as being injected pedance, ZR(w) and the transfer impedance Z,(w).
into the aircraft. The matter is discussed further in These are discussed in detail in Chapter 11.
Chapter 13. The 3D time domain finite difference method re-
10.11 Composite Aircraft quires a temporal representation. In Chapter 11, it is

shown that Z.(w) becomes an infinite series of convo-

The emphasis in the preceeding sections has been lutions in the time domain. These can be implemented
on metal aircraft which, as far as the external electro- in the 3DFD code in a straightforward manner 110.261.
magnetic field distribution goes, can usually be accu- The number of terms required is not large and also de-
rately modeled as perfectly conducting. The distribu- creases with time.
tion of current does change from an initial state gov- It is also possible to include Z.(w) in integral
erned by magnetic fields effect to a final distribution equation codes. For example, in a wire grid code, one
governed by resistance, but the time scale over which can insert discrete equivalent impedances in the wires.
the redistribution takes place is long compared to the These impedances are determined in such a way that
duration of lightning currents. The factors governing the aggregate effect of the thin wire is to represent theS redistribution are discussed in more detail in Chap- actual qnrface impedance.
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Chapter 11

THE INTERNAL FIELDS COUPLED BY DIFFUSION AND REDISTRIBUTION

11.1 Introduction

Lightning currents and electromagnetic fields on Another way of viewing the subject is that a CFC
the outside of the aircraft couple to the inside through aircraft will be much less effective at providing elec-
apertures and by the processes of diffusion and re- tromagnetic shielding than an all metal aircraft. Mag-
distribution. Speaking in broad generalities, coupling netic field shielding that might be inherent to, and
through apertures, which is the subject of Chapter 12, taken for granted, on an all metal aircraft may have
is a high frequency mechanism, while coupling through to be intentionally provided on a CFC aircraft, usu-
diffusion and redistribution, the subjects of this chap- ally with an unfavorable impact on program costs and
ter, are low frequency mechanisms. Diffusion refers to weight.
the process by which electric and magnetic fields pen- In the sections that follow, internal and external
etrate through conducting materials. Redistribution electromagnetic fields are first discussed so as to dif-
refers to the process by which the overall pattern of ferentiate somewhat between concepts used for light-
current flow changes from an initial state where the ning interactions and classical electromagnetic shield-
distribution is controlled by magnetic fields to a final ing problems. Concepts of circuit voltage are then dis-
state where iZ is controlled by resistance. The fac- cussed, first for a circular cylinder where only diffusion
tors that affect diffusion and redistribution on metal effects are encountered and then in terms of elliptical
structures are the same factors that affect the electro- cylinders where redistribution effects must be consid-
magnetic shielding of such structures, though it might ered. This portion will also include a discussion of the
be better to say that diffusion and redistribution are processes by which external current produces magnetic
the mechanisms by which electromagnetic shielding is fields inside cavities, such as equipment bays. Redistri-
obtained. bution effects are then illustrated for the more complex

In the context of this document, diffusion primar- structures where recourse must be made to numerical
ily relates to the process by which electric fields build analysis techniques.
up on the inner surfaces of an aircraft in response to 11.2 Internal vs. External Fields
the external electric and magnetic fields produced by
lightning. In the most elementary terms electric fields Fig. 11.1 shows a metal sheet which defines an
produced by diffusion can be thought of as those pro, interior volume. For these discussions the sheet can
duced by passage of lightning current through the re- be considered either as fiat and of infinite extent or
sistance of the aircraft, but a more thorough discussion closed and having a radius of curvature large com-
can be made in terms of surface and transfer imped- pared to the thickness of the sheet. On the outside
ances, subjects that were introduced in Chapter 9. of the sheet an electromagnetic field is impressed, this

Although these concepts apply to metal aircraft, being associated with a current flowing in the sheet.
they are especially significant for carbon fiber com- Some portion of the external electromagnetic field will
posite (CFC) aircraft; aircraft which are in reality a penetrate through the sheet and couple to the interior
mixture of metal and CFC materials. This is because volume defined by the sheet. Five regions important
CFC materials have conductivities about three orders to the interaction problem can be defined: (a) the ex-
of magnitude less than that of aluminum. If lightning ternal region, (b) the external surface (z = 0), (c) the
strikes such an aircraft, the early time (or high fre- interior of the sheet, (d) the internal surface (z = d)
quency) parts of the lightning current will distribute and (e) the internal volume. Regions (a) and (b) are
in the same manner as they would on an all metal air- the main ones involved in the interaction between the
craft. The late time (or low frequency) components, sheet and any impinging electromagnetic field. Re-
however, will distribute according to the resistance of gions (b), (c) and (d) are involved in the way that the
the structural parts and there will be much more cur- fields penetrate the sheet while regions d and e are in-
rent on the inner structure of a CFC aircraft than there volved in the way that fields build up in the interior
would be on a comparable all metal aircraft. volume.
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Shielding effectiveness: For an impinging field, the.
00 t"shielding effectiveness" is usually taken to be the ratio

of the external impinging magnetic field to the internal
A magnetic field, expressed as

SE = 201og [ dB. (11.1)

An effectiveness of shielding against electric fields
could similarly be defined, though usually shielding
against electric fields is an easier task than shielding

6; e;'0. against magnetic fields. The impinging magnetic or
" " -electric field is that which would exist in the absence

of the sheet, and should not be confused with that
Is which appears at the surface of the sheet.

The shielding effectiveness can be taken to have
three components; one due to reflection at the surface,

Fig. 11.1 A plane wave incident upon one due to transmission of the field through the sheet
a shielding surface, and one due to the way that the fields build up on theinternal volume. As defined in Eq. 11.1, the "shielding

The penetration of fields to the interior is of- effectiveness" is largely determined by how well the
ten discussed in terms of "shielding effectiveness", but surface reflects the incident electromagnetic field.
there are two different ways that the external electro-
magnetic fields may be visualized. They can give rise 11.2.2 Impinging Current
to two very different measures of the "shielding effec-
tiveness" of a structure. In many lightning interaction problems, however,

the magnetic field at the surface is the result of in-
11.2.1 Impinging Electromagnetic Field jecting current into a structure and can be determined

directly from the current density. The shielding effec-
In the most common treatment of electromagnetic tiveness is best defined in terms of the magnetic field

shielding the field at the surface, region (b) above, that appears at the surface.
is taken to be produced by some external source in
region (a) that causes a field to propagate in a for- FH--
ward direction toward the surface. When the incident SE = 20log[HiJ dB. (11.2)
field arrives at the surface it is partially reflected and

the reflected wave propagates back away from the sur- This definition of shielding effectiveness treats
face. The sum of the incident and reflected waves, only how the fields propagate through the sheet and
with proper regard for polarity, is what appears at the how they couple to the interior volume. There will
surface. If the sheet were a perfect conductor, the po- be an external field produced by the current, but any
larities of the incident and reflected waves would be discussion of incident and reflected waves would be
such that the resultant magnetic field would be tan- a roundabout way of determining the external field.
gential to the surface and the resultant electric field Since the current is the independent variable which
would be normal to the surface. produces the external field there is no "surface reflec-

The magnitude of the resultant field would de- tion factor" to include in the shielding effectiveness.
pend on the shape of the conducting sheet and its ori- The result is that the "shielding effectiveness" has a
entation. toward the incoming wave. With a flat con- lower value than in the case where the current is pro-
ductor of infinite extent and oriented broadside to the duced by an impinging field.
incoming wave, the tangential magnetic field would be 11.3 Diffusion Effects
double that of the incoming field and the electric field
would become zero. For other angler of incidence the The way that diffusion influences voltage on elec-
magnetic field would be less than double and a radial trical circuits will first be illustrated for circular cylin-
electric field would be developed. For curved surfaces ders; partly because the effects are easiest to analyze
the fields that develop at the surface might be several and partly because cylindrical geometries are often en-
times the magnitude of the incoming field, countered in lightning interaction problems.
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11.3.1 DC Voltage on Circular Cylinders A,

Consider Fig. 11.2 in which a current, I, is en-
tering a circular cylinder. The cylinder is considered v,
long compared to other dimensions, so that there are
no end effects, but short compared to the electrical ,
wavelength of any of the frequency components of the I, _
current I. The return path for the current is not PMT ON'T

shown, but it is assumed to be sufficiently far away 2o oURwAU

from the cylinder that there are no proximity effects. I
Also shown are two conductors, one external (1) and 1 . - AONWWPAIPO I

one internal (2) to the cylinder. These are connected (a)
to an end cap considered sufficiently massive that no
electromagnetic fields penetrate the cap. At the other 4 100
end of the cylinder are shown two voltages; V1 mea-
sured from conductor 1 to the external surface of the 5_

cylinder, and V2 measured from conductor 2 to the
inner surface of the cylinder.

10.2

DC resistance: The cylinder will have a dc resistance 0 ,,°'2 4 0.4 0.6 0.s (b)

Pe lin
R = 2a(11.3) Fig. 11.2 Magnetic fields around a
Ahere 2circular cylinder.

(a) Geometry
(b) Field intensity vs radius

p = resistivity (for I = 116 A)
e = length tential (Chapter 9, §9.6.2) around the path ABCD

A = cross sectional area of Fig. 11.2. The voltage will have two components;
r = radius a magnetically induced voltage due to the changing

a = thickness (a < r). magnetic flux passing through the loop ABCD and a
voltage due to the surface impedance along the path

If the cylinder has the following dimensions and CD. For dc, that surface impedance reduces to the dc
is made from aluminum of the indicated resistivity, resistance discussed above.

= 2 m 11.3.2 External Voltage on Circular
r= 15.7 cm Cylinders
a = 0.381 mm(O.015")

p - 2.69 x 10- f0-m External to the cylinder the flow of current sets

then the dc resistance, R, will be 1.43 x 10- ohms. up a magnetic field of intensity

If the input current is 116 A (a value chosen be- I
cause it was used in an experimental verification of the 2wr(
concepts), a voltage where

e = IR = 116 x 1.43 x 10-4 = 0.0166 V (11.4)

will be developed along the cylinder and this same volt- I = current

age rise would be measured by a conductor external to r = radius
the cylinder or by one internal to the cylinder. H = field strength,

Transient conditions: Until steady state condhions having a pattern as shown in Fig. 11.2(b). The mag-
have been established, V, will not be equal to v2, netically induced component of V, will then be:
and neither of them will be equal to the steady state d0 1 r,• d(
dc resistance voltage rise. Consider first voltage V1, V1  " f Helog 1-d" (11.6)

Swhich can be considered as the line integral of po- d= dt
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while •, the flux passing through the loop ABCD, is
represented by the shaded area of Fig. 11.2(b). The
flux, 0, would be measured in webers. Remembering
that

,ao = 4wr x 10- A/m, (11.7) NO

V, becomes

V- = 2 x 1o- 7 elog (11.8) XS S

If r2 is 31.4 cm and the indicated current of 116 A in Ho

Fig. 11.3 reaches crest in an equivalent time of 0.25 ps,
V, will then reach an initial voltage of 129 V. As steady
state conditions are reached and the external magnetic t
field ceases to change with time, V, will decay to its s . \
steady state value of 0.0166 V.

Influence of skin effect: This analysis ignores the H_
skin effect, a phenomenon that causes the surface irn- r
pedance to be higher for alternating currents or tran- d "
sients than it is for dc. Surface impedance will be
discussed further in §11.3.4, but for external circuits
the increased resistance resulting from skin effect will
be of little consequence compared to the much larger
voltage induced by the changing magnetic field.
Example of external conductors: While conductors

external to a current carrying cylinder, such as an air-
craft fuselage, are not common, they are not unknown.
An example might be the cables on a missile or rocket Fig. 11.4 Exposed cable antennas.
that run between a control assembly in the nose and
the engine controls at the tail. Of necessity, such cables 11.3.3 Internal Voltage on Circular
must run, as shown in Fig. 11.4, external to the fuel Cylinders
and oxidizer tanks. If the cables are not in a shielded
cable tunnel, they will be exposed to the external mag- Let us now consider the conditions internal to the
netic field. cylinder. As with the external voltage, the voltage V2
Simplified expression: If the spacing between the of Fig. 11.5 can be defined as the line integral of po-
wires and the surfaces of the vehicle is not large, Eq. tential around a complete path; the path ABCD being
11.8 may be somewhat simplified, since the magnetic the most appropriate. The voltage will again have two
flux density does not vary greatly with distance away components, one due to the changing magnetic field
from the surface of the vehicle and may be considered pasing through the loop ABCD and one due to the
uniform. flow of current around that path. Conditions inside the

2 x 10-' id di cylinder, however, will be very different from those on
V, - r . (11.9) the outside.

11A -- First of all, the magnetic field internal to the in-
t ner surface of the cylinder will be zero, as explained in

Chapter 9, §9.7.2. If there is no magnetic field, there
will be no magnetically induced voltage. Any voltage
will be due to the flow of current through the resis-

tance of the various portions of the circuit. There will
be no voltage along the path BC since we have as-

"1V "--sumed a perfect conductor for the end cap and there
. will be no resistive voltage along the path CD since

we have assumed an open circuit between points A and
D, which implies no current along CD. Any voltage

Fig. 11.3 External voltage (not to scale). must be due to the resistive rise along the path AS.
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XTIRNAL MAGETo PFrequency domain formulation: Exact expressions for
IN•NAL MAGNETIC FOD LINE surface and transfer impedance of a flat sheet were

,IRCULATINGCEMENT given in Chapter 9, but for most all cases of practical
T-•M MCUAtM CI SY interest simplified expressions [11.3] are sufficiently ac-

It curate.

I0MITM0 OF NROPAGAT"O OF THEIt' o~.: - - Z(• = k--•coth(.jkmd) (11.10)
INTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD Z .( ) = jkm .c t~ k .d 1 .0

V, Zt(w) = km/) (11.11)"of •% --- ,sin(k,,d)

6 where
(a)

11 i tIM. 1(1 -M I)~,~j
k,,,k (1 (11.12)

r , rI r , r . r, ire r

M 
d = thickness
U-- conductivity.

Fig. 11.5 Factors governing the

internal voltage. While Eqs. 11.10 ad 11.11 can be readily eval-
(a) Geometry and decaying uated in the frequency domain, it is sometimes help-

eddy currents ful to use series formulations. This can be done by
(b) Current density at different expressing the coth(x) and sin(x) functions by their

times series expansions.

SCause of skin effect: The voltage rise along the inter- 1 0 1(.
nal path AB of Fig. 11.5 will be completely different coth(x) = + F, (113)
from the voltage rise along the path CD of Fig. 11.2. "-1 (nw) 2 + X2

This is because the phenomenon of skin effect delays 00 2
the buildup of current on the inner surface of the cylin- sin(x) = i 1 _! -_ (11.14)
der. The origin of the skin effect phenomenon is shown .- I
in Fig. 11.5. If a magnetic field line is assumed to be Substituting these expressions into Eqs. 11.10 and
suddenly established internal to the wall of the con- 11.11 gives
ducting cylinder, there will be induced eddy currents
circulating around that field line. These eddy currents
will induce a magnetic field of their own of polarity Z'.(w) = _- + jw 2-+ % (11.15)
opposite to that set up by the external magnetic field. w, + jw
Only as the eddy currents decay will the magnetic field
penetrate the wall of the cylinder. ()= ~ (1)i

Further analysis of the resistively generated volt. ird owl (I +iw/w 5 ) (11.18)
ages requires a discussion of surface and transfer im-
pedances, where

11.3.4 Surface and Tr-anfer Impedances /.,) 1
The surface impedance Z., is the ratio of the elec.- - #---) . (11.17)

tric field on the external surface to the current density

on the external surface, while the transfer impedance, These formulations (11.11 are applicable to fat
Zo, is the ratio of the electric field on the internal sur- sheets or to sheets having a radius of curvature large
face to the current density on the external surface, compared to the thickness of the sheet. For conditions
Formulations can be given in either th• frequency or where this is not so, applicable formulas are Lgven iv
the time domain. Chapter 9.
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Variation with frequency: Figs. 11.6(a) and 11.6(b) 100
show how these impedances vary with frequency. Fig. 0-Z1
11.6(a) relates to a carbon fiber composite (CFC) sheet
0.25 inches (6.35 mm) thick and having a resistivity 10-2 6
5 x 10-5 ohm-meters, a resistivity typical of CFC ma-
terials, while Fig. 11.6(b) relates to an aluminum sheet * 10-3
0.05 inches (1.27 mm) thick and having a resistivity of 1-
(p = 2.69 x 10-8 ohm-meters) 10-

Inspection of the equations and the figures show -
that at low frequencies both impedances reduce to a • 10- 5

dc value 10- 6

96

Z, = Zt -= 1 (11.18) . 10-7 thickness 0.25 in
_ conductivity =5This low frequency or dc value has the units of ohms, 10-8 20 000 mho/m i

but is generally specified as "ohms per square", that 10-0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
is, the impedance between opposite sides of a square 0 1 2 1 l 5 6 7 1
of any size. 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

At higher frequencies the surface impedance rises (a) frequency - Hz
and the transfer resistance falls. In the limit, the sur-
face impedance approaches the value 100 I I

j t10-, thickness = 0.05 inZ, .(1.)
10-2 conductivity =

An alternative formulution is 3.72 x 107 mhos/m Z S-

Z 1 + (11.20) 10

where the 6 is the skin depth as defined in §9.4.5 by ' o-5 -7

Eqs. 9.22 and 9.23.
The surface impedance thus approaches the in- 10-6 6

trinsic impedance of the material, has equal resistive •,
and reactive components and has a magnitude that . 10- . ZT
varies as the square root of frequency. The phenome-
non is frequently referred to as the "skin effect." F

Time domain formulation: Z.(w) and ZI(w) are de- 100-0
fined in Eqs. 11.15 and 11.16 by the poles, wI, given to0 101 loU 108 104 t06 £06 t07 to8

by Eq. 11.17. The first order pole, given by (b) frequency - Hz

1 2 1 (11,.21)
Fig. 11.6 Frequency dependence of surface and

is used to define the diffusion or penetration time con- transfer impedance.
stant, r, according to (a) CFC sheet

'd)' (b) Aluminum sheet
-= • (11.22)

4 M ' In response to a step function of injected current,
The penetration time constant can also be given as I. the current density J at any point x in the sheet

-L can then be given as (11.21:

where~~~(Z= 1RiF (h1essaneo1tesufceadL4s)h
i -(3-)11.25(
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In Eq. 11.24 x = 0 at the inner surface and x = d Waveshape: Two important observations might be
at the surface where current is injected. The curxnt made about the shape of the response curve shown
density at the surface where current is injected is given on Fig. 11.7. The first is that the response initially
by evaluating Eq. 11.24 at x = d. changes only slowly and thus has a zero first deriva-

tive, unlike a simple exponential response, which has a
finite first derivative. The second is that the response

Ja= 1 .2(f--/r -.. approaches its final value much more slowly than does
I. \ / a simple exponential response, In three time constants

(11.25) (as defined by Eq. 11.23) the response has reached

The current density at the other surface is given 90% of its final value, but the rise to the 99% point
by evaluating Eq. 11.24 at x = 0. takes nearly 20 time constants. In contrast, an expo-

nential response reaches 95% of its final value in three
Z t) I[1_2(eu/r_,t/__/ lst/?,....J] constants and reaches 99% in 4.65 time constants.

(11.26) Ein Rn (n sections) Eout

In response to a step function applied current thecurrent density along the inner surface builds up as • ,,I-,..l , .n• f'-shown on Fig. 11.7 and produces an incremental volt- (a

age which is the product of the current density and ' "
the resistivity of the surface. The voltage along the In L (n sections) I out
path AB is then given by integrating the incremental i ,pw
voltages. Since the voltage along the path AB is the
only component of voltage V1, it follows that Vi will ' "
rise to the dc resistance following a path as shown on (bF
Fig. 11.7.

11.3.5 Characteristic Diffusion Response Fig. 11.8 Ladder networks displaying
a diffusion-type response.

This response curve is called a diffusion-type re-

sponse and is characteristic of many types of situations (a) RIC network

involving the transmission on energy through a dis- (b) L/R network
tributed medium. An example would be the transfer Influence of material: With respect to Eq. 11.22, it
of heat into a block if a heat flux were suddenly ap- should be noted that the penetration time constant is
plied to one face of the block. Another would be the directly proportional to the permeability of the ma-
transmission of electrical energy through an R/C or terial, inversely proportional to the resistivity of the
LIR ladder network. Fig. 11.8 shows examples, with material and directly proportional to the square of the
Fig. 11.8(b) often being used as the best illustrative thickness of the material. The relative permeability
example of the phenomenon of skin effect, of structural materials used in aircraft is always very

1.0 nearly unity, but thickness and resistivity can vary
over wide ranges.

For reference, Eq. 11.21 is shown plotted in Fig.
11.9 as a function of material thickness and resistivity

o of the material. The resistivities of some typical met-
&Is were shown in §9.4.3. As an example, if we assume
an aluminum alloy with a resistivity of 2.69 x 10-s
ohm-meters (twice that of copper) and a skin thick-
ness of 1.016 mm (0.040 inches), the penetration time
constant would be 3.9 jus. If a step function of current
were established on the outside of such metal, it would

0 L--- L- take 11.7 ps for the current density on the other side
0 7• T to reach 90% of its final value. If the duration of the
1ig. 11.7 Diffusion-type response to injected current pulse were short compared to 11.7 ps,

a step function, the response would never reach the full IR voltage.
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100 us Equivalent circuits: The LIR network of Fig. 1.8(b)
00 * ,, , / is a valuable way of representing diffusion effects be-

"/ cause it can be directly solved with a variety of network
analysis computer programs, most of which allow for

10 ps driving functions other than step functions. The in-
ternal inductance of the surface is represented by n
incremental inductors in series while the dc resistance
is represented by n + 1 incremental resistors in parallel.

1 las As an example, consider the 2 meter long circular
cylinder treated in §11.3.2. The exact internal induc-
tance of such a cylinder is

.1. s -l = - log[-] henries. (11.28)
0.001 .1 0.1 1 2r r

Inches or, for non-magnetic materials such as aluminum

Fig, 11.9 Skin thickness vs penetration time constant.

Response to other waveforms: The response to other - 2 x I0- log[r.] henries. (11.29'
waveforms can be obtained by application of the con-
volution, or superposition, integral: An approximate expression applicable to thin

tubes is

[f(t, 1(t),r] (t - r)(t)dr. (11.27) d (1130)
Ed t -0 Litd. 1.7 - 2vrr* 1.0

Graphically, the elements of Eq. 11.27 are shown For a flat sheet of 1 meter width, length I and
in Fig. 11.10. Just as an arbitrary waveform can be thickness d, the internal inductance would be simply
considered as the summation of a series of elementary
step functions, the response to that arbitrary wave- L -/uld.
form can be considered as the summation of a series
of step function responses. The process is described in Using the dimensions given earlier, ri = 0.157 m and
many textbooks on circuit theory, such as [11.3]. The r, = 0.157 + 0.000381 m. Li =: 9.695 x 10•0 henries.
process, along with a computer routine for handling An equivalent circuit can be obtained by divid-
numerical data, was also described in [11.4J. Convolu- ing this inductance into four equal parts, each 2.424 x
tion assumes linear conditions, such as would prevail, 10-10 henries, as noted on Fig. 11.11. The incremen-
for all practical purposes, in metals. CFC materials tal resistance on the figure is the 1.43 x 10-1 ohms
might be suffi•ciently nonlinear as to render convolu- calculated in §11.3.1 and divided into five sections.
tion calclations suspect.'

internal~volume
'.-0 shield •' _

lin L L L L i

Fig. 11.11 Equivalent circuit representing
propagation through a shield.

L = 9.695 x 10-4 Hy
R = 2.860 x I0-5 ohm

Fig. 11.10 A wave approximated as a superposition Li = I X I0-6 Hy
of step functions. A = 1 x 10' ohm
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The response of the tube to two different wave- 11.3.6 Plane Conducting Sheets
shapes is shown on Fig. 11.12. The figure shows how
the waveshape of the internal response may be almost Thus far, attention has been focused on uniform
independent of the waveshape of the external driving current flow on plane sheets or on a circular cylin-
current, a situation that will occur if the duration of der. One might reasonably ask whether or not the
the external current is short compared to the pulse concepts which have been discussed also apply to sit-
penetration time. The amplitude of the internal re- uations where the current flow is not uniform.
sponse will depend on the external driving current, Such a situation is illustrated in Fig. 11.13, which
but only on its impulse strength, or time integral, shows a current entering a plane sheet of thickness d

0-6cidteory and homogeneous isotropic conductivity a. This situa-

100 1•__ _.... .. tion is of considerable practical importance, examples
including a direct lightning strike on an aircraft fuel
tank, to the conductive case of a rocket motor, or to

0an aircraft skin with internal nearby cables. The ques-
-zo1. tion of interest is the internal electric fields, perhaps to

evaluate the possibility of fuel ignition or to evaluate
* ndc ,u&a 0 mn io* too the coupling to cables.

0.25. . 0.2 There are some significant differences between the
situation of Fig. 11.13 and the previous examiples, such
as Fig. 11.1 (plane wave normally incident on a plane
sheet) or Fig. 11.2 (uniform current flow on a cylin-

(b) der). First, for Fig. 11.13, the current density is not
00 0 uniform, in that the magnetic field on the outer surface

0 narosme• Soo o 0 suo of the sheet is given by
0.08 .- . . 0.0

H =-.(11.33)

0 
0 

• .........

0 udavW9WcOu So50 0 wam~coend. Soo

Fig. 11.12 Internal and external waveshapes.
(a) Input current - 1, a
(b) Current on inner face - 1i
(c) Cavity current - I'

Internal cavity impedance: The equivalent circuit can
be extended by incorporating the internal impedance, I H
Ri and Li of the volume bounded by the shielding sur- H
face. In general, the internal impedance bounded by ,

the surface will be dominated by the internal induc- (0,0)
tance, which leads to the observation that the internal Er d
current will be 

(b) (Ez)

Ii=-J E dt. (11.32) 
E z

The magnetic field will have the same shape as that
predicted by Eq. 11.32. which is to say that the deriva-
tive of the internal magnetic field will have essentially Fig. 11.13 Lightning strike to a plane conducting
the same shape as the voltage E. shown on Fig. 11.12. sheet.

The question of internal impedance of cavities is (a) Oblique view
discussed further in §11.7. (b) 2DFD model used for the solution
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The field lines would be circles centered around 14 - .........
the injected current The current density J would have14
the same amplitude as the field intensity, but the flow 12 E,(a 1000)
lines would be directed radially away from the point -
where the current was injected.

Second, there is a special concern about how to 10
apply the concept of transfer impedance near the ori- >
gin of Fig. 11.13(b). If diffusion effects are not con- . 8
sidered, the radial voltage gradient E, would be

E 1 (11.34) (=
E 2rr -'Td' . , 1000)

which hasa singularity at r = 0 where Eq. 11.25 would
predict the current density to become infinite if the
injected current were a step function. Physically this E (• = 104) ' - "
wiil not happen because the sheet has a finite thick-
ness and because the current has a finite front time. 0E.( 104)
Current spreads away from the injected point and the 0 0.10 0.20 0.30
current density never becomes infinite. Still, the trans- Radial distance (m)
fer impedance as defined in Eq. 11.11 cannot apply at Fig. 11.15 Late time electric field amplitudes
or very near r = 0. for Fig. 11.13.

Unfortunately, the three dimensional problem in icant normal electric field at r = 0, which decreases
Fig. 11.13 does not have a known analytic solution with increasing r. Its value, which is larger than the
and results cannot be expressed in a closed form. Nu- largest radial field, is not predicted by the uniform cur-
rnerical means must be employed, rent flow assumptions implicit in Eqs. 11.11 or 11.16.

Second, there is a near zone effect with regard
2DFD numerical solution: A method that can be used to the tangential electric field E, near the origin. The
to solve this problem is the two dimensional finite dif- radial field at the reverse side of the sheet is not highest
ference (2DFD) solution of Maxwell's equations, which at r = 0. Instead it is zero at ir = 0 and increases to
has been mentioned in Chapter 10. The quantities a maximum at some distance away, depending upon
used when solving the problem of Fig. 11.13 were: conductivity. Also, the radial field has a magnitude

lower than predicted by Eq. 11.33, which is to say
- lightning channel radius a - 0.00635 m that the current density on the reverse side of the sheet
- radial cell size - 0.0127 m is lower than it would be if diffusion effects were not
- axial cell size - 0.002 m operating. At late times and sufficiently far from the
- time step - 2.0 x 10-1i sec. strike point the radial voltage gradient will be given
- radial boundary at r - 0.3048 m by Eq. 11.33 and that distance can be taken as the
- axial boundary at z - 0.5232. m. end of the near field zone.

The lightning current waveform was assumed to It should be noted that these curves scale directly
be the modified step function shown in Fig. 11.14. with the conductivity a'. but not with the thickness d.
Results are presented in Fig. 11.15 for two values of Although the time domain waveshapes are not
conductivity, a = 104 mho/m and a = 10' mho/m. shown here, they do have the diffusion waveshape

There are several interesting and significant fea- shown on Fig. 11.7.
tures about Fig. 11.15. First of all, there is a signif- 11.4 Redistribution

1(t)

In many cases, analysis of lightning interactions
must account for the phenomenon of redistribution,

200 kA the process by which the division of current changes
from an initial state governed mostly by inductive ef-
fects to one governed by resistive effects. An elemen-

__tary example of redistribution can be illustrated by
t the RL circuit of Fig. 11.16, which also shows the

n waveform of the current in each of the two branches.

Fig. 11.14 Lightning current source for Fig. 11.13. A curent pulse of short duration entering the network
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O 1014H 0.03330O

I in I

long wave short wave

100 . . . . - 100 '-'-----, . .. . ...

I. ,
I I.

(b) 0 ..... r..l.. .0
0 microseconds 100 0 microseconds 100

80 80 ..

(c) 0
-20 -20. . ..... -,.. ,_ . • ,. ...

0 microseconds 100 0 microseconds 100

(d) 0 o -- -

0 ndcroseconds 100, 0 ndcroseconds 100

Fig. 11.16 Lumped constant circuit exhibiting redistribution effects.
(a) Circuit
(b) I,.
(c) TI
(d) 12
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will divide between the two branches in proportion to
the inductances, but a pulse with a long front and
tail time will divide in proportion to the resistances.
A pulse with a short front time and a long tail time
will initially divide in proportion to the inductance,
but then the distribution will change and ultimately
become governed by the resistance.
"Redistribution as a sum of components: One way of
viewing the phenomenon is to consider the current in (a) (b)

the two branches to be composed of the sum of two
components; a steady state component governed by
the resistances and a transient circulating current gov-
erned by the L/R time constants of the circuit. The
transient circulating current will eventually die away
as the energy injected into the circulating current is
consumed by the resistance of the circuit. If the in- (C)
jected pulse has a finite duration, the circulating com- Fig. 11.17 Magnetic fields around an elliptical
ponent of current will cause the current in the individ- cylinder.
ual branches to last longer than the applied current. cy linder.
It will also cause the current in one of the branches (a) Penetrating lines of flux
to flow in a direction opposite to the polarity of the (b) Detail showing resolution into
injected pulse. components

Similar phenomena occur in aircraft structures. (c) Circulating currents induced

Usually they cannot be completely described in terms by penetrating lines of flux

of circuits, though simple equivalent circuits, such as Steady state conditions: Under steady state dc condi-
that of Fig. 11.11, can often help illustrate the phe- tions the current density along the wall of the cylinder
nomenon involved. In some cases internal magnetic will be governed by the dc resistance and, if uniform
fields develop of such a waveshape that it is difficult wall thickness is assumed, it will be uniform. The cur-
to distinguish between magnetically induced voltages rent in the cylinder will produce a magnetic field. Most
and resistive voltages influenced by diffusion effects. of the field lines will completely encircle the cylinder,

as shown in Fig. 11.17(a), but some, because of the
These redistribution phenomena will be discussed uniform current density, will pass through the cylinder.

first for an elliptical cylinder and then illustrated The greater the eccentricity of the cylinder, the greater
for more complex structures in which the phenomena will be the number of lines of flux passing through the
must be calculated by numerical means. it.

11.4.1 Elliptical Cylinders Transient conditions: One such penetrating flux line
is shown in Fig. 11.17(b). The vector defining that

Fig. 11.17 shows an elliptical cylinder into which line may, at the point of entry, be resolved into two

a step-function current is injected. As in §11.3.1, the vector components, one, 0,,, normal to the surface,
cylinder is assumed to be long enough that all end and another, Ot, tangential to the surface. If the field
effects may be neglected, that it is short compared line 0 is suddenly established, it will induce a circu-
to the wavelengths of any frequency components of lating, or eddy, current in the conducting sheet which
the injected current, and that the return path for the it attempts to peaietrate. The eddy current will pro-
current is far enough removed that no proximity effects duce a magnetic field of its own, and the intensity of
need be considered. the eddy current will be such that the magnetic field

The instantaneous current in the cylinder will also produced is exactly that required to cancel the normal

be treated as composed of the sum of two components; component of the exterior field.

a steady state component and a transient component Circulating component: If, as shown in Fig. 11.17(c),

where the transient component takes the form of a a number of lines of magnetic flux attempt to pen-

circulating eddy current. For the following section it etrate the surface of the elliptical cylinder, the eddy

should be kept in mind that the eddy currents de- currents produced by each line of flux combine to pro-
scribed represent only the transient component of cur- duce a circulating component of current. In an ellip-
rent and that the total current at any point or time is tical cylinder there will be four regions of circulating
the sum of the two components. current, two on each of the two sides of the cylinder.
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These circulating current components will be of such a Time constant: One expression giving the approx-
nature as to increase the current d&nsity at the edges imate magnitude of the redistribution time constant
of the cylinder and to reduce it along the center. They that has appeared in the literature [11.5] is:
also cancel any penetrating magnetic field, forcing the uAa
field around the cylinder to be entirely tangential to .r = (1135)
the surface, at least initially, where

From the viewpoint of component currents, the
circulating currents produce an internal magnetic field A = enclosed area of structure
that initially has the same pattern as that produced
by the dc current, but of opposite polarity, so as to P = peripheral i1istance around th. structure.
initially reduce the internal magnetic field to zero. The thickness of the wall, a, is assumed to be very
Transition to DC conditions: The eddy currents can- small compared to other dimensions. For a rectangular
not exist forever, since energy will be lost as the cur- box of sides height h and width d, Eg. 11.36 becomes
rents circulate through the resistance of the metal
sheet. Accordingly, the .current density at. all points 'r u ph da(.
will vary with time, eventually becoming uniformly 2p(h+dY (
distributed in structures having uniform thickness and These equations define the approximate redistribution
made of uniform resistivity materials. Fig. 11.18 times, but the actual time constants will depend on the
shows the manner in which the current density will geometry and will be somewhat different for different
vary, As the circulating current shown in Fig. 11.18(c) portions of a structure.
decays to zero, the current at the edge will decay For an elliptical cylinder made from aluminum of
from its initial high value to the final resistively deter- thickness 0.0381 cm, having a major axis of 47 cm, a
mined value, and the current at the center will increase minor axis of 9.4 cm, and a perimeter of 98.7 cm (es-
from its initially low value. The current densities will sentially a flattened version of the circular cylinder dis-
change according to an essentially exponential pattern, cussed in §11.2) the redistribution time constant pre-
though the transient increase in surface resistance pro- dicted by Eq. 11.35 would be 745 ps. As will always be
duced by diffusion effects will prevent the circulating the case, the redistribution time constant will be mudc.current from following a true exponential decay. longer than the pulse penetration time constant.

11.4.2 Eddy Currents and the Internal
- -- .... .-- Magnetic Field

-...- -- ,-_)\ As the circulating component of current dies out
and the external lines of flux penetrate the walls of
the cylinders, there will be set up an internal mag-

(.- netic field oriented as shown in Fig. 11.19. In its
latter stages the rate at which the internal field builds
up will be dependent upon the rate at which the ex-
ternally induced circulating currents die away, with a
time constant about equal to the redistribution time
constant.

The early time buildup of the magnetic field will
depend on the rate at which the eddy currents build

(b) 30' rsT Ste up along the inner surface. The eddy currents build
"up in response to the electric field on the inner sur-

, Will: ..p. d shin #Owlsface, but are also governed by the inductance of the
path through which they circulate, according to the

Fo. elementary formula:
10 0 le i,. tim :1 1. J Edt. (11.37)

Fig. 11.18 Variation of current density with time. Since the internal surface voltages are retarded by
(a) Current components defined the diffusion effect, it follows that the internal circu-
(b) Edge and center currents lating currents, and hence the internal magnetic field,
(c) Circulating currents will build up even more slowly.
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OKRUXC W Voltage as line integral of potential: The volt-
Hi•4ftUiW•, ,age between any two points is defined again as the 0

line integral of the potentials around a closed path.
~ Figs. 11.21(a) and (b) show the simplest paths to con-

sider. V, would be the sum of the potentials developed
around the loop ABCD. If there is no current along

conductor 1, the potential along path AB will be zero.
L..The potential drop along the path B - C will be zero

/ because of the assumptions regarding the end cap. The

Fig. 11.19 The internal magnetic field that arises potential along path CD will then be the voltage drop

as a result of flux penetration. produced by the inner current density times the resis-
tivity of the material along the path CD.

11.4.3 Internal Loop Voltages

We are now in a position to evaluate the voltages
on conductors contained in a cylinder of non-circular A

geometry. Fig. 11.20 shows an elliptical cylinder with ,__ ___.___

two internal conductors, one adjacent to the surface A T '___ __ 4

and one in the center, Both are connected at one end
to an end cap sufficiently massive that no voltage drops ,
will appear along its inner surface. The other ends
are open circuited. The usual assumptions about the 0_ _ _ _

length of the cylinder and the return path for the in- (b)

jected current apply. Voltages V1 and V2 are shown, V11
both being measured between their respective conduc- .
tors and a point on the inner wall of the cylinder. Fig.
11.20(b) shows that all of the internal flux will pass be- - - -

tween conductor 2 and the innet wall of the cylinder,

while only a small amount will pass between conductor M

1 and the inner wall. Correspondingly, a large fraction
of the internal flux passes through the plane defined - ,,-
by conductors 1 and 2.

Fig. 11.21 The internal voltages.

cC4,JCoe e.imilohto, (a) Detail of the edge surface

1(c) Components of V1
d (d) Components of V2

STo these potentials must be added the volt-
I-- age induced magnetically by the changing magnetic

Ib) ~ ~ .L~tO ,,AMOUNTOI~ Ru( flux passing through the loop defined by the points
A, B, C, and D. If the spacing of the conductor to
the wall is made vanishingly small, so that C - B and

Fig. 11.20 Factors governing the internal voltage. D - A become zero, there will be no magnetic flux;

(a) The geometry hence the voltage V1 between points A and D will be

(b) Internal flux linksages only the resistive voltage drop along the path CD.
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As in the cylindrical geometry case, the voltage is taken to be a 1 V/rn axial electric field having the
for a step function cu:rent injected into the exterior of waveshape shown in Fig. 11.23. The current that ul-
the tube will build up according to the pattern shown timately results is given by the integral of the voltage
in Fig. 11.7. Its magnitude will be greater than the dc and the inductance of the circuit.
resistance rise in the ratio by which the initial current
density along the end of the ellipse exceeds the steady Prtecs" Conducting
state current density. Outer Condumr

V2 will again be the sum of a resistive voltage rise .3s m
and a magnetically induced voltage, this time along At B
the path EFDC. The resistive component will be *--.262 m
identical to the resistive component of V1, the resis- A .... "' "" " ' " . * "
tance rise along the path CD. For V2, however, there T. i, C .A
will be a non-zero magnetic component of voltage pro- .12 D x ..
duced by the passage of a finite amount of magnetic I 1
flux through the finite loop EFDC. The magnetically •
induced component of voltage will be given by I I

do ,d .012 m a a 220.4 mho/m

em = =7 • (Icirc) (11.38)
dt dtFig. 11.22 Redistribution in a rectangular cylinder.

where K is a proportionality constant relating the flux
produced in the loop EFDC to the internal current. 1. 0
In Eq. 11.32, however, it was shown that the internal ,%
current was proportional to the integral of the inter-
nal resistance rise. This leads to the rather unusual >,
observation that the magnetically induced component
of voltage has, initially at least, the same waveshape .J

as the component of voltage produced by the flow of ¢
internal current through the resistance of the material.

The long term response of the magnetically in-
duced voltage will be different from the resistively gen- .€crated component, since, as steady state conditions are ,'

reached and the internal magnetic field reaches its final
value, its rate of change will decrease to zero.
Influence of physical shape: The amount of the mag-

netically induced voltage will depend upon the loca-__
tion of the conductor and upon the degree to which W_ 0_..................
the initial distribution of magnetic flux around the out- 0 0.20 ns
side of the cylinder differs from the final distribution
of magnetic flux. Since the difference between the ini- Fig. 11.23 Axial electric field used to drive current.
tial and the final flux patterns is greater for cylinders
of high eccentricity than it is for cylinders of low ec- The problem was solved with the two-dimensional
ceitricity, it follows that the flatter the cylinder, the finite difference (2DFD) technique described earlier.
greater will be the influence of the magnetic compo- The solution was based on a cell size in the z and y
nent. directions of 0.004 m and a time step of 9 x 10-12 sec.

By Eqs. 11.23 and 11.35 the pulse penetration time
11.4.5 Redistribution on a Rectangular would be 4.04 ns and the redistribution time constant
Cylinder would be 465 ns.

Fig. 11.24 shows the internal axial electric field at
Some situations are best studied by numerical points A, B, C and D. Skin effects force the current

means, an example being the rectangular coaxial trans-' on the center conductof to be highest at the comers
mission line of Fig. 11.22. It consists of a rectangular (B) and lowest along the wider face (A), and this is re-
outer conductor, assumed here as perfectly conducting flected in the axial electric field being highest at point
and only used to define the problem space, and a rect- B and lowest at point A. After about one redistribu-
angular inner conductor made from a poorly conduct- tion time constant, the currents and thus the internal
ing material. The driving source for the illustration electric fields, are nearly equal.
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0.000~ 0.0003

V. i
'-A

I.41 U)

1 V\,

0 0

-0 .000 1 - . 0 0
0900 ns -0 900 ns

- Fig. 11.24 Electric field variations at points Fig. 11.25 Vertical component of magnetic field
indicated on Fig. 11.22. at points indicated on Fig. 11.22.

An interesting feature of Fig. 11.24 is that the 0. 00004 . . .
waveforms cross each other. This indicates that differ-
ent time constants are dominant at different locations. 0This can be explained by noticing that, if the wall were \ .--- •-

discretized into a set of N filaments, the current in each
filament would be of the form:

Sfilament Ake (11.39) P

k=1 /
Therefore, each filament response contains the same /
time constants (related to the system poles) . How- I
ever, the coefficient A5 (residue) depends upon loca-
tion, so different time constants (or poles) dominate
at different locations. It is clear that for the real sys-
tem, there is actually a continuous spectrum of time -0.00028 / . ...
constants (or poles) and coefficients (residues), which 0 900 ns
are only approximated by a discrete spectrum for any Fig. 11.26 Horizontal component of magnetic field
discretized analysis procedure such as a filamentary at points indicated on Fig. 11.22.
model or finite difference model. a mixture of metal and CFC materials. The struc-

Finally, at late time, the electric fields become tures are sufficiently complex that there are no simple
uniform and equal to the product of total current and analytic formulas to estimate the redistribution time
resistance per unit length. constants. Three dimensional solutions of Maxwell's

The vertical and horizontal magnetic fields at equations can be used to solve this type of problem,
points A, B and C are given in Figs. 11.25 and 11.26. but engineering estimates can frequently be obtained
The field is highest at the comers, showing the field if one has sufficient physical insight.
lines to be penetrating the conductor. The fields peak
at approximately the calculated redistribution time, Metal and CFC transmission line: A simple example
but there is some variation depending on location, of redistribution on a mixed metal/lossy structure will

illustrate the principles involved. Fig. 11.27 shows an-
11.4.6 Redistribution with Both Metal and other coaxial transmission line of which the outer con-
Composite Materials ductor is assumed perfectly conducting and only used

to bound the space in which the numerical solution
A so called "composite aircraft", which has large taken place. The inner cylinder has a 20* sector made

amounts of CFC material in its structure, is really of metal (assumed perfectly conducting) and a 340*
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sector made of a lossy material having a conductivity The magnetic and electric fields at r = 0.05 m and
of 220.4 mho/m. The inner conductor is driven by an 0 = 00 are shown in Figs. 11.29 and 11.30. The electric
axial voltage having the same waveshape as shown in field initially increases because of diffusion, but then as
Fig. 11.23, but of 248 V/m, the field that produces a redistribution occurs, it decays to zero. The magnetic
peak current of 1 ampere. field increases in amplitude and eventually approaches

The solution of the problem used the 2DFD code a steady state value determined by the current distri-
with a cell having a thickness of 0.001 m in the lossy bution on the center conductor and the inside surface
material and 0.01 m elsewhere. The angular width of of the outer conductor.
the cell was 100 and the time step was 2.5 ps. 0

lossy material

0.21 m
metal

2 0

.1 /conducting
.0shield

Fig. 11.27 Structure having both metal
and CFC sectors. -0.14

Fig. 11.28 shows the current on the metal and 0 2000 no
the lossy portions of the conductor. Initially, most of
the current flows on the lossy portion of the conduc- Fig. 11.29 Magnetic field at point indicated
tor, but eventually all the current flows on the metal on Fig. 11.27.
portion. The redistribution time can be defined as 0.06
the time when the currents on the two conductors are
equal; 400 ns in this case. Because the metal con-
ductors are assumed perfectly conducting, the current
never decays to zero, even though the voltage pulse is
of finite duration. If metal losses had been considered,
the current would have eventually decayed to zero.

1.0 -

N

0
0 130 ns

Fig. 11.30 Electric field at point indicated
on Fig. 11.27.

" ._-- ______U11.5 Implementation of Diffusion and
Redistribution in 3D Models0

-0.1 . The two previous examples have illustrated how
0 2600 no diffusion and redistribution problems can be solved

Fig. 11.28 Redistribution of current on structure with 2DFD models. They can also be incorporated
shown in Fig. 11.27. into 3D models. The following sections will illustrate
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how they are implemented and then illustrate the tech- where once again E"(t = 0) = O(n = 1, 2,... oc) and
niques as applied to an aircraft wing box incorporating J(t = 0) = 0.
both CFC and metal members.0

Implementation in numerical codes: Implementation

Derivation of equations: With regard to the defini- of the series expansions in Eqs. 11.41 and 11.42 in a
tion of Z.(w) in Eq. 11.10, one can form a decompo- time domain finite difference approximation solution
sition of the series and then transform each term into requires back storage of the tangential components of
the time domain. This results in an infinite sequence the H fields in order to compute the external or in-
of ordinary differential equations in the time domain ternal coupling through the lossy materipl, at least at
as follows: early times. At late times, both solutions converge to

the dc resistance condition, E(t) ,:, J(t)/(ad).

1 Depending on the bandwidth of the calculation,
E°(w) = -;J(w) and the conductivity and thickness of the lossy mate-

Gd rial, the series expansion for the transfer impedance
1

E°(t) = -J(t) (Eq. 11.42) may converge with less than 20 terms at

2 j early time. The series expansion for the surface imped-
E1 (w) = 2- + J(w) <=> ance (Eq. 11.41) requires approximately 200 terms to

ad w+jw converge for calculations with 100 MHz bandwidths.
d E1(t)+wEl(t) 2 dJ(t)
t T= d dt 11.5.1 Redistribution on a Rectangular Box

As a demonstration of the technique described
above, the results of external and internal electromag-
netic coupling by lightning to a box, Fig. 11.31, are

E"(w) = 2 jw J(w) <=> presented. The top, bottom, and two of the faces are
ad w, + jw assumed made of perfectly conducting metal and the

d 2 dJ(t) other two faces are assumed made of graphite-epoxy

dt +d dt (11.40) composite with thickness 0.03 inch (0.762 mm) and
conductivity 15 000 mho/m. Comparison calculations

J(w) and J(t) are the frequency and time domain were also made for a box with all faces made of per-
representations of the impressed current density. The fectly conducting metal. Into the top of the box was
solutions of these ordinary differential equations are injected a current of 200 kA peak amplitude with a

analytic. The time domain electric field is then an sin2 front rising to crest in 1 ps and decaying expo-
infinite series of convolutions: nentially with a time constant of 50 ps. The current

was removed from the opposite face. For the calcula-
tions, a grid size of 1 m in all directions and a time

00 "step of 1.75 ns were used.
E(t) E"(t)

Wf. m

[J~~~t(b + R dum-(
1= 0 t 1P

(11.41) - • " - ii .tI.:.' ........ ....ý'
With respect to the definition of Zt(w) in Eq. i. 11 R•, dit on..3Dobjct

11.16, one can follow the same procedure outlined
above. The time domain electric field transmitted
through the layer can also be written as an infiniteseries of convolutions: (a) ft" 2N kA

EUt). = P)M.

1 J(t) + 2 •-(-1)- dt'e-""(t-*Jt') A Fig. 11.31 Redistribution on a 3D object.

n=1 (a) Structure
( 11.42 ) (b) Waveshape of injected current
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Fig. 11.32(a) shows the magnetic field (or current
density) at the center of one of the faces formed from composite
CFC, while Fig. 11.32(b) shows the field at one of the
metal sides, the solid lines showing the waveforms for metal metal
the box with CFC sides and the dashed line showingDthe waveforms for the box composed entirely of metal. composteAt early times, the currents divide uniformiy between
the sides made of metal and CFC material, and the (a)
magnetic fields at the two surfaces are the same. For
those early times the distribution of current is such
that the internal magnetic fields are zero, as sketched.-
on Fig. 11.33(a).

0

(b)

Fig. 11.33 Magnetic field patterns.
(a) Early time

(b) Late time

- 12- 

1.36 -
-12 -

0 3.4 Ps
(a)
11.2

0 8.4 Ps

Fig. 11.34 Electrical H field above a composite face.

0
(b) 0 a.4 us
Fig. 11.32 Tangential H fields. 11.3.2 Redistribution On a Wing Box

(a) Above a composite fe So far, the examples which have been presented
(b) Above a metal face are for idealized geometries, but the numerical meth-

As time goes on. the current transfers from the ods also work when applied to realistic configurations
CFC sides to the metal sides. As a result the magnetic encountered in aircraft. An example is the aircraft
field at the CFC side decreases while it rises (for the wing box shown in Fig. 11.35, calculations and mea-
times indicated on the figures) on the metal sides. This surements for which were reported in [11.61.
is accompanied by a buildup of magnetic field on the
inside of the box, as sketched on Fig. 11.33(b). DimnWsone: The wing box was 2.6 m long, 0.7 m

Fig. 11.34 shows the electric field along the CFC wide, and 0.1 m thick. The top and bottom skins, the
side. This, along with the internal magnetic fields, side, the internal spars and one of the ribs were made
would act as a driver for conductors located inside the of CFC. One rib, four strips and the ends of the boxO box. were made of aluminum. Thicknesses were as follows:
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-,-1

Metal strips Metal end ribs

oCFC spers

Metal rib

Lower CFC skin

Fig. 11.35 Wing box analyzed with 3DFD technique.
Upper skin and details of installations omitted for clarity.

Top and bottom CFC skins 6 mm During tests, current was injected into one end
CFC spars 2 mm of the wing box, the test geometry being as shown in
Aluminum spas 2 mm Fig. 11.36. Voltages and currents were measured at
CFC rib 2 mm. the points shown in Figs. 11.37 and 11.38, Voltage and
The wing box included a fuel pipe, fuel pipe bell current probes were built into the test object when it

and cable conduit, these being numerically modeled as was made, the current density in skin materials being
perfect conductors. The insulated fuel pipe couplings measured by passing some of the skin material through
were modeled as gaps. The cable conduit was con- Rogowski coils, a form of culrent transformer.
nected to the box at both ends and In the middle with
bonding ~straps, assumed in the nu-aerical model to be
perfect conductors.

Fig. 11.36 Setup for tests on wing box.
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Fuel Probe - Skin Strain Gaiugo - Gir

Fuel Pipe Coupling Fuel Bell Mouth - Skin

Fig, 11.37 Locations where voltages were measured.

1 +lzP'i._-II --- ---- " "ij

intrnU in

Spdart SpaCr duiCable Sa Top Skin Shrcud

Internal Internal Slroud

Spar 111b

Fig. 1,38 Locatior3 where currents were measured.

Teat and analysis condoWns: Analysis and tests were Low level: Ax W 10 cm
done for two different conditions: AV '= 4 em

Low level test: 400 A peak Az == 25 pm
0.25 lie rise time A 0p

1.0 ps decay time Volume W 60,680 cells

Number of time steps = 60,000

High level test: 200 kA peak Smulted timer = 3arn
10jus rime time Bandwidth = 700 MHz
150 Ps decay time Hig~h level: Ax - 20 an

Ay = "7 Cm
The "m) *is wvs dsae with the SDFD techniques As - 4 em

deseribed earlier. The CFC surface &ad transfe ira- At W I00 Is
pedane were m~odeled by implementing Eqs. 11.41 Volume W 17,A0 cels
and 11.42, tlough moife soinewhat to conserve Number of time steps - 30,000

comlputefr time. The time and spaere tsolution for the Simulated time == 30ps
O two Cann, were: Bandwidth =- 350 MHz
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Results: Comparisons between numerical and exper-
imental results are given in Tables 11.1 and 11.2. A 5 1 400 A
comparison of the waveshapes for the fuel bell mouth ] • Calculated .... -

skin voltage is given in Fig. 11.39. ( \ Measured
The agreement between experimental and numer-

ical results is quite good, especially in view of the com-
plexity of the structure. Those who did the analysis
and test note that the voltage and current measure-
ments were very difficult to make, and that there is
no reason to believe that the measurements were any \
more accurate than the analysis. In fact, the ana-
lytical results were extremely useful in justifying and
explaining some of the test results which initially had
been suspect.

0 L4,,.

-1 Fig. 11.39 Comparison of waveshapes
at the bell mouth.

Table 11.1
Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results for the

Low Level Test
Peak Values

Test Point Analysis Tes
Fuel Probe. -ln 5.5V 4.0V
Strain gauge - "n aV 5V
Fuel belmouth -kln 0.5V 0.5V
Fuel pipe oupling (Insulated) 4.7V 4.5 V
Shroud current 21 A 20 A
Shroud current 23 A 27 A
CFCr- "incurret 7.5A 7A

akin current 6.5 A 6 A
"in u•cuf" .SA 6A
Sid spar 2A 1.3A
Sidespar 2.4A I Ahwemallapwl O.7A ! AInternaliper 0.7A I A
Qfmtl oondukl 4 A 6A

Table 11.2
Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results for the

High Level Test

Peak Values
Test POiN Anelyes Test
Fuel PW - Olin M OV ¢onV
e n-r - sw• 10s V 720 V

FUN belnO - "soV 1IoV
A m upaiignmiatsd N0OV 1030 V

30 kA 2 kA
1311" curt" 30 kA30kTO4 WON, (C.Q 1.,,, ,t .5k
T OWN x (CO)1 kA O.4 kA

TpdoW eet(CFC ) IVkA0.k

O qM. CFC 1.1 krA 1.5 krAhNNIl 8W. CFO 750 A 6000A
k W m .~ CIC 750 A ON0A
1Mam 11b, CPC 320 A 1W2-10 A

Catiecondul It20 kAI"-k

S. .. . , , , , n n n u 32;8



11.6 Diffusion and Redistribution on !ffectively exposed to the external field on only one
CFC Structures face, either because the inner walle of the cavity are

thick enough to provide more shielding from the other
Previous discussions in this chapter have been re- parts of the external field or because the cavity is much

lated to materials which are lossy, but isotropic. Car- closer to one of the external surfaces than it is to any of

'bon. fiber composite, CFC, materials are, in general, the other cxternal surfaces. A typical cavity would be

anisotropic. CFC materials commonly used in aircraft a gun bay or an electronic equipment bay located along

construction typically have conductivities of ; 104 the fuselage of the aircraft and accessible through the

mhos/m in directions tangential to the surface. The access panels. For the moment the effects of the access

conductivity may vary according to the specific direc- panels will be ignored. The geometry is shown in Fig.

tion since the graphite strands may be woven in certain 11.40(a).
directions to increase physical strength in those direc-
tions, but the difference is seldom more than a factor
of about two. In the direction normal to the surface,,.
however, the conductivity may only be ; 50 mhos/m -

since the various layers of CFC material are insulated CAVITY

from each other by epoxy resin. - - "- /

There have been many studies of CFC materials -

and their shielding properties [11.7 - 11.28]. The gen-
eral conclusion of these studies is that for conditions
of uniform current flow on CFC surfaces, the only con-
ductivity which really matters is that tangential to the -,.AA '

surface. This means that with the exception of the ex-
ample in §11.3.6, the other exampies apply to CFC
structures only if one uses the conductivity tangential F.,.ACEDMOTO F1910 ANM

to the surfaces. cUmwe

The example of §11.3.6 may not apply to aniso- (b) CAVITY

tropic CFC materials, because, in that example ther 'e

was a significant conduction of current normal to the ,UCRICFOR
surface. The usual definitions of surface and transfer , -. T t,,SUA,

impedances (Eqs. 11.10 and 11.12) may also not ap- T - PII N

ply, since they are based on current being able to flow I I
normal to the surface. The reason the word "may" is
used is that the conductivity in the direction normal to
surface may depend on current density. For low level IUA
currents, the epoxy resin may insulate one surface from CINoINTHOa,- --

another, but for high level currents the voltage gradi..
ents may be high enough to cause internal sparking Fig. 11.40 A cavity exposed to a field on only
between layers. Such sparking would tend to increase one side.
the conductivity between layers. both during the time (a) Cavity and field orientations
when lightning current is flowing and afterwards. (b) An image in the reflecting surfaces

defining the cavity

11.7 Fields Within Cavities (c) Path defining the loop inductance

Internal current path- The cavity may be viewed

In §11.3.5 it was observed that the electric field as being formed from one face exposed to the exter-
developed along the inside of a shielding surface, in nal magnetic field and the current producing that field,
response to a current or magnetic field on the outside, and with its other faces formed by metal sheets, which,
excites a current around the cavity enclosed by the like the exposed surface, may be assumed to extend to-
shielding surface. It frequently happens that in the ward infinity. Mirrored in the reflecting surface defin-. fuselage of an aircraft there will be a cavity that is ing the back of the cavity will be an image of the face
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of the cavity exposed to the magnetic field. The im-
age, Fig. 11.40(b), will be spaced at a distance D t•
behind the face carrying the cunrent, and in the im- L a 0.w 11 W + 1.5 + [ON K)

age the reflection of the external current will be of ._2
opposite polarity. The electric field produced on the as

inner surface of the face exposed to the external cur- (a) L # + i.s + SO d!

rent, shown in Fig. 11.40(c), will act to force a current,

ir, around the interior of the circuit defining the cav-
ity. The length of the loop involved will be the same d? 04 X 0d

as the length of the cavity, and the width will be twice 6 .

the depth of the cavity. The internal voltage gradient U -2e - d)
will be proportional to the product of the inner cur- as
rent density and the resistivity of the face carrying the L 0.2 (x ) Id
external current and, as described earlier, will exhibit P,

the characteristic pulse penetration buildup described (b)
in Fig. 11.7. / 0 K

Internal impedance: This voltage may be viewed as t xs

impressed across a loop or cavity inductance: 06

Z = R+jwL. (11.4J) j.o.2x 1Ei
4 r K

The resistance and inductance will both be gv/erned (c)
by the effective characteristics of the loop defining the
cavity. Typical current paths and their characteristic Fig. 11.41 Typical current paths and characteristic
impedances are shown in Fig. 11.41. Some cavities impedances.
may be viewed as being sufficiently long and narrow (a) Long sheets
that they may be defined by parallel strips. Others (b) Rectangular box
are basically of rectangular or circular shape, or of (c) Circular cylinder
some simple shape that may be approximated by an
equivalent circular cylinder. The inductance and re-
sistance of each configuration are shown. Each of the
inductance equations [11.28] has a correction factor,
log (k), F' or K, that relates to the shape of the en- It will be seen, then, that the greater the number
closure. These correction factors are shown in Fig. of fasteners, the less the restriction of current flow and
11.42. the less resistance inserted into the current path. The

resistance introduced by the fasteners is important be-
Covers and fasteners: If the cavity is provided with cause it is frequently mucl, higher than the intrinsic
a removable cover, and if this cover is in the external resistance of the metal surface and because the resis-
current flow or is exposed to the external magnetic tance is not subjected to the skin effects that retard
field, the effects are as illustrated in Fig. 11.43. If the the buildup of current density on the inner surface.
cover is assumed to be of the same material and thick- An equivalent circuit of the cavity including the
ness as the rest of the face upon which it is mounted, effects of fasteners is shown in Fig. 11.44. R! is
the principal effects relate to the resistance of the fas- the equivalent resistance of the fasteners. Circulated
teners used to hold the cover in place. The covers through this resistance is the undistorted current fluw-
will seldom make good electrical contact to the rest ing in the exterior face of the fuselage. The sum of R1

of the surface except at the fasteners themselves. Ac- and R2 is equal to the intrinsic resistance of the loop
cordingly, the external current flowing in the face will defining the cavity, the resistances being given by the
be constricted in the vicirity of the fastener and pass equations in Fig. 11.41. The external current will
from that face onto the cover through the fastener- develop a voltage across o)nly a portion of this resis-
The major effect of this constriction of current flow tance, since it flows in only a portion of the loop. Let-
is to introduce a lumped resistance into the electrical ting R, be the resistance through which the external
circuit, although there is a certain amount of influence current flows, that resistance may be assumed to be
on the inductance of the circuit whenever the current subjected to the current as retarded by the pulse pen-
is constricted. etration time constant. The two voltages developed
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across these resistances then circulate current across
the entire loop. The rate at which the current builds
up will then be the rate at which the magnetic field
inside the cavity builds up.

l.le
1.0

(a) 0 1.0

1. 0 Fig. 11.43 Effects of covers and fasteners.

CURRENT WITH
WAVEFRONT

0 ' RETARDED SY R
PENETRATIQN

(b) 0 t/S 1.0TIEONATRi

UNDISTORTED 4
CURRENT

0 I I I IIN

(c) 1 .0

Fig. 11.42 Correction factors for inductance.
(a) Parallel strips
(b) Rectangular boxes Fig. 11.44 Equivalent circuit governing buildupS(c) Circular cylinders of magnetic field inside a cavity.
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. Chapter 12

THE INTERNAL FIELDS COUPLED THROUGH APERTURES

12.1 Introduction

The most important mode by which electromag- Another way to distinguisb between large and
netic energy couples to the interior of aircraft (metal small apertures is to relate them to the size of the
aircraft at least) is through apertures, These are open- aircraft. With a small aperture one may logically as-
ings in the skin of an aircraft, examples of which in- sume that the calculations of the external response of
dude cockpits, wheel wells, bomb bays, seams, joints the aircraft (Chapter 10) and the calculations of how
and covers on access panels. There are several reasons much energy propagates through an aperture may be
for the importance of aperture coupled fields. One is treated separately. However, if the aperture is large
that apertures are effectively the only means through with respect to the aircraft, then it will have an ef-
which external electric fields may penetrate to the inte- fect on the external response of the aircraft and the
rnor of the aircraft. Another is that some apertures are calculations of external and internal response must be
quite large, windows being a prime example. Also, un- done together. Examples of large apertures may in-
like fields coupled by diffusion through metal surfaces, clude the windows in a cockpit or dielectric doors on a
the waveshape of the interior field is not retarded, but helicopter, or open bomb bay doors or wheel wells on
tends to be the same as that of the external electric a conventional aircraft.
and magnetic fields. The most important consequence
of the coupled fields relates to the voltages induced by 12.2 Basic Concepts
such fields. A field of given peak intensity is more apt Both electric and magnetic fields couple through
to cause trouble if it rises to its peak quickly than if apertures. For small apertures, it is convenient to de-
it is delayed and distorted. Small apertures, in fact, termine this coupling in terms of the external electric
tend to accentuate the rate of change of the coupled and magnetic fields which would exist at the aperture
fields; that is, they are more efficient at coupling high location if the aperture were closed by a perfectly con-
frequency components of the external electromagnetic ducting surface. These fields are referred to as the
field than at coupling low frequency components. short circuit fields, E,, and H.,, which, along with

The subject of aperture coupling has been of con- the geometry of the aperture are used to determine
siderable theoretical interest since the time of Lord the magnitude of hypothetical electric and magnetic
Rayleigh [12.1]. Since literally hundreds of papers and dipoles (equivalent antennas) which are placed just in-
articles have been written on the subject, no attempt side the shorted aperture. The process is shown in
will be made to give a complete review. Instead, this Figs. 12.1 and 12.2.
chapter will discuss the basic points of aperture cou- -[

pling and make reference to the literature for addi- exterior interior interior
tional details. Simple techniques will be given to es- -
timate or bound responses. Also, numerical methods
will be discussed which may be used to obtain more
accurate results. For a more complete treatment of the
mathematical aspects of aperture coupling, the reader dipole
is referred to some of thf review articles that have
appeared [12.2 - 12.5]. Ref. [12.2] is particularly rec-
ommended.

A distinction was made above between large and
small apertures. One way to distinguish between large ,I
and small apertures is to relate the physical size of (a) (b)
the aperture to the wavelength of the frequencies of
interest. Since most of the energy in a lightning flash Fig. 12.1 Development of equivalent electric
is contained in the frequencies below 50 MHz (A = 6 field dipole.
m) it follows that most apertures on aircraft are small (a) Actual electric field
with respect to wavelength. (b) Equivalent dipole
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exterior interior interior =_ l(1 - m)

II ~~12 E(m) (12.6)
i where m = 1-(12/1)2 and K(m) and E(m) are elliptic
II integrals of the first and second kind respectively.
U Eqs. 12.4 - 12.6 may also be written as:

dipole = a x I /13 (12.7)
am = X (12.8)

dipole Of X 11 (12.9)

I where am. , and a,, are as given in Fig. 12.5.

(a) (b) y
Fig. 12.2 Development of equivalent magnetic

field dipole' 0
(a) Actual magnetic field
(b) Equivalent dipole

Analytically, the problem has two parts; first, to .

find the strength of the equivalent dipole and second,
to evaluate the fields produced by those dipoles. For I.
the analyses to follow, assume an electric and a mag-
retic field to exist on one side of an infinite conducting
sheet containing an elliptical aperture; the geometry
being as shown in Fig. 12.3. Because the surface is
conducting, the electric field must be oriented at right
angles to the surface, along the Z axis in this case. The
magnetic field must be tangential to the surface. While
it could be oriented in any direction in the x, y plane,

it can be resolved into two components, one along the
X axis and one along the Y axis. An elliptical aper-
ture is considered because it is the most general of the
elementary geometries. For this analysis the long axis
of the ellipse will be taken to be along the X axis and
the origin of the axes to be at the center of the ellipse.

From the reverse side of the sheet, Fig. 12.4, there Fig. 12.3 External electric and magnetic fields
is seen one equivalent electric field dipole, P, and two impinging on an aperture.
magnetic field dipoles, M, and My, representing the
x and y components of the tangential magnetic field. Since the dipole strength is proportional to the
The amplitudes of these dipoles are! cube of the length of the major axis of the aperture,

Mx = 21.AoamzHx (12.1) it follows that large apertures will couple much more
My = 2 poamyHy (12.2) energy into an inner volume than will small apertures,

P = 2eoa.,E, (12.3) the strength of the dipole increasing as the cube of the
dimensions of the aperture while the area of the aper-

where amr, amp and a., are polarizability tensor ele- ture increases only as the square of the dimensions.
ruents whose magnitudes depend on the size and shape Using the dipole along the X axis, M., as an ex-
of the aperture. For the elliptical aperture, and follow- ample,the pattern of the magnetic fields in the interior
ing the treatment of Taylor [12.6, 12.7]: region will be concentric closed loops lying in planes

7r l3m passed through the X axis, Fig. 12.6. At any point P,
m 12 (m) - E(m) (12.4) the total magnetic field can be represented as a vector

12(m) _ EM) normal to the radius vector r between the dipole and
amp= 12 m(1 Em) (12.5) P and lying in the plane defined by point P and the

-12K(m)-E(m) X axis.
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Fig. 12.6 Field patterns produced by a dipole
lying along the X axis.

Pig. 12.4 Equivalent dipoles illuminating
an interior volume, be magnetic fields produced by the changing electric

fields and electric fields produced by the changing mag-
3.0 -netic fields. In the frequency domain, and following

the treatment in [12.8], the electric and magnetic fields
can be described succinctly as

1--V x [P" x VGf ] + jwpioM! x VG!

2.0 (12.10)

V Hf = j [P ] x V Gf V [M! x VGf, (12.11)

1.0 =! -- r/41rr (12.12)

r = the distance to the point of observation
C. y = propagation constant(§9.4.6) (12.13)

A = electric dipole
0 fMj = the total magnetic dipole

0 0.1 0.0 1.0 (the sum of M. and M.)

e1 /e2  V = vector differential operator.

Fig. 12.5 Shape factors for elliptical apertures. P!, and M1 are vector quantities.
In the time domain, E and H are given by

Likewise, the magnetic field due to the M. dipole .the tm d Eot.

can be defined as a vector lying in the plane defined Et = 4_-V x LP x u, X Ur - I l1 f X Ur

by P and the Yaxis. 4~re0  r vr
The pattern of the electric field due to the P (12.14)

dipole will be concentric loops originating at the dipole111 Fl
and terminating on the plane containing the aperture. H/t =- 7  P)tu, X Up + 4V x 1IA X U],

The above describes the pattern of the static r

fields. If the fields change with time there will also (12.15)
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where u, is the unit vector perpendicular to the plane aperture would have the same area and the same ec-
of the aperture, and the dot represents time differen- centricity as those of the aperture under study.
tiation. Note that the equations neglect the radiated Polarizabilities for many shapes have been deter-
far field components. mined numerically and analytically. Table 12.1 and

12.3 Apertures of Shape Other than Figs. 12.8 - 12.10 from [12.2] show examples.

Elliptical

If the aperture under consideration is not ellipti- A-5AA

cal, a corresponding elliptical aperture can generally
be specified, as shown in Fig. 12.7. The equivalent Ile

* RVTANGUWIt

AMT~ Iv. ,w ,* '_ ICIAIT LPI
APIaTUAIj 'IGUIVAHLNT KEWPICAM \T 3 II

e2

"= 1.128w -

(a) £2 =1.128h (b) e =

12 = V;h A

Fig. 12.7 Equivalent apertures. Wir
(a) Rectangular aperture
(b) Irregular aperture

Table 12.1

Aperture Polarizabilities

Shape a%'zz srXn .,1

Circle 1 d3  31 d3
(d- Diameter) 2 6 d6

Ellipse* w Vw 2 L3 w U3
TT ?K(n) -2(r) 2 (L/) 2E(r) - K()

Narrow Ellipsew v w 2A3

Narrow Slitw L 3 1 2
(v << L) 1i 24 Lu(41 v) -7

Ellipse eccentricity e = 4-1 ý(Wll)2  (IC5 )W -~ X

K and E are the complete elliptic Integrals of the first and second kind, m . 02.
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Fig. 12.8 Shape factors for various apertures.
(a) Shapes
(b) Normalized electric field polarizability
(c) Normalized magnetic field polarizability

for X direction
(d) Normalized magnetic field polarizability

for Y direction
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5 ......... With the first approach, the strength of the

-.- 2 -4 dipoles would be as given by Eqs. 12.4 - 12.6, using the

Sfactor 12 in the numerator. W ith the second approach

0.20 the strength of the dipoles would be half that given by
Eqs. 12.4 - 12.6 (factor of 24),but calculations of field

SR-11 AL Twstrength would have to consider the presence of the

.1 ., paurod reflection in the surface of the dipoles; the effect of the
0. reflection being to double the total field strength and

It,5 restore the total dipole strength to that given by Eqs.

0.10. OOore 12.4 - 12.6. The two approaches give the same an-
U /swer, but the second approach is the more physically

correct, particularly when treating apertures defined

0.05 by two or more surfaces, a subject considered in more
C3ý detail in Section 12.6.

,01 , 12.5 Fields Produced by the DipolesO 0.1 .0. 4 02 • .U a .* 0.84 to

W/1 While Eqs. 12.10 and 12.11 or Eqs. 12.14 and

Fig. 12.9 Normalized magnetic (imaged) polar- 12.15 succinctly define the fields produced by the
izabilities for elliptical, rectangular dipoles, they must be expanded in order to obtain nu-
and rounded rectangular apertures. merical results.

12.5.1 Complete Formulation - Frequency
Domain

oil The complete formulation [12.6, 12.7] of the fields
S'A produced by the dipoles (neglecting the far field radi-

ation component) is, in the frequency domain:

00 :From the magnetic dipole along the X axis:

ENS - F1 -ko +j/r (12.16)) r

01 0.2 @3 ' @s, . 07 @' 01 E., - Fl(ko + j/r) (12.17)

Fig. 12.10 Normalized magnetic (imaged) polar- Hs! rfi 2F1( j + L)4

izabilities for three aperture shapes. F r2 r2

12.4 Treatment of Surface Containing - r2 r 2

the Aperture F(.ko + 1- \

Some formulations defining polarizability, and r r2 r2

thus the strength of the dipoles, use a factor of 24 + F - + _ (12.19)
in the numerator, rather than the factor 12 used in

Eqs. 12.4 - 12.6. Table 12.1 and Figs.12.8 - 12.10 . (j + )
are examples. This difference occurs because there r H, = 2Fr + r3-
two different approaches to treating the dipoles. One
is to consider the surface to be absent and the dipoles FIt + k'--k " (12.20)
to be located in free space. The location of the surface r

containing the aperture is then used only to divide
the exterior and interior regions; calculations being where
made only for the interior region. The other approach Fl - (12.21)
is to consider the surface containing the aperture to 1 -2
be present and acting as a reflecting surface with the - 3 W (12.22)
dipole located just in front of the surface. 3 x 12 )
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From the magnetic dipole along the Y axis: The x, y and z components of the total magnetic
field strength at P would be the sum of the components
produced by the dipoleo lying along the X and Y axes:

Ez• = F2 -ko +j/r - (12.23)
-H. = H. + H/ (12.36)

Ely = F2(-ko + t/r) (12.24) Hy = Hv + Hy,  (12.37)

ko + 1 Xv Hl = Hz + Hz. (12.38)
H, \ = M J dr r 2) r2 The total magnetic field at point P would be:

- F2(L + 1 -• k2 (12.25)( 1 r2  ( )HT = ýH/, + H, + F,. (12.39)

Hy=22(.kO+ 1 ) y2

, 2 r r2 12.5.2 Low .Frequency Approximation
So I -k2) (12.26) At low frequencies, where the ko term is negligible,

r r2 . 0+ r 2  the equations are simplified.

H-- 2F2P7. + 1) r• From the magnetic dipole located along the X axis:

O 1- 02 (1227) Ezr = 0 (12.40)
r r2 =0 (12.41)

where Hxx :- [ (12.42)
F2=M-•ejko" (12.28) , 4-Lsj

Fe 4wr (22 = (12.43)
4v r35z

From the electric dipole along the Z axis: 4r (12.44)

. 2From the magnetic dipole located along the Y axis:

r r2 r2 E', - 0 (12.45)

+F3(j+o + I- k2) (12.29) E,,fMi0 (12.46)

Sr r2 r2~2-
2

+ F 1 + H- -r-rT
Ell = 2F3 rT r2) r2 j o+Iy 4v . _M rs J (12.47)

y2 3 - r2
+ 3(!o + k2) M! (12.30) 0 r 1.8

.jko +i I S --- (12.49)Ellf2F3 }"r jr2 2!-

F3 o + - ko) r2 - S2 (12.31) From the electric dipole located along the Z axis:

H.. go F3 (k + 0 (12.32)s. =• rso+; r El.l)g, ["r (12.50)
H,,rvF3,.O~1

Mfg -or3 •o+ O (12.33) E - L (12.51)

where Ell= E ['- r-I (12.52)

F3 - 4 (12.34) H,, = 0 (12.53)

rgokoPo Hy, = 0 (12.54)
iOl" r-j--', (.2.38) H,, = 0. (12.55)
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An example of an aperture-coupled field is shown dimensions of the aperture, if an attempt is made to
in Pig. 12.11 in which the elliptical fuselage described calculate the fields near the aperture the results will be
in Section 10.5.4 has been approximated bý two sheets too high, becoming infinite at zerm distance from the
of infinite size, one containing the aperture 'and an- plane of the aperture. Correction factors [12.9] may be
other serving as the reflecting surface. The figure applied to the above equations if the distance from the
shows only the top half of the field pattern, the field aperture is not large, Fig. 12.12 showing an example.
in the bottom half being symmetrical with the top Formulations of the problem can also be devised that
half. The aperture considered was 0.2 mn high by 0.1 are not based on the use of infinitesimal dipoles, but
in wide, the long axis of the ellipse being oriented at a simple rule of thumb is to recognize that the field at
right angles to the plane of the figure. The short cir- the piane of the aperture cannot be greater than half
cuit field strength (the field that would exist if the the magnitude of the short circuit field and simply to
aperture were not there) was taken as IM) A/m, the ignore numerical answers that are larger.
field strength that would be produced by the afore-
mentionecd current of 1000 A fiowing axially along the 4
elliptical fuselage The field strength that would exist
at the aperture was 80 A/in, half of the short circuit
field. _VO

The field strength is seen to be inversely propor- -___"__

tional to the cube of the distance from the aperture
to the point in question. Accordingly, the aperture 3.
coupled fields will be krv.ali.ed in spac, near the aper-
ture. Small apcortures are thus less troublesome tham fs h/% 80.

large apertures, both berause of the decreased mag-
netic field strength associated with the corresponding
dipole and because of the lesser distance one must be 2-
removed from the aperture before the field strength be- 0.'
comes negligible compared to the field strength near
the aperture. 0.1

I //" ",, I II/R

0 I

S0.5 A/m 0

3. o.50
1I&" I\

i'fs

I *0

1.0 M 0.5 0
Fig. 12.11 Fields coupled through an aperture.

Major axis oriented verticafly - !
(0.3 x 0.1 m aperture).

12.5.3 Lmidtations 0 Q!t.

The above formulation is valid only when the Fig. 12.12 Corrmwtion factors for a circular aperture.
point at which the field is to be calculated is at a dis- (a) In terms of 1IR.
tance from the aperture that 's large compared to the (b) In terms of hlIRO
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12.6 Reflecting Surfaces an equivalent circuit of the aperture, inserting that
circuit into the cable and solving for the response of

RFrequently a calculation made to determine the ef- the cable. Fbr this illustration, the aperture will be
rects of coupling through apertures needs to take into considered circular. The geomet-y, of the situation is

account the presence of reflecting surfaces. The sir- shown in Fig. 12.15. A cable having a characteristicpleat case, shown in Fig. 12.13, treats one reflecing surge impedance Z'is located at height h above the

surface of infinite extent and parallel to the surface surface containing the aperture and at a distance w
containing th ' aperture, The total field at any point from the'aperture. Jhe Pu.irge impedance is
between the two surfaces is the sum of the fields pro-
duced by the infinite array of images of the original
magnetic dipole. The field strength from each of the Z -/L (12.56)
images would agair. be determined from Eqs. 12.16 601n(2h/a). (12.1117)
through 12.55. Fortunately, in most cases only a few
of the images need be considered because of the de-
pendence of field strength on the cube of 6he distance
to the point inder consideration. The presence of re-.
fleeting surfaces will, never cvuie the fields to be more
than double the value due to the aperture by itself, an -. '
ob6ervation that may make calculating the effects of o•. 0
reflecting surfaces an unnecessary exercise.

In principle, additional reflecting surfaces could
be included in the formulation to define completely an
interior volume. Such reflecting surfaces are shown in
Fig. 12.14.

IWAGE WN 3 WAGE OF I VAW OF 3

S9 9s t' _,____l_, equivalent
circuit of

.. z -. 0 z 0 Z 4 a RD aperture

Fig. 12.13 Reflecting surface. Fig. 12.15 Coupling from an aperture to a w;re.

An equivalent circuit of the aperture is shown in
4 4 6 . Fig. 12.16. There are two aspects of the equivale.itSURF•ACE *qr4

APERTURE •circuit that must be considered, the first being to de-
termine the equivalent generators V., and 1.. The

REFLEC•ING S•RFACE second is to determine the effect that the aperture has
S - _L on the inductance and1 capacitance cf the cable. In an

i i elementary geometry, the inductance, capacitance and
su-'gtg impedance of the cable will be governed by the
spacing between the cable and the adjacent ground

__plane, such as the conducting surface containing the
aperture. In the region near the aperture the cable

Fig. 12.14 Multiple reflecting surfaces, will, effectively, be farther from ;he ground plane, and
so will have a scnewhat larger inductance and a some-

12.7 Coupling From an Aperture to a Cable what smaller capacitance. One could determine the
pattern of the electromagnetic fields around the cable

If there is a cable in the space illuminated by the and so determine the loralized inductance and capac-
aperture, voltages and current will be induced into itance, but -t is easier to consider the cable to have a
that cable. They can be determined by developing constant impedance and to account for these effects by
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including an aperture inductance L. and an aperture the distance to the cable is several times the length of

capacitance C. in the equivalent circuit of the aper- the aperture. If the cable is too close to the aperture

ture. The capacitance is negative. Except for cables for Eqs. 12.58 - 12.61 to be valid, then correction

directly over the aperture, the aperture inductance and factors,!,, for the sources may be used [12.10]:
capacitance are usually emall enough that they can be Veq " faVeq-.mall hole (12.62)
ignored. 'eq = f Ieq-small hole. (12.63)

Veq L eq external circuit Correction factors for a circular aperture were shown
(•'-- •D in Fig. 12.12.

The upper bound approach has been demon-

q Istrated experimentally [12.13]. A wire having a surge
impedance of 240 ohms and terminated at each end in
240 ohms was placed adjacent to a circular aperture

171111177777 777//7/7 having a diameter of 0.1 m. A magnetic field having
a short circuit current density as shown in Fig. 12.17

Fig. 12.16 Equivalent circuit of an aperture. was established around the aperture and the voltage
and current induced on the wire were measured. Mea-
sured (I.) and calculated (I,) values of current for

The approaches given in [12.9 - 12.12] provide an various values of h and w (Fig. 12.17) are shown in
upper bound estimate to the equivalent generators and Table 12.2. Also shown is the ratio of Ic/Ima. The
the inductance and capacitance due to the aperture. table indicates that the calculated values are indeed

upper bounds and that the ratio is much bigger where
the wire is very close to the aperture.

Veq -- WO[ u. am .H (12.58)

',q = o[w h]I E (12.59)

C. -A i i(12.61) f

20 ns/div
where Zo = 377 ohms, the impedance of free space.

It should be noted that these estimates are valid if
the aperture is small with respect to wavelength, and if Fig. 12.17 Surface current density at aperture.

Table 12.2

Measured Currents and Calculated Upper Bounds
For an Aperture Radius of 0.1 in and a 240 Ohm Transmission Line

Terminated in 240 Ohms at Each End

h W Imeasured Icalculated Ratio
(M) (i) (ma) (ma) VdIm

0.007 0 48 1400 29.2
0.050 0 22 197 8.9
0.100 0 13.2 98.5 7.6

0.007 0.23 0.3 1.3 4.3
0.100 0.23 2.8 15.6 5.6
0.200 0.23 3.8 21.2 5.6
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It is also possible to derive less accurate (and more h
severe) upper bounds for the equivalent sources of Fig. Cdipoi - 7.87 1010 - - farads.'' 12,)

12.16, based on much simpler estimates. These Pre
based on calculating the effective aperture inductance forI h in meters.
and capacitance, respectively. They can be derived by the impedance of the slat antenna is related to.

assuming that the aperture equivalent magnetic and the impedance of the strip dipole by:
electric dipole moments arise from a linear distribution
of magnetic and electric currents on a dipole of finite (607rO)2
length. The term "linear distribution" means that the Z.16. 1 )ipol (12.72)
current is maximum at the center of the dipole and

falls off linearly to zero at the ends. The equivalent (60?rfl) (12.73)
sources are: 1/(jW Ci4 poiw)

(607r1) 2 jWCdipo.e, (12.74)

V.9 5 L. (12.64) Hence, the impedance )f the slot antenna is inductive.
Ca M CC L.•-To calculate the coupling to internal cables, one

eq 5 Ca (12.65) can use Z.1ot i! Eq. 12.74 as a tiransfer impedance
a_ t and r., as one half of the current intercepted by the

S= 2 /oamfz (12.66) slot. Then, V'int = Zlo.,1rC gives the internal- voitage
I, rise across the slot. This voltage rise is an upper bound

Ca = 2o . (12.67) and can be u `ed apoint source to drive internal cavities

le or cnbles.

Eq. 12.66 pertains to current flowIng in the x direction
and lm is the length of the aperture in the y direction;

that is, in the direction normal to the flow of current. / y .Y.
A similar equation could be written for current flowing (a,-
in the V direction with Im pertaining to the length of (a)t •IC ,.

the aperture in the x direction. c
In Eq. 12.67, 1 is the smaller dimension delining

the aperture, that is, 12 in Fig. 12.5 or w in Table 12.1. lec 2 heJ z

12.8 Slots

The coupling through slots, cracks, or other nar-
row gaps in the aircraft skin, may be analyzed by treat- -h ---
ing each as a slot antenna, as in Fig. 12.18. Since the W7

slot antenna is the electromagnetic counterpart of the (c) +. .- J
strip dipole, its characteristics can be found from the - c Voc = 2heE inc
characteristics of the strip dipole. If the slot is short
relative to the wavelength of the external field, the

relevant equations [12.14] are as follows:
The fatness parameter for strip dipoles is given by (d) c dipole

Lh
Q = 21n W. (12.68) Fig. 12.18 Slot antenna.

For large fatness, the effective height of the slot or its (a) Slot in a conducting sheet

complementary dipole is (b) Equivalent circuit
(c) Complementary strip dipole

h (d) Equivalent circuit
h.(.iot) = he(dipote) - •. (12.69)

Then the short-circuit cuirent is 12.9 Seams

I.ae = 2hJ 1 . (12.70) On Pn aircraft, seams are formed when sections

The impedance of the strip dipole is capacitive of skin are joined together by rivets or other fasteners.

and givwsi by Other seams may be formed by wheel well or bomb bay
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doors, in which case, )ong thin open slots are created. Seam impedances have amplitudes in the range
The coupling through such seams is on the borderline 10-6 to 1 0. m, with typical values on the order of
between the %perture coupling described in this chap- 10' Qi. m. The lowest resistance is, of course, asso-
ter and the diffusion coupling described in Chapter 11. ciated with the most tightly joined contacts.

Coupling into seams may be discussed in terms
of Fig. 12.19, Which shows a lightning current of den- 12.10 Incorporation of Seam Impedances into
sity J. flowing acrose the seam. The current, flowing Numerical Solutions
through the transfer impedance of the seam creates a
voltage rise on the interior surface. Tfransfer imped- The concept of seam impedances can easily be
awi typically has two components: a resistive compo- used to calculate internal fields in cavities with the 3D
nent due to the flow of current through resistive films finite difference technique. For example, for a seam
or through resistive fas' eners and an inductive compo- with resistive and inductive components, the potential
nent due to leakage of magnetic fields. The resistive across the seam is:
component generally predomiuates when overlappiag (LOJ./.t + RJ,)

K metal surfaces are joined permanently with rivets or Et - (12.75)
bohs. With surfaces that are easily separable, such
as access panels providing entry to equipment bays, where
the inductive component may predominate. An im- Et = transverse electric field in the joint
pedance proportional to the square root of frequency L = seam inductance
is frequently observed if the faying surfaces make good R = seam resistance
metal-to-metal contact and the seam' is fastened with
multiple tightly fitting rivets [12.15]. Such an imped- A. = finite difference cell size
ance is characteristic of the diffusion coupling mecha- These values of E in the seam aperture create a
nism discussed in Chapter 11. boundary condition on electric fields which is used to

solve Maxwell's finite difference equations. Because of

seam impedance - the finite cell size needed in this type of code, the fields
.... within one or two cells away from the aperture are not

. accurately modeled, but the fields further than that
are accurately modeled. There are examples of com-
parisons of this method to experiment for nuclear elec-tromagnetic pulse coupling to shelters, with excellent

agreemenit [12.16 - 12.18).

() c12.11 Analysis of Complex Apertures

Classical methods (integral-equation techniques,
small hole theory) of analyzing apertures are con-
founded by the presence of irregularly-shaped cavities

R C which contain conductors. It appears that numerical
techniques provide the best hope for solving realistic
geometries. These techniques, such as the finite differ-

L ence method, can solve irregular geometries. A pos-

(b) - JS 7- sible limitation, however, is that, in order to resolve
small geometrical features, small grid size and time
steps must be used, which may place unreasonable de-

* RESISTIVE SEAM: V3 smands on computer resourcev,

SINDUCTIVE SEAM: Vs,, L s a There are techniques, however, which can be used
to solve the aircraft external interaction response with

, =TRANSFER RESISTANCEN Transfer a large grid, and then use the large grid results to

' e TRANSFER INOUO'TANCE--'" Impdmncg !Z solve a small subset (e.g., an aperture) of the aircraft
with a smaller grid which can resolve the geometrical

- Vg ACTS AS A SOURCE WHICH DRIVES INTERIOR OF details. Three approaches are presented here: a tech-
SHIELDED VOLUME nique based on the equivalence principle; an approxi-

mate technique based on the uniqueness theorem; and
Fig. 12.19 Seams and joints, a nested subgrid approach.
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12.11.1 Equivalence Principle These produce the EP, HP component of the fields
outside S with no field inside. If these two components

The equivalence principle is discussed in [12.19). are added together, the resultant current densities,
Consider the generalized conducting body containing
a cavity backed aperture, Fig. 12.20. Let S be the sur-
face of the body, Si be the surface of the aperture, and J. = J. + J,'
V and V" be the volume of the body and the enclosed. = (H - HP) x n (12.82)
cavity, respectively. The field everywhere is broken M. = M. + .M.
into three components: = n (E - E), (12.83)

E = Ei + El + EP (12.76) distributed over S, produce the correct total field in-
H = H' + H1 + HP (12.77) side S (E andH) and the perturbed field (EP and HP)

outside S. Substituting Eqs. 12.80 and 12.81 into Eqs.

where E, H is the total field, E', H' is the incident 12.82 and 12.83 yields:

field produced by a distant source, El, H' is the field
scattered by the body with no aperture and no cavity
present, and EP, HP is the "perturbed field" - the f (H' + H) x n (12.84)
difference between the scattered field with and without M' = n x (E' + EI). (12.85)
the aperture and cavity present. yn Considerable simplification in these formulas can

- be made; first, because Ei + E' = 0 on a good conduc-
S1 e S tor, and second, because J' impressed on the surface

V1 •• S of the conductor produces no field (by application of
V the reciprocity theorem). Therefore the correct "total

"E - E" + + EP field" (E, H) inside the cavity and the correct "per-

and @1+E{ turbed field" outside the body (EP, HP), are obtained
e_ an .by impressing a source current J' = (Ht•,, 0) x n over

H - H1 + HS + HP V1 the aperture S, in the body.
12.11.2 Uniqueness Theorem

Fig. 12.21 illustrates the uniqueness theorem.
Fig. 12.20 Cavity backed aperture. The approach is to first solve for the external interac-

tion response of the aircraft with a large grid, all aper-
tures being closed. Then, a region around the aperture
is defined and the initial fields within the region R and

According to the equivalence theorem, the surface the boundary fields (for all time) are stored. Next, a
electric and magnetic current densities, second problem is solved in which only the aperture

and the region R are represented, but with a much

.= H x (12.78) finer grid size.

M. =n x E, (12.79) Htan

if they are introduced in the surface S in place of the Boundary

distant source, will produce the correct E, H field Etan p - No Source within R
inside S, and zero field outside [12.20]. Here, the R
medium inside S is the medium of the body includ-
ing the cavity behind the aperture. Initial Conditions on

Because the polarization and conduction currents Fields Within R
that are responsible for the EP, H' components of
the fields are contained within S, one can also define Fig. 12.21 Illustration of uniqueness theorem.
surface current densities:

Advantages and disadvantages: The main advantage
of this approach is that the solution does not require a

J = n x HP (12.80) radiation boundary (as does the equivalence principle
M, = E' x n. (12.81) approach) and this greatly eases the computer require-
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ments. The disadvantage of the approach is that it is at the top end of the wire were calculated. The cable
an approximation which assumes that the boundary bundle was incorporated by standard finite difference
fields do not not significantly depend on the presence thin wire techniques (12.20]. The example was run for
or absence of the aperture. Considering the degree three lightning-current waveshapes, all injected at the
to which the external fields produced by lightning are nose of the aircraft, exiting the tail, and of peak mag-
truly known in the first place (as opposed to precisely nitude 53 kA. The three waveshapes had rise times of
calculated) this may not be much of a practical diffi- 30, 90, and 200 ns.
culty.

Steps in the process: The analytical procedure con-
sists of three main steps. The first step is to short
the aperture and solve for the fields external to the
aircraft. This is done with a three-dimensional finite-
difference code using a rather coarse gridding. At each
step of the finite-difference code, the fields on a surface
surrounding the eventual position of the aperture are
stored. These stored fields are necessary to determine
boundary conditions when the aperture is opened.

The second step is to shrink the gridding down
to a size that is compatible with adequate modeling (a) dow
of the aperture. Hence it should be fine enough that
several grid points fall within the now open aperture.
The stored fields from step one serve as boundary con- problem space a -- -- --- - -
ditions for the finer grid. 2

Shrinking the grid introduces two problems. The cockpit
first is that the finer grid has more points on its bound-cal
ary than the coarse grid that was stored, so it is neces- I window
sary to interpolate for the additional points. Secondly, 2
the finer gridding usually demands a smaller time step

in the finite difference process; thus interpolation be- I"
tween stored time steps is necessary. 21 e

The third step in the analytic procedure is to 5

again solve for the fields inside the cavity in a finite- .----- -- - (b)
difference fashion using the finer grid and the stored, (b)
interpolated boundary conditions. The uniqueness
theorem implies that the internal fields are correct, Fig. 12.22 Geometries to illustrate coupling
assuming that the presence of the aperture does not into a cockpit.
significantly affect the boundary fields. This approxi- (a) To determine external environment
ination should be valid if the boundary is kept far from (b) To determine coupling through window
the aperture.

It was expected that the largest response would be
Example: Calculations have been done employing the seen inside the cockpit for the 30 ns pulse because its
uniqueness theorem to solve for a cable response inside high-frequency components should most easily pene-
a C-130 aircraft struck by lightning [12.21]. The ex- trate the aperture. This proved to be the case. Fig.
ample presented here is for a cable in the cockpit. The 12.23 shows the voltage at the top end of the wire while
code used to solve for the external fields is a three- Fig. 12.24 shows the current. For clarity, only the re-
dimensional finite difference code discussed in [12.21]. sponses to 30 no and 90 no currents are shown. Since
The boundary chosen for the example is shown in Fig. the calculation assumed the wire to be terminated in
12.22 and the cockpit window aperture is the hatched its characteristic resistance, the voltage is quite high,
area in the figure. A three-dimensional finite differ- sufficiently high in fact that an arc through nearly a
ence code was used to solve for fields at various points foot of air could be expected were that voltage actually
inside the cockpit, and incorporated a cable bundle to be developed.
two inches in diameter running vertically in the cock- In real aircraft such arcs do not occur since any
pit 1.3 meters behind the window. Matching resistors realistic cable bundle would have wires and shields that
were placed on the ends, and the voltage and current would form short circuits. The current shown on Fig.
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12.24, however, is probably a realistic estimate of the known, but it has been applied with good results to
current that would flow on such short circuits. the resolution of fine structures on aircraft for the ex-

The voltage and current are oscillatory at frequen- ternal coupling problem [12.22 - 12.24]. The concept
cies that can be related to the dimensions of the cock- is illustrated in Fig. 12.25 , which shows the finely
pit. More than one frequency appears in the response gridded wing tip of a Learjet nested within the more
since the cockpit cavity can exhibit several different coarsely gridded volume [12.22].
modes of oscillation. Cavity oscillations are discussed
further in Section 12.12.

4U

-20

I I I

Time (ns)

Fig. 12.23 Voltage on wire inside cockpit.

. •f~RT . |0

too., Fig. 12.25 Nested subgrid.

Brute force approach: It should also be noted that
"Vl- a "brute force" approach can be applied, in which the

-u. - aperture, cavity, and aircraft are all solved in the same
problem space with a small enough grid to resolve the
aperture and cavity. This is feasible with sufficient

", !00 ISO m I N computational resources and has been done for an air-
Time (no) craft cockpit [12.25]. The technique has been applied

to an aperture in a cylinder and favorably compared
Fig. 12.24 Current on wire inside cockpit. to measured data [12.26].

12.11.3 Nested Subgrids 3D corrections to 2D solution: Finally, one other
approach to the cavity-backed aperture problem that

A third way to solve these types of aperture is has been used is to apply a three dimensional (3D)
to use a nested subgrid approach. In this approach, correction factor to a two-dimensional (2D) aperture
the aperture is gridded with a finer mesh than the [12.26]. In this approach, a cavity-backed aperture
rest of the aircraft. This results in a coarsely grid- (e.g. a cockpit) can be modeled in two dimensions by
ded large problem space in which is "nested" a finer a Laplace's equation method and a field distribution
gridded volume. This nested volume resolves the fine can be obtained. Measurements of 3D apertures with
features of the aperture and is solved simultaneously the same cross section dimensions (in 2D) can give a
and self consistently with the larger volume. Thus, correction factor which relates the 3D-aperture excita-
no inherent approximations to the physics am made. tion to the 2D-excitation. Thus, a family of curves can
The approach is numerically difficult, because of the be developed and a solution for future apertures car.
requirements of interpolating in time and space at the be done in 2D along with application of a correction
interface of the nested subgrid with the main program. factor. This method could give a good approximation

No application of this technique to apertures has to the low- frequency or late-time solution, but cavity. been published in the open literature as far as is or aperture resonances would not be included.
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12.12 Resonance Modes of Cavities The magnitude of the integers m, n and p is equal

to the number of repetitions of the magnetic field alongIt is possible for an enclosed cavity to be reso- the corresponding dimension.-6
nint at a frequency that might be excited by electro- t

magnetic fields penetrating an aperture. In the simple As a numerical example, some of the character-
rectangular enclosure shown in Fig. 12.26, the simplest istic resonance frequencies of a rectangular enclosure
type of cavity resonance involves a plane wave bounc,. having dimensions 0.7 x 1 x 1.5 m are given in Table
ing off the four walls and arriving back at the starting 12.3.
point in phase with succeeding waves. This can only
occur for certain characteristic frequencies. It is pos-
sible for the waves to arrive back at the starting point .. ....
after making more than one bounce off each wail, and -
if there are more walls, there are an infinite number -
of reflection patterns for which a wave can return to
the starting point in phase with succeeding waves. For ,.

rectangular enclosures, some of the simpler resonance
modes are as shown in Fig. 12.27. The frequencies --
corresponding to such modes are given by ' -

fo • 2 n2 p2 .01
f(j, n,Ip) = ES a + + p (12.86) ------

where m, n and p are integers identifying the resonance
modes and co - 3 x 10s m/s, the velocity of light. Fig. 12.26 An elementary mode of cavity resonance.

a0

110 Mrlde 101 Mode

011 Mode I11 Moda

201 Mode 0.• 1. ode

Fig. 12.27 Some resonance modes in a rectangular enclosure.
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Table 12.3 REFERENCES
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Rectangular Enclosure 12.1 Lord Rayleigh, "On the Incidence of Aerial and
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(a = 1.5 m; b " 0.7 m; c = I m) of Ellipsoids or Elliptic Cylinders, on the Passage

of Electric Waves Through a Circular Aperture in
Mode Frequency a Conducting Screen," Phil. Mag., Vol. 44, pp.

110 236 Mhz 28, 1897.
12.2 K.S.H. Lee, Editor, "EMP Interaction: Princi-101 180 ples, Techniques, and Reference Data (A Coin-
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Chapter 13

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS

13.1 Introduction

Analytical techniques can seldom be relied on as (LRU) responses that can be extrapolated to the val-
the sole method of determining the voltages and cur- ues that occur when the air vehicle is exposed to the
rents to which aircraft wiring and avionic equipment real lightning environment.
would be subjected. Most aircraft design programs This chapter will concentrate on techniques for
require some experimental analysis of the aircraft and performing low level pulse tests. Much of that discus-
its wiring, either as the prir.,ary methods of analysis or sion is, however, equally applicable for any of the test
as backup to analytic studies. This chapter discusses procedures.
some of the test methods available. It deals only with
the response of the aircraft and its wiring. Testing of 13.2 Basic Assumptions
avionic equipment is discussed in Chapter 18.

There are several different approaches to testing All of the experimental techniques are based to
of complete aircraft, each with advantages and disad- one degree or another on certain premises:
vantages.

1. High level unidirectional pulses 13.2.1 Defined Threat

2. High level oscillatory pulses A fundamental point, not always appreciated, is
that lightning testing is done primarily in terms of a

3. Intermediate level unidirectional pulses standardized lightning threat, one definable in docu-
ments, rnther than in terms of what is most commonly

4. Low level unidirectional pulses produce:d by lightning. The standardized threat, pre-
sented in Chapter 5, is intended to represent a very

6. Low level swept continuous wave (CW) severe lightning flash, though not neceRsarily the most
severe conceivable. One of the aims of testing, there-

Techniques 1 through 5 are time domain tech- fore, should be to determine the response of the air-
niques while the sixth is a frequency domain technique. craft to the waveforms defined in that threat. Discus-
High level time domain test procedures can be used as siona as to whether those waveforms are truly repre-
proof or verification tests; that is. Go/No-Go tests, sentative of natural lightning is a topic to be addressed
to make an overall evaluation of the effectiveness of separately from that of how to perform tests related
protective measures. Most commonly though, tests to the standardized threat. A test program may in-
on complete vehicles are used only for analyzing the volve using or discussing other waveforms as well, but
response of the aircraft and its wiring while verifica- it should, as a minimum, deal with the waveforms of
tion tests of protective measures is done by bench level the defined threat.
testing, as described in Chapter 18. 13.2.2 Linearity

The following sections will discuss the various ap-
proaches to testing. The Lightning Transient Analy- Another basic premise is that the response of an
sis (LTA) procedure will be discussed further in §13.4. aircraft in flight to natural lightning can in fact be
Selection of the most appropriate method is challeng- predicted by making tests at ground level. There is
ing since it depends on the ultimate use of the data always some question as to whether this is actually so
and the state of developmeut of the air vehicle. A and some investigators, recognizing the complicated
simulation technique that imposes all features of the interactions of the electromagnetic fields, surrounding
lightniag in a proper time sequence is desirable, but an aircraft in flight during a lightning strike, refer to
this may not be effective for subsystems or providing ground tests as "stimulations" rather than "simula-
design data. It is especially important that the simu- tions". The electromagnetic environment of an air-Slation technique provide data on the system, subsys- craft parked on a hangar floor is vastly different from
tern or component equipment or line replaceable unit that of one in flight.
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Most test methods also assume linearity; that is, discussed sinct that response is essentially the same
that the response of the aircraft to a low level test can whatever the test level.
reasonably be extrapolated to estimate the response
to full thrzat lightning. 13.3.1 Basic Test Circuit

Resistive effects: Most of the test methods provide As reduced to lumped constants, the basic pulse
good simulation of the effects of resistance in the air- test circuit is shown in Fig. 13.1. Energy is stored in
craft structure and the assumption of linearity is gener- a capacitor, conducted into the aircraft and returned
ally valid, even for aircraft using large amounts of CFC to the capacitor along a return circuit. Duration of
materials. Studies that have been made of the point current is controlled by the capacitance and series re-
[13.1, 13.2] have generally shown that predicted resis- sistance while front time is controlled by resistance and
tively coupled voltages, as predicted on an assumption series inductance, some of which may be intentionally
of linearity, are if anything higher than any likely to added to the surge generator and some of which will be
be found in actual practice. intrinsic to the aircraft and the return circuit. If single

wires are used for the connections between the gener-
Magnetic field effects: The simulations also provide ator and the aircraft, the inductance of the circuit can
reasonable estimates of the magnetic field effects pro- be approximated as 1 pH/m or 0.3 pH/ft times the
duced by lightning current. What this means is that total distance around the circuit.
the response produced by a low level pulse of current waveshapilng
can be scaled linearly to give the response to a high switch L aircraft
level pulse of current, provided the waveforms of the
currents are the same. The point is discussed further
in §13.3.3.

Electric field effects: Whether any of the test meth-
ods provide good simulation of the electric field ef-
fects is less clear. Electric field coupling involves the
strength of the electric field at the surface of the air- /7"7
craft, but this can be influenced very greatly by the
corona and streamers that appear around the aircraft
when it is struck. Both of these are very non-linear
phenomena. The corona and streamers limit the elec- L ..
tric field at the surface and may limit the electric field c
coupling. Also, the circuits used for ground based air- I C
craft tests probably do not give the same ratio of mag- I
netic to electric field effects as is found in flight. This
chapter will not attempt to address the question of
whether electric field effects are correctly simulated; Fig. 13.1 Basic test circuit.
all it will do is alert the reader that there are ques- (a) Generic
tions about electric field coupling. (b) Practical test circuit

Some of the issues will be discussed in the follow-
ing paragraphs, along wit h methods of obtaining an
electromagnetic environment that is as representative Coaxial return circuits: Using a single wire adja-
as possible of that produced by natural lightning, cent to the aircraft, Fig. 13.2(a), is not .commended

as the way to return the current to the generator be-
13.3 Time Domain Pulse Tests cause the aircraft would respond to the magnetic fields

produced by current in the return wire, as well as to
All pulse testing basically involves charging capac- the electric and magnetic fields produced by current

itors and then discharging them through waveshaping in the aircraft. A coaxial geometry, with the aircraft
elements into the aircraft. Differences between var- as the center conductor and the return path as the
ious techniques relate mostly to the energy levels of outer conductor, Fig. 13.2(b). is better. As indicated
the surge generators and the techniques and degree of in §9.7.2, current on a cylindrical conductor produces
extrapolation needed to estimate full threat responses no magnetic field inside the conductor. In practice,
from tests made at less than full threat. Before dis- the return circuit is formed from an array of wires sur-
cussing various approaches to testing, the basic re- rounding the aircraft, as shown in Fig. 13.2(c), though
sponse of an aircraft in a pulse test circuit will be sometimes metal cheets are used.
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Fig. 13.3 Coaxial approximation ofQ~ [- '- Q ~ 'return circuit.
Lumped constant example: Fig. 13.4 shows typical

(b) waveshapes that might be expected when treating all
elements as lumped constants. The generator circuit
shown was one used in an actual test of an aircraft

wires•[(13.3] and the waveshapes shown on Fig. 13.4(a) and
(b) closely match those obtained in the actual test, as
will be shown in Fig. 13.7. The inductance of the air-

(c) craft and its return circuit was not measured during
Fig. 13.2 Return circuits. the tests, but the 8 uH estimated by matching cal-

(a) Single wire - bad culated and measured current waveshapes is typical
(b) Coaxial wire - good of actual circuits. The intent of that particular test() C a wirew gwas to obtain a current having a front time of several
(c) End view microseconds and inductance of the aircraft wts not

Diameter: In theory, the further the return grid is critical since inductance was added to the generator
from the surface of the aircraft the better, but more to obtain the desired waveshape.
spaciug increases the impedance of the test circuit and Lumped constant circuits are sufficient to esti-
adversely affects the ability to generate the desired cur- mate the peak current obtainable from a particular
rents through the aircraft. Best simulation would in- generator. For this circuit. and during the tests of
volve having the aircraft suspended with wheel well [13.3], a current of 500 A was obtained with a genera-
doors closed. Since this is seldom practical, the spac- tor charged to 25 kV. Obtaining a full threat current
ing to the wires cannot be more than the one or two of 200 kiloamperes would have required a generator
meters that the wheels support the aircraft above the charged to 10 megavolts.
ground. Also, in theory, the more wires in the re- The circuit can be configured to obtain higher
turn path the better, but studies [13.21 have shown currents by reducing the series impedance, but doing
that about eight conductors arranged more or less uni- so precludes obtaining the desired double exponential
formly around the aircraft are adequate. current wave. Reducing the series resistance increases
Impedance: Inductance and surge impedance can be the time at which the current reaches its peak. If the
estimated by calculation. Treating the aircraft and the series resistance is reduced sufficiently the cusent be-
return circuit as coaxial cylinders of the dimensions comes oscillatory. Fig. 13.4 shows the current wave-
shown on Fig. 13.3 gives an inductance of 0.18 pH/m shapes as eries resistance is reduced.
or 2.7 pH for the indicated length. Inductance of an
actual installation will be larger because the outer con- 13.3.2 Traveling Wave Effects
ductor is a cage of wires. For typical systems it runs
%bout 0.5 pH/m, and is best dettnvmned by measure- It is not really sufficient to analyze interactions
ments on actual ins'allatlons. One approach to mea- between aircraft and surge generators using lumped
surement is to discharge a known capacitance into the constant circuit techniques since the aircraft structure
circ, it and obwe the ringing frequency. is large enough that traveling wave effects must be

The surge impedance of the transmission line considered. The aircraft and the return circuit form
formed by the aircraft and return circuit of Fig. 13.3 a sho.lt transmission line and when the switch iL the
calculates to be about 55 ohms, but for actual instal- generator is closed, a steep frmted voltage wave is in-
lations the impedance varies over the length of the Jected into the aircraft. Associated with it will be a
aircraft since the aircraft geometry changes over its steep fronted current wave.
length. Typically it will be in the range of 75 to 125 At the end of the transmision line formed by the
ohms and is best evaluated by time domain reflectom- aircraft and return conductors, reflected voltage and
etry techniques. current waves are launched of polarity such that the
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voltage wave at ,that point goes to zero and the cur- The first effe(, is that the current in the aircraft
rent doubles. When the reflected waves return to the builds up not in an exponential manner, but in a series
input end &-f the aircraft other reflected waves are gen- of steps as current propagates bark and forth along the
erated. The waves combine to produce a current that aircraft, reflecting at the discontinuites at the ends.
increrses in a sirtes of jumps and a voltage that os- The second is that the current is different at different
c)liatem, as illustrated in Fig.13.5. On the figure the points on the aircraft and the steps are least noted at
a&rcraft was treated as two transmission lines each of the point of connection to the surge generator.
26 ft, lengtli (6.1 m) and having surge impedances of These traveling waves preclude developing current
100 ohms ain, propagation velocities 80% that of the waves having exactly the shape of the idealized waves
spetmd of light. The representation is overly simplified discussed in Chapter 5. They also influence the cou-
*iii that it makes no allowance for the non-uniform ge- pling of voltages and currents into the aircraft wiring.
* wnetry of the aircraft, but it does illustrate the basic
effects.

Rswitch aircraft and

•=2 uH return circuit oh

700 700

0 0

-300 -300
0 lO)IS 0 50 us(b) (c)

4000 -____5000_________

00

-100 -5000
0 50 ls (e) 0 50 us

(d) Fig. 13.4 Lumped constant representation.
(a) Circuit
(b) R = 45 ohms (c) R = 45 ohms
d)R = 5 ohms (e) R 0.5 ohms
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Ii 10 3 100C

v w 240v a 940

1.5 kY

700 -7U0.

00

I II

-300 0 2 ps 3002 u~s

(b) (c)

700 -9000

0

0 2 0 ~
(d) (0)

Fig. 13.5 Tkansinission line representation.
(a) Circuit

(d) 13 (e) V

In the event of a real lightning event traveling lightning environment, these oscilatons awe undesir-
waves may Also be launched, particularly if it is a trig. abeand arn best supprassed.
gored lightning 0iash. The nature of the oscllation
though. is almost certainly different in nature than in De~tledm Of iNWSM These travelling waves On the
the labraory because the impedance of a lightning aircraft ame dificuit to detect if the only measurement
channel is different, and probably higher. than the ian- of current is that mande at the input and exit Points.
pedaaaee of a laboratory surge generato. Given that Measuring the current at the midpoint of the aircraft
the intent of a laboratory test (one of them at least) is of course not feasible, though one could measure
is to duplicate. as closely as possible. the standardixed .17the magnetic fied at the center and so estimate the



current. They can, though, be detected by measuring proper termination of the transmission line formed by
the voltage between the aircraft and ground or between the aircraft and the return circuit. One type of ter-
the aircraft and the return conductors, preferably at ruination uses a resistor connected in shunt with the
the midpoint of the aircraft. Fig. 13.5(e) shows a aircraft and another uses a resistor connected in series
calculation of the voltage, between the exit point on the aircraft and the return

lines. Each is effective, as shown in Fig. 13.6. In ac-
tual practice neither is completely effective since the

Controlling traveing waves: These traveling waves impedance of the aircraft is not uniform and actual
can be controlled and a current wavefront with a rel- resistors have inductance that degrade their perfor-
atively smooth double exponential front obtained by mance.

IR Is 1s

1.5 uF

26 kY

(a)

700 700V6k

0 0

-300 -300
0 2 Its 0 2 u's

200

7.

0 0
0 2 0s 2 us

(d) (c.)

Fig. 13.6 Methods of termination.
(a) Circuit
(b) A,-R1-1OOfl, RN-0fl (c) I,-R 1  0, Re = 1000(
(d) 13-R, R 100 n, R3-0fl (e) 1:-R,--Of, R2 - 1000
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One drawback tOa series tesistor iW that it re•duces throngh 'ýesistors, RF and RR on Fig. 13.7. Values of
the maximum current available trom a given size surge 160 to 150 ohmsI are usua14 sufficient. The figure also
generator. Another is that considermble, voltage devel- shows the current waveshapes ,obtained in the actual
ops between the, aircraft and the 1return circuit. For test for which Fig. 13.4 showed calculatior.s.
reasons of safety, 3t is, preferable that the return cir- 13.3.3 Scalg
cuit be grounded. Thus the aircraft potential rises and
insulation under the wheels becomei necessary. In- The -asic prerise of pulse testing at other than
sulation capable of withstanding several hunidred kV full amplitude is that the aircraft system is linear and
cmn he provided, without undue diffloulty, sufficient for that results of measurements at low current levels can
tests at current levels up to several thousand amperes. be scaled linearly to predict the response at full threat

current level. As discussed in §13.2.2. aircraft are lin-
External oscillations on the retirn wires: Since the ear systems, at least as rega.'ds resistively and magnet-
aircraft canuot be completely enclosed by a cylindrical ically generated voltages. Some questions have arisen
return conductor, magnetic and electric fields will leakl in the past as to what is the mcst important mode of
throtigh the cage of return wires and couple to other interaction arid whether scaling should be on the, basis
conductors outside, such as steel in the hangar floi'r of relative amplitudes or relative rates of rise.
and walls. Energy coupled to these systems will cause Simplistically, one might argue that the dominant
a secondary set of traveling waves to propagate on the mode of coupling is resistive and that only relative am-
return wires, as well as the primary, set propagating plitsmdes of current are important. Equally simplisti-
between the aircraft and the return wires. Reftections cally one might' argue that aperture coupling effects
and refractions in the external systmns will Ghow up in are of primary importance and that the induced volt-
the measurements made in the primary circuit, ages depend on rate of rise of current. On this premise,

These oscillations can be controlled by conn-ecting one would scale measurerneut results ficcording to the
both ends of the return conductors to building ground rate of rise of ,he surge cureent,

Test 208 Test 209

10OA/div lus/div 100A/div Ss/div

L - 18 uml
C - 1.5 UF
R - 45 al
E'- 25 kV
Rf- 120 fl
R_ 130 a

Fig. 13.7 Termination resistors on the return lines.
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Standardized threat: These two premises, combined 200 standard threat
with early visualizations of a standardized lightning kA slope 100 kA/us
threat, underlay ja~ly studies of lightning interactions
using relatively high ariplitude oscillatory currents. slope = A2
The standard lightning threat was taken to have an A2
amplitude of 200 kA and also to be associated with a
peak rate of change of current of 100 kA/ps. While
amplitude and rate of change of current were not 0
explicitely linked, the tacit understanding was that current
a standardized lightning threat, fbr indirect effects, Fig. 13.10 Scaling by rate-of-rise.
could be represented as shown in Fig. 13.8.

200 Advantages: This approach to testing and scaling had
kA i some merit providing the test amplitudes approached

that of the full threat. For resistively generated volt-
ages it also had an advantage, real or supposed, that

Ssl6pe = 100 kA/us response voltages typically were obscured by high fre-
i_ quencies at early times, but not at later times. If the

0 2u test current was oscillatory, the late time oscillatory re-
sponse voltage could reasonably be considered "real"

Fig. 13.8 An early view of the and the early time high frequency component could be
standardized environment, considered "noise" in the measurement circuit.

Present thinking, however, is that much of the
early time high frequency component of voltage also

Scaling by amplitude: Resistive effects were felt to represents a "real" response voltage.

depend primarily (or even entirely) on the amplitude
of the lightning current. In such a case, any current Disadvantages: The biggest objection to simplified
that reached a peak amplitude of 200 kA would suffice scaling concepts is that the process was frequently
to predict the resistively generated voltages in an air- pushed too far. In Fig. 13.11, there is no justifica-
craft. This, then was the justification for performing tion in using either waveform (b) or (c) as a predictor
verification tests with high (preferably 200 kA) oscilla- of the response to waveform (a).
tory current waves, even though the front time of such
a wave was much longer than the 2 ps of Fig. 13.8.
If the surge current, Fig. 13.9, had a peak amplitude
less than 200 kA, then the results would be scaled by
the amplitude of current.

(a)
200
kA sandard threat (b)

Al A
current Fig. 13.11 Unjustifiable extrapolation.

0 (a) Full threat

(b) Front too short
Fig. 13.9 Scaling by amplitude. (c) Duration too short

Scnkg by rato-of--ins: Inductive effects were felt to Constant waveshape: Scaling is most justifiable if the
depend primarily (or even entirely) on rate of change test current has the same waveshape as the standard-
of current and that any current that had a high (prefer- ized threat current, but has a lower amplitude, Fig.
ably 100 kAM/s) rate of chaige would suffice to pre- 13.12. Then questions related to scaling by amplitude
dict the inductively generated voltages. If the surge or rate of change become moot since both amplitude
current, Fig. 13.10, had a lesser rate of change, the and rate of change are related by the same scale factor,
results would be scaled in proportion to the rate of 200
change of current. A.- (13.1)
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It is largely for this reason that the standardized light- built to perform full threat tests, on small aircraft at
fning threat described in Chapter 5 is described in such least (13.4], but capacitor banks operating at more
detail. than 2 million volts are required. Because of the long

duration of lightning currents, the energy required to
100 k• be stored is many times that required for full threat

/ nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) tests. Costs of
facilities would be several million dollars.

(0)

o •Full threat analysis tests: Conceptually, it would be
, . .best to use full threat, or near full threat currents, dur-

(b) ing a measurement program to evaluate voltage and

0 Ums to current at many points on the aircraft. Such tests
crest are made during evaluations of NEMP effects, but the

costs are quite high.
Fig. 13.12 Justifiable extrapolation. Full threat lightning analysis tests have seldom

(a) Full threat current been made on aircraft, partly because of lack of test
(b) Low amplitude test current facilities. Even if test facilites were available, costs

would be high since the tests would require a consider-
13.3.4 Approaches to Pulse Testing able amount of time to perform. Large energy storage

banks require considerable time to charge, frequently
There are several approaches to pulse testing: need maintenance and safety requirements have to be

quite stringent. Also, high current level test circuits
Full threat verification tests: One approach to test- are subject to the same constraints as lower level cir-
ing is to subject a complete aircraft, fully configured, cuits in such things as size and impedance of return
with all systems operating, to a full threat lightning circuits and relationships between magnetic and elec-
current and observe whether any harmful effects are tric field magnitudes.
noted. If treated as a Go/No-Go test, this approach
has, in principle at least, the virtues of simplicity and
requiring the least time for preparation, but is seldom High level oscillatory tests: As discussed in §A8,
used in practice because: unidirectional current waves are produced either by

crowbarring, leading to circuit complexity, or by using
1. The cost and complexity of a simulator capable of enough circuit resistance to damp oscillations, lead-

generating 200 kA peak current with the required ing to inefficient use of the energy stored in the surge
fast rise time is excessive, generator. An alternative approach to testing, more

widely used in the past than at present, is to accept
2. The current and charge distributions on the air- oscillatory test currents when evaluating indirect ef-

craft while in the simulator will be different from fects, just as they are accepted during tests of direct
those that exist while in flight, effects. Oscillatory currents of high magnitude can be

produced by simple capacitor banks, but the wave-
3. Since the test program would not be aimed at forms will be totally unlike those produced by natural

gathering information on voltages and currents, lightning.
there would be no information with which to cor- Accepted practice, in the past at least, has been
rect problems should they be found, to make tests using two different generators, each of

which produces an underdamped oscillatory current.
4. There is no predictable method to update test re- One generator, usually operated in a Marx configura-

suits for aircraft modifications. tion, is configured to oscillate at high frequency and
provide a fast rate of rise while the other is config-

5. The perceived lightning threat may be changed in ured to oscillate at low frequency and provide a long
the future as more data becomes available, duration current. The high frequency waveform is in-

tended primarily for evaluation of aperture effects and
6. There is a potential for damage to the test vehicle, the low frequency waveform is intended for evaluation

of resistive and diffusion effects.
The major drawback to such tests is the cost and Oscillatory currents had (and have) both advan-S complexity of the test equipment. Equipment has been tages and disadvantages.
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Advantages of the fast rate-of-change oscillatory tion of magnetic fields.

wave:
3. It does not constitute a full-threat test for the

1. Over a narrow band of frequencies it simulated higher amplitude lightning flashes.

one important aspect of indirect effects, the aper-
ture coupling of electromagnetic fields Data obtained at low amplitudes requires extrap-

olation to give the effects that would be present

2. High amplitude was available from relatively low- at full lightning current amplitude.

energy surge generators since little energy is lost
in waveshaping resistance. 4. It is potentially damaging to avionic equipment.

3. It could be nearly a full threat test of the high Moderate level pulse testing: A generator [13.5] ca-
frequency coupling effects. pable of producing currents of 6 or 7 kA through an

Disadvantages: aircraft is sketched in Fig. 13.13. It is a two stage
Marx circuit having an erected capacitance of 4 pF.
The current waveform through a test bed aircraft is

1. It overemphasized (and deliberately so) one of the shown in Fig. 13.14, the test bed aircraft being de-
frequency components of lightning currents. scribed in (13.5]. Operating voltage when delivering

the current pulse of Fig. 13.14 was apparently about
2. It underemphasized low-frequency coupling ef- 150 kV total. A similar generator of 20 pF erected

fects, particularly the effects of vehicle resistance capacitance, operated at 150 kV and a circuit resis-
and the diffusion penetration of magnetic fields. tance of 4 ohms would be capable of producing a peak

current of 30 kA and similar waveform.
3. It was potentially damaging to avionic equipment There are two advantages to performing aircraft

on the aircraft under test. tests with such levels. One is that when testing with
moderate level generators (30 kA) the stress imposed

Equipment susceptible to damage during a simu- on the aircraft is near that imposed by the lower am-
lated lightning test could obviously be damaged plitude natural lightning flashes. Another, and more
by an actual lightning flash, but damage during important advantage, is that the amount of scaling or
development tests is undesirable. extrapolating to estimate full threat level responses is

not great. Scaling to 200 kA from 6 kA tests involves

The advantages and drawbacks of the fast current an extrapolation of 33:1 while scaling to 200 kA from
waveform are mirrored in reverse by the slow current 30 kA tests involves an extrapolation of 6.7.

waveform. One drawback to testing with such machines is

that they are not readily transportable to remote lo-
Advantages of the high amplitude oscillatory wave: cations for tests on aircraft. Transport is possible.

but involves disassembly and re-erection at the remote
1. It simulates, over a narrow band of frequencies, site. Another is that experience has shown that radi-

the resistive coupling of electromagnetic effects. ation from the spark gap switches in such machines
tends to couple into the aircraft under test, and into

2. High amplitude is available from relatively low- the measuring instruments, and partially obscures the
energy surge generators. voltages and currents under observation. The larger

the machine the more difficult it is to shield agaast or

3. It can approach a full threat test of lower fre- suppress this undesirable radiation.
quency resistive coupling effects, at least for light-
ning strokes of low to average amplitude. Low level pulse testing: Many of the tests that

have been done on aircraft have been done with surge
Disavantages" currents of 200 - 1000 amperes. The practice of es-

timating aircraft response from tests with lower level

1. It overemphasipes (and deliberately so) one of the unidirectional current pulses was initially described as
component frequencies of lightning current. the "Lightning Transient Analysis (LTA) Technique"

and its development is traced in (13.2, 13.3 and 13.6
2. It may not correctly simulate diffusion penetra- - 13.91. Most commonly, tests have been performed
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S with currents on the order of 500 - 1000 amperes and quires that results be extrapolated by a factor of 200.
using waveshapes as nearly like that of the standard- Measurement techniques for LTA tests aie de-
ized lightning environment as possible. Virtues of the scribed in §13.4. They are, of course applicable to
technique are that test equipment can be transported tests made at higher current levels.
in one package without the need to rebuild surge gen-
erators on site, and that a large amount of testing Shock-excited pulse: The pulse techniques described
can be done in a short time, since the equipment is above have involved metallic connection of the surge
easy to operate. Another virtue is that the surge gen- generator to the aircraft and for the tests that have
erator can be well shielded and incidental radiation been made using those techniques the intent has gen-
from switching spark gaps can be well suppressed us- erally been to assess the effects of resistively aad mag-
ing small components in the package housing the en- netically generated voltages. These involve only the
ergy storage capacitors. Finally, since all high voltage current injected into the aircraft. No attempt has been
components can be contained in a shielded enclosure, made to duplicate electric field levels at the surface of
exposure of operators to dangerously high voltages is the aircraft. Generally, in fact, for reasons of safety
minimized, the aircraft has been grounded and attempts made to

The main drawback to low voltage LTA pulse test- minimize voltages between the aircraft and the return
ing is that measured results must be extrapolated by circuit, both of which have the effect of keeping the
large amounts. Extrapolating results from a test per- electric field intensity low.
formed at 1 kA to a full threat current of 200 kA re-

R Pat Lva

2.50 spark 2 uH[ S~~~ap , ..

S' 1 Mterge tstr

700 T fa t taic aircraft i

tio to reisieensmgetsfildcupirsabe

a up

Rea p

Fig. 13.13 Moderate level surge generator.

7000 The fact that electric field coupling exists in addi-
7000 tion to resistive and magnetic field coupling has been

recognized, but the standardized lightning environ-
ment as it relates to indirect effects makes no recog-
nition of electric field and imposes no specifications
regarding it. Partly this is because the electric field
effects have been felt to be of lesser consequence than
other effects and partly because there is little finn
knowledge on which to base specifications. should such
specifications be desirable.

Questions surrounding smne of the early full-
0 " . vehicle tests led to the shock-excited test technique,

Fig. 15, [13.10 - 13.11) in wh;ch the vehicle under
test is insulated and excited at one point through an

Fig. 13.14 Current waveform, electrical arc. This suddenly raises the vehicle to a
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high voltage relative to its surroundings and estab- Open circuit voltages and short circuit current: The
lish~s a high electric fiald at the surface of the vehicle, most important typeof data to be collected is that on
A few microseconds later, a second arc will be eptab- open circuit voltages and short circuit currents. There
lished from the vehicle to ground, suddetuy reduci.g are two reasons for this:
the electric field back to zero and completing the cir-
cuit allowing current to flow. 1. They represent the maximum possible volteges

and currents.

[ A~Q0r- •'•2. Equipment transient design levels (ETDLs) are
defined in terms of open circuit voltage and shomt

Sfirst arc - second arc circuit currents appearing at the interfaces be-
Itween wiring and equipment viewed looking intoT ------ the wiring.

Fig. 13.15 Shock, excited pulse technique. The open circuit voltage is the voltage appearing
at the interface with the equipment disconnected. The

These changes in electric field couple to the inter- short circuit current is the current flowing in a short
nal circuits, presumably in a manner similar to what between two wires, or between a wire and the airframe
enists -i nature when the aircraft is struck. Testing ground, also at the equipment interface.
probably should be done with a well shielded high The open circuit voltage and short circuit current
voltage gerierator to minimize coupling from the spark suffice to define a Thevenin equivalent of the circuit.
gaps of the generator and should be done at voltages They also define the capabilites needed in a test gen-
sufficiently high that corona forms and limits the elec- erator used to evaluate the ability of the equipment
tric field at the surface of the vehicle. Voltages in to withstand equipment transient design levels. This
excess of 106 volts are probably required. latter process is the second part of the verification pro-

Some tests have shown that electric field coupling cess described in Chapter 5. Methods for conducting
was the primary coupling method for high impedance equipment tests are described in Chapter 18.
signal circuits, as contrasted to low impedan"'e circuits
for which magnetic field coupling predominated. Elec- Other measurements: Other measurements to be
tric field effects are not covered by the standardized made during LTA tests include bulk cable currents,
lightning environment and there is as yet no clear con- currents on shields of cables, magnetic fields within
sensus as to ho'v they should be treated or what test structures and structural IR voltages.
techniques are best.

Test plans: Since it is never practical to measure tran-
13.4 Conduct of LTA Tests sients in all wires of an aircraft, or even all wires of a

flight critical system, measurements are usually made
This section will discuss some of the objectives of only on representative wires. The choice of which wires

LTA pulse tests ar.d techniques for making satisfactory upon which to make measurements is made on the
measurements. They are applicable whatever the cur- basis of wire routing, degree of shielding and circuit
rent level at which the tests are made. The objectives function, so as to be typical of other wires of simi-
are nlso applicable for tests nade using the Swept CW lar description. The process of selection of circuits
technique discussed in §13.b. and wires to be measured is a very important part of

the certification process. and together with selection of
13.4.1 Objectives test conditions, that is, current entry and exit points,

constitutes the teqt plan.
The main purpose of LTA tests, and of other types

of full vehicle test described in the foregoing sections, Proposed certification plans should be reviewed
is to determnie the magnitudes of electrical transients with certifying authorities for concurrence prior to the
aciually appearing in aircraft interconnecting wiring, start of tests.

This data is necessary to verify that actual transients
do not exceed the tran sient control level (TCL) estab- EstabUshonwt of TCLs and IETDLs: A second pur-

lished for specific systems and circuits and its collec. pose of full vehicle tests is to obtain data from which

tion is part of the certification process, as described in TCLs and ETDLs can be established. This, of course,

Chapter 5, is only possible if a suitable airframe is available at an
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early stage in the design cycle, when projection criteria craft "black boxes" This means that the oscilloscope
are being established. Sometimes an earlier version of must be shielded from the magnetic fields, which in-
a derivative aircraft is available, with physical dimen- creases the space requirement even more.
sions and materials of sufficient similarity to enable If the oscilloscope can be placed close enough to
representative "ball park" transients to be measured the object under test, conventional high impedance
in typical wire routes. voltage probes can be used to couple the signal to the

Occassionally, useful data can be obtained from oscilloscope. Probes with leads 2 - 3 m long are com-
tests of major subassemblies such as wing, fuselages mercially available.
or empennage sections. In these cases, test currents
are circulated through the subassembly and measure-
ments are made of transients induced in wires that
have been installed in the subassembly specifically for
test purposes.

13.4.2 Measurement Transducers

Lightning induced voltages are usually measured scope

with oscilloscopes located inside the aircraft under
test. These must be coupled to the points under mea- A/C wiring

surement with voltage and current probes.

Where to make measurements: Ideally, one would
measure the voltage induced on aircraft wiring at the (b)
semiconductor components in the "black boxes" at the
ends of the wires, as in Fig. 13.16(a). This is sel-
dom practical since it would disturb the circuit under

* test and because it is too susceptible to "noise". In
practice the best one can do is to measure the volt-
age at the connector pins. Fig. 13.16(b). Sometimes
one must make measurements on breakout boxes and
cables, Fig. 13.16(c), but this is to be avoided if at (c)
all possible, since experience indicates that it is very box
difficult to avoid picking up excessive amount of noise
on such breakout cables. Fig. 13.16 Where measuremants can be made.

(a) Ideal
(b) Sometimes practical

Open circuit and short circuit measurements: Fre- (c) To be avoided
quently the objective of full vehicle tests is to study the
intrinsic pickup on wiring harnesses, rather than how
they interact with terminal devices. In such cases it is Resistive probes: If the oscilloscope must be placed
appropriate to disconnect the harnesses from the de- further away, then it must be coupled through low im-
vices and to short one end of the conductors to ground. pedance coaxial cables. Connection through untermi-
Open cizcuit voltage would then be measured between nated coaxial cables is only satisfactory for low imped-
the other end and ground. Next, both ends of the har- ance circuits and for low frequency measurements.
ness would be groanded and the short circuit current If higher frequencies are involved the cables must
measured. be terminated in 50 ohms, but then the circuit under

test may be loaded excessively. Loading can be re-

High impedance voltage probes Measurement duced by connecting a resistor in series with the mea-
of lightning induced voltages requires fairly sophisti- surement cable, but this has the drawback that the
cated owilloscopes These are quite large, compared to voltage delivered to the measurement oecilloscope is
avionic "black boxes" and can seldom be placed as only a fraction of the original signal voltage and is
close to the devices under investigation as one would more easily contaminated by noise pickup. The higher
like. Furthermore, they are as much, or more, influ- the resistance, the lower the loading, but the smallerS enced by the electric and magnetic fields as are the air- the signal transmitted to the oscilloscope. If a 4950
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ohm series resistor were used (total loading of 5000 Some clamp- on probes are available with large win-
ohms), only 1% of the signal reaches the oscilloscope. dow openings through which large cable bundles may
If the unloaded induced voltage signal were on the or- be passed. Other current transformers have solid cores
der of one volt, the signal to the scope would be 10 that cannot be opened. Measurements require the con-
millivolts. Experience has shown that the background ductor to be threaded through the transformer and
noise levels in the scope (thermal or "white noise") is then reconnected, generally feasible for cable bundles,
on the order of 1 millivolt. This would be a signal to provided the cable terminates in a removable connec-
noise level of only 10:1, even without any margin for tor. For single conductors such transformers may re-
noise pickup on the measurement cables. quire the conductor to be cut and then respliced.

Sometimes it is feasible to improvise current trans-
Active probes: Active probes may be required in some formers using toroidal or split cores. Construction de-
instances when small signals must be measured. Both tails and circuits are shown in Fig. 13.18(b). The
single ended and differential probes are commercially sensitivity of the transformer is
available, but experience with some of them has indi-
cated that their shielding may not be sufficient to elim- K N (13.2)
inate problems of noise pickup. They must be checked R.
to insure that the shielding is adequate. Active probes
can also be custom made, Fig. 13.17. Both the probe where Re equals R paralleled by the 50 ohm input

and the power supply have to be well shielded. resistance of the measuring oscilloscope, Larger core
size cross section, more turns on the secondary wind-
ing and smaller loading resistors all extend the low
frequency response of the transformer. Improvised
current transformers seldom have responses as good
as commercially available transformers, but they may

can feed long be sufficient for the task, Responses should be deter-
0 0 able output mined experimentally.

-- L51 Volts g lll ld

Fig. 13.17 Active probe.

Intrinsic pickup: If the task is only to measure the
intrinsic pickup of an aircraft cable, and if some mea-
surement error can be tolerated at short times, another (a)
approach is to use 50 ohm measurement cables and to
install a short circuit at the far end of the aircraft cable
under test. This forces the entire voltage induced into
the aircraft cable to appear at the end connected to the
measurement cable. Making the measurement without
any series resistance allows the ultimate voltage to be
recorded correctly, but the high frequency oscillations N tur Val

are not recorded correctly. Using a high series resis-
tance allows the oscillations to be more faithfully re-
produced, but of course reduces the level of the signal
delivered to the oscilloscope.

Current measuiennts:, Most current uisasurements

are made using pulse current trandormers that can be (b)
coupled through 50 ohm cable to the measuring oscillo-
scope. Spacing between the oscilloscope and the point
under measurement is seldom a problem. Currents on Fig. 13.18 C Sprlrt traesformers.
individual wires and small bundles can be measured (a) Split core
with clamp-on current probes. as in Fig, 13.18(a). (b) Solid COre
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Response of current transformers: Current trans- A more common source of noise comes from cur-
formers are limited both in their low and high fre- rent induced in the shields of the measurement cables.
quency response, In the time domain they are charac- Such currents may be caused by differences in poten-
terized by droop at long times and roll-off and oscilla- tial between the point of measurement and the oscillo-
tions at short times. Particularly with measurements scope, or they may be caused by electric and magnetic
of short circuit current induced by resistive effects care field induction into the measuring cable. As the cur-
must be taken that the response at low frequencies is rents flow through the resistance of the cable shield
adequate. they produce a voltage drop which appears at the ter-

minals of the cable. Minute amounts of magnetic and
Power system and RF| transformers: Current trans- electric flux also leak through the holes in the shield
formers operate by passing the secondary current and induce voltages. As the current on the cable flows
through a burden resistor to develop an output volt- through the connectors at the oscilloscope additional
age. A high burden resistor provides high output volt- voltages are introduced. The way to eliminate these
age, but poor low frequency response, while a low bur- problems is to use well shielded measurement cables
den resistor provides better low frequency response, and to keep the noise currents out of the measurement
but lower sensitivity. No transformer should be used cable and away from the oscilloscope, usually by using
without a burden resistor. Current transformers made extra shielding or by using triaxial cables.
for power frequency metering and relaying are not pro- Shielding for oscilloscopes: The primary way to min-
vided with a burden resistor and are not generally imize noise problems during LTA tests is to shield the
satisfactory for measurements, though if fitted with oscilloscope and the measuring leads. Some reference
a non-inductive burden resistor may be. Response to such shielding has been made, but more discussion is
measurements would be necessary to prove the point, in order since experience has shown a lot about which
Current transformers made for EMI/EMC measure- techniques are useful and which are not.
ments are also usually not satisfactory since they are
meant to be loaded with the 50 ohm input impedance Fig. 13.20 shows more of how to shield the mena-
of a measuring instrument and do not have satisfactory suring oscilloscope and treat the leads carrying signals
low frequency response. into the oEcilloscope. There are two main concerns.

The first is to prevent incoming leads from carrying
13.4.3 Noise and Shielding noise current into the box and radiating electromag-

netic noise directly into the oscilloscope. The box can
Noise is induced into the measurement system in shield against external electromagnetic fields, but not

several ways, as shown in Fig. 13.19. Electric and against fields produced by currents on the shields of
magnetic fields can impinge on the measuring oscillo- the measuring cables. The other concern is to prevent
scope and induce noise directly into the internal cir- current from flowing across connectors. Connectors
cuits. Experience indicates that the best way to avoid (particularly BNC connectors) are a weak link. their
this problem is to install the oscilloscope in a shielded resistances are relatively high and they are not partic-
enclosure. ularly well shielded.

dkftt Ves~nt Shielding for measurement ceaMowe The best way to
* sum avoid problems is to keep noise currents off the shields

of the measuring cables. This can be done by fitting
all incomning leads with an external braided shield and
terminating this shield on the shielding box, not on the
input oonnectors of the oscilloscope. Triaxial cable is

3_U_1 good, but it is easy to slide woven copper braid over
the top of ordinary coaxial cable.

ownm .The objective of the shield is to keep noise cur-
rents off the measuring cable and away from the os.
cilloscope, particularly the input connectors where the
oscilloscope is most vulnerable to noise pickup. It is
best to terminate the external shield on the rear of
the box and as far from the input of the oscilloscope

Fig. 13.19 Noise induced into measuring circuits. as possible. The inconvenience of having to reach into
the back of the box to make connections is part of
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the price of getting good shielding performance. It is Differential measurements are not a panacea and
preferable to bring the measurement cable (but not some words of caution are in order. Differential mea-
the external shield) through a hole in the box, Fig. surement systems are rated in terms of common mode
13.20(a), but a bulkhead connector for the signal car- rejection ratio, which is a measure of balance or the
rying cable frequently is satisfactory, Fig. 13.20(b). If ability to subtract two identical noise signals and get
a bulkhead connector is used the overall shield should zero output. Rejection ratios of 10,000:1 are commonly
terminate on a shell around the connector, not on the cited for differential pre-amplifiers. This means that if
connector itself, Fig. 13.20(c). Grounding the over- two identical 10 volt signals are applied to the input of
all shield to the box through a pigtail, Fig. 13.20(d). the amplifier that no more than 1 millivolt will be dis-

should be avoided, played. This rejection ratio is usually only guaranteed
The overall shield on the measuring cable mii-1, for low frequencies. The ability to balance differen-

be grounded at each end in order to protect against tial circuits becomes harder at higher frequencies and

magnetic fields. Performance of shields is discussed the common mode rejection may be much less at high

more fully in Chapter 15. frequencies. Also, if the common mode voltage is too
high the amplifiers may saturate or be driven into a

-il &U . . non-lin.ar operation. No differential operation can be
w obtained under those conditions.

High common mode rejection ratios a-re only ob-
tained in amplifiers specifically constructed for differ-
ential operation. Many oscilloscopes have a provisiont~t •• ' •whereby one of two signals can be inverted and the

we results a4ded. Such operation is not the same as is
provided by an amplifier specifically configured for dif-
ferential operation. The common mode voltage limit
is reached at lower voltages and the common mode re-

(d) jection ratio is seldom as good as obtained in true dif-
ferential amplifiers. Still, the differential performance

Fig. 13.20 How to bring cables into a is perfectly adequate for most purposes.

shielding enclosure. Finally, the differential performance of the oscil-
(a) Best loscope can be compromised if the external measure-
(b) Good ment probes are not well balanced. Considering all
(c) Poor factors one should not normally count on the high fre-
(d) Worst quency differential rejection ratio being better than

Differential measurements: Measurements with dif- about 100:1.
ferential amplifiers are another way to minimize the ef-
fects of noise induction into measurement cables. Two Trigger dcrcuts: The measuring oscilloscope must be
signals are brought from the measurement point to triggered to display the voltages resulting from dis-
a differential amplifier in the oscilloscope, one from charging the LTA generator. There are several ways of
the point under investigation and the other from a doing so, as shown on Fig. 13.22. The preferred way is
ground point adjacent to that point, as shown in Fig, by taking a trigger signal from the LTA generator and
13.21. At the owillowcope the two signals are sub- carrying it to the oacilloscope along a coaxial cable,
tracted. Since the mime noise will be induced on both Fig. 13.22(a). If the trigger signal is to be carried into
measurement cables (assuming they follow the same the aircraft, an isolating transformer, Fig. 13.22(b),
path, as they should). the result should be noise free. must be connected in series with the trigger cable. Al-

ternatively, Fig. 13.22(c), the trigger signal can be
g" Uft* carried along a fiber optic link. The LTA generator

WA _may emit enough high frequency noise to allow one
. to trigger the measuring oscilloscopes from an electric

W field antenna. Fig. 13.22(d). This method of trigger-
ing has the virtue of simplicity, but may not provide as
reliable or consistent triggering as the previous meth-
ods. Also, it may allow the oscilloeope to be triggered
from other sources of electromagnetic interference.

Fig. 13.21 Differential anmplifier,. With any of the techniques, delay may have to
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be introduced in the circuit used to trigger the surge to be preferred over analog oscilloscopes because the
generator in order to compensate for the slow velocity recorded signals can be retrieved for further process-
of propagation in the trigger cable and to ensure that ing. Digital oscilloscopes are subject to the same prob-
the oscilloscope is triggered before current builds up lems of noise pickup as analog oscilloscopes and should
in the aircraft. Having a small amount of zero line be shielded in the same way.
available can greatly ease analysis of the recorded data. Measuremeats of lightning induced voltages and

currents require that digital oscilloscopes have a wide

Noise checks: Tests should be made to verify the bandwidth, on the order of 30 - 100 MHz. When re-
effectiveness of the shielding on the measurement sys- viewing the specifications of digital oscilloscopes care
tem. These are made by disconnecting the measure- should be taken not to confuse the bandwidth of the
ment leads from the aircraft wiring and dischhrging analog input circuits with the bandwidth pertaining to

the surge generator. If no noise is picked up by the sampled data. Accurate measurement of a 20 MHz os-

measuring system then one can have good confidence cillatory wave requires the wave to be sampled several

that the signal displayed on the oscilloscope truly rep- times per cycle. Sampling 5 times per cycle would re-

resents the response of the aircraft wiring. quire the sampling rate to be 100 MHZ. Other discus-
sions on requirements for digital measuring equipment

Digital oscilloscopes: Digital oscilloscopes are now are presented in [13.2].
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Fig. 13.22 Mirthotlo of triggering.
(a) Trigger transforiner (C) optical isolation
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Optical coupling: Some of the noise problems encoun- Disadvantages
tered during surge testing can be overcome by using
optical links to couple the outputs from voltage and 1. No way to evaluate non-linearities in the aircraft
current probes to the measuring oscilloscope, but op- response.
tical links have problems of their own. Analog, not
digital, optical links are required, and the bandwidth 2. Scaling to full threat levels requires cousidernble
of the optical link should be as wide as that of the mea- mathematical manipulation.
suring oscilloscope. Wide bandwidth optical links tend
to have high noise levels and limited dynamic range. 13.6 Safety
Sensitivity of the link is more prone to change than is
the sensitivity of conventional hard wired links. Care Most simulated lightning testing, even though ap-
must be taken not to overload the transmitters and plied at reduced levels, involves the use and opira-
the sensitivity of the link must be checked frequently. tion of high voltage equipment including capacitors

and arcing switches. The electrical energies involved

13.5 Low-Level Swept Continuous Wave exceed the levels necessary to cause human fatalities
and safety precautions must be taken and test proce-

This frequency domain technique involves exciting dures followed which ensure that during the test appli-
the aircraft with continuous waves rather than time cations, personnel cannot accidentally come in contact
domain pulses. Basically, the method utilizes a net- with any electrically energized parts of the test circuit.
work analyzer to measure transfer functions, ampli- A secondary concern is the inherent danger of
tude and phase, from the lightning attachment point passing substantial carrents through an aircraft fuse-
to test points, voltage or current, within the aircraft. lage containing fuel. This concern includes the prob-
These transfer functions, if measured over a suitable lems associated with electrical arcing taking place in
wide frequency range, may then be multiplied by the an area where fuel vapors may be present.
frequency spectrum of a lightning pulse to determine
the overall spectral response at the test point. Fourier
transforms can then be taken to evaluate the time do- 13.6.1 Perconnel Safety
main response.

Advantages and disadvantages of the swept CW People actively involved with operating surge gen-
technique are as follows: erators and measuring equipment may need to be

physically close to or inside the aircraft during the test.
Advantages This is particularly true for those operating measuring

instruments. This can be done safely, but safety pro-

1. Standard low level oscillators and network analyz- cedures must be developed and be well understood by
ers may be used. These are commercially avail- all, both those involved in the tests and those who may
able and operate at levels sufficiently low that be only casual bystanders.
there are no safety problems, either to personnel
or the aircraft. Personnel familiarization: Prior to the start of active

testing, all personnel working in the area, both those
2. Narrow band tuned measuring instruments can assigned to the test and those normally working in ad-

be used and these are more sensitive and less sus- jacent areas, should be assembled for a safety briefing
ceptible to interference than time domain instru- and familiaiization with the project. Written safety
ments. procedures are advisable.

3. Aircraft and wiring system resonances are clearly Test area: The aircraft, lest generators, waveshaping
displayed and quantified. circuits, HV power supply, and capacitors will from

time to time be energized to potentially dangerous
4. System responses may be quantified by tabular voltages. A clearly defined test area should be fenced

listings of amplitude and phase without need for or roped off in such a mannimer as to preclude any per-
developing equivalent circuits. son standing outside of the area from coming in con-

tact with any of the above listed items or any other
5. Many useýrs are more used to working with fre- potentially hazardous point. No one should enter the

quency domain data than with time domain re- test area without the permission of the test operator.
sponses. 0
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Safety ground point: A safety ground point should and inverter or a well insulated isolation transformer.
be established to which the facility ground, test cir- In such a case the oscilloscope can be operated per-
cuit power supplies, low voltage side of the generator fectly safely by people within the aircraft. They may
and safety grounding sticks can be connected. This touch the framework of the aircraft or the measuring
ground point must be attached to the building struc- oscilloscope without regard for whether the aircraft is
tural steel, preferably in the floor. This point may also grounded or energized provided they not simultane-
serve as an instrumentation ground reference point, ously touch any wire carrying external ground poten-
though that is not its major function. The grounding tial into the aircraft.
stick can be in the form of a metal hook fastened to an One lead that is likely to be brought into the air-
insulating handle and connected to a flexible ground- craft is a coaxial cable carrying a trigger signal for
ing wire. Another grounding hook should be provided the oscilloscope. Such a cable must be fitted with an
for the surge generatox. isolating device so that neither the center conductor

nor the cable shield provides direct current electrical
Testing procedures: High voltage test equipment continuity to external grounded objects. Methods of
should be operated only by qualified personnel specif- eliminating hazards from such sources are described
ically designated to do so. in §13.4.3. In addition to possible safety hazards, ex-

During a test, observers should not remain within ternally connected leads brought into the aircraft are
the test area. Those who are working on the aircraft likely to carry undesirable electromagnetic interference
or assisting with the test should approach or enter the onto the measuring oscilloscopes.
aircraft only when test equipment is de--energized and
grounded. Both they and the test operator should When an oscilloscope is operated adjacent to the
have equal responsibifity to ensure that equipment is aircraft, but not within the aircraft, it may still be
de-energized and safety grounds connected. operated safely, but safe operation requires more at-

Those who are operating the surge generator or tention to the physical location of all apparatus. The
operating measuring equipment should repair to their case of the oscilloscope must again be connected to the
designated stations before the safety grounds are re- aircraft and the oscilloscope must be powered from an

moved. Those operating measuring instruments may isolated power source. Physically the oscilloscope will

be in physical contact with the aircraft (in it or along- most likely have to be mounted on some sort of plat-
side it) during the test, but only if they are not simul- form alongside the aircraft, This platform should be
taneously in contact with ground or the return wires. of an insulating material. Wooden stepladder's or work

With the exception of those operating measuring platforms will provide sufficient insulation.

instruments, no one should contact the aircraft or re-
turn lines when a pulse from the surge generator is Personnel may still operate such equipment safely
being applied. provided that satisfactory porcedures have been for-

Those who must have physical contact with the mulated and approved. As a minimum, such proce-
aircraft during tests have a special responsibility to dures should require the operator to stand on an insu-
ensure that they understand, what type of contact is lating mat or be seated on an insulating chair set upon
safe and what procedures are necessary to avoid unsafe an insulating mat or platform. Barriers or insulating
contact. sheets should also be placed over the return wires.

Once the test area has been cleared of personnel,
(with the exception of those operating measuring in-
struments) the test operator should enter, remove the 13.6.2 Fuels Safety
grounding sticks, return to his station and perform the
test. At the completion of a test or a series of tests, the Since the aircraft will usually be an operational
operator should shut down the HV power supplies, en- aircraft, residual fuels may be present in the tanks,
ter the area and ground all potentially energized points lines and vents. Since a fuel vapor mixture may
before allowing any others to enter. The ground stick be flammable, it is recommended that the tanks be
should be hung on the aircraft pitot boom or other drained of fuel and fided with dry nitrogen at positive
current injection points between tests. pressure during the test period. As an alternative,

the fuel tanks may be completely filled with fuel to

Operators of measuring Instruments: When an oscil- eliminate as many vapor spaces as possible and the re-

loscope is operated within the aircraft its case must be maining spaces (such as fuel and vent lines) be filled
connected to the structure of the aircraft and it must with dry nitrogen at positive pressure so as to assure
be powered from an isolated power source; batteries a non-flammable atmosphere during the test period.
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Exposed electrical arcs: An attempt should be made Static Electricity, Orlando, FL, June 26-28, 1984,
to ensure that all switching arcs in the aircraft test pp. 40-1 - 40-14.

circuit, including the switching gap in the surge gen- 13.5 W. W. Cooley, D. L. Shortess, "Lightning Simula-
erator, be restricted or enclosed. However, some tests tion Test Technique Evaluation," DOT/FAA/CT-
may require or result in an exposed arc which could 87/38, U.S. Dept. of Transportation, Federal Avi-
be an ignition source. Consequently, it will be very ation Administration, October 1988.
important for all personnel to be aware of and on the 13.6 L. C. Walko, "A Test Technique for Measuring
watch for fuel spills or fuel vapors in the test area. No Lightning-Induced Voltages on Aircraft Electrical
test should be conducted with fuel leaks or spills in the Circuits," NASA CR-2348. NASA Lewis Research
area. 'esting cpn resume only after the leaks or spills Center, February 1974.
have been repaired and/or cleaned up. The source of 13.7 L. J. Lloyd, J. A. Plumer and L. C. Walko, "Mea-
any fuel vapors in the area must be identified and dealt surements and Analysis of Lightning-induced
with prior to proceeding with the tests. Voltages in Aircraft Electrical Circuits." NASA

CR-1744, February, 1971.
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Chapter 14

RESPONSE OF AIRCRAFT WIRING

14.1 Introduction

Verifying that an aircraft will not be harmed by tude of the voltages and current induced by lightning
indirect effects is most likely to come about by per- effects.
forming bench tests in which voltages and currents are This chapter undertakes to provide such tech-
injected into the terminals and wiring of aircraft sys- niques. The resulting estimates may not be very pre-
tems, tests such a3 described in Chapter 18. Specifi- cise, but they can at least indicate the general magni-
cations for such tests are often deficient in that they tude and nature of the induced voltages and currents,
merely specify something like and that may be sufficient for preliminary designs or

tests.
Bench tests shall stebject the equipment to the The discussions to follow will treat both the open
lightning environment specified in ... circuit voltage and the short circuit current induced on

aircraft wiring. A knowledge of open circuit voltage is
The referenced document then describes only the important because it represents the maximum volt-

lightning environment to which the aircraft as a whole age to which a circuit or electrical insulation might be
should be designed. Equipment inside the aircraft, of exposed. Short circuit current is important because
course, is not subjected to the full lightning threat, and it represents the maximum current that might flow
it would not be meaningful to subject each individual through an element designed to carry current, such
box or cable to the 200 000 amperes peak current that as a protective spark gap or diode. The two factors
might represent the external lightning threat. together define the source impedance of the surge, a

Some sort of program is needed to estimate real- quantity needed in order to conduct rational bench
istic levels at which tests should be conducted. Even testing of equipment.
if tests are not performed, some sort of program is The discussions will also provide an introduction
needed to estimate levels to which equipment should to the art of modeling the response of electrical circuits
be designed. If no estimates are made, either equip- to the voltages and currents induced by lightning.
ment must be designed and tested to arbitrarily chosen
levels, or it will be designed or selected without any 14.2 Wire Impedances
special regard for lightning indirect effects.

Some have called the process of determining volt- Inductance and capacitance of conductors were
ages and currents on individual components a flow- treated in §9.7.3 and §9.8.1. For wires above a ground
down process, implying that it is one of determining plane, Fig. 14.1, and using only air as insulation, sim-
how much of the external lightning environment "flows plified expressions for calculation are:
down" onto individual components. Ideally. the per-
formance of flowdown calculations to determine the
most likely voltages and currents on the wiring of an L = 0.2 ln(4h/d) pH/m (14.1)
aircraft would be clearly identified as one of the neces- 55.56 pF/m (14.2)
sary engineering tasks and would be allocated suitable C n(4h/d
staff, time and funding.

In principle, the voltages and currents on the air- where
craft wiring may be calculated from the geometry of
the aircraft wiring and knowledge of the strength and
orentation of the internal magnetic and electric fields, h = height above a ground plane
as discussed in Chapters 10, 11 and 12. Alternatively, d = conductor diameter
they may be determined experimentally as discussed
in Chapter 13. Since staff and funding are not always Inductance and capacitance may also be estimated
available to perform the necessary measurements and from Figs. 14.2 and 14.3.
calculations, it is useful to have simplified techniques Inductance and capacitance also define the surge
that at least let one determine the order of magni- impedance of a conductor.
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the lumped constant approach does illustrate the gen-
id eral nature of the response. Transmission line or dis-

tributed constant considerations are discussed further
in §14.4.h T

7 .14.3.1 Response to Resistive Voltage Rises

Fig. 14.1 Wire above a ground plane. The elementary equivalent circuits are shown in

io0 Fig. 14.4. R. represents the resistance of the aircraft,
or more precisely the portion of the aircraft under con-

d• sideration, while R. and L, represent the resistance
T Tand inductance of the wire. The most severe case in-

volves conductors that are referenced to the airframe
at one or more points. Power distribution systems are
frequently so arranged. If the conductor is grounded

IL at only one end, Fig. 14.4(a), the quantity of most
interest is the open circuit voltage developed at the
other end. If both ends of the wire are grounded, Fig.

.1 02 0. tLo . s( 14.4(b), the quantity of interest is the short circuit
current.•

0,.h -1o )DoO
I cmi

Fig. 14.2 Inductance of wires. L

o2 0., ,.0 ,..0 - ,,,,M (a ) -- --- -I- .- V

A 10- 6s
T O0 (b) IL - =-

Fig. 14.4 Response to resistive voltage.S...............(a) V..!

Fig. 14.3 Capacitance of wires. Open circuit voltage: A lightning current Il produces
an open circuit voltage

V.ý = liR.. (14.4)

Z = 60ln(!-) ohms (14.3) Wire routing or wire resistance will not affect the volt-
age.

The velocity of propagation on such conductors is 300
m/ps, the speed of light. Short circuit current: If the wire is connected to the

airframe structure at each end, the current through
14.3 Response Mechanisms - Short Wires the wire will depend on the resistance of the wire, its

inductance and the waveshape of the lightning cur-

The response mechanisms will be reviewed first rent. Such a connection may not appear to be a nor-
for conductors short enough that the response can mal condition, but it does represent a limiting case if
be treated in terms of lumped constant elements, surge arresters are being employed to limit the volt-
Many wiring systems in aircraft do not strictly qual- age appearing between a conductor and the airframe.
ify for this treatment, since they are long enough Assuming R. < R.,, the wire current for lightning
that they are better treated as transmission lines, but currents of long duration is
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SRd Example: The geometry shown on Fig. 14.6(a) is
,c (14.5) somewhat representative of a conductor used for dis-

tribution of aircraft power. For the indicated lightning
while for lightning current of short duration the wire current, V0 c and I., are as shown on Fig. 14.6(d) and
current is (e). The point of most importance is that the short cir-

cuit current is controlled more by the wire inductance
I., = - Vocdt (14.6) than its resistance and reaches its peak long after the

aircraft current has begun to decay.

where

Source impedance: Strictly speaking, source imped-
I - amperes ance would be found by taking the instantaneous val-
L = self-inductance of wire or cable - H ues of voltage and current,

V0, = open circuit induced voltage - V
t = time-s a . (14.7)

and would be a quantity that was time or frequency
Multiple conductors: If there are several conductors dependent. Often however, the ratio of peak values of
in a bundle, all of the conductors will be subjected to open circuit voltage and short circuit current is takcn
the same open circuit voltage and short circuit current, to be the source impedance and, for the above exam-

ple, is 0.32 ohms. The quantity is a useful measure of
Wire shields: A shield on the wire, if it is grounded at the impedance of the circuit, but should be used with
only one end, Fig. 14.5(a), will not reduce the voltage caution since it pertains only to the one waveshape of
or current to which the wire is subjected. If the shield driving current.
is grounded at each end, as indicated in Fig. 14.5(b), The illustration of Fig. 14.6 is somewhat oversim-
it will reduce the voltage or current, but the degree plified, but it does illustrate the point that source im-
of reduction will depend primarily on the resistance of pedance for resistively generated voltages is quite low,
the shield, as compared to the resistance of the aircraft about the same as the resistance of the wire. This low
and the resistance of the wire. source impedance is an important point that must be

considered when applying surge protective devices, as
discussed further in Chapter 16.

ci14.3.2 Response to Magnetic Fields

R aThe simplest geometry to consider, Fig. 14.7(a),
(a) I L - is that of a conductor placed adjacent to a metal sur-

face and exposed to a uniform magnetic field oriented
to produce maximum voltage in wiring. Single conduc-
tors are rarely found in an aircraft; more commonly
conductors are part of a bundle of wires, or one of the
wires in a multi-conductor cable. For the analyses to

(b) L Rfollow, the effects will be about the same for a single
wire or for a group of wires comprising a cable or bun-
dle. If the cable is fitted with a shield, the shield can
be treated as just another conductor.

Open circuit voltage: The open circuit induced volt-
,a age between the wire and ground, or the common mode

voltage of wires in a cable, will be
Fig. 14.5 Effects of a shield.

(a) Grounded at one end Vd = !- = HA H A (48
(b) Grounded at both ends = =1
(c) Equivalent circuit where
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Fig. 14.6 Resistively coupled voltage.
(a) Geometry
(b) Equivalent circuit
(c) I, (two time scales)
(d) Vo.
(e) 1.0
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H i impedance. For worst case analysis, one can consider
one end of the wire to be grounded with the other end
open circuited. All the voltage will then appear at the

.. open circuit end of the wire.

h d ..... .... voc Short circuit current: The maximum current is that
....... which flows when both ends of the wire or cable are

connected to the Vehicle structure through a low or
Rw Lw zero impedance, Fig. 14.7(b). The short circuit cur-

rent is then mostly affected by the wire inductance

1Isc and, treating only inductance, is

(b) 8= -- V0 ,dt. (14.10)

Fig. 14.7 Response to magnetic induction.
(a) Voc where
(b) 2".c li = amperes

L = self-inductance of wire or cable - H

Voc = open circuit induced voltage - V
t = time - s

A = area of the loop involved - in 2

A = th in Fig. 14.7 The induced voltage, Vo., that drives the current,

Io = 47r x 10-T is directly proportional to the cable height, but the

0 = total flux linked - webers cable inductance L that impedes the flow of current,
is proportional to the logarithm of the cable height.

H = magnetic field intensity - A/rn Both Voc and L are proportional to cable length. The
t = time - s result is that short circuit current is practically inde-

f Ipendent of the length of the cable and only moderately
If 1 and h are measured in inches: dependent on the height of the cable above ground.

V.,d = 8.11 X 1011 lh (14.9) An individual wire might have a low imped-
dance load by being connected to a semiconductor, in

where which case the short circuit current might flow directly
through the semiconductor and its bias source. If the
circuit is intentionally designed to have a low input

I = length - in impedance, there may be no damage if the current is

h = height above ground plane - in not too large. Maximum available short circuit cur-
H = magnetic field intensity - A/rn rent is an important point to consider when selectingt = time - - surge protective devices.

Multiple wires: If a group of wires is involved, Fig.

The induced voltage is thus proportional to the 14.8(a), the induced voltage so calculated is that ex-

length cf the wire, its height above ground and the isting between the entire group of conductors (coin-

strength of the magnetic field. Voltage can be reduced prising the bundle or cable) and the vehicle structure.

by keeping wires or cables close to the ground plane Assuming equal load impedances, the voltages on each

and by routing them along a path where the magnetic of the wires will be about the same and will not de-

field strength is low. These points are discussed further pend on the location of the wire within the bundle or

in Chapter 15. cable.

As will be discussed in Chapter 15, an elemen-
tary model for voltage induced in a wire consists of a Line-to-line voltages: Line-to--line voltages (also
voltage source placed at the center or one end of the called differential or circuit voltages) will be less than
wire, along with some representation of the loads at line-to-ground voltages, generally by a factor of 10
the two ends of the wire. The induced voltage then to 200, or 20 to 46 dB, because individual conductors
divides between the loads at the ends of the wire. The are usually close together and are often twisted, thus. lazLiest voltage appears across the load with highest reducing the total loop area.
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Example: Fig. 14.9(a) shows the same conductor as
"Fig. 14.6(a), but subjected to a changing magnetic

field of the waveshape indicated in Fig. 14.9(c). In

h " g Ti -" I the equivalent circuit of Fig. 14.7(b) the voltage source

I would have a magnitude and waveshape as calculated
. .. ....".... ,. by Eq. 14.9. For this elementary circuit the driving

(a) voltage would be the same as V0,, Fig. 14.9(d), and
its waveshape is that of the derivative of the magnetic
field. The short circuit current, being proportional
to the integral of the open circuit voltage, has nearly

s Vthe same waveshape as the magnetic field driving the
11"Y.. I .. circuit.

(b)

Fig. 14.8 Multiple conductors. Source impedance: The ratio of open circuit voltage
(a) Bundled conductors to short circuit current for this circuit is 9.6 ohms, a
(b) Shielded bundle value much higher than found for the resistively cou-

pled example of Fig. 14.6. As in §14.3.1 the value
of surge impedance applies only for a magnetic field
having the indicated waveshape.

Determining the voltage between wires, or the
dB difference between line-to-ground and line-to-line
voltages in terms of wire locations, is beyond the capa- 14.3.3 Response to Electric Fields
bilities of any elementary type of calculation. Modal
analysis techniques are called for, but a discussion of Equivalent circuits for objects exposed to an elec-
that subject is beyond the scope of this book. Em- tric field are not as intuitively obvious as for conduc.
pirical estimates are often about the best that can be tors exposed to IR rises or to changing magnetic fields.
hoped for. They are best developed by discussing the short circuit

The actual magnitude of the ciacuit voltage is de- current before discussing open circuit voltage.

termined as much, or more, by the impedances of the
circuits to which the wires connect as it is by the char- Short circuit current: For conductors exposed to a
acteristics of the wire. Prudence might suggest not changing magnetic field, the voltage cand current can
counting on line-to-line voltages being more than 20 be eliminated, theoretically, by placing the conductors
dB less than line-to-ground voltages unless the cir- flush with the ground plane. For conductors exposed
cuits have been carefully designed to have balanced to a changing electric field this may not be so.
impedances at both ends of the cable. Fig. 14.10(a) (also shown in §9.8.3) shows a sur-

face exposed to a changing electric field E,, the field
Efect of a shield: If the wire is covered with a shield assumed to be oriented perpendicular to this surface.
grounded at only one end, Fig. 14.8(b), the magnet. The changing electric field will produce a displacement
ically induced voltage from conductor to ground will current and if a portion of the surface is isolated and
not be much reduced, though the shield may reduce connected to the rest of the surface through a conduc.
the voltage between conductors. The field will induce tor, the current through that conductor will be
as much voltage between the end of the shield and
ground as it does between the conductor and ground. I. - KeoA(41
A shield grounded at each end will reduce the voltage, d4.
but further discussion of the matter will be deferred where K is unity for this geometry and
to Chapter 16.

Orientation of the field: Eqs. 14.8 and 14.10 assume A = area of the surface - m2
the magnetic field to be oriented at right angles to the e0 = 8.854 x 10-11 F/m
plane of the wire loop. If the field were oriented differ- e - actual electric field - V/m
ently the induced voltage would be less, but for simpli- t = tual elect fd -

fied calculations such as these it is probably prudent I = time - seconds
to consider only worst case orientation of the field. I.e = short circuit current - amperes
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Fig. 14.9 Magneticall induced voltage.
(a) Geometry
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If, as shown in Fig. 14.11, the surface is raised
d above the surrounding surface, the actual electric field

intensity E. would be greater than the undisturbed

~E. *~ *..~field E.. Consequently, such a surface will intercept
E u Wmore displacement current. Calculating the current

intercepted, or evaluating the factor K in Eq. 14.11,
would require evaluating the electric field intensity at
all points on the surface, either by cut-and-try field
plotting or by one of the various 2D and 3D modeling

(a) techniques discussed in Chapters 10 - 12.

Fig. 14.10 Displacement currents. Fig. 14.11 Elevated surface.

(a) Geometry
(b) Equivalent circuit A simple geometry for which K or E. can be cal-

The c t e of the plate will depend on it ge culated is the hemicylinder shown in Fig. 14.12(a) and
capacitance (b). For it

ometry and that of the surroundings surfaces, and is
a quantity th.Ot can be either calculated or measured. E. - 2E. cos 0. (14.15)
The capacitance will not affect the short circuit cur-
rent, but it does affect the open circuit voltage, as will Integrating this electric field over the surface of the
be discussed shortly. hemicylinder shows that it will intercept twice the div.

An alternative view, more readily adapted to nu- placement current of a flush surface having the same
merical circuit analysis, treats the problem in terms projected area.
of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 14.10(b). It
involves an equivalent capacitance CA connected to a
fictitious plate at a height h.. the plate being energized
from a fictitious voltage source V..

I' CA(14.12)
dt

wheTe

V. = h.E (14.13)
fold

C -h. (14.14)

Since h. appears in both V. and CA, and thus in both E u
numerator and denominator of Eq. 14.12, its value is
immaterial and can be taken as unity.

The cu•rent depends on the intensity of the elec- (b)
tric field E. actually incident on the isolated section.
If the isolated section were set flush with the rest of
the surface, and the spacing w between the two see- Fig. 14.12 Hemicylinder.

tions were negligible, then the actual field E. would (a) Geometry
be equal to the undisturbed field E.. (b) End view
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The factor A for the hemicylinder is thus 2. The One equivalent circuit, Fig. 13(b), treats this
current intercepted by several other geometries was open circuit voltage as being connected to a load
shown on Table 9.5, and values of K for them could be through the capacitance of the conductor, the capaci-
calculated. Values of K for conductors above a ground tance being as given by Eqs. 14.2 and 9.99. The short
plane can readily be calculated, as will be discussed circuit current is then
shortly.

Open circuit voltage: Open circuit voltage is most 1 C'C dt
easily obtained by integrating the displacement cur- Another equivalent circuit, Fig. 14.13(c), is more
rent in the known (by measurement or calculation) convenient for inclusion in circuit analysis programs.
capacitance of the conductor. In place of an "lectric field, a fictitious surface at a

height he is assumed, the surface being connected to a
Voc = -',Icdt. (14.16) voltage Ve = h.E. The open circuit voltage can thenC Jbe defined in terms of the actual physical capacitance

Recognizing that I,, is proportional to the rate of Cc and an equivalent coupling capacitance C,:
change of electric field, the open circuit voltage of the
isolated plate of Fig. 14.10(b), for example, is Voc = V C . (14.20)

V o=- E (14.17) If h < 1, h, may be taken as unity, in which case
C

where C is the capacitance of the plate. Ch= C2 (1 h h) (14.21)

Conductor above ground: For the case of an iso-
lated conductor above ground, Fig. 14.13(a), the open K factors: For isolated conductors the factor K as
circuit voltage would be used in Eq. 14.11 can be calculated by equating short

E., hE.. (14.18) circuit currents as expressed by Eqs. 14.11 and 14.19.

E K = h 2v (14.22)
d ln(4h/d)

L_ K as a function of hd is shown in Fig. 14.14.

Cc d h.

I oad d

(b) 0.5

--- he h/d

..... XC Fig. 14.14 Factor K for elevated conductors.

(c) Example: Fig. 14.16(a) shows the conductor of Fig.

14.6 exposed to an electric field having the magnitude
Fig. 14.13 Eqcuialent circuit. for electric field and shape given by Fig. 14.15(c). The equivalent cir-

coupling to elevated conductors, cuit of Fig. 14.13(b) was derived as shown in Fig.
(a) Gemnetry 14.13(c) and Eq. 14.21, with h, taken as unity. The
(b) Equivalent in terms of V. and C, open circuit voltage and short circuit current would
(r) Equivalent in terms of V and CA then be as shown in Figs. 14.15(d) and (e).
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Fig. 14.1b Capacitively induced voltage.
(a) Geometry
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(c) Electric field
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Source impedance: The source impedance, defined by Complex oscillations: When the internal magnetic

the ratio of the peak voltage and current, is 3681 ohms, field is of complex waveshape, as is the usual case, and
a number much higher than for an equivalent conduc- not the idealized inverse exponential function shown in
tor exposed to IR voltage rises or a magnetic field, the preceding figures, the resulting open circuit volt-
though again it pertains only to one particular wave- age may be of a very complex nature. A few examples
shape. This high value of source impedance partially were shown in Chapter 8. While the maximum voltage
explains why it is easier to provide effective shielding may be difficult to predict, given the complex nature
against electric fields than against magnetic fields or of the superimposed oscillations, the amplitude of the
resistively generated voltages, envelope can at least be approximated using the ele-

mentary techniques described above.

Multiple conductors: If there are multiple conductors
in a bundle, the displacement currents will be inter- Frequency: The frequency of the superimposed oscil-
cepted primarily by the outer conductors and conse- lations tends to be inversely proportional to the con-
quently location of a conductor in a bundle does make ductor length. Conductors, such as shields, grcunded
a difference as regards the capacitively coupled cur- at one end tend to ring as quarter-wave dipoles. For
rents, unlike the situation with resistively or magneti- example, a conductor 10 m long tends to ring at 7.5
,;ally induced currents. MHz. Even this simple relationship is difficult to ap-

ply, since one conductor is seldom free of the influence

Effect of a shield: Since displacement currents are in- of adjacent conductors. Capacitance and inductance
tercepted by the outermost conductor, a shield will at the ends of the conductors make the oscillatory fre-
reduce capacitively coupled currents, even if it is quencies lower and may result in oscillations being ex-
grounded at only one end. This assumes the shield cited in a complete circuit when they would not be
to be sufficiently short that its impedance is negligi- excited if only the distributed inductance and capaci-
ble; an assumption generally made in discussions of tance of the conductors were involved.
shielding practices, though often unstated. Aircraft wiring is usually grouped into bundles,

the bundles usually containing both ,ihort and long
14.4 Transmission Line Effects conductors. The assembly, even if exposed to a mag-

netic field of simple waveshape, will oscillate in a com-
Conductors always have associated with them plex manner. Generally there will be one dominant fre-

some distributed capacitance and inductance, the val- quency with several other frequencies, umally highe:,
ues of which are determined by the size of the conduc- superimposed. Each will have its own characteristic
tors and the distance of the conductors from adjacent decrement. About the only reliable generalization is
ground planes and other conductors. When these are that the bundles associated with large aircraft will be
considered, the effect of changing electric and magnetic longer than the bundles associated with small aircraft
fields is to produce oscillatory voltages and currents. and will generally oscillate at lower frequencies. On

fighter aircraft, measurements of induced voltages have

Example: Fig. 14.16 shows an example, the wire shown the characteristic frequencies to be in the range
of Fig. 14.9 being treated as a transmission line of 1 to 10 MHz.
185 ohms surge impedance, Eq. 14.3, with the in- Currents measured on bundles of conductors also
duced voltage, Fig. 14.16(c) being connected at the tend to be oscillatory, like the voltages, as long as
center. The calculations pertain to a magnetic field the conductors are part of a wiring group employing a
with a faster rate of rise than was used on Fig. 14.9. single-point ground concept. Currents on conductors
The distributed nature of the wire gives rise to tray- contained in a shield grounded at each end tend not
eling waves or oscillations that persist longer than the to be oscillatory, but to follow the underlying shape of
induced voltage. The more rapid the rate of change the internal magnetic field.
of field, the more pronounced will be the oscillations.
Losses reduce the oscillations and may eliminate them
entirely, at least as calculated for simple circuits. 14.5 Magnetic Field Zones

The oscillations are not noted on the short circuit
current since it responds to the integral of the induced From the discussions of the preceeding chapters it

voltage. For the circuit of Fig. 14.16, source imped- can be seen that the task of mapping the electromag-

ance was 62 ohms, several times higher than for the netic fields inside a vehicle and making detailed flow-

situation illustrated in Fig. 14.9. The difference in im- down calculations to determine the voltage or current

pedance is mostly due to the difference in waveshape on all circuits and cables could be a formidable task. A

of the magnetic field. possible solution to the flowdown problem lies in rec-
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ognizing that aircraft, or at least aircraft within a par-
ticular category, tend to possess characteristic zones,
though the zones to be discussed should not be con-
fused with the lightning strike zones discussed in the
chapters dealing with direct effects of lightning.

As an example of a magnetic field zone, consider
the cockpit of a fighter aircraft. It can be regarded
as a magnetically open region exposed primarily to ,.

aperture-coupled magnetic fields. Within reasonable A THROUG . MOS PROBABLE LIGHTNING ARC ENTRY AND EXIT POINTS

limits, all fighter aircraft probably have approximately
the same magnetic field in the cockpit. SHUTTLE ZONES

FLIGHT DECK 6 PAYLOAD SAY
Another type of equipment zone characteristic of 2 CENTER EQUIPMENT BAY 7 AFT EQUIPMENT SAY

CLOWER EQUIPMENT BAY I ENGINE COMPARTMENT
fighters would be equipment bays located in the for- 4 FORWARD TOP 9 VERTICAL STABILIZER

ward section and behind the rtdome. All such equip- s FORWAR C-TE 10 wIN

ment bays tend to be alike, the differences, perhaps,
relating mostly to the type of fasteners used to hold Fig. 14.17 Shielded zones within the Orbiter vehicle.
the covers in place. The structure within a wing pro-
vides a type of magnetic field fundamentally different Table 14.1
from either the cockpit or the forward equipment bays. Magnetic Fields in Different Zones

Accordingly, it would seem possible to divide an of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
aircraft into a relatively small number of typical zones,
to assign a ruling or characteristic magnetic field inten- Aperture Fields Diffusion Fields

sity to those zones, and to provide rather simplified ta- Zone A.component (A/m) B.component (A/m)

bles or nomograms listing the characteristic transient 1 1200 800
likely to be induced in wiring of a given length. 2 60 200

This concept of dividing an aircraft structure into -3 0 200
different magnetic field zones and assigning a ruling 4 so 1]S
magnetic field strength to each zone, while imper- 1 50 100
fectly formulated at present, is fundamentally no dif-
ferent from the civil engineering practice of designing 6 280 300*
a structure to withstand a standard (generally worst 150*
case) wind loading. While the wind loading may differ 7 50 570
widely at different points on the structure, the task of 8 200 680
calculating the wind loading on each and every strac- 9 200 3700
tural member would probably be sufficiently expensive 10 65 300
that it would offset the savings that one might realize
by tailoring each structural member to its own specific *"No payload
wind loading. ponents, an A-component referring to fields coupled

through apertures and a B-component referring to
14.5.1 Zones as Applied to the Space fields coupled by diffusion through metal surfaces. The
Shuttle A-component of the field would tend to have the same

rapidly changing waveshape as the external magnetic
This concept of dividing an aircraft into shield- field, while the B- component would have a much

ing zones was first used on the Space Shuttle [14.1]. slower waveshape.
The zones so defined are shown in Fig. 14.17. The In the Space Shuttle study the waveforms of the
electromagnetic fields assigned to each of these zones different components were taken to be as shown on
were initially estimated by a group of engineers knowl- Figure 11.14. In each case the field intensity was
edgeable about lightning interactions. These magnetic based on a worst case 200 kA lightning current passing
fields were then refined during the course of an exten- through the Orbiter vehicle. The field amplitudes of
sive analytical investigation. Table 14.1 were the maximum amplitudes calculated

for any of the possible lightning current entry or exit
The magnetic field amplitudes assigned to each of points. While no particular claim for accuracy can be

these zones, based on the analytical study, are given made about any individual point within the Orbiter,
in Table 14.1. The fields were divided into two corn- the field amplitudes at least seem reasonable.
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14.5.2 Calculation of Voltage and Cument Open circuit voltegq: The open circuit voltage was
assumed to be developed only by the aperture cou-

If the assumptionA are made that there is a ruling pled magnetic fields, all of which were assumed to rise
field for a particular zone and that the magnetic fields lineatly to their peak in two microseconds. Then:
have linearly changing waveshapes (constant rates of
change), then it is possible to derive some simpliAed V., = 1KjhH (14.23)
relationships between the magnetic field and the re- where
sulting induced voltages and currents. The princples
were reviewed in §14.2. As applied to the Space Shut- KI = 0.63 if I and h are in meters
tle, additional assumptions were: K, = 0.63 x 10-4 if I and h are in centimeters

1. The conductor was of length I, diameter d, and K1 = 0.41 x 10-3 if I and h are in inches

spaced a height h above a ground plane. In all cases H is expressed in amperes per meter.
The waveshape of the open circuit voltages would be

2. The magnetic field was oriented to produce max- proportional to the derivative of the H field, and hence
imum voltages in the conductor. is likely to be oscillatory.

3. One end of the conductor was grounded. Short circuit current: Short circuit current was as-
sumed to be governed by the diffusion-coupled mag-

4. The magnetic fields were of the shape shown in netic field and, for conductors grounded at each end
Fig. 14.18. The figures and tables that follow was
would have to be recalculated if the fields had
different waveshapes. I~c = K2 hH (14.24)

These are also the assumptions made in §14.2. where K 2 was given by either Fig. 14.19 or 14.20, ac-
cording to the units used for measurement of the con-
ductor. Since current was governed by the dimensions
of the conductor, or more exactly by its inductance,

200 kA K was not a constant, but depended on the ratio h/d,
as well as the rise and fall times oi the magnetic field.

Conductor length does not influence short circuit
current. The waveshape of the short circuit current

(a) tends to be the same as that of the incident magnetic
field.

0 2 microsec 100 The height, h, of the cable bundle above a ground
plane is difficult to specify because the ground plane is
seldom purely a plane surface and because cable bun-
dles are frequently strapped directly to a supporting
structure. For purposes of analysis it was assumed:

(b) 1. That height h was measured to the nearest sub-
0 2 microsec 100 stantial metallic structural member.

2. That if the cable bundle was laid directly on that
member, h equaled one-half the cable diameter.

(c) 3. That if the cable bundle was elevated above the
0 300 600 metallic structural member, h equaled the clear

microsec height above the member plun one-half the cable
diameter. If the cable height differed along its
length, an average height was used.

Fig. 14.18 Waveforms used for Orbiter analysis. Based on Eqs. 14.23 and 14,24, Fig. 14.18, and
(a) Lightning current Table 14.1, the voltages and currents on typical wiring
(b) Aperture-coupled field, A-component in the Space Shuttle Orbiter were calculated. The re-
(c) Diffusion-coupled field, B-component sults are shown on Table 14.2 [14.1].
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0.12 14.6 Modeling

d This section will provide some further discussion
0.10 H of the art of modeling circuit response, either by hand

calculations or with the aid of numerical circuit anal-
h~ ysis routines. All of the discussion will deal with time

0.08 . .7`7 --... ' .77..... .... domain modeling, though the equivalent circuits to be
developed can equally well be solved with the aid of

Sfrequency domain circuit analysis programs.

.Frequency domain modeling has some advantages,
particularly in that frequency dependent losses of coni-

0.0 ductors can be more readily, modeled than in time
domain programs and that characteristic frequencies
of circuits are readily revealed. Disadvantages of fre-

0.02 - quency domain modeling are that it is not readily
adapted to analysis of non-linear surge protective de-
vices and that conversion to the time domain requires

1 2 5 10 20 So 100 200 SW low time consuming Fourier transforms. Further discus-
h/d sion of the relative merits of time domain vs frequency

Fig. 14.20 K2 - inch units, domain modeling is, however, beyond the scope of this
introductory treatment.

Screening calculations: Analyses of the nature illus- 14.6.1 Steps in the Modeling Process
trated were made for wiring on the Space Shuttle Or-
biter and used for preliminary screening of all critical Some of the steps involved in modeling the re-
circuits [14.2]. For each conductor an estimate was sponse of a circuit are the following.
made of the expected open circuit voltage and short
circuit current and then an analysis was made to see 1. Break the aircraft geometry into manageable see-
if the electrical and electronic components to which tions, such the magnetic field zones discussed
that circuit connected could reasonably be expected aboves
to withstand those voltages and currents. Part of the above.
process involved estimating the margin between what
the equipment could reasonably withstand and the 2. Simplify the cable geometry by determining aver-

voltages and currents estimated by these simple tech- age cable diameters and average heights relative

niques. For those relatively few circuits where there to the surrounding ground structure.
was a problem, or where the margin was not enough
for comfort, more refined calculations were made and, 3. Determine the ruling electric and magnetic fields
if necessary, circuits were modified. for the zones discussed in Step 1.
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4. Determine the voltages and currents developed by sections by those fields. To simplify the illustrations to
the fields. These will be used to drive the equiv- follow, only the magnetically induced voltages shown
alent circuits. in Figs. 14.26 and 14.27 will be considered.

5. Develop equivalent circuits of cable sections.

6. Identify end impedances, perhaps limited to opens
and shorts.

7 Develop complete equivalent circuits.

8. Calculate response.

14.6.2 Example of Modeling

The above steps will be illustrated for the hypo-
thetical aircraft of Fig. 14.21. It should be viewed
only as illustrating the steps in the modeling process, diameter 1.5 cm
and not as a representation of an actual circuit in any

realistic aircraft. IQThe illustrations will assume that the aim is to 4 cm
develop an equivalent circuit that can be solved with"a time domain circuit analysis program that accepts[(_8 • ////"'

"a description of the circuit in terms of its nodes and 8 cm
branches. Several programs that do so are ECAP,
SPICE and EMTP, principles of which are described (b) (c)
in the literature' [14.3 - 14.7]. The illustrations that
follow were performed using a program [14.8] based
on the principles described in [14.5]. Fig. 14.22 Cable in zone A. 6

(a) Lengths
(b) Position for run A

cockpit .(c) Position for run B

zone Bbay

Fig. 14.21 Hypothetical aircraft.

diameter = 1.5 cm
Breaking into sections: For this illustration the air-
craft will be assumed divided into the three indicated ! ,___ .I .....I,
zones. A cable runs from the cockpit to the cargo bay,
with no intermediate branches. average

II height =6 em
Cable geometry: The cable geometry, heights and dis-
tances from ground planes, will be assumed to be as
shown in Figs. 14.22 - 14.24. M

E and H fields: The electric and magnetic fields in the
different zones will be assumed to be as shown in Figs.
14.25 - 14.27. The figures also show the currents and
voltages that would be developed in the various cable Fig. 14.23 Cable in zone B. 0
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Fig. 14.24 Cable in zone C. Fig. 14.26 Magnetic field effects in zone B.
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Fig. 14.25 Electric field effects in zone A. Fig. 14.27 Magnetic field effects in zone C.
(a) Electric field (a) Magnetic field
(b) Injected current (b) Induced voltage
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The magnetically induced voltages will be taken ______.__.

as independent voltage sources having trapezoidal Z = 125 0
waveforms with front and fall times of 10 no and hay- 1 - 0.5m (1.8 ft)
ing starting times and durations as indicated on the (a)
figures. Most circuit analysis programs require that 0.21 MAH
voltage sources be described as being in series with
a branch of some sort, rather than existing indepen-
dently. For these illustrations they will be taken as 13 pF
being in series with I ohm resistors, though they could
equally weil have been in series with one of the induc- (b)
tors comprising a lumped parameter representation of
a transmission line.

The electrically induced currents could be taken Fig. 14.28 Equivalent impedance for run A
as a current source in shunt with some branch, though in zone A.
some circuit analysis programs allow a current source (a) 'Transmission line
to be connected directly to a node. The circuits that (b) Lumped constant
follow show such a connection, but the electrically in-
duced currents in Zone A were not included in the
simulations since they were fairly small. Further dis- 0.47 MH I 0 0.47 iH
cussion of methods of treating sources, including the
use of dependent sources to treat coupling between cir- 8
cuits, is given in [14.9]. 8 3 pF

Equivalents of cable sections: If the circuit solution (a)
program to be used allows it, the simplest represen- 1 0 H A

tation of a conductor treats it as a transmission line ....
having a certain surge impedance and velocity of prop- Z = 142 '}"'Z = 142 0
agation. If not, a conductor should be represented 1 = Im (3.3ft) 1 = Im (3.3ft)
as a ladder network of series inductors and shunt ca- (b)
pacitors. For these analyses, the cable sections were

treated as two inductors in series with the shunt ca- Fig. 14.29 Equivalent impedance for run B
pacitance distributed 1/6 at each end and 2/3 at the in zone A.
junction of the two inductors. The appropriate voltage (a) Transmission line
sources for the cable sections were connected between (b) Lumped constant
the two inductors. The appropriate impedances for
the various sections of cable were as indicated in Figs.
14.28 - 14.31.

The number of lumps into which a distributed
transmission is broken depends on the accuracy de- 20 80 20
sired of the solution. Use of more lumps gives greater rpF pF pF
accuracy (broader frequency range of validity), but
incurs greater computation time. Discussion of the (a) HB
merits of various modeling alternatives is beyond the
scope of this section. The illustrations that follow,
however, show little significant difference between the Z = 166 0 Z = 1660
response as calculated by the rather crude lumped con- I = 3m (loft) 1 = 3m (1 Oft)
stant approach and the more refined transmission line (b)
approach.

Any discussion of the merits of different modeling
approaches must, of course, recognize that the wiring Fig. 14.30 Equivalent impedance for run C
system of any real aircraft is probably too complex to in zone B.
model with complete precision whichever approach is (a) Transmission line
used. (b) Lumped constant
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Hn Fig. 14.35 shows the short circuit current calcu-
1.11*Aý 1. AH lated when the cable is grounded through a low imped-

ance, 1 ohm, at the end in the cargo bay. As predicted

20 78 20 by elementary theory, the current is less oscillatory

VPF F;F pF than the open circuit voltage.

(a) 1 H Discussion: The above calculations were made with

the program described in [14.8] and using a 16 bit desk-
"t "" - top computer running Et 8 MHz clock speed. Solution

Z = 142 Z - 142 0) time for 1000 to 5000 time steps was a few minutes.
1 = 2.5m (8.2ft) I : 2.5m No attempt has been made to compare solution time

(b) (8.2ft) or accuracy with other circuit analysis programs on

Fig. 14.31 Equivalent impedance for run D other computer systems.

in zone CThe calculations show no significant differences
(a)rain lne between the results made using transmission line or
(a) Transmission line lumped constant representations.(b) Lumped constant

14.6.3 Extensions and Limitations of
End impedances: For these illustrations the cable will Modeling
be assumed to be grounded through a low impedance
(1 ohm) in the cockpit and in the cargo bay to be con- The above equivalent circuits are probably of
nected to ground through a 500 pF capacitor shunted about the minimum degree of complexity that should
by a resistor, 100 kilohms for calculation of open cir- be used if the results of calculations are to have actual
cuit voltage and 1 ohm for calculation of short circuit utility. More sophisticated modeling should include
capacitance. In any actual calculation the terminal im- provision for losses in the circuit, for coupling between
pedances would have to be determined by inspection different cable systems and conductors, and for treat-
of the circuiIt, perhaps supplemented by measurements ment of multi-mode propagation between conductors
of stray capacitance. in a cable bundle.

Complete equivalent circuits: Two representations Losses: In the circuits of Figs. 14.32 and 14.33 no
of the complete circuit are shown; Fig. 14.32 showing attempt was made to model the losses of the circuit,
a representation based on transmission lines and Fig. losses that reduce the degree to which the circuits os-
14.33 showing one based on lumped constants. Each of cillate. A first order approximation to these losses
them shows four equivalent sources, but only HA and could be made by including series resistance in the cir-
H6 were used in the calculations, EA and Hc being cuit, either by invoking the resistive option provided
of small magnitude and, perhaps, not greatly affecting by [14.5] and [14.8] for transmission lines or by includ-
the response of the circuit. ing lumped resistances in series with the inductors of

Fig. 14.33. Losses in actual circuits are very frequency
Calculated response: Figs. 14.32 and 14.33 also dependent and difficult to incorporate in circuit analy-
show the magnitude and waveshape of the current cal- sis programs, though considerable work has been done
culated to exist at the grounded end in the cockpit on methods of doing so [14.10 - 14.12].
and the voltage calculated to exist at the open end
in the cargo bay. Each of the responses is oscillatory, Circuit-to-circuit coupling: Many problems of cou-
as is generally the case for real circuits in actual air- pling between circuits can probably be done by mod-
craft, where the response is excited by changing elec- eling mutual impedance and mutual capacitance be-
tric and magnetic fields. The current at the grounded tween circuits. Some of the considerations in calculat-
end shows higher frequency components superimposed ing the coupling are given in [14.9]. Almost all circuit
on a lower frequency fundamental oscillation. At the analysis programs include mutual inductors as an al-
open end in the cargo bay the higher frequency oscil- lowable circuit element. Some of them include provi-
lations are filtered out by the 500 pF shunt capacitor. sion for coupled transmission lines.

Voltages and curreats at intermediate points will
tend not to have high frequency components filtered Multi-mode propagation: Realistic calculation of
out by terminal capacitance. Fig. 14.34, as an exam- voltages and curremts on closely coupled conductors
ple, shows the voltage at the junction of cable runs C requires recognition that waves between conductors
and D. generally propagate at speeds slower than waves prop-
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agating between the conductors and ground. In partic- cult analysis progrms (14.17, 14.18]. 'reatment of
ular this is true for waves propagating inside shielded the effects greatly complicates calculations and prob-
conductors, where the analysis problem might involve ably should be considered at the edge of the modeling
determining the currents propagating on the outside of art.
a shield and from that determining the voltages and Some discussions of equivalent circuits for shielded
currents induced on the conductors inside the shield, conductors are given in Chapter 16. Those circuits
Multi-mode propagation is discussed in the literature can be used with dependent current sources to provide
[14.13 - 14.16] and is, to some degree, available in cir- some degree of modeling of the coupling into shielded

circuits.

t 0.21AzH ,1420 1 0A t21

S3.33=ft
I1 I Run 00 -. f 3. Rn

10k

E } - Rune C

1421 _l ¢-n , 142G

2~1 ft 15 0 ft.... .. .'

0 f

142 in H 12

-2 -150

0 5 us 0 5 us

(b) (c)

Fig. 14.32 Circuit modeled as transmission lines.
(a) Equivalent circuit
(b) I - cockpit
(c) V2 - cargo bay
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Fig. 14.33 Circuit modeled as lumped constants.
(a) Equivalent circuit
(b) .r - cockpit
(c) V-cargobay
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Fig. 14.35 Short circuit currents.
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. Chapter 15

SHIELDING

15.1 Introduction

If electronic equipment is to be operated in a re- are discussed in §15.3. The ultimate aim of the dis-
gion where there are changing electromagnetic fields, cussion is to develop equivalent circuits relating the
and if experience or analysis indicates that the currents voltage on conductors to the magnitude of the inter-
and voltages induced by those fields may be harm-, fering current. Section 15.7 provides tabular data on
ful, the most straightforward approach toward achiev- the transfer impedance of various types of cable.
ing transient compatibility is through shielding, both In steady state or freauency domain analyses of
of intercown.ecting wiring and of electronic equipment. radio frequency interferentce (RFI), shields are gener-
Frequently the electronic epuipment will be inherently ally rated in terms of their shielding effectiveness (SE)
shielded by enclosures,'thouigh there are practices that a quantity generally relating the voltages or current3
can defeat the inherent shielding of metal enclosures on conductors with and without a shield, the definition
and there are non-metallic enclosures that offer lit- of shielding effectiveness being
tle shielding. Discussions that follow will comment on
shielding provided by enclosures, but they will treat SE 2,0 log voltage (or current) without shield 1
mostly with shields on cofnductors. voltage (or current) with shield

15.2 Shielding Effectiveness When discussing transient or time domain analy-
ses, the above definition of SE may not be the most

The degree to which a cable shield reduces the valuable concept because shields not only reduce the
voltage induced on a conductor depends on the con- amplitude of interfering voltages and currents, but
struction of the shield, solid tubular, braided, tape change their waveshape as well. The SE does not ac-
wound, diameter, thickness, material resistivity etc. count for the changes of amplitude. It is better to keep
All of these are factors that affect the resistance of the all analyses in the time domain and to discuss shield-
shield. Braided shields for cables are almost universely ing in terms of transfer impedances, the approach that
made from copper, but solid shields, such as conduits will be taken in the bulk of the material to follow.
and enclosures are most commonly made from alu-
minum. Aluminum has the virtue of light weight, but 15.3 Cable Grounding Effects
copper has the virtue of solderability and resistance to
cold flow at pressure points. Magnetic materials, such In aircraft, shielded conductors are most com-
as iron and steel, can provide more shielding effective- monly used to control low-level and low-frequency in-
ness than either copper or aluminum, but are seldom terference signals. How to ground shields is often P.

either needed or used in aircraft. controversial matter, with one school recommending
The above factors also affect the transfer imped- that shields be grounded at only one end and another

ance and how the noise current flowing on the shield school recommending they be grounded at both ends.
of the cable if relhted to the noise signals coupled onto
the signal conductors. The concept of transfer imped- Single point grounding: The aim of the single point
ance was previously discussed in §9.0.4 and §9.9, the ground concept is to minimize the flow of noise current
quantity of most interest for this discunsion being the on shields and so minimize the voltage rise along the
transfer impedance with external return, discussed in shields. The assumptions, often unstated, are that the
§9.9.1. Transfer impedance of cable shields will also shields are short and that their function is to inter-
be discussed in §15.6. The noise voltages are also af- cept low frequency electric field displacement currents
fected by the way that the shield and conductors are and keep those currents from flowing on high imped-
connected to ground and loads. The effects of these ance circuits. "Short" implies that the shield must be
connections, discussed in §15.3, are often of more im- a small fraction of the wavelength of the interfering
portance than the construction of the shield, signal, perhaps L/20. With 30 kHz, as an example,

In this chapter, transfer impedances are discussed the wavelength is 10 km and any shield on an aircraft
in §15.6 while the more important connection effects would be "short".
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source to ground of the source. With rapidly ých"anig elec-I tromagnetic fields the effects of such capacitance can
output be of more importance than the performince of the

fair shield,

Multiple point grounding: In4 an aircraft &ubjected
'" to the rapidly changing electromagnetic fields associ-

ated with lightning, interference freq-iencii. Can ex-
(Y) better tend higher than 30 MHz (L = 10 in) and a shield I in

7 77-7 long would begin to be "noL short". Under such condi-
tions, shields grounded at only one end may not be ef-

r.. fectice, and in some cases the shields may act as anten-
nas and can make the surge voltages even larger than
they would be if the conductors were inot shielded in

() ,best the first place. In such cases a multiple-point ground
7 .7 7concept is more appropriate. That concept aims to

r- ensure that noise currents do flow on shields, an aim
hdirectly opposite to that of the sing4e-point giound

bad concept.

Illustration of grounding effects: Some of these con-
(d) nection effects have been illustrated by a series of tests

[15.1] made on a 5 m long length of RG-58/U coax-.
ial cable. The cable was placed aejacent to a metal

Fig. 1ground plane and a magnetic field passed between the
(a) Shield used as a conductor cable and the ground plane to generate "interference".
(b) Unbalanced two wire transmission(c) Balanced t I ransmission and reception During the tests, measurements could be made of the

(c) Boalned tura o acommon-mode voltage between the center conductor
(d) Loaded source and ground at each end of the cable or of the current

The single poiat ground concept is most applica- flowing in the shield of the cable. The magnetic field

ble in a situation such as that of Fig. 15.1(a) in which was not a distributed field but was confined to the core
a source feeds a load in a grounded enclosure. If the of a pulse injection transformer in the manner shown
source is physically and electrically ungrounded, any in Chapter 18. The "interference" was thus magneti-
noise voltage that might exist between the source and cally induced, the induced voltages being proportional
ground, V1, or between the source end of the shield to the rate of change of magnetic flux. In actual prac-
and ground, V2, does not couple to the interior of the tice interference can also be induced by electric field
shield ard is of no consequence. coupling and with high frequencies one will never ex-

Noise currents on the shield are most objection- ist without the other. In the illustrations to follow the
able if the shield is used as return for the source, Fig. ultimate conclusions that are illustrated would apply
15.1(a), since any shield voltage is directly added to equally well to interference induced by electric fields.
the signal from the source. Shield voltages are of lesser
concern if two-wire transmission, Fig. 15.1(b), is used, Unshielded conductor: Figs. 15.2 and 15.3 show con-
since the shield voltages couple then only through the ditions on an unshielded conductor, or one in which
capacitance between the shield and the signal conduc- the shield is not used.
tors. Shield voltages are of least concern if true bal-
anced transmission is used, with the output taken from Balanced loads: In Fig. 15.2 the conductor has equal
a differential amplifier, Fig. 15.1(c). (open) load impedances at the two ends. The changing

If the source is coupled to ground through an im- magnetic field induces a total voltage of 64 volts. How
pedance, Fig. 15.1(d), the single point ground con- that voltage divides depends on the impedances at the
cept is degraded, regardless of the type of transmis- end of the conductor. Since the impedances are equal,
sion, since this does allow some of the voltage on the half of the voltage appears at each end of the conductor
source or the ungrounded end of the shield to couple and the voltages are of opposite polarity, as would be
to conductors and the load. An impedance often un- produced if the conductor were considered to have an
recognized is that provided by the stray capacitance equivalent voltage generator at its center, Fig. 15.2(d).
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M IOW , a loaded conductor. Fig. 15.5, the division of volt-
002 11-0-1 IND Iage is primarily governed by the load impedances and

connecting the shield makes practically no difference

--- COAM am t in the voltage.

(bYI C0 I ! ! , (W.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .....v~....l .... 1 ._.2...,
(a)

V2 . 2V

(a) -es cod -in T- --+

(b) (C i

(d) (b) . u - _

Fig. 15.2 Shield not grounded at either end- -+

loadditio nof a t 5ohm rensis ate ena ed. bythe volt-

age at the loaded end is reduced, but since the total
voltage induced around the 1lop remains unchanged, ( Tsci

the voltage is just shifted to the end with the highest .. ,..
impedance. With reference to the equivalent circuit of.
Fig. 15.3(c), the fact that there is any voltage at V2  v, ,ovI V1 .v)
implies the existence of some capacitive loading as well
as the desired resistance load; otherwise there would (a)
be no voltage across V2. (a)

Shield grounded at one end: Adding a shield, but . - - -

grounding the shield at only one end, Figs. 15.4 and V2  .,-,
15.5, lowers the voltage at the end where the shield -.

is grounded, but raises it at the other, end. The phe-_ -V

nomenon can be explained by the equivalent circuit of
Fig. 15.4(c). The changing magnetic field induces a _
voltage between the ends of the shield and siuce one
end of the shield is grounded, all the voltage mist ap- (b) lo" p

pear between the open end of the shield and ground. +
The conductor is exposed to the same field and the J ;
same voltage will be developed between the ends of tI
the conductor as between the ends of the shield. V2  V

How this voltage divides depends on both the 77 7. 7--, 1

grounding of the shield and the load impedances on the (C) Fig. 15.4 Shield grounded at one end
conductor. With unloaded conductors, Fig. 15.4, the (a) Test conditions
voltage at end 2 is reduced by the capacitance between (b) Voltages
the conductor and the grounded end of the shield, but (c) v altcges
the excess voltage just appears at the other end. With (c) Equivalent circuit
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LIIý 7', 77, I 'v_1 -,"

S• r -. ,,

Ili- * 1 (I....ZL

(b) r(b) lop

-f Wj -i-oQ 2 + 2 SWo

(a)

(c)
Fi. 1-5.5 Shield grounded at one end. Fig. 15.6 Shield grounded at both ends.(a) Test conditions (a) Test conditi(as

(b) Voltages (b) Shield current

(c) Equivalent circuits (c) Equivalent circuit
Fig . h grounded at both ends: Grounding the shield

(bSVlags(b Sildcrrn

at both ends and allowing it to carry current, as shown / ",, •
in Figs. 15.6 through 15.8, produces an entirely dif- ,.

ferent response. The induced voltages are not only V, R.Y ZP

reduced in amplitude, but their waveshape is changed. II
If the shield is grounded at both ends, the voltage in- W. .....

duced by the changing magnetic field appears across (a)
the inductance of the shield-ground plane loop. The V, -- ,
result is a current through the shield, Fig. 15.6, one
having a shape like that of the magnetic field.- -/

0.3V
dq• dH t

F,' = dO =A-- (15.2)

I=-1IE'dt=V -IH (15.3) - - -

L ~~(b) lp

where

E = voltage induced between ends of the shield V I l

I = current on the shield -
L = self-inductance of the shield VI

How shield current reduces voltage: This shield cur- (c)' Fig. .7.Siel grounde at b-th ends.
rent reduces the voltage induced between the signal Fig. 15.7 Shield grounded at both ends.

conductor and ground, as shown in Fig. 15.. The (a) Test conditions

reduction in voltage can be viewed equally well from (b) Conductor voltages

two different viewpoints. (c) Equivalent circuit
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Cancellation of incident field: The first is that the Present analytical tools do not seem of sufilcient
shield current produces a magnetic field that tends to accuracy to predict with any assurance the magnitude
cancel the incident field, Fig. 15.7(a). From this view- of line-to-line voltages; they are best determined by
point the voltages between the signal conductor and actual measurement, Line-to-line voltages are much
ground depend on the difference between the incident more strongly influenced by Aoad impedances to which
land the cancelling fields. the conductors are connected than by the position of

the coniductors within an overall'shield.
Transformer coupling: 'Alternatively, the reduction
in voltage can be viewed as the effect of the mutual 7/
inductive coupling between the shield and the signal . ..

conductor. This latter approach is illustrated by the -:"

equivalent circuit of Fig. 15.7(c). The shield is consid- "...

ered as the primary of a transformer and tle conductor• , • -
\as the secondary. Since ,the shield is grounded at both (a)
ends, all the voltage developed on the shield appears -r- -. - -. ,
across the, primaries of the transformers. The mutual
coupling between the shield and the signal conductor -

is veryI nearly unity since there is only a small (idf'ally , 400'

zero) magnetic field internal, to the shield and 'o the V _

voltage induced in the secondary, or signal conductor, I [" ,_
side of the equivalent transformer, is about equal to .
the voltage originally induced in the shield. The volt- (b) -'
age appearing between the ends of the conductor is the #, I

sum of that indticed in the conductor and that coupled T
through' the tran s'former (rom, the shield. Accordingly, , t '•j.[•"[ • [•
the voltages appearing at the ends of the conductor V g

are lower than they ývould be if the shield could not,
* carry current. (c)

Transfer impedance: The transformer equivalent cir- Fig. 15.8 Shield groundei at both ends
cuit of Fig. 15.7(c) is not well suited to numerical cal- (a) Test conditions
culation since it requires that the self and mutual in- (b) Conductor voltages
ductances be evaluated with high precision. The trans- (c) Equivalent circuit
fer impedance of Fig. 15.8 is better since it involves
only the resistance of the shield and calculation of the 15.5 Multiple Shields on Cables
magnetic flux that leaks through the shield and so does
not equally link both conductors. This flux can be re- One very common situation involving multiple
duced to an equivalent transfer inductance L12. The conductors is a configuration in which a shielded con-
voltage induced on the conductor then depends on the ductor is itself contained in an overall shield. Fig. 15.9
shield current, R and L12. How the voltage distributes shows such a condition and shows some of the factors
depends on the loads at the end of the cable. In Fig. that must be considered when predicting the response
15.8 most of the voltage develops on the open end. of this two-cable network. They are the noise cur-

rents on the outer shield, the internal field of the outer
15.4 Multiple Conductors in Cable Shields shield, the current induced on the inner shield, the in-

ternal field of the inner shield and the coupling from
If there are multiple conductors in the cable, each the inner shield to the signal conductor. The inter-

conductor will be exposed to the same amount of flux nal field of the outer shield is the product of the noise
and will have induced in it an equal voltage. This current and the transfer impedance of the outer shield.
holds true whether the conductor is located adjacent
to the shield or in the center of the bundle of conduc- Inner shield grounded at only one end: If the inner
tors comprising the core. Stated another way, position shield is ungrounded at the right-hand end (switch
of the wire within the shield has little effect on the S of Fig. 15.9(b) open), the internal field of the
magnetically induced voltage. Accordingly, the volt- outer shield, E1_., produces a voltage difference, lI....,
age between any pair of conductors in the core will be at the right- hand end of the cable. Neglecting the
small. distributed capacitance between the inner and outer
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shields, the noise current on the inner shield, 11., will predominantly inductive. The waveshape of the cur-

be zero. The total voltage to which the conductor is rent on the inner shield, I1., is then proportional to

exposed is also V..-.. Under such conditions the in- the time integral of the voltage developed along the

ner shield will not provide much reduction of the noise inner surface of the outer shield. The current on the

voltage, inner shield thus typically has a slower rise time and
a longer duration than does the field along the inner
surface of the outer shield. This current, 11., on the in-

i HWJ ternal shield then produces an electric field along theS._€.vc,•,,..• z f •surface of the inner shield, E1.1,. The conductor re-

sponds primarily to the electric field along the inner
... shield.

Example of multiple shielding: It will be apparent
that there are a number of combinations of shield con-
"nections and termination impedances which are pos-

(a) sible, all of them affecting the overall response of the

cable system. Some of these effects have been demon-
__,_ _ strated during an extension of the tests described in

Figs. 15.2 through 15.7. The piece of RG-58/U coax-
OVI6 V#U ial cable used for those tests was modified by pulling

S.._.-.over the outer jacket another length of flexible cop-

S7 ...............- 7 7 _ .7 0' 7-r-77per braid, forming a triaxial cable. Triaxial cable is of

(b) course cOnmiercially available.
The test connections and results are shown on Fig.

Fig. 15.9 Double shielded cable. 15.10. The equivalent circuit has three separate com-
(a) Current and field polarities ponents; separate in the sense that each, for all prac-
(b) Current on inner shield and forced tical purposes, may be treated independently. The

through L1,.o,. first part of the circuit determines the voltage induced
along the inner surface of the outer shield. This is gov-

Inner shield grounded at both ends: If the inner erned by the outer current flowing through the transfer

shield is connected to the outer shield at both ends impedance (see §15.4) of the outer shield, R, and MI.

(switch S closed), the noise current will be shared by In the second stage of the problem, this inner
the inner and outer shields, but the conductor will re- shield voltage is impressed across the inductance ex-
spond only to the field along the inner surface of the isting between the inner and outer shields in order to
inner shield. Lnitially all the current will be confined determine the current flowing on the inner shield.
to the outer shield and under dc conditions the cur- In the third stage, the current on the inner shield
rents will be divided according to the resistance of the is passed through the transfer impedance of the in-
shields, but in between there will be a transient region ner shield, R2 and M2. The product of current and
where the division of current will be determined pri- transfer impedance gives the voltages that appear be-
marily by the inductance between the inner and outer tween line and ground on the central signal conductor.
shields. The amplitudes and shapes of these voltages, shown

in Fig. 15.10(c), are much less than those developed
Treatment as component currents: One way to visu- on the singly shielded conductor, Fig. 15.7.
alize the phenomenon is to consider the current to have
two components, the total noise current impressed 15.6 Transfer Impedance of Cable Sldelds
from an outside source and a component circulating
between the inner and outer shields. From this view- The equivalent circuit of Fig. 15.7 is one which
point the current on the inner shield will be equal to depicts, through the use of transformers, the self in-
the circulating component while the current on the ductances of both the conductor and the shield and
outer shield will be the sum of the two components. the mutual inductance between the two. Self and mu-
"The voltage that drives the current on the inner shield tual inductances must be known with great precision
will be that produced by the flow of current through if results are to be calculated accurately, a require-
the transfer impedance of the outer shield. This volt- ment that can be relaxed is the circuit is split into two
age, when impressed on the impedance between the parts, as in Fig. 15.8. One part of the circuit relates
inner and outer shields determines the current on the the magnetic field to the current flowing on the shield
inner shield. For well shielded cables this impedance is and another relates the current on the shield to the
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voltage developed on the conductor through the use of Thin tubular Shields: Consider first a tubular shield
a transfer impedance, L12 and R, the values of which with no openings, Fig. 15.11. An external noise cur-
depend upon the type of shield, rent flowing through the resistance of the shield pro-

duces an electric field on the internal surface of the
Transfer Inductance vs. mutual Inductance: The shield. The internal and external electric fields will be
transfer inductance L12 should not be confused with equal and since there are no openings through which
the mutual inductance M 12 between the shield and the a magnetic field can leak the transfer inductance term
conductor. For the two conductor system that was L12 of Eq. 15.4 will be zero.
described in §9.7.3 and Fig. 9.13, mutual inductance
is controlled by the magnetic flux in the shaded area -"

between r2 and r3 while transfer inductance would b" 'L€°•D•

governed by the magnetic flux between r1 and r2. - -
the term M12 for transfer inductance, but the usage is a

If the resistance of the shield were zero and if the
mutual inductance between the shield and the signal
conductor were equal to the self-inductance, that is,
unity coupling, the flow of current on the shield of the (a)
cable would not cause any voltage to be developed be-
tween the shield and the signal conductor. This section
of the report will now discuss the factors that prevent . 1RLN0MCUIST
the coupling between shield and signal conductor from "
being perfect. ,

(b) o m.-0

N Fig. 15.11 Coupling resulting from resistance effects
(a) Current and field polarities

"(b) Current and field waveshapes"•:'..:..:,'~~ ~~~ .:.• ." :' ,. .. ,.. .. .. :

V, (..--....-, tIV) V) The transfer impedance of a tubular shield was

previously discussed in §9.9.1 and Eqs. 9.113 - 9.118.
(a) /For thin tubes and low frequencies the transfer imped-

ance is just the dc resistance of the shield;

(b) R, = 2irra (15.4)

-- -- % % ,MV where

r = radius of the shield

a = wall thickness

a' = conductivity of the shield

Ze t If V V, The waveshape of the internal electric field will be the

A% same as that of the external noise current.
Eq. 15.3 would hold at any frequency for which

(c) the skin depth 6 is large compared to the thickness of
the shield. Skin depth was discussed in §9.4.5 and a

Fig. 15.10 Multiple-shielded cable. numerically convenient expression shown to be
(a) Test conditions
(b) Conductor voltages 6 = r meters. (15.5)
(c) Equivalent circuits F0 6'fkH.
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In the time domain the shield may also be consid- that the radius is small compared to the smallest wave-
ered "thin" if the pulse penetration time, §11.3.4, Eq. length of interest. It is also assumed that the shield is
11.23, is small compared to the rise time and duration made from a good conductor so that the displacement
of the interfering noise currents. current in the shield material is negligible compared

to the conduction current. Such is the case for any
Thick tubular shields: If the shield is not thin, Fig. practical metal shield,
15.12, the internal electric field depends upon the The time domain resPonse was previously given
product of the resistivity of the shield material and in §11.3.4 and §11.3.5. In response to a step-function
the density of the current on the internal surface of current the internal electric field will increase accord-
the shield. As discussed in §11.3.3, this internal cur- ing to the pulse penetration time constant predicted
rent density, Ji, will not, in general, be the same as by Eq.11.23 and shown in Fig. 11.8. An equivalent
the density of the current on the external surface of the circuit applicable to both frequency and time domains
cylinder. Because of the phenomenon of skin effect, the is a ladder network of two or more terms, as shown in
current density on the inner surface of the shield will Figs. 11.8 and 11.11.
rise more slowly than does the external noise current.
The rate at which thd current density on the inner Braided Shields: Braided shields, Fig. 15.13, do not
surface increases will be directly proportional to the provide a perfect conducting cylinder since they have a
permeability of the shield material and to the square number of small holes, Fig. 15.14, which permit leak-
of the wall thickness and inversely proportional to the age of electric and magnetic fields. The weaving of the
resistivity of the wall material. Cables with solid-wall braided-wire shield is described in terms of the number
shields and cable trays of solid metal with tightly fit- of bands of wires (carriers) that make up the shield, the
ting covers will typically exhibit this type of behavior, number of wires in each carrier (ends) and the number

of carrier crossings per unit length (picks). These char-
acteristics, along with the radius of the shield, define
the volume of metal in the shield, the optical cover-
age and the weave angle. A large volume of metal

implies low resistance and good shielding, but also a
I.__ 1W, large weight, which is a drawback for aircraft.

(a)

WMJ t=UU

INTW4Ok ALIC FWD 14K I

(b)
Fig. 15.12 Coupling via diffusion through a solid wall.

(a) current and field polarities Fig. 15.13 Pattern of a braided shield (15.3].
(b) Current and field waveshapes

The maximum transfer impedance is found at dc
and decreases with frequency. For all practical pur-
poses, the transfer impedance can be taken a, that of Optical coverage and weave angle: The optical cov-
Eqs. 9.116 and 9.117, or as expressed in [15.7], erage of a shield is a measure of the number of holes in

the shield, the higher the optical coverage the smaller
1 (I + j)t/6 (15.6) the area of the holes and the better the shielding. The

27rrat sinh(1 + j)t/l" holes between the individual bundles of wire forming
the shield can be approximated as a group of dia-

The above expressions assume that the wall thick- monds, the size and orientation of which depend upon
ness is small compared to the radius of the tube and the weave angle. If the weave angle is small the long
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axis of the triangles is oriented along the shield, as at Impedance vs frequency: Some examples, from [15.3
end A of the cable shown in Fig. 15.14(a) and if the - 15.6], of the variation of transfer impedance with
weave angle is great the long axis of the hole is oriented frequency for various degrees of shielding are shown in
circumferentially to the cable, as at end B of the cable. Fig. 15.15.
Other things being equal, a shield with a small weave
angle provides better shielding performance than one _00

with a large weave angle.

a 300
611•"cm K .5.4%. C. 42IIX~lIN•AONI•II!lIMd * 6.3 mill/

N - 10
X 89.I1k C 46

10

SK 94.5 C 52

K z C -Z~ 
1A

RID L•G WLuA
SIN THOUGH HOLE

W1UHALMAijCFMDp5~

I \\
S % 0.1 'Tu f l I i Illl

I IREU6NCY - "I
NW Fig. 15.15 Transfer impedance of a braided-wire

o e,-.--. shield [15.3].
(b() k = Percent coverage

Fig. 15.14 Coupling via magnetic leakage through holes. C = Number of carriers

(a) Current and field polarities Equivalent circuit: An equivalent circuit is shown on
(b) Field lealage through holes: end view Fig. 15.16. The resistance can frequently be taken
(c) Current and field waveshapes as the dc resistance of the shield, though with some

shields the effective resistance will be less because of
Mechanism of magnetic field leakage: The exter- skin effects. The transfer inductance L 12 will be on
nal noise current produces a circumferential magnetic the order of 0.5 nH/in for small diameter cables with a
field around the outside of the shield and, as a first small weave angle and several nH/m for large diameter
approximation, one may visualize the external mag- cables with a large weave angle.
netic field lines looping in and out of the holes in the
braided shield. There will be more leakage in holes
with their long axes oriented circumnferentially to the 601MCO M

end of the shield (end B of the cable, large weave an- e
gle) than there will be if the long axes of the holes are - .
oriented along the shield, (end A of the cable, small -g T
weave angle). Viewed from the end of the cable, as in
Fig. 15.14(b), the field that leaks into the cables pro-
duces a net magnetic field circumferentially around the $O

inside surface of the shield. V .

This maguetic field produces an internal electric
field of an amplitude dependent upon the degree of (Tb % Rd

leakage into the shield and upon the rate of change
of the external noise current. The total internal elec-
tric field is proportional to the resistance of the cable Fig. 15.16 Equivalent circuits.

shield, to the rate of change of external noise current, (a) Transfer impedance. and to the number of holes in the cable. (b) Transfer impedance simplified
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Calculation of shield performance: Vance [15.6] gives called porpoising. It occurs because braid wires loop

equations relating resistance and transfer inductance back and forth between the inner and outer surfaces
to the construction of the shield. Fig. 15.17 shows one of the shield, carrying current to the inner surface byexample of how transfer inductance depends on weave conduction rather than by diffusion. As shown in Fig.
angle. In the frequency domain the transfer imped- 15.19(c), wires carring axial current on the inside sur-
ance is generally dominated by the resistance below face of the shield produce a magnetic field oriented
about 1 MHz and by the transfer inductance at higher oppositely to that which leaks in through holes. Mea-
frequencies. The reference to mutual capacitance will surements in the frequency domain would not show
be discussed shortly under electric field shielding. the effect unless they also included a measurement of

phase as well as of magnitude. As a practical matter,
porpoising is a phenomenon likely to be found only on
poorly shielded cables.

N E .o braid layer 1
d 6.2mi maktbaiuae

islation

C-*12

Sconductor
2 i '1- 2 FO-

- - -Fig. 15.18 Doubly shielded cable.
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Fig. 15.17 Mutual inductance and mutual capacitancevs weave angle [15.3]. ,

Flexibility vs. weave angle: Shielding effectiveness
can be improved by making the shield more dense,
but that reduces the flexibility of the shield. Small 0A*,

diameter shields can be made with a small weave angle,
but on large diameter cables the weave angle must be (b)
large to maintain flexibility.

Overlapping layers of braid: An alternative construe- Fig. 15.19 Magnetic coupling giving effect of
tion involves two overlapping layers of braid, Fig. a negative coupling inductance.
15.18. Using two similar layers of braid will reduce the (a) Current and field polarities
resistance by a factor of two (and double the weight (b) Direction of field
of the shield), but can reduce the transfer inductance (c) Current and field waveshpaes
by a much greater factor, frequently to levels below
0.1 nH/m. Resistance can be calculated, but transfer lectric fGld leakage: Another source of coupling is
inductance is best measured. via caparStive leakage through the holes in the shield,

as shown in Fig. 15.20. If the shielded cable is sub-
Purpolsing: Sometimes cables exhibit a phenomenon, jected to an external and changing electric field, dielec-
shown in Figs. 15.19(a) and (b), in which a change in tric flux will pass through the holes in the cable from
external noise current induces an internal electric field the external source and onto the signal conductor.
of the opposite polarity. This is due to a phenomenon The flow of these dielectric, or displacement. currents
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through the external load impedances produces a volt- C
age between the signal conductor and the shield. An
alternate source of coupling, shown in Fig. 15.20(b),
involves the voltage on the shield itself. Noise currents codtr
flowing through the external impedance of the shield
may, if the shield is not perfectly grounded, produce
a voltage between the shield and any external ground shield
structure.

1 Fig. 15.21 Equivalent circuit for caacitive leakage.

Determination of leakage capacitance: Vance [15.6]
------- O----R also gives expressions relating transfer capacitance toshield construction. Some cables use a layer of metalfoil, or a layer of metallized Mylar under the braid to

improve the optical coverage and to reduce the transfer
admittance. The transfer properties of such shields are
best determined by measurement.

Relative order of importance: In most cases the ef-
S0 0 fects of magnetic leakage are probably more important

_ ,' ... A - than the effects of capacitive leakage.

- -------- Tape wound shields: Tape-wound shields, as shown
in Fig. 15.22, are often used where flexibility of the
shielded cable is required. The shield may be formed

(b). .. either from a narrow metal sheet spiraled around thecore or from a carrier of fine wires, again spiraled
Fig. 15.20 Coupling via capacitive leakage around a core. Flexible armor and flexible conduit,

through holes, which is normally used primarily for mechanical pro-
(a) From an external source tection, may also be analyzed as tape-wound shields.
(b) From voltage on the shield The tape-wound, or spiral-wound, shield is a rather

poor shield for preventing coupling of current from the
Leakage due to shield voltage: External impedances shield onto the internal conductor becaus the shield
between the signal conductor and the shield, as well tends to behave as a solenoid wound about the internal
an the inherent capacitance between the shield and conductors. There is thus a rather large transfer cou-
the signal conductor, force the signal conductor to as- pling term relating the internal voltage to the shield
sume nealy the same potential as the shield. Because current. This is particularly true if the tape is wound
the signal conductor is then at a potential different without any overlap because in this case the entire ca-
from the surrounding ground, dielectric flux can pass ble current is forced to spiral around the core.
from the signal conductor through the holes in the
shield and to ground, the dielectric cu,-rents again giv-
ing rise to a voltage between the signal conductor and
the shield.

Equivalent circuit for capacitive leakage: An equiva-
lent circuit for capacitive leakage, Fig. 15.21, is simply Fig. 15.22 Tape-wound shield.
a transfer capacitance, C12, (or transfer admittance,
jwC,,, in the frequency domain). It depends on the
total area of the holes in the shield and on the capaci- Vance [15.6j analyzes a I cm radius cable wouvd
tances between the shield and the conductor, C12 , and with 0.25 mm thick, I cm wide copper tape, the tape
the shield and the ground return path, Cy. The trans- applied without an owrlap. The dimensions of the ca-
fer capacitance is not very sensitive to weave angle, as ble are thus similar to those of the braided-wire shield
was ihown in Fig. 15.17. used for the calculations of Fig. 15.17. The transfer
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inductance of the tape-wound shield was calculated 15.7 Transfer Characteristics of Actual

as 3.9 pH/m, of the order 104 greater than the mutiinl Cables
inductance obtained for a braided-wire shield. 0

The transfer impedance of a shielded cable is not

Cable trays: Cable trays are most often used for me- a factor commonly specified either by the manufac-
chanical protection of wires, but if viewed as shields, Wurer or by procurement specifications. Even among
they may also provide electrical protection. The char- cables of the same nominal type, this transfer imped-
acteristics of a cable tray that make for good electrical ance may vary considerably between the cables sup-
protection are the same as those of any other shield: plied by different manufacturers. The most straight-

forward method of determining the transfer character-
1. It must be able to carry current along its axis. istic of a shielded cable, particularly if the cable in-

2. It should be of low-resistance material. voives multiple shields and multiple load impedances
on conductors within the shield, is to make actual mea-

3. It should completely surround the conductors, surements of the conductor voltages that are produced
implying that the tray should be fitted with a by currents which are circulated through the shield.
conducting cover, making good electrical contact The techniques by which transient currents may be
along its entire length. injected into the shields of cables through coupling

transformers axe described in Chapter 18.
4. It should have a miiimum number of openings If actual measurements of coupling effects are not

through which magnetic fields may leak. available, the transfer characteristics of many cables
can be estimated from other published literature. One

5. It should have as few joints as possible, and such such summary giving the parameters of coaxial cable
joints should be made in such a manner as to pro- shields is shown in Table 15.1 [15.91.
vide minimum resistance and leakage of magnetic
fields. 15.8 Connectors

The transfer characteristics of the tray by itself Transfer impedance: The transfer impedance of a ca-
would be about the sane as those of the solid tubular ble connector or splice can be represented by
shields discussed previously. This comparison assumes
the tray to be of solid metal and fitted with a well ZT = R, + jwL12  (15.7) 6
sealed cover. Since covers never form perfect seals,
the pulse penetration time constant would probably where R. is the resistance measured across the con-
not be as long as predicted by Eq. 11.24. Even with nector and L12 is a transfer inductance between the
an imperfect cover, the transfer impedance Zr would external shield circuit and the internal conductors of
not be greater than the dc resistance. the cable. The value of ZT is usually not calculable,

Trays are most commonly built in short sections but it can be measured by passing current through a
and joined by splices or transition sections. Such sec. cable sample containing the connector and measuring
tions frequently provide for thermal expansion and the open circuit voltage induced on conductors inside
contraction and are, at any rate, seldom designed ei- the shield. Some typical values of R. and Li2 have
ther to provide good electrical continuity or to pro- been measured on cable connectors and are listed in
tect against magnetic leakage. When joints are con- Table 15.2.
sidered. the transfer characteristic of the tray is fre,. The transfer impedance of a connector is a lumped
quently found to depeud almost entirely on the treat- element in the cable circuit, in contrast to the dis-
ment of the joints. Leakage at joints can be red! iced by tributed nature of the transfer impedance of the cable
covering them with flexible tape or metal braid. The shield. The effect of leakage through the connector can
transfer characteristics can seldom be determined by thus be represented by a discrete voltage source
calculation; they must be determined experimentally. V - lgT (15.8)

Condults: Conduits in aircraft work are muat com- where I is the shield current.
monly used only for mechanical protectioii of wires
and should not be relied upon for electromagnetic field Transfer admittance: Because most connectors that
shielding unless it has been verified that the conduit would be used for shielded cables have essentially 100%
is electrically continuous and grounded at each end. optical coverage, their transfer admittance is usu.
More commonly, conduits we mounted in rubber in- ally negligible. In addition, most bulkhead or panel-
sulated mounting brackets and so are not grounded, mounting connectors are located at points where the
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shield voltage is a minimum, so that excitation of Grounding to remote point: Sometimes shields are

the internal conductors by the transfer admittance not connected at all to the panel on which the con-
is small, even if the transfer admittance itself is not nector is mounted, but instead are connected to some
small. remote "system ground" point, Fig. 15.23(c). Such

15.9 Ground Connections for Shields practice should always be avoided because it intro-
duces enough impedance to completely destroy the ef-

The transfer parameters of Table 15.2 refer only fectiveness of the shield. Such a practice reflects a
to the properties of the connector itself. Additional misunderstanding of the role of "ground" connections.
transfer impedances may be produced by the manner
in which the cable shield is connected to the connec- Calculation of effects: The coupling introduced by
tor or by the manner in which the cable connector is any of these configurations can be studied in terms of
mounted to a bulkhead. Even slight inattention to the self-impedance of the conductor used for the pig-
detail may introduce into the circuit transfer imped- tail and the mutual inductance between a portion of
ances far greater than the impedance of the connector the pigtail and the conductors in the connector. The
or possibly far greater than that of the rest of the cable flow of current through the self-inductance of the pig-
shield, tail produces a voltage
Pigtail grounding: A common treatment of a shield V = jwL (15.9)
at a connector is to insulate the shield with tape and
connect it to the back shell through a pigtail. Such This voltage, less that induced in the mutual in-
treatment is shown in Fig. 15.23(a). Equally common ductance between the pigtail and the conductors in the
practice is to insulate a panel connector from a panel connector, will add directly to that produced by the
with an insulating block and to ground the panel con- flow of current along the shield.
nector either to the panel through a pigtail or, more The self-inductance of conductors was discussed
commonly, to an internal ground bus. A very com- in §9.7.3. There, Eqs. 9.57 and 9.75, the inductance
mon treatment of a shield at a connector, shown in of a straight conductor of non-magnetic material was
Fig. 15.23(c), is for the shield to be connected to one shown to be
of the connector pins and grounded internally through L = 2 X 10-7ln -[In (15.10)
a pigtail, either to the panel or to an internal ground L r
bus. where I = length and r - radius of the wire. The

inductance of a typical pigtail will not be significantly

different even if it is not straight.
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(d)

(c)) ,d.

Fig. 15-23 Commo treatment of shields at connectori.
(a) Pigtail connection to a backshell (c) Shield carried on a connector pin
(b) Pigtail grounding to a panwl connector (d) Shield grounded to remote point
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71."

The mutual inductance between the two conduc- injected into a signal circuit by the current flowing
tore is through this one relatively short pigtail, then, would

M = 21Q nH/cm (15.11) be as much as that coupled onto the signal conductor
by 10 to 40 m of cable shield braid.

where the factor Q, shown in Fig. 15.24, is a func-
tion of the ratio of the length I of conductors to their Measured example: This point may be illustratcd
spacing d. If d < 1, then by Fig. 15.25, an extension of the test series previ-

1 (15.12 ously discussed in reference to Figs. 15.2 through 15.8.
M 21 [in -1 + + (1.12) One end of the cable was grounded through a 33-inch

length of wire, while the other end was connected to
Mutual inductance so defined should not be con- the ground plane directly. Voltage V1 was increased

fused with the transfer inductance referred to in $15.6. from 0.4 V (Fig. 15.7) to 15 5 V solely because of the
Transfer inductance is Lt = L., - M and is a quan- inductive rise in the ground lead.
tity that one would normally want to be small. Thus
one would normally want the mutual inductance, Eq.
15.212, between two conductors to be large. an_ . ..

S.. . . V |(I.V)

I I
"" I I

2.0
M = 2Q nil/era V2 - -- 0.3-

Q~~~~ Ls 
- -

M- 21-g L 
O5A 

_

Q 1.5 M=.1|log,,.l+d- f (2j) .... , , T
*T

0.5 - (b) TOV

. Fig. 15.25 Effects of inductance in a ground lead.
0 9., 0.4 0.o 0.. 1.0 (a) Circuit

d i (b) Voltage

Fig. 15.24 Mutual inductance. Mrawbacks to pigtail grounding: There are two lun-

damental drawbacks to pigtail grounding. The first,
Numerical example: A numerict.l example will illus shown in Fig. 15.33(a), is that the shield curreut, be-
trate the problems associated with pigtail grounds. ing constricted to a path of small diameter, sets up a
Assume a shield is carried, as in Fig. 15.23(c), through more intense magnetic field at the surface of the con.
a panel on a pigtail and a set of connector pins. As- ductor than it would if the conductor were larger. A
sume the total length of the pigtail-pin combination more intense magnetic field of itself would not really be
to be 7 cm, the spacing between the pigtail and a sig- harmful if all the flux so set up would link the signal
nal conductor to be, on the average, 0.05 cm, and the conductors as well, because then the mutual induc-
pigtail to be made from number 22 AWG wire hay- tance would also be high, and the difference, L - M.
ing a radius of 0.0323 cm. The self-inductance of the would be low. If the shield current is confined to a
pigtail would then be 74.5 ni, the mutual inductance small diameter path, the field intensity rapidly falls
between the two would be 65.0 nH, and the difference, off with distance away from the conductor, and hence
the factor equivalent to the transfer inductance for the the mutual inductance will always be smaller than the
shielded cable, would be 9.5 nal. self-inductance.

A rather mediocre shielded braid would have an
inductance on the order of I nHi/m, and a large di- Peripheral grounding: The best type of connector (as
ameter, tightly woven braid might have an inductance regards transfer impedance) is one in which the shield
on the order of 0.25 nH/m. The amount of voltage currents are carried concentrically to the conductors
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*in the shield, Fig. 15.26(b). This can be done with gaskets and openings. Discussions of these effects are
grounding fingers of the type commonly used for single given in many sources and will not be repeated here.
conductor coaxial connectors such as the type N series. What will be discussed (in qualititive terms only, not
Such connectors introduce much less voltage into the quantitative) is the response to time domain magnetic
conductois for the following reasons: fields. Some of the material duplicates some of the

more rigorous discussions of Chapters 11 and 12, but
1. The length of the path through which the shield is repeated here for completeness.

current must flow is shorter.
Origin of magnetic shielding by non-magnetic ma-

U2. The field intensity external to the shield is reduced terials: A magnetic field line that attempts to pene-
by virtue of the inherently larger diameter of the trate a conducting sheet, Fig. 15.27(a), induces cir-
path upon which the current flows. culating currents that induce an opposing magnetic

field. The result is that a transient magnetic field ini-
3. The field intensity inside the shield is low, nearly tially goes around the sheet, Fig. 15.27(b), and only

zero. as time progresses will a portion of the field penetrate
the sheet. This effect takes place even if the sheet is a

The shorter, and larger diameter, current path non-magnetic material such as aluminum.
implies less self-inductance. The absence of magnetic
flux within the shield implies that the signal conduc-
tors are exposed to as much flux as is the shield: the
transfer inductance is nil. conductingsheet

IMAL PRAIUOWe tOALcirculating

1A0510C MD LWa MO NM currents
HP40MUMTALHOWMCAMCIN OW

SUONAL

PNGTAP.(a) •.•t•field line

(a) ID goes around
AX N•OTAA CAURS shee

(b)

SML$WCURENT PA14
U'4,•,OW"Al.UIU Fig. 15.27 Magnetic field intersecting a

conducting sheet.
(a) Penetrating flux

= Zh5 (b) Tangential flux

(b)
UTtMA T 0*10"Response of an enclosure: If a metal box is exposed
!CCCUMV2N, oN to the field, Fig. 15.28, current that flows around the

Fig. 15.26 Grounding of shields, box is induced. In cross-section the field patterns will
(a) Pigtails be as shown in Fig. 15.29. As time prcgresses, the
(b) 360" peripheral field will penetrate the box, starting at the corners

and eventually passing directly through.
15.10 Shielding of Enclosures Internal current: In response to a step function mag-

netic field the induced current density on the inside
Shielding performance of enclosures is usually dis- surface of the box will have the diffusion waveshape

Scus"d in terms of the the frequency domain, with discussed in §11.3.5 and illustrated in Fig. 15.30(d).
shielding effectiveness related to materials, thicknesses, The current density, multiplied by the resistivity of the
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metal, gives the internal voltage rise. The sum of all
the internal voltages, Fig. 15.31(a), impressed across
the internal inductance of the box, Fig. 15.31(b),
drives an internal circulating current, which in turn
produces the net internal magnetic field.

Injected current: Exposure to a magnetic field is not
the only way to develop a current on the surface of ...
the box. More commonly, the current will have been
induced on a cable shield and carried to a termination
point on the box, from which it distributes over the \ /
box, as illustrated in Fig. 15,32.

Factors that degrade shielding: One factor that de-
grades the shielding of the box is illustrated in Fig.
15.33. Covers will always present a higher impedance
path than will undisturbed metal. Circulating cur-
rent, flowing through the cover and joint resistance,
produces a resistive voltage that is not retarded by -
diffusion effects. (b) "

Another factor is apertures, illustrated in Fig.
15.34. External magnetic fields loop in and out of
the apertures, producing a net internal magnetic field.
Apertures with their long direction oriented in line
with the magnetic field result in more net internal flux
than do apertures oriented crosswise to the field.

fa(c)

circulatin
curet boxFig. 15.29 Paths of the magnetic field.

(a) Initial conditions
(b) Later time

Fig. 15.28 Circulating current induced by (c) Still later time
a changing magnetic field. (d) Final conditions
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P time 
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(b) (d) time currcentn

Fig 15.30 Current densities JE

(a) Cross-section of Lace B f E1
(b) Detail ()E
(c) External current density (b)E
(d) Initernal electric field

Fig 15.31 The internal circulating current.

(b) Equivalent circuit

box

on cable

cover box fluxron

Fig 15.32 Direct injection of current. Fig 15.33 Interference with circulating current.
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Fig 16.34 Leakage through apertures.
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Table 15.2 Transfer Impedance of Typical Cable Connactors [15.10).

Ro M12

Connector Identification (ohms) (H)

Multipin Burndy NA5-15$63 0.0033 5.7 X 10"1
Aerospace Deutch 38068-10-SPN 0.15 2.5 )5 10X I
connectors

(Threaded) Deutch 38068-18-31SN 0.005 1.6 X 1010

Deutch 38060-22-55SN 0.023 1.1 X 10"10

Deutch 38068-14-7SN 0.046 5.0 X 10-11

Deutch 38060-14-7SN 0.10 8.2 X 10"11

Deutch 380=0-14-7SN 0.023 6.7 X 10T"

Deutch 38068-12-12SN 0.0033 3.0 X 1011

Deutch 38068-12-12SN 0.012 1.3 X 10"11

Deutch 39068-12-12SN 0.012 1.3 X 10"11

Deutch 38060-12-12SN <0.001 2.5 X 10-12

Deutch 38066-12-12SN 0.014 3.5 X 10-11

AMP 0.0067 1.6 X 10-11

AMP 0.0067 1.5 X 10I"1

AMP 0.0033 1.9 X 10-11

Type N UG 21B/U-UG58A/U

Type BNC UG SBC/U-UG1094/U 0.002 4-8 X 1 0IT1
(Bayonet)

Anodized MS 24206R-228-55 5 X 104 wM < Ro 0 20 MHz

Open shell MS 3126-22-55 0.5-1 wM < Ro 0 20 MHz

Split shell MS 3100-166-1P 0.001 . 20 X 10"
MS 3106A-

*Too small to measure in preaenoe of 4 Inches of copper tube used to
mount connector.
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Chapter 16

DESIGN TO MINIMIZE INDIRECT EFFECTS

16.1 Introduction

This chapter covers some of the ways that indirect 1. Indirect effects should not cause physical damage.
effects can be controlled, focusing mostly on matters
that involve the aircraft as a whole, such as locations 2. Indirect effecL should not cause interference that
for equipment and types of wiring. Phrased another presents an imminent hazard to the safety of the
way, the chapter deals primarily with matters of basic vehicle or its crew, or interference that presents
policy regarding protection against lightning and with a severe risk of preventing the completion of air-
basic matters of systems integration. craft's mission.

Some of the policy steps involved in controlling Other interference, though undesirable, might be
indirect effects are: tolerated. For example, indirect effects that cause

warning lights to appear might be considered accept-
1. Specify the requirements. able whereas indirect effects that lead to the tripping

2. Choose the best locations for equipment. of circuit breakers might be unacceptable, even if it
were possible to reset the circuit breakers. Interfer-

3. Choose the best locations for wiring. ence that leads to the scrambling of one channel of a
redundant digital control system is probably accept-

4. Choose good wiring and grounding practices. able, but interference that causes computers to shut

5. Coordinate actual transients with specifications. down is unacceptable, particularly if the computers
are shut down in a disorderly manner which results in

6. Explicitly require that equipment withstand tran- the internally stored programs being scrambled.
sients. Some general premises that go along with these

7. Require that transient performance be verified by goals might be:
test.

1. It is more productive to design electronic equip-
These points are discussed in the following sec- ment so that it can accept lightning induced tran-

tions. The goals for design in §16.2 may seem self sients on input and output leads than it is to ini-
evident, but are frequently not followed. Location tiate a retrofit program to provide protection to
of equipment, §16.3, and locations for wiring, §16.4, an existing system.
discuss general good practice. Section 16.5 discusses
shielding of interconnecting wiring and brings up the 2. It is more practical to design an electronic sys-
percanial controversy of single vs. multiple point tern around the capabilities of existing and proven
grounding of shields, a subject that was covered in protective devices or techniques than it is to de-
detail in Chapter 15. Determining the transient levels velop and retrofit new and improved protective
was the subject of Chapters 9 -14. Design of equip- techniques to an electronic system designed with-
ment is discussed further in Chapter 17 and verifica- out consideration of the transients that might be
tion testing is discussed in Chapter 18. produced by lightning.

The transient control level concept is becoming 3. Trade-offs must be made between the cost of pro-
more widely used for aircraft, but since it is still fairly viding electronic equipment capable of withstand-
new, it is explained in some detail, including a discus- ing lightning induced transients and the cost of
sion of its historical development, shielding equipment and interconnecting wiring

16.2 Requirements and Goals from the electromagnetic effects of lightning.

4. Designers should take as much advantage as poe-
The minimum requirements regarding indirect ef- sible of the inherent shielding that aircraft struc-

fects are probably: tures are capable of supplying and should avoid
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placing equipment and wiring in locations that are over the location of the equipment itself. Wiring
most exposed to the electromagnetic fields pro- should be located away from apertures and away from
duced by lightning, regions where the radius of curvature of structural

members or the outer skin is smallest. Moreover,
These may all seem obvious, but experience indi- wiring should be located as close to a ground plane or

cates that they are often overlooked, structural member as possible. If the structural mem-
16.3 Location of Electronic Equipment ber is shaped or can be shaped to provide a trough into

which the wiring may be placed, the member will pro-

Because of other constraints the designer may not vide more inherent shielding than it will if the wiring
have much choice in the matter, but it is often possible is placed on the edge of the member. Some examples
to make improvements in the resistance to indirect ef- of typical structural members and the best places for
fects by locating electronic equipment in regions where bundles of wiring are shown in Fig. 16.1. In each
the electromagnetic fields produced by lightning cur- case the structural member is assumed to be carrying
rent are lowest and by avoiding the placement of equip- current along its axis.
ment in the region where the electromagnetic fields are
highest. For example, since the most important type
of coupling from the outside electromagnetic environ- N
ment to the inside of the aircraft is through apertures,
it follows that equipment should be located as far from
major apertures as possible.

Further, since access doors with their imperfectly
conducting covers are a major source of electromagW
netic leakage, it follows that equipment should be lo-
cated as far from such access doors as possible. In INS
practice this may be more easily said than done, how-
ever, because frequently the purpose of access doors is (
to provide ready access to electronic equipment.

One main goal should be to locate electronic
equipment toward the center of the aircraft structure I
rather than at the extremities, since the electromag-
netic fields tend to cancel toward the center of any

structure.
Another main goal should be to locate electronic

equipment away from the outer skin of the vehicle; par-
ticularly away from the nose of the aircraft, where the
radius of curvature of a prime current Sarying path (d)
is smallest. Furthermore, if possible, eleffmic equip- wt l (
ment should be located in shielded compartments.

Shelves and ground planes: One important factor
that is under the designers control is the type of shelf Fig. 16.1 Flux linkages vs conductor position.
upon which electronic equipment is to be located. The (a) Conductors over a plane
matter is of particular importance for aircraft using (b) Conductors near an angle
large amounts of composite material for the structure. (c) Conductors near a channel
These shelves will be called upon to provide ground (d) Conductors near a box
planes or reference surfaces for electronic equipment In each case pictured
and thus it is essential that they be highly conductive Conductor I - highest flux linkages: worst
and be well bonded to the aircraft structure. They Conductor 2 - intermediate linkages: better
should either be made of metal or, if made from com- Conductor 3 - lowest linkages: best
posite materials, they should be covered with a sheet
of aluminum well bonded to the aircraft structure. Sone basic principles to follow are:

16.4 Location of Wiring 1. The closer a conductor is placed to a metallic

Designers have somewhat more control over the ground plane, the less is the flux that can pass
routing of wiring used to interconnect equipment than between that conductor and the ground plane.
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2. Magnetic fields are concentrated around protrud- cated on the interior of the U-channel, would be in
ing structural members and diverge in inside cor- the lowest field region and hence in the most effective
ners. Hence, conductors located atop protruding position. Similar considerations apply to conductors
members will intercept more magnetic flux than located in structures like wings or stabilizers.
conductors placed in corners, where the field in-
tensity is weaker. Trailing edges: A conductor located along the outside

3. Fields will be weaker on the interior of a U-shaped trailing edge of the wing, as shown by conductor 1 in
member than they will be on the edges of that Fig. 16.2(b), will pick up much more flux than will any
member. conductor located on the inside, probably by several

orders of magnitude. Hence conductor 2, located on
4. Fields will be lowest inside a closed member. the inside of the trailing edge, would be better placed.

Conductors 3 and 4, in that order, would be in the re-
Some examples of cable routing are shown on Fig. gions of lowest magnetic flux. A conductor that could

16.2. be run inside a major structural member, as shown by
conductor 4, will be exposed to a minimum amount
of magnetic flux. Conductor 5, located at the leading
edge of the wing, would be in a well shielded region if
the leading edge of the wing were metal, but it would
be in a high field region and therefore vulnerable if
the leading edge were a nonmetallic covering. How-
ever, even if the covering were metallic, conductor 5
would not be in as protected a region as either con-
ductor 3 or conductor 4, because of the tight radius of
the leading edge.

(a) Windshield posts: Windshield posts, shown in Fig.
16.3, tend to concentrate the current flowing on the
exterior surface of the vehicle, particularly if a flash
is swept back, contacting the windshield pou.t directly
or the eyebrow region above the windshield. Since the
current is concentrated, the magnetic field intensity

I inside the crew compartment tends to be very high.
' ' The situation is aggravated by the fact that the wind-

shields, unlike other regions where the field might have
(b) ,to diffuse through the metal surfaces, act as large aper-

tures and so allow the internal magnetic flux to build
Fig. 16.2 Conductor routing. to its peak values very rapidly.

(a) A fuselage structure
(b) A wing structure
In each case pictured
Conductor 1 - highest flux linkages: worst
Conductor 4 - lowest flux linkages: best

Stileners: Along the interior of a structure, a cable
clamped to stiffeners, as at position L, will effectively
be spaced away from the metal skin by the height of the
stiffeners. A conductor along the outside edge of the
U-shaped member, as shown by conductor 2 in Fig.
16.2(a), may or may not be better placed than con-
ductor 1: effectiveness depends on how closely the con-
ductor is attached to the side of the U-shaped men-
ber. Conductor 3, placed along the edge where the
U-shaped member is attached to the stiffeners, would Fig. 16.3 Current flow along windshield poets.
probably be in a lower field environment than would (a) External current flow
either conductor I or conductor 2. Conductor 4, Io- (b) Internal magnetic fields
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Instruments and wiring on the control panels are i
thus in a region of inherently high magnetic field jj la
strength. Conductors that run from overhead control source load
panels (position A) to other instruments (position B)
are often run along the windshield center posts. They (a) .AA•
are thus in a region of the most concentrated magnetic • 7 i-v v v -
fields likely to be found on an aircraft, and accordingly ground R
they may have induced in them the highest voltages.

16.5 Wiring and Grounding Practices

Practices should be chosen with forethought, prop-
erly illustrated and implemented, and not be left to
develop by chance. The design office should make sure (b)
that everyone knows what the design practices are and
all designs should be checked to ensure that they follow ' , ' ' ' ' '

practices good for resistance to lightning effects.

16.5.1 Basic Grounding Practices Fig. 16.4 Single point grounding.
(a) Coupling of structural IR voltage

Proper grounding of equipment is necessary if in- (b) Elimination of structural IR voltage

direct effects are to be controlled, but there are many Problems with single point grounding: While the sin-
factors to be considered. Best practice for one as- gle point ground concept avoids coupling of structural
pect often conflicts with best practice for other as- voltage rises, it does have problems, particularly in
pects. There is no single point on an aircraft that can regards to low level electronic circuits.
be called "Ground" and compatibility problems are
not resolved just by making a wire connection to an 1. It does not eliminate the high frequency compo.
"equipotential ground plane." The closest approxima- nent of voltage rises.
tion to an equipotential surface will be found on the
inner surface of a shielding enclosure or the inner sur- 2. It eliminates the low frequency component of volt- 0
face of a properly terminated wire shield, places where age rises only by subjecting equipment to a com-
the density of lightning induced noise currents is low. mon mode voltage. The common mode voltages

Some basic considerations are as follows: may be excessive for electronic equipment.

Aircraft structure as a return path: Lightning current 3. Long ground leads may be involved. These leads
flowing through the structure of an aircraft produces have impedance, resistance and inductance, and
voltage rises which can couple to internal circuits. His. lightning current flowing through these leads pro-
torically, experience has shown that the structure of duces dangerous voltages.
metal aircraft can be used successfully as a return
circuit for power distribution, but aircraft structure When investigations have been made of light-
should never be used as a return path for signal or ning induced damage to electronic equipment it is fre-
control circuits. Aircraft using large amounts of com- quently found that a single point ground concept has
posite materials for the structure should use separate been carried to extremes, or that it was applied with-
dedicated return wires for power circuits. out recognition of the common mode voltage problems

that are entailed. For electronic circuits a multipoint
Single point grounding: Single point grounding, Fig. ground concept is generally to be preferred.
16.4, prevents the low frequency component of the
voltage rises from coupling to circuits and should be Multiple point grounding: Shielding against electro-
used where possible. It does though, subject equip- magnetic effects requires multipoint grounding. Mul-
ment to high common mode voltages. It is most tipoint grounding, Fig. 16.5, requires that each LRU
easily implemented for simple electromechanical de- case be the single point reference for all internal
vices, such as motors, servos, solenoids, potentiome- circuitry. Each circuit or signal type is multipoint
ters, lights and switches. All of these are devices that grounded to local reference planes and then each of
can withstand several hundreds or possibly a few thou- these reference planes is termoinated to the chassis.
sands of volts between the internal circuits and the The chassis is then terminated to the nearest airframe
case or frame of the device, ground plane. 0
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LRU intern d bus Unshielded conductors: In Fig. 16.6(a) an unshielded

(a) conductor, being exposed to the full magnetic field in-
side the structure, will have high voltages developed

00'/...F77777 across the high impedance terminations.

Types of shield: Of the different types of shield, shown

Zin Fig. 16.6(c), the solid shield inherently provides bet-
ter shielding than does a braided shield, and a spiral
wrapped shield can be far inferior to a braided shield in

performance. In severe environments braided shields
z /./ZZ /F.11.1 Z/ 01//// using two overlapping courses of braid may gi,,e shield-

ing performance approaching that of a solid wallcdFig. 16.5 Multiple point grounding, shield.

(a) Good

(b) Bad Conduits: Conduits, shown in Fig. 16.6(d), should not

Multipoint grounding is sometimes objected to on be relied upon for protection against indirect effects
the basis that it creates "ground loops" or that it may since they may or may not provide electromagnetic
subject input and output circuits to high voltages. shieldiig.

These are valid points, but generally it is easier to deal Coi. iluits in aircraft tend to be used more for me-
with the residual problems associated with multipoint chanical protection than for electrical protection of
grounding than with those associated with single point conductors. Only if the conduit is electrically con-
grounding. nected to the aircraft structure will it be able to carry

16.5.2 Shielding of Interconnecting Wiring current and thus provide shielding for the conductors
within. Conduits for mechanical protection frequently

In order. to make an electronic system immune to are physically mounted in clamps that use rubber gas-
the effects of lightning, it is almost always necessary kets to prevent mechanical vibration and wear. Such

to make judicious use of shielding on interconnect- clamps, of course, insulate the conduit and prevent it
ing wiring and to provide proper grou'nding of these from having any magnetic shielding capability.
shields, Factors governing the performance nf cable
shields were discussed in'detail in Chapter 15, but will Clearly, nonmetallic conduits will not provide
be reviewed here. Fig. 16.6 shows some of the basic electromagnetic bhielding.
considerations.co_ r ti /! 16.5.3 Grounding of Shields

&~LOW" WWI0

1 a) Shield grounded at one end: The presence of a shield
r grounded at only one end will not significantly af-

fect the magnitude of the voltage induced by changing

1 7-magnetic fields, although a shield .nay protect against

-:, changing electric fields. While a shield may keep the
(b) ,----f---...--' - voltage at the grounded end low, it will allow the com-

'F Imon mode voltage on the signal conductors to be high

ORO "at the unshielded end.

,"-- . Shield grounded at both ends: Shielding against

(c) - magnetic fi4lds requires the shield to be grounded at

both ends, as shown in Fig. 16.6(b), in order that it

may carry a circulating current. It is the circulating
_" . current that cancels the magnetic fields that produce

(d) -" rommon mode voltages.

Fig. 16.6 Types of shield. Control of lightning indirect effects almost always
(a) Unshielded vs shielded requires that interconnecting wiring be provided with
(b) Multiple-grounded an overall shield and that the shield be grounded at

(c) Solid vs braid vs spiral wrapped each end. This doe" raise conflicts that must (and can)
(d) Conduits be resolved.
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Multiple ground points: There is some virtue in stag- overall shield (OAS)
gering the spacing between multiple ground points on
a cable shield, since it is theoretically possible that .
uniform grounding can lead to troublesome standing
waves if the shield is illuminated by a sustained fre inner

c shieldquency interference source. Also, the cable may be IS)
exposed to a significant amount of magnetic field over
only a small portion of its total length. If the shield is Fig. 16.7 Overall shield. I
multiple-grounded, the circulating currents will tend 1/
to flow along only one portion of the cable whereas, 16.5.4 Ground Connections for Shields
if it is grounded at only the two ends, current is con-
strained to flow the entire length of the cable. The method of grounding an overall shield can

have a great impact on its effectiveness in protecting
Possible conflicts: The requirement that a shield in- against lightning generated interference. Figs. 16.8(a)
tended for protection against lightning effects must be through 16.8(e) show several methods of grounding
grounded at both ends raises the perennial controversy such a shield when that shield is placed over a group
about single-point versus multiple-point grounding of of conductors being brought into an equipment case.
circuits. For many reasons, usually legitimate, low 360 degree grounding: For best performance the OAS
level circuits need to be shielded against low fre- should be terminated on the back shell of a connector
quency interference. Most commonly, and usually le- specifically designed for such termination. The shield
gitimately, the shields intended for such low frequency should make a 360 degree circumferential connection
interference protection are grounded at only one end. to the back shell of the connector and the connector

A fundamental concept often overlooked, how- shell itself should be designed to have low dc resistance
ever, is that the physical length of such shields must to its mating panel connector.
be short compared to the wavelength of the interfering Most commonly, such low resistance mating re-
signals. Lightning produced interference, however, is quires the use of grounding fingers within the connec-
usually broad band and includes significant amounts tor shell. Connectors without such grounding fingers
of energy at quite high frequencies, frequencies higher frequently have high resistance between the mating
than those the typical low frequency shields are in- shells, since the shells are frequently coated with an in-
tended to handle. sulating coating to reduce problems of corrosion. The

shell of the panel connector should also provide a 360
Resolution of conflict: The conflict between the prac- degree peripheral connection to the metal equipment
tices best for shielding against high frequency, light- case. Providing such a connection frequently requires
ning produced interference and those for shielding that paint or other coatings on the case of the equip-
against everyday, low frequency interference is usually ment be removed and the bare metal exposed.
too great for both sets of requirements to be met by Pigtail grounding: In the absence of a 360 degree con-
use of only one shield system. nector, an external pigtail is often used for grounding

Most commonly both sets of requirements can the OAS, as shown in Fig. 16.8(b). Such pigtails are
be met only by having one shield system to protect definitely inferior to the 360 degree connector because
against low frequency interference and a second shield they force an interfering current on the shield to be
system to protect against lightning-generated interfer- concentrated through the pigtail, and hence provide a
ence. The lightning shield can usually consist of an much greater degree of magnetic coupling to the core
overall braided shield on a group of conductors with conductors than does the distributed flow on a prop-
this overall shield being grounded to the aircraft struc- erly designed connector back shell. If such a pigtail is
ture at least at the ends. Within the overall shield may used, it should be as short as possible and should ter-
be placed whatever types of circuit are needed. minate on the outside of the equipment case. A pigtail

of only a very few inches in length may introduce more
Frequently these circuits will have a shielded con- leakage from the shield onto the inner conductors than

ductor of their own. In a coordinated shielded system does a several foot section of the shield itself.
the designers of individual circuits should have the
option of grounding such inner shields as their own Grounding to a remote point: Cable shields should
requirements dictate, but they should not have the be gro'znded to the case upon which the connector is
power ot dictating tihe treatment ot the overall stuela. mounted and should not be grounded to a remote "low
Such an overall shield (OAS) is shown in Fig. 16.7. noise' ground point, as shown in Fig. 16.8(c)
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Fig. 16.8 Types of grounding f,'r shields. Fig. 16.9 Daisy chain grounding.

Grounding to an Inside surface: Grounding an over- Alternstitue regarding transients: Three possible ap-.all shield to the inside surface of an equipment case proaches to dealing with lightning induced transients
through a pigtail and'a set of contacts in the connes- are:
tor is less effective than the use of an external pigtail,
partly because the length of the pigtail is inherently 1. Dasigners of aircraft equipment ("black boxes")
longer and partly because it brings currents directly might be considered to have the responsibility to
to the inside of the case. Such grounding of an over- provide equipment that will withstand the tran-
all shield should be ,voided wherever possible and, in sients that might be developed in the aircraft,
particular, must be avoided whenever the overall shield whatever those tiansients might be.
runs through a region where it will intercept a signif- 2. Designers of aircraft wiring might be considered to
icant amount of energy from the external electromag- have the responsibility for ensuring that transients
netic field. never exceed the capabilities of terminal equip-

Grounding to signal bus: In no case should an overall, ment, whatever that might be.
shkied be connected to a signal ground bus. 3. Design efforts might be coordinated so that de-
Daisy chain grounding: Daisy chain grounding of signers of equipment would guarautee that their
cable shields, illustrated in Fig. 16.9, should never equipment could withstand transients of one level
be used. It constrains current intercepted by all the and designers of wiring systems would guarantee
shields to flow through a common path and so pro- that the transients would never exceed another,
vides the greatest potential to defeat the purpose of and lower, level.
the shields. 'ransient coordination represents the third of the
16.6 Coordination Between Transients and approaches.
Specifications 16.6.1 Evolution of Transient Standards for

Section 5.7 discussed pass/fail criteria in terms Aircraft
of Transient Control Levels and Equipment Transient
Design Levels, TCLE and ETDLs while [16.11 suggests Transient control level standards now coming intoS possible levels. The following material discusses the use for aircraft have evolved from se-eral sources; air-
concepts in more detail. craft, military and industrial.
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Basic Insulation Levels: The transient control level The BIL system has been in place for many years.
philosophy was originally inspired by the Basic Inbu- is recognized world wide and hae resulted in electrical
lation Level, BIL, or transient coordination philosophy power equipment that is very seldom damaged by the
used in the electric power field for many years [16.2]. It effects of lightning.
developed in recognition that power equipment, such
as transformers would always be subjected to surges ANSI Surge Withstand Capability Test (SWC) : An-
produced by lightning and that the magnitude of the other specification that influenced development of the
surges could be known only in statistical terms. Ex- TCL philosophy was the ANSI (SWC) Surge With-
perience had shown, however, that these surges were stand Capability Test [16.4, 16.5]. The test was in-
capable of destroying equipment and that equipment tended for simulation of the transients found in high
would have to be protected by surge arresters. It was voltage electrical substations when circuit breakers
also taken as axiomatic that the insulation built into and disconnect switches were operated. Tests had
equipment would have to be coordinated with the abil- shown that equipment in such substations might be
ities of the arresters. Also, it was taken as axiomatic exposed to oscillatory transient voltages of several kV
that it would be preferable to have standard ratings of in magnitude. To some extent the specification was
surge arresters, coordinated to the limited number of applied to equipment of types other than those for
standard ratings of operating voltages. which it was criginally intended, largely because it was

The transient coordination system that evolved a specification in existence and recognized by stan-
[16.3] provided for a limited number of insulation ]ev- dardizing agencies.
els, such as a 150 kV BIL level for 23 kV equipment The document called for open circuit voltages of
and 550 kV BIL for 115 kV equipment. Equipment between 2.5 and 3 kV, with the oscillatory frequency
designed to operate at 115 kV was prcvided with in- being from 1.0 to 1.5 MHz. Decrement was specified
sulation sufficient to withstand a U50 kV impulse and by requiring that the envelope decay to 50% in no less
this was verified by test on each and every major piece than 6 As ,though this iwnplie,ý -. lower loss test circuit
of equipment before it was shipped. than might be found in practice. The voltage range

The 550 kV represented only the l2vel to which the specified was reasouable for apparatus in high voltage
designer knew the equipment would be tested in the substations, but might be high for electronic equip-
factory and was never taken as representing the level of ment located in shielded locations.
surges to which the equipment would be subjected in The original intent of the test was that the speci-
the field. All the designer needed was assurance that fi,&d voltages wold be applied directly to the terminals
protective equipment was available and would be used of apparatus to verify that the equipment w.ould not
to ensure that naturally occuring surges would be less be damaged. Experieice has shown that it is some-
than 550 kV by a suitable margin. times difficult to inject such voltagcs into circuits by

transformer coupling.

The essential elements of the BIL system thus cor,- The document recognized the importance of short

sisted of: circuit capability in that it called for a 150 ohm source
impedance. The document also provided construction

1. Availability of equipment to control natural tran- details of a surge generator to produce the specified
sients. wave. The recommended test generator circuit was

somewhat uncontrolled, using an untriggered spark
2. Standards covering equipment and practices for gap firinmg virtually at random at the crest of an ac

performing tests. charging voltage, though the waveforn itself does not
iniply any particular generator test circuit.

3. A limited number of standard voltage test levels. Transients in residentiul wiring: Martzloff and How-
ell [i 6.6] proposed a transient voltage test with a fre-

4. Struidard current test levels for surge protective quency of 100 kHz and a voltag: range of 0 to 8 kV.
devices. The wave was intended for the duplication of tran-

sients found i, residential circuits on 120 V ac lines, for
5. Standard waveshapes, capable of b'!ing produced which measurements showed that transients were corm-

by equipment in many laboratories. monly oscillatory with frequencies measured in a few
hundred kHz. The damping was specified such that

6. Agreement to perform the tests using the stan- the ratio of successive half-cycles should be greater
dard test levels and to make changen in levels than 0.6. This might be somewhat high, particulariy is
only after it was agreed thet improved protective the transient is to be coupled into equipment through
equipment was commercially available, transformers.
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No specification was made about the magnitude sured to the time at which the wave had decayed to
or waveshape of the short circuit current. Martzloff 50% of its initial amplitude. The waveform was thus
and Howell show a test circuit cvpable of injecting the similar to the standard ANSI test waveform derived
transient onto 120 V ac lines where, since the output for tests on high-voltage apparatus. The front time of
impedance of the circuit is basicaJly 150 resistive, the 2 aus reflected the 2 ps front time of the basic lightning
shape of the short circuit current would be about the design current. The transients themselves were speci-
same as that of the open circuit voltage, fled as having amplitudes of 50 V open circuit and 10

This waveform and this test circuit have been A short circuit.
widely accepted in some fields. One example is in re- The second specification was for a long-duration
lation to ground fault interrupters [16.7]. transient representing the effects produced by mag-

netic flux diffusing through the walls of cavities. Such
NEMP: Test practices for simulation of NEMP effects flux would have rise and decay times much longer than
were being developed about the time the TCL phi- those of the lightning current. The specification called
losophy was evolving. Particularly valuable was the for a short circuit current of 5 A and an open circuit
practice of injecting transients into conductors using voltage of 0.5 V, both taking 300 ps to reach crest and
transformer coupling. The waveshapes in use were another 300 ps for decay to zero. The specification of
most commonly oscillatory with frequencies of several equal times to crest and from crest back to zero is in-
MHz. compatible with the response of real physical elements.

In practice, any waveform with a rise time of 300 psNASA Space Shuttle: The present TCL philosophy would have a decay time longer than 600 ps.
was first proposed in [16.8] and later presented in One common deficiency of the above specification
(16.9]. was that it did not clearly distinguish between tran-

At one stage in the development of the Space sient voltages and transient currents, and did not sat-
Shuttle Criteria Document, there was an allowance isfactorily account for the effects of transient source
made for two basically unidirectional transient test impedance. Both the short circuit current and open
waves. While those test waves had some deficiencies circuit voltage had the same waveshape. In practice
and have been largely superseded, discussion of them the open circuit voltage would be of a duration shorter. is still appropriate, since that discussion will illustrate than that of the short circuit current.
some of the problems inher7ent in waveform specifica-
tions. Original TCL proposals: In the paper in which the

concept of transient control levels was first presented
Wavoshapes for aperture effects: The first of these [16.10], Fisher and Martzloff proposed a test wave that
specifications dealt with a transient rising to crest in was primarily unidirectional. The open circuit voltage
2 pa and decaying to zero in 100 Ms. The intent of this was characterized by a fast rise to crest and then a de-
test wave was to duplicate in some manner the effects cay to zero in 5 pa, or greater. To allow for transformer
produced by magnetic flux leaking through apertures. coupling of the transient, a backswing was allowed af-

The specification gave only straight line represen- ter the transient had decayed to zero. The character
tations of the waves, it being understood that actual of the backswing was not specified-only that its ampli-
test waves would have more complex waveshapes. Un- tude should be less than 50% of the initial amplitude.
fortunately, some groups misunderstood the intent of The rationale behind this voltage waveform con-
the specification and attempted to design, at great cept included the following aspects:
expense, pulse generators that produced triangular
waves. 1. It should be in some measure proportional to the

The Shuttle specification on waveforms pernitted derivative of the magnetic field produced by a

a backswing, a feature characteristic of transformer- lightning current.

coupled surges. The backswing amplitude was re- 2. The duration of the transient should be long
quired to be less than 25% of the initial amplitude, but enough that possible failures of semiconductors
the duration of the backswing was left uncontrolled, would not be strongly affected by the waveshape
The test waveform was not intended to be interpreted of the transient, since, with transients of dura-
as reqitiring a backswing. An overdamped wave was tion shorter than about a microsecond, the failure
perfectly satisfactory. levels of semiconductors are strongly affected by

If an overdanped waveform was used, there would waveshape.
be no .learly defined time to zero. In such cases the 3. The duration of the transient should be roughly
decay time was intended to be taken as one-half the comparable to the (then existing) duration of
indicated value (50 ps instead of 100 ps) and mea- clock cycles in digital equipment.
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4. The transient should include a rapidly changing These papers seem to have been the first to ex.
phase to excite inductively coupled circuit ele- plicitly deal with the question of source impedance in
ments. transient specifications.

5. The transient should be one that could be pro- 16.6.2 Transient Control Level Philosophy
duced by and coupled to equipment by relatively
simple test equipment. The TCL philosophy [16.12, 16.13] follows the ba-

sic concepts of the BIL approach to transient coor-
Directly associated with the open circuit voltage dination in that targets or specifications relative to

transient was a short circuit current transient. The transients should be assigned both to those who de-
short circuit current was that current which would flow sign electronic equipment ("black boxes") and those
from a source the internal impedance of which could who design wiring to interconnect those black boxes,
be represented as 50 fl in parallel with 50 yH, Fig. rather than having things develop by chance. The lev-
16.10(a). The test waves taken together as a set were els would be aasigned by a transient coordinator (Pro-
thus more consistent than were those relating to the gram Office) and tests would be performed to verify
Space Shuttle. Amplitudes of neither current nor volt- that the goals had been met; tests on equipment to
age were specified, since the test levels would be part verify that it can withstand the transients and tests
of transient control level specification. on the aircraft to verify that the specified levels had

In answer to response fGom readers and users of not been exceeded.
the original Fisher and Martzloff paper [16.10] on the The TCL philosophy is illustrated in Fig. 16.11.
transient control level philosophy, Crouch, Fisher, and
Martzloff [16.11] proposed a test wave somewhat dif- _ equipment transient
ferent from the original one. The revised voltage wave, s usceptbilty levels

shown in Fig. 16.10(b), emphasized the oscillatory na- I

ture of the wave, rather than deemphasizing it, as did equipment transient
the original test wave. The front time was raised to design level (MTDL)

0.5Ups, the course of the wave after crest being definedT
in terms of its oscillatory frequency of 100 kHz and
the decrement specified by requiring that the ratio of margi
successive half-cycles be greater than 0.6. The voltage
wave thus became nearly identical with that proposed transient control
by Martzloff and Howell. levels (TCL)

~ actual transient
50 MHlevels

TRANSIENT II
SOURCE iW

(a) EEWiring Eetni

is Interconnecting Electrical/Wiring Electronic

- 100V Equipment

-v[ 6.8 A Fig. 16.11 The transient coordination philosophy.

.sc It encompasses the following:

Actual transient level: Ensuring that the actual tran-

(b) sient level produced by lightning (or any other source
of transient) will be less than that associated with the
transient control level number assigned to the cable
designer. The cable designer's job would be to an-

so0 V alyze the electromagnetic threat that lightning would
present and to use whatever techniques of circuit rout-

Fig. 16.10 Original TCL proposals. ing or shielding would be necessary to ensure that the
(a) Source impedance actual transients produced by lightning did not exceed
(b) Voltage and current the values specified for that particular type of circuit.
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Equipment transient design level: The ETDL con- the desired safety margin, the appropriate transient
trolling the type of circuit or circuit protection tech- control level for the cable designer would have been
niques used, and assigned to the avionics designer, established. One approach to the setting of margins
would be higher than the transient control level by a appears in [16.81.
margin reflecting how important it was that lightning Open circuit voltage and short circuit current: The
did not in fact interfere with the piece of equipment magnitude that would be assigned to the transient de-
under design. A margin is necessary because any sin- sign level probably should be expressed in terms of
gle lightning flash might produce an actual transient the maximum voltage appropriate to a high imped-
level higher than the assigned transient control level, ance circuit (open circuit voltage) or the maximum
which would have been derived for a predicted average current appropriate to a low impedance circuit (short
in spite of the cable designer's good intentions. Pre- circuit current).
diction of actual transient levels is an imperfect art. Test levels: In order for the TCL philosophy to have

most impact, there should be a limited number of lev-Vulnerability and susceptibility levels: The job of els. One set of levels that has been proposed [16.12]
the avionics designer would be to ensure that the vul- is shown in Table 16.1. With each level there was as-
nerability and susceptibility levels of the equipment to sociated an open circuit voltage and a short circuit
be supplied would be higher than the assigned tran- current; the two being related by the transient source
sient design level. The vulnerability level is that level impedance shown in Fig. 16.10 [16.121.
of the transient which, if applied to the input or out-
put circuit under question, would cause the equipment Table 16.1 Possible Transient Control Levels
to be permanently damaged. The susceptibility level Open Circuit Short Circuit
is defined as that level of transient that would result Level Voltage Level Current Level
in interference with or malfunction of the equipment. Number (vol ts) (amperes)
The vulnerability level by definition, then, would have 1 60 2.2

2 150 5.4to be at least as high as the susceptibility level. 3 300 1].
4 600 22Ways of setting levels: Some fundamental points 5 1500 54
6 3000 110about the setting of levels are: 7 6000 220

1. Levels must be compatible with the existing state Source impedance: If impedance is not defined in
of the art of providing protection by shielding and transient specifications there is the risk of a specifi-
grounding of interconnecting wiring. cation being worded so as to require that a specified

voltage be developed regardless of the character or im-
2. The levels must be compatible with the perfor- pedance of the object under test. A specification that

mance of existing surge protective devices. The can be taken, rightly or wrongly, as requiring that a
minimum level of voltage to which protective de- test voltage of 1000 volts must be developed across a
vices can clamp surges is frequently several times spark gap that flashes over at 500 volts and shorts an
the normal operating voltage of the system being input surge to ground is clearly deficient. Likewise, a
protected. specification that can be read as requiring that a spec-

ified current be developed, regardless of impedance, is
deficient.

There are several ways in which the levels might Transient test specifications for aircraft and elec-
be set. In the first, the system integrator would set tronic equipment usually avoid such problems by defin-
the desired transient level, then set the required mar- ing both open circuit voltage and short circuit current.
gin, which in turn would set the transient control level. The intent is that if a circuit has a high impedance
Whatever the rationale by which the system integrator it is appropriate to define the voltage that should be
sets the transient design level, that level would become developed and if the circuit is low impedance it is ap-
a part of the purchase specificrtions and would, pre- propriate to define the maximum surge current.
sumably, not be subject to variation by the vendor of If only voltage is defined, and not current, situa-
the avionics. tions can arise in which design and test effort is totally

As an alternative, the avionics designer might de- wasted. An example might be for designers to place
termine by suitable testing the vulnerability and sus- impedance in series with a spark gap so that, by brute
ceptibility levels of his equipment and provide a guar- force and the flow of enormous current, a specified volt-
antee as to the level of transients that his equipment age can be developed across a protected circuit. Such
could withstand. That level would then be the tran- an effort would be totally contrary to the purpose of. sient design level. After the system integrator had set using a spark gap in the first place.
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Implementation of the TCL Philosophy: The TCL Table 16.3
philosophy is still evolving, but is becoming engrained
in transient design of aircraft work. FAA requirements Suggested Multiple Burst
proposed, though not yet formally adopted (16.1], in- Test Levels
clude requirements for TCL testing. wavefro 3

Levels appropriate for aircraft: Levels that have been Level Vpeak. 1peak
suggested for aircraft use are shown in Tables 16.2 and _

16.3. Table 16.2 relates to tests using single transients
while Table 16.3 relates to tests using bursts of i.ran- 2 125 5
sients.

Table 16.2 300 12

Suggested ETDL Voltage and Current Levels 4 750 30

Waveforms 5 1600 64

Level 3 4 5

V IPl VP/Ip Vp/Ip Vp/Ip Vp - Peak Open Circuit Voltage

Ip - Peak Short Circuit Current
1 50/10 100/4 30/10 N/A

Waveform 2 is a double exponential derivative
2 125/25 250/10 125/25 N/A voltage waveform and is the classic open circuit re-

sponse to the magnetic field produced in and around

3 300/60 600/24 300/60 300/100 the aircraft during a lightning flash. This waveform is
similar to the derivative of the lightning stroke current
(Component A) and has a time to zero crossing equal

4 750/150 1500/60 750/150 75011000 to the time to peak of current Component A. Wave-
form 2 predominates in unshielded circuits with high

5 1600/320 3200/128 1600/320 1600/3000 impedance loads where magnetic field coupling is the

to 20,000 major contributor.
,.__,_Derivative voltage waveshapes can also appear in

Vp is the peak open circuit voltage in volts, some shielded circuits, but the time to zero crossing
will be controlled by the time to peak of the shield

Ip is the peak test; lmit current in amperes. current, not the external lightning current. The short

circuit current related to this voltage waveform will
Waveforms: The waveforms of voltage and current ac- be similar to Waveform 1, or to the waveform of the
tually coupled to the internal structure and wiring of related shield current.
an aircraft are complex aicý depend on both the cou- Waveform 3 is a damped sinusoidal voltage wave-
pling mechanism and the type of circuit. The TCL form and is one of the responses to the lightning stroke
philosophy recognizes, however, that they can be sep- currents, Components A and D. It is the only response
arated into several distinct categories and that their to the multiple burst current, Component H. The pre-
impedance depends on the coupling mechanism. The dominant frequencies are often associated with the
waveforms specified in FAA and evolving international natural resonances of the aircraft, but may also be
standards [16.1 and 16.13] are shown in Fig. 16.12. associated with resonances of aircraft apertures, air-

Waveform I is a double exponential, unipolar cur- craft wiring, shield terminations (pigtails) or circuit
rent waveform similar in shape to the defined lightning interfaces.
return stroke current (Component A). This waveform The defined frequencies for this waveform lie in
represents that portion of the lightning current that the range of 1 to 50 MHz. Short circuit currents are
would flow in internal conductors, such as cable shields typically related to this voltage waveform by the surge
and conduits. Within certain structures this waveform impedance of the aircraft circuit.
will slow down and take on the appearance of current Waveform 4 is a double exponential, unipolar
Waveform 5, described below, voltage waveform and represents the potential differ-
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Fig 16.12 Waveshapes for aircraft.

ences that can appear between interconnected equip- conductor and its loa~ds approach a short circuit, the
ment ground references when lightning current flows conductor inductance and diffusion and redistribution
through the intervening resistance of the airframe currents tend to produce the longer duration current
structure. This waveform has the same waveshape as Waveform t.
the lightning stroke current, Component A, and ore- Waveform 5 is a long duration, double exponen-
dominates in high resistance airframe structures where tial, unipolar current wareform of the type found on
circuits use the airfranE as return, most low impedance conductors within an airframe

Waveform 4 is also typical of voltages that ap- and results from the diffusion and redistribution of
pear in shielded conductors because of current flow- currents throingh shield boundaries formed by the sur-
ing through the shield resistance, The short circua't rounding airframe structure, shields and nearby con-
current related to this voltage waveform is Waveform ductors. This waveform is particularly prevalent when
1. However, as the line-to-ground impedances of a the airframe is constructed primarily of carbon fiber
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composite (CFC). Because of their long duration, the Categories of equipment for various levels: What
distribution of these currents among the various air- transient test level is appropriate for various types of
frame conductors are primarily controlled by the re- equipment is a task for the system integrator to decide.
sistance of the conductors, rather than by their induc- Guidance is offered in [16.1 and 16.13].
tance.

The source impedance associeted with Waveform Level 1 (I): This level would be appropriate for equip-
5 will tend to approach the dc resistance of the struc- ment and interconnecting wiring installed entirely in
ture or shield across which the driving voltage is de- a well protected environment, such as an avionics bay
veloped and may be as low as a few milliohms. Aside enclosed in an all-metal aircraft.
from the high energy content, the major concern in
airframe wiring with this current waveform is that the Level 2 (J): This level would be appropriate where
accompanying voltages are sometimes insufficient to the equipment and interconnecting wiring are in a par-
activate suppression devices and allow the current to tially protected environment, such as an avionics bay
be diverted away from paths where it may cause dam- enclosed in an aircraft composed principally of metal.
age.

Waveform 5A is typical of the' currents developed Level 3 (K): This level would be appropriate for equip-
in low impedance conductors (-C 5 ohms) such as ment and interconnecting wiring installed in a mod-
shields, power wires or other circuits with suppression erately exposed envwronment, such as the cockpit or
devices at both ends. Current amplitudes associated flight deck of an aircraft composed principally of metal.
with Waveform 5A will tend to be low to non-existent
inside of an all metallic fuselage, but could be quite Levels 4 asd 5 (L and M): These levels pertain to
high on equipment with interfaces subject to a direct equipment and interconnecting wiring in severe elec-
lightning strike, such as lights, antennas, and various tromagnetic environments, such as aircraft of which
pressure and temperature probes. large portions are fabricated with composite material

Waveform 5B occurs in much the same manner as and where no special shielding measures have been
Waveform 5A, but is observed more often in conduc- taken.
tor6 within CFC structures because of the higher cur-
rents that result from resistive sharing with the struc- Other waveforins: The TCL waveforms discussed in
ture. Curnent amplitudes associated with Waveform [16.1 and 16.13] are not the only ones currently called 6
5B will tend to be very high in CFC structures. Am- for in specifications. Some of them call for damped
plitudes may be hundreds of amperes in smaller gauge sine waves as shown on Fig. 16.12, Waveform 3, the
conductors, such as power and low impedance signal waveforms being defined as
wires, and thousands of amperes in the larger gauge
conductors, such as shields and power buses. E = EO [C-(wJ /Q) sin (2-rt)] (16.1)

Frequencies range from 1 MHz to 50 MHz (or
Multiple stroke waveforms: Simultation of the ef- more). Source impedance is generally specified as 100
fects of the multiple stroke lightning currents defined ohms resistive.
in §5.5.6 involves applying one of the internal airframe These specifications call for specific damping fac-
waveforms to the operating system under test. Each tors, such as Q = 6 or Q = 24, damping factors not
pulse of the multiple stroke flash is represented by the necessarily consistent with those defined in FAA and
ielected internal waveform, which is scaled to repre- related documents. Figs. 16.13(a) and (b) show waves
sent the peak amplitude induced by the appropriate with those damping factors.
lightning components A and D/2. In some situations,
more than one of the internal wvaveforms may be re- 16.7 Common Problems in Specifications
quired to satisfy the system design requirements for
multiple stroke. Since transient specifications and techniques for

controlling transients are still evolving there are situ-
ations where specifications are poorly worded or im-

Multiple burst waveforms: Practices regarding sirau- properly applied.
lation of the effects of the multiple burst lightning cur- A common error is to call for tests to be made on
rents defined in §5.5.6 are still evolving. The trend is equipment within the aircraft at levels that are only
toward using the damped oscillatory waveform 3, but appropriate for equipment located on the outside of
no consensus has yet developed as to what frequencies, the aircraft and exposed directly to a lightning flash.
levels and rate of application are approp.-iate. Most commonly this situation arises through misappli-
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c;.tion of Test Method T05 of MIL-STD-1 757A[16.141. amplitude of 200 kA and are intended to duplicate the
The test method is titled Indirect Effects - External effects of a lightning flash that directly contacts the
Electrical Hardware. exterior of the aircraft.

The test method calls for current Component E to The references to External Hardware and to full
be applied in order to check for magnetically induced sized hardware should be emphasized. Equipment on
effects, Component E being defined in [16.14] as a "fast the inside of an aircraft is not exposed to such cur-
rate of rise stroke test for full sized hardware". The rents. There is no justification for performing such
specified waveforra has a peak amplitude of 50 kA and tests on (for example) a small metal box deep inside
a rate of rise of at least 25 kA/ps. The test method the structure of the aircraft and whose only function
also calls for application of the high current waveforms is to mount several electrical connectors and provide a
specified in test method T02 for evaluation of direct way to distribute wires in several cables.
effects. Those are the waveforms that have a peak
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Chapter 17

CIRCUIT DESIGN

17.1 Introduction

This chapter deals on a circuit level with some still be taken to ensure that lightning induced voltages
of the factors involved in minimizing damage and up- on the power circuits are controlled within acceptable
set of avionic equipment and will offer, where possible, limits, possibly with the aid of voltage limiting devices,
examples of good and bad practice. Two subjects are as discussed in §17.4.
treated in detail; surge protective devices and compo- On aircraft fabricated with poorly conducting
nent damage analysis. composite materials, power return through the air-

In general, practices good for control of lightning frame should be avoided. A separate return wire
indirect effects and for control of steady state elec- should be used.
tromagnetic interference (EMI/EMC) are similar and
what is good for one is good for the other. There are Single ended transmission: If single ended transmis-
conflicts, however, some more apparent than real, and sion over a shielded wire is used, with the shield used
it does not necessarily follow that a design proven to as a return path, Fig. 17.2, any noise current flow-
be satisfactory for control of steady state EMI, or that ing in the shield will produce a voltage that adds to
meets other standards for EMC will be satisfactory for the signal voltage. Having the shield grounded at each
control of lightning indirect effects, end allows noise currents to flow and it is for this rea,

son that wire sh!elds are often grounded at only one
17.2 Signal Transmission end. Lightning current in the structure of the aircraft

would be one source of noise current and could result
Most problems involving indirect effects originate in large voltages being coupled into the signal circuit

with the coupling of lightning energy into the wiring in the event of a lightning flash.
of the aircraft with direct induction into the cases of
LRUs running a far distant second. Proper choices
about signal transmission help eliminate such prob- A "C

lems. Basic considerations about circuit design and
signal transmission are shown in Figs. 17.1 - 17.7. (a)

Aircraft as a signal return: First, as shown on Fig. KR C
17.1, signal circuits should avoid the use of the aircraft
structure as a return path. If the structure is used as
a return path, the resistively generated voltage rises
will be included in the path between transmitting and A-

receiving devices.

( b ) V l s A R

MUMS Fig, 17.2 Single ended transmission.
(a) Generation of error voltage
(b) Generation of common mode voltage

Fig. 17.1 Structural IR voltage.

Grounding the shield at only one end, however,
Power circuits frequently use the airframe as a re- does not solve all the lightning problems because

turn path. With metal aircraft, experience has shown excessive voltnge can still appear between the un-
*thiu to be generally satisfactory, but provisions should grounded end of the shield and the adjacent ground
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system. Grounding at both ends removes the volt- twisted pair wires, as shown in Fig. 17.5, allow the
ages to ground, but allows noise currents to flow in the shield to be grounded at both ends since residual noise
shield and allows circuit voltages to develop. Which voltages produced by current in the shield is rejected.
represents the greater hazard, common mode voltages

or circuit voltages, depends on the circumstances of Junctions with semiconductors: In general it is
individual cases. preferable that wiring interconnecting two different

Two ways to resolve the dilemma are shown in pieces of electronic equipment not interface directly
Fig. 17.3. One way is to limit the voltage on the un- with the junctions of semiconductors, as shown in Figs.
grounded end with a surge protective device, leaving 17.6(a).
the shield, in effect grounded at only one end for nor-
mal operation and grounded at both ends when light- low
ning current flows. This does subject the circuit to
temporary error voltages when lightning current flows,
but the risk of permanent damage from high common
mode voltages is reduced. still high

Fig. 17.4 Twisted pair transmission.

( il ... ....1 .. ....
(a)N

----- low

Fig. 17.5 Differential transmission and reception.

Fig. 17.3 Elimination of common mode voltage.
(a) Surge suppression device
(b) Overall shield

A better method of minimizing error voltages is to
cover the signal shield with an overall shield grounded
at each end. This minimizes both circuit and common
mode voltages. It also separates the functions of pro- (a)
viding for lightning protection and providing for noise
free tranmmission under normal circumrtances. The ..
overall shield must, of course, be grounded at both
ends.

Twisted pairs: Signal transmission over a twisted-pair
circuit with signal grounds isolated fromn the aircraft
structure, Fig. 17.4, tends to couple lower voltages
because the resistive rise in the shield is not in the s-g.
nal path. It must not be forgotten, however, that the
use of twisted-pair transndssion lines does not elim- (b)
inate the common-mode voltage to which electronic
systems may be subjected. That voltage is minimized %"

only by grounding the shield at both ends.
Sig. 17.0 Cotmection to semiconductor junctions.

Differential transmoisson end reception: Differential (a) Direct connection - bad
transmission and reception devices, used along with (b) Current limiting resistor - good 4
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Resistance in series with semiconductors: Where the megahertz and multimegahertz region to cause in-
possible, resistors should be used to limit the surge terference. The energy that is available for damage
current into semiconductor junctions from input and or interference may well be concentrated in certain
output wires. Even modest amounts of. resistance con- frequeocy bands by the characteristic response of the
nected between the junctions and the interfacing wires, aircraft or the wiring within the aircraft.
shown in Fig. 17.6(b), can greatly improve the ability
of semiconductors to re-jist the transient i'oltages and M

currents. Section 17.5 on component damage mech- [ /S
anisms gives examples of the degree of improvement
that may be obtained through the use of series resis-
tors. Resistors should be as large physically as possi- uMOwsuCvu
ble. Half-watt resistors are better than quarter-witt. _

Transmission through balanced transmission lines (a) f(a) (b)
and transformers, coupled with input protection for
semiconductors, probably provides the greatest ar.ount
of protection against the transients induced on control
wiring. -

DC coupling: Where possible, coupling that can pass
dc should be avoided. AC transmission through iso- (c) (d)
lation transformers offers onc means of avoiding dc
coupling paths and ,;olation via optical isolators is
another. Optical isolation is particularly appropriate'
for digital circuits, but optically isolated operational ii
amplifiers are available where analog signals must be I
transmitted. / \

DC coupling paths in power supply circuits can a.
employ DC-DC converters using an intermediate iso- (e)
lation transformer. Fig. 17.7 Frequency considerations.

Fiber optic transmission: Fiber optic transmission
lines do not intercept lightning induced voltages or cur- Without reference to auy specific frequency re-
rents, but transmitting and receiving equipment ,%t the gions, however, the energy spectrum of the lightning
ends could be susceptible to interference or damage. generated interference on electrical wiring within an

aircraft will still be a broad spertrum. A receptor

1T.3 Circuit Bandwidth with a broad pass band, shown in Fig. 17.7(a), will
inherently collect more energy than will a receptor

One of the most import ant considerations in with narrow pass band, shown in Fig. 17.7(b). The
the control of lightning- related interference through narrower the pass band, the better. In this respect
proper circuit design lies in the fundamental observa- analog circuits have an inherent advantage over dig-
tion that a devine with a broad bandwidth can inter- ital circuits, since a narrow-pass band digital circuit
cept mote noise Energy than can a narrow bandwidth is almost a contradiction in terms. If possible, circuits
device. Some of the considerationb that derive from should not have a pass band that includes dc, shown in
this observation are shown in Fig. 17.7. The noise Fig. 17.7(c), because, when dc is excluded, the circuits
produced by ightning has a broad frequency spectrum. will inherently be able to reject more of the energy as-
Considering for the momeut only the spectrum of the sociated with the flow of current through resistance of
lightning current, the observation is frequently made the structure.
that most of the energy associated with the lightning
current is contained in the low-frequency region, below Typical Milatory frequencies- The studies of types
10 or 20 kHz. of interference produced in aircraft by the flow of light-

Before any sense of security is derived from that ning current have shown that the lightning energy ex-
observatim. it should be remembered that equipment cites oscillatory frequencies on aircraft wiring, partic-
iN damaged or caused to malfunction in accordance ularly if the wiring is based on a single-point ground
with the total amount of energy intercepted. In a concept. Those characteristic frequencies have tended. lightning flash there may be plenty of energy left in to be in the range of several hundred kilohe "- to a
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few megahertz. If at all possible, the pass bands of Spark gaps and other switching devices do not
electronic equipment should not include these frequen- control surges by absorbing the energy of the surge.
cies, as does the hypothetical pass band shown on Fig. Primarily they operate by reflecting surge energy back
17.7(d). Higher or lower pass bands would inherently towards its source, where it may be dissipated in the
be better than the one shown. As an extreme example, resistance of the conductors.
shown in Fig. 17.7(e), fiber optic signal transmission
operating in the infrared region avoids the frequency Non-linear devices: Non-linear devices have V-I
spectrum associated with lightning-generated interfer- characteristics as shown in Fig. 17.8(b). They conduct
ence almost completely. very little current at low voltage levels, but once con-

duction begins, the voltage across the device remains
17.4 Protective Devices fairly constant. Examples include Zener type surge

suppression diodes and metal oxide varistors, MOV's.
Circuit protective devices can sometimes be used Because the voltage does not collapse to zero, energy

to limit the amount of electrical energy that a wire is released in the device and the rating of the device
can couple into a piece of electronic equipment. While will be governed by the amount of energy, the ther-
one can seldom eliminate interference through the use mal nmass and the allowable temperature rise of the
of the circuit protective devices, circuit protective de- device. Non-linear devices control surges partly by
vices judiciously used can virtually eliminate physical turning electrical energy into heat and partly by re-
damage to electronic devices. Judicious use usually flecting it back towards its source.
means that protective devices must be incorporated For a given surge-power handling capability, a
into a piece of equipment at the time it is built, not spark gap will thus be smaller physically than a surge
added after trouble has been experienced. suppr'ssion diode or varistor device.

Basic types of protector: There are two basic types Recovery characteristics: Another fundamental 'dif-
of overvoltage or transient protection device; switching ference between switching devices (spark gaps) and
devices and non-linear devices, having V-I character- non-switching devices (surge suppression diodes or
istics as indicated on Fig. 17.8. varistors) relates to their recovery characteristics af-

ter the surge has passed. If a line is protected by a
spark gap and if that line is connected t i a source of
energy (a power bus. for example), that energy source

- woihtage d must be disconnected from the line before the spark...... • gap can switch back from its low-impedance conduct-
S........ _b ......... ing state to its high-impedance nonconducting state.

, . Generally this requires opening a circuit breaker on the
are drop line. A surge suppression diode or varistor effectively

Y •ceases to conduct as soon as the voltage returns to itb
S (a)normal value. Operation of remote circuit breakers is

I - not required.

Fig. 17.8 V-I characteristics of protective devices. Circuit interrupters: There are also devices which,
(a) Switching device on sensing an overvoltage, interrupt the power flow to
() the load. If this interruption is accomplished by elec-tromechanical means, they should not be considered

transient protection devices because they are inher-
Switching devices: Switching devices, Fig. 17.8(a), ently slow to respond. None of them will be discussed
conduct essentially no current until the voltage across in this section.
them reaches a critical value, at whici, time the volt-
age collapses to nearly zero and current is controlled Reflection of energy: All types of overvoltage protec-
by the externel circuit. Examples are spark gaps and tion devices inherently operate by reflecting a portion
controlled rectifiers. of the surge energy to its source and by diverting the

The instantaneous power dissipated in a transient rest into another path, all with the intention of dis-
protective device is the product of the surge current sipating the surge energy into the resistance of the
flowing through the device and the voltage across the ground and interconnecting leads. The alternative to
device. Thus, even though the surge current through reflecting the energy is to absorb the surge energy in
a conducting spark gap may be high, the power dissi- an unprotected load. Reflection and diversion of the
pated in the gap will be small, surge energy are not without their hazards:
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1. The reflected energy cran possibly appear on other by gaps using carbon electrodes. Outline sketches of
unprotected circuits. spark gaps are shown in Fig. 17.9.

2. Multiple reflections may cause the transient to Electron avalanche: Conduction through a spark gap
last loUger than it would otherwise. occurs beca,4se of ani electron avalanche process, as dis-

cussed in Chapter 1. Dielectric composition. gas den-
3. The spectral density of the energy 'in the surge sity and electrode geometry all affect sparkover volt-

may be changed, either high or low frequencies age and the speed with which the avalanche develops.
being enhanced. Interference problems en other Sparkover voltage depends on the waveshape of volt-
circuits may well be increased even though the age; a surge voltage with a fast rate of change will
risk of damage to the protected circuit is reduced. cause sparkover at a higher voltage than would a more

slowly rising wave. A low pressure gap (low gas density
Locations for protective devicis: Most commonly the more exactly) will sparkover at a lower voltage than
appropriate type of transient prqtective device to be will a similar high pressure gap, but the avalanche will
used depends on the amount of surge energy to be develop more slowly, and the dependence of sparkover
dealt with. Generally, this energy decreases the further voltage on waveshape will be greater.
away one get3 from the stroke. The surge energy to The dependence of sparkover voltage on rate of
be expected can also be related crudely to the normal change of voltage partly relates to how long it takes,
operating power of the circuit involved. One would on average, for a free electron to appear and start
normally expect lower surge levels on low-voltage sig- the avalanche process. Commercially available spark
nal circuits than on medium-power control circuits, gaps frequently contain minute amounts of tritium or
and even lower levels than those on main power distri- other radioactive elements to reduce the dependence
bution buses. Thus, one might logically use surge sup- of spaikover voltage on voltage waveshape.
pression diodes on individual circuit, boards, varistors
on terminal boards, and spark gaps on leads running
to prime entry and exit points.

Circuit protective devices that are suitable for air- ,1mm
craft applications and are commercially available in-
clude gas-filled spark gaps, specially fabricated Zener
diodes, and varistors. Each type has both advantages (a)
and disadvantages.

17.4.1 Spark Gaps

Incidental spark gaps: Sometimes spark gaps are inci-
dental to the construction of some other device, termi-
nal boards and connectors being examples. Whenever 7m
the voltage on the terminals becomes suffciently high
there will be a spark across or through the dielectric
and the voltage on connected devices will be limited. (b)
Generally such sparkover is unplanned and undesir- (b
able, particularly if it causes puncture and permanent
failure of solid dielectric, but the existence of such in-
cidental spark gaps should be recognized. Sparkover
across the surface of a dielectric might be allowable
and sometimes can be made to provide perfectly a&-
ceptable surge protection at minimal extra cost. - rmni

Intentional spark gaps: Usually, though, spark gaps Fig. 17.9 Outline sketches of spark gaps.
are composed of two metal electrodes separated by
a dielectric, held et a fixed distance from each other Sparkover voltage: Impulse sparkover voltages for
and sealed in a container. Electrodes may be spheri- gaps with metal electrodes operating in air at stan-
cal, but in sophisticated devices they are not. Not all dard atmospheric pressure will seldom be less than 1 -
spark gaps use metal elecrtodes and not all are sealed. 2 kV, even with very small spacing between the e0ec-
Telephone circuits, for example, are often protected trodes. For commercial spark gaps, curves, such as
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Fig. '7.10, ara, generally suppliod to relate sparkover lasting a fbw tens of n. icroeconrts and several hun-
voltage to rate of change of voltagb. Catalog op'ecifl- 'drods of wriperes fct btlrgps lasting a iew'millisecutidl%
cation shee+,i geneally cite the sparkover voltage for Catalo she-ts do not always clearly state the- dura-
very slowly changing voltages, Rated sparkover volt- tion of surge ý.,irent for whi4;h ttý specified peak c~ur-
ages lot~ sm~all g aps range upwards from a minimum of rent applies, but for aircraft , ?rot ection' the m.atter'is,
abo'ut. 100 volts,. Sparkover voltar~es for rapidly chang- of little importaiice sitM-v azuost any gap; i caucry, all
ing voltages may be substantially higher. the suige current likely to appear on internal aircraft,

Normally, one should not 'consider spark gpas wIiring
the pzima~ry Lmeans for Co:itrol of surges unless the Spark gaps intended primarily, for telephone cit-
equipment to be protected can witbstand severel huti. culits may be called upon to carry power a sterr cur-
dreds o. volts. rent f~or iome period of time if the wires have come

103 into contact with power lines. The allowable 'urrent,
7-7-7 ar~dits duration, are commonly ýpecified by a curve,

of which Fig. 17.11 is an example. Somet gap assem-
blies are provided'with therinal liaks which cavo-s the

.. circuit to be permanently shorted if current Pows for
an excessively long tulnie. Such thermal lirks iire, not
likely to be of value in aircraft application$.

I (Amps, rxns)

'1000 ..... ...

a2

20 4 1m1 s 2
60 ...... Discharge Time Duain t (sec)

Fig. 17 11 Allowable amipere-time, curve
f ra sp arl4: gap'.W

20!IRes*dual vultages: Until such time as a spark gap
ionizes, it has no effect on circuit voltage. Some resid-

I ual surge voltage, Fig. 17.12, may be passed outo the/ rest of the circuit. Should this residual surge voltage
I I k I I I - be a problem it can often be suppreszed with metal

1o-4 10-4 10o 10-8 1 Wz0 oxide or zener diode devices.

fiesponse Time - Seconds ____________________

Fig. 17. 10 V"At-time curve of a spark gaio.

Recovery: Once a gap ha~s sparked over, the current I~z
in thle gap will be governed by the impedance of the
c-ircuait and the normal operatin& voltage. Current will Fg 71 eiulvlae
continue to flow as long as the circuit is energized at a Fg 71 eiulvlae
voltage~ greater than a f-w t( ns of volts. Gaps used for
in~dustria~l macaiinery and commercial power syste.-as Sometimes spark gaps are applied to a pair of con-
can be made self-extingu-ishing for applied voltages up ductors, ar in Fig. 17.13(a). Ideally, in response to a
to about 100 V by using megnetic field,,'.o blkw and common mode surge. the two spark gaps should ionize
cool the arc, but tlvhy are not applicablt for aircraft a+ the same time. If separate spark gaps are used, one
use. of them may ionize before the other, resulting in a high

voltage between the conductors, as in Fig. 17.13(b).
Current rating: Small spaerk gaps generally can carry Tc minimize this problem. three--electrode spark gaps
peak currentsi of several thousand amperes for bulgesi are available. Sparkover of one half results in ioniza-
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'lton thait, spr•ads iilo the, other half, simultaneously 3. Large power-handlinj capability. Ga-filled gaps
shorting the two conductors t'gethe; and to ground. have the highest peak current handling capabili-

ties of any transient protection device, and almost
"any gap can handle the maximum surge currents
induced by lightning.

4. High impedance and low capacitance. The low
shunt capacitance and leakage current character-
istics of gas-filled spark gaps minimize insertion

(a) Iproblems for operating frequencies below 1 GHz.

Fig. 17.13 Spark sgaps on a conductor pair.
(a) Two separate gaps gve high 5. Bilateral operation, having the same characteris-

common mode voltage tics on either polatity.
(b) Three terminal gap

Disadvantages:

Appication considerations: Spark gaps, and any 1. Relatively high sparkover voltage.
other voltage limiting device for thi1.t matter, must be
rated to withstand the normal maximum voltage ex- 2. Power system follow current must be extinguished
pected on the circuit being protected. Provision must by removing the voltage (circuit breaker of fuse)
also be made to de-energize the circuit and allow them or by inserting resistance rapidly into the circuit
to regain their insulating properties. On power cir- by an additional element, such as a zinc oxide
cuits. this is most commonly done with fuses that are varistor.
blown or circuit breakers that are tripped by the sys-
tem current that flows once the gap has been caused 3. May have a large dependence of sparkover voltage
to spark. on the waveshape of the voltage.

For protection of semiconductors and electronicScircuit boards, spark gaps may not be the most ef- 4. Reflect more energy than they absorb.
fective type of protective device. In particular, it is
not advisable to place them directly on circuit boards 5. Rapid change of voltage on sparkover may excite
in close proximity to sensitive semiconductors since circuit ringing.
they spark ovei ýt relatively high voltages and upon
sparkover may be called upon to ca'rty high currents.
The further these high currrents can be kept away from 17.4.2 Non-Linear Resistors
the sensitive equipment the better. Non-linear resistors, or varistors, may be charac-

Spark gaps might best bt considered as the first terized by the expression
line of defense against high energy surges, placed well I = KVN (17.1)
away from the most sensitive equipment, and used
in conjunction with devices that have lower voltage where N and K are device constants dependent on the
clamping levels, but less ability to carry high surge varistor material.
currents. Varistors may be constructed of silicon carbide,

selenium, or metal oxide, usually zinc oxide. This sec-
Failure mode: Most commonly, failure of a spark gap, tion will concentrate on metal oxide varistors, MOVs,
either because of excessive surge current or because 117.1] since in recent years they have almost completely
of excessive power system current following sparkover, supplanted the other materials. Zener diode type pro-
will either shatter the case or burn away the connecting tectors can be considered as another of the non- linear
leads, causing the gap to fail open circuit, resistors since their volt-ampere characteristics also

follow Eq. 17.1, but since their fabrication is much
Advantages of spark gaps: different from MOVs, they will be treated separately

in §17.4.3.
1. Simple and reliable. Formulation: Metal oxide varistors are formed from

zinc okide grains, Fig. 17.14, which, when pressed
2. Low voltag- drop during the conducting state, together and sintered into ceramic parts, act as though

typically 10 to 20 V. there were non-linear semiconductor junctions at the
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grain boundaries. The volt-ampere characteristics of a Volt-ampere characteristic: The volt-ampere char-
finished part depends on the size of the grains and the acteristic of a typical MOV device is shown in Fig.
number in series, which for a given Sormulation of the 17.15 and an equivalent circuit in Fig. 17.16. The V-I
bulk material, implies that the voltage clamping level characteristic has three regions: very low current levels
becomes directly proportional to the thickness of the where capacitance C and leakage resistance Roff doam-
finished part. Current handling capability depends on inate, very high current regions where bulk resistance
how many grains are in parallel. or for a finished part, &R becomes important and the intermediate region of
on its area. The volt-ampere characteristic of MOVs normal operation.
thus derive from a bulk effect, which accounts for their
large power handling capability. Leakage region: At low current levels the leakage re-

sistance is high enough, on the order of 10i ohms, that
leakage current is often insignificant for circuits ener-
gized with dc. Leakage resistance is strongly depen-
dent on temperature, as shown in Fig. 17.17. For

CURRENT high voltage applications where MOV materials are en-
ELECTRODES closed in porcelain shells and exposed to intense solar

heating, leakage resistance may result in enough ad-
"ditional heat and temperature rise to lead to thermal
runaway, but such problems are not likely in aircraft

RONuLARY applications.

*A For circuits energized with ac, the effects of leak-
d age resistance are overshadowed by the effects of paral-

lel capacitance. Capacitance of MOV devices is fairly
high, on the order of 1 - -10 nF for typical devices,
nearly constant with frequency up to 100 kHz and lit-
tle affected by temperature. Capacitance is not usually
a problem for circuits operating at power frequencies
and may even be valuable in that it helps shunt high
frequency noise currents to ground. Its effects must be

Fig. 17.14 Intergranular structure of MOV [17.1]. considered on circuits operating at high frequencies or
d is the average grain size. reacting to rapidly changing pulses.

LEAKAGE UPTURN

REGION NORMAL VARISTOR OPERATION REGION

5WG

1000I I

(TYPICAL. V130LA20A )

20

10 L

10.6 10"'7 1e 10.6 10*4 10"8 10.1 10"1 lop 10 lot 10"$ le
CURRENT - AMPER98E

Fig. 17.15 V-1 characteristic of MOV [17. 1]. •
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tance, by using larger MOV packages or by operating
MOV devices in parallel.

OL (lead induettmaei) Waveshape dependence: Varistor performance is
best discussed by treating surge current as the inde-
pendent variab!e. Varistors are sometimes denigrated
as having poor pulse response, or being subject to
overshoot, that is, having excessive clamping voltage

(00 p (0 t a0 in response to rapidly changing surge currents. If a-(0.002,F) i to 0) (10001111) half-sinusoidal pulse of current, Fig. 17.18, is passed
tthrough a varistor, the voltage developed will be prac-

tically rectangular. A faster rising sinusoidal pulse will
,R ON also produce a rectangular pulse voltage, but one of
(10) somewhat higher magnitude. The difference in volt-

age for slowly rising current pulses, > 10 ps, and for
(typical VI301A20A) rapidly rising rising pulses, s 0.5 ps, is seldom more

than 10 - 20%. It is most noticable for large disks of
Fig. 17.16 Equivalent circuit of MOV [17.1] MOV material than for small disks.

0 4 8 12 16
1.--.- - 0till 0
,c -. . , - : -- -s

, -"20 
9/26p s

- . 4 0 . V,

ti 1 1 1 I I I I I ,

5

1 " 11 1 .L.). io- 0- l ! 1 1 1 0
-I I I* 1, 2 - 0.6/41as I~s

.. iNTO. 0UR.,NT (AM.ES, 0€ 40- V M

Fig. 17.17 Leakage current vs. temperature [17.1]. 5
6 0LV(WV)

The capacitance of any particular MOV device Fig. 17.18 Time dependence of MOV.
may be measured with conventional bridges, providing (a) Slowly changing current
only that the bridge voltage is not high enough to cause (b) Rapidly changing current
non-linear conduction. Adapted from [17.3]

Normal varistor region: In this region current is dom-
inated by the non-linear resistor R. having the char- Studies of large MOV disks, such as are used in
acteristic power transmission systems [17.2, 17.3], have shown

I = KV* (17.2) the overshoot to be largely a matter of diffusion of
current into the varistor material. Studies of small

The exponent a is on the order of 20 - 50, implying disks, such as those used for protection of low voltage
that changing current by four orders of magnitude will equipment [17.1] have shown the time dependence of
result in a 25% change (or less) of voltage, voltage to be only a few tens of percent, even for surge

currents having fronts of a few nanoseconds.
Upturn region: At high current levels, several hun- The fact that surge currents of moderate steep.
dreds to several thousands of amperes, bulk resis- ness result in rapidly changing MOV voltages should
tance becomes important and limits the varistor per- be recognized in circuit design. Circuit oscillations re-
formance. Operation in this region should be avoided, suilting from the rapid change in voltage may give rise. either by limiting the surge current with series resis- to unexpected interference problems.
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Lead effects: Most instances of alleged overshoot of Rating of MOVs: The several factors that are involved
MOV protectors are usually due to lead inductance in the rating of a MOV device will be illustrated us-

effects and are not really intrinsic to the varistor ma- ing as an example the General Electric V130LA series
terial. When applying MOVs, or any other surge pro- device, characteristics of which are shown in Tables

tective device, care should be taken to keep short any 17.1 and 17.2 [17.1]. Similar devices are available from

leads through which high or rapidly changing currents other vendors and the illustration should not be taken
might flow. Voltage developed across the inductance an endorsement of any particular brand of device. Ap-
of such leads adds to the voltage developed across the plication of MOVs should be based on manufacturers
varistor material. As an example, Fig. 17.19 shows catalog data.
two installations of MOV devices such as might be
used on a 115 VAC power circuit, one using the min- Device size: The most common packaging configura-
imum practical lead length and one with leads about tion for MOV devices is a disk with wire leads. The
15 cm (6 in) long, along with the voltages developed column listing the device size refers to the diameter of
by half sinusoidal current waves. For a current wave the disk. Thickness depends on the voltage rating of
with a 10 ps front time the voltage is about the same the device and will be given in outline drawings, but
with the two lead lengths, but for a current with a 0.5 not in tables of specifications. Larger diameter disks
ps front the voltage was nearly double with the longer have greater current carrying capability than smaller
leads. disks.

Excessive lead length is a problem irrespective of
the type of protector. Leads should always be kept as
short as possible and, wherever practical, surge ar-
resters should be treated as three terminal devices.
Fig. 17.20 shows examples of good and bad practice. AREA 0 22 CMZ

AREAa 0.5 cm
2  VOLTAGE PROBE

OUTPUT LEAD FRCM COPPER T]BE
TRANSIENT GENERATOR SURROUN ING

VOLTAGE PROBE CURRENT11 ~PAT

CURRENT VARISTOR
PATH

.VARISI"OR

(a) Minimal loop area (b) Excessive loop area

-- •----1160 V

A =22cm 2

(c~i •" (d)

Fig. 17.19 Lead effects [17.11.
(a) Short leads it) Current rise of 8 ps
(b) Long leads (d) Current rise of 0.5 .is
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tinuous conduction is likely to destroy the device. Con-
duction must not take place even under the normally
allowed excursions of operating voltage. As an exam-

(P)e, sorne aircraft power systems operate at a nominal.• dc voltage of 28 volts,'but if a regulator were to fNl,
(a) (b) ()voltage on the bus could go as high as 80 volts. A

MOV on such A circuit would have to either be rated

higher than 80 volts or would have to be fitted with a
Fig. 17.20 Connections to MOV. fuse or circuit breaker to disconnect it from the bus.

(a) Bad - long leads The V13OLA devices are rated as capable of con-
(b) Better - short leads tinuously withstanding 130 V-rms (184 V peak) or
(c) Best - three terminal connections 175 V-dc without excessive conduction. Such a device

would moot likely be used on a nominal 115 V-rms ac
power system. Lower voltage ratings would not be ap-
propriate because operating voltage on a power system

Table 17.1 may temporarily be significantly higher than nominal.

Maximum Ratings for Typical 130 V RMS vs peak or dc voltage: Because MOV devices
Metal Oxide Varistors [17.11 are frequently used on ac power systems, the reference

to rms quantities should be noted. Other protective
Mlvmm utaP (5•QC) devices, notably zener diode based devices, are more

coqu I commonly used on electronic systems and are usually

Modd MM DevIN pea rated for a nominal dc or peak ac voltage.
Nu=rb So Mwklg 3MB DC bfp COrnal

. V011W v'dp tWM04 WIan) Transients: Two different types of maximum pulse

v f w . rating are commonly supplied; the allowable energy

VOW WOW Joft Amp, and the maximum peak current. Peak current is de-
V130LAI 7 1301 130 875 l 1200 fined for a surge having an 8 x 20 2s wave0hope, a
V13tO 7 130• 830 875 I1 1200 surge of the type generally used for testing of ac power
V130LAS 10I 1305 130 175 20 2500
VI30LAIOA 14 130Li0 130 175 3s 45)0 equipment, as discussed in §1.5.2. The maximum al-
V8OLAMA 20 130L WS 175 20 2500V8AZOA 20 8301.20 0S 85 70 300 lowable energy rating, on the other hand, is defined for
vt3otAWo 20 Io 130 1~ s "75_ : 0 the longer 10 x 1000 ps waveshape commonly used for

testing of telecommunications equipment, as discussedTable 17.2 in [17.4].

Specifications for Typical 130 V Since clamping voltage is relatively independent
Metal Oxide Varistors [17.11 of surge current, instantaneous power is the product

of surge current and clamping voltage. A rectanjpj-

1 h.i (250) lar surge current oa 100 amperes, passing through a
b varistor clamping to 340 volts, would deliver a power

VyaW 4NIU5 Til of 34 000 watts. If the device were rated to withstand

1% me 70 joules (watt-seconds) then the surge could flow for
T - • 2.06 milliseconds. MOV specification sheets provide*". v- 3 e curves relating voltage and current. More precise es-

- V" MM -C It to IM - timates of surge energy dissipated could be made by
Will Y '* UP relating instantaneous surge current to surge voltage

V 0 180
vL IM4 = 22 30 10 tsoo and numerically integrating the result.
V13K1AO 834 221 M W 2S 400
V13LANA 184 XID 22 340 to0 8005 Voltage at 1 mA: Varistor voltage is commonly spec-

vIIMAN, 114 =I 220 2 1 100 INO ified at 1 mA test current, partly because a leakage
current of 1 mA is seldom cause for concern and partly
because it is a convenient and easily measurable refer-
ence point for V-I curves.

Maximum continuous voltage: A fundamental con-
sideration in the application of any surge protective Maximum clamping voltage: Catalog data commonly
device is that it not conduct excessively under normal cites the maximum clamping voltage at a surge current. operating conditions since the heat produced by con- appropriate to the size of the device. Fbr more com-
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plete information o, V-I charactiktics, curves similar to a different current scale would ir licate a different

to Fig. 17.15 are supplied. "knee." Also, discussions of "turn-on" imply a switch-
Large, high energy MOV devices used for ac power ing mechanism by which the mechanism of conduction

systems are often rated in terms of the clamping volt- changes from one state to another. There is no more a

age when carrying 10 000 amperes, and such devices "switching" mechanism for an MOV device than there
are niov becoming available for aircrift use. is for a semiconductor diode.

MOVs in series: MOV devices of the same cross sec- Failure mode: In response to a massive surge current
tional area may be connected in series with no prob- MOV disks may shatter and fail open circuit. More
lems. They need not have the sane thickness or volt- commonly, they are caused to fail by excessive con-
age rating. tinuous voltage and current that fuses the disk and

causes it to fail shorted. Sometimes the heat is suffi-
MOVs in parallel: When high energy surges must be cient to melt the solder holding the leads to the MOV
suppressed, MOVs are sometimes connected in paral- disk and the device fails open circuit. Whether fail-
lel, but care must be taken to match the V-I char- open or fail-short is the preferred mode depends on
acteristics, as shown in Fig. 17.21. If not, one device the designer's preferences and requirements.
may carry most of the surge current, defeating the pur-
pose of using devices in parallel. Exact matching may Advantages of metal oxide-based varistors:
not be necessary since by the time r.arrent becomes
high enough to require parallel devices, the bulk resis- 1. Bilateral devices.
tance may dominate the performance and force current
sharing. Use of one larger diameter disk, however, is 2. Small size.
preferable to using several small disks in parallel.

3. Easily mounted. One common configuration is
very similar in appearance to a disk ceramic ca-
pacitor.

4. Self-extinguishing. When applied voltage drops
below the voltage for which the device is rated,

Devioe #2 they conduct very little current.

5. Inherently fast response time.
Amperes

Fig. 17.21 Parallel operation of MOVs. 6. High power-handling capability. The current and
energy handling capability is second only to cer-
tain types of spark gap. MOVs gives a higher

Wear-out: Specifications for MOV devices some- ratio of energy absorbed to energy reflected than
times specify a maximum allowable number of surges do conventional spark gaps. Moreover, the energy
of specific amplitude. This is sometimes taken as in- is absorbed throughout the buik of the material
dicating that MOVs become "worn out", loose their and is not concentrated in a narrow P-N junction.
non-linear properties and are no longer capable of pro-
tecting against surges. This is not so. The factor that Disadvantages:
may change after many surges is the leakage current
at operating voltage. It may increase, but the MOV 1. High capacitance.
still retains its non-linear characteristic and its ability
to protect against surges. 2. Not too suitable for operating voltages below

about 10 volts. Minimum clamping voltages are
Turn-on voltage: Sometimes the V-I characteris- on the order of 30 volts.
tics are presented on linear plots and discussions made
about the "knee" of the curve or the voltage at which 17.4.3 Zener-Tyrpe Diodes
the MOV "turns on." Such discussions are misleading
since the so- called "knee" is an artifact of the scale This category includes all single-junction semi.
used for plotting current. The current is an exponen- conductor devices such as rectifiers, in addition to the
tial function of voltnge and plotting the same function Zener type diodes. While other semiconductor devices,
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such as PNPN devices and bipolar transistors, may discussion should not be taken as an endorsement of
have application as surge arresters, they will not be any one product. For purposes of design, the manu-
covered here. facturers literature should be consulted.

Zener diodes are basically polarized devices which
exhibit an avalanche breakdown when the applied volt- Reverse standoff voltage: This specifies the voltage
age in the reverse bias direction exceeds the device's below which leakage current is negligible and thus cor-
specified breakdown, or Zener voltage of the device, responds to the leakage region discussed for metal ox-
Diodes intended for regulation of voltage can be used ide devices. One difference is that the quantity cited
to suppress surge voltages, but diodes specially fab- is a dc voltage, unlike MOV devices that wvould most
ricated for surge suppression are better. These have likely be rated in terms of V-rms for sinewave excita-
bigger silicon junctions and more massive end caps to tion.
better dissipate heat. Some surge suppression diodes
are intended only for protection against surges of one Breakdown voltage: This is the voltage developed
polarity and act as conventional forward biased diodes in response to a test current, usually 1 mA dc, as is
in the other direction. Others are intended for dual common with MOV devices.
polarity and are effectiyely two diodes connected back-
to-back. Clamping voltage and peak pulse current: The allow-

The voltage across the diode does not switch to a able surges for protective diodes and MOVs are stated
low value when conducting, but remains at the Zener somewhat differently. Diodes are specified in terms of
voltage. This characteristic accounts for their abil- a clamping voltage at a specified current, the product
ity to cease conduction when the voltage falls below of Vc, and Ipp yielding the instantaneous peak power
the Zener level, but it has a disadvantage thermally. of 1500 watts for which the devices are rated. MOVs
During conduction, the power absorbed by the diode are rated in terms of totae deposited energy. For both
is the product of the current through the diode and protective diodes and MOVs the specified current wave
the voltage across the diode. The power absorbed for has the 10 x 1000 ps wavesh•,pe specified in [17.4],
constant current, thus, is directly proportional to the Instantaneous powers higher than 1500 watts may
diode voltage, be dissipated if the duration of the surge current is

Partially offsetting this disadvantage, however, is less than 1 ms. Other product lines have higher power
the phenomenon that surge energy absorbed in the ratings.
diode is energy that cannot be reflected back into the When conducting, the voltage and current of a
system to cause trouble elsewhere, protective diode are related in the same manner as

with MOVs;
Depletion layer: In diodes, the voltage drop takes I = kV* (17.3)
place across the narrow depletion layer andi the mass
available for absorption of energy is thus very small. The exponent a for protective diodes is in the range
Heat must be conducted into the metal end caps and 100 -- 500, higher than the comparable figure for
then dissipated through the leads of the diode. Energy MOVW. The clamping voltage for protective diodes
handling capability of diodes is thus intrinsically less is thus more nearly constant with surge current than
than that of spark gaps and metal oxide varistors. As for MOVs.
a result, diode networks will not be the preferable pro-
tective device where extremely high transient current Capacitance: Surge suppression diodes have a high
or energy is predicted. For most lightning hardening capacitance, several hundred pF to several nF, values
applications in aircraft, this is not a serious limitation, on the same order as MOVs of comparable current and
since the induced surge current levels are in the I to energy ratings.
100 A range at those locations where surge suppression
diodes are most likely to be used. Speed of response: Since the non-linear action of pro-

tective diodes takes place in the very thin depletion
Ratings of Zener-typs diodes: Ratings of Zener- region, there is little dependence of clamped voltage
type protective devices follow a pattern similar to that on waveshape of surge current. Theoretical response
discussed for metal oxide devices. The discussion that times of I - 5 picoseconds (1 -5 x 10-12 seconds) have
follows will be illustrated by reference to General Semi- been cited, but such times have little meaning since
conductor diodes f17.5]. Table 17.3 refers to a line the performance of protective diodes is governed by
of 1500 watt bipolar devices in a DO-13 hermetically inductace of leads just as with MOVs. Excessive lead
sealed package. Similar devices are available from length degrades the performance of any protective de-
other sources and, as with metal oxide varistors, the vice.
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Table 17.3 Specifications for Typical Protective Diodes [17.51

MAXIMUM
REVERSE CLAMPING MAXIMUM MAXIMUM

STAND-OFF VOLTAGE REVERSE PEAK PULSE
VOLTAGE BREAKOOWN @Opp LEAKAGE CUnRENT

JEDEC (Noto 1) VOLTAGE (1 mSEC) @VR (Note 2)
TYPE VR 6 @ IT vc IR IPP

WUMBER VOLTS VOLTS mA VOLTS MA A

1N6036 5.5 6.75 - 8.25 10 11.7 1000 128.0
t1NB036A 6.0 7.13- 7.88 10 11.3 1000 132.0

1N6037 6.5 738- 9.02 10 12.5 500 120.0
t 1NG037A 7.0 7.79 - 8.61 10 12.1 500 124.0

1N5038 7.0 8.19- 10.00 10 12.8 200 109.0
tINS03BA 7.5 8.65 - 9.55 10 134 200 112.0

1N6030 8.0 9.00- 11.00 1 150 50 100.0
t 1NG03lA 8.5 1.50- 10.50 1 14.5 50 10&0

1N6040 8.5 9,90- 12.10 1 162 10 93.0
t 1NS040A 9.0 10.50- 11.60 1 1S6 10 96.0

1N6041 9.0 10.80- 13.20 1 17.3 5 87.0
t 1NI041A 10.0 11.40- 12.60 1 18.7 5 90.0

1N1042 10.0 11.70- 14.30 1 19.0 5 79.0
t 1N642A 11.0 1240- 1170 1 18.2 5 82.0

1116043 11.0 13.50- 18.50 1 22.0 5 68.0
t 1NS043A 12.0 14.30- 15.80 1 21.2 5 71.0

1N6044 12.0 14,40- 17.00 1 23.5 5 64.0
t1NG044A 110 15.20- 118L0 1 22.5 5 67.0

1N6045 14,0 18.20- 1980) 1 28.S 5 58.5
t 1N1045A 150 17.10- 18.90 1 2&2 5 59.5

1115046 18.0 1800- 22.00 1 29.1 5 51.5
t IN5046A 17.0 19.00- 2100D 1 27.7 5 54.0

ING047 17.0 19.80- 24.20 1 31.9 5 47.0
t IN1047A 1,0 20M90- 23.10 1 30.6 5 490

1N6048 19.0 21,60- 26,40 1 34.7 5 410
t ING04A 20.0 22.80.- 2520 1 3U2 5 4&0

1N6043 21.0 24.30- 29.70 1 39.1 5 38.5
t 1NG043A 22.0 2570- 2A40 1 37.5 5 40.0

Series and parallel connection of diodes: Protec- 6. Low volt-time turnup, or impulse ratio.
tive diodes may be placed in series with no problems.
Diodes in parallel must be carefully matched for volt- Disadvantages:
age, just as with MOVe.

Failure mode: Most commonly, excessive surge energy 1. Not intrinsically bilateral. To protect against
causes the semiconducting junction to melt and the both polarities, two diodes in series back.to-back
device to fail shorted. configuration are necessary. Bipolar peckages are

available.

Advantages of Zener-type diodes:
2. High junction capacitance may cause significant

1. Small size. signal loss at operating frequencies above 1 MHz.
Special diode assemblies may extend the useful

2. Easily mounted. frequency to approximately 50 MHz.

3. Low clamping voltage. 3. They do not switch state between a conducting
and a non-conducting mode.

4. Low dynmic impedance when conducting. 4. Lower energy capabilities than spark gaps

5. Self-extinguish.ng. When applied voltage drops
below the Zener level, they cease conduction. 5. Not available for voltage below about 3 V.
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6. Not normally availabie for voltages above a few nal diodes can carry very large surge currents. Some
hundred volts. CMOS device3 have similar diodes built in, but they

are only intended to guard against static electricity

17.4.4 Forward-Conducting Diodes and should not be relied on to offer protection against
surges.

In a forward-conducting state, a diode conducts Resistors may be used to prevent excessive surge
little current below about 0.3 V for germanium and 0.6 energy from being conducted into the circuit power
V for silicon. They can, as a result, be placed directly supply and surge protective diodes can be used to by-
across a low-voltage line and afford substantial protec- pass excessive surge energy to ground should the surge
tion. Diodes can be connected in series for higher volt- charge the capacitors to an excessive voltage.
age circuits. Diodes in parallel back-to-back would be
needed for bipolar protection. Advantages of reverse biased diodes:

Advantages of forward-conducting diodes: 1. Low capacitance.
1. LSmallacsize.e

1. Small size. 2. Excellent surge handling capability.

2. Not costly. Disadvantages:

3. Provide protection at very low-voltage levels. 1. Must be included in initial design of circuit.

4. Excellent surge-current ratings. 2. Seldom practical to add to existing circuit boards.

Disadvantages: "

1. Not bilateral. For protection of both polarities,
two diodes in parallel must be used. Some vendors

supply bipolar diodes for protection purposes. source load

2. Conduction may occur on normal signals with at-
tendant signal-clipping and frequency multiplica-
tion effects, Diodes must be used in series to raise
voltae levels. ) -V

3. High capacitance. Fig. 17.22 Reverse biased diodes.

17.4.5 Reverse Biased Diodes

Reverse biased diodes, as shown in Fig. 17.22, of- 17.4.6 Hybrid Protection
fer excellent protection for signal circuits. Under nor- Frequently a spark gap and a MOV, or a MOV
mral operation the diodes are reverse biased and effec- and a surge protecting diode, are used together to pro-
tively disconnected from the circuit, but whenever the vide added protection, as shown in Fig. 17.23. The
voltage on the signal line exceeds the power supply higher energy device is connected close to the point
volta•, the diodes become forward biased and allow where the surge may enter the system and the lower
the surge to be conducted into the capacitors. Since energy device is connected close to the more sensitive
no circuit will operate correctly for normal signals ex- components. The principal is that the high energy de.
ceeding the supply voltage for the input semiconductor vice provides the primary protection and diverts the
circuits, the supply voltage for the protective diodes is major portion of the surge energy while the lower en-
uutomatically of the correct level. ergy device provides protection for the residual tran-

The reverse biased diodes have very low capai- sients.
tance and the circuit is thus well adapted to protection
of high frequency circuits for which the capacitance of Isolation of deviceua Protective devices cannot be op-
MOVe and Zener type surge protective diodes presents erated directly in parallel since the device with the
problems. When called upon to provide protection, lowest clamping voltage would carry all the surge cur-

*the diodes operate forward biased and even small sig- rent. Impedance between the two is needed to limit
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the surge current in the lower energy device and allow to achieve a protective level of about 1100 to 1300 V
voltage to develop that initiates conduction in the high with an impulse ratio nearly unity, even with voltage
energy device, rates of change at 10 kV/zs. This design withstood ex-

tremely large currents (100 to 250 kA). The work on
Incoming Surge this device was performed at Sandia Laboratories and

supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
- r-xAnother line of approach uses zinc oxide varistor

Line Low material to hold the pins in a connector. This work
I was being done by General Electric Company for the

Reflection U. S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratories.T SPARK Protective connectors are available commercially.SVARISTOR

Fig. 17.23 Paralleled protectors
physically separated.

Physical separation: Best protection is obtained if the - 7 7 7 7 . 7 7 7 7 -7-7
two surge protectors are physically separated a con-
siderable distance. For example, large MOVs or spark
gaps should be located near exposed electrical appa-
ratus such as lights and air data probe heaters, and
smaller MOVs or diodes installed closer to solid state
power controllers or other electronic equipment so that
the interconnecting wires can provide the requisite im- O O 0 0 #01 / 4 / / 7 7
pedance between high and low energy devices. Phys-
ical separation also minimizes problems of inductive Fig. 17.24 Hybrid protectors.
voltage drop in grounding connectors. (a) Sparkgap and MOV

(b) MOV und diode
Resistive or inductive Isolation: Physical separation
is not always possible in aircraft applications and ad-
ditional resistance or inductance may be needed, as 17.5 Damage Analysis - Semiconductors
shown in Fig. 17.24. Inductance may be appropri-
ate for power circuits, but has the disadvantage that The energy conpled into a system by lightning in-
slowly changing surge currents may still pass into the duces large current pulses into the cabling and wiring
low energy protector without ever developing enough of the system and resulting voltage pulses across loads.
voltage to cause conduction through the high energy Determining whether or not these voltages and cur-
protector. Resistors ane preferable bercause the carrent rents cause upset or damage to active or passive com-
through the low energy protector can be controlled ir- ponents requires n knowledge of the failure thresholds
respective of the surge waveshape. of devices. These failure thresholds have been inves-

tigated extensimely during studies of nucleat electro-
magnetic pulse (NEMP) effects on electronic equip-

CommIercial vallabilty: Hybrid protectors ae corn- ment. The following sections will discuss some of how
mercilly available that have hinh and low energy pro- damage analysis is performed.
tective device incorporated into a single package. Where vulnerability or failure involves thermal
17.4.7 Surge Protecting Connector considerationi. one difference between NEMP and light-

ning analysm must be noted. NEMP vulnerability an-

At least two lines of activity have been pursued seesments are mostly made for a single pulse, but light-
with the aim of incorporating surge protective devices ning subjects equipment to a series of closely spaced
directly in electrical connections. One approach 117.6) pulses.
incorporated spark gaps between the connector pins Semiconductor electronic -omponents are gener-
and the connector shell. A high dielectric material, ally more vulnerable under puke conditions than are
rutile, was used to stimulate internal flashover and non-semiconductor components. This discussion of
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this section will be limited to semiconductors. Ca- 17.5.4 Failure Mechanisms-Semiconductors
pacitors and some other components ate discussed in
§171. ,aud §17.7. The two principal breakdown modes for semicon-

ductor PN junctions are the following:17.5.1 Theoretical Models
1. Surface damage around the junction as a result of

Theoretical models have been developed which re- arcing.
late significant changes in the properties of a semicon-
ductor PN junction to high temperatures generated in 2. Internal damage to the junction region as a result
the junction region during application of a high voltage of elevated temperature.
pulse. Theoretical models based on thermal analysis of Surface damage refers to the establishment of a
the junction region yield a mathematical relation be- high-leakage path around the junction which effec-
tween junction temperature and power dissipation in tively eliminates any junction action. The junction
the junction region. This relation can be used to de- itself is not necessarily destroyed, since, if it were pos-
fine a constant characterizing the operation in a given sible to etch the conducting material away from the
time domain of each device, surface, the device might be able to return to its nor-

1mal opera.irg state. This is not practical, of course, in
17.5.2 Empirical Models an operational semiconductor. It is equally likely that

In addition to the theoretical correlations just de- the formation of any surface leakage path would be the
scribed, the experimental data have been used in the result of excessive heat development in the bulk of the
development of empirical relations which are obtained material, and this would typically be an irreversible
from two models of semiconductor junction device- the phenomenon.
junction capacitance model and the thermal resistance It is very difficult to predict theoretically the con-
model. These models provide a framework from which ditions which will lead to surface damage because they
the power failure threshold of an untested device can depend upon many variables, such as the geometrical
be estimated from the quantities listed in a data sheet design and the details of the crystal structure of the
description prepared by the manufacturer for a diode surface. The theoretical prediction of surface arciig
or a transistor. under pulse conditions is not practical [1 7.7]. It should
17.5.3 Limitations be cautioned thbst surface damage, in the general case,

may occur in devices at power levels which are orders
The assumptions made about junction heating of magnitude below those sustainable by devices in

and transfer of heat in the derivation of the models which bulk damage occurs 1 17.8].
limit their applicability to the region of pulse dura- Bulk damage, which results in permanent change
tions of approximately 0.1 to 20 ps. For longer times in the characteristic electrical parameters of the june-
appreciable heat transfer may take place away from tion, indicates some physical change in the structure
the function area during the pulse input. For short of the semiconductor crystal in the region of the june-
pulses the power levels are so high (1 to 10 kW) that tion. The most significant change is melting of the
very large currents flow; consequently, the joule heat- junction as a result of high temperatures. Other types
ing in the bulk material is appreciable. The transition of change may involve the impurity concentrations, the
behavior between these three regions of pulse duration formulation of alloys of the crystal materials, or a large
(regions that will be more precisely described later in increase in the number of lattice imperfections, either
this section) is not well defined and may vary from crystal dislocations or point defects.
one device type to another. Examination of available
data indicates the transition region generally occurs Example: The simplest structure to analyze is a diode.
between 100 ns and I ps. Consider Fig. 17.25. In this diode a current is ascumed

Still another limitation is fundamental to the work to flow as a result of some outside stimulus and, in do-
summarized in this section: it applies only to junction ing so, to produce a voltage across the diode. This
burnout. Other modes of device failure, such as ruetal- voltage may be the forward bias voltage (0.5 to 1.5
lization burnout and internal arcing, are not treated. V), or it may be the reverse breakdown ioltage if the
Based on the results obtained in studies of junction outside stimulus has biased the diode in the re
burnout, it would seem that other effects, such as met- direction. Assume that I is a square wave and that
allization burnout, occur at higher power input levels V is not a function of time, as it might be if V de-
than those input levels sufficient to damage the junc- pended upon the junction tempeiature. The instan-Stion. taneous power dissipated in the diode is then also a
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sqtu•re pulse of magnitude Effects of bias: Junctions are less susceptible to
burnout when operated with forward bias: first, be-

-o th I e canse the power produced by a given current is lower
"d the total energy piduced is when flowing through the low forward bias voltage

ft than when developed across the higher reverse bias
W = Pdt =IVt (17.5) breakdown voltage, VBD, and, second, because the

current is more uniformly distributed across the junc-

Assume that the power level is sufficient that the tion in the forward direction. Accordingly, it requires
device fails at the end of the pulse. Both experimental mtore power in the forward direction to cause failure.
and theoretical analyses indicate that the power re- An example is shown in Fig. 17.27. The 2N2222 tran-
quired to cause failure depends on pulse wi4lth: the sister is a 0.5 W NPN silicon high- speed switch.
narrower the pulse, the greater the power required
"lo cause failure. Over a broad range of times, typi- 17.5.5 Damage Constants
cally between 0.1 ps and 100 ps, the power required
to ,'.use failure is inversely proportional to the square From curves, such as thosi of Figs. 17.26 and
root of time. For very short pulse durations the power 17.27, the value of a damage constant., K (or C), can
required to cause failure is inversely proportional to be determined and tabulated for a range of devices.
time, and for very long pulse durations the power M The appropriate threshold damage curve cau then be
quired to cause failure, is a constant. These relations reproduced as desired from a single damage charac-
may be expressed by the following equations: terization number, the damage constant K. It is con-

venient to express K in kWMpsa* 5, since the value of

Pt = C t < To (17.6) K in these units then becomes numerically equal to
ptl/2 = K To <tf < 1004s (17.7) the power necessary for failure, dissipated by a square

petl2 = K To a t, > 100 us (17.8) pulse of 1 ps duration.
P f Coastant /> 100 p (17.8) If this point is located on a log-log graph, as

where To generally lies between 10 ns and 1 os. Fig. shown in Fig. 17.26. then a curve of slope, -0.5. drawn
17.26 shows an example for a 10 W diode. The most through this point reconstructs the curve fit to the
important region is the center regionm where data for a particular device, and the power for fail-

ure at other pulse durations can be read directly from
P = Kt-112  (17.9) such a graph. Ideally, the K factor should be known

for both the forward bias and the reverse bias con-
Sditions. Generally. only the K factor for the reverse

bias condition is known. This limitation gives coner-
vative answers, since K for the reverse bias condition
is almost always lower than is K for the forward bias

V9 V condition.The magnitude of the damage constant depends

upon the type of junction under consideration: broadly
) - speaking, it is larger for large junctions and smaller

for smala junctions. Figs. 17.28 and 17.29 show the
range of the damage constant for typical diodes and
transistors.

-. 5. Experimeua Detemination of

Experimentally the K factor is determined by in-

V. jecting power pulses into the semniconductar junction,starting at low levels and increasing the levels until ei-

(b) ther failure or significant degradation of the junction
occurs. Devices would normally be pulsed in both the

Fig. 17.25 Voltage and current through a diode forward and reverse directiom.
junction [17.91. The K factors and breakdown voltages for some
(a) Forward bias case representative semiconductors are given in Ta"le 17.4
(b) Reverse bias came, V > VBD and 17.5. The tables are intended only to show the
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type of data available and are not complete. More Diodes - K = 0.56A (17.10)
* complete, and more up to date, data is available to Transistors -K = 0.47A (17.11)

qualified users, In the case of transistors, the K fac- K
tor listed generally refers to the base-emitter junction, K in kW ps
since this is generally the junction most susceptible to A in cm2

burnout. In all the cases the K factor refers to the
reverse bias direction. For transistors, the junction area to be used is that of

the base-emitter region. This is generally the weaker
175.7 K Factor as Determined from Junction junction (lower breakdown voltage), and it is that for
Area which the experimental average value for K was ob-

tained.
If the K factor is not measured, it may be esti- This method is of course limited by the availabil-

mated [17.12, 17.13] by one or more of three methods. ity of information on junction area, but where such in-
The most accurate of the indirect methods involves a formation is available, the method yields damage con-
knowledge of the area of the junction. If the area ib stanta accurate to within a factor of two. For planar
known, the K factor may be estimated from the fol- devices, the junction area cal• often be measured di-
lowing relations: rectly on the silicon chip

P (kW)

10 Po = t-o" IkwSol.ml

tOoo

10 t. -0,~ w 11 kO .4 W
l0*'

PuCoale a 10' kW
IS'"P

O .I . ; , --

g 9  
104 o -0, IO.4 io0 - o- Igo" IO-i g(ed)

Fig. 17.26 Time dependence of pulse power failure [17.9].
Threshold for a 10 W diode

evWW Voltsge

*. NO FehIywo

UewWd Vol"eg

• ..

.01 0.1 I1

Fig. 17.27 Time dependence of pulse power
failure [17.10).
2N2222 transistor
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Redc.if lar Dic, Ides'ME

Reference Diodes

Switching Diodes

Point Contact Diodes WN W/

Microwave Diodes

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Damage Constant. KC

Fig. 17.28 Range of pulse power daniage constants
for representative diodes [ 17.1 1].

High ýPower Transistors

Silicon CaO~raleod Rectifil rs

Germanium Transistors

Switching Transistors

Low Pmowe Transistors

"fail JJ #loll@I ~ M
0.01 0.1 1 10 100

D0mage Constant, IC

Fig. 17.29 Range of pulse power damage constants
for representative transistors [17.12).

17.5.8 K Factor as Determined frofs J~unction For silicon planar and mesa transistors the rela.
Capactaac.tion is

The next most reliabl method of determining the K - 1.66x 10-%jVW- 2  (17.13)
damWg constant is from a knowledge of the capaci-
tance CI and breakdown voltage Val) of the junction. For a base-emitter junction, the capacitance used
Fur silicon diodes and all silicon transistors except pla- should be taken at a reverse bias of apprcscizately I
nar and mesa devices, the relation is V. For a collector-base junction or diode junction, the

value should be taken at the reverse bias of approsci-
K - 4.97 x lO-3CViA' (17.12) Mately 5 to 10 V.



Table 17.4 Typical Diode Damage Data [17.11, 17.26 - 17.281

Device Number K VI) Device Number K VBD

IN483, A .3 70. IN43157 .625 8.4

IN483, B .3 80. 1N3189 10. 200.

iN484A .45 130. IN3190 4.1 600.

IN484B .3 130. IN3560 .038 .475

Ir4485 .3 180. IN3561 .038 .475

IN486, 8 .29 225. IN3582A .35 11.7

IN487, Z .3 300. IN3600 .18 50.

IN488 .3 380. IN3821 1.947 3.3
IN536 I. 50. IN3828A 1.95 6.2

IN537 .51 100. IN3893 6.41 400.

IN538, M I. 200. IN3976 132. 200.

IN539 1. 300. IN4241 33.84 6.

IN540 .93 400. IN4245 2.4 200.

IN547 12.1 600. IN4249 2.4 1000.

IN560 .625 800. IN4312 .116 150.

IN561 .625 1 nno. IN4370A .625 2.4

iN562 1.8 800. IN4816 6.8 50.

IN619 .36 10. IN4817 6.8 100.

IN622 .347 150. IN4820 10. 400.

IN625 .164 30. IN4823 .208 100V

IN625A .045 20. IN4989 14.33 200.

IN643 .44 200. AM2 1.4 50.
IN643A . 1 200. 04330 .001

IN645 2.8 225. F0300 .18 125.

IN646 2.29 300. SG22 .23

SLDIOEC 10,000.

17.5.9 K Factor as Determined from Thermal K = 7079j•*'.9 (@Jc > 10.0) (17.16)
Resistance K = 2.74 x 1056.'I.s (17.17)

The third, and least reliable, way of estimating
the damage constant is from a knowledge of the ther- Normally Ojc and Oj. are not given in the tran-
mal resistance of the junction, either the thermal re- sistor data sheets but, rather, must be calculated
sistance from junction to case (1e,) or from junction from the maximum operating junction temperature,
to ambient (%.). For silicon diodes and all silicon (2iu), the total power dissipation (Pd), case temper-
transistors except planar and mesa devices, empirical ature (T7), and ambient temperature (T,,,O).
relations are: lei.= -(Tm - T)Pi (17.18)

K - 7070T,-*9 (Ojc > 10.0) (17.14) - (17.19)

A = 4.11 x 104e-' t  (17.15) Generally, at least one of these thermal resistances can
be determined from the manufacturer's data sheet.

For silicon planar and mesa transistors the rela- The accuracy of the damage constant as deter-. tionq are mined from either the junction capacitance or the junc-
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tion thermal resistance is somewhat limited. Table Two cases may be considered, one in which one
17.6 gives some estimate of the accuracy within which of the half cycles of the transient does not exceed the
the damage constant can be calculated, reverse breakdown voltage of the junction, Fig. 17.30,
17.5.10 Oscilatory Waveforms and one in which the reverse breakdown voltage is ex-

ceeded, Fig. 17.31. In either case, one of the half
Eq. 17.9 is based on the assumption that the ap- cycles will bias the junction in a forward direction.

plied voltage, current, and power waves are rectangu-
lar in shape. Actual transients are very seldom rectan- Reverse breakdown not exceeded: Treating first the
gular, but it is possible to derive equivalent rectangular case in which the reverse breakdown voltage is not ex-
pulses for more common types of transient. ceeded, Fig. 17.30, the rectangular wave of the same

One such type of transient typically encountered peak amplitude, V0, and producing the same proba-
is the damped oscillatory wave. Based on multiple bility of damage as the sine wave, has a duration rp,
pulse studies by Wunsch and others [17.15 and 17.16], where
it can be assumed that device damage will occur,
if at all, during the first cycle of the damped sine (17.20)
wave. Therefore, the lower amplitude cycles may be 5
neglected. of the sine wave.

Table 17.5 Typical Transistor Damage Data [17.11, 17.26 - 17.28J

Device K BV BV 8V
Number EBO CBO CEO

2N43, A .28 5. 45. 30.

2NI17 .15 I. 45. 45.
2N118 .15 1. 45. 45.

2N128 .017 10. 10. 4.5
2N1158 .499 30. 60. 60.

2N176 .46 40. 30.
2N 189 .17 25. 25.

2N190 .58 25. 25.

2N243 .05 I. 60. 60.
2N244 .05 1. 60. 60.

2N263 .38 1. 45. 30.

2N264 .36 45. 30.
2N274 .0076 .5 35. 40.

2N279A .047 45. 30.

2N297A .499 40. 6'). 40.
2N329,A .21 20. 50. 30.

2N332 .45 I. 45. 30.

2N333 .32 1. 45. 30.
2N335, A .55 1. 45. 45.

4.-2N335A
2N336 .55 I. 45. 30.
2N337 .12 1. 45. 30.
2NI38 .12 I. 45. 30.

2N339 2. I. 55. 55.
2N34 I . 125. U. 1
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I ; ,

v c t-0

VD 0I

(b) 
0

) G (v) o I

( ) 0 
T" zI

(b) Diode voltage
(c) Junction current()
(d) Junction power Fig. 17.31 Device waveforms for V. > VBD (17.18].

Reverse breakdown exceeded: If the transient do (a) Generator voltage

exceed the reverse breakdown voltage, Fig. 17.31, the (b) Diode voltage

duration of the equivalent transient depends upon the (c) Junction current

fraction of the time that the oscillatory transient does (d) Junction power

exceed the reverse breakdown voltage. The duration
of the equivalent rectangular wave is given by the ex- 17.36 show the results of measurements on SN55107

pression line receivers, SN55109 line drivers, and CD4050 AE

1 - (V•DIV.) 2  hex buffers.rp=--;: 7 ra (17.21)
rco•IV.D/Vo) 17.6 uilu Mechanism--Capadtorn

This expression is shown plotted in Figs. 17.32 and Capacitors fail by a mechanism different from that
17.33. For oscillatory transients whose initial ampli- of semiconductors. The mechanism of capacitor failure
tude considerably exceeds the reverse breakdown volt- depends upon the type of dielectric.
age of the junction, Eq. 17.15 approaches a limiting
value of 0.2, and thus becomes identical with the for- Solid dhkoctdm Capacitors with solid dielectrics, pa-
ward bias cae, Eq. 17.14. per, Mylar, or ceramics, will, when subjected to non-

repetitive transients, either fai by puncture of the

Integrated circuits: A limited amount of data relat- dielectric or not fail at all. Typically, a capacitor

ing voltage and current durations to the breakdown of can withstand short-duration trsasient s esv-
integrated circuits is shown in Figs. 17,34, 17.35, and erad times greater than the dc rating of the insulation.
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The pulse-breakdown rating of the dielectric, however, ' f" ~ ~ T" 1T
is not a constant ratio to the dc voltage rating, nor is
it normally part of any manufacturer's specification.0
Accordingly, it is safest to consider that such a capac-
itor is in danger of failure if the pulse voltage exceeds
the dc rating of the capacitor. 100 MAX

U VOLTAGE

0.24.MIN

0.22-

0. IV -MAX

0.10 MIN
O1 ....... 1..J. L...JLI I I I I loll I I t I 1

00 .10.1 1 1*

CAW PULSE DURATION - MICROSECOND$

0.0% Fig. 17.35 Damage thresholds of SN 55109
0o 1, .0 line drivers [17.22].

Fig. 17.32 Plot of i-r/i-, versus VO/ VBD [17.19]. O .* .. aa*usa

- - ~ VOLTAGE .

0.20 16

0.10 _

Fig. 17.33 Plot of ir,/r, versus VO/ VBD for values Ilf l
Of Vo/VBD less than 2 [17.20]. 0

PIKES DURAhION - MICRONOI0S

'- '-~-" -''-' ~Fig. 1.7.36 Damage thresholds of CD 4050

MIN Electrolytic capacitors: Electrolytic capacitors, onIts the other hand. do not experience abrupt failure when
exposed to short-duration transients. If the voltageI _______ _______ _______ across the capacitor exceeds the voltage used to form

_____________________ the dielectric film, the dielectric filmn begins to con-
* duct. After the pulse has disappeared, the dielectric

EMOCUMEN1 returns to nearly its normial state. During the tran-
sient period the dielectric film can carry substantial
transient current without permianent or catastrophic

~'~" ~M degradation.

Fig. 17.34 Damage thresholds of SN 55107 Transients. however. may lead to increased leak-
line receivers 117.211 age currents. An examp~le of data that is available re- i
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lates to a series of tests made on tantalum electrolytic corisisted of an 8 ps, 1 kV pulse applied 10 times to
capacitors of value 0.470 pF, 0.047 pF, •and 0.0047 pF each device. In the case of multiterminal components,
with a de voltage rating of 350 V 117.24]. The data in- several pairs of terminals were tested in this manner.
dicate that failure (defined as a mubsta-tial increase in
the leakage current at voltages of less than 350 V) can Table 17.6 Accuracy of K Factor. Determined
generally be associated with the time during which in- by Indirect Methods [17.141
ternal conduction occurs. For these components, con- Doayc. K BV BV 5V ReFerence

duction was initiated at 3 to 4 times the voltage rating. Numibr fSO coo CEO Source
Leakage current increased .ontinuonisly with time of T1487 4.5 6. 80. 60. SP
conduction, from initial values of a few nanoamperes 7IXMIO1 .01 .3 15. 7. Sp
through milliamperes. SW3042 .1 .. .. Dx

The value of the capacitance determines how
quickly the voltage across the capacitor reaches the SP - SAP-1 Computer listing from SAP-1 Computer
breakdown voltage range. 90 to 140 V, which then re- Code Manual, U.S. Air Force Weapons Labors-
lates to the time of conduction and the extent of dam- tory, 1972.
age. Fig. 17.37 shows the data for" the nine 0.0047 DX - Experimental data from DASA (Defense Atomic
pF capacitors tested. For a particular pulse duration Support Agency) Handbook [17.9].
of 5 Ms. an increase in leakage current is expected; for
pulse voltages of 100 to 150 V and ior pulses of 150 to Conditions Accuracy
200 V, an increase in leakage current to milliamperes is 50<9fi <200 Factor of 2
possibie. It is cautioned that this behavior may not be 200< <S
readily extended to capacitors of different materials or F o

construction. The capacitor data remains insufficient is > S00 Factor of 30

to draw general conclusions as to system implications Kca" Factor of 3
at this time. ii Vhd < 10 Factor of 30

a.10us !.Ous Pulle width 10 < Vbd < 20D Factor of 1O
200

< Vbd < 20DO Factorot 1

Kamb - K a determined from 8ja
KCAN " K as determined from Oj,
SK•U K :: determined from juntion capacitance

100 . 17.8 Examples of Use of Damage Constants

"10 Some examples follow of how the preceding mate-

t- rial may be used to determine whether or not a given
transient wil. cause damage to semiconductors.

ao 0o0 1o1 m no 0 Relay: The first circuit chosen for analysis. Fig. 17.38,
PUill Holis'm is a simple remote-controlled relay. Acros the termi-

Fig. 17.37 Pulse test data for 0.0047 pF tantalum nals of the relay coil there is a diode which would be
electrolytic capacitors [17.25). exposed to the same transients as those to which the

coil is exposed. The analysis approach that will be
taken is first to calculate the curreut level that would

17.7 Failure Mechanisms-Other Components cause the diode to fail and then to wse whether or not
the transient voltage source could supply that current.
It will be assumed that the oscillatory pulse is ta tran-

A limited amount of pulse test data is available uient of 1 MHz frequeticy or I ps period. At this fre-
for various non-semionductor electronic circuit corn- quency the inductive reactance of the relay coil would
ponents. These data were mostly obtained by testing be sufficiently large that the relay could be neglected.
with a square-wave pulse input of 1 to 10 jus dum- The cuent required to cause failure at time, t,
tion and up to I kV peak. As would be expected, not would be
all such components are invulnerable to pulses of this
shape. The test results for several kinds of compo- Kt-t/2
nent are presented in Table 17.7. The test conditions I 8 P (17.22)
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For a 1NS40 diode, the reverse breakdown voltage, The resultant circuit after simplification ii shown
VBD, is 400 V and the damage constant, K, is 0.93 in Fig. 17.40. The circuit can be further simplified
(See Table 17.4). If a 200 ns pulse is used to approx- by determining the equivalent resistances for the base
imate a 1 MHz damped sine wave, the failure current and collector circuits. The base-eniitter junction and
for the diode would be the base-collector junction can also be replaced by

0.93 (2 x 10-)1/2 their diode equivalents to represent operation in the
F 400 5.2A (17.23) breakdown regions. This simplified circuit is shown 'n

Fig. 17.410. Also shown in the figure are the break-

Assume now that the impedance of the source from down voltages and dam-age constants for the 2N706B.
which the voltage transient generated is 10 ohms. The Note that for this transistor a damage constant for the
voltage required to produce a current of 5.2 A through collector-base junction is available, though not listed
the diode would be in Table 17.5.

VTrai.n let' -VBD + I-TansientRgSourece (17.24) R2  R, 100

VT'rn.iere 2= 452V I1K 30 Rm

Therefore, a single 452 V pulse, 200 ns wide or a 11
MHz damped sine wave having a peak amplitude of RaMP R5
452 V would cause the diode to fail. 020

SOURCE ANSIENT N____40___

+ Ve IIRELAY
- TRANSIENT Lj~Fig, 17.40 Simplified phase-splitter circuit [ 17.29].

S-1
Fig. 17.38 Simple remote-controlled relay [17.271. R,

100 J0  ý -
Phase splitter: The second circuit chosen for analysis 640 I3_v 7 25v_

is the simple phase-splitter amplifier shown in Fig. VsM' -RU • -

17.39. The first step in determining the input current 4sO 400
required for damage is to simplify the circuit. Again__
assume that the voltage source producing the transient
is a damped sine wave of I MHz frequency. At such 20: K.5 a 0.007S w.n.ase'A SV5o a 5V

a frequency the reactances of capacitors Ci and C2
will be so small that they may be neglected. Likewise Fig. 17.41 Further simplification of phase-splitter
the 12V power supply line can be considered to be at circuit [17.30].
ground potential.

The circuit is now simplified to the point where
I.it lend itself easily to hand analysis. The next step
Icem is to determine which junction will fail and what the

failure mode is. The passive components are generally
able to withstand higher energies for short-duration

01 pulses than can transistors. Therefore, the transistor
is the element to consider for damage. Failure is also

"16 assumed to occur in the reverse biased direction.

a calculation is made to see whether the emitter-base
VV Oo junction or the collector- base junction would fail first.

PEB = K 8 t- 1
/
2 = 17W (17.25)

Fig. 17.39 Phase-splitter circuit [17.281. Pc-u - KcBt-I/2 130W (17.26)
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This calculation shows that the emitter-base junc- Pca = BVcao fc = 93W (17.30)
tion is the more susceptible. The current required tofail the emitter-base junction would be: which is below its failure-th~reshold power.

The total current into the circuit is then

FEB
riF = : = 3.4A (17.27)

VBD Vbue

The voltage from the base to ground is V'transent = IjF + cR + 7 (17.31)

and the 'Transient voltage required to cause failure is

VBASE = BVEBO + IFREQ2 = 1.5kV. (17.28)

The current through the collector-base junction is VTranvient - VBASE + m'PrnnlentRsource = 2.5kV
(17.32)

rcD = VBASE - BVCBo = 3.7A (17.29)
REQ3 Therefore (assuming a 100 ohm source impedance) a

2.5 kV pulse, 200 ns wide, wi, cause the transistor to

The power dissipated in the collector-base junction is fail.

Table 17.7 Damage Test Results for Non-semiconductors 117.261

Device Type Ashnufactuar brt Number propertie Ted Resuls

Capacitor CrneiI-Dublier CIOOK I0 pp
Capacitor Corneel.Dublier CK63 Sorie 4700 pF. 500 Vdc No change in capacity
Capacitor Sprague 6? Sries I or. 200 Vde ai leakage ranitance
Capacitor WEB CAP KF223KM 0.022 alf, 600 VWI

colt CARS 440.25244W 220 5aH _ No chugs In inductance
Cod CoNIN 54240164•0 •PH 10a lkO I Po rebtaum

Filter Bundy 21426.00 Not" 400 and I M0Hg No duse in
Filte Vale 9"44029400 Ibudpm 400 Ha frequcy fewm"
hotentiom~ets Computer lasts. MI&I78105 4000 )
Potentiontet OlnIMds 51927-1 2500 No eckis
oentliomotar ohm#to 51927.3 250 1

BIabcck PI 157342 A mWa Reoietuce Increase:635fl>Gna

iblys C. P. Clare A 5-I Ansture Resistane katuse:
41891>42S31

Relay H6dousy 63862• agetic PAWed Ibuuam Iunas 2.5S
RIelY etue Druamid FLU= Mlagmetic LAWN% bairn.. dmean: C1B
laft ItrvIhm Duen FC6.365 AMusem No ? hud .

Tnudenner Dta 078= Audio Faquency
Tieselnimr hke*un 1711=1 tewr. Ieoilse o No dcop bi emea

lhia~cm s s 6.1220 hws sitiedrnlbwei Freed 67402640 Audi. Frequency ai vuleam. usosing
Tlineram Vale 9 90.16•.I3 • , bFem. lm.. Seepp.o
Toolfafow Veto ""1o97-300 Power,1Mllonmte. SlUIOM

Vacum Tue 6IX Med a Twis5 No hadnmVi
VACUum TWIe 576 UWI% Ighsi caierieft
Vacum Tule 6CNe MdlP Twin TimaNN duoga

dee.35%

*Arifi Preen ----"-e-'y fee 760 V pub@L
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Chapter 18

TEST TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATION OF INDIRECT EFFECTS

18.1 Introduction

The purpose of this section is to discuss some of most common type of test, Fig. 18.1(a), involves corn-
the existing test techniques for evaluation of indirect mon mode injection of transients, but differential in-
effects on electrical and electronic equipment, and to jection, Fig. 18.1(b) can also be done.
suggest possible avenues of improvement in some of
these test techniques. Tests that might be performed Equipment under
on individual circuit elements are described, but most Text (EUT)

of the material will deal with tests that might be made - -. I
upon individual pieces of electronic equipment or upon Trnit!nenaI
interconnected electronic subsystems. Generato~rciutrI

Test techniques are still evolving and complete - J
standardization has not yet been achieved. Practices
discussed in standards and specifications may not yet
address all the necessary aspects of lightning indi-
rect effects and interactions. Ambiguities and con- (a)Equpment under
flicts between standards and specifications abound.
Often, purchase specifications refer to inappropriate r --"
standards and call for tests that have little technical Tasetinternal
justification and may result in excessively costly test Transient circuitry i

pGenerator L .L___J

Some test equipment is available commercially,
but most testing involves equipment fabricated in in -
dividual testing laboratories. Standards and guides do ( ) F g-.1 Pi in-t-te s
not yet exist that give specific construction details for (b) Fig, 18.1 Pin injection tests.
test equipment and as a result different laboratories (a) Common mode injection
may employ quite different equipment to perform the (b) Differential injection
same general type of test.

Tests may involve injection of specified voltages
18.2 Types of Test or specified currents, though care must be taken in

specifications to avoid wording that can be interpreted
The various types of test that might be performed as requiring a specified voltage to be developed across

on aircraft electronic systems are described, in general a lead that is shorted to ground or requiring a specified
terms, in the following material. Detaif 'am conducting current to flow into a lead that prements an open circuit
some of these tests are discussed in later sections. or high impedance. Such erroneous specifications can

be avoided by specifying the transient in terms of its
18.2.1 Ph Inmjecdo of Traswents open circuit voltage, and its short circuit current, as

discussed in §18.5, or in terms of equivalent generator
Direct injection of transients into the input and source impedance.

output terminals of devices, Fig. 18.1, is an appro. Techniques for pin injection test are discussed fur-
priate way of determining whether the equipment will ther in §18.5.
be damaged by transients, but is generally not an ap-
propriate method of testing for circuit upset since the 18.2.3 M'ransformer Injection
low impedance transient genertor may adversly lead
the circuits under test, Furthermore, verification of Trasformer injection might logically be consid-
individual circuit and component damage tolerance to ered as a simulation of magnetic field effects, but it
the specified test level becomes less certain due to the is useful whenever transient tests must be done on anSmultiple current paths in interconnected circuits. The interconnected system, whatever might be the source
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of the transient on the actual system. Such a situa- distortion caused by saturation of the transformer.
ýion oc'-.rs whr-" t system must be evaluated for up- Factors affecting the performance of injection trans-

F, ,. olves a pulse- formers are discussc- in §18.3.
' " '' 'r [ :)" t'•. "... -,'Agie generator.

Cauren 01.1 te pu ...... ttor is passed through tranaformer 1

"a primary winding on a magnetic core and sets up
"a magnetic field in that core. If the core is placed
around a cable interconnecting two pieces of electronic
equipment, the concentrated magnetic field contained
in that core induces current or voltage in the intercon-
necting wiring in a manner very similar to that pro- Tnformer 2
duced by distributed magnetic flux from an external
lightning source. 11

Transient Generator (TG)

/77ectio

Tnanormer Fig. 18.3 Injection into several cables simultaneously.

I A t Z18.2.3 Capacitive Injection

For injection of high frequency voltages and cur-
(a) rents, capacitive injection, shown in Fig. 18.4, can be
Transient Generator (TG) considered as a simulation of electric field effects. Dis-

crete capacitors, Fig. 18.4(a), are appropriate for in-
jection into individual conductors. Where connection

i tof a discrete capacitor might upset the circuit, an al-
for ternative would be to use a distributed capacitor, Fig.

I I 18.4(b). The distributed capacitor is also appropriate
EUT : NUTZ for injection into a group of conductors. Tests may be

Q _done either to check for system upset or to check for
............ . system damage.

(b) Transient Generator (TG)
() Fig. 18.2 Tfransformner injection. TasetGnrtr(G

(a) Injection of voltage
(b) Injection of current discrete

Tests may involve injection of voltages and cur- T,,

rents into unshielded cables, Fig. 18.2(a), or injection IUri U
of currents into the shields of cables, Fig. 18.2(b). _ J
Some tests involve injection of transients into several
cables simultaneously, Fig. 18.3. Tests may either be ( .............................
done either at levels appropriate to check for system Tr a t Generator (TO)
upset or at higher levels to check for system damage.
When injecting current into several cables of an inter-
connected system there may be problems of how to
control the division of current among the various ca- distributed
bles. Some of these problems are discussed in §18.7.1, "pacitor
but there are not yet standardized procedures for deal- -__________

ing with interconnected systems.
Procedures for conducting transformer injection (b) ..................

tests are discussed further in §18.6. Fig. 18.4 Capacitive injection.
"Transformers work best for injection of current. 4(a) Discrete coupling capacitors

Injection of voltage transients may be hampered by (b) Distributed coupling capacitance
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Capacitive injection is frequently used for evalua- test cells, as sketched in Fig. 18.7. Test cells can be
tion of NEMP effects, but has not yet become widely made large enough to hold several pieces of equipment,
used for evaluation of lightning effects. along with the necessary interconnecting cables.

Strip line test cells are most appropriate for evalu-
18.2.4 Ground Circuit Injection ating coupling to items in free space and are not widely

used to evaluate lightning indirec& effects inside air-
This might be considered a simulation of the ef- craft, where E/H is, in general, not 377 ohms

fects of voltage rises that occur in portions of the air- Field immersion techniques are discussed briefly
craft when lightning current flows through the aircraft. in §18.8.
The technique, illustrated in Fig. 18.5, involves apply-
ing a voltage to the case of the EUT and allowing the
transient voltages and currents to distribute among the
various interconnecting leads. Leads from the EUTr--
that are normally grounded in the vicinity of the EUT TGE
are connected to the EUT for the test. TE

12~~

TG EUT

Fig. 18.5 G round circuit injection. , 7 r P 7 7. . . . . . . .

The giround injection test is one that is generally (b) Fig. 18.6 Field immersion.

made on a functioning system, either to check for upset (a) Electric fields
or to check for damage. Test procedures are discussed (b) Magnetic fields
further in §18.7.

18.2.5 Field immersion testspropagatng wave

Mast lightning transient problems arise because TGEUTI I EZ
of energy being coupled into interconnecting wires.
For assessing this interaction the injection tests de-
scribed above are appropriate. They do not, however, Fig. 18.7 Combined electric and magnetic fields.
directly check for leakage of electromagnetic fields into
the cases housing electronic equipment. These leakage
effects can be checked by immersing a case in an elec-
tromagnetic field simulator, the elements of the test 18.2.6 Tests on Circuit Elements
being shown in Fig. 18.6. Checking for electric field
effects, Fig. 18.6(a), involves placing the case between Tests are sometimes necessary to evaluate break-
two plates to which a voltage is applied of magnitude down voltages and currents of individual circuit el-
sufficient to develop the required electric field. Check- ements, such as resistors, capacitors, and electrome-
ing for magnetic field effects, Fig. 18.6(b), requires chanical components, or to evaluate interface protec-
circulating around the case a current sufficient to gen- tion for more complex circuits. Test connections are
erate the required magnetic field, sketched in Fig. 18.8, but test techniques are beyond

Some tests require that electric and magnetic the scope of this material. Such tests can also be used
fields be developed simultaneously, often with the ratio to study how active circuits respond to various trnn-
E/H = 377 ohms associated with a wave propagating sients. Examples of such studies are given in [18.1] and
in free space. Such tests can be made witli strip line [18.2].
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_TE =Eo(e-*t)ain(2lrft) (18.2)
Specifications for oscillatory waves sometimes express

the waveshape as

E = Eo [e-(wf'/Q)]sin(27rft) (18.3)

with Q governing the rate of decay of the oscillations.
Specifications commonly cite values of Q = 6 to Q

T 24.

TG Unidirectional transients: Basic unidirectional cir-

7 .cuits are shown in Fig. 18.9. That of Fig. 18.9(a)
uses series R and C to shape the front of the wave
and has an output impedance that is largely capac-

V .itive. That of Fig. 18.9(b) uses series L and R to
shape the front and has an output impedance that is.. • i,,• , ..•largely resistive. The component values are approx-
imately those required to produce the long duration

voltage wave discussed in §16.6.2. Additional factors
governing waveshape were discussed in §6.8.

+ HgFig. 18.8 Tests on circuit elements. DC-- ih

Results from such upset studies are generally used C _ 20 0

during circuit development. They cannot be used in rI. ...F 0. 1,.T F
lieu of tests on full systems since there may be inter- -I
actions among the interconnected circuits that cannot
be revealed by tests on individual protoype circuit el- DC Highemeritas. 7 ---! !X,

s I OOJAH v

18.3 T~ransient Generators CjL1I Flo

Most transient generators used for evaluation of .. ..

indirect effects employ charged capacitors which are Fig. 18.9 Generators for unidirectional transients.
discharged into waveshaping circuits. Much of the (a) RC waveshaping
technology is basically similar to that used in the 1940s (b) LR waveshaping
and 1950s for radar modulators and described in [18.3].
Some generators for complex waveforms use waveform Both circuits assume the energy storage capaci-
synthesizers and power amplifiers. Some generators tor C to be connected to a charging supply through a
are designed for only single shot operation, though resistance sufficiently high that the characteristics of
some are designed to produce a series of similar pulses. the charging supply do not affect the waveshape. They
Very few operate continuously. Almost all generators also use a series switch S to connect the energy storage
operate at power levels greatly exceeding those of nor- capacitor C to the waveshaping circuit and produce a
mal laboratory signal generators, positive output for a positive charging voltage. Re-

versing the positions of C and S, Fig. 18.10, results in
18.3.1 Capacitor Discharge Generators a negative output for a positive input.

Generators may be designed for either unidirec- C
tional output with a waveshape approximating

E = Eo(-at - C-t) (18.1) _

or for oscillatory output, with a waveshape approxi-
mating Fig. 18.10 Grounded switch configuration.
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Oscillatory transients: Basic oscillatory circuits are From an engineering viewpoint the important
shown in Fig. 18.11. The frequency of oscillation is points are probably:

2F7r 1 C (18.4) 1. Correct maximum amplitude in order to stress the

components under test.
The decrement of the wave may be controlled either by
adding series or parallel resistance or by the residual 2. Correct decrement of the wave, over the first few
losses of the circuit and the load to which the generator cycles, in order to maintain stress for sufficient
is connected. Most commonly the intrinsic losses are time.
enough to give Q _ 6 and high enough to make it dif-
ficult to achieve Q = 24. Taking the output from only 3. Correct frequency, in order to excite internal res-
a portion of L results in a lower output impedance and onances.
makes the effect of load resistance less noticeable, but
is achieved at the cost of reduced output magnitude. Questions for those preparing specifications or re-

The intrinsic output of Fig. 18.11(a) is a cosine quiring tests are:
wave, not the sine wave commonly cited in specifica-
tions. A sinusoidal outout can be obtained by tak- 1. Does the exact shape of the first quarter cycle
ing the output from the energy storage capacitor, Fig. make any practical engineering difference?
18.11(b), using a blocking capacitor Cb, to avoid cou-
pling the dc charging voltage to the output circuit. 2. Does the exact shape of the first few cycles make

+ - High any practical engineering difference?
DC Hg

output 3. Does a test wave with a front that approximates

C S a cosine wave suffice to satisfy a test requirement
L that calls for a sine wave defined by Eq. 18.3?

(a) ------ 4. Does the fact that a test wave achieves its max-
+ ihimum amplitude later than the first half cycle
DC High make any practical engineering difference?

C u 18.3.2 Switches for Generators

Several types of switch can be used for capacitor
(b) discharge generators. The best discussions of various

Fig. 18.11 Oscillatory transient generators types of switche are apt to be found in the older lit-
(a) Cosine front erature, such as [18.1]. In oscillatory circuits, losses
(b) Sine front associated with switches are one of the major factors

governing the Q of the circuit.
Questions regarding waveshape: Specifications on os-
cillatory waveshapes commonly call for damped sine Spark gaps: Higher power generators, those operat-
waves (Eqs. 18.2 or 18.3), but actually obtaining a ing at voltages greater than ;, 3 - 5 kV, commonly
true sinusoidal front is sometimes difficult. Sometimes use spark gaps as switches. They may be triggered
second order effects come into play, particularly with gaps fired by applying a pulse to a trigger electrode,
high frequency generators and result in waveforms in gaps that self-fire when the voltage across the energy
which the highest amplitude of the transient occurs storage capacitor exceeds the breakdown voltage or
not on the initial half cycle, but on a subsequent half by mechanically closing the electrodes until sparkover
cycle, takes place.

A common deficiency in specifications is that they Gaps in air are the simplest to build, but with
do not give tolerances on allowable waveform distor- high power generators may cause enough audible noise
tion. While specificLtions usually cite Eq. 18.3, that to be disturbing to those nearby. Commercially avail-
may only represent convention and not be a real engi- able triggered gaps are generally enclosed.
neering requirement. A better specification, from the
standpoint of those making tests, would often be Mechanically closed switches: The easiest method

of switching is simply to bring tvo contacts together
SE - Eo-(C'rlt/Q)]cos(2wft) (18.5) mechanically until they are close enough for an arc to
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form between the contacts. With high power genera- Some of these problems can be overcome by gen-
tors the contacts may burn and become ragged, but erating the waveforms at low levels and using power
since operation is quite intermittent, cleaning from amplifiers to couple the signal to the circuit under test. i
time to time with sandpaper or a file is sufficient to Amplifier aided circuits are also useful if the intent is
restore the switch. Rotating contacts can be used to to generate square waves or complex waves other than
produce multiple pulses. Immersing the contacts in double exponential or damped oscillatory.
insulating oil can reduce the arcing that takes place as
the contacts close. Waveform generation: Two basic approaches are pos-

sible. One, Fig. 18.13(a), involves direct generation of
Mercury switches: Switches with mercury wetted the desired waveform, followed by linear amplification.
contacts are useful for low power generators operating The other, Fig. 18.13(b), involves modulation of a sl-
at a few hundred volts, largely because the contacts nusoidal input, followed by amplification. Waveforms
switch cleanly and do not bounce, for (a) may be generated by switching of R, L and C

circuits or by digital synthesis with arbitrary waveform
Thyratrons: Hydrogen thyratrons, such as the 5C22, generators. Modulation may be either by direct am-
are suitable for operation at up to about 10 - 15 kV plitude modulation or by multiplication of a sinusoidal
and peak currents of several hundred amperes. Thc wave by the desired modulating pulse.
miniature 2D21 is suitable up to about 1000 V and
peak currents of several tens of amperes. Both will amplifier
switch in about 20 ns. For operation in oscillatory A A A A A a.u
generators a free-wheeling diode, Fig. 18.12, is neces- (a)

sary. (a)

DC v v v

(b)
trig Fig. 18.13 Transient generation with amplifiers.

diodwheln p (a) Direct amplification

-biods 
(b) Modulation of a sine wave

Amplifiers: Most indirect effects testing calls for high
Fig. 18.12 Thyratron switch with free voltage and high current output from the ampfifier.

wheeling diode. While average power levels may be low, peak power
levels may be several tens of kilowatts. Amplifiers gen-

Thyristors: Low power, sensitive gate thyristors are erally use high voltage vacuum tubes of the type used
suitable for charging voltages up to about 1000 V and for broadcast transmitters. Vacuum tube amplifiers
discharge currents of several tens of amperes. They are well adapted to delivering high voltages, but many
may also be operated in series for higher voltages, designs are not capable of delivering high short cir-
Switching time can be on the order of 100 ns, though cuit currents. Size, complexity and cost of high power
care must be taken to give sufficient gate drive. Free- amplifiers are, in any case, great.
wheeling diodes are necessary for use in oscillatory cir-
cuits. 18.3.4 Multiple Prise Generators
18.3.3 Generators Using Power Amplifiers Some tests reoI.iire injection of a group of pulses,

most commonly to simulate the effects of the multiple
Some waveforms are difficult to produce using ca- stroke and multiple burst portions of the standardized

pacitor discharge circuits, particularly the higher fre- lightning environment discussed in §5.5.6. If equip-
quency oscillatory waveforms. Capacitors must be ment is to be subjected to multiple pulses there may
small to obtain the~high frequency and consequently be little point in requiring single pulses as well.
store little energy. Switches may not change state fast
enough and circuit losses may be high, precluding the Reasons for multiple pulses: Reasons for injecting
generation of transients with little damping, high Q. multiple pulses, rather than just single pulses or single
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pulses repeated slowly, include the following: that the pulses be distributed over a certain period of
time.

1. Multiple test pulses better evaluate the thermal The matter may not be of critical importance
duty on objects under test. Multiple pulses of since spark gaps in generators may, without any spe-
actual lightning occur sufficiently fast that objects cial attention, jitter, or switch irregularly, on the scale
do not cool off between pulses. of microseconds, even though the basic switch timing

is fixed on a scale of milliseconds.

2. Some types of system, analog systems in partic- Standards do not presently deal with the question
ular, respond to the cumulative effect of rapidly of spacing between pulses or the degree of randomness.
applied disturbances. If the matter is of actual importance, it should be dis-

cussed in the test plan.

3. Some types of device are more susceptible to phys-
ical damage at certain points in a cycle. Semi- 18.3.5 Source Impedance of Generators
conductors in particular are most susceptible to
damage when they are changing from one state to Present standards specify certain open circuit
another. voltages and short circuit currents, but do not explic-

itly deal with the required source impedance of tran-

4. Some types of device are more susceptible to mo- sient generators. Taking Table 16.2 as an example, the
mentary upset at certain points in a cycle. Digital implied generator impedances are as follows.
devices in particular are most susceptible to upset
when they are changing state. 1. For Waveform 1 (Fig. 16.12), which is representa-

tive of coupling by IR voltages and apertures, the

5. Some types of system are more susceptible to up- impedance should be in the range 0.1 - 0.3 ohms.

set at certain points in a cycle when interface cir-
cuits are sampled or refreshed at periodic inter- 2. For Waveform 2, which has a shape proportional
vals. to the derivative of Waveform 1 and is repre-

sentative of voltages induced magnetically into
Sometimes the multiple pulses can be generated unshielded circuits, the impedance should be 5

by using low impedance charging networks so that a ohms.
single energy storage capacitor can be charged and dis-
charged rapidly. This may be difficult to do, particu- 3. For Waveform 3, which is somewhat typical of
larly at high power levels, since instantaneous charging voltages and currents actually induced into air-
currents of hundreds or thousands of amperes may be craft wiring (perhaps superimposed on a wave-
drawn from the power mains feeding the laboratory. form like 1 or 2), the impedance should be 25

An alternative technique is to use many energy ohms.
storage capacitors, charge them slowly, and then dis-
charge them one by one into the circuit under test. 4. For Waveform 4, which is somewhat typical of

voltages and currents induced onto shielded wiring,

Random pulsing: Questions regarding total number the impedance should be 5 ohms.

of pulses and repetition rate are still being resolved.
The most common practice for multiple stroke tests 5. For Waveform 5, which is intended to represent
presently requires injecting 24 pulses into the circuit, the effects of current diffusing and redistributing
with the pulses spaced over a period not to exceed two through a resistive aircraft structure, the imped-

seconds. Some suggestions have been made that the ance should be on the order of 0.5 ohms.

pulses be irregularly distributed to avoid any prob-
lems of synchronization with computer clock cycles. 6. The specifications given in Table 16.3 for oscilla-

The term random has been used, but random implies a tory burst waveforms imply a source impedance

certain mathematical distribution, and raises the ques- of 100 ohms, an impedance different from the 25

tion of how often the tests must be repeated to obtain ohms implied in Table 16.2.

a truly random distribution.
Most commonly the concern is really only that The impedances so defined represent only the ra-

the pulses not be precisely spaced in time, or precisely tio of open circuit voltage to short circuit current and

synchronized to any particular digital clock frequency. should not be taken as implying that the impedance

It is best to avoid the term random and require only must be resistive. Most commonly, the impedance of
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practical generators will be inductive and short circuit Operation follows the same physical laws govern-
current will have longer front and decay times than ing any magnetic circuit, but the mode of operation is
open circuit voltage. different in two respects from that normally involved 6

Present standards discuss generator impedance, in transformers. First, since the purpose is to inject
or implied generator impedance, in terms of the type transients into interconnecting wire bundles, there is
of waveshape to be applied, with certain waveforms a practical limit to the number of turns that can be
having been chosen in an attempt to address the type placed on the core of the injection transformer. Most
of coupling mechanism involved. As examples, Wave- operation involves passing the bundle through the core
form 2 is primarily intended to address magnetic field only once, or at most a very few times, unlike conven-
coupling while Waveform 5 is intended to address volt- tional transformers which employ windings of many
age rises in the structure of the aircraft. turns. Second, the transformer is generally energized

Linking generator impedance to waveforms is only with a driving current, unlike conventional transform-
an indirect method of addressing the generator imped- ers which are usually energized by voltage sources.
ance needed to evaluate the effects of different cou- Each current carrying conductor passing through
pling mechanisms. As the art of indirect effects testing the magnetic core sets up a magnetic flux. When in-
evolves, it might be better practice to discuss imped- jecting current into a shorted conductor the induced
ance directly in terms of the type of coupling mecba- current tends to have the same waveshape as the driv-
nism being evaluated. ing current and the two components of flux tend to

cancel, leaving a small net magnetic flux in the core.
18.4 Injection Transformers When injecting voltage into an open circuited conduc-

tor there is no cancelling flux. The amount of voltage
that can be induced is limited by the amount of flux

The most common method of performing indirect that can be supported by the core.
effects tests involves the use of injection transform-
ers. Two basic modes of c ration are shown in Fig. 18.4.1 Basic Principles of Magnetic Circuits
18.14. One (a) involves ii.jection of current into a
shorted conductor and the other (b) involves injection An elementary magnetic circuit is shown in Fig.
of voltage into an open circuited wire. Most commonly 18.15. Quantities that define the core include the
the shorted conductor is provided by an overall cable length of the magnetic path, 1, and the cross sectional
shield grounded at each end. area, A, of the core. If the core has a large cross sec-

tion, the average length measured around the center
of the core is the quantity of interest. Scientific us-
age generally uses rationalized units with dimensions
in meters. Specifications relating to magnetic material
commonly use unrationalized units with dimensions in
centimeters. Inches are frequently used in engineering

I: design.

'magnetic path

-- A

V N"

Fig. 18.14 Transformer injection of transients.
(a) Injection of current
(b) Injection of voltage Fig. 18.15 Factors governing magnetic circuits.
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ound. the legt oftecr , MMF. , mybgie V = N-a (18I I .9) i

Total magnetizing force: The total magnetizing force
around the length of the core, MMF, may be given Nt
in ampere-turns, NI or in gilberts, 0.47rNI. If there A web er[ (18.10)
is an air gap in the magnetizing circuit, a large por- N (18)Vdt

tion of the total magnetizing force may be needed to 1o d
force magnetic flux across the air gap, even though AO = - d- J lines (18.11)
the length of the air gap is very small compared to the

total distance around the length of the core. Developing a transient voltage of given volt-second
product in a transformer thus absolutely requires a

Magnetizing force per unit length: The magnetizing given net change in magnetic flux. If the core cannot
force acting on the magnetic material is sustain the requisite flux, the voltage cannot be gen-

erated. As an example, a rectangular pulse of voltage,

H NI (18.6) Fig. 18.16(a) with an amplitude of 100 volts and a
duration of 10 ps, would have a volt-second product

and may be measured in ampere-turns per meter, of 10-3. Developing this voltage on a wire passing
ampere-turns per centimeter or in ampere-turns per through an injection transformer one time would re-
inch. In material specifications it is commonly mea- quire the flux in the core to change by 101 lines, or
sured in oersteds or gilberts per centimeter. 100 kilolines. If the core were of a ferrite material,

one in which the iesidual flux from previous pulses is
0.47rNI small, the cross sectional area would have to be about

t/ 17 25 square centimeters.

Total magnetic flux: Total magnetic flux may be mea-

sured in webers, lines (or maxwells) or in kilolines.

1 weber = 10s lines = 10' kilolines (18.8) 0.Flux density: Flux density may be measured in teslas 00
(webers per square meter), gauss (or lines per square
centimeter) or in lines (or kilolines) per square inch. In
round numbers, a core made of grain oriented silicon
steel can support a maximum flux density of about 500V
100 kilolines per square inch or 16 000 gauss. A ferrite
core can sustain a maximum flux density of about 4000
gauss.

8.414 7ott

Relations between units: Fig. 18.16 Representative transient voltages.
(a) V . t = l0-' volt-seconds

1 gilbert = 1.257 ampere-turns (b) V . t = 9.47 x 10' volt-seconds

1 oersted = 1 gilbert/cm

1 oersted = 0.495 ampere-turns/in For a double exponentiai wave defined as

1 oersted = 1.257 x 10-1 ampere-turns/m = V0 [e-€ - e-'J (18.12)
1 tesla = 1 weber per meter2 =

1 tesla = 104 gauss the total volt-second product is

1 tesla = 1.550 x 10-5 lines/in 2

1 tesla = 1.550 x 10-2 kilolines/in 2  J V = VO [1/a - l/0] (18.13)

1 kiloline/in 2 = 155 gauss
Developing on a single turn a voltage with a

peak amplitude of 1000 volts, a front time of 6.4 ps
Voltage vs. flux: The relations between voltage, V, and a time to half-value of 70 ps (V0 = 1093, a =
and flux, 4', are 11 354, 3 = 647 265, volt-second product of 0.0947)
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would require the flux to change by 9466 kilolines. A

ferrite core would need a cross sectional area of about
2400 square centimeters, or about 350 square inches,a large core indeed!

Voltage vs current: A given magnetic flux in a trans- I
former core is associated with a given magnetizing I
force or, for a fixed number of turns, a given mag- (a)
netizing current. It follows that developing a pulse of I
voltage, Fig. 18.17(a), having a certain volt-second v I I
product, requires the current to change from an initial
value, zero in Fig. 18.17(b), to a final value. Which A
comes first, voltage or current is somewhat a matter of A k
semantics. One can say that a magnetic core has been
carried to saturation by excessive magnetizing current,
but it is generally most helpful to consider that a core I 1 A2
has been carried to saturation by an excessive product t
of voltage and time. (b)

Fig. 18.18 Voltage as the derivative of current.
(a) Current

V (b) Voltage

B-H loops: The magnetic characteristics of a ma
netic material can be defined by its B - H loop, Fig.
18.19. B and H are, respectively, flux per unit cross-
sectional area and magnetizing force per unit length

I.t of path. For a transformer core of specific dimensions
the loop could be defined in terms of 4 and NI.

B (or)0 1

I I /

(b) t (c)

(b) Fig. 18.17 Current as the integral of voltage. 0 H (or) NI
(a) Voltage
(b) Current (d)

Since most exciting current pulses applied to in- 4
jection transformers eventually decay back to zero, it
follows that a collapsing current will be associated with
a voltage of polarity opposite to that which was asso-
ciated with the rise of current. Fig. 18.18 illustrates Fig. 18.19 B - H loop.

the point. The voltage pulse will be underdamped
with the positive (Al) and negative (A2) lobes having
equal volt-second products. For an initially unmagnetized core a current pulse

Phrased another way, a double exponential cur- might carry the magnetic state along path (a) from
rent pulse passed through the primary of a pulse injec- point 0 to point 1. Removing the current would al-
tion transformer cannot induce a unidirectional volt- low the magnetic state to follow path (b) to point
age pulse of the same waveshape in a secondary wind- 2. Assuming that point 1 represents a flux density
ing. of 16 kilolines per square centimeter (16 000 gauss), a
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core cross-sectional area of 592 cm2 (92 in2 ) would be core wound from grain oriented silicon steel of 0.36
needed to support the aforementioned 1000 volt dou- mm (0.014 in) thickness. Fig. 18.22 refers to a core
ble exponential pulse. In the context of indirect ef- made from U-shaped ferrite blocks joined with no in-
fects testing, that represents a very large transformer tentional air gap. The ferrite core provides a more
core and explains why it is difficult to use transformer linear B - H characteristic than the steel core and has
coupling techniques to develop high amplitude, long lower residual flux at zero magnetizing force. Other
duration voltages on open-circuited wires, things being equal, it would be better than the steel

core at transforming multiple pulses.
Multiple pulses: The problems of core size are com- Ungapped steel cores will generally have a large
pounded when multiple pulses are involved. If the first B - H loop and a large remnant flux. A gap in the
pulse carried the core along path (a) to point 1, a sec- core would reduce the remnant flux and make the B -
ond pu.se of the same magnitude and polarity would H loop more like that of Fig. 18.22. Some ferrite
have to carry the flux along path (b) to a point far cores have a large remnant flux and some do not; it
higher than point 1. The core would become satu- depends on the type of core material. Powdered iron
raied, the magnetizing current would become limited cores would have a small remnant flux.
by the characteristics of the pulse generator and the
desired voltage pulse would not be developed.

Full use of a transformer core for injection of mul- 1400 Klines
tiple pulses would require pulses of opposite polarity
and volt-second product, though not necessarily of
equal magnitude or waveshape. The first pulse in a se-
ries would carry the flux to point 1, the second would
carry it to point 3 and the third would again carry it
to point 1.

Measurement of B-H loops: B - H loops may be
measured by exciting N, turns on a primary winding 77 A-T
and allowing voltage to be induced it, a second wind-
ing of N2 turns, as shown in Fig. 18.20. A signal
proportional to I (and hence to NI i is applied to the
horizcntal input of an oscilloscope and a signal pro-
portional to the integral of el applied to the vertical
input. Fig. 18.21 B - H loop of an ungapped steel core.

R 40 Klin•s

_C N- s75 A-T

Fig. 18.22 B -. H loop of a gapped ferrite core.
Fig. 18.20 Measurement of B - H loop.

Examples of B-H loops: Figs. 18.21 and 18.22 show Saturation effects when Injecting current: In an ideal
examples of B - H loops as measured with the above situation, Fig. 18.14(a) the induced current would be
technique. Fig. 18.21 refers to a ungapped toroidal equal to the injected current (equal turns assumed)
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and have the same waveshape. Under these ideal con- The characteristics of the injection transformer

ditions there would be no limit to the amount of cur- are among the most important properties. These pa-
rent that could be injected by a core. rameters relate to the primary and secondary induc- I

In practice, two factors, shown in Fig. 18.23, act tances, the flux in the transformer core, and the pro-

to limit the amount of current that may be trans- portion of flux produced by current in the primary that
formed. One is brought about by the resistance of links the secondary winding. The difference in these
the conductor upon which current is induced. Current two fluxes is the leakage flux, and it is the leakage
through that resistance develops a voltage which leads flux that prevents the secondary current from being as
to an increase in core flux, even though the induced large as the primary current.
voltage may be distributed along the conductor and
not measurable. The other is that the magnitude of Determining inductance: For a given transformer, the
the induced current will be less, by virtue of leakage primary and secondary magnetizing inductances may
inductance, than the inducing current, irrespective of either be measured on an inductance bridge or be de-
the resistance of the conductor. The net result is that termined by discharging a known capacitor through
02 will always be less than 01 and will eventually de- the winding and observing the frequency of oscillation.
cay to zero. For sufficient A1 the net flux in the core The magnetizing inductance can also be determined
can increase until the core is saturated, at which point from the average slope of the B - H curve:
transformer action ceases. dO

Since long conductors have more resistance than L = N (18.14)
short conductors, it follows that it is harder to induce
current on long conductors than short ones. Mutual inductance, which is related to the degree

of coupling between windings, can be determined by
connecting the primary and secondary windings in se-

induci current ries, first so that the two magnetic fields set up are in
the same direction (series aiding) and then so the mag-
netic fields are in opposite directions (series bucking),
as shown in Fig. 18.25(a).

induced current1"i e cEquivalent 
circuit of transformer: Knowing the pri-

mary, secondary, and mutual inductances, one can pro-in duce an equivalent circuit of an injection transformer.
One such circuit is the Pi circuit of Fig. 18.25(b). If

Fig. 18.23 Effect of conductor resistance the number of turns on the primary winding is equal to
on core flux. the number on the secondary winding (the usual case),

the circuit reduces to that of Fig. 18.25(c). The ba-

18.4.2 Equivalent Circuits of Injection sic factor governing the current that can be induced is

Transformers the ratio of the series leakage inductance to the shunt
magnetizing inductance. Leakage inductance is not

Some of the parameters affecting the response of particularly affected by saturation of the transformer,
a complete current injection system are shown in Fig. but saturation does affect the magnetizing inductance.
18.24. These include the capacitance of the storage When the core saturates, the shunt impedance drops
capacitor; the inductance of the leads connecting the to a low value and diverts current from the conductor
storage capacitor to the transformer; the primary, sec- under test.
ondary, and leakage inductances of the transformer;
and the inductance and resistance of the conductor Complete equivalent circuit: A complete equivalent
under test. circuit, Fig. 18.26, includes the parameters of the

transient generator and the conductor under test, and
L. 0!: Is possibly the stray capacitance of the injection t ;ans-

former.
-L, " L' Re L For a typical small injection transformer, Fig.

S,- 18.27(a), the measured parameters were as shown
in Fig.18.27(b), indicating that an equivalent circuit
would be as shown in Fig. 18.27(c).

Fig. 18.24 Factors affecting performance of Effects of multiple turns: The transformers are not
an injection transformer. constrained to be operated with only one turn on each
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winding or, for that matter, with the same number of
turns on the two windings. Figs. 18.28 and 18.29 show single turn t_13)
qualitatively some of the ways in which turns on one # 10 wire a" /
winding or the other affect the results if the number j,• long)

of turns on the two windings are not equal. For in-
stance, if the conductor under test is looped through
the core several times, a given excitation on the trans-
former will produce less short circuit current, more
open circuit voltage, and a decrease in the frequency
of the natural oscillatory mode of the cable under test.
If there are more turns on the primary, there will be
more short circuit current, less open circuit voltage,
and a decrease in the frequency of the natural oscilla-
tory mode of the pulse generator. There will also be a
longer rise time of the current and voltage pulses. msingle turn

Ferroxcube (1"long)
(a) (3C0 core material)

LpL 3 N7 Lp = LS = 8.3 mH
LA = 28 MH

LA I Lp G Lg IN SERiES AIDING LB = 0.3 iAH

LIS Lp A L3 IN SERIES UUCKING M - 6.93 ItH
K = 0.83

V 41 (LA-Le) Lp(I-K) = Lps(I-K) = 1.38AH4 (b) KLp = 8.93pH

(a) 1/71 1.3h1&H 1.$81AHma N$/Np

at*Lp( I-K)" L0(I-K)a inputat L p - ,.11 L l- ag,(e

X3 Lps 69

(b) Fig. 18.27 Equivalent circuit of a typical transformer.
(a) Core dimensions

( I -K) tp(I - K I (b) Measured and derived quantities
L(I K (c) Equivalent circuit

(W) CONoDUCTOR UNDO11ST

Fig. 18.25 Development of equivalent circuits.

(a) Basic transformer equations
(b) Equivalent circuit referred to secondary
(c) Circuit if N, - N. and Lp -S L.

efatm .0.-tvinaahvmw .-- eadvetat us4od test

... - " J"wiL • j; Fig. 18.28 Effect of more turns on secondary.
CT , T',T T Les short circuit currentMore open circuit voltage

Fig. 18.20 Complete equivalent circuit of - A decrease in the frequency of the natural
a conductor under test. oscillatory mode of the cable under test
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CONDUCTOR UNGIR which measurements are made should be kept near the
TEST center of the core. Transformers can also be made

using split cores. These simplify insertion onto con-
ductors, but have poorer low frequency response. A
good discussion of the factors affecting the response of
current transformers appears in [18.51.

Conductor under
test

Fig. 18.29 Effect of more turns on primary.
- More short circuit current aarbon resistors

- Less open circuit voltage
- A decrease in the frequency of the natural 50 ohm cable

oscillatory mode of the cable under test
- A longer rise time of the current pulse

18.5 Measurements ()
V

Indirect effects testing involves high frequencies,
high voltage and high current. A few notes on mea- R
surement techniques follow. Additional notes on mesa- R -= +1
surement techniques are given in [18.41.

50
Oscioscopes: Measuring oscilloscopes should have (b)
sufficient bandwidth, on the order of 100 MHz or
greater. They should also be well shielded against in- Fig. 18.30 Resistive divider for measurement
terference from the surge generaton. and the circuit un- of voltage.
der test. Frequently this requires that they be housed
in a shielding enclosure and physically as far from the (a) Circuit ratio
test setup as possible. Techniques were previously dis- (b) Evaluation of
cussed in §13.4.3 and Fig. 13.20.

Voltage probes: Conventional high impedance volt- Nurn R-r@
age probes are limited to input voltages of about 1000
volts and are somewhat susceptible to pickup of noise e.
voltages. Since impedances of the circuits under test
are generally low, suitable voltage probes can be made
from carbon resistors, as sketched in Fig. 18.30. Wire O
wound resistors should be avoided because of excessive
inductance. Total resistances of several thousands of I I-
ohms are satisfactory, distributed among several resis-
tors, with voltage on individual 1/2 watt carbon resis-
tors limited to about 1000 volts. Instantaneous power Fig. 18.31 Current transformer.
dissipated in the resistors may be high, but the average
power is low. Low frequency response: An equivalent circuit of a

current transformer is shown in Fig. 18.32(a). Pri-
Current transformers: Most measurements of cur- mary current induces a voltage in the windings pro-
rent are made using current transformers. Transform- portional to the derivative of the current. Because
ers that are well shielded and that have wide band- of the inductance, L, of the transformer windings the
widths are commercially available, but transformers current applied to the viewing resistor, R, is initially
sufficiently suitable for many purposes can also be cus- proportional to the integral of the voltage and thus to
tom wound on toroidal magnetic cores, as shown in the input current. The resistance, however prevents
Fig. 18.31. The secondary winding should be uni- perfect integration and the result is that the output
formly wound arornd the core and the conductor upon voltage gradually departs from the true wAveshape of
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the input current. Transformer specifications generally The output from a Rogowski coil is proportional
give this departure as the rated droop, Fig. 18.32(b). to the derivative of current and must be integrated
Care must be taken that the droop is not excessive for to yield the true waveshape. Passive RC integrators
the pulse waveshape being observed. Split core trans- are sometimes suitable, particularly for rapidly chang-
formers, particularly the small clan~p- on transformers ing transients, but in general, active integrators, Fig.
illustrated in Chapter 13, Fig. 13.18(a), are prone to 18.33(c), are better.
have excessive droop. Rogowski coils are characterized by a mutual in-

Rogowski coils: If pulse length and amplitude are such ductance, M, related to the dimensions of the coil.

that conventional current tranfornmers ere unsuitable, ird)2
Rogowski coils are an alternative. A iýogowski coil, M = n(a H (18.15)

Fig. 18.33, consists of a helical coil of wire surrounding where

the current to be measured.

L n = turns per unit length

a = radius of coil

=Md R d = diameter of coil form

(a) For a given coil, and an integrator time constant of

= =i IoRC, the output is
--••••• droop M

-" ..... .... Vl~ eo= •• I(18.16)

Resistive shunts: Resistive shunts, particular those

(b) No t having a coaxial construction, are useful for measur-

Fig. 18.32 Droop in a current transformer. ing the short circuit current from a generator and for
calibrating current transformers and Rogowski coils.
They can seldom be used for measuring current in-
duced into conductors under test because they mustSelectrostatic screen be operated with one terminal connected to ground.

S18.6 Procedures for Pin Injection Tests

A Pin injection tests are performed primarily to
50 ohm check for damage tolerance. Checking for circuit upset
cal •'- is difficult, principally because a direct connection of a
---- generator to a wire drastically changes the topology of

the circuit. How the tests stress internal coml,3nents
depends on several factors, but two generic configura-
tions predominate; ungrounded and grounded systems.

Whether or not the types of voltage applied to the

pins duplicate the types of voltage observed in service

is a question that may be beyond the scope of this

electrostaic screen Rdiscussion. Most commonly the tests are made with
(note gap) - standardized waveforms and should be viewed only as

tuI • an evaluation of the effects of lightning, not as a du-
plication of the effects.

0oil 18.6.1 Ungrounded systems

(b) seton A-A (c) This situation is illustrated in Fig. 18.34. The

Fig. 18.33 Rogowski coil. case of the equipment under test, EUT, is grounded,
(a) Configuration of windings but internal circuits are left ungrounded, including

(b) Configuration of shield ground planes or ground buses if they are such that

(c) Active integrator there is not a permanent connection between them
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and the equipment case. If internal ground circuits 5. If applicable, close switches or relays to connect
are, in fact, permanently connected to the case, then internal circuit components to the pins of the con-
the configuration is not applicable. nector under test. Temporary wiring across relays

and switches is allowable.

6. Apply the specified surge to each pin, one pin at
a time.

internal Internal connections between pins may make some
of the tests redundant, but connecting all pins to-

surgs gether and applying the surge to all pins simul-
generator-- t taneously is not generally permissible, except for

""V very simple circuits.

st r 7. Monitor and record applied voltage and current.

Current should be small unless breakdown of in-
Fig. 18.34 Pin injection on an ungrounded system. sulation takes place and voltage should not be

greatly different from the open circuit voltage.
This observation does not apply to circuits fit-

The test procedure is: ted with protective devices or filters. These are
discussed in §18.5.3.

1. Ground the case of the EUT to the local ground
system. Permanent records should be made of the ini-

tial magnitude and waveshape, but making per-
2. Remove all cables connecting the EUT to other manent records to document each and every ap-

equipment, except possibly those supplying power plied pulse would probably be superfluous, unless
to the unit. breakdown is observed.

Questions regarding the input power leads, and 8. After the test has been completed, energize the
whether the EUT should be powered, deserve spe- equipment, observe whether operation is normal
cial attention. If the voltage of the system power and, if not, record any abnormalities.
is greater than about 10% of the applied voltage,
or if the unit includes solid state devices, it is best
to make tests with the EUT powered since the Number and polarity of applied surges: These should
power connections can change the way that test be discussed in a test plan, but testing practice is still
current distributes in the EUT. A full discussion evolving and there is not yet a consensus of opinion
is, however, beyond the scope of this chapter. among laboratories and organizations as to best prac-

tice. Suggestions have been made that each pin should
3. Adjust the power level of the surge generator and receive 10 pulses of each polarity for each of the spec-

verify that open circuit voltage is of the correct ified test waves.
magnitude and waveshape. Once set, the power Care should be taken in specifications that the
level of the generator should remain fixed for all test does not become unwieldy. The product of two
tests at that nominal level, polarities, X pulses per pin, Y pins and Z waveforms

can become excessive.

4. Verify that the generator has the correct source
impedance.

Type of stress applied: This type of test is most com-
This may be done by connecting to the output monly done by applying common mode voltages and
a resistor equal to the specified generator imped- primarily stresses insulation between components and
ance and observing that the voltage under load case, V as shown in Fig. 18.34. Some current, r in the
drops to half the open circuit voltage. It may also figure, may flow through internal circuit components,
be done by shorting the output and observing that but it will be small because there is no direct metal
the specified short circuit current flows, connection to the return side of the generator.
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Application of common mode voltage most nearly The test procedure is basically the same as in.duplicates the condition where all wires entering the §18.5.1. Tests should be applied to each pin, one
EUT originate at a common point, pin at a time, with the possible exception of any pin

connecting the internal ground bus to an external lo-
DC and low frequency hipot testing: An evaluation cal ground. If the ground bus is grounded internally,
should be made of the type of device under test and pulses should still be applied to grounded pins, in or-
the possible failure modes. In many cases, conducting der to verify that ground wiring is capable of carrying
a series of tests with all the various surge waveshapes surge currents.
specified in the standardized lightning environment
may represent unnecessary work and expense. Con- Type of stress applied: This type of test stresses in-
ventional DC and low frequency high potential tests sulation between components and case, but also allows
may be all that is actually needed, particularly if only current to flow through components to the ground bus,
electromechanical devices are involved. I as shown in Fig. 18.35, and thus may provide a ther-

mal stress to components as well. Whether or not such
18.6.2 Grounded systems current does flow depends on the type of circuit and

may depend on whether the system is powered or not.

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 18.35(a). The For some types of circuit element it may make lit-
case of the EUT is grounded and internal ground cir- tle difference whether or not the internal ground buses
cuits as well. The ground connection may either be are grounded. Such may be the case with the inductive
made internally, path A, if that is the normal mode device shown at the top of Fig. 18,34. If a EUT is to
of connection, or externally, path B. If path A is be tested under both conditions, §18.5.1 and §18.5.2, it
normally the only mode of grounding, then the tests is probably better to repeat the tests on such compo-
should include injection onto the ground pin in order to nents, rather than trying to analyze whether the tests
determine whether the internal ground path can carry might be redundant. There may be internal circuit
the surge current. An external ground path should be paths not readily revealed by inspection.
applied only after making the tests on the ground pin.

An external ground connection should normally Effects of circuit loading: Circuit loading may result
be made to the local ground system and not, as in in the voltage actually developed on a pin being lower
Fig. 18.35(b) through impedance to a remote ground in magnitude than observed under open circuit condi-
point. If a remote ground is actually used on the EUT, tions. This is a normal response and the power level of
then the matter deserves special study. the surge generator should not be adjusted to compen-

sate. It is because the circuit may load the generator
that impedance of generators is controlled.

inter al 7 18.6.3 Protected Circuits

surge Some circuits, as in Fig. 18.36, may be fitted with
generator filters and others may be fitted with circuit protective

devices, such as spark gaps, metal oxide varistors or

inters. groun protective diodes. As a general practice, these should
structure Ibe left connected during the test since one of the rea-

l sons for making tests is to verify that the protective de-

( .) . -7 vices can withstand the surge currents that flow when
the devices operate.

Status of protective devices: Even if the EUT ap-
",,internal.groud Z pears to function normally after the test, some type of

bus inspection should be made to verify that the protective
devices have not been damaged. A visual inspection
may be sufficient, but if the test currents are known

(b) to have approached the limits of the protective device

Fig. 18.35 Pin injection on a grounded system. a more detailed inspection may be appropriate.
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of the protective devices is to relieve the circuit of hav-
ing to withstand full amplitude surges.

18.7 Procedures for Transformer Injection
Tests

Sprotective Procedures depend somewhat on the objectives of
. device the test and how the induced lightning threat is devel-

gu !oncinoped for the equipment under test. Test procedures
connection are still evolving and there is not as yet uniformity

among the various testing groups and agencies. Test
practices may involve ambiguities that have not yet

Fig. 18.36 Protected circuit. been resolved.
18.7.1 Adjustment of Power Level

Protective margin: If the EUT functions normally af-

ter the test it is probably safe to assume the protection The most prominent of these involves some ra-
was adequate, but there may still remain a question tional method of adjusting the power level of the
about how much protective margin the protective de- surge generator to the impedance characteristics of the
vices offer. Possibly the circuit was just on the edge equipment and cable system under test. Several fun-
of failure and a slightly less effective protector would damentally different approaches are possible.
have allowed failure. During engineering development
it might be appropriate to determine whether the pro- 1. Adjust the generator circuit and power level to
tective margin is satisfactory. deliver specified waves to an agreed upon dummy

If an assessment of protective margin is desired, a circuit. Then apply the circuit to the EUT and
suitable test procedure might be as follows, let I and V be what they may.

1. Apply the normal test to the lead and measure 2. Adjust the circuit and power level to deliver spec-

the voltage developed on the circuit. ified I (or V) to the EUT, using whatever gener-
ator may be required.

2. Reduce the power level of the surge generator to
zero. 3. Determine what power setting gives a specified V

(or I). Treat this as a maximum power level for

3. Disconnect the protective device, the test. Then adjust the power level to give a
specified I (or V) without exceeding the maxi-

Filters are not involved in questions of protective mum power level.

margin and should not be disconnected.
For the following discussions these three different

4. Apply surges to the unprotected lead, starting at approaches will be referred to as the "dummy circuit,"
a low power level and increasing the level until the tht "Yellow Book," and the "Modified" approaches,
peak voltage developed is greater than it was in although these are not names in widespread use.
step 1 by an appropriate margin. The waveshape
of the voltage will most likely be different from 18.7.2 Procedures for Waveforms 1 and 2.
that developed in step 1.

The transformer and pulse generator must be
What constitutes an appropriate margin shopld adjusted together to deliver the required short cir-
be spelled out in the test plan. A margin of 30% cuit current or the appropriate open circuit voltag2
may be appropriate. waveforms. Generally the tests involve generating ei-

ther (but not both) the specified short circuit cur-
5. Reconnect the protective device and test the cir- rent (Waveform 1) or the specified open circuit voltage

cult for proper operation. (Waveform 2), whichever is appropriate to the imped-
ance of the circuit under test.

It is not appropriate to disconnect the protective
devices and then apply full level surges. The purpose Calibration on a dummy circuit: Original proposals
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[18.0, 18.7] regarding TCL tests were based on the actual calibration procedure depends on the objective
premise that the test was intended to simulate the ef- of the test.
fects of a given amount of magnetic flux and not to The basic approach is to develop the specified
circulate a specified current through the cable actually voltage amplitude and waveshape on a cable. The
under test or to develop a specified voltage at the ter- generator is adjusted to deliver that voltage on the
minals of the device under test. The current through cable, as measured by a voltage probe connected to
the actual cable under test, or the actual voltages de- one of the cable wires open at one end and grounded
veloped at the terminal of the EUT, would then be at the other end. The cable is then shorted and the
different by an amount depending on how much the short circuit current noted to verify generator source
actual impedance of the interconnecting cable differed impedance. The cable is then connected to the EUT
from that of the dummy cable. and the appropriate number of tests applied.

The calibration procedure proposed, Fig. 18.37, For a low impedance cable, generally low by virtue
was to place the injection transformer onto a dummy of an overall shield grounded at each end, tests involve
cable of specified size and length, and hence specified delivering a specified short circuit current. The out-
impedance, and then to adjust the power level of the put of the surge generator is adjusted to deliver that
surge generator until the desired short circuit current current, as measured by a measuring current trans-
was obtained. The dummy cable was then open cir- former placed over the shorted cable. The appropriate
cuited and a check made to see that the desired open number of pulses are then applied to the system.
circuit voltage could be developed.

"Yellow book" approach No. 2: This approach, not
specifically labeled as No. 2 in [18.8], is applicable if

TRNSFORMER the cable under test does not duplicate the actual ve-ALUMINUM

Td, 0.4 cm hice cable. The recommended procedure is as follows.

SURGE 1. Clamp the injection transformer over the open cir-

1RG-K)A/U , cuited test cable.

e 2. Adjust the generator until the desired open circuit
3M Avoltage is obtained. Record the setting, S~, of the

CURRENT generator.
VIEWING

TRANSFORMER
CODCTOR

UNDER TEST If the cable cannot be readily open circuited, then
the open circuit voltage can be measured on a

Fig. 18.37 Calibration on a dummy circuit. single turn measuring loop on the injection trans-
former.

The transformer was then to be placed on the
cable under test. The magnitudes of the current and 3. Short the cable and adjust the generator until the
voltage induced on the cable were to be recorded, but desired short circuit culrrent is obtained. Record
the power level of the surge generator was not to be the setting, Si of the generator.
changed from that determined during the calibration.

The practice that has come to be most common 4. Connect the cable to the EUT.
is a variant of the originally suggested practice. Open
circuit voltage is measured on a single turn winding 5. Reduce the power level of the generator to zero.
threaded through the core, often made a permanent
part of the injection transformer. Short circuit cur- 6. If S. < Si, adjust the power level of the generator
rent is measured on a wire of minimum length threaded until either the desired current is obtained or the
through the core, generally of # 10 to #14 AWG di- setting reaches S,. Apply the appropriate number
anmeter. of pulses.

"Yellow book" approach No. 1: This approach, not 7. If Si <S S, adjust the power level of the generator
specifically labeled as No. 1 in [18.8], involves calibrat- until either the desired circuit voltage is obtained
ing the transformer with the actual cable that would or the setting reaches Si. Apply the appropriate
be used during the test, or a close replica thereof. The number of pulses.
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Modified approach: This procedure calls only for ad- 3. Increase the power level of the surge generator
justing the induced voltage magnitude to a specified until either (a) the specified current is obtained
maximum value. A separate adjustment is not made or (b) the setting S, is reached.
for short circuit current since the current would be re-

lated to the voltage by the specifications of generator 4. Apply the requisite number of pulses.
impedance.

The open circuit voltage is measured on a single
turn calibration winding on the injection transformer 18.7.3 Procedures for Oscillatory Waveforms
and the surge generator power setting is increased un-
til the specified voltage is obtained, at which point the
generator setting S,, is noted. The waveshape of the Procedures for injecting oscillatory currents are
open circuit voltage should also be noted. The imped- basically the same as for waveforms 1 and 2, but test
ance characteristics of the injection transformer and practices differ as to the number of frequencies at
surge generator are assumed to oe basically sound if which tests must be made.
the requisite voltage waveshape is obtained.

"Yellow book" approach: Early guidelines [18.8] rec-
The test procedure is as follows: ommended making tests for assessment of damage at

two frequencies, 1 MHz and 10 MHz. More recent
1. Connect the various pieces of equipment under proposals [18.9, 18.10] call for assessment of upset at

test with suitable cables, multiple frequencies between 1 and 50 MHz of systems
that might be susceptible to upset or damage at other

Present drafts [18.9] of test procedures do not frequencies.
clearly address the question of what is suitable, The waveforms that can be developed, and the
but evolving practice suggests using the actual ca- ratio of voltage to current, are more strongly influ-
ble configuration if possible. If the length or con- enced by impedances of the test circuit than in the
struction of the actual cables is not known then case of waveforms 1 and 2. Cable impedance and the
the tests should be made using the best estimate impedance of the test generator are both important.
of the actual lengths or construction. If the actual The SAE AE-4L requirements on the source imped-
cables are too long for a practical test program, ance of the surge generator and injection transformer
then test cables of shorter length may be used, are that together they be capable of delivering into
but the method of shielding and termination of an open circuit a specified voltage and deliver into a
shields should replicate the actual cables as far short circuit a specified current. The ratio of voltage
as it is practical. Specially fabricated test cables to current (peak values) is to be 25, but there are no
should be a minimum of two meters long, this be- specific frequency characteristics specified. Many gen-
ing a reflection of EMI/EMC test practices. erators have a resistive frequency characteristic, but

the source impedance is not constrained to be resis-
2. Position the injection and monitoring transform- tive.

ers as shown in Fig. 18.38.
The test procedure would be es follows:

Transient 1. Remove the injection transformer from the testGenerator cbe
injection probe-- cable.

b 2. Adjust the generator until the desired open circuitcable under test voltage is obtained, as measured on a single turn

monitor probe calibration winding. Record the setting, S. of the
generator.

3. Clamp the injection transformer to a short cir-
cuited loop of wire and measure the short circuit

Oscilloscope current. The ratio of voltage to current should be
25, within an agreed upon tolerance.

Fig. 18.38 Test setup for injection of waveforms
1 and 2. 4. If the short circuit current is not correct, or if the
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test specifications call for voltages and currents 3. At each of the above frequencies, start with the
other than those specified by (18.8], adjust the surge generator adjusted for a low power level and
generator until the desired short circuit current is then raise the surge generator level until either the
obtained. Record the setting, S4 of the generator. current level specified in Table 18.1 is reached or

until it reaches S•.
5. Insert the injection transformer over the cable un-

der test. 4. Apply the requisite number of pulses.

6. Reduce the power level of the generator to zero. 5. Upon completion of the test series verify that the
operation of the EUT is within specifications.

7. If S. < Si, adjust the power level of the gener-
ator until either the desired current is obtained
on the cable or the setting reaches S.. Apply the CWSignal
appropriate number of pulses. injection probe -Source

8. If Si <S S, adjust the power level of the generator
until either the desired circuit voltage is obtained rnt cable under test
or the setting reaches S,. Apply the appropriate onitor probe
number of pulses.

Alternative verification of Impedance: An alternative probe V to

means of verifying the correct functioning of the surge plotter
generator and transformer, is to measure open circuit Receiver
voltage, and then verify that the voltage falls by 50%

when a 25 ohm resistive load is connected to the trans- Fig. 18.39 Measurement of cable impedance.
former. This method is most appropriate when the
impedance of the generator and transformer is known
to be predominantly resistive.- L- 1000

Modified multiple frequency approach: The ap- -^-,-/ . 316
proach starts by measuring the impedance of the cable
under test using an impedance analyzer or a calibrated ----- 100
RF receiver. The recommended measuring setup is
shown in Fig. 18.39, and a typical plot of cable im- - -

pedance shown in Fig. 18.40. Points of impedance --- 31.6

maxima and minima should be noted as they may in-
dicate frequencies at which the system is particularly -- 10
susceptible to interference.

Tests are made at the above frequencies, plus 50 I I
frequencies logarithmically distributed between 1 and 1 Mhz 10 Mhz 50 Mhz
50 MHz, the frequencies being given by

FMh, = 0o.0346729x(n-1) (18.16) Fig. 18.40 Typical cable impedance.

where n = 1, 2, 3 ... 50.
18.8 Procedures for Ground Circuit

The test procedure is as follows: Injection
1. Position the injection transformer in a 100 ohm

test jig, described in [18.9], and adjust the power Direct injection of surges into equipment ground
setting of the surge generator to achieve the volt- points is an appropriate way to test for the effects of
age level called for in Table 18.1. Record the set- structural ground circuit rises. The basic test setup
ting as S.. is shown in Fig. 18.41. Any lead from an internal

ground point is connected to the ground stud of the
2. Position the pieces of equipment under test and equipment case. Cables connecting the case of the

connect them with the appropriate cables. EUT to other pieces of equipment should be installed
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as they would be in the actual installation. The EUT it may be necessary to insert resistors into various
should be powered in its normal mode. ground paths to force the injected current to flow in the

desired paths. Determination of the required resistors

The test procedure would be as follows: is beyond the scope of this material, but is described
in [18.9].

1. Disconnect the surge generator from the EUT and
adjust the power level until the specified open cir- 18.9 Electric and Magnetic Field Tests
cuit voltage is obtained. Record the level as 9,,.
Also, observe that the voltage waveshape is cor- Electric and magnetic field tests, particularly
rect. those performed with the aid of constant impedance

strip line simulators, have mostly been performed to
2. Ground the output of the surge generator and ob- check for NEMP effects, but have been used for spe-

serve that the current is of the correct amplitude cialized purposes in studies of lightning indirect effects.
and waveshape. Note that the current waveshape Principally those have had to do with evaluating the
does not need to be the same as that of the voltage shielding properties of equipment enclosures.
to be "correct." FAA, SAE AE4L, and the developing DO 160C

specifications do not specifically call for tests using

3. Reduce the power setting of the generator to zero. strip lines, but allow them when circumstances war-
rant. The SAE "'Yellow book" [18.8] provides some

4. Connect the surge generator to the ground ter- discussion of methods of making strip line tests, but
minal of the EUT and increase the output until neither that document nor the SAE "Orange book"
either the specified current flows or S,, is reached. [18.10] make any specific recommendations as to field

levels.
5. Apply the requisite number of pulses. Further discussion of strip line test techniques is

beyond the scope of this material.
6. Check the EUT for proper operation.

18.10 Levels for Tests

EUT pen Levels at which to conduct tests, and the wave- 6
forms to be used, depend somewhat on the type of
test. Broadly spepking, tests in which voltages and

locally currents are coupled to the pins of a device under test
wire(s) teshould be done at one of the levels given in Tables 16.2

and 16.3. Tests in which currents are injected into the
shields of cables should be done at the levels expected

Vpulse to be produced by lightning.
oscilloscope generator Levels and waveshapes should be specified in a

test plan prepared prior to the test. Some guidance
as to what might be appropriate levels is given in the

Fig. 18.41 Test setup for ground injection, following sections.

18.10.1 Pin Injection Tests

18.8.1 Procedures for Ground Injection of
Waveform 5 The most common reason for making pin injection

tests is to establish that the EUT will survive certain
Injection of Waveform 5 requires special attention arbitrarily chosen voltages and currents. Unless there

because of its amplitude and duration. The current are specific reasons to the contrary, it is recommended
may impose severe duty on filters, surge suppression that levels be chosen from those of Tables 16.2 and
devices and shields of cables. Fusing, heating to a 16.3. Waveforms 2 and 3 of Fig. 16.12 are probably
temperature damaging to cable insulation and spark- the ones most representative of what will be coupled
ing with resultant, interference are all possible. to pins as a result of lightning attachment to metallic

Where the test is to be applied to a system com- airframes. These imply that the transient generator
posed of several interconnected pieces of equipment, should have an impedance of 5 - 25 ohms.
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Waveforms 4 and 5 are prominant in composite erator source impedance is an important consideration
structures with Waveform 5 dominant on low imped- since structural voltage rises imply very low source im-
ance circuits. To evaluate their effects, generator im- pedance. Ideally, test generators should have imped-
pedances of 0.1 to 5 ohms are appropriate. ances of a fraction of an ohm. If higher impedance

Some combination of all these waveforms will gen- generators are used, care must be taken to ensure that
erally be present at some amplitude. Since these tests the requisite curr'ent is obtained.
are intended to evaluate damage, only the most severe
patterns of amplitude and energy content need to be 18.11 Precautions Regarding Support
applied to equipment. Equipment

18.10.2 Transformer Injection Tests Most tests require the EUT to be supported and
monitored by equipment that is not normally installed

Injection into unshielded circuits: Injection into un- in the aircraft. Experience has shown that many of the
shielded circuits is most commonly done to evaluate problems involved in performance of lightning indirect
whether upset will occur with certain arbitrarily cho- tests in; olve the support equipment. It has also shown
sen voltages and currents. Unless there are specific rea- that some supposed "failures" of the equipment under
sons to the contrary the levels of Tables 16.2 and 16.3 test have really been caused by the support equipment.
should be used, just as with pin injection tests. Imped- Problems can occur either because of malfunction of
ance of the source, transient generator and coupling the 6upport and monitoring equipment or because the
transformer is a valid consideration since the coupled leads to that equipment p.ovide extraneous coupling
transients may manifest themselves either as voltage paths into the EUT.
or current, according to the impedance of the circuit Care should be taken that this equipment and
under test. Effective impedances of 5 - 25 ohms are the connecting leads are well protected against light-
appropriate. ning indirect effects since the test, of necessity, sub-

jects the support equipment to as severe a test as it
Injection into shielded circuits: Injection into over- does the equipment being monitored. As a minimum,
all shields of cables (shields grounded at both ends) all leads connecting the monitoring equipment to the
is most commonly done to evaluate the effectiveness EUT should be shielded. Often it is appropriate to use
of the shields and to see if the EUT will be affected copper tubing for the shields. If monitoring equipment
by the residual signals coupled through the shield to is connected to the internal circuits of the EUT, opti-
the conductors in the shield. Current levels should ap- cal isolation devices are appropriate. Also, the mon-
proximate those expected to be produced by lightning, itoring equipment should be as far from the EUT as
but estimating the required currents is a task totally possible in order to minimize direct radiation from the
separate from the conduct of the verification tests, test circuit and EUT into the monitoring equipment.

Source impedance is of little concern as long as
the overall shield is continuous, grounded at each end 18.12 Safety
and able to carry current. Under such conditions the
important consideration is the amount and waveshape Indirect effects testing, particularly at high power
of the induced current. Source impedance is only of levels, involves the use of test equipment operating at
concern for tests on shielded cables when an attempt voltage levels high enough to be lethal. Safety precau-
is made to observe the effects if the continuity of the tions are essential and must be addressed in test plans
overall shield is broken or degraded. Otherwise there or laboratory procedures. Some minimal precautions
is little reason to be concerned with what the open are as follows.
circuit voltage might be on an unshielded circuit if the
circuit is, in fact, always going to be shielded. 1. Limit access to the test area to those operating

the test equipment.
18.10.3 Ground Injection Tests

2. Provide all capacitor banks with a grounding stick
Ground injection tests are generally made to eval- or switch. Never touch a capacitor until it has

uate the effects of airframe IR voltage on circuits with been verified that the grounding stick or switch is
references to different points on the airframe. Most in place.
commonly, such circuits will be fitted with protective
devices or contained in cables with overall shields. 3. Consider placing all high voltage equipment into a

Tests should be done at current levels determined test cage fitted with interlocks that prevent ener-O by the techniques discussed in Chapters 10 - 14. Gen- gizing high voltage power supplies until all access
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